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PREFACE

The V Jorge André Swieca Summer School was held at Campos do Jordão, a
small village near São Paulo, from January 8 to 21, 1989. This event provided a
series of lectures and seminars delivered by invited speakers.

These Proceedings contains the lectures notes of the topics covered during the
school. The first part of the book collects the material devoted to quantum field the-
ory. There were four courses on methods in Field Theory: H. 0 . Girotti lectured on
constrained dynamics, R. Jackiw on the Schrõdinger representation in Field Theory,
S.-Y. Pi on the application of this representation to quantum fields in a Robertson-
Walker spacetime, and L. Vinet on Berry Connections. There were three courses
on Conformai Field Theory: I. Todorov focused on the problem of construction and
classification of conformai field theories. Lattice models, two-dimensional 5 ma-
trices and conformai field theory were looked from the unifying perspective of the
.Yang-Baxter algebras in the lectures given by M. Karowski. Parasupersymmetric
quantum mechanics was discussed in the lectures by L. Vinet. Besides those courses,
there was an introdution to string field theory given by G. Horowitz. There were
also three seminars: F. Schaposnik reported on recent applications of topological
methods in field theory, P. Gêrbert gave a seminar on three dimensional gravity
and V. Kurak talked on two dimensional parafermionic models. The second part of
this proceedings is devoted to phenomenology. There were three courses on Particle
Physics: Dan Green lectured on collider physics, E. Predrazzi on strong interactions
and G. Cohen-Tanoudji on the use of strings in strong interactions.

We would like to thank everybody who contributed for the success of the V
Jorge Andre Swieca Summer School. Very special thanks are due to the lecturers
who gave a very nice set of lectures and shared their knowledge and time with the
participants. The School would not have been possible without the financial support
from the following institutions: CLAF, SBF, FAPESP, ICTP (Trieste), FAPERJ,
CNPq, CAPES, FINEP, IBM, FERMILAB and the University of Sio Paulo.

O.J.P. Éboli
M. Gomes
A. Santoro
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I. CLASSICAL DYNAMICS OF CONSTRAINED SYSTEMS

I.I. Singular Systems. Definition

In order to treat simultaneously physical systems possessing

either a finite or an infinite number of degrees of freedom, we found

convenient to introduce the following notation: Q ( T ) , A = 1,...,N,

denote the coordinates (or fields) spanning the configuration space of

the physical system. These coordinates depend upon the parameters T ,

u«0,...,P; we choose T to be the evolution parameter and 3 = 3/3T .

Unless explicitly indicated, sunnation over repeated indices is always

implied.

The systems under consideration will be those whose equations

of motion derive, in the usual way, from the action functional

S(Q] = I dT A(Q,3Q,T) . (1.1)

Here, il is an arbitrary region in the space of parameters and

A3 yQ
A,T) , (1.2)

is the Lagrangian density. By assumption,^» does not contain higher

order derivatives of Q.

As is well known, the equations of motion deriving from (1.1)

read

L A » 0, A - 1,...,N , (1.3)

where

A 7 U \A 3QA U 3(3 QA)

is the Euler derivative with respecto to Q . Obviously, L. can be
A

rewritten as follows

LA = V Q ' 3 Q ' T ) ~ WAB(Q'3Q'T)
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where

5 -4 T^-ff 3-QB ^4-rr (1.6a)

and

(I.6b)
AB 3(3uQ

A)3(3vQ
B)

Thus, eqs. (1.3) can be recasted into the form

V A(Q,3Q,T) - K ^ ( Q , 3 Q , T ) S ^ Q * = 0 , (1.7)

which in turn enables one to isolate the accelerations

- W^(Q,3Q,T) 3o3oQ
B
 + ... = 0 . (1.8)

Hence, the Lagrange equations of notion are linear in the

accelerations and, therefore, they admit a unique set of solutions if,

and only if,

det ||W°°|| 4 0 . (1.9)

Lagrangians verifying (1.9) are called regular or standard. When the

Lagrangian fails to verify (1.9) it is, on the other hand, named .

singular or degenerate.

For degenerate systems the Hessian matrix W will, then,

possess M(M <N) non-trivial zero-modes

uA(Q,3Q,T) W°°(Q,3Q,T) = 0, i - 1.....M . (1.10)

This, in turn, secures that the relations

uA L. - 0, i - 1.....M , (1.11)

which hold on the trajectories (L, • 0), do not invc e the
A



accelerations. These relations, when not identically satisfied, are

the Lagrangian constraints of the first generation. One, therefore,

learns that singular systems are, necessarily, constrained systems.

Since the Lagrangian formulation does not provide a

systematic approach toward quantization we shall not pursue it further.

A detailed presentation of the dynamics of constrained systems within

the Lagrangian formalism can be found in Ref. 1.

We turn now into analyzing the restrictions imposed on A by

the existence of global and/or local symmetries.

1.2 Symmetry Transformations

A transformation

TU - T*4 = Ty(t), p « 0t...,P-1 , (1.12a)

Q A(T) - QA(Í) = Q A(Q(T),T), A = 1 N (1.12b)

is a symmetry transformation, if there exist P functions

Ay = AU(Q,x) (1.13)

such that

S[Q] H f dT A(Q,lQ,f) = | dT&.(Q,3Q,T) + 3 AW(Q,T)"1 (1.14)

holds for any history of the system. Here ft denotes the image of ft

obtained through the mapping T ->• T. By assumption, the

reparametrization jacobian J(T/T) is non-singular. A history of the

system is any regular configuration ÍQ (T); A«1,...,N}.

Since H is arbitrary, (1.14) implies that

Q,T) = 3p A
P(Q,T) . (1.15)

When 3 AW • 0 (3 Ay 40) one states that X» is invariant (quasi-

invariant) under the transformation (1.12).



We assume next that the set of symmetry transformations form

a continuous group. Then, it will suffice for our purposes to consider

only the infinitesimal version of (1.12), namely,

T U - xV = T U • &xV , (I.16a)

Q A(T) - QA(T) = Q A(T) + 6Q
A(x) . (I.16b)

Of course, any finite transformation can be constructed by iteration

of infinitesimal ones. It will prove convenient to split the total

variation ÓQ as follows

(1.17)

where

5QA(T) = QA(T) - QA(T) (1.18)

is the variation originating in the change of the functional form,

while (3 Q (T))ÍT is the variation due to the change in the argument.

From eqs. (I.15)-(I.18) and by retaining terms up to the first order,

one finds

LA J Q A + 9u

where

(1.20)

In words: if it is possible to find P functions ÍA such that (1.19)

holds for any history ÍQ ; A*1,...,N}, then, the infinitesimal

transformation (1.16) is a symmetry of the system. Notice that (1.19)

holds trivially on the trajectories (L «0). Therefore, the existence

of symmetries must always be investigated without using the equations

of motion.



a) Global symmetries

Let us assume that the set of symmetry transformations (1.16)

forn an r-dimensional Lie group, i . e . ,

6xy - e k xj [ . (1.21a)

SQA - e k $J , (1.21b)

6AU = ek rjjj , (1.21c)

6CU e k j£ - (

where the c , k = 1 , . . . , r , are arbitrary parameters not depending on T.

In this case the symmetry is a global symmetry. The coeff ic ients
2

functions X» í>t ri and j depend on T, Q, 3Q, 3 Q, e t c . By replacing

(1.21) into (1.19) and (1.20) one obtains, respectively,

fc K K 3(3 QA) K

The arbitrariness of the e's is, of course, essential for arriving at

(1.22) and (1.23).

On the trajectories, L, « 0, (1.22) reduces to

\ j ° k " 1 r (

Hence, the presence of an r-dimensional global symmetry implies in the
existence of r conservation laws. This is Noether's first theorem.
Sonetimes, one refers to (1.24) as to weak conservation laws because

2 2)
they only hold on the trajectories ' .

b) Local symmetries

We investigate next the set of symmetry transformations

(I.25a)
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6QA - ek(t) *£ + ( V k ( T ) ) *kV • (I-25b)

ÍAW - ck(x) nj • (3ve
k(T>) <£> . (1.25c)

5c" - ek(T) jj; • ( 3 / ( T ) ) F£ V , (I.25d)

constituting an infinite dimensional continuous group. In

contradistinction to (1.21) the group parameters e now depend on T

and, therefore, the transformation laws also involve i t . Such

symmetry transformations are known as local or gauge symmetry

transformations. In principle, local symmetry transformations may well

depend on higher order derivatives of E ( T ) . However, the cases of

Electrodynamics, Yang-Mills theory and string theory, among many

others, are already covered by (1.25). By substituting, (1.25) into

the basic equations (1.19) and (1.20) and after recalling that e ( T ) ,

i t C O and 9 3 t (T) are all arbitrary functions of T, one arrives

to 1' 3"»

5 0 , k - 1,...,r , (I'.26c)
•w

where

sy = "Mj • AA - ** - nu , (1.27a)

According to (I.26c) the symmetric part of the second rank tensor F.v

must vanish identically. Hence, (I.26a) and (I.26b) can be group

together into the generalized Bianchi identities

LA)
 5 (1.28)



which clearly show that the Lagrangian equations of motion are not all

independent. This result is known as N'oether's second theorem.

Bergmann and collaborators ' ~ have shown that for a

Lagrangian to satisfy (1.28) it must be necessarily singular. To see

how this cone about we replace (1.5) into (1.28), thus obtaining

*£W<Q,3Q.T) K^(Q,3Q,T) 3y3v3pQ
B + ... = 0 , (1.29)

where, for simplicity, we are restricting ourselves to the case in

which the coefficient functions <f>, ty, n, etc., only depend on Q, 3Q

and T. Since (1.29) must hold for any history, we conclude that

where bracketed indices denote synmetriz- .ion. Then, if 4>. ^ 0 the
ooHessian matrix W' possess non-trivial zero-modes, i . e . ,

C WAB = ° ' k " ' r • (

and, as consequence, the system is singular. On the other hand, if all

coefficient functions ty, vanish Bianchi identities reduce to

which in turn implies that

*k WAB ~ ° ' k " 1 r f < :

leading again to the conclusion that the system is singular. When the

coefficient functions depend on higher order derivatives of Q with

respect to T, the construction of the zero-modes of W._ is m< re
8)involved but they s t i l l exist .

Hence, any system possessing a local synnetry is necessarily
a singular or constrained system. However, the converse is not true ,

The first gene: ition of Lagrangian constraints associated
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with a certain gauge theory can be easily detected. Indeed, on the

trajectories (I.26b) reduces to

Since F ^ is an antisymmetric tensor, the relations

"k = jk + 3v Fk° * °» k-1.-...r , (1-33)

do not involve the accelerations. These are the just mentioned

Lagrangian constraints.

One mav ask whether the presence of a local symmetry leads to

some kind of conservation laws. In this respect we notice that the

quantity (see (I.26b))

is conserved, i.e.,

Gk ~ 0> k - 1,...,r . (1.35)

This is a consequence of the antisymmetric character of the tensors

F. . We emphasize that the conservation laws (1.35) hold for any

history of the system and not only on the trajectories. For this

reason, the relations (1.35) are usually referred to as strong

conservation laws . On the trajectories (1.35) degenerates into the

weak conservation laws 3 j, • 0.
V Jk

The results in this Section can be summarized as follows:

1. If a system possesses a local symmetry its Lagrangian must

satisfy the Bianchi identities (1.28).

2. A gauge system is always a constrained system, the

converse, of course, not being true.

We remark that the gauge transformations considered by us

(see eq. (1.25)) include reparametrizations. The restricted x£ • 0
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transformations are sometimes referred to as internal gauge

trans format ic r.s .

1.3 Hamiltonian Formulation of Constrained Systems

In this Section ve shall be dealing with systems possessing a

finite number of degrees of freedom; the extension of the results to

the field theory case being straightforward.

Let q (t), i » 1,...,N, be the generalized coordinates and
• i Í

q (t) = dq (t)/dt the corresponding velocities. For a singular system,

i.e..

det W = det 32L O , (1.36)
qX 3qJ

the equations defining the canonical conjugate momenta,

p.-£-?r-Pi<q.q.t>. i - I,...,K , (1.37)
1 3qX 1

can not all be solved for q in terns of q, p and t. Nevertheless, a

Hamiltonian formulation of the dynamics of constrained systems has

been systematically constructed by Dirac ' , Anderson and Bergmann

and Bergmann and Goldberg ' .We shall briefly summarize here this

formulation. A more systematic account can be found in Refs.1,3,13-17.

For simplicity, we shall assume ttat the Lagrangian L does not depend
18)explicitly on time

From (1.37) and (1.36) follows that not all momenta are

independent and, then, there will exist P (P <N) relations

ím(q.p) » °. tn=1,...,P , (1.38)

which are assuaed to be independent. These relations, which emerge

directly from (1.37) and, therefore, without using the equations of

motion, constitute the primary constraints of the canonical formalism.

One may use (1.38) to eliminate the dependent momenta p , m » 1 P,

in terms of the coordinates q and of the independent momenta
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p , P = P+1,...,N. Then, the primary constraints may also be written

as follows

4>m(q.p) - PB - *m<<l.Pp> - 0, m = 1 P . (1.39)

Although there are P velocities, q . m = 1,...,P, which can
13)

not be solved in terms of q's and p's, one can easily check that

the canonical Hamiltonian

H S P i q
1 - L (1.40)

can be expressed in terms of coordinates and momenta, independent of

rhe velocities. Of course, the Hamiltonian defined in (1.40) is not

unique since we can always go over to another Hamiltonian

H* - H + cm<(> , (1.41)
m

where the c's are arbitrary but regular functions of q's and p's,

without changing the predictions of theory. The canonical equations of

motion are to be derived by varying i-he action

^ ^ ) , (1.42)

under the restrictions

óq^t.) - 6qi(t£) - 0 , (1.43)

and

•m(q.p) - 0, m - 1.....P . (1.44)

The restrictions (1.44) can be eliminated as such by means of the

introduction of Lagrange multipliers A , ra • 1 P, which are to be

varied independently of q's and p's. Then, (1.42) is substituted by

t{

dt(p. q^-H-A^J . (1.45)
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The equations of motion deriving from (1.45) read

q1 = [ql,E] + ̂ [q'.ij, i = 1 N , (I.46a)

Pi - [Pi.«] + Xm[Pi'*J' * = 1 N ' (I-46b)

$ = 0, m = 1.....P . (1.47)
m

We call F the phase space of the system spanned by the q's and p's and

we denote by [f,g] the usual Poisson bracket in T, i.e.,

3q Fi 3q

where f and g are any functions of the q's and p's. From (1.46) one

finds that

f « [f,H] • Xm[f,<frj . (1.49)

Notice that $ may have nonvanishing Poisson brackets with

some dynani~al variables f(q,p). Therefore, all Poisson brackets must

be worked out before using the constraint equations. To remind of this

rule Dirac ' ' introduced the sign of weak equality : for writing

the constraint equations, i.e.,

* =0, n - 1.....P . (1.50)

The meaning of (1.50) is clear: <t> (q,p) «• 0 only holds for q,p 6 E_,

where £_ (Lcf) is the hypersurface of codinension P defined by the

primary constraints. The above rule for evaluating Poisson brackets

can be rephrased by saying that all Poisson brackets must first be

evaluated in T and only afterwards one can set q, p on £_. Subject to

this rule [f»•+•_] is a well defined operation and instead of (1.49) one

can write

f * [f,HT] , (1.51)

where
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HT E H • >\ (1-52)

is the total Hamiltonian.

The Lagrange multipliers )* are not functions of the q*s and

p's but they only depend on tine. Hence, the equation of motion (1.51)

seems to contain a certain degree of arbitrariness due to the presence

of the term Am[f,$ 1. However, there are some consistency conditions

which must be obeyed. Indeed, persistence in tine of the primary

constraints demands

[*o,H] + X
-'&..•..] =0, m « I,...,? , (1.53)

as seen from (1.51). The P equations (1.53) can be of three different

kinds: a) those which reduce to 0 - 0; b) those which do not involve

the A's; c) those which impose restrictions on the X's.

The equations of kind b) must be independent of the primary

constraints because otherwise they will be of kind a). Hence, each

equation of kind b) gives origin to a new constraint on the

Hamiltonian variables. These are the secondary constraints; the word

secondary emphasizing the fact that they emerge after using the

equations of motion. For each secondary constraint we have yet another

consistency condition which if of kind b) will give origin to a new

secondary constraint. One must carry on this process until all '

consistency conditions of kind b) are exhausted and one ends up with S

secondary constraints

•k(q»p) = 0, k - P*I,...,P+S , (1.54)

where the sign of weak equality indicates that the equations (1.54)
can not be used before working out Poisson brackets. Prioary and
secondary constraints can be group together as follows

fj(q.P> « 0, j « 1 P+S H J . (1.55)

By assumption, the sec of all constraints (1.55) is complete and

irreducible. Hence, any function f (q,p) which vanishes weakly in F is
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SCrongiy equal to a linear combination of the constraints, i.e..

f(q.p) = 0 ~*f(q,p) « CJ(q,p) ̂ (q.p) . (7.56)

Furthermore, the irreducibility of the constraints also secures that

the aanifold Z(Z<=T) defined by the equations $. - 0 , j - 1,...,J, is

of dimension 2N-J. We shall refer to E as to the constraint surface.

Ke investigate next the conditions inposed on the X*s by the

equations of kind c). These equations are

(1.57)

where j takes on those values for which (1.5?) does not reduce to a

constraint equation. The general solution of (1.57) is

Â " - XH(q,p) • Ca(t) Y "(q,?) , (I.M)

where x"<q,?) i* * particular solution of (1.57), {Y^f; a'«1,...,Afar}

is the set of solutions of the associated homogeneous problem

(1.59)

while the coefficients Ç , a1»?,...,A', are arbitrary functions of

tiae. By substituting (1.58) into (1.52) one obtains

H' • £,*' ia, ,

where

and

(1.60)

(1.61)

- v B « (1.62)

The equations of motion aro still those given at (I.51). Of course,
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£ - fff.Hj) only holds for q,p £ E.

After satisfying all consistency requirements we still have
a'the arbitrary functions Ç appearing in the solution of the canonical

equations of motion. Hence, the behavior of a dynamical variable at

future times is not uniquely determined by the initial conditions,

although for the special kind of variables R such that

O, a'= 1 A1 ,

the arbitrariness dissapears. We then need of some terminology for

classifying the different quantities which may occur in the formalism.

A dynamical variable R(q,p) will be said to be first-class if it has

weakly vanishing Poisson brackets with all the constraints, i.e.,

= 0, j - 1,...,J . (1.63)

Otherwise R is second-class. The constraints, irrespective of whether

they are primary or secondary, can also be classified into first-class

and second-class. It is not difficult to prove that the Poission

bracket of two first-class quantities is first-class and that H' and

the <f>at, given by (1.61) and (1.62), respectively, are also first-

class13).

Since any linear combination of the primary constraints is

another primary constraint, one concludes that each 4> , is a primary

first-class constraint. Therefore, the total Hamiltonian can be

expressed as the sum of a first-class Hamiltonian plus a combination

of primary first-class constraints. Clearly, the number of arbitrary

functions Ç (t) equals the number of primary first-class constraints.

The situations at which we arrived is illustrated in figure
18)

1 . The initial state of the system is specified by the values

q Q=q(t«0), p =p(t«O). For each set of coefficients Ç(t), one can

determine the state of the system at later times by integrating the

canonical equations of motion. Since the C's are arbitrary functions

of time, the correspondence between points in phase space and states

of the system is not longer unique. Indeed, all poinM like (q.,?.),
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(QJ.PJ) and ( q ^ p ^ are physically equivalent. The set of all

physically equivalent points define an equivalence class, the

correspondence between equivalence classes and states of the system

being unique. Moreover, from (1.51) and (1.60) one finds that

f(At) = f(0) + [f.H1] At + Ça'[f,4> ,]At .
a'-

On the other hand, the choice Ç for the arbitrary coefficients lead

us to

f(At) : f(0) At

Therefore,

Sf(ât) - f(At) - f(At) = eatf,cp ,]

where we introduced the definition e a = (£ a-£ a ) At. Thus, the

primary first-class constraints $ act as infinitesimal generators of

canonical transformations connecting points in the same equivalence
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class. It has been shown that the weakly vanishing quantities

= 0, a'.a" = 1,...,A' , (1.64)

[í>a,,H'] = 0 , a'= 1 A' , (1.65)

also act as generators of canonical transformations which do not alter

the state of the system. But [+- r,i> „] and [3 .,H'] are also first-class

quantities and, therefore, they are strongly equal to some linear

combinations of first-class constraints. These combinations may

involve secondary first-class constraints. For systems which do not
19)

possess second-class constraints one can rigorously prove that all

first-class constraints, primary and secondary, act as independent

generators of transformations leaving unchanged the state of the

system .

When second class constraints are preseit one can not rule

out the possibility of some of the secondary first-class constraints

emerging as the Foisson bracket of two primary second-class

constraints or as the Poisson bracket of a primary second-class

constraint with H*. No one has yet constructed a system for which this

happens and, from now on, we shall assume that, all

first-class constraints act as independent generators of gauge

transformations (Dirac's conjecture

transformation will be generated by

transformations (Dirac's conjecture ). Then, the more general gauge

G(q,p,t) = C (t) Ta(q,p) , (1.66)

where ÍT , G«1,...,M} is the set of all, primary and secondary,

first-class constraints and the e (t)'s are arbitrary infinitesimal

parameters. Needless to say

T = é , a - a'- 1 A1 . (1.67)

Henceafter these transformations will be referred to by the more
common name of gauge transformations.
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It is not difficult to verify that the equations of motion (1.51),

deriving from the total Hamiltonian, are not form invariant under the

gauge transformations generated by G. Indeed, for systems possessing

only first-class constraints, the equations of motion deriving from H_
17 19 20)

are only invariant under the subset of gauge transformations ' '

(I.68a)

(1.68b)

(1.68c)

g P£ • LP.-.gJ. i - 1.....H ,

i . 1 j _ i

generated by

A1

g(q,p,t) = I
A _3. Ka'"1 ,n

I
dt n=0 dtn a,n

(1.69)

where ÍX • = 0, n * 0,...,K,--i} is the subset of secondary first-

class constraints originatirg from the pricary first-class constraint

<> , « 0, through the algorithm of Anderson and Bergmann » ' '

It would then be desirable to extend the Hamiltonian formalism

(H_ •*• IL.) in such way that the canonical equations of motion

q1 s i « 1.....K ,

Pi - [pi»HE]» i - 1.....N ,

(I.70a)

(I.70b)

remain invariant under the transformations

(1.71a)

(1.71b)

These constraints are linear combinations of the T 's obtained via
Dirac's algorith.
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This is the case provided one chooses as extended Harniltonian

1^ i H1 • f Tfl , (1.72)

18)
and supplenents Eqs. (1.71) with

3ça = è a - v a
D e

B - u" £fi eY . (1.73)

Here, the £ 's are arbitrary Lagrange multipliers while V o(q»p) and

Uo (q»p)
 are the structure functions of the involution algebra

PY

= Ty Ujg , (I.74a)

[H\TJ =T eV
a
B , (I.74b)

where a, 6 and y run from 1 to M.

From time to time there have been objections to Dirac's
20-28)conjecture . All these objections are based on the observation

that the equations of motion deriving from H_ are not strictly

equivalent to the corresponding Lagrange equations. On the other hand,

the Lagrangian equations of motion can be recovered from the canonical
20 24—28)

equations deriving from H_. This fact has led many authors ' to

reject the extended Hamiltonian as the generator of a reliable

dynamical picture and to advocate R_ as the correct tice-development

generator. This objection is incorrect because for gauge independent

quantities, nai. ly, quantities f(q,p) such that

[f.Tj Z 0, a « 1.....M , (1.75)

one finds (see (1.51), (1.60) and (1.70))

f * [f.Hj] •- [f.Hj : [f,H«] , (1.76)

which explicitly shows that HT and H generate the same time evolution

for the observables of the theory.
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For systems possessing only first-class constraints an

alternative proof of the equivalence of K_ and H can be given by

demonstrating that g and G define the same equivalence classes, C and
19)

C_, respectively, on I . Since in this case all secondary first-

class constraints turn up by the processes [$> ,,<t> „], [$ t<H']inH*],H*]t etc., one can rewrite (1.66) as follows

G(q,p,t)
A'I

a'*1
na'(t) *.• *J na'(t)

* n=0 a,n
(1.77)

a' a1
where the r, 's and the n 's are arbitrary parameters and the X i >s

are, for fixed a.', the secondary first-class constraints originating

from $ , For a given set of parameters {c (t), a'« 1,... ,A'} we can

always choose na(t) - d *' ca'(t)/dt a' and n*' (t) - dn ca'(t)/dtn. Thus

C_ er C_. The converse, C_ => C_, is also true because at each instant
a' Ka' a' Ka'

of time one can always find a function e (t) such that d e (t)/dt •

» na(t) and dn ea(t)/dtn - n*n<t), for any given n
a'(t) and n^Ct).

Hence, CT « C£.

We advocate the formalisn based on the extended Hamiltonian

as the appropriate formalism for describing constrained systems.

Indeed, it is by bringing the secondary first-class constraints into

the Hamiltonian that one allows for the more general motion of the

system . Moreover, only the extended Hamiltonian formalism provides

a systematic framework for quantizing gauge theories.

We close this Section by pointing out that the second-class

constraints,

0r(q,P> = °» r - 1 L , (1.78)

where L * J-M, can be eliminated from the theory by introducing the

Dirac bracket

d.79)

Here, C • Q~ and Q is the matrix whose elements are given by
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Q ~ - [er«5J» r.s - 1.....L . (1.80)

He are, of course, assuming that Q is an invertible matrix, i.e.,

det Q|- 4 0. This can be seen to be the case if there are no linear

combinations of the 6 *s being first-class ' . Since Q is an

antisymmetric matrix, det Q L 4 0 demands L to be even, L = 2S . One

can verify that

[f.g]^ - - [g.f]^ , (1.81a)

Moreover, if t_ or £ are first-class

while for any £

[ 6 r , f l - 0, r - 1 , . . . , 2 S . (1.83)

Since H_ i s , by construction, first-class, the equations of notion

f * [f.Hg] (1.84)

can also be written

f s [f.Hg^ • (1-85)

3
By assumption, all linear combinations of the i.'s being first-class
are already included in the set ÍT ; a « 1,...-|M}.
4 15)
This conclusion does not apply for fennionic syscems
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computing the Dirac brackets. Heuce, one can use the equations d «0,

r*1,...,2S, for eliminating 2S canonical variables and, as

consequence, the remaining 2(N-S) q's and p's only remain linked by

the first-class constraints.

1.4 Reparametrization Transformations

In this Section we shall be dealing with systems possessing

only first-class constraints which, hereafter, will be referred to as

first-class or degenerate systems . The absence of second-class

constraints implies that H* = H. Therefore, the system is fully

characterized by the canonical Hamiltonian H and by a complete and

irreducible set of first-class constraints {T ; a = 1,...,M} verifying

the involution algebra (see Eqs. (1.74))

[la,Tg] « TY l£g; a,3,Y » 1 M , (1.86a)

[H,TJ = T$ V
a
g ; a,B - 1.....M . (1.86b)

In the previous Section ve saw that equations of motion

deriving frca the extended Hamiltonian are form invariant under the

gauge transformat ions (1.71), (1.73). One can also demonstrate without

the use of the equations of motion, that the extended action

s
E[q.p.(I • } <

i

remain0 invariant or quasi-invariant under the mapping of histories

onto histories,

*ql(t) -qX<t) • V i O , (1.88a)

The presence of second-class constraints do not invalidate the
conclusions presented in Sections 1.4 and 1.5, but merely complicates
the notation.
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p.(t) - p.(t) = p.(t) • 6p.(t) , (I.88b)

Sa(t) - ^(t) « Ç°(t) + 6Ça(t) , (1.88c)

induced by (1.71) and (1.73). Then, (1.71) and (1.73) are symmetry
, . 15,17,18,29-32)

transformations » » »

We shall next study the mathematical conditions which must be

obeyed by a first-class system, in order to accomodate a prescribed

set of reparametrization transformations as symmetry transformations.

Our main interest is to determine whether the presence of this

symmetry imposes restrictions on the functional structure of the

constraints and of the canonical Hamiltonian '

The set of transformations

t • t - t(t) , (I.89a)

qX(t) - q^it) , (1.89b)

p.(t) -» p\(t) , (1.89c)

(I.89d)

will be a set of symmetry transformations if, and only if,

- |_ di[p. ̂ £

/ [ £ ] |f dt ̂  . (1.90)

Here,

t. = t(t.), tf - t(tf)

and A(t) is an arbitrary function. From (1.90) one therefore obtains
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By assumption, the set of transformations (1.89) form a Lie group.

Then, it suffices for our purposes to examine the infinitesimal form

of (1.89), i.e.,

t ••• t « t + fit , (I.92a)

q£(t) - ql(t) - q^t) +6qi(t) - qX(t) *Zql(t) +^(1) 6t , (I-92b)

p.(t) - p.(t) = p.(t) +5p.(t) = p.(t) +6p.(t) +p.(t) fit , (I.92c)

CQ(t) * ^ ( t ) - Ça(t) +6Ça(t) = Ço(t) +3Ca(t) +Ca(t) 6t . (I.92d)

From (1.91) and (1.92) one obtains, correct up to the first order,

£ [(p£ q
1 - H - e Ta) 5t + p. oV - 6A]

*l" p i i " Ç ~ T C q

( 3T \

This is the general condition, within the Hamilton!an framework, for

the local transformation (1.92) to be a symmetry transformation.

Needless to say Eq. (1.93) holds trivial / on the trajectories,

stressing again the fact that symmetries are to be investigated

without using the equations of motion.

We incorporate now the information that under

reparametrizations the q(t)'s and p(t)'s transform as "scalar fields",

i.e.,

q£(t) + q£(t) - q£(t) — > fiq* - 0 « * oq1 - - q1 6t , (1.94a)

p£(t) * p.(t) - p.(t) « * i p . . O H > i p . . - p. it . (1.94b)

Notice that one can require "scalarity" under reparametrizations, for

both q's and p's, because £ is the evolution parameter and, therefore,
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canonicity is preserved

[^(t^pyt)] = [qÍ(t),p.(t)] = 51. .

For systems containing additional parameters, such as field theories

and string models, one can still insist on "scalarity" under the

subset of t-reparatnetrizations. As far as the other parameters, say C,

are concerned, one can easily see from the Poisson bracket structure,

[qi(t,o),pj(t,a
1)] = 6*. o(a-o') ,

that one is not allowed for demanding "scalarity" under

o-reparametrizations for both q's and p's. Here, we shall restrict

ourselves to consider reparametrizations in the evolution parameter

and, then, the assumption of "scalarity" for q's and p's does not

imply in any restriction whatsoever for the validity of our results.

Since we are dealing with histories, we can not use the

canonical equations of motion to eliminate q and p in (1.94) in favor

of q, p and Ç. In other words, in the case of t-reparametrizations,

the changes 3q and <5p are not canonical transformations. As for the

Lagrange multipliers, it is enough to assume that .nder (I.92a) and

(1.94) they transform as follows

3çtt - í!a(q,p,S,Ò 6t + na(q,p,C,l) 6t . -(1.95)

By going back with (1.94) and (1.95) into (1.93) and by equating to

zero the coefficients of 6t and fit, one arrives to

H • (ça • n°) TQ - - ç , (1.96)

( p + Ga) Ta - - ç , (1.97)

where Ç is defined as follows

fiA « ç <5t . (1.98)
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According to (1.96), Ç must be a function of q, p, Ç and Ç, while from

(1.97) follows that Ç is a function of the same arguments. Therefore,

Z, can only be a function of Ç. By differentiating both sides of (1.96)
6

with respect to £ , one then obtains

for any q,p E T. The right hand side of this last equation can be

evaluated anywhere in F. In particular, by setting q, p on the

constraint surface I, one finds (see also (1.96))

H + + T)°) T = - Ç - constant . (1.100)

Thus, for reparametrization symmetry we have only to consider the case

of strict invariance ; =0; the generalization to the quasi-invariant

case merely implies in the addition of an irrelevant constant to the

canonical Hamiltonian.

We demand then strict invariance of the system under

reparametrization transformations, and study whether this requirement

imposes restrictions on the structure of H and the T 's. On Che one

hand, Eq. (1.96) leads to

na)

Since H and the T's are functions of the q and p only, one can always

write n and H as follows

(1.102)

H(q,p) - - fa(q,p) Ta(q,p) . (1.103)

On the other hand, from (1.97) one finds

fla - - Ia, o - 1, . . . ,M , (1.104)
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where the irreducibility of the constraints has been used. By

inserting (1.102) and (1.104) into (I.95) one arrives to

(1.105)

Finally, the arbitrary functions f (q,p) are related with the

constraints and the structure coefficients in the following manner

(1.106)

«s can be seen from (1.86) and (1.103).

We can then conclude that:

1) The necessary and sufficient condition for a first-class

system to be reparametrization invariant is that the corresponding

canonical Hamiltonian be a linear combination of constraints (see

(1.103)). This theorem is a genuine outcome of the dynamical

description mounted on the extended Hamiltor.ian. Notice that any

secondary constraint, irrespectively of Che stage of Dirac's algorithm

in which it emerges, may show up in the canonical Hamiltonian of a

reparametrization invariant system. In other words, "secondary",

"tertiary" and so on constraints may enter into the structure of H.

Hence, reparametrization invariance does not require R to vanish, on

the submanyfoll of the primary constraints and, correspondingly, the

Lagrangian from which H derives does not need to be a first-degree

homogeneous function of the velocities. Clearly, the situation

encountered in general relativity is a particular case of our

theorem.

2) The requirement of reparametrization invariance does not

lead to any restriction whatsoever for the structure of the

constraints. This is in contradiction with statements made in Refs.

15, 30,31, 34, where constraints associated with reparametrization

symmetry are supposed to depend quadratically on the momenta.

3) The requirement of reparanetrization invariance does not

restrict the behavior of 5c at t. and t.. This is also in
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contradiction with the outcomes of Ref. 30.

Ve now present a simple nodcl chat illustrates the above

conclusions - The Lagrangian reads

L - (x*y) («•«) . (1.107)

The canonical conjugate ooaenta and the canonical Raailtonian are.

respectively,

p - z * x . (1.108*)

py - 0 , (1.108b)

Pz - x • y (1.108c)

H " px pz " y p x ~ xpz ' (1-109)

Evidently, th* systes possesses a primary constraint

T , 5 p y : 0 , (1.110)

and, therefore, the total Hamiltonian reads

h^ - H • Ç1 T, . (1.111)

By demanding persistence in tiae of the primary constraint, one finds

V0"*

where T_ is a secondary constraint. Now

3 i p x . O , (1.113)

where T_ is another secondary ("tertiary") constraint. One can check

that there are no aozt constraints.
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From (1.109), (1.110), (1.112) and (1.113) follows that the

canonical Hamiltonian and the constraints are first-class.

Furthermore, H can be written as a linear combination of the secondary

constraints. Then, according to our developments, the system must be

rigorously invariant under reparametrizations.

How is it possible that the Lagrangian (1.107), which is not

a first-degree homogeneous function of the velocities, gives rise to a

Hamiltonian theory exhibiting reparametrization symmetry? The answer

is that the gauge freedom associated with the formalism of the

extended Hamiltonian is larger than the gauge freedom associated with

the Lagrangian formalism. The gauge freedom associated with the

Lagrangian forc.?lism equals to that of the total Hamiltonian

formalism. In fact, the equations of motion deriving from H_,

,1
x « -y , y « Ç , z = -x ,

p « 0 , P " 0 , p » 0 ,
•x y *z

are not invariant under reparametrizations. On the other hand, the

fact Chat H is a combination of the secondary constraints enables one

to write the extended Hamiltonian as follows

where the X 's are also arbitrary Lagrange multipi'r»-s. Then, the

equations of motion deriving from H_,

.2 • ,1 • ,3
X " A , y • A , Z = A ,

p • 0 , P " 0 , p = 0 ,
•x y z

are easily seen to be invariant under reparametrizations.

From this simple model one sees that, as we already stated,

reparametrization invariance does not exclude constraints which are

first-degree homogeneous functions of the momenta.
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I'^ Gauge Fixing

The space of histories of a degenerate system naturally

divides into equivalence classes; any two histories in the same class

being the gauge transformed of each other. To parametrize the space of

classes one must choose one member from each class. This selection can

be done by bringing into the theory a set of additional conditions

Xa - Xa(q,P,Ç,C;O = 0, a=1,...,M , (1.114)

commonly referred to as gauge or subsidiary conditions.

Which are the requirements to be satisfied by a set of

functions in order to serve as a set of gauge conditions? We answer

this question as follows. Let q(t), p(t), £(t) be a history, in a

certain class &, verifying (1.114). By definition, the gauge

transformed history

q"(t) -q(t) +Cq(t), p(t) =p(t) + óp(t), %{t) =Ç(O +SÇ(t), (I.115)

is also in &. The gauge becomes completely fixed when only one

history in each class verifies (1.114). We must, then, have

xa(q,P,C,C,t) t 0, a = 1 M , (1.116)

or, correct up to the first order,

l C V • $£• hi +K H* • *£ U* i 0, a . 1.....M . (1.117)
S 1 °Pi X 3C K

Hence, the set of functions (x • ct*1,...,M} will serve as a set of

gauge conditions if, and only if, e » 0, ot»1,...,M, is the unique

solution to the equations
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One arrives at (1.118) by replacing (1.71) and (1.73) into (1.117).

After the introduction of the gauge conditions the dynamics

of the system is described by the action (1.87) with the addition of
18)

new constraints , i.e.,

(1.119)*] = f dt(p. q* -H-£ a Ta-7ta

where the v 's are new Lagrange multipliers. It will prove convenient

to rewrite (1.119) in the more compact form

t

18)

s[q,PfX] = J dt(p. q i - H -

where

a = 1,...,2M ,

and

(1.120)

(1.121)

Xa £ a = 1 2M .

When the gauge conditions only depend upon q and p , namely

X° - a

(1.122)

(1.123)

the criteria quoted at (1.118) translates into

det [xa,Tè] 4 0 , (1.124)

which in turn demands all the constraints 4» , a >1,...,2M to be

second-class. Thus, one is naturally led to introduce the Dirac

brackets

These are the so called canonical gauges.
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.*] Rab

where R = Q~ and

Qab = M J * (I'126)

Indeed, the equations of motion deriving from (1.120) are easily seen

to take the form

i - I,...,» , (1.127a)

p i = [_p.tHJD , i = 1.....N , (1.127b)

as is always the case for systems possessing only second-class

constraints (second-class systems).

The comments at the end of Section 1.3 now apply. The 2M

independent constraint relations

$ (q»p) * °» "• " 1,...,2M , (1.128)

define the physical space r*(F* <= r), where the dynamics takes place.

The physical space is spanned by the 2(N-M) unconstrained canonical

variables q*u, p*, u»1,...,N-M, resolving (1.128), i.e.,

*a(q(q*,p*). p(q*,p*)) = o . (1.129)

18)It has been demonstrated that in terms of q* and p* the canonical

equations of motion take, as expected, the standard form

•*u m SH*((;%p*) u-1,...,N-M , (1.130a)

Notice that (1.124) secures that Q is an invsrtible matrix, i.e.,
det Q / 0.
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Pu " ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ , u-1,...,N-M , (I.130b)
3q*U

with the Kamiltonian

H*(q*,p*) = H(q,p)|tj;=0 . (1.131)

The consistency of the procedure is, then, established.
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II. QUANTIZATION OF CONSTRAINED SYSTEMS

11.1. The Dirac Bracket Quantization Procedure

As we already observed, the dynamics of a first-class system,

when formulated in a canonical gauge, becomes isomorphic to that of a

second-class system. Therefore, a first-class system in a canonical
9 13)

gauge can be quantized by following the propose! of Dirac ' for

quantizing second-class systems. According to this proposal the equal-

time commutators are tc be abstracted from the corresponding Dirac

brackets, the constraint and gauge conditions thereby translating into
o

strong operator relations. Hence ,

(II.1)

*a(q,p) - 0 - *a(q,p) * 0, a - 1 2M (II.2)

We shall refer to this quantization procedure as to the Dirac Bracket

Quantization Procedure (DBQP). The DBQP has been used in the past for

quantizing relativiscic and non-relativistic constrained
14,36-42)

systems

By starting from eq. (1.125) one then obtains

(q,p)
<

b

(II.3a)

(II.3b)

[PI.PJ - itf — — • — Ra (q,p) (II.3c)

The time evolution of q's and p's can now be determined by integrating

8
The caret indicates quantum mechanical operators.
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the Heisenberg equations of motion

q1 - J [niq.pKq1]» i - I , . . . , K , <n.4«)

?£ -J [H(q,p),pJ, i - 1.....R . (II.4b)

Of course, these equations are the quantum mechanical counterpart of

Eqs. (1.127).

We have, therefore, at hand a systematics for quantizing

constrained systems. However, the DBQP is not free of ambiguities. On

the one hand, the classical-quantum transition may be afflicted by

ordering problems. When this is the case, the quantization n:les must

be supplemented with an ordering prescription. On the other hand, it

may not be possible to abstract directly a composite operator from its

classical counterpart. This happens to be the case for the Yang-Mills

Hamiltonian operator when the theory is formulated in the Coulomb

gauge; in this particular gauge the field coordinates are non-

cartesian and, as consequence, the introduction of quantum-mecnanical

potentials43* is mandatory37»44'45).

II.2. Illustrative Example: Canonical Quantization of a Self-Dual

Field Theory

The quantization of self-dual fields has aroused some

interest ' , particularly due to its relevance to the heterotic

string . More basically they are the building blocks in terms of
49)

which the usual fields can be constructed . However, the quantization

of these fundamental objects is beset with notorious difficulties and

up to know no covariant Lagrangian density describing scalar self-dual

fields is known . More recently, some understanding of the problem

has been achieved by Floreanini and Jackiw who have proposed the

following alternatives: (i) a non-local Lagrangian in terms of a local

field; (ii) a local Lagrangian in terms of a non-local field and.

(iii) a local Lagrangian in terms of a local field. These alternatives

are just different descriptions of the same theory. The formulations

(i) and (ii) turn cut to be invariant under contracted Poincaré
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transformations while the fermionic formulation (iii) is manifestly

Poincaré invariant.

The formulation (i) is described by the nonlocal Lagrangian

density

) - I | dy1 x(x) e^'-y1) 3*x(y) - y X2(x) ,

where xS ( x 0 ^ 1 ) , g°°~-gU-*1, gUV = 0 if \i*v and eix1) is the sign

function. The momentum canon ically conjugate to x(x ) is given by *

1 ) - 1 | dy1 xíy1) Eíy1 - x1) , di.6)

which implies that the system possesses an infinite set of primary

constraints {T(x )},

TU 1) H *(xb - £ Í dy1 xíy1) eíy^x1) = 0 . (11.7)

The canonical Hamiltonian deriving from (II.5) is found to read

H « \ Í dx1 X2(xb . (H.8)

One can easily convince oneself that, in this case, Dirac's algorithm

does not yield secondary constraints, and since the continuous matrix

QU 1^ 1) = tJíxb.Tíy1)] «Icix'-y1) * 0 (II.9)

is nonsingular, one concludes that all constraints are second-class.

The system can then be quantized by using the DBQP ' . The

extension of Eq. (1.125) to the field theory case is straightforward

( R U 1 ^ 1 ) = Q"'(x .y1) • i'ix -y 1)) and the quantization prescription

(II.1) can be seen to yield the following set of equal-time

commutation relations (ti-1)

1 ] - iSMx'-y1) , (II.10a)
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\ iiix'-y1) , (II.10b)

iefc'-y1) . (II.10c)

Then, the Heisenberg equation of motion for XÜO leads to

30X(x) « i p . x W ] = 3, X(x) , (11.11)

implying that X depends upon x and x only through the combination

x*= 1/v'T(xO+x1). Indeed, X is a self-dual field.

An explicit solution of (11.11), verifying (II.10a), can be

readily found

X(x) » i | d k ( i L ) / [eik(x+x)af(k)-e-ik(x + x)a(k)] , (11.12)

where [a(k),a'(k1)]] = 6(k-k 1 ) . From this last equation follows that

[x(x),x(0)] = io ' ix^x 1 ) . (11.13)

Since the right hand side of (11.13) is nonvanishing only in the light

cone branch defined by x + x = 0, the quantum theory arising from.

(II.5) is compatible with causality ) . From (11.13), notice that the

dimension of X is one.

The formulation (ii) is described by the local Lagrangian

density

where the subscript i (left) indicates that $* is a self-dual field

obeying the equation O - 31)i>(, » 0. Strictly speaking $» is
52)proportional to the momentum TT defined at (II.6) . Because of this,

one can think of $„ as of a non-local field . In any case the

Lagrangian density (11.14) is linear in the "velocities" and it

therefore describes a constrained system. The canonical quantization
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of (11.14) is again straightforward and one finds that

0

f j;-i«x** >-6(ye-C-k)] , (11.15)
o

where 6 is the step function, C is the Euler constant and \i is an
infrared regulator with mass dimension. Although the Lagrangian
(11.14) does not contain dimensional parameters, the theory only
acquires a well defined meaning after the introduction of a dimensional
infrared regulator. However, i t follows from (11.15) that the full
commutator

[ ] * -Í£(x° + x') , (11.16)

is entirely independent of y. Moreover, (11.16) does not vanish

outside the light cone. Therefore, the quantum field $,, is not a

causal field. As a consequence, the chronologically ordered product

Tr$,,(x)$«(O)J is not a Lorentz invariant operator. Notice that, this

time, the basic commutator (11.16) is dimensionless, in agreement with

the fact that $, is a dimensionless fields.

The formulation (iii) can be found in Refs. 50-52,53. The

examples above support the conclusion that the theory of a single

dimensionless self-dual field tf. necessarily violates causality. In

fact, since the fields only defend on x through the combination

x° + x , translation invariance dictates that the vacuum expectation

of the field commutator (or anticommutator) must be of the form

* f(x°-y° + x
1-y 1) , (11.17)

where f is some function. However, for f to vanish outside the light

cone it muse be of the form

f(x c-y°+x 1-y 1) - P O * ) 6(x°-y° + x
1-y l) . (11.18)

Since, by assumption, the Lagrangian docs noc contain dimensional
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parameters which might compensate for the dimensions of the right hand

side of (11.18), the field commutators can not be of the form (11.18)

and, as consequence, causality is violated (we recall that the

infrared regulator does not enter in the commutation relation) .

II.3, Functional Quantization

Much as it happens in the case of standard (unconstrained)

systems, the Heisenberg equations of notion (II.4) can be converted

into the equations for he generating functional of Green's functions

<3[J]; the initial data being the equal-time commutation relations

(II.3). For this purpose one introduces

* £ (ql'pi)' i = 1 N ' (11.19)

and the Hamiltonian

H w = -<PJ , (11.20)

describing the interaction of 4> with the external sources J. From

(1/127) one finds18)

= O , (11.21)

while the constraint relations (1.128) translate into

•_<•)
a

(11.22)
2 «—

Here all J-dependent factors emerging from U,H J D stand to the

left of all • - i**1 6/6J.

What we now have is a set of functional linear differential

equations whose solution can be written in the form of a functional
18)Fourier transform. It has been shown that
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f [tq]^p]^>] (n /det Q(t)1)

i j f d (11.23)

where

N

H n
NN

s n jL P ;],
i 1

2M

a=1
. <«-24>

and Q is the matrix defined in (1.126). In the limit of vanishing

external sources (J=0), (11.23) reduces to

phys

exp i dt (p. q1 -H -e T -*„ x" • ÜI25)

This last expression was first obtained by Faddeev and
54)

Popov through a different method. Afterwards, it was demonstrated
29)

by Faddeev ' that (11.25) ecuals the path-integral

f dq* dp* exp |i J dt [pj q*U -H*(q*, P*)|

over unconstrained variables. Wo shall then refer to
.phys

(11.26)

as to the

physical S-matrix. The equality between (11.25) and (11.26) secures

the unitarity of a" ' . Furthermore, ft" ' does not depend upon the
29)

choice of (canonical) gauge conditions .

The S-matrix for second-class systems, i.e., systems in which

all constraints are second-class from the very beginning, is si;11

given by (II.23)18'55).

II. 4. Quantization of First-Class Systems in Non-canonical Gauges.
o

BRST Quantization

Relativistically covariant gauges, such as the LorenC gauge,

Here BRST stands for Beechi, Rouet, Stora and Tyutin (see Refs. 56
and 57).
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do not fall into the class of canonical gauges. We present in this

Section the BRST quantization procedure, vhich allovs for quantizing a

first-class system, relativistic or not, in a gauge specified by the

set of subsidiary conditions

Xa = X^íq.P.çJ,11), a » 1 M . (11-27)

Our papers of principle, for this Section, are those quoted in Kefs.

18, 58, 59, 60.

We begin by introducing a phase-space of boson and fermion

canonical pairs

A PA , A « 1.....N+M . (11.28)

The Poisson bracket operation in this space is defined as follows

where n. is the Grassman paiity of A (n. -0 or 1 if A is a boson or a

feraion, respectively) and o (d) denotes right (left) derivative. One

can verify that

[A,C] - -(-i)Vil[n,A] , (ÍI.30)

[A,nr] - (-i) A"n n^ fr] • [A,n] r , ui.32)

O . (11.33)

According to (11.30) the Poisson bracket of a fermion (F) with itself

does not necessarily vanish

[F,F] * 0 , (11.34)



whereas froa the generalized Jacobi identity one obtains

* 0 . (11.35)

Ue consider next a dynamical system characterized by a
bosonic Haniltonian H(q ,p ) and by a set of functions G (q ,p ) of
definite Crasssan parity. By assumption, B and the C *$ obey the
involution relations

(II.2£

[H(q,p),Gt(q.p)] - Cb(q,p) Vb
a(q,p) , (II.36b)

where the U's and V's are the structure functions of the algebra and

Che order of the factors in the right hand sides of (11.36) is fixed

Furthermore, the set (C (q,p); 1*1, ,2M} is supposed to be

irreducible, i.e., C (q,p) * 0, a*I,...,2M, is a sec of independent

equations. In these lectures, we shall restrict ourselves t treat the

particular case where U and V are not functions of the phase space

variables. For the general case, U-U(q.p), V*V(q,p), we refer the

reader to the papers quoted in Ref. 60.

The phase space is nov enlarged by adding 2M =»re degrees of

freecoa (n*,f ) and the Pcisson bracket operation (11.29) is

correspondingly extended. The Grassaan parity of the composite object

G (q,p) is denoted by n , i.e., n. « n . The Grassaan paritit- of n*

and 9 are chosen to be n n. • (n •!) nod 2.
a _a y a

• i a
Ue can now state the Batalin, Fradkin and Vilkovsky (BFV)

theoren. Let

¥ - fíq.p.n/)») (1I.37)

be an arbitrary f crn ion ic funct ion (rv. « I ) . Then, the fo l lowing phase

space path integral

(11.38)
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where

- H + 9a ̂ b nb " [*»Q] » (H.39)

and

n = G na + ̂  <-D a 9 uc. nb na , (II.AO)
a 2 c ab '

does not depend on the choice of ¥

To prove this theorem one starts by observing that Eq.(11.36)

can be rewritten as follows

Gc U°a[G
a "*>%

H,G3 na] - GC vc
a na , ( i i .4 ib)

where

a \ J ab

By using ( l l .4 ia) and (11.33) one finds

\G V\ nb,G ncl = ffc na,(
La b c J [I a *

which, after invoking the irreducibility of the G 's, leads to

|ua. nb,G ncl - ua. ub nc . (n.43)
L b c J be

Under the restrictions U»corstanc, the left hand side of (11.43) is
easily seen to vanish ana one, therefore, concludes that

Ua
b Ub

c nC - 0 . (11.44)

In Eq. (11.40) n takes part in the summation.
3
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The next two equations are direct consequences of (11.44),

. U \ ^ Gc "'] " 5a « \ V \ <? * Ga «*b ^ - Ga •

[^a U*b T]b' % U°d n<1] = 4 ^a U*b U b c nC = 0 . (11.46)

Furthermore, if U and V are constants one has that

[va
b nb, Gc n

c] = 0 , (11.47)

[H, ua
b nb] - 2[va

b nb, Gc nc] = 0 . (u .48)

On the other hand,

[H, u a
b n

b] - 2[va
b nb, GC nc] « - v a

b u
b

c n
c • 2 ua

fe vb
c n

c . (n .49 )

Then,

^ v \ nb, G

LJa b c
Va

fe n b , (T-I.5O)

- 2

Consider next the infinitesimal canonical transformations

generated by Ü (see (11.40))

(11.52)

where <f> = <f(q,n;p,9) and u is ferraionic parameter. By using (II.41a),

(11.45) and (11.46) one finds that
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na,Gc nc] - [G. T , \ * C uc
d ndj

= o • a i - 5 3 )

Thus, Í2 is the infinitesimal generator of a one-dimensional Abelian

superalgebra. Notice that ft is a fermion (n Q=1) and, therefore,

[P-.H] = 0 is a non-trivial statement. Furthermore, from (11.33) and

(11.53) follows that, for any $,

0 ~ ("0 y
showing that any Abelian superalgebra is nilpotent.

The invariance of H^ (see (11.39)) under the

supertransformations generated by fí can now be easily demonstrated. By

virtue of (11.54) the last term in (11.39) does not contribute to

and one, therefore, has that

= [H,n] + [s>a v
a

b n
b

in view of (II.41b), (11.48), (11.50) and (11.51). Then, under the

transformations generated by ft the action

ttf

s[q,n;P,9] = j dt (pA q
A+9a n

3-^) , (n.56)
i

appearing in (11.38), changes only by a surface term,

_ t ,

V

It only remains to be investigated the change of the

integration measure fbi] = [*>q] I»p][t>n] fr$>] (see Eq. (11.38)),

(11.57)
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[U] - [si] = JS[í.<i>] , (11.58)

under the infinitesimal transformation

A -A A 7 A ? A r A r-| 3Q >__ e o x

q +q = q +3q , £q = Li »"J V = ^T" W > (II .59a)
A

na - n
a = - a +5na, 5na = [n

a,n] y = ~£- u , (II.59b)
a

^*1 7T ^ • (1I-59c>

Ca

7T
oq

For future purposes it will prove useful to consider

U = - ijdt («P1 -?) , (11.60)

S
with 4" -4* infinitesimal. As is known, the superjacobian J is the
determinant of the matrix whose elements are

c(t-f) • (-I)2 - M _ 6(t-f)
ÔqB(f) B

 A

| U i*^! t'> , (11.61.)

qA(t) r

6na(t')

2íí2Í
ônb(t')

6(t-f) + (-if'0 -ISL- ô(t-f) y -

(cf)
a, (I1.62a)

a 3n

na(t) T ?na(t) ?na(t) n( , ,., ,,.,
- ^ - O í u ) , ( 1 1 . 6 2 b )
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- ' (-')

(n +1)
B

V 1

3q (t)

3 A

30l>'-

6(t-t») u -

(tf) , (II.63a)

PA(t)
(II.63b)

(t) > na + 1 fetf

4
3n

39. 3na

D

O(t-t')

Ç>a(t) Í

6qB(t«)
-ir - o(y) .

(II.64a)

(II.64b)

From the inspection of (II.61)-(II.64) follows that the matrix under

analysis is of the form I +X, where X is infinitesimal. Then, correct

up to the first order in y,

J •= det || I +X I | = 1+ trX , (11.65)

where

trX - dt
N+M n

(
2M n

(
r N+M n 2M n

dt I (-1) A X(t,t) + I (-1)
 a X (t,t) . (11.66)

One then finds

J • exp i J dt [r-f. (11.67)

:ice that the integration measure j£.i>] remains strictly invariantNotice

for constant p.

It is now evident (see Eqs. (11.38), (11.55) and (11.67))

, «2 which is precisely the statement of the BFV theorem.

The problem of quantizing a firstclass system in the

that

The problem of quantizing a first-class system in the

relacivistically covariant gauge specified by the subsidiary conditions
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^ + ^(c/.Pi.r.-g.n*.^) = 0, a - 1.....M , (11.68)

is solved by (11.38). The following identifications are needed (recall

(1.86))

n = n , (11.69a)

n « nA
PA A

n « nA , (II.69b)
P A

(11.69c)

<T 2 , n - n (II.69d)

i, n • n +1 , (II.69e)

na a

nç>a-
na + 1 • (II'69f)

n* M (2 n a + l)w* 2 • 1 • (H.69g)

Notice that the quantities defined (11.69) verify the assur tions

under which the BFV theorem was derived. In particular, a part of the

structure constants U , and V coincide with U ~ and V ~.
ao a ots p

Uab * Ua$ ' if M + 1 " a*b'c S 2 M » (II.70a)

Vb
a - V

8
a , if M*1 á a,b í 2M , (II.70b)

while the other part is trivial,
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ÜC - O , if a or b or c 2 M , (II.7ia)

Vb = 0 , if a or b S M . (II.71b)

When the gauge conditions (11.68) do not depend on the

auxiliary fields n and** the Poisson bracket (?,P0 reduces to

nb - J> ujc i
c nb . (11.72)

Correspondingly, the following explicit expression for Ĥ , is obtained

• 9 av
a
bn

b , (n.73)

as can be seen from (11.39). It will prove convenient to carry out the

transformation

W
(II.74a)

(II'74b)

where C and C are conjugate to £ and 9a, respectively . In terms

"Notice that [ c 0 ^ - [r£ < $ . 6O
g, while \ c ^

« . ( . ^ a ^ 66
a - -(-i)

 a óS
a. Thus, when all the

canonical variables n?, &' , o-1,...,M, are feraions the
the transformations (11.74) is strictly a canonical transformar ion.
In any case, the jacobian of the transformation ÈonH^] •> fpC)[L9]
• É̂ CJftÇ'] is always one. Sometimes C (C) are referred to as ghosts
(antighosts).
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of the new variables IL, i s found to read

Hf = H + Lu * ~ "a * " Ca ̂ B ^

where (11.70) and (11.71) were useJ By going back with (11.69),

(11.74) and (11.75) into (11.38) one arrives at the following final

form for the gauge invariant relativistic S-matrix

exp

MWMKIKIKl)
i | dt jp. i£ « o i

a *Co4a **o Ca -H - I o f

* \ Ü3Y
 (Í C~ ~Ça 6 })

It only remains to be proved that the S-matrix defined by

(11.76) is unitary. For that purpose we choose

X a (q\p) a 1 M (11.77)

where € is soce numerical parameter, and then change integration

variables in (11.76) as follows

Since

(II.78a)

C * C' . f C . (II.78b)

n n . ••• 1

d?' * e ( " ° dTi , dC1 - c ( " ° dC ,
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the integration measure dTi dC remains invariant under (11.78),

*a d£a (11.79)

and, as consequence, the superjacobian corresponding to this

transformation is just one. Moreover, according to the BFV theorem the

S-matrix (11.76) does not depend on e. By letting e -* 0 one then

obtains

n \

which after c .rrying out the integration overÇ.Ç* reduces to

«»P (11.80)

Let us now remember that fennionic ghost fields are associated with
bosonic constraints and viceversa. Hence, for a first-class system
whose constraints are all bosonic one has that

det [xa,T6] . (11.81)

From (11.80) and (11.81) follows that 5 equals 2P y s , given at (11.25).
This completes the desired proof of unitarity for the relativistic
S-matrix.

The operatorial version of the BFV quantization technique,
presented in this Section, can be found in Rei. 60. For linearly
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dependent constraints the situation becomes more involved but,

nevertheless, a canonical quantization of such systems is still

possible . For an operatorial quantization of second-class systems

avoiding the use of Dirac brackets we refer the reader to the paper

quoten in Ref. 62.
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III. ALTERNATIVE TORMULATIONS OF ANOMALOUS CHIRAL GAUGE THEORIES

III.1. Preliminaries

In the past, there has been much discussion about the

possibility of quantizing a chiral gauge theory exhibiting anomalous

breaking of local gauge symmetry at quantum level.

One line of approach has been to treat these models as

theories with second-class constraints. The detailed investigations in

Refs. 63-66 of the chiral Schwinger model shov that the presence of

the anomaly does not necessarily spoil the possibility of consistently

quantizing such theories.

On the other hand, it has recently been shown that the

anomalous theory can be naturally embeded into a gauge theory by

introducing extra degrees of freedom. This provides a systematic

implementation of a proposal due to Faddeev and Shatashvili

according to which a Vess-Zumino term is to be added to the

original Lagrangian.

We shall refer to the above two formulations as to the gauge

non-invariant (GNI) and the gauge invariant (GI) descriptions of the

quantum chiral gauge theory, respectively.

There has been considerable confusion concerning the

equivalence and interpretation of these alternative formulations. For

instance, in Refs. 72-75 it has been stated that the GNI formulation

of the chiral Schwinger model corresponds to the GI formulation in a

particular gauge. From here the authors of Ref. 73 conclude that, for

example, no physical significance can be attributed to the fermion

propagator computed in Ref. 65. Also, it has been claimed ' that

screening and confinement in the GI formulation of the chiral

Schwinger model presents itself in exactly the same way as in the

Schwinger model. This disagrees with our interpretation of the results
2

in Ref. 65« Furthermore, the 1/e singularity appearing in the vector

meson propagator of the chiral Schwinger model, as computed in Refs.

63, 64, 66, has been considered to be a gauge artefact in the

framework of the GI invariant formulation.

In order to clarify all these points, we reconsider the

problem of canonically quantizing the GI description of the chiral
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Schwinger model . As we shall demonstrate, the GNI formulation is

not just the GI one in a particular gauge but rather describes its

gauge invariant sector. In fact, all operators of the GNI description

have physical meaning.

III.2. The Chiral Schwinger Model

The chiral Schwinger model is a 1+1 dimensional field theory

whose dynamics, at classical level, is described by the Lagrangian

V1

where

= \ \ - \ (III.2)

The space-time metric i s g = - g = +1» g = 0 if y ̂  v, and the

following representation for the y-matrices is chosen

(III.3)

The Lagrangian (III. 1) is invariant under the local gauge

transformations

0

1

1

0
» Y =

0

-1

1

0
Y o Y 1 =

1

0

0

-1

A (x) • A (x) - -4= 3 ct(x) ,

-i 2a(x) P+
'i()

V ( x ) -»• +J
i 2a(x) P_

(III.4a)

(III.4b)

(III.4c)

where a(x) is a gauge function and

* Y5) (111.5)

are the projectors on states of definite chiriality. Then, we must be

dealing with a system possessing first-class constraints. This can be
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seen to be the case. Indeed, the chiral Schwinger model is
characterized, within the canonical formalism, by the Haailtonian

H " 1 \j *1 *1 ~A°(31 *1 " 2 i g \ P+ *) * I

1 P + * A1] ,"2 ig ^ Y°

and by the constraints

T,C = 31 w1 - 2 ig TT P+ * = 0 , (IIÍ.8)

where it , n and IT. are the momenta conjugate to A , A and v,

respectively. One can easily corroborate that H, T and T_ are

first-class quantities.

At the quantum level the situation changes drastically. The

expression for the generating functional of Green's functions reads

a - | rnfiA l̂̂ fcjr) exp/i S[A,*,Í]| ,

where S[Ati|>,ip] is the classical synnefetric action

^ f c ) p [ ] | (in.9)

d2x Á . (III.10)

In a 1+1 dimensional space-time the fertnionic determinant can be
exactly computed. Then, the integration over the feroions in (III.9)
can be carried out and yields

j |~nJDAUl exp j i ( s [A] • r[A])J , (III .11)

where

S[A] » - ^ | d 2 x FUV F , ( III .12)
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cWV is the antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor (c • • !) and t is a real

parameter associated with the ambiguity in the computation of the

feraionic determinant. Although S[A) is gauge invariant T(A] is not.

There is no choice of £ which can restore gauge invariance. This

signals for the presence of an anomaly.

The non local theory defined by the effective actioa

S[A) * F(A] can be recasted into a local form by introducing an

auxiliary scalar field $(x). Then, one can write

CHI.I4)

where the GSI effective Lagrangian is found Co read

• 7

(III. 15)

The canonical quantization o f i ^ j was carried out in detail in Refs.

64, 65.

On the other hand, the CI invariant formulation of the chiral

1 is ol
67-69)

54)
Schwinger =odel i s obtained by using the Faddeev-Popov trick in
(III.9) , i . e . ,

2
. | dg .1 Í>AW (ç*]^] A

f W *[*(r1A)] «Pi* «[A,*,*]} , (HI.16)

e i
where * A is the gauge transformed vector potential, f is the gauge

fixing function, tf the gauge invariant Faddeev-Popov determinant to

be constructed such that

,-1A([A] I dg o[f(
r1A)] - 1 , (111.17)

*p.d dg /dg * ~ dg(x)j is tne group measure. The functional integration
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over the fermions can again be performed and one obtains

ft- f n 4>Ay dg Af[A] i[f(g~1A)] exp|i(s[A] * T [A]) | . (111.18)

Since p A J , A [A] and S[A] are gauge invariant, the change of

integration variables A •*• *A in (III. 18) gives

- [ n i A V dg A [A] 6[f(A)] exp(i(s[A] >r[gA])| . (III.19)
•> | y = 1 J I i

n
y=1

The lack of gauge invariance of F[A] does not allow for the

g-integration to be trivial. Since F[A] originates in the fermionic

integration, ?ad since S[A,'^,$J is gauge invariant, one is forced to

conclude that the fermionic measure fcty]fE;ijJ] does not remain invariant

under the relabeling

auge couplin

The group element g can be parametrized as follows

• *ty, ij; -* *ip. This is known to be the case when

chiral gauge couplings are present

g
- i

e (III.20)

and, consequently,

(III.21)

By going back with (III.20) and (III.21) into (III.19), and aftef

taking into account (III.13), one arrives to

" 2

P-1

where

, (III.22)

4

2
• ~ a + i (a-1 (III.23)

is easily seen to be invariant under the extended gauge transformation
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A -> A - - 9 c , (III.24a)
u u e u

$ -* $ + e , (III.24b)

6 -* 6 - e . (III.24c)

The Lagrangian (III.23) differs from &!LT by the presence of the Wess-
71)

Zunmo term

y <3y6> A V '

In the next Section we present the quantization, in an

arbitrary canonical gauge, of the gauge invariant theory described by

A . We shall prove, afterwards, that the quantum theory originating
^eff 64,65)

in á»-,kIT can be fully reconstructed in terms of the observables
eff

of the quantum theory originating in <& . It is in this sense that

the GI and the GNI formulations of the chiral Schwinger model are

equivalent.

^11.3. The Canonical Quantization of the GI Chiral Schwinger Model

As in Refs.64, 65, 74 the (only physically meaningfull) cases

a>1 and a=1 will be treated separately,

a) The case a >1

The coordinates A , A , $, 8 and their respective canonically

conjugate momenta TT , TT,, TT^, TT span the phase space T of the

system. We denote by [f-.f-] the Poisson bracket in F, i.e.,

+00

1
dz

6 f 1 6 f2 , ,
+ — i r " fi ~ f2

ÔOÍz1) Ô T U Z 1 )
 ] L

(III.26)

74)
It has been shown that the system possesses a primary constiaint

T, H vn i 0 , (III.27)
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and a secondary constraint

+ e 77 - e n e - e h]<j> - eoh = 0 , (111.28)

while the canonical Hamiltonian reads

+00

HGI " f dz1 [ l *1 *1 + 1 % *• <t> 2 ( a - 1 ) 0 8 <p

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
+ •=- ( 9 ç ) ( 3 <p) +••=• ( . a - 1 ) ( 3 Q) ( a c ) + e ( o (p) Ai n "e n T 2

2 2 "\
- e(a-1) (3^)A1 + jfa^TT ^ A' " A° T2i * (HI.29)

Since T., T- and H are first-class, the system under analysis is a

first-class system. Then, the generator of infinitesimal gauge

transformations is given by (see Eq (1.66))

+00

G = j I dx1 e°'(x1) Ta(xb , (III.30)
—as

1 2

where e and £ are infinitesimal independent parameters, o - 1,2, and

the factor 1/e was introduced for convenience. One can verify (see

Eqs. (1.71)) that G generates the infinitesimal changes

6 A ° - - E 1 , ô A 1 - - - 3 1 e 2
i 6í» - e2, 69 - - e2 , (III.3ia)

6 6 w

6TT - 0 , Ó7T, m 0, 6TT. * - 31 e2, 6TT * - a1 e
2 . (ui.3lb)

0 1 <p 6

We remind the reader that the equations of motion deriving from the

extended Hamiltonian,

+00

HCI • j dx
1 ̂ (x 1) Ta(x') ,

are form invariant under (III.31), provided the arbitrary Lagrange
1 2

multipliers, Ç and Ç , are transformed as indicated in (1.73). On th

other hand, neither the Lagrangian (III.23) nor the equations deriving
1 '2

from it are form invariant under (III.31a). In fact, only for e « -e
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eqs. (III.31a) go into (III.24).

According to the DBQP the first step toward the quantization

of the GI chiral Schwinger model consists in fixing the gauge

completely by imposing the canonical subsidiary conditions

1 x2 = o , (III.32)

which are chosen such that (see Eq. (1.124))

dec i 0 , r,s = 1,2 . (III.33)

n *Here, F is the hypersurface defined in phase space (F c: F) by ty «=0,

u =1,2,3,4, where *] = 1 ^ ^ =T2> ^ H x 1 * = X 2, * A=X
2. From (1.125) fellows

that the Dirac bracket of any two functionals, f and f_, of the space

variables is given by

[ f r f
2 ] D

= [fi'f2]p

- j dx1 f dy1 [f1,^(x
1)]pR

UV(x1,y1) [^(y^. (111.34)

~where R = Q~ and Q is the invertible matrix defined at (1.126),

nanely,

u,v * 1,2,3,4 . (III.35)

The relevant property of Dirac brackets is that, for any f,

(III.36)

On account of (III.36) the last term in (III.29) makes a vanishing

contribution to If «H--1 and one can, therefore, write the

equations of motion of the GI chiral Schwinger model as follows

(III.37)
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where

+oo

2 1 1 2 : z 2(a-1) 5 9
_ eT. .1

A1 + 1 O^XâS) + i (a-1) O^X^e) + e (3
14>) A1

2 2a-1 6 " 2
2 2

(III.38)- e(a-1) o's) A1 + jTaTT

The sign of strong equality in (III.37) indicates that after computing

the Dirac brackets we have set all space variables on the hypersurface

r\
The transition to the quantum theory, which only makes sense

in F* (see eqs. (II.1) and (II.2)), is now straightforward (K = 1)

. 0 • * - 0 , u - 1,2,3,4 , (III.39)

where f is the quantum field operator corresponding to the phase space

variable f and [ , ] denotes the commutator. Operator ordering

ambiguities, which might eventually arise in the transition f •* f,

are circumvented by using the symmetrization prescription.

The quantization prescription (III.40) applies equal well for

gauge dependent as for gauge independent fields. However, some strong

simplifications arise when f. and f- are both first-class, i.e.,

S 0 • [f2'*Jp'° ' "» 1,2 . (111.41)

On the one hand, it is obvious that, under (III.41), eq. (III.34)

reduces to

+00 +00+00 +00

- I f dx1 [ dy1 if,,* (x1)] Ruv(x1,y1)rii» ( y b . f J . (III.42)
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On the other hand, one is to recall that, the matrix R is to be

computed fro- OR = RQ = 1, i.e.,

4

w=1

f 1 1 1 WV 1 1 V 1 1
c z 0 (:< , z ' ) R ( z , v ' ) = 5 5 ( x - y ) . (III.43)j -uw u

Since t{j = T and <i»_ = T_ are f i r s t - c l a s s c o n s t r a i n t s , one has from

(III.35) that

Quv ( x 1 'y 1 ) = ° ' u,v - 1,2 . (III.44)

Froa (III.43) and (III.44) follows that

Ruv(x ,y ) = 0 , u,v = 3,4 . (III.45)

Hence, (III.42) simplifies to

(III.46)
*

In words, the Dirac bracket of any two first-class quantities is also

first-class and equals on F" the Poisson bracket of the same

quantities. This result, which is in fact model independent and holds

true for any first-class system, insures the consistency of the

quantization rule (III.40); indeed, the equal-time commutator of gauge

invariant operators must, necessarily, be gauge invariant. Up to our

knowledge, the result (III.46) has been reported in the literature

only in connection with the equation of motion (III.37), where the

first-class nature of Kc- (recall that HGT = H_T) allows for the

replacement [f.H^] •• [f.HQjlp whenever f is first-class19>29\

The rules for quantizing the GI chiral Schwinger model are

now clearly established. The main observation is that the equal-time

comnutator algebra of gauge invariant operators can be read off

directly from the corresponding Poisson bracket algebra.

We introduce next the composite field operators

§°= irr [- e" ;e +A '] • (m- 7a>
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B1 = Â1 - - 3*6 , (III.47b)

+ 8 , (III.47c)

f (HI.A7d)

S it1 , (111.47c)

which, as seen from (III.31), are gauge invariant operators.

Accordingly, eqs. (III.40), (III.46) and (III.26) lead to

3] ófc^y1) (III.48a)
Xe2(a-t)

^ «(x1-,1) , (III.48b)

1 ) , ^ 1 ) ] - -^ fiix'-y1) , (111.48c)

(111.48c)

while all other equal-time commutators vanish. One recognizes in

(III.48) the equal-time algebra verified by the phase space

coordinates of the CNI chiral Schwinger model (see eq. (2.7) of Ref.

64).

On the other hand, the first-class constraints T and T«

(see, respectively, (III.27) and (III.28)) can be rewritten in terms

of B , IT , $ and TT. as follows

- nj - 0 , (111.49)
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• a e
2 B°

- e
2 /r
(B°+B1) • e = O (III.50)

Precisely, Q = 0 and fi_ = O are the second-class constraints of the

GNI chiral Schwinger model (see, respectively, eqs. (2.1) and (2.5) of
it H

Ref. 64). If one thinks of B , i>, TT and fi. not as of composite

objects but rather as of the basic coordinates of a reduced phase

space, one can introduce a new Poisson bracket operation

through

"" *" of.5 Í 1

6BU(z1)

6£2 if,
-=—:— + r -t. . (III.51)

It is with respect to this nev operation that ft and Ü. are second-

class. Indeed

--e2(a-1)i(x1-y1) ^ 0 , (III.52)

in agreement with eq. (2.6) of Ref. 64. Clearly, the mapping

A U , *, e , •

v * ""a

(III.53)

is non canonical.

The Kamiltonian H* can also be written solely in terms of

the gauge invariant operators defined in (III.47)

+00

( m ' 5 4 )

where
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+00

—-ao

is the canonical Hamiltonian operator of the CNI chiral Schwinger

model (see eq/ (II.4b) of Ref. 64).

One can convince oneself that the equal-time commutator

algebra (III.48) carries, at it must, ft « 0 and Õ. = 0 as strong

identities. This implies that the second term in the right hand side

of (III.54) will not contribute to the quantum equations of motion of

the operators defined in (III.47). By replacing (III.54) into

B w -

S 1 .

1
a- 1 *1

. 3 1

• 3 1

B°

B1

(III.56)

and after taking into account (III.48) one then finds

(III.57a)

(III.57b)

(III.57c)

0 , (III.57d)

-a e2 B1 - e2(l° +B1) • e S^ -e 31! , (III.57e)

31 31 I * 6^(i° +B1) , (III.57O

which are the equations of motion for the basi field operators of the

CNI chiral Schwinger model.

This concludes the analysis of the case a>1. The equivalence

of the alternative descriptions of the chiral Schwinger model has been
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established without recourse to any specific gauge. In fact, we

proved that the phase space variables A , i, " , TT of the GNI

d^scripticr. are isomorphic to the gauge invariant quantities

(observables) B̂ ", <t>, ", , TT., respectively, of the GI (covering)

description. This proof was based on a detailed reconstruction of the

GN'I chiral Schwinger model in terns of the observables of the GI one

b) The case a - 1

For a = 1 the Lagrangian (III.23) reduces to

* F F + ° ( V > Av

+ %r A AU - e £ y U (3 6) A . (III.58)

The constraints and the canonical Hamiltonian are, respectively,

T = TTQ : 0 , ( I I I . 5 9 a )

T2 = 3 ' ", + e(K
<t )-

Tr6 " 3 l * " 3 ' e ) = ° ' ( I I I . 59b)

= TTt = 0 , ( I I I . 5 9 c )

= TTg - e A1 : 0 , ( I I I .59d)

H + i dz [i T3 T3 - e A" T,) , (III.60)

where

c

dz'H = f
—00

The reason for listing the constraints as in (III.59) is that

T. and T- are first-class while T. and T, are second-class. Thus, we

are in the presence of a system possessing first and second-class

constraints. According to the systematics developed by Dirac (see

section 1.3), the first thing to be done consists in eliminat ig the
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second-class constraints by replacing the Poisson bracket (111.26) by

the Dirac brackets (D'-brackets)

£j r
where R* = Q' and

(111.63)

The second-class nature of T_ and T, secures that Q1 is a nonsingular

matrix, i.e., det Q' 4 0 everywhere in F. The basic and nonvar.ishing

D'-brackets are easily found to be

1 ) , * (y1)! - oix'-y1) , (III.64a)

, - -ifiix'-y1) , (HI.64b)
D e

- ííx^y1) , (111.64c)

, - S í x y ) .

All D'-brackets involving either T. and/or T, vanish. In particular,

[A (X ),ir1(y )J , • 0. Two conclusions can be immediately drawn from

(111.59c), (III.59d) and (III.64). First, the functional form of the

second-class constraints is so simple that allows for a

straightforward elimination of the sector A , TT ; the system

effectively lives in the submanyfold F, F czP, defined by T_ * 0,

T, • 0 and spanned by the variables A , $, 6, TT J , n.. Second, the

D'-algebra of the variables spanning F is isomorphic to the Poisson

bracket algebra defined only in F, namely,
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+OD
6f
1

6f

if

ÕA°(z1) dr (z1)
o

Of

Ví
V
(z1)

(III.65)

where f. and f_ are arbitrary regular functionals in F.

Hence, after a consistent elimination of the second-class

constraints one is left with a system whose constraints

T | S T I ^ = 0 .

and whose canonical Hamiltonian

+00

HGI ^ HGI

are first-class, i.e.,

+00

[H G I,T O(X
!)]

+00

dz
1

V^iz^x1) ,

(III.66a)

(III.66b)

(III.67)

(III.68b)

with

V2,(z1;x1) - 0 ,

(III.69)

(III.70)

(III.71)

From the physical point of view, the main effect provoked by setting
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a * 1 has been that of enforcing the vanishing of the field tensor

(u * 0).

All developments made in connection with the case a > ? now

apply. We shall not pause here to derive the analog of (111.31) for

the case a « 1. The composite field operators

B° H 1 (a1§ -iQ] , (III.72a)

t : i+9 , (III.72b)

? = ̂  . (111.72c)

are easily seen to be gauge invariant operators. Accordingly, their

equal-time commutator algebra can be abstracted fron their respective

Poisson bracket algebra and one finds that

[ 8 V > . B V > ] = - ^ 3X
 6<x1-y1) ' (111.73.)

e

, (III.73b)

) , (111.73c)

i «(x'-y1) , (III.73d)

while all other commit at or ̂  vanish. Furthermore, the constraints T ,
- a* * '

«x can be rewritten solely in termsT2 and the Hamiltonian H

of the operators defined at (III.72) as follows,

' ° » (111.74)

-e(-e 5 ° - ^ •a'l) - 0 , (11.75)
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" f dr' I *• ̂ * I ( ° 1 * ) ( ^ ) • (HI-

If in the CKI forculatioo of th* chiral Schwinger nodel one uses the

constraints íL • 0, Q, • 0 for eliainating the sector Ã , * , one

finds that the equal-time cosautator algebra verified by the remaining

phase space variables (see eqs. (3.4) of Ref. 64) is isoaorphic to

that quoted in (III.73). The sase cliaination enables one to cast the

constraint !* « 0, ft, « 0 and the canonical Haailtonian of the gauge

nonsyonetric description (see eqs. (2.1), (3.1) and (3.5) of lef. 64)

as in eqs. (III.74), (III.75) and (III.76), respectively. Clearly, fl,

and -~-? are second-class constraints with respect to the Poisson

bracket algebra

.77). r dz« r *fi *A2 +
 gfi 6f2 i

I I o # I » B 1 1 I % 1 21*

Hence, also for a « 1 the CNI chiral Schwinger model can be fully

reconstructed in terns of the observables of the GI one.

III.4. The Fermion Operators of the CXI Chiral Schwinger Model

We just proved that all operators entering in the bosonized

version of GSI chiral Schwinger nodel possess physical meaning. Ve

show next that also the fermion operators of the CXI description are

isosorphic to fermionic observablcs of the GI formulation .

The Creen functions of the CNI chiral S. hwingcr model are to

be obtained by differentiating with respect to the external sources

O, ,r,r) the generating functional (see (III.9))

(III.78)

As we already explained, the gauge symmetric classical action S[A,Í'/Í']
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does not define a gauge invariant theory at quantum level.
54)

By using the Faddeev-Popov trick in (III.78) one finds

(see (III .16))

dg I I II£>A I g^J gpii/J A.[A] £ ff Aj

expfi S T A , ; ^ ! + i I d x [ J AU + ijin + n!Í>]> (III.79)

\ J vu ;/
Then, after changing integration variables

Ay -y AP = g AP g"1 + i g 3P g"1 , (III.80a)

g

i> •*• ty - g 'I' , (III.80b)
+

where g • exp(-i 6 ) , g • exp(-2i 0P ) , one arrives to

dg [ | n tbAU| §L.li;] ̂ ] A [A] 6 [ f ( A ) ]
1 LM J

e x p H SLA.H/.ijiJ + i Su 7 |A,gJ + i I d2x ( j , , Av +% + n \ ) \ . ( I I I . 8 1 )j i S[A,!|»,5[| +i Swz[A,g] +i f

Here, the exponential of the Wess-Zumino action, exp(i Sw_), i s just

the jacobian of the transformation (£/ ii>] ̂ > ijl] •• (ttj/] ,̂1̂ /] (see Ref. 77)

Obviously, S _ [ A , 6 ] « / d xJí™, where * _ is given at ( I I I .25) .
WZ- • J i WZ

; gauge noninvariant

theory invariant under the extended local transformation

The gauge noninvariant S +S now defines at qua; turn level a
TIL*

g + gG , (III.82a)

u G u
A w -• A M , (III.82b)

G
i> •*• ty , (III.82c)

where (see (III.24))

G « e"1 c . (III.83)
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We, therefore, refer to (III.81) as to the GI representation

of the generating functional ̂ [j^ ,n,n] , whereas we refer to (III.78)

as to the GNI representation of the same generating functional. From

the equality of (III.78) and (III.81) then follows that

,r}>a)] |0 <0 (III.

where Ç* is any polynomial in the field variables. Now, it is evident
8 u 8 8—

that A , '+) and ty are invariant under the extended gauge

transformation (III.82). Hence, from (III.84) one learns that the

field variables A , ̂  and iji of the GNI description are isomorphic to
. 8 8 8—

the gauge invariant quantities (observables) A , i|/ and ij/,

respectively, of the GI description. The purported proof is now

complete.

We would like to stress the fact that in the chiral Schwinger
g

there are two basic fermionic observables, namely ij>(x) and

exp -2 id / dzy A (z)JP ty(x). This is not the case in the (vector)

Schwinger model where the only fermionic observable is

exp(-i e/ dz A (z)J tyM. In the present case, however, it is ^

which corresponds to the fermions in the GNI formulation. This point

was overlooked in Refs. 72, 73.
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I. INTRODUCTION, OVERVIEW, BOSONIC THEORIES

My lectures concern an unfamiliar approach to quantum field theory that
closely parallels a similar technique in quantum mechanics and is called the
field theoretic Schrõdingtr representation. The essence of the method is the
following: Dynamical quantities are expressed in terms of fixed-time canoni-
cal variables, $(x) and II(x) for a conventional scalar field theory, which upon
quantization satisfy canonical commutation relations. The quantum field the-
ory involves states \$f) that are realized in the Schrõdinger representation as
functionals, \$) -* $?{j), of a time-independent, c-number field y?(x). The
operator $(x) acts on these states by multiplication. ^(x)l'I') —• 9(x)'ir(^),
while the canonical momentum operator II(x) acts bv functional differentiation,

Clearly we are taking over into field theory the most elementary approach
to quantum mechanics. The motive for doing this is the desire to use the phys-
ical/mathematical intuition derived from ordinary [many-body] quantum me-
chanics to advance understanding and to develop exact or approximate results.
After all, one can view a field $(x) as a collection of mechanical variables Qi
(i = 1,- • • ,.V) for N degrees of freedom, in the limit that A' becomes continu-
ously infinite: Q —* $, i —* x.

However, as we shall see, things are not so simple, because of quantum field
theoretic divergences. Indeed the field theoretic Schrõdinger representation is
not new, but it has not been as widely used as the Green's function method for
Fock space matrix elements of Heisenberg picture operators. The reason is that
isolating and renormalizing perturbative divergences is effected more conveniently
in the Lorentz covariant Green's function formalism than in the non-covariant
Schrõdinger representation. At a time when infinities posed an ill-defined obstacle
to extracting unambiguous results from quantum field theory, Lore atz covariance
was an inc! spensible guide for finding ones way. However, by now we have become
accustomed, for better or worse, to dealing with field theoretic infinities, and their
occurrence is not so threatening. Indeed, recent results establish renormalizability
of the Schrõdinger representation, for static1 as veil as time-dependent2 problems.

Although the formalism that I wish to acquaint you with is truly elementary
and should be immediately comprehensible to anyone familiar with quantum
mechanics, it has been my experience that many in an audience schooled to
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think in terms of Fock spaces, Green's functions etc. are frequently puzzled by
what I am trying to explain. I shall therefore begin by briefly reviewing a familiar
quantum mechanical story, but in an order inverse to text-book presentations.

Consider the harmonic oscillator with a quadratic Hamiltonian.

H=\(P7+»7Q2) (1.1)

One way to unravel the dynamics is to introduce annihilation and creation oper-
ators,

a* = - ^ (ur!'2<? - iut-Wp) (1.2b)

from which the dynamical variables may be reconstructed.

p = 7 Y 2 ( a ~ a ) (L3b)

As a consequence of the canonical commutator obeyed by P aid Q, these anni-
hilation and creation operators satisfy the important commutation relation

[*,a*] = 1 (1.4)

and the Hamiltonian is expressed in terms of them.

Ji=uaa+-u . (1.5)

[All operators are evaluated at a common, fixed time and the commutator (1.4)
is an "equal-time" commutator. The time argument is suppressed.] Next, it is
asserted that there exists a normalized vacuum state, |0), annihilated by a, which
is also the ground state of the Hamiltonian,

a\0) = 0 (1.6)

/T|0) = £7o|0) , £ 0 = ^ (1.7)

while the excited states are obtained by repeated application of of to [0).

|n) = - ^ («T10) (1.8)
vn!

H\n) = En\n) , En = rw + \* (1.9)
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These eigenstates are a basis for arbitrary states |y) in the model.

»!"> (l-io)

This elementary and familiar story is repeated in the conventional approach
to field theory. For a free bosonic, spinless field with mass m, we take a quadratic
Hamiltonian.

| T ( ) " (1.11a)

Here and below, Jx is the integral over space which may be «/-dimensional, Jx =
/ rf'x; / is the corresponding Fourier space integral, J = J (2̂ f< • Jx will denote
the corresponding space-time integral. A self-evident matrix/kernel notation will
be used; for example (1.11a) is also written as

f(n + *-:*) (1.11b)

where us7 is the kernel [operator]

J*(x, x') = ( - V 2 + m7) *(x - x') (1.12a)

and a double integration is understood in the last term of (1.11b). The identity
kernel / in position space is i (x -x ' ) and in momentum space (2~)d6(p-pf). The
kernel u/2 is not diagonal in position space, but because of translation invariance
it is diagonal in momentum space.

= /
Jx,

(>
x,x' (1.12b)

= (p2 + m2) (2Jr)(li(p - p')

Hence
"(P,P') = "(P)(2*)'*(P-P') M i o >

. (112c)
u(p) = y/p* + m2

As in the quantum mechanical example, the canonical variables, which now
are the fields $(x) and II(x), are replaced by annihilation and creation operators,
compare with (1.2) - (1.4),

= ^ J e-p x (w'/2(p)*(x) + w-»/»(p)n(x)) (1.13a)

\p) = 'fij''>* (*l/*(p)*(x)-iu:-l'7(p)ll(x)) (1.13b)
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from which the fields can be reconstructed

1 / , . «.» *, . -,r>,\ (1.14a)

(1.14b)
/

The field theoretical version of (1.4) is

[a (p) ,aV) ] = (2*)'f(p - p') (1.15)

and the Hamiltonian in these variables reads

t 5 / w(p?p)
! , (1-16)

The last term can be written as | tru/, where the trace of the kernel u is taken in
the functional sense. Because of translation invariance, which insures the presence
of a delta function in u?(p, p') = «*?(p) Jx t

tx'lp~p *, the diagonal part possesses an
infrared divergence proportional to the volume V of space: --(p, p) = u(p) fx =
u(p)V. Furthermore, the trace is also ultraviolet divergent, owing to the growth
ofw(p) with p: tru; = V / w(p).

This first and simplest quantum field theoretic infinity is usually eliminated
by normal ordering: a procedure that ties the formalism to the specific Hamilto-
nian (1.11a), (1.16). On the contrary, for our purposes it is better to keep this
contribution. We can justify manipulating with an undefined quantity by observ-
ing that nothing in the development thus far depends on the specific form of u
in (1.11b), and we could take a regulated expression such that \ trur exists. In
fact, we shall ignore infrared divergences [for example, by pretending that space
has finit volume], thus we may even take translation invariant formulas for u>.
Of course. Poincaré invariance of the theory is lost if ur differs from (1.12). but
should be regained in final results, when regulators are removed.

Continuing now with the usual field theoretic development, it is asserted, as
in the harmonic oscillator, that there exists a normalized vacuum state, annihi-
lated by a(p), which is also the ground state of tht- Hamiltonian (1.11). (1.16),

a(p)|0>=0 (1.17)

ffiO)=£0|0) , r o = ^ t r ^ (1.18)

while the excited states are obtained by repeated application of a*(p) to '0).

IPI.PJ Pa) = -7s=at(pi)at(p-.)...at(pn)!O)
V"! (1-19)
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1
{pi)+-tT& (1.20)

These eigenstaies, the so-called Fock states, provide a basis for ail other states in
the theory. They comprise the Fock space of the Hamiltonian (1.16) with an inner
product that derives from the fact that the Fock basis states are orthonormal. It
is evident that the field theoretic quantities consist of an infinite superposition
of the corresponding harmonic oscillator formulas.

But there is another, more elementary approach to quantum mechanics, in
which a Hamiltonian is not at the center of the development. Rather one begins
by representing arbitrary states by functions of [half] the canonical variables, say
q, and an inner product is defined on this space of functions.

J
\v) — v(<?) (1.21)

q) (1-22)

Operators O of the theory are represented by kernels.

W ) — JdqO(q,q)v(q) (1.23)

For the position operator Q, a diagonal kernel is used

Q—*qS(q-q) (1.24a)

while the canonical commutation relation is satisfied by representing the momen-
tum operator as

P

Thus, Q acts by multiplication on functions of q. and P by differentiation. In
this way, the action of any operator constructed from P and Q is determined.

<KP,Q)\t» -*o(j J^ç) v(q) (1.25)

In this Schrõdinger representation the eigenstates of a Hamiltonian are found
by solving differential equations, e.g. for the harmonic oscillator,

niq)=EnMq) ( 1 2 6 )

the ground state is represented by a Gaussian.

10) — vo(9)=(^) 1 / 4 c-^" ? (1.27a)

Eo ••-- \« (1.27b)
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The annihilation and creation operators are also expressed in this formalism, with
the former annihilating ^'0(9)-

«!<>} — - s «"*t+«-"f- *>(«) = o

and the latter creating the excited states, which are represented by polynomials
in q — the Hermite polynomials — multiplying iMi)- They may be found by
repeatedly solving the differential equation (1-26), or by representing the formal
expressions (1.8).

|1) = a»|0> —>

HM9) =
(1.29a)

|2) = ±a*\l) — v2(9) = | ( - I / 2 i - < " ~ 1 / 2 | ) *»(«) = ^ ( 2 ^ ? " !>*(«)

(1.29b)
etc.

The set of oscillator eigenfunctions {v-'»(ç)} is complete; it can serve as a
basis for our function space of states {^}. Or one can take other bases, e.g.. a
set oscillator eigenfunctions with a different frequency — one is expandable in
terms of the other.

It is now dear that the above can be taken over almost in its entirety to
field theory. As mentioned already, for a bosonic theory, states are represented
by functionals of a time-independent, c -number field s?(x)-

I*) — *(r) ' (1-30)

An inner product is defined by functional integration.

Operators of the theory are realized by functional kernels.

(1.32)

Specifically the kernels for the crjionical variables

•00—MxMi*-£) (1.333)

k (U3b)
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make use of a functional delta function and functional differentiation. The action
of any operator constructed from these variables is then determined.

— O (j ^ , v * ) *(?) (1.34)

Dynamical calculations require positing a Hamiltonian J/(II,$), and the
dynamical equation is the functional Schrodinger equation for time-dependent
functional.

| ( i ^ ) (1.35)

Of course, for time-independent Hamiltonians a separation of variables is possible,
and one is led to a functional eigenvalue problem,

(1.36)
£(?)

which can be solved for a quadratic Hamiltonian.

(1.37)

Here h is a symmetric real kernel, not necessarily of the free-field form in (1.11) -
(1.12); we call it the first quantized Hamiltonian. The Fock ground state ^
that solves

is a Gaussian functional,

= det1/A (-) c"i / v w * (1.39a)
NTT/TT

with covariance w determined by

J* = h (1.39b)

and eigenvalue

E0 = -tTu; (1.39c)

$o is annihilated by the [position space] annihilation operator

. = -L y ( . - / V + „"»£) (1.40a)
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which together with its conjugate creation operator

satisfy the expected commutation relation.

[a(x) ,a ' (y) ]=i (x-y) (1.41)

Higher excited states are obtained by first determining the eigenfunctions and
eigenvalues of the real and symmetric kernel u;.

f u,(x,y)ft(y) = ef((x) (1.42)

The one-particle state is then constructed by the action of Jx ft(x)a}(x) on ^Q;
the two-particle state by the action of -fy Jx /t'(x)/<(y)at(x)at(y) etc. In this
way we find

Jx

e + - t r w (1.44)

etc. The set of all Fock functionals {Vn(v)} comprises a basis for the Fock
functional space. As we shall see presently, this is not the full functional space.

In the Poincaré invariant model of (1.12), u - V-V2 +m2, ft(x) = t**
and € = uj(p) = y/p2 -I- m2. Then of course the ground state energy (1.39c) is
infinite, but this divergence need not disturb us, because it is unambiguously
isolated in the formalism. Also the normalization factor

det'/« ( | ) = exp \ tr In £ = exp £ j In ̂ 2 ± ^ (1.45)
p
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is infrared infinite because of the volume factor V, and ultraviolet infinite because
of the divergence in the momentum representation. This infinity also disappears
for matrix elements of operators between states in the Fock space, because the
normalization is precisely so chosen that it cancels. For example, the expectations
of operator bilinears are well defined,

(oi*(x)»(y);o) = J iv»;(v)v»(x)v(y)«t(v)

i / - ( > L (1.46a)

(o;n(x)n(y);o) = Jv, (f
= ^(x,y) = \ J e - ' X - y ) v ^ T ^ (1.46b)

<o;*(x)n(y)|o) = J

/ ( > (1.46c)

and coincide with the conventional free-field correlation functions.
Notice also that the equation (1.39b), which determines the covariance u; of

the ground state Gaussian from the first quantized Hamiltonian h, leaves a sign
undetermined. For example, for translationally invariant quantities, (1.39b) is
solved by u(p) = (siga)y/h(p), where the choice of sign could even vary with p .
The positive sign is selected by the requirement that the wave functional damp
for large field strength <?, rather than diverge, as would be the case when the
sign is negative. This localization in field space also assures a positive energy
spectrum in the quantized field theory.

The analogy to the quantum mechanical oscillator states (1.26) - (1.29) is
clear — the formulas are the same, except for an infinite replication, arising from
the infinite number of degrees of freedom in a field theory. But precisely because
of this infinity, the analogy is not complete. The set of all Fock functionals
{*n(v)}> wWch by definition forms a basis for the Fock space of the Hamiltonian
(1.37), is inadequate for expanding every functional one might construct in our
functional space. For example, consider two Fock vacua, with translationally
invariant covariances *'j and u>2> These are ground states of two Hamiltonians
H\ and H?, whose first quantized form involve h\ = u)\ and Aj = w|. As I
mentioned already, in the quantum mechanical case, the ground state of each
Hamiltonian can be expanded in terms of the energy eigenstates of the other.
However, in the field theory, the overlap between the two Fock vacua is

- • - t f (1.47a)
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(1.47b)

Even ignoring the [infrared] infinity associated with infinite volume V, N/V will
still diverge in the ultraviolet, unless u/i and u/2 approach each other rapidly at
large p. Since the integrand in (1.47b) is positive, the divergence sets e"^ to
zero, and the overlap (1.47a) vanishes. Then also the overlap between all higher
Fock functionals built on the respective two Fock vacua will possess the factor
(1.47), and the two Fock bases, as well as the two Fock spaces built on these bases
are mutually orthogonal. In other words, our functional space contains within it
inequivalent Fock spaces.

This difference between ordinary quantum mechanics and quantum field the-
ory in the Schrõdinger representation is a consequence of the fact that the space
on which the quantum mechanics is defined is a finite dimensional manifold, ac-
commodating a finite number of quantum mechanical degrees of freedom, while
the field theory, with its infinite degrees of freedom, uses an infinite dimensional
manifold. The inequivalent Fock spaces provide inequivalent representations of
the canonical commutation relations — a situation that does not arise in quantum
mechanics. Moreover, as I shall later explain, representations of transformation
groups on inequivalent Fock spaces are in general inequivalent. Specifically, an-
swers can depend on the covariance that enters in the definition of the Fock
vacuum. On the contrary, when we represent transformations by operator ker-
nels O(ip,ip) as in (132), a unique representation is constructed, for which a
specific Fock space need not be pre-selected. This is one of the advantages of the
Schrõdinger representation formalism.

For further discussion, it is useful to generalize the concept of Fock vacuum,
freeing it from its role as the ground state of some Hamiltonian. We shall call any
Gaussic n wave functional a "Fock vacuum" and characterize it by its covariance
íí(x,y), which is symmetric in x «-» y. However, we shall allow SI to be complex,
but with positive definite real part.

fl(x,y) = íí(y,x) ,

Also Si an be time-dependent in which case the Fock vacuum tyn(y,t) is a time-
dependent functional. The reason for the nomenclature, i.e. for calling the above
Gaussian a "Fock vacuum", is that it is annihilated by an operator A(x) that is
linear in $ and II.

A = ^/ni"3<n*+ i n>
The expected commutation relations between A and its conjugate A*
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are obeyed.
[A(x),AHy)]=£(x-y) (1-50)

Higher basis states are obtained by repeated action of A* on *n- Of course when
ft/ ss 0 and ftjt is static, the above reverts to the usual Fock basis for a Hamil-
tonian with first quantized form ft2. But the generalization will be useful when
we discuss time-dependent systems, for which the concept of energy eigenstates
cannot be used.

With (1.48) the expectations of $ and II vanish. Bilinears become

(íl|*(x)*(y)|íl) = \ü-R\x,y) (1.51a)

) + \(íi|n(x)n(y)|ft) = \nR(x,y) + \

(fí|*(x)n(y)|n) = i*(x - y) - \ (itfft/) (x,y) (1.51c)

[It is possible to consider a more general Gaussian that contains a term linear
in <p in the exponential. Then ($} and (11) no longer vanish and bilinears con-
tain a disconnected part. For the sake of simplicity, I shall not develop this
generalization.]

Let me remark that there exists an approach within which one can view the
wave functions of quantum mechanics and the wave functionals of quantum field
theory, and also the kernels that implement the operators, as matrix elements.
In quantum mechanics, one defines continuously normalized eigenstates of the
position operator: Q\q) = q\q), {q\q) = S(q — q). Then the wave function ifr(q)
is the overlap between an abstract state |V») and (q\: V'(i) = (çlVO- Also the
kernel O(q,q) corresponding to the operator O is the matrix element (ç|0|ç).
Analogously in a bosonic field theory, we can define eigenstates \<p) of the quantum
field operator, $(x)|^) = <p{x)\<?), with functional delta function normalization

£)• Then we can interpret our wave functionals as overlaps,
), -nd the operator kernels as matrix elements, £?(v?,<£) = (ip\O\$).

However, we do not dwell on this formalism, because it does not generalize to
fennion fields.

Finally, it should be appreciated that the functional Schrõdinger representa-
tion is the natural setting for a third quantization if that step should indeed be
taken, as has been occasionally suggested and is again mentioned these days. To
third quantize, one would promote the wave functionals *(v) to operators and
postulate commutation relations between i' and $* that involve the functional
delta function.

In my next topic, I shall describe how gauge theories appear within the
Schrõdinger representation, and how their various topological intricacies are read-
ily established. The third subject concerns the representation of transformation
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groups. I demonstrate that the functional method allows exhibiting unambigu-
ously non-trivial features, like extensions in the algebra of infinitesimal transfor-
mations and cocycles in the finite transformations. This is done without normal
ordering or choosing any specific Fock vacuum. For the fourth topic, I review
various variational approximations that are suggested for the field theory by their
well-known quantum mechanical antecedents. This is done for static and time-
dependent problems, for pure and mixed states. Thus I shall develop the subject
of quantum fields in and out of thermal equilibrium. Our last concern will be
to show how a Sehrodinger representation can be given for Fermi fields. The
challenge here is of course that the Fermi fields do not commute at equal times.

II. APPLICATION TO GAUGE THEORIES

We discuss gauge theories, mostly without matter interactions.3 The vector
potential A^, which for the non-Abelian theory may be presented as an element
of the gauge group's Lie Algebra,

A,. = A?.
. 1 , (2-1)

is the basic Lagrangian variable in the Lagrange density for the gauge theory.
which most often is of the Yang-Mills form.

C = £YM S - \F*"F^ = \ «rF^Fur (2-2)

(2.3)
F^ = F%Tm = d»Av - drA? + (.4,. .4,,]

The coupling strength has been scaled from the potential, so that it does not
appear in the field equations. The theory is invariant against local gauge trans-
formations, effected by an element g of the gauge group.

A, — A\ s g-lA,g + g-ld,g (2.4a)

F*» —» Ft* = 9~lF,*§ (2.4b)

The field equation follows from (2.2) by varying .4,,.

d^F"' + [A^F""} = D,,r"" = 0 (2.5)

Also from its definition, F^v satisfies the Bianchi identity.

+ D,Fl,J = 0 (2.6)
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A canonical formulation is achieved by adopting the Wcyl gauge (A* = 0).
The Hamiltonian is

( 2 7 )

where the overdot signifies time-differentiation. The canonical momentum is
identified from (2.2) [with A* = 0j.

(2.8)

Hence the non-vanishing fixed-time canonical commutation relation

*(x - y) (2.9)

indicates that in a Schrõdinger representation ££(x) is replaced by Í^JJM acting
on functionals of A\(x), *(.4).

Since AQ = 0, the time component of the field equation (2.5) — the Gauss law
— cannot be obtained, neither by varying the Lagrangian, nor as a Hamiltonian
equation because the time component in (2.5) is a fixed-time constraint between
canonical variables.

G s DiV = 0 (2.10)

On the other hand, it is recognized that the theory in the VVeyl gauge admits
as symmetry transfonnations time-independent gauge transformations, g, whose
infinitesimal form (g = I + 6) reads

6Ai = Di$ (2.11)

Furthermore, one verifies that Gm is conserved, and generates (2.11).

= O (2.12a)

= 6A?{x) (2.12b)

Since the G* commute with the Hamiltonian, and satisfy an algebra that follows
the group Lie algebra,

i [Ga(x). G'(y)] = f*heGe(x)6(x - y) (2.13)



regain the Gauss law (2.10) in the quantum theory by imposing it as a
condition on physical states [rather than as an operator equation].

G|tf) = 0 (2.14a)

Therefore, in the Schrõdinger representation Gauss's law implies a functional
differential equation that must be satisfied by functional physical states.

(* «SM " '"
G|*> = • - (* «SM " ' " ^ " f e ) ) *W = 0 (2.14b)

It is clear that Eq. (2.14) demands that *(A) is invariant against gauge transfor-
mations that can be obtained by an iterative build up of an infinitesimal gauge
transformation. This is an additional condition on energy eigenstates, which also
satisfy the functional Schrõdinger equation

( 2 1 5 )

Next we discuss further properties of various gauge theories in various di-
mensions.

A. Abelian Theory — Quantum Electrodynamics (QED)

In the Abelian gauge theory of free electrodynamics, Eq. (2.14) reduces to

a w k ) * W = ° <2U>
The general solution is an arbitrary functional of transverse components of
A*;$f(A) does not depend on the longitudinal components of A'. The trans-
verse components of course are gauge invariant; only the longitudinal component
changes under Abelian gauge transformations.

Ai — A* - di$ (2.17)

Hence functional that satisfy the Abelian Gauss law are gauge invariant.

dij^n*) = 0 => *(A - OB) = *(X) (2.18)

The Schrõdinger Hamiltonian is quadratic,

Jl t^) (2.19)

htJ = -V7S,j + d,dj
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with ground state solution

which may also be written in manifestly gauge invariant form.

* o ( A ) « e * J 7 ^ (2.20b)

Thus the ground state of (2.19) automatically satisfies the Gauss law (2.16) — it
is unnecessary to impose it additionally because the vacuum is unique — there
is no spontaneous breaking of the gauge symmetry. [These formulas make sense
in any spatial dimension greater than 1.]

I leave it as an exercise to construct excited states and to analyze another
instructive, solvable problem: Abelian electrodynamics in the presence of an
external, static and classical charge density.

B. Yang-Mills Theory in Four-Dimensional Space-Time

The question arises whether physical Yang-Mills wave functionals that sat-
isfy (2.14) are invariant against arbitrary finite gauge transformations g, not just
against those that are built up from iterating infinitesimal gauge transformations,
g = / + 8. Of course since the Hamiltonian is invariant against all gauge trans-
formations, a physical state can respond to a finite gauge transformation at most
by a phase.

To answer this question, consider the following functional which is defined
in three-space.

W(A) = / u(A)
Jx

( \ ^ (2.21)

tr ( ô A | 4 M 4 )

This is called the Chern-Simons term; it has the property that

\
6A1 "16*'*

and as a consequence of the Bianchi identity (2.6) satisfies the Gauss law con-
straint.

W{A) = 0 (2.23)
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On the other hand, explicit calculation shows that H*(.A) is not invariant under
an arbitrary gauge transformation.

W(A») - W(A) = - ^ / <l'k trg-lôt9g-ldj9g-idkg (2.24)

The right-hand is an integer that measures the winding number of the gauge
transformation g. Gauge transformations that are built up by iterating an in-
finitesimal gauge transformation (g = I + 0) have zero winding number, but it
is easy to construct gauge functions g with non-zero, integer winding number n.
We conclude that the most general physical state in four-dimensional Yang-Mills
theory is of the form

W ( y l ) (2.25)

where V(A) is invariant against all gauge transformations, and thereby also
satisfies Gauss's law. The response of a physical state to a gauge transformation
is therefore

i $ (2.26)

This is the origin of the famous vacuum angle, here established without any
"instanton" approximation.3

It is possible to make a transformation on the theory such that the vacuum
angle disappears from the states, but reappears as a total derivative addition to
(2.2). Consider the modified Lagrange density

Ce = £YM - ^0tx'F^F^ (2.27)

^ (2.28a)

Because the last term, called the Chern-Pontryagin density, is a total,divergence

t r

the equations of motion (2.5) are not changed by the added term. However, the
Lagrangian [the spatial integral of the density] which determines the canonical
formalism and hence the structure of the quantum theory, acquires a total time-
derivative addition.

U = IYM - «4^7 ( )
dt Sir* Jx \ 3 / (2.29)

0

As is well-known, adding a total time derivative to a Lagrangian redefines phases
of all states in the quantum theory. Thus if V(A) is a state functional appropriate
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to IYMT the corresponding functional for I# is c lé:v(jt )*(.4). According to (2.25)T

this is the gauge invariant functional ^'(-4). Hence, an alternative account of the
[hidden] 0-degree of freedom in Yang-Mills quantum theory uses gauge invariant
states but a modified Lagrangian. This has the advantage of demonstrating
Lorentz invariance, but P and T non-invariance of the 0-angIe. One also sees
that different $ define different, inequivalent theories. A unique classical Yang-
Milk Lagrangian gives rise to a family of quantum theories! [The Lagrangian
discussion of the 0-angle is most appropriate to a functional integral formulation.]

Although it is outside of the Schrõdinger representation development fol-
lowed here, let us next enlarge the discussion by including fermions. [A
Schrõdinger picture for Fermi fields will be described later; here I shall proceed
formally.] The Lagrange density of (2.27) becomes enlarged to

£QCD = C» + $(i fi+i fi-m)$ (2.30)

In the massless case, m = 0, the Fermi field v may be redefined by a chiral
transformation ^ —» e*"1*̂ » ll — —75, which however does not leave £QCD in-
variant because of the chiral anomaly.3 After such a redefinition, which cannot
affect physical content, the Lagrange density acquires an additional term pro-
portional to the non-conserved axial vector current. t.e. to tr *F*Tp9. Thus
the 0 parameter can be altered at will by redefining variables. Therefore, it is
without physical significance in the presence of massless fermions. However, for
massive fermions, m •£ 0, a chiral redefinition is no longer useful since the mass
term is not invariant, and the 8 parameter retains physical significance. This
is the 0-angIe of QCD; because it leads to P and T violation, on which there
are stringent experimental constraints, 9 must be vanishingly small. Indeed, one
wants to set it to zero — yet there is no a priori theoretical reason for doing this.
This is the 0-problem of strong interactions and one of the incomplete features
of the standard model.

Another interesting calculation that has been performed for 4-dimensional
Yang-Mills theory exhibits the most general explicit solution of Gauss's law. In
the Abelian case, this is elementar}" as stated already, a functional satisfying the
Abelian Gauss law is an arbitrary functional depending only on the gauge invari-
ant, transverse components of the Abelian vector potential. In the non-Abelian
theory a much more complicated answer emerges, which is known explicit)*.4

C. Yang-Mills Theory in Three- Dimensionsl Space-Time

For planar gauge theories, in three-dimensional space-time, there is no vac-
uum angle. However, a related phenomenon arises from the possibility of adding
the Chern-Simons term (2.21), now defined in three-space-time, to the action of
the Lagrange density (2.2).

/ = / rYM+8TVn.4) (2.31)
J



The "coupling strength" jt has dimension of mass, anò the numerical factor is for
later convenience. The field equation that fbUonrs from varying (2.31) is

DmF" + rf-'F., m 0 (2.32)

aad analysis of the quadratic portion — or equivalent!}*, of the Abettan theory —
shows thai the excitations are massive, this despite the gauge-invariant nature of
the field equation. This is an example of a t f l f i c t f l y mtssivt ftaje tkcwj*

Notice that the field equation is gauge-covariant; however, the action (2.31) is
not. As described earner, under topofegkaDy non-trivial gauge transformation in
three dimensions [now space-time rather than the space of sub-Section B] W(A)
changes by an integer. This suggests that in a functional integral formulation,
which makes use of the phase exponential of the action, gauge invariance of the
quantum theory requires that 8*V be quantised in integer multiples of 2x. We
shall confirm this result by analyzing the canonical structure of the theory in the

g
The Hamfltonian for (2.31) is again (2.7) — the n u » term is invisible when

the energy is expressed in terms of £* and F*. However, the connection between
the electric field and the canonical momentum » modified, owing to the derivative
interaction provided by the Cheni-Simons term. In the Wcyl gauge, we find

IT «= - r + yt'A* (2.33)

Again the time component of the field equation (2.32)

Ar + f^fSj-O (2.34a)

is imposed as a constraint on states. In canonical variables the left-hand side of
(2.34a) reads

- {DJl'Y + ̂ ' « M ; S -Gm (2.34b)

G* commutes with the Hamiltonian, continues to satisfy the Lie algebra
(2.13) and generates by commutation infinitesimal time-independent {i.e. two-
dimensional) non-Abelian gauge transformations (2.11), whose iteration exhausts
all static gauge transformations in the plane — in contrast to four-dimensional
Yang-Mills theories considered in sub-Section B, in three-space-time dimensions
static gauge transformations have zero winding number. Requiring that G* an-
nihilate physical states leads to the equation

G|t) = 0 - » (D.^J *(-4) - i^d.A**(A) m 0 (2.35»)

or upon iteration
é / ' " c ' (2.3ôb)
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The left-hand side of (2.35b) is

e'7« 8'G**{A) = e«*aMwM;j)^A9j (2.36)

The origin of the additional phase in (2.36) may be recognized in the structure
of the Gause transformation generator (2.34b). The first term, Dili1 = GA is

the conventional generator of gauge transformations on A\ hence e J * 'if (A) =
9(A9). The additional term in (2.34b), ^el'diAj, is needed for consistency of the
theory so that £' of (2.33) transform gauge-covariantly. This has the consequence
that

jL'^ jlSC' i / r°í (2.37)
The prefactor of $t(A9) may be evaluated, e.g. by introducing a homotopy pa-
rameter T by 0a —• T6* and solving a differential equation in r, and the result
(2.36) is obtained. Thus in the presence of the Chern-Simons term, Gauss's law
does not require physical states to be gauge invariant — rather they must satisfy

, <S/(A9) = t-**7^'9^^) (2.38)

The phase u(A;g) is as follows. The Chern-Simons density u(A), (2.21), is
not gauge invariant. Rather it satisfies

The fact w(A9) — u>(A) is a total divergence is manifest for one of the terms in
(2.39a), for the other it is locally, but not globally true. The quantity v(A; g)
in the phase (2.36) and (2.3S) is obtained by taking the time component of the
above u/a at fixed time (t = 0) and integrating over the plane.

u(A;g)= Iu° (A; g) (2.39b)

However, because w°(A;g) is defined only locally, not globally u(A;g) in the
non-Abelian theory is ambiguous by integers, i.e. it is defined only modulo an
integer. Thus, in order that formula (2.37) have a unique well-defined meaning,
i.e. in order that the ambiguity in the phase not produce an ambiguity vhen
exponentiated, in the non-Abelian theory we must have
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Gauss's law is only integrable when the topological mass is quantized. Other
values of the mass parameter do not lead to a consistent quantum field theory.
This situation is the field theoretic analog of the familiar quantum mechanical
phenomenon that magnetic monopole strength must be quantized for the quan-
tum theory to be consistent.

Another way of describing the situation in Eq. (2.36) is to observe that the

unitary operator U(g) se 1 *» * that effects the finite gauge transformation
g = e$ on the dynamical variable A'a

U(g)AUHg) = A' (2.41)

acts on functional of the dynamical variable, V{A), not merely by transforming
the argument, but also by multiplying the wave functional by a phase. The
composition law for these unitary operators follow the composition law of the
group.

U(gi)U(g2) = U(glo2)

9192 =Slo2

This is because the Lie algebra of the generators follows the Lie algebra of the
group. As a consequence of (2.42), the phase u(A;g) must satisfy a consistency
condition.

w(A9x;g2)-v(A',giO2)+u(A;gi) = 0 mod integer (2.43)

That our phase does indeed satisfy (2.43) follows from (2.38) and (2.39).
Any quantity that depends on one group element [here g] as well as (possibly]

on a point in the manifold on which the group acts [here A] and satisfies (2.43)
is called a 1-cocycle.

We see therefore that the gauge group of Yang-Mills theory with a Chern-
Simons term is realized with 1-cocycle. A 1-cocycle always arises in quantum
theory when representing a symmetry transformation that does not leave a La-
grangian invariant but changes it by a total time derivative. In the present
instance, the contribution to the gauge theory Lagrangian of the Chern-Simons
term is

Lcs = 8-V / u(A) (2.44)
Jx

Under a gai: *e transformation this changes by

Lcs—>Sn2n IUJ{A')
Jx

= ICS+8JT2/* l(u{A')-u{A))
Jx

= Ics + Sr2,, / dau°(A: g) (2.45)
Jx
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We have used (2.38), the definition (2.39), and we recognize that the differentiated
term in the last equality of (2.45) is precisely the 1-cocycle that occurs in (2.36)
and (2.37).

Another, more elementary example of a 1-cocycle is found in quantum me-
chanics. The free Lagrangian L = |mQ 2 admits the Galilean boost Q -* Q+vt as
an Abelian symmetry group of transformations, generated by G = Pt—mQ. Here
v is the parameter of the transformation specifying the group element. The op-
erator U{v) = eitG implements the finite transformation, U(v)QU*(v) = Q + vt,
but acts on functions of q by U{v)il{q) = e~il*t(í;r)^(ç + vi), where the 1-
cocycle u(q: v) = mqv + hmtv7 also arises in the change of the Lagrangian
X — \m{Q + v)2 = L + mQv + \mv2 = L + £u>(Q; r).

D. Chern-Simons Theory in Three-Dimensional Space-Time

Interest has developed recently in three-dimensional gauge theories, for which
the Chern-Simons term is the entire gauge field action; no conventional Yang-
Mills term tiF^F^, is present.5 These are called Chtrn-Simons theories, and
may be viewed as survivors on the /i —• oo limit of topologically massive theories.
Chern-Simons theories have found application both to physics — where they
describe planar phenomena like the Hall effect and high-Te superconductivity6

— and to mathematics, where they represent various mathematically interesting
invariants.7 Abelian and non-Abelian models, with or without additional matter
sources, have been considered. I shall discuss the non-Abelian model without
further sources.

The action for the non-Abelian Chern-Simons theory

(2.46)
Ccs = -Sn2kw(A)

implies the field equation.
ke-'Tfr^O (2.47)

Gauge invariance of the latter is evident, even though it is absent for the former,
and just as in the topolcgically massive model, a functional integral formulation
requires quantization of it in order to insure gauge invariance. Let us see how
this emerges in the canonical approach.

In the Weyl gauge, the Lagrange is simply

res - !«"iiM5 (2.48)

with Euler-La^range equation
Á° = O (2.49)
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reproducing the spatial components of (2.47), while the temporal component
equation

B" = eijF°} = 0 (2.50)

has to be imposed as a constraint.
We shall quantize the theory first, and then impose and solve the constraint.

Note that the reverse procedure, viz. solving the constraints classically and
quantizing the remaining degrees of freedom, does not in general give equiva-
lent results, although in simple examples, like quantum electrodynamics, there
is no difference between the two methods. On the other hand, even in quantum
mechanics a difference may be seen: the reduction of a rotationally invariant
Hamiltonian to one with definite angular momentum gives different results when
the phase space reduction is carried out before or after quantization — the cen-
trifugal barrier is different. It is known that the Chern-Simons theory is sensitive
to the order in which reduction of phase space and quantization is performed.*

Quantization of the Lagrange density (2.48) is straightforward, when modern
symplectic methods are used. In particular, the first-order term does not mean
that one is dealing with a constrained problem for which the Dirac procedure need
be invoked. Rather we view that term as analogous to a particle Lagrangian
L = \t%iii£y, with ii — (q,p), L — kpq - | -ft(pq), so that quantization is
immediate [p, q] = ijk, or for (2.48)9

[Ai(x),Aj(y)) = ^S(x-y) (2.51)

In the Weyl gauge, the theory is invariant under static gauge transformations
(2.11). These are generated by

G = / eaGa ,
(2.52)

and the generators follow the Lie algebra of the group (2.13).
We see that the constraint sets the generator to zero, and Eq. (2.13) does not

expose any obstruction to demanding that (2.50) be met by requiring that Ga(x)
annihilate physical states. However, as we shall demonstrate below, this condition
in fact cannot be satisfied unless k is quantized, just as in the topologically
massive theory. [Since the Hamiltonian vanishes, (2.49) is trivially satisfied.]

In order to give a Schrõdinger representation for the canonical algebra (2.51),
we have to decide which operator is realized by multiplication, which by [func-
tional] differentiation, and on what function(s) the state functionals depend. This
procedure of dividing phase space into "coordinates" and "momenta" is called
choosing a polarization.
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We choose a Cartesian polarization: the state functionals depend on A*,
which we call v?fl, and so A\ is realized by functional differentiation with respect
toy»*.

I*)—•*(¥>) , (2.53a)
—-• y»-(x)5»(v?) , (2.53b)

1 6

Other polarizations are available. For example, A* may be decomposed
into longitudinal and transverse parts, which serve as coordinates and momenta.
This choice has the advantage of being rotationally invariant, unlike Cartesian
polarization, and also permits a very simple treatment of the Abelian theory.8

However, non-Abelian gauge transformations are represented very awkwardly in
this polarization. Another possible choice is a holomorphic polarization that
uses the non-Hermitian pair: A" = A* + *A\ and A** = A\ — t'-Af. This may
be convenient when a complex structure is given on the fixed-time two-surfaces.
However, here we shall not make use of these alternatives.

We now show that the action of the gauge group on states is realized with
a 1-cocycle. just as in the topologically massive theory. The exponential of the
generator G is the unitary operator U(g) that implements finite gauge transfor-
mations,

(2.54)

and according to (2.13), the composition law follows that of the group.

UfaiWidi) = U(gio2) (2.55)

In our polarization (2.53), the generator is a functional differential operator,
acting on functionals of <p.

If0' ~//M
s G* + 2Jt / tr

Jx (2.56)
G* generates infinitesimal gauge transformations on v>" — A\; the last term,
needed to generate the transformation on 6/ik6>pa = A%, is responsible for the
1-cocycle.

-^ + '^d
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The prefactor etGe~*c» is evaluated as in the topologically massive theory by
introducing a homotopy parameter r, G —* TG, G^ —» T C V , and solving a
differential equation in T, with the result that tlGt~iG+ = e-

2»*«»«<*;»> where

<*i(v,9) = -£: j {* (2*029g^+g^digg^chgW+Ankj^ig) . (2.58)

, (2.59)

The last term in (2.58), defined from

do*
a(g) = ^ig°'h'trg-tdogg-1d?gg-1õ,9 (2.60)

is multivalued and coincides with the corresponding <*ontribution to the topo-
logically massive cocycle. It is straightforward to show that (2.5S) satisfies the
1-cocycle condition (2.43). One may also verify that the 1-cocycle arises in the
response of the Lagrangian to finite gauge transformation. To do so we must
cast the Lagrangian in phase space form: the kinetic term should involve pq.
i.t., lb.A2.AJ rather than f e'M">iJ. This is achieved by subtracting k£ tr (A1A2)
from (2.48).

Ics = Ics - kjt j tr(,M2) (2.61)

It then follows that Xcs transforms as

jtkj {tr {^digg-'Aj - dxgg~lA2 -d2gg

- g^dxgg-i

í jfkj {-tr {2
(2.62)

We see that the 1-cocycle for the Chern-Simons theory is essentially the
same as the one for the topologically massive gauge theory, once differences in
polarization are taken into account: in the former there is a single field variable
ip* — A\, while the latter is described by a pair .4?, i = 1.2. In particular, the
multivalued contribution to each is the same. Its consequences are also the same.
The transformation law

(2.63)

combined with the Gauss law

2 ^ ) ) (2.64)
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leads to the requirement

*(<p») = ttui*li*;9i*(v) (2.65)

which can only be satisfied with single-valued well-defined functionate, if the
quantization condition holds

* = £ (2.66)
Next we construct explicitly states that obey (2.65), thus solving the Gauss

law constraint. To this end we write

. (2.67)

If we can find a quantity a0, called a coehain. that satisfies

) , (2.68)

then (2.67) solves (2.65) when vKs5) is gauge invariant.
If Eq. (2.68) holds the l-cocycle ai is trivial — it is a coboundary. It is known

that ai is non-trivial in local cohomology, but a spatially non-local functional that
trivialized Oj can be constructed. It is easy to verify that

oofc) = 4** / £°(/») - £- I tr Lph-^chh) , (2.69)
Jx 2s- Jx

where h is defined by the non-local relation

vzzh^dtk , (2.70)

solves (2.68) and therefore trivializes the cocycle (2.5S).
It is to be remembered that the multivalued contribution to the trivializing

functional (2.69) is related to the effective action of chiral fermions coupled to
an external gauge field in two (Euclidean) dimensions. This connection arises
because the fermion determinant is not gauge invariant; under a gauge transfor-
mation it changes by precisely the Chern-Simons l-cocycle.3

E. QED in Two-Dimensional Space-Time

We begin by considering free electrodynamics, which in one spatial dimension
is governed by the Hamiltonian

H=\Je7 (2.71)

and Gauss's law is

—£ (x) = 0 (2.72)
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In the quantum field theory (2.14), (2.16) and (2.72) require that physical states
obey

The most general solution of this is 9(A) = f (f A), i.t. * is an arbitrary
function [not functional] of fx A(x). Next the energy eigenstates are obtained by
solving

(2.74)
where L is the length of space and the double dash signifies double differentials
with respect to the argument Jz A(x) of the function / . The eigenstates solving
(2.74) are

t-**f.Aiz) (2.75)

with eigenvalue E = | I f | = § fg ££. Also

(2.76)

so So is a backgiound electric field and E is the energy carried by this field.
We may perform a gauge transformation on our states A(x) —» A(x) —

h ) i fx Mx) ~* Ig Mx) " AA. We define a winding number for a gauge
transformation by A A = 2irn, so that e~lAA = 1. and we see that just as in 4-
dimensional space-time, there is an angle in the response of the wave functional
to a gauge transformation.

*B(A) -»t- in°9E(A) (2.77)

Here the 9 angle is now identified with the background electric field, 0 = 2?£b- We
conclude that pure electrodynamics in 2 space-time dimensions is trivial — there
are no propagating excitations — save for inequivalent vacuum sectors labeled
by 0, or equivalentl. by a background field £o-

The 0 angle may be cast into the Lagrange density and removed from the
states by adding to the conventional £EM = -\Ft>vFllv — \S2 the total time
derivative À = -€.

The Hamiltonian is unaffected, but the relation between Í and the canonical
momentum changes.
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Hie Gauss law constraint (2.72), (2.73) remains unaltered, but the Schrõdinger
operator now involves | / (i^j + ^ ) . The eigenfunctions now acquire relative

to (2.75) an additional phase, c'1" J* A ' \ cancelling the phase that is present
there, and thus become gauge invariant [constants].

Let us now include fermions. {Because the Schrõdinger picture for fermions
is not developed until later, I shall again present the argument formally.] The
Lagrange density (2.78) becomes enlarged to

C = -\F"F,W - i-€"F,. + $(i fi- fi-m)* (2.80)

In the massless case m = 0 [Schwinger model], the Fermi field 0 may be redefined
by a chiral transformation ^ —» e*"**̂ , % = — 7$, which however does not leave
C invariant because of the anomaly.9 After such a field redefinition, which cannot
affect physical content, C acquires an additional term proportional to «'"JF̂ * that
alters the $ parameter by an arbitrary amount, showing that 0 has no physical
relevance for m = 0. However, for massive fermions, m ^ 0, a chiral redefinition
is no longer useful since the mass term is not invariant, and the 0 parameter
retains physical significance.10

All this is an amusing mimicry of the situation in 4-dimensional QCD; in
particular t*vFpy is the 2-dimensional analog of the 4-dimensional Pontryagin
density 'F"" -~M».3 However, the two-dimensional model gives a physical inter-
pretation for its 0-angle, viz. it is a possible background electric field. No such
physical picture for the QCD angle is available at present.

F. Confinement in Non-Abelian Gauge Theories

I have presented several successful analyses of aspects of gauge theories in the
Schrõdinger representation. These analyses are essentially kinematical — except
for the 2-dimensional models, dynamics is too intricate to unravel. However, the
gauge symmetry, as it manifests itself in the Gauss law constraint, leads to a
tractable problem.

There is another feature of non-Abeiian theories that is generally believed to
be kinematical in origin, arising from the non-Abelian symmetry. I have in mind
the phenomenon of color confinement, and it is natural to ask whether this too
can be understood in the Schrõdinger representation. In fact no complete proof
of color confinement has been given within this [or any other] formalism, but R.
Feynman in one of his last investigations gave qualitative arguments to this end.
I now summarize his ideas.11

The question to be answered may be formulated in the following way: is
there a finite gap in the energy spectrum of the Yang-Mills Hamiltonian above
the ground state vacuum, so that the first excited state is a massive excitation
— presumably a gluebali — or can the gap be made arbitrarily small so that
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the excitation is a massless gluon. Of course the latter situation holds in elec-
trodynamics, so we must pinpoint a relevant difference between the Abelian and
non-Abelian gauge theories.

Let us first examine quantum mechanics and inquire how energy eigenfunc-
tions ^ E ( Í ) for a system with an energy gap differ from those where there is
no gap. It appears that the absence of a gap is correlated with the fact that
the dynamical variable ç can become arbitrarily large: compare free motion in
an unbounded region [no gap — continuous spectrum] with either free motion
in a compact domain, e.g. a circle, or bound motion like that of the harmonic
oscillator [gap exists — spectrum is discrete]. In the former case q can get large,
and the wave function remains appreciable; in the latter, it cannot because on a
compact domain there are no "large" values of q. alternatively for bound motion
the wave function rapidly vanishes at large q.

Turning now to field theory, we observe that in electrodynamics a low energy
photon, whose energy level is arbitrarily close to the vacuum energy corresponds
to a long wavelength vector potential that extends over large regions of space.
The question is: can such "large" configurations exist in a non-Abelian theory?

Next we recall that in a quantum gauge field theory the configuration space is
not the space of all vector potentials, rather — as a consequence of Gauss's law —
it is the space of vector potentials, with gauge copies identiSed. In the Abelian
theory this means that the true space is that of transverse vector potentials,
which are otherwise unrestricted and can take on the low* wavelength profile,
thus bringing the energy arbitrarily close to the ground state. Feynman argues,
and presents some rough calculations to support his argument, that in a non-
Abelian gauge theory such "large" configurations are gauge equivalent to "small"
configurations, so that the energy gap cannot be closed.

In other words, according to Feynman, the dynamical variable cannot be-
come large — not because the [functional] space is closed and compact [it is not]
but because "large" configurations are either gauge equivalent to small ones, or
damped by the magnetic potential energy.

A related, more mathematical development is due to I. Singer. Observe
that our functional Schrõdinger equation involves a Laplacian — to be sure an
infinite-dimensional Laplacian on the infinite-dimensional manifold of functions.
Singer has shown that it is possible to define and estimate the curvature of such
manifolds, and he finds that the space of all vector potentials modulo non-Abelian
gauge transformations has positive curvature.12

Of course, properties of the [infinite-dimensional] manifold and its curva-
ture cannot be the whole story, because the Hamiltonian without the magnetic
"potential" \F*jF* still involves a Laplacian on the same infinite-dimensional
manifold, but no gap is evident in this unphysical, but solvable example. Evi-
dently, magnetic damping is also crucial.

Completing the above arguments would obviously be most gratifying. What
is needed is a better understanding of the mathematics on infinite-dimensional
spaces.
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G. Measure of Integration

I conclude this lecture by briefly mentioning an effect of the Gauss law con-
straint on the functional measure of the integration in the inner product (1.31).
Because (jD,^r)a"ir(A) = 0, Vr(A) does not depend on the gauge degrees of
freedom in A'a. Consequently, physical states are not normalizable with respect
to [functional] integration over all components of Al

a, because ^(A) does not
depend on some of them. For example, QED wave functionals [in space-time
greater than two] do not depend on the logintudinal component of A1, while
in two-dimensional space-time, the wave functionals do not depend on the local
form of A(x). merely on Jx A(x). Clearly, an infinity arises if we integrate over
variables on which V(A) does not depend.

The problem and the cure is analogous to many-body quantum mechanics
with translation invariance, in the center-of-mass frame [vanishing total momen-
tum]. These wave functions do not depend on the center-of-mass coordinate, and
one avoids infinite norm by integrating only over relative coordinates.

Similarly in quantized gauge theories, gauge functionals must not be inte-
grated over the gauge components of vector potentials. In QED for example, the
integration is over transverse vector potentials only.

However, it may be inconvenient to integrate over some but not all compo-
nents of the potentials. Then one may alternatively integrate over all components
provided one inserts a [functional] delta function of the gauge degrees of freedom.
In QED this means inserting 6 (diA'); in non-Abelian gauge theories, where the
gauge degrees of freedom are less manifest, the Faddeev-Popov procedure does
the job.3

I trust that the above seven examples have persuaded you that the functional
Schrõdinger representation is the most efficient way of arriving at those results
about quantized gauge field theories.

III. REPRESENTING TRANSFORMATION GROUPS

We now turn to another kinematical topic that can be usefully analyzed
in the Schrõdinger representation: the implementation of a group of symmetry
transformation in quantum theory.

A. Representing Transformation Groups in Quantum Theory

A transformation group with elements {g,} may be specified abstractly by
giving the composition law.

(3.1)

WTien dealing with Lie groups, the group elements are parametrized by generators
9 of infinitesimal transformations,

g = e° (3.2)
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and the abstract Lie group is described by its abstract Lie algebra.

(3-3)

In quantum theory, these structures are frequently represented in a non-
trivial, unstraightforward way. To give a representation, one identifies the quan-
tum variables, e.g. P and Q for one-dimensional quantum mechanics, and seeks
a unitary operator, U, If* = U~l, which implements the transformation.

(3.4a)

p __, p> = U(g)PUH9) (3.4b)

One may then ask how this operator acts on states, i.e. in the Schrõdinger
representation on wave functions ^(ç) depending on q [or on p].

The simplest rule is that U transforms the argument of the function accord-
ing to (3.4).

(3-5)

By use of the group composition law (3.1), it follows that (3.5) implies the same
composition law (3.1) for the unitary representation operators,

U(gi)U(g2) = U(glo2) (3.6)

and also it further follows from (3.5) or (3.6) that the composition law is asso-
dative.

( { (3.7)

The above, simplest story is realized in quantum mechanics, for example by
the Abelian group of spatial translations and the non-Abelian group of spatial
rotations.

However, this simplest story may be elaborated. We have already seen one
elaboration, that arises when (3.5) is relaxed by allowing the action of the unitary
operator on wave functions not only to transform the argument, but also to
multiply the wave function by a phas?. Instead of (3.5), we have

U(g)Hq) = t-2ni"l{9i)<i<l9) (3-8)

However, the composition law (3.6) is still retained, and it implies the 1-cocycle
condition on u>\.

v\(q9i;92)-i»'i{q;9\o2) + v\{q;gi) = 0 mod integer (3.9)

As I showed, the above happens for Galileo boosts in non-relativistic quantum
mechanics and for gauge transformations in throe-dimensional topologically mas-
give gauge theories with Chern-Simons term.
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The next generalization within representation theory consists of abandoning
(3.6) as well, by allowing a phase to intervene in the composition law óf the
unitary operators. Instead of (3.6) we can have

, ) (3.10)

Nevertheless, associativity is retained and (3.7) implies

,92,93)-"2(1,91*2,93)+ »2(K9u92.t)-U2(q;gi,97) = 0 mod integer .
(3.11)

When a quantity depends on two group elements and possibly on f — the point
on the manifold where the group acts — and also satisfies (3.11), it is called a
l-eocyclt.

Representations that make use of 2-cocycles are called projtctive or ray rep-
resentations and they occur in quantum mechanics, for example in the represen-
tation of the full Galileo group of transformations [coordinate translations and
boosts].

(3.12a)
(3.12b)

Transformations of this Abelian group of translations on phase space are imple-
mented by the operator,

U(a,b) = ei<*p-'Q> (3.13)

U(a, b)QU'{af b) = Q + a (3.14a)
U(a, b)PU*(a, b) = P + b (3.14b)

which composes according (3.10), with a 2-cocycle.

5 - (3.15)

[In this example the group element is specified by (a, b). Also, ui does not depend
on the transformed point 9.]

For continuous Lie groups of transformations, the discussion may be car-
ried out in infinitesimal terms. The infinitesimal action of the transformation is
represented by generators d and U(g) =• tt$Gi, where the 8* are infinitesimal pa-
rameters. Gi generates the infinitesimal transformation on dynamical variables:
the infinitesimal version of (3.4) reads

SQ = i[0iGi,Q] (3.16a)
P-+P' = P + 6P

6P = i[$iGi,P\ (3.16b)
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As B well-known, when the operators implementing finite transformations com-
pose faithfully according to the group composition law- (3.1) it. when (3.6) holds,
the generators follow the Lie algebra of the group '3.3).

(3.17)

while the requirement of associativity (3.7) translates into the statement that
Iks Jacobi identity holds. On the other hand, when the composition is projective
with a 2-cocycle as in (3.10), then the algebra of generators differs from the group
algebra by an czieiurô» Ls, which is the infinitesimal portion of the 2-cocyde.

(3.18)

The 2-cocyde condition (3.11), in infinitesimal form, assures that (3.18) is con-
sistent with the Jacobi identity. When the 2-coeyde does not depend on the
transformed point, the extension is called a centre/ extension. For a central
extension, £v is a c-number.

Returning to the example of translations on phase space, we recognize that
the Heisenberg algebra

[Q-P\ = i (3.19)

represents the abstract Lie algebra of generators for that Abelian group, but the
representation is not faithful, since the generators do not commute: rather there
is a central extension in the commutator (3.19), coming from the 2-cocycle (3.15)
in the quantum mechanical composition law (3.10). Thus we see that a projective
representation is the very cssense of quantum theory, a fact stressed by Weyl and
Bargmann already half a century ago.1*

B. Problems with the Infinities in Quantum Field Theory

From the above discussion we conclude that in general we must expect trans-
formation groups to be realized protectively in a quantum theory. The surprise
about the discoveries of recent times has been that in quantum fitli theory, which
is beset by infinities, the infinities must be carefully controlled to expose the pro-
jective nature of a representation. Indeed, initial calculations were formal; they
treated infinities cavalierly and overlooked the projective phases. Since typically
the calculations concerned commutators of generators, what was mused was the
extension, and when eventually found, it was called an *nom*lj, even though
now we recognize it to be a natural and slight modification of the simples rep*
resentstion theory.

In quantum field theory extension» arise in various Lie algebras. First there
is the extension which is present in the canonical commutator between field mo»
mentum II(x) and field variable • (x) .

(3.20)
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This continuum field analog of the Heisenberg commutator (3.19) is not an
"anomaly"; indeed, it provides the starting point for canonical quantization.
Anomalous extensions arise in the algebra of generators of local gauge trans-
formations in any even-dimensional space-time, and in the algebra of the two-
dimensional conformai group.

Two dimensions is especially interesting because one can prove the necea-
sary occurrence of an extension from general principles of relativistic and unitary
quantum field theory. The argument begins with Schwinger's well-known proof
that the equal-time commutator between time and space components of a sym-
metry current, as well as between the time-time and the time-space components
of the energy momentum tensor, contains non-canonical terms, as a consequence
of Lorentz invariance and positivity of the inner product. For chiral Fermions
in two dimensions, the space component of the current is proportional to the
time component, so one may use Schwinger's argument to infer the existence of
an anomalous commutator between the time components of currents, but these
are just the generators of local gauge transformations on the Fermi fields. Also,
two-dimensional conformai transformations are generated by components of the
energy momentum tensor; hence once again the necessary anomalous commu-
tator provides an extension. In higher dimensions, Schwinger's argument still
assures that the commutator between temporal and spatial components of ten-
sors contains extra terms — but the spatial components are no longer related
to generators. Hence there is no necessity for an extension, and indeed one can
construct models that are carefully adjusted so that the generator algebra is faith-
ful and without extension. Such constructions are important for unified gauge
theories, for particle phenomenology and for string theories.

Anomalies have many further ramifications, and their study has become a
vast subject. One important consequence is that anomalous commutators be-
tween transformation generators may affect other commutators and in particular
a generator may fail to commute with the Hamiltonian when the extension is
taken into account. In this way, symmetries of a classical theory may disappear
in a quantum theory, without any explicit symmetry-breaking interactions or
spontaneous symmetry-breaking in; • abilities. This quantum mechanical symme-
try violation has important phenomenological consequences [low energy dynamics
of mesons, anomaly cancellation constraints]. The study of anomalies has also
seeded a rebirth of an interaction between physicists and mathematicians, which
is accelerating with impetus from string research.3

Esre I shall discuss how field theoretic commutator extensions are found in
the Schrõdinger representation. As we shall see, there are certain advantages to
this approach over the conventional Fock space method.

In the most frequent situation, the generators of the relevant symmetry trans-
formation are first constructed formally; typically they are polynomials in the
canonical variables, II and $, and they generate the infinitesimal transforma-
tion on II and $ by commutation. Moreover, their commutators when evaluated
formally follow the Lie algebra of the group.
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[I shall now use Q, rather than G, to describe the generator.] Equation (3.21)
holds in classical field theory, with Poisson bracketing. It appears to hold in
quantum theory with canonical commutation; but this is misleading since Q is
an ill-defined quantum mechanical operator containing products of operators at
the same point.

To arrive at well-defined generators, a three-step procedure is adopted. First,
the formal expression for Q is regulated in some fashion so that no ill-defined
products occur: Q —» QR. [Henceforth we suppress the label i in the generators.)
Second, the singular portions of QR, which are ill-defined in the absence of the
regularization, are isolated and removed. For the simple models that we consider,
a c-number subtraction qR suffices. Finally,third, the regulators are removed from
the subtracted expression, leaving well-defined generators, which we denote by
; Q :, even though the colons do not necessarily signify normal ordering.

: Q :=lim {Q* - qR) (3.22)

The generators : Q :, well-defined in the above manner, continue to generate
the infinitesimal transformations on the canonical variables. However, non-linear
relations like (3.21) can be modified. From (3.21) and (3.22) one gets

(: Q i : , : Q a : ] « » :<?!.* :+»limçfo2 . (3.23)
R

If the limit of qR
o2 is non-zero, the quantum field theoretic realization of the Lie

algebra acquires an extension, not seen in the classical theory — this is the origin
of an anomaly.

It still remains to decide how the regularizing subtraction qR should be
determined. In the conventional approach, a Fock vacuum is chosen, qR is the
expectation of QR in that state and : Q : is normal ordered with respect to that
vacuum. While this procedure may produce well-defined results, they depend
on the covariance of the vacuum, specifically the extension in the Lie algebra
can depend on the vacuum.14 Furthermore, normal ordering with respect to the
inequivalent vacua that define inequivalent Fock spaces can produce inequivalent
representations of the transformation group.

This must be viewed as a disadvantage of the conventional procedure. Choice
of vacuum is a dynamical issue, while representation of a transformation group
is kinematical. It should be possible within field theory to represent transforma-
tions without reference to a dynamical Hamiltonian, just as in ordinary quantum
mechanics. Moreover, even when dynamics is specified by a definite Hamiltonian,
there need not be a unique or natural choice for the vacuum, as for example when
the Hamiltonian is time-dependent.

The Schrõdinger representation allows determining the subtraction intrinsi-
cally, without normal ordering and without preselecting any Fock space.15 We
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begin by considering the Schrôdinger representation of a regulated generator. It
is a functional kernel

QR (j ^ , Y > ) %> - 0) (3.24)

involving a functional delta function. Because of the functional delta function this
expression does not yield useful information about the singularities of QR when
the regulators are removed. But we may also consider the functional representa-
tion kernel for the operator that implements the finite [regulated] transformation
on functional states.

e->Q* _ U?M) (3.25)

e - -Q* |«) _ J V$U?(<p, 0)»(0) (3.26)

Evidently, UR satisfies a functional Schrõdinger-like equation

i g^ /W) = Q* (jjj,<p) V?{v,$) (3.27)

with initial condition
Uitfaft-Siv-v) (3.28)

Because the regulators are present, everything is well-defined and a unique solu-
tion may be found. UR(<p,<p) is a functional of ip and ç> [rather than a functional
distribution like the representation (3.24) for QR] with specific dependence on <p
and ip as well as on the regulators. So its behavioi when regulators are removed
may be explicitly studied.

Generically, UR becomes singular as the regulators are removed, but in the
simple models that we consider, the interesting infinities are confined to a <p-
independent phase e~ir* . Thus e i r? UR(ip,<p) possesses a well-defined limit.
Since

^ ( Q * - * * ) _ jr^uR^ft ( 3 > 2 9 )

the regularizing subtraction for the generator QR is determined to be qR. In
our Schrôdinger representation approach qR is determined intrinsically, without
referring to any T/ock space or pre-selecting any vacuum. Note finally that when
qR survives in the limit that the regulators are removed, the above construction
yields a projective representation for the transformation group. Even when there
is no cocycle in the composition law for the regulated transformation kernels,
multiplying by the renormalizing phase factor introduces one. Hence, the cocycle
is explicitly determined by our procedure, as is its infinitesimal part, which gives
the extension for the Lie algebra.
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C. Two-Dimensional Conformai Transformation

Quantum field theoretic representation for conformai transformations on
two-dimensional space-time illustrcttes well our program.15 Conformai transfor-
mations in two dimensions form a doubly infinite transformation group, whereby
x±t are taken into arbitrary, and in general, different functions of x±t. At fixed
time, the infinitesimal transformation law for the coordinate x

Sfx = - / ( z ) (3.30)

obeys a Lie algebra given by the Lie bracket.

[êfi69}x = -6{ít9)t (3.31a)

(f,9) = f9'-9f • (3.31b)

[The dash signifies differentiation with respect to the argument x.] The infinites-
imal transformation law for a general field 0(x) may be taken as

df'Q + - ^ = / ( l i + 1 ) (3.32)

Here d is a numerical constant, called '.he scale dimension, and the inhomogenous
term, involving an arbitrary constant a and <f-t-1 derivatives, may be present for
d = 0,1,2. One verifies that the composition law for two transformations (3.32)
with functions / and g, follows the defining composition law (3.31).

We obtain first a representation in terms of a quantized boson field, for the
case d = 1, a = 0. To this end we consider a field operator \{x) that satisfies the
[equal time] commutation relation consistent with scale dimensionality 1.

[\(i),\(y)) = iS'(x -y) = k(x,y) = J %; (3.33)

[One may think of \ as 4:(II + $') where II and $ are canonically conjugate,
but this is not necessary.] The formal generator of the transformation

Qf=2Jds\(i)n*)\(r) (3-34)

transforms the field operator \ as

-*[<?/. \1»(/ \V (3-35)

which coincides with (3.32) for d = 1 and a = 0. The generators follow the Lie
algebra (3.31)

Qg} = iQU,g) 13.36)
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when the commutator is evaluated formally, without care about the product of
X with itself at the same point.

To regulate the generator, we promote / to a bilocal function F(x,y) and
define,

? \f , y)x(y) (3.37)

while removing the regulator consists of passing to the local limit.

*•(*.*) - \{f(*) + /(y)M* - y) (3-38)

F(x, y) is taken to be real and symmetric in (x, y) and sufficiently well-behaved
near x «s y to permit all formal manipulations. Commutators of the regulated
generators may be readily evaluated since there are no singularities associated
with operators at coincident points.

= FkG-GkF v '

Of course Q F no longer generates conformai transformations, rather general linear
canonical transformations.

In the Schrõdinger representation for the above quantities, we represent \
by the kernel

so that (3.33) is regained. As a consequence, the regulated transformation kernel

VtfaftmViv&TF) (3.41)

satisfies the equation,

; rF ) (3.42)

which is the differential expression of the composition law.

, £; F) U (£, s?2; G) = U (^,, s?2; F o G)
(3.43)

The solution is a Gaussian, times a normalization factor AV-

(3.44)= AVexp- / Vtkficxp-I(s\ -
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NF = det -«/»/*/» (y- sin | ) F1 '2 (3.45)

KF = F"1 '2 ( * * n | ) F"1'2 (3.46)

T = Fll2kF1'2 (3.47)

Constant factors in iV> have been fixed by the initial condition.

(3.48)

The representation is clearly unitary. That the composition law (3.43) is
indeed satisfied may be verified with the help of trigonometric identities when F
if proportional to G\ the general case is checked by expanding FoG.

In the local limit, Kf attains a well-defined expression.

_ , í f à l 1Prac W. m m
(3.49)

[P means principle value.] The normalization constant, NF however, diverges.
The divergence resides in an unimportant constant factor Z which may be re-
moved by redefining the measure of functional integration and in a phase e~'*F,
which is determined in imaginary T[F -* — t'FJ; this continuation, rather than
F —»iF, is appropriate when the energy spectrum ?s bounded below,

1
9P = - t r F w (3.50)

W(x,y) = \k\(x,y) = J&e-*

[We use the notation | . . . | on a kernel to represent the absolute value kernel,
defined through its spectral representation by taking the absolute value of the
eigenvalues, as in (3.33) and (3.51).] It follows that

Z-it-i(Qr-ir) _ Z-le*"V{tpi,<p2;F) (3.52)

possesses a well-defined local limit, and we are led to define the renormalized
generator by

:<?/:=Jim i<?F-~trfwJ (3.53)

Notice that the renormalizing subtraction qR = qf has been determined
without choosing any vacuum state. Since qF is a numerical quantity, indepen-
dent of v, the subtraction is a c-number which does not change (3.35). But the
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non-linear commutator (3.36) is modified as in (3.23), and the Lie algebra of the
renormalized generators acquires a central extension.

(3M)

c = l

Evidently, the composition law (3.43) acquires a 2-cocycle.

2--.-2( F, G) = - i tr (F o G - F - G) w (3.55)

With bilocal F and G this is a "trivial" cocycle — it can be removed by redefining
phases, indeed it arose because an additional phase was inserted in the redefinition
of V. But in the local limit, i.e. when the regularization is removed and the
bilocal functions become local, u?j is non-trivial — no phase redefinition eliminates
it.

Of course, the subtraction is ambiguous up to terms that are finite in the
local limit; they are obviously "trivial" in the sense that they may be adjusted
at will by a finite redefinition of the generators. But the result for the non-trivial
part of the extension — not removable by redefining generators — is unique and
is not specific to the representation (3.40) for \. which may be generalized to

-<£) (3.56a)
v /

provided the kernels o and 13 satisfy

\ (ait/?T + pkar) - k (3.56b)

as required by (3.33). One may verify that the representation kernel which arises
from the more general formula (3.56) possesses a different Gaussian ^1,^2, de-
pendence and the infinite constant Z is modified. But the F dependent infinity
(3.50) is unaffected by the generalization (3.56), so the center in (3.54) remains
the same.

Our functional transformation kernel allows computing how states transform
under conformai transformations.

r
7 (<?,£;*")*(,?) (3.57)

In particular, for a Gaussian with covaríance Q, the transformed state is again
Gaussian with transformed covaríance.

flF = Q - (fi + Jt)(fi - iAVr^ft ~ *) (3.58a)
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Also the transformed state acquires an additional phase 8F.

$F = gF + hn An A> - i tr lnfil - iA> A (3.5Sb)

The Fock vacuum of a massless theory possesses ft = u, which is invari-
ant under the 50(2,1) subgroup of conformai transformations generated by
/ (x) = ( l ,x ,x 2 ) . More generally, ft is a representation for the conformai al-
gebra without center; the latter resides in the representation provided by the
phase 0f.

It is possible to obtain inequivalent representations of the conformai Lie
algebra with centers c > 1 in (3.54). For these we employ the transformation
law (3.32) with d = 1, but o ^ 0. The inhomogenous transformation law can
be realized on our field x by "improving" the generator (3.34) with the addition
-%Z Jf'x- The modified generators

effect the transformation

W] £ (3-60)

and they possess an extension already on the classical level: when their commu-
tator is evaluated with Poisson brackets one finds c = 12a2. In the quantum
theory, after proper definition of the bilinear, the quantum extension adds the
additional 1, so that : QJ : satisfies

:,:<?,°l] = i: <?f,,,> : - — ( 1 + 1 2 a 2 ) | ( / , w - gf") ' (3-61)

The transformation kernel corresponding to the improved generator is the previ-
ous expression, (3.44), appropriate to o = 0, times the additional factor

Fields that transform with d ~ 2 and inhomogenously are provided by : \2 :.
This is seen from (3.61) with a = 0, which upon functional differentiation with
respect to the arbitrary function g(x) yields

•' [: Qf :.: X* \ = f • \7 ' +2/ : X
2 : ~ J " (3.62)

Here, unlike (3.59), the inhomogoneous term is a quantum effect, not present
classically.
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Finally fields with d = 0 are constructed from our \ by

(3-63)

When x is transformed inhomogenously as in (3.60), 9 transforms as in (3.32)
with i — 0. Note th&t by virtue of (3.33) 9 satisfies commutation relations
appropriate to d = 0.

- Í £ ( x - j , ) (3.64)

Although our presentation has been purposefully without reference to dy-
namics, let me conclude this topic by recalling that the conformai group is a
symmetry group for the free, massless two-dimensional boson theory and for the
LwuviUe theory [exponential interaction]. The action is invariant when the field
transforms with rf = 0. and in the free case any o is allowed, while in the Liouville
model a must be the coupling constant. Then \ is identified with -Je(n -f $')
and the generator is constructed from the energy-momentum tensor, appropri-
ately improved for Q ̂  0.

An even simpler conformally invariant theory is that of a self-dual field gov-
erned by a non-local Lagrangian.16

I . J j dx dyX{t, x)e(x - y)x(t, y)-\jdxX
7{U x) (3.65)

[The dot signifies time differentiation.] The equation of motion satisfied by the
field x »* {he self-dual one,

X = X' (3-66)

and the Lagrangian changes by the total derivative j-t (--4-/'\ J when the field
is transformed as

x)\{t, *))' + -4=/"(< + x) (3.67)
V2~

so that the conserved generator is QJ, and | \ * is the Hamiltonian density.
Canonical quantization of this first order theory leads to the commutator (3.33)
for v* Thus our realization of the conformai group coincides with the fixed-time
(f s 0) quantization of the above model.

Observe also that 9. introduced in (3.63), is a self-dual field, when x is. The
dynamics for 9 may be deduced from (3.63) and (3.66). The Lagrangian is local.

(3.6S)

The non-locality, hidden in (3.63), appears only in the commutator (3.64).
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Are there models with c < 1? It is known that unitarity restricts values of c
below 1 to a discrete series.17 The first permitted is c = | and this is realized for
{ice Majorana Fermions, as will be discussed below. Dirac Fermions, even when
interacting as in the Thirring model, possess c = 1. For | < c < 1, there are
known statistical models at discrete values of c, but we have not found a field
theoretic protective representation for these cases.

The conformai group in two-dimensions is represented efficiently and unam-
biguously in the Schrõdinger functional formalism. It may also be represented
when the generators are normal ordered with respect to a Fock vacuum, and
the two agree when the covariance of the vacuum satisfies w(p) —> \p\. Thus.

p—oo

ultimately it is a matter of choice which method is used, although the intrinsic
approach seems preferable to me since a unique answer emerges without prese-
lecting a specific ground state of some quadratic Hamiltonian.

D. Field Theory in De Sitter Space

I now present an analysis of a problem where the Hamiltonian is quadratic,
but does not select a unique Fock space. The example concerns field theory in
de Sitter space. Because the Hamiltonian is time-dependent, stationary energy
eigenstates do not exist, and a conventional Fock space cannot be associated
to this quadratic Hamiltonian. Therefore transformation generators cannot be
renonnalized by conventional normal ordering methods. Only with the devel-
opment of our Schrõdinger picture approach has it been possible to resolve a
long-standing puzzle of how conformai symmetries are realized field theoretically
in de Sitter space.18

In 1 + 1-dimensional de Sitter space, the line element is

ds7 = dt2 - t7htdx7 (3.69)

providing a metric for a particular open slicing of the general space, defined
by the surface of a hyperboloid of revolution in 2 + 1 dimensions. The space-
time possesses constant curvature 2h2. It is convenient to pass to conformai
coordinates, by defining a "conformai time."

- €
t = - r - (3.70a)

n

^dP-dx') (3.70b)

Both metrics are time-dependent. [There does exist a choice of coordinates in
which the metric is time-independent, but then it is singular in space, so we do
not use it.] We shall work with (3.70) and we suppress the tilde,

The Killing equation
faJ + fj.a=0 (3.71)
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for the infinitesimal isometries f* of de Sitter space-time admits three linearly
independent solutions. The simplest corresponds to spatial translations.

^ = (0,1) (3.72)

The other two — a dilatation and a restricted spatial conformai transformation
[translation in inverted space] —

# = (*,*) (3-73)

(3.74)

together with (3.72) close on the SO(2,1) de Sitter Lie algebra.

A scalar field $ with mass m, without self-interaction but in de Sitter space,
is governed by the Lagrange density

I - mV] (3.76)

and the covariantly conserved energy-momentum tensor is

- ^ {ga?dafbd^ - m2*2) (3.77)

Time-independent generators of symmetry transformations are constructed
from the energy-momentum tensor piojected on the Killing vectors.

Qi = Jdxy/=gT*9R (3.78a)

In this way, we are led to three generators, which formally are given by

( 3 j 8 b )

where the canonical momentum II is defined by II = ^ = *. Observe that Qi
is just the total momentum. The 50(2,1) invariance group generated by (3.78)
— the de Sitter group — is the analog in de Sitter space of the flat space-time
Poíncaré group. [Note the two have the same number of parameters.]
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The first question that arises in analyzing this model concerns what are the
interesting states. Since the Hamiltonian

H =
i \ J i * - -

(3.79)

is time-dependent owing to the mass term, it makes no sense to define the vac-
uum as the lowest energy eigenvalue: the eigenvalues are time-dependent. Equiv-
alently, the time-dependent [functional] Schrõdinger equation

ü£zã ^ ) ) (3.80)

does not separate in time.
A plausible definition for the Fock vacuum is that it is a Gaussian solution

to (3.80). Making the Gaussian Aruatz

(3.81)

we find that the covariance 0(z,y;z) solves

- < Í « = - « 2 + *2 + ̂  (3-82)

and the normalization factor N(t) satisfies

iJjlnJV:=Itra . (3.83)

But even with the Gaussian Ansatz, the state is not uniquely determined
because the first order differential equation (3.S2) for Q needs an initial condi-
tion for unique solution. [Constants in N may be fixed by requiring that the
state be normalized to unity.] If the space-time were asymptotically fiat, one
could prescribe conventional boundary conditions by requiring that the asymp-
totic isometries of Poincaré invariance be implemented in the vacuum state, i.e.,
asymptotically it should be annihilated by the generators of the Poincaré group.
However, our de Sitter space does not possess a flat limit. One might look for
physical principles to remove the arbitrariness. De Sitter space may be relevant
to the extreme conditions of the very early universe. Unfortunately the initial
conditions there are certainly not known.

Faced with this impasse, the following strategy is employed. Rather than
fixing ft by specifying initial conditions, we attempt to get a unique formula by
requiring the state to be invariant against the isometries of the background metric,
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in this case 50(2.1). This is a plausible strategy: in flat space, one may also
solve the time-dependent Schrõdinger equation with a Gaussian Ânsatz. When
Poincaré invari&nce is demanded one arrives at the unique Fock vacuum with
covariance u:(p) = y/p2 — m2.

Thus we are led to seek Gaussian solutions of (3.82) that are also 50(2,1)
invariant. Translation invariance is easily implemented by choosing a translation
invariant covarianee.

(3.84)

t.e. ft depends only on the kernel \k\; in the momentum representation ft is
diagonal. With this choice, the total momentum — the translation generator —
Qi = t / * H I = i /<fz/ (z)j^7j annihilates the state. The solutions to (3.82)
and (3.83) are now determined as

ft=-,-Ini>

A' = det -

(3.85)

(3.86)

Here, 0 y is the real phase of e*̂ * times the Hankel function of order v =
1-mL

(3.8S)

[The reason for introducing the factor « " , which is absent from the conventional
formulas for phase and modulus of Hankel functions, is that our ©„ remains
real as u becomes imaginary.] The single integration constant a is complex,
and at this stage of the argument may still depend on |Jt|. Its imaginary part
determines r = tanh( Imo). Also, Q is complex, and may be separated into real
and imaginary parts.

ft = íiR + ift/ (3.89)

Various multiplicative constants are adjusted so that
More explicitly, the formulas read

A' = det -x'2 { ^

(3.90)
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A f-indcpendent phase has been dropped, and $ S Reo.

'* W (e,; i;t{) - •> + * » * ier(i;i:> -

i1 ^

Owing to translation invariance, N diverges: D and ft are diagonal in the
momentum representation, proportional to (2x)i(p - p')T times a function whose
form h as in (3.S7) and (3.91) with the kernel |*| replaced by the variable W-
Hcnce, the determinant, which involves a trace, acquires (2x)£(Q) — the length
of space, L. This infirared divergence may be avoided by regulating the transia-
tãonaQy invariant kernel k(x, a-) s tf(x—y) in some translationaJIy non-invariant
way. We shall not take the time here to exercise this care, which would lengthen
the presentation without altering results. The careful treatment of this point has
been given in the literature.1*

We have arrived at formulas which contain one arbitrary complex function
tt of \k\, or two real functions, r and #. To specify the state further, we consider
the m»"inmg two 50(2,1) generators in (3.78): the dilatation i » 2 (3.73)T and
the restricted spatial conformai transformation i = 3. (3.74). Invariance of our
Gaussian will be achieved if these also annihilate the state, but first they must be
well-defined by regulating and renormalizing them. This being a two-dimensional
theory without self-interactions, a subtraction should suffice, but now we see that
the conventional Fock space method does not provide a way of determining the
subtraction. We cannot subtract the vacuum expectation value of Qi because
we do not have a unique vacuum, but a whole o-dependent family of candidate
vacua. Without knowledge of the subtraction, the most we can require is that
off-diagonal states not be created by the application of Qi to the Fock vacuum
that we seek.

In the translation invariant situation, the conditions

oc *a (392)

for the remaining two isometrics, t = 2 and 3, imply one equation on SI.

which is satisfied provided that o is constant, as we henceforth require. This
leaves the state depending on one complex parameter, o. Moreover, one may
check that the restricted conformai generator Qi annihilates our translation in-
variant state, because its action involves fdxf${x). which vanish» by parity
since /J(x) ss fx. [Recall that restricted conformai transformations are transla-
tions in an inverted coordinate system.]
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In the absence of further information this is as far as one can go, and the
situation has been summarized in the older literature by the statement that
there is a one parameter (a) family of de Sitter "invariant" vacua.19 But our
more careful analysis shows that at best the "invariance" is a phase invariance,
which is all that (3.92) insures.

With the intrinsic subtraction method available in the Schrõdinger represen-
tation one may go further. By requiring that the subtraction qt for the dilatation
generator Qi be such that the kernel corresponding to e"1^1"»1* be well-defined,
Ç2 may be uniquely determined, up to finite terms. One finds, by the method
explained earlier

t|*|eU«|*|) (3.94)

and the renormalized dilatation generator: Qi :— Q2 —92 acting on our candidate
vacuum states gives

The eigenvalue is not only infrared divergent owing to L, but also ultraviolet di-
vergent owing to the the k integral. Moreover, it is time-dependent. Thus, the one
parameter of de Sitter "invariant" vacua is seen to be only phase-invariant, with
infinite phase, except for the special case r = 1, where the eigenvalue vanishes
and the state is truly invariant. The remaining 6 dependence is an unavoidable
phase arbitrariness — the arbitrary origin of time.

It may appear puzzling that two generators of the non-Abelian 50(2,1)
group annihilate all vacua, but a third does not. The resolution lies in the infinite
eigenvalue in (3.95). The situation is analogous to the Poincaré group in flat
space-time, where the Lorentz generator when commuted with the momentum
gives the Hamiltonian. However, the former two annihilate the ground state,
which is Lorentz and translation invariant, while Ú miltonian possesses an
infinite eigenvalue — the zero point energy. Physically, what is being said is that
one cannot translate or boost an infinitely heavy object. Similar remarks apply
to our theory in de Sitter space.

It should be appreciated that we cannot redefine the generators so that some
other vacuum, with r ^ 1, becomes invariant at the expense of phase-invariance
of r = 1 vacuum. The point is that only finite redefinition is permitted at this
stage, but the eigenvalue in (3.95) is infii ite and it cannot be removed.

The r = 1 vacuum, known as the Bunch-Davies vacuum, has been previously
preferred: it is the one naturally arising in a Euclidean formulation, it allows a
sensible definition of energy, it is relevant to the inflationary program. We see
that also it is the unique, completely de Sitter invariant state.
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IV. DYNAMICAL (VARIATIONAL) CALCULATION'S

Thus far our investigations have been kinematical. We now turn to dynami-
cal problems. Of course dynamical calculations in quantum field theory are much
more difficult than in quantum mechanics, and even in the latter, simpler theory
exact results are rare. There one resorts to quantum mechanical approximation
methods; the ones that have been developed and utilized are much more exten-
sive than those available for quantum field theory. The purpose of formulating
quantum field theory in a representation similar to the quantum mechanical one
is to permit adopting the techniques of the latter to the former.

Specifically we shall speak about variational methods. The general strategy
is the following. Dynamical equations are formulated as variational problems;
relevant equations are obtained as the condition that some quantity be station-
ary against arbitrary variations. This is then implemented approximately, by
choosing the quantities to be varied to have a specific form, parameterized by
unknown parameters. The approximation consists of varying these parameters
rather than performing arbitrary variations, i.e. the arbitrary variation is re-
placed by a parametric variation in the Rayleigh-Ritz manner. In this way one
arrives at approximate but self-consistent equations, which capture some of the
non-linearities of the exact, intractable problem.

A. Variational Methods for Pure States

Variational principles can be time-independent—these are widely known;
also there are less well-known time-dependent variational principles. Both occur
already in classical mechanics, where static solutions stationarize the Hamiltonian
[energy] as a function of p and 4, as is seen from the Hamiltonian equations.

The full time-dependent Newtonian equations are derived by Hamilton's varia-
tional principle, which requires stationarizing the classical action Ic\ — the time
integral of the Lagrangian L, and a functional of q{t).

Jc,= IdtL
Í4 *>)

SLcl{q) _ {*~>
Sq(t)

Notice that the static variations in (4.1) do not require boundary conditions; on
the contrary, the time-dependent ones of (4.2) must vanish at the endpoints of
the time integral that defines the action.

Both static and time-dependent variation principles of classical physics have
their quantum analogs. The former translates into the requirement that expec-
tation values of the Hamiltonian be stationary; this yields the time-independent
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Schrõdinger equation. The latter's analog is Dirac's little-known time-dependent
variational principle, which results in the time-dependent Schrõdinger equation.

For the static variation we vary (^\H\yV) subject to the constraint (^I'P) =
1. where \yV) is time-independent, obtaining the time-independent Schrõdinger
equation,

H\V) = £|*> (4.3)\) |> ()

as the stationarity condition. For the time-dependent variations, following Dirac,
we consider the action-like quantity

1= fdt(V,t\idt-H\<It,t) (4.4a)

where \^f;t) is a time-dependent wave function. This function is varied; demand-
ing that / be stationary gives the time-dependent Schrõdinger equation.

ift|*;<) = J i |* ;0 (4.4b)

Clearly (4.4) implies (4.3) if |*;r) is chosen to be c" lE< |*)-
All this can be done for field theory in the Schrõdinger representation. With

an arbitrar}' polynomial Hamiltonian, we take a time-dependent Fock vacuum as
in (1.48). with arbitrary covariance ÍÍ, which is viewed as the variational param-
eter. We evaluate the Gaussian functional integral to form (Íl/fl*) or / , vary
the covariance and obtain variational equations for the covariance. Rather than
giving details now, let me pass to a more general problem, which encompasses
(4.3) and (4.4).20

B. Variational Methods for Mixed States

The time-dependent Schrõdinger equation governs the time evolution of a
quantum system, when the initial state is a pure state, described by a definite
wave function [or wave functional in the quantum field theory]. However, fre-
quently one is interested in collective phenomena, where initially the system is in
a mixed state, described by a density matrix. In quantum mechanics this is

(çi)0«(ft) (4.5a)

trp= jdqp(q,q) = l (4.5b)

Here {$„} is a complete set of wave functions and pn is the probability that
the system is in the state n. Average values of physical quantities described by
operators 0, which in turn are represented by kernels O(q\,q2), are given by a
trace over the density matrix.

(O) = tr pO = j dq dqO(q, q)p(q, q) (4.6)
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The time development of these averages is determined, once the time dependence
of the density matrix is known.

The above Schrõdinger picture development can obviously be given in field
theory as well. The density matrix becomes a functional of ^i and tp2,

and integrals like in (4.5) and (4.6) become functional.
Next we come to the question of how to determine the time dependence of

p. When our system is in equilibrium with its environment at some temperature
T = jrj [k is Boltzmann's constant] the complete set of wave functions in (4.5a)
or wave functionals in (4.7) comprises the energy eigenstates with eigenvalues En

and pn is Boltzmann distributed.

f ->*•' (4-8)

The density matrix corresponds to the canonical ensemble, and its time evolu-
tion is trivial: p remains constant in time because the pn 's are constant and the
time dependence in energy eigenfunctions is a phase that disappears from *#* .
For systems out of equilibrium, both the probabilities and wave functions are
time-dependent. Discovering this time dependence becomes enormously difficult,
owing to the complicated interactions between the system and its environment,
and the problem passes into the wide subject of non-equilibrium statistical me-
chanics.

There is however, a set of simplifying assumptions that still retains physical
interest and yet allows successful analysis of a non-equilibrium situation. We
suppose that the dynamical variables of the system [the coordinates of quantum
mechanics or the fields of quantum field theory] are governed by a Hamiltonian
that does not refer to dynamics of the environment. However, we further suppose
that the effect of the environment is still felt in our Hamiltonian in that its
parameters are time-varying, for example the coefficient of a quadratic term can
go from positive [stable] to negative [unstable], or there can be a time-dependent
background metric, like field theory in de Sitter space. Moreover, we assume that
the occupation probabilities pn are constant in time. Since the entropy is given
by

S = - * £ > , , In * (4.9)
n

the last assumption means that entropy does not change.
With these assumptions one can derive an equation for the time evolution of

the density matrix. Simply by differentiating p with respect to time, and using
the time-dependent Schrõdinger equation for the wave functions, we arrive at the
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Liouville-von Neumann equation, which holds both in quantum mechanics and
quantum field theory.

f ='•[/>,#! (4-10)

[Note the sign is opposite to a Heisenberg equation of motion.] We contemplate
using this equation in the following situations. A specific Hamiltonian of inter-
est is selected, with time varying parameters. The time dependence is present
during the interval fj < i < tj. For times earlier than fj, the Hamiltonian is
assumed constant, and the initial data for the Liouville equation will always be
specified in this static regime, where we shall take p to be given by pi(fli)—the
initial Hamiltonian's Boltzmann distributed density matrix at some initial /?;, or
an approximation thereto. The solution to (4.10) is then examined in the late
period, t > tf, where the Hamiltonian is again static but perhaps with different
parameters. We wish to determine whether at late times p is static or not, and
if static, whether it is given by a Boltzmann distribution but perhaps at some
other temperature. [In some examples tij may be T°°-]

Terminology that we shall use: a time-independent density matrix is said to
describe a system in equilibrium; if its form corresponds to a Boltzmann distribu-
tion, we say that the system is in thermal equilibrium, but non-thermal equilibria
are also possible. When the density matrix is time-dependent, we say that the
system is out-of-equilibrium.

Therefore we are considering the problem of a system in thermal equilibrium,
which becomes disturbed by the environment so that Hamiltonian parameters
change. We wish to know whether there is a return to equilibrium, in particular
to thermal equilibrium after the disturbance ceases, and also we wish to follow the
behavior of various interesting quantities through the disturbance. Our methods
also allow considering an arbitrary initial distribution, not necessarily in ther-
mal equilibrium, and we can calculate the time evolution in this more general
situation.

The processes that we describe are isoentropic but energy non-conserving.
In the language of statistical mechanics, we are speaking of adiabatic processes—
closely related to but not identical with the quantum cdiabatic theorem. Although
we are led to this subclass of non-equilibrium phenomena by the desire to have a
closed system of equations, the physics that is described is not without interest;
precisely such isoentropic, energy non-conserving processes are thought to have
taken place in the early universe.

Our goal is now settled: obtpin solutions to the Liouville equation (4.10)
with a definite time-dependent Hamiltonian H and canonical distribution density
matrix as initial condition. But the method for achieving this goal must still be
developed because (4.10) cannot be integrated directly, except for linear [non-
interacting] problems described by a quadratic Hamiltonian. To this end we
use a variational principle, first stated in the many body context by Dalian and
Vénéroni, which yields, under arbitrary variation, the Liouville equation. An
approximate application of this principle with a restricted variational Ansatz, in
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the Rayleigh-Ritz manner, leads to approximate hut tractable equations for the
density matrix that may be integrated.21

Moreover the equations that we derive may be specialized to produce a
variational approximation to the static eigenvalue equation (4.3), or to the time-
dependent Schrõdinger equation (4.4) for a pure state.

The variational principle that yields Liouville's equation is stated as follows.
Consider

/= - (4.11)

Here, A,p and H are time-dependent kernels, they are functions of two coordi-
nates in quantum mechanics and functional of two fields in quantum field theory:
the trace is over these variables. A is a Lagrange multiplier which will disappear
from the formalism. Both A and p are varied in (4.11); also an initial condition
is set on p and a final condition on A: at initial times [where the Hamiltonian
is time-independent] p\t_t is the canonical density matrix: at final times, it is
convenient to take A to be* the identity kernel. Because of the fixed initial and fi-
nal condition, the corresponding variations vanish. Therefore varying A in (4.11)
gives the Liouville equation for p, while varying p gives the Liouville condition for
A. However, the latter is simply solved by A = / . in view of the final condition
A| |=< = / . In this way the Liouville equation (4.10) is derived variationally.

C. Variational Ansatz for the Density Matrix

An approximate implementation of the variational principle for the Liouville
equation consists of choosing trial forms for p and A depending on time-dependent
parameters, evaluating / . and varying these parameters to obtain equations for
them.

The trial form for p that we take is a Gaussian; this is motivated by (1)
the fact that for quadratic Hamiltonians, the exact exact density matrix is a
Gaussian; (2) with a Gaussian all the traces — functional integrations — may
be explicitly evaluated. Thus we adopt the formula

r\

" + 2 / n ) * -
(4.12)

Here N2 is a real normalization constant.

A' = det -"*2'GXI2{\ - WlGl/2 (4.13)

The three, possibly time-depeivient kernels, G, U and £ are functions of x and
y; the first two being real and symmetric, while £ has a symmetric real part
£j? and an antisymmetric imaginary part Gl/2£iG1'2. The significance of these
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quantities is brought out by evaluating averages of field bilinears with the abox'e
density matrix.

(•(x)*(y)) = (C 1 / 2 (1 - Uf1 G1 / 2) (x.y) (4.14a)

(n(x)n(y)) = 1 ( G 1 ' 2 (1 + fr)"1 G"1'2) (xTy)

+ 4((n + O)G1 '2(l-eR)" IG1 /2(n-O))(x,y) (4.14b)

<*(x)II(y)) = | i (x - y) + 2 (G 1 ' 2 (1 - O*)"1 G1'2 (II - £,)) (x,yX4.14c)

Moreover, when ( vanishes, the density matrix (4.12) describes a pure state,
compare (1.4S).

) | í = 0 = *(<Pi)*"(v*) (4.15a)

*{?) = N e~* f ^ (4.15b)

n = Ç— - 2m (4.i5c)

Hence we call £ the "degree of mixing"; obviously it is related to the entropy.
Since entropy is conserved in our theory, we expect £ to be time-independent.

Also we need a trial form for A. Because p involves four variational param-
eters, we need to obtain four equations for them. This is achieved by taking a
four-parameter trial form for A. A useful choice is the operator formula

A = A ( / ) + / A(nn)(x,y)II(x)II(y)
Jx,y

) (4.16a)JÍ

which corresponds to the kernel

- J
/
x,y

Lixy

(4.16b)
Finally we select a Hamiltonian. Several interesting models have been an-

alyzed: free field theory with a varying mass term [here the Gaussian Ansatz
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is exact); the same model with a quartic self-interaction: either of the previous
two in a Robertson-Walker, time-varying background. Since all these examples
possess space-translation invariant dynamics, we may take all the varifetional pa-
rameters to be translation invariant, and diagonal in momentum space. Upon
evaluating (4.11) with (4.13), (4.16) and a definite Hamiltonian, we vary the
A*1* to find the approximate equations determining the density matrix. [Also by
varying the parameters in p, we obtain equations for A*1', but these need not be
analyzed.]

To exemplify the procedure we record here the equations that arise when a
scalar field in fiat space-time possesses a quartic self-interaction. The Hamiltonian
is

H = \ Í 01*
The quadratic term, h, varies in time during the interval <, < f < if. The
variational equations for the parameters G and II, in momentum space, where
they are diagonal, read

C(p) = 4lI(p)G(p) (4.18a)

Also the equation for the normalization constant is solved by the anticipated
formula (4.13). and as expected (, is time-independent.

Equation (4.18) needs to be renormalized owing to a possible ultraviolet
divergence in the k integral. This can be done, and (4.1S) poses a well-defined
system of equations, once a form for ft(p) and its time-dependence is fixed, and
an initial condition for G, II and ( is selected.15

One may also specialize (4.IS) to the variational equations for a pure state by
setting £ — the degree of mixing — to zero. In that case (4.IS) reduce to the field-
theoretic time-dependent Hartree-Fock equations, previously derived from an
approximate application of Dirac's time-dependent variational principle (4.4).32

Finally, with a time-independent h, the static version of (4.IS) corresponds to
the mean-field approximation for quantum field theory.

Here is not the place, nor do we have the time, to discuss detailed properties
of the solutions to (4.IS). Let me nevertheless summarize what one finds. For
generic time-dependence in h, the system does not return to equilibrium for
late times, f > / / , when h becomes static again. However, the departures from
equilibrium decrease with increasing coupling strength A. also the departures from
equilibrium becomes arbitrarily small when the passage in time from h(ti) to h{t/)
is arbitrarily slow. This is in keeping with ones a priori physical expectations.
Moreover, for very specific time-profiles for h(t), equilibrium can be regained
at / > t/ — the density matrix becomes time-independent. This unexpected
phenomenon can arise even in the absence of interactions and the mathematical
analysis is curiously analogous to the analysis of reflect ionics» potentials.20
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The study of quantum fields out of thermal equilibrium is a subject to which
particle theorists are turning these days, because of the probable occurrence of
this phenomenon in the early universe. The functional Schrõdinger formalism,
together with the approximate variational principle for determining the density
matrix provides a useful framework for analyzing this problem.

V. FERMION SYSTEMS

A. Functional Space for Fermions

A description of a Schrõdinger picture for fermionic quantum fields, anal-
ogous to to that for bosonic fields is now presented. The challenge here is of
course that fermionic quantum fields do not commute with themselves, and to
keep things as simple as possible I shall examine the problem in its most elemen-
tary setting: a massless Weyl-Majorana field in two-dimensional space-time.23

Such a field is described by a real one-component spinor, defined on a line, and
satisfies the fixed-time anti-commutation relations, which may be viewed as an
infinite-dimensional Clifford algebra.

{ 0 ( x ) , i K y ) } = i ( x - y ) = /(x,y) (5.1)

tf=é (5.2)

We wish to define a functional space to represent states in this quantum field
theory, determine an action of the operator K-(x) on this space, give a procedure
for taking adjoints, and define an inner product. All this we want to do without
specifying a Hamiltonian with the usual positive and negative first-quantized
energy eigenmodes, which play a central role in the conventional approach to
this problem.

To begin, our functional space consists of functional i'(u) of anti-commuting
Grassmann fields u(x) at fixed time.

{u(z),«,(y)}=0 (5.3)

We seek to represent the [infinite] Clifford algebra (5.1) in terms of the Grassmann
variables (5.3). To this end we represent the action of ^'(x) by

(5.4)

To understand how the dual state should be represented, let us first analyze
the problem on a space {x} consisting of two points i = 1,2 on which two fermion
operators tf(») are defined, satisfying the two-dimensional Clifford algebra.

é,, • (5-5)
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A specific state \9j) is represented by a functional of u(i) that can be expanded
in a four-dimensional basis.

|'P/) -*• tyj(u) = /o + fiv(l) -{- /2«f2 ; - /) 2u(l)u(2) (5.6)

where the fs are numbers. The inner product with another state \^fa) is defined
in the natural way.

This can be expressed as

(*f|»/> = jd2u*;{u)%f(u) (5.8)

provided (*,[ is represented by

Equation (5.7) follows from (5.6), (5.8) and (5.9) since only the following Grass-
xnann integral is non-vanishing.

= 1 (5.10)

The duality transformation that takes (5.6) into (5.9) is that of differential
forms in two dimensions: there are four basis forms: the zero-form, two one-forms
dx", ft = 1,2 and one area two-form ^e^dx^dx". These are the analogs of the
four basis elements in (5.6). while the duals of these forms are the basis elements
in dual formula (5.9).

Our dualization procedure can be formulated analytically by the Berezin
integral. Introduce auxiliary variables ü{i) and an auxiliary dual functional Vg(ü)
denned by the natural formula

, fi(2)«(l) (5-11)

Then our dual (5.9) is given by

füeitll)mll)+«2)ml3))*§{ü) (5.12)

where the only non-vanishing Grassmaim integral is

(5.13)/
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With these rules the adjoint of u(i) is J^T and -7= I u(i) + < ^ T ) is Hermitian.
Note that our representation is reducible: we require four elements to rep-

resent (5.5), hence the representation is four-dimensional. But any two Pauli
matrices also reproduce (5.5) two-dimensionally.

This example points to the continuum field theoretic generalization. From
the functional í*(u), construct $(«) by complex conjugating scalars, reversing
the order of Grassmann variables and replacing u(x) by õ(x). Then the dual of
ty(u) is given by

**(u) = ÍVu c/x • ( r )" ( .x)*(ã) (5.14)

ant^ 7/5 ( u ( x ) "*" fu(z)) 1S Hermitian, as it must be if it is to represent the Her-
mitian operator v(x).

For a Gaussian state, which we also call a Fock vacuum in analogy with the
bosonic case,

1/4 I uüu (5.15a)-- I
the dual is

(íl| -* 9'a(u) = det - 1 ' 4 (O*-1) exp \ lutf-*u (5.15b)

Here fi is an antisymmetric kernel

) . (5.16)

B. Two-Dimensional Conformai Transformations

Two-dimensional conformai transformations S/x = -fix), discussed in Sec-
tion III, act also on fermion Majorana fields and can be represented by these
variables. The formal generator

Qf = IJdx(iix)f(x)v'(x) - tf(x)f(x)t(x)) (5.17)

gives the field transformation law (3.32) with d = 1/2 and a = 0.

Qf formally satisfies the algebra (3.31), (3.36), but suffers from singularities
owing to the coincident-point operator product. For a well-defiied regularized
generator we take

\J (5.19)
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This generates canonical transformations, but (5.18) is regained when the anti-
symmetric Hermitian kernel F{x, y) tends to

F(x,») - I (/(z) + /(y)) 6'(x -y)=\ (/(x) + /(x)) *(x, y) (5.20)

[Notice that this is like (3.38) with the interchange k *-+ 6; see also below.] Qp
satisfies

(F,G) = -i[F,G) .

The representation and intrinsic renonnalization of these quantities is an impor-
tant application of the fermionic Schrõdinger picture formalism.

The kernel U{ui, u2; F) that represents the finite transformation satisfies the
differential equation

i—U{uuu2;rF)

- Í h* (••<•>+*&)) F ^ (">M+?4j) ^ " - « r f '
(5.22)

with an initial condition at r = 0.

l^ixj,u2;0) = i(«i - u2) (5.23)

The solution is Gaussian.

- / mu 2 exp- /(«i -u2)A>(iii - u 2 ) (5.24)

(5.25)

A> = c t n | (5.26)

Constants are adjusted in -Vf so that (5.23) holds. That U is indeed the correct
transformation kernel, satisfying the composition law

(5-27)

can be verified explicitly when F is proportional to G; the more general case can
be checked by expanding F o G.
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The definition of the inner product on our space determines the form of the
adjoint kernel.

U*{ut,u2:F) = Ar£ e x p - / « i«2cxp-^ /(ui-u2)A'í-(ui - u 2 ) (5.2S)

Since F and KF **e Hermitian, the above is just U(ut, 112; —F); hence, the rep-
resentation is unitary.

The kernel (5.24) should be compared to the corresponding bosonic one
(3.44). We appreciate th&t the first exponentials coincide once the commutator
of the bosonic fields, k, is replaced by the anti-commutator of the fermionic fields,
I s 6. The analogy of the remaining formulas is brought out, if we similarly
replace k in T by / , ».e. replace T by F. Of course, differences in the Jacobian
factor between fermions and bosons have to be taken into account.

The local limit when the regulator is removed can be evaluated. Kp attains
a well-defined expression.

(5.29)
The normalization factor SF diverges. The analysis, as in the bosonic case, is
performed for imaginary T[F -* — iF], where A'r becomes ci u l"*i"h il^I and the
antisymmetric kernel F is replaced by the absolute value kernel. The result, after
returning to real r, is that apart from an infinite constant 2 , c'1r Np attains a
limit, provided

To renormalize, we absorb the constant divergence Z in the functional in-
tegration measure, and remove the divergent phase. Thus Z"1 €*1rU{u%,vt',F)
possesses a finite limit, but the composition law (5.27) acquires a trivial cocycle,

2»*2(F,C?)= itr(FoG-F-G)-^ (5.31)

which becomes non-trivial in the local limit. This implies that the rcnormalized
charges

(5.32)

satisfy (3.54) with c = 1/2, in agreement with a gencm! theorem.17
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As in the bffsonie case, this central extension is not sensitive to the way that
the field operator is represented. One can verify that the divergent phase (5.30)
is unaffected by the follo-ving generalization of f->.4 •.

(5.33a)

I = / (533b)

[The last condition on the kernel a is required by (5.1).] But also, as in the
bosonie case, the opposite sign for the center results if the analysis of divergences
is carried out after continuation to imaginary r in the opposite sense from ours:
F —* iF rather than F —*• — iF, the latter being the conventional one for thcork»
with energy spectra bounded below but not above.

The action of the transformation kernel on a generic state • (« ) is given by

•(«) -j* *r(u) = eif' JviU{u.ü.F)*{ü) (534)

In particular, the transform of a properly normalized Gaussian, with covariance
ft. is again a Gaussian with transformed covariance.

(/ + lí) (5.35a)

and an additional phase $F-

$F = qF + Im An .\> + \ tr ln(9. +1/%» J (5.35b)

As in the bo*onic case [compare (3.55)J. ft is a representation for the conformai
algebra without center: the latter resides in the representation provided by the
phase £/••

The iermionic representation of the conformai group has been constructed
without reference to a Hamilton.an for the fermions. but it is useful to remark that
the dynamics of a free, masslrss Majorana-Wcyl field or Dirac field is ronformally
invariant. Indeed bosonization of the Dirac model produces the self-dual theory
governed by (3-65).1*

C. Fock-Space Dynamics in tlie Schrõdinger Reprcícntatíon

We now examine dynamical second quantired Fermion theories in our for-
malism. This we do in order to explore further properties of the fer.nionic
Schrõdinger picture anJ also to give explicit realization to the Dime sea phe-
nomenon in fermionic field theori«*s.
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Let us begin by recalling the algebraic structures associated with the field
theoretic, Majorana-Weyl Hamiltonian.

(5.36)

The "first quantized" Hamiltonian h is anti-symmetric and imaginary,

h(x,y) = -h'(x,y) (5.37)

with a complete, orthonormal set of "first quantized" eigenmodes.

hfe=eft (5.38)

(e-e') (5.39a)

Jdef;(x)ft(y) = 6(x-y) (5.39b)

[Whenever appropriate, summation over discrete eigenvalues and replacement of
the ^-function by a Kr—." '. . i* " is understood.] According to (5.37), the
eigenvalues are paired in sign,

hi't = - e / ; (5.40)

and we assume that there are no isolated vanishing eigenvalues. The field operator
may be expanded in the first quantized modes.

v(x) = Jdeajt(x) (5.41)

a t=al ( = jdxf;(x)4'(x) (5.42)

The anti-commutator of the a( 's is dictated by (5.1).

6(e-e') (5.43)

The mode operator at is a shift operator for the second quantized Hamiltonian.

[at,H] = eat (5.44)

Hence, the spectrum of h is unbounded from above and below, unless a( anni-
hilates states. Of course, all this is familiar, and is realized for example for the
Poincaré invariant model.

h(x,y) = ió\x-y) (5.45)
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We now seek eigenstates of H within our Grassmann functional space. For
the Fock vacuum we chose a Gaussian.

•|íl) = det - 1 / 4 í íexp ^ íuÜu (5.46)

where ft is anti-symmetric. The eigenvalue equation

H\Q) = * / ( « + £ ) * ( « + £ ) M = Ev\tl) (5.47)

requires that
(/ - ü)h(I + ÍÍ) = 0 (5.48)

and the vacuum energy is

(5.49)

Excited states are polynomials in 4> operating on |fi), which in our formalism
become polynomials in | ( J + Q)u = u+ multiplying the Fock vacuum.

We now show that ÍÍ is not determined uniquely by (5.48). Take fi to
be simultaneously diagonalized with A, so (5.4S) requires ÍÍ2 = /; in the c-
representation, h is diagonal and we have

n(e,e') = tt(e)6(e-e') (5.50a)

il(e) = - f i ( -c ) (5.50b)

ÍÍ(É) = ±1 (5.50c)

where the variation in sign can occur for any matrix element. In other words,
there is an infinity of solutions for Q depending on the different ways one assigns
signature.

To understand further the form of fi, and to select one sign signature from
the infinity of possibilities, we compute the effect of a(.

77 W
(5.51)

It is seen that at annihilates \Q) whenever fi(f) is —1. Thus choosing Í2 is
equivalent to choosing the prescription for filling the Dirac sea to define a field
theoretic vacuum. When fi(i) = - 1 for positive e and +1 for negative f, i.e.,

( - 1 for f > 0
fi(<)= (5.52)

I 1 for f < 0
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a, annihilates [ft) for e > 0 but not for e < 0. This is the conventional choice of
filled negative energy sea. and corresponds to

T roo
£v / Jee (5.53)

* Jo

where L is the length of space.
More generally, j ( l + ft(«)) is the filling factor, vanishing for empty states.

Choices other than (5.52) for ft are also possible, corresponding to other filling
prescriptions, but they would be unconventional, and would in general define
inequivalent theories. Note that the overlap between two Gaussian vacua is pro-
portional to

(ftj|ft2) oc det1 / 2 (ftx + ft2) (3.54)

Since fti and f?2 can differ only in the sign of one or more eigenvalues, fii + Q2
has a zero eigenvalue. Whether the overlap vanishes, depends on the weight
of the zero in fti + ft2- If different signs are associated to a discrete mode in
fti and í?2, then the determinant certainly vanishes; for continuum modes, a
sufficiently infinite number of modes must be differently filled between fti and
ÍI2 for the determinant to vanish. When the overlap of two vacua vanishes, so
will the overlap between corresponding excited states, and the Fock spaces — the
different theories built with different ft's — are inequivalent.

As a final check of our formalism, we compute the equal-time correlation
functions. Following the rules we have put forward, it is easy to show that

p{x,y) = (ft|^(x)0(y)|ft) = r ( / — ft)(ar>y) • (5.55)

For the Hamiltonian (5.36), (5.45), and the choice (5.52) for the vacuum, this is
/ 2^£~tp^z~v^^(p)' which is the conventional result.

In summary, let us contrast our fermionic Schrodinger picture with the pre-
viously described bosonic one. In both cases the functional space contains in-
equivalent Fock spaces. Choosing a specific quadratic Hamiltonian can select a
specific Fock space for bosons, but not for fennions. In the former case, there is
no sign ambiguity for the Gaussian covariance ft because we require convergence
of a Gaussian normalization integral, hence Reft > 0; in the latter, the integral
is Grassmannian, all integrals converge, and the sign of ft is not fixed. Stated
differently, a particle state is localized in the bosonic functional space, while there
is no concept of localization in the Grassmann space. A unique fermionic Fock
space requires prescribing a filling factor.

Finally, we note that when the first quantized Hamiltonian h possesses
an isolated zero mode, ft is undetermined in that channel. This is the ori-
gin in the present formalism of vacuum degeneracy associated with charge
fractionalization."4
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I. INTRODUCTION

A cosmological reconstruction of the history of the universe depends on our ability to
describe behavior of physical systems in terms of an accepted, existing theoretical framework.
Recent advances in particle physics and quantum field theory provide such a framework and
make it possible to explore early universe physics from the time set by the Planck scale
where quantum gravity effects are not important.

The development of the calculational techniques1 for studying relativistic quantum
fidd theoretic systems at finite temperature made it possible for particle physics theories to
predict phase transitions that could have occurred in the very early universe: The concept
of the high temperature restoration of the spontaneously broken field theoretic symmetries
is widely accepted and various cosmological scenarios based on symmetry changing phase
transitions have been proposed in order to explain some of the fundamental questions that
cannot be answered in the standard big-bang cosmology. The most dramatic one is the
inflationary universe3 which has a possibility of explaining several cosmological questions.

However, establishing these cosmological scenarios requires understanding of the time
evolution of the cosmos, before, durinj and after the phase transition — periods when the
system is obviously changing with time. In describing early universe dynamics, various
crude approximations are often used; e.g. semi-classical or linearized approximation, results
from dynamical equations in which a static, effective potential appropriate to equilibrium
in Minkowski space-time is put in by hand.

In these lectures we shall study quantum field theory in Robertson-Walker space-time in
the framework of the functional Schrõdinger picture* which provides us useful calculational
techniques4'5 for describing dynamical evolution of the cosmos in time.

The conventional formulation of quantum field theory in terms of causal Green's func-
tions in the Heisenberg picture is not especially suited to time-dependent problems that
make use of an initial condition for specific solution. Green's functions contain all in-
formation needed for determining transition rates, S-matrix elements, etc., of systems in
equilibrium where initial data is superfluous. However, following a system's time-evolution
from a definite initial configuration is more efficiently accomplished in a Schrõdinger picture
description, where the initial data consists of specifying a pure or mixed state.

Moreover, quantum field theory in Robertson-Walker (RW) metric, which describes
the early universe, is intrinsically time-dependent due to the time-dependence in the metric.
Therefore, the concept of a vacuum and Fock space are not well-defined. The functional
Schrõdinger picture description is especially useful for such systems.

The field theoretic functional Schrõdinger picture3 is well-known x bosonic fields:
the formalism is a generalization from ordinary quantum mechanics to the infinite number
t." degrees of freedom that comprise a field. It offers therefore the possibility of using
physical/mathematical intuition gained in quantum mechanics to analyze approximately
field theoretic problems. Nevertheless, the functional Schrõdinger picture is not as widely
used in actual calculations as the Green's function method, and the reason is that infinities
can be more easily isolated and renormalized in the latter framework. However, recent
results*"8 establish renormalizability of the Schrõdinger picture, both for static and time-
dependent cases.

We shall begin our discussion of quantum field theory in RW metric in the Schrõdinger
picture by quantizing a free scalar field. We find possible vacuum wave functional* that are
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solutions of the time-dependent functional Sehrõdinger equation. We show how they are
related to the conventional description in the Heisenberg picture.

We then study a self-interacting scalar field which often plays the role of an order param-
eter describing the energetics of the system in a symmetry changing r ŝe transition. The
fundamental dynamical equations which govern the time-evolution of pur*, and mixed states
— the time-dependent Schrõdinger equation and the Liouville-von Neumann equation, re-
spectively — cannot be solved except lor linear (free) systems described by a quadratic
HamQtonian. Therefore, approximations are needed. We introduce time-dependent varia-
tional approximations4'* based on variational principles9'10 which lead to the fundamental
dynamical equations. We use Gaussian approximations in which the trial wave functional
and the functional density matrix are taken to be Gaussian. Approximate but tractable
dynamical equations are obtained for the time-evolution of the parameters which define the
Gaussian Anamtx. They are self-consistent approximations that, unlike ordinary perturba-
tion theory, reflect some of the non-linearities of the full quantum theory.

The variational equations contain field theoretic infinities and require renormalizatk».
We study renormalizability of the Gaussian approximations. Finally, we establish finite,
well-defined Einstein-Matter equations which describe the self-consistently determined be-
havior of the scale factor of the RW metric.

The calculation^ techniques we discuss provide mathematically consistent descriptions
for the time-evolution of the early universe processes such as non-equilibrium dynamics
during a phase transition, baryon number generation," and various dynamics involved in
the inflationary cosmology: e.g. initial conditions for inflation and reheating process after
inflation.3

Before we begin our main topics, we shall present a brief survey of big-bang-inflationary
cosmology, which illustrates the cosmologically relevant RW* space-time metric.

The RW metric is given by the line element

ds> = ** - o'(0 [ J ^ J + rWJ (1.1)

where K is the curvature signature and is = 1,-1,0 for a closed, open and flat universe,
respectively. The scale factor a(t) describes th .* dynamics of the universe and it is determined
by the Einstein-Friedman equations:

a 3

Here p is the energy density, p is the pressure, G is Newton's constant and a dot denotes
differentiation with respect to t. Equations (1.2) imply conservation of energy-momentum
tensor which takes the form

p + 3-{p + p) = 0 (1.3)

for the metric (1.1).
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In the very early times, the universe was filled with hot dense matter in thermal equi-
librium and was radiation dominated. When the universe is at temperature T, particles
with masses greater than T are absent unless a conservation law prevents their density from
going to zero or unless they cannot annihilate or decay fast enough to remove themselves as
the universe cools. Particles of type i with masses much less than T are present with energy
density1

where Àrj is the total number of particles plus antiparticle spin degrees of freedom for the
particle of type i with a factor of 7/8 included if the particle is a fermion. During the
radiation dominated period, therefore, the energy density of the universe was

p = ^-iVT4 (1.5)

where N = 53* ̂ ** *s *n e tot*J number of effectively massless (m; << T) degrees of freedom
and the pressure is given by

P=\p • (1.6)

It follows then, from (1.2) and (1.3), that

90 V" 1

V* (1.7)
a(t) = constant x y/i ; H = - = —

a 3i

for K = 0. The quantity H == | is known as the Hubble constant.
In the inflationary cosmology, typically at i$0(10~33) second, the universe was domi-

nated by a constant vacuum energy density for a short period of time.

p = Po ', P- ~P ' (1.9a)

And according to Eqs. (1.2), an exponential expansion occurs.

a(t) = constant x e%t

1/2 /

The way p becomes dominated by po depends on the inflationary scenario. The most
popular scenario is the "new inflationary universe,'1 although it has various difficulties in
that it requires fine tunings of the parameters in the inflationary/particle physics models.
In this scenario p becomes dominated by a constant false vacuum energy density po during
a "slow rollover" transition and \ is typically of 0(1O10) GeV. The exponential expansion
lasted for a period àt ^ÍOO*"1 and the universe returns to the radiation dominated period,
which continued until the universe became matter dominated at t cr O(1012) second.
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Once exponential expansion started, the observable universe is v/ell-desrribed by setting
K = 0 since the K-dependent term becomes negligible in (1.2a).

During the matter dominated era, p(£) behaves as a(i)~3 and p = 0, and Eqs. (1.2) give

a(t) = constant x <2/3 ;
„ à 2 (1-10)

The temperature of radiation in the universe continues to fall as T oc l/o(<).

An important concept in cosmology is the horizon size. The horizon plays a key role
because it characterizes the constraint which causality places on dynamical evolution. In a
radiation or matter dominat d universe the horizon length is the distance light can travel
from the beginning of the particular cosmological epoch to a specified time t. It thus
determines the maximum distance over which causal contact can be made at time t. In
general, for the metric (1.1) this distance is (for K = 0)

which gives

( 2t — 1/H radiation dominated
(1.12)

{at = 2/Jf matter dominated .

In the case of an inflating universe the horizon is defined somewhat differently due to
the presence of an event horizon in the spacetime described by the metric (1.1) and (1.9).
In this spacetime (de Sitter space) if two points are separated by a distance greater than the
horizon size DEH then they will never come into causal contac•» at any time in the future.
This distance is defined by

/

OC Jit 1 1

^(i7) = x = H = constant < U 3 )
In de Sitter space, causal contact can never be achieved over physical distances greater than
this horizon size, but in inflationary cosmology the inflationary period does not last forever.
Thus we ran speak of points going out of causal contact when their separation gets larger
than DEH during the inflationary period and then coming back into causal contact when
their separation gets ess then DH during the radiation or matter dominated eras. Since DH
and DEH are both of order \/H there is often no distinction made between the horizon size
and the Hubble distance 1/H. It is the horizon size which makes the inflationary cosmology
so dramatically different from the standard cosmology.2
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II. SCHRÕDINGER PICTURE — GENERALITIES

Let us review the functional Schrõdinger picture for bosoriic quantum field theory, which
we shall employ in this paper. The formalism is a generalization from ordinary quantum
mechanics to the infinite number of degrees of freedom that comprise & field.

In the field-theoretic Schrõdinger picture, states are described by wave functionals ¥(<p)
of a c-number field <p(r) at fixed time. The inner product is defined by functional integration:

while operators are represented by functional kernels:

) • (2.2)

For the canonical field operator at fixed time, $(r) (the time argument is common to
all operators in the Schrõdinger picture, so it is suppressed), we use a diagonal kernel
$(r) «-» <p(r)6{<p - <p); the canonical commutation relations determine the canonical momen-
tum kernel as IT(r) «-> ( l / i ) [6/é.p(r)] 6(if — <,?); both kernels involve a functional 6 function.
Evidently * acts by multiplication on functionals of <p, while II acts by functional differen-
tiation. In this way, the action of any operator constructed from II and $ is

O | j ^ > ¥ >J *(,?) . (2.3)

The fundamental dynamical equation is the time-dependent Schrõdinger equation for
a time-dependent functional \&;t) *-* ty(-f.t). The equation takes definite form, once a
Harailtonian operator H(U, $) is specified:

For tim -independent Hamiltonians. the usual separation of variables leads to a functional
eigenvalue problem:

(25)

(26)

In particular for quadratic Hamiltonians

H = - J (II2 + *&*) (2.7)

the ground state (vacuum) Í3 a Gaussian functional,

l r 1
(2.8a)-\ J
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with covariance ur determined by the "first quantized"' Harniltonian h.

= h (2-S

and vacuum energy is

^ (2.9)

(Throughout, a self-evident functional/matrix notation is used: w and h are kernels,
ftpvtp = j dx.dx'<f{x)u:{x,x'}f(x') = Jdxx(x,x), and the determinant in (2.8a) is func-
tional.}

Equation (2.8) represents the conventional Fock vacuum in the Schrõdinger picture.
Higher excited (multiparide) Fock states are represented by polynomials of <p multiply-
ing the vacuum Gaussian (2.Sa); they are orthonormalized if taken in linear combinations
corresponding to functional hermite polynomials.

For translationally invariant theories, kernels depend only on differences of coordinates
and diagonalization may be achieved by Fourier transformation:

and (2.8b) enforces -/2(p) = fa'p) [J in d ^dimensional space deno^s f dip/(2z)t.] As a
consequence our free-field formulas are superpositions over ali p of corresponding quantum
mechanical formulas for harmonic oscillators with frequencies u?(p), which for a conventional
bosonic free field theory, describing particles with mass m, is ur(p) = ^/p 2 + m2.

In the translationally in%-ariant case there are infrared divergences due to the infinite
volume V of space, e.g. Jtr-.- = | V / u(p). These we shall ignore. Also there are
ultraviolet divergences when the integral over momenta diverges. For the free case, these are
trivially renormalized in the energy formula by normal ordering in Minkowski space-time.
[For RW space-time, we shall discuss renormalization of the energy-momentum tensor in
Section VII.] The fact that the normalization factor of (2.Sa) may also diverge,

det I/2ur = exp Í r tr In*- J = exp I — / lnur(p) ,

is ignored, because the norm disappears from all matrix elements — it is chosen precisely
so that will be the case.' More intricate questions of ultraviolet finiteness will be addressed
as they arise in our discussion of interacting field theories.

The analogous Schrõdinger picture for fermion theories has also been recently
developed,12 but we shall not need it for these lectures.
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ni. FUNCTIONAL SCHRÕDINGER PICTURE FOR A FREE SCALAR FIELD IX THE
ROBERTSON-WALKER METRIC

We consider ft free scalar field propagating in flat Robertson-Walker metric with a line

is* = fc^rVr* m A» - •*(t)dxI (3-1)

where «(f) is the scale factor. Dynamics is governed by the dasskal action

- (32)

The scalar field has mass p, and coupling ( to the Rkd scalar it of the background metric.
Although we are mainly interested in physical space-time dimensionality, n « 3 + 1, we

fft^j cranidtr the theory in n s= a* + 1 by analytically continuing the *iMti?l învfrnKfn in
arder to regularize the theory in later discussions. Hence we set u s 4 + 1 and the space-time
integral is replaced by /•"** — fdtfdx. The spatial integral will be abbreviated as fx; the
corresponding momentum-space integral / s^*y will be denoted by J^. Our conventions for
the various geometrical quantities arc presented in Appendix A.

The classical equation of motion for v b obtained by varying the action with respect
t o *

• + dH* - «~*V2* + 0*' + (J?) • = 0 (3.3)

where the dot signifies differentiation with respect to the time and H s à/a b the Rubble
constant. The canonical momentum II is defined by

n = | £ = «'• (3.4)

and the Hamiltonian of the system is

/

• ( 3 5 )

With the metric (3.1), it is convenient to Fourier transform (FT) the spatial dependence
of*.

(3.6)

where • ' ( M ) = • ( -k ,< ) due to the reality of +(x,f). To avoid notational clutter, we
suppress the tilde on the fourier transforms. No confusion will arise because the context will
make it self-evident whether we are in position space or in momentum space. The equation
of motion for *(k, () is then,

• + « W * + ( k V 2 + / i 2 + { * ) • = <> . (3.7)
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III. 1 Free Field Quantization in the Heisenberg Picture

Now we shall briefly review the conventional Heisenberg picture quantization,13 so that
we can relate it to the Schrõdinger picture quantization. We impose equal-time commutation
relations for $ and II

(*(x,t),*(x\t)] = [n(x,<),ii(x\o] = o
(*(xft),n(xM)] = i i i(x-x ') . ( ' }

By Fourier transforming (3.8) we obtain

[*(k,t).«(k',o] = [n(k,t),n(k',i)i = o
[*(k, <), H(k', 01 = i(2irMk + k') (3.9)

A vacuum state and the associated Fock space are defined by choosing a specific solution
X to the equation of motion: x' is constructed from any two linearly independent solutions
of (3.7), Xi,2(M)* k — |k|, and two time-independent functions of k\ </i,}(£).

M ) (3-10)

X may be normalized as
XX* ~ XX* = ia~* (3.11)

Then the Heisenberg field operator for each momentum mode is expanded in terms of x and
its complex conjugate

4(k,0 = i(k)x(fc,0 + b\-k)X*(k,t) (3.12)
Equations (3.9) and (3.12) yield the following commutation relations for the operators 6(k)
and (f(k)

9
[6(k),òt(k)]=(2T)<íí'í(k-k) .

Inverting (3.12), we obtain expressions for 6(k) and M(k).

,0

The operators b(k) and 6*(k) are annihilation and creation operators, respectively. For
the chosen solution \, a particular vacuum is defined by

6(k) |0)=0 Vk (3.15)

and the excited Fork states are obtained by applying M(k) to the vacuum. Although the
commutation relations (3.13) hold for all time, 6(k) and M(k) are not single-particle creation
and annihilation operators due to the complicated time-dependence of \.
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III.2 Free Scalar Field in the Schrodinger Picture

With the Hamiltonian in (3.5), the tirne-dependent Schrodinger equation for the free
scalar field is

As we shall see, the vacuum wave functionals, which are solutions of (3.16), are Gaussian
since they must be annihilated by an annihilation operator which is a linear combination of
<Kx) and - i j ^ j :

*0 = i V ( 0 e x p - 5 / #x)E(x,y,O*(y) • (3.17)
* •'x.y

N{i) is a time-dependent normalization factor and E is the covariance function of the Gaus-
sian which we separate into real and imaginary parts

E = i j T ' - 2iE (3.18)

Bilinear averages in the state $o a r e given by

(*(x)*(y)) = H(x,y,0

(*(x)II(y)) = - í ( x - y ) -

while the linear averages vanish: ($(x)) = 0; (II(x)) = 0. [As mention d in Section II we
use the matrix notation: (0S)(x,y,r) = Jt fi(x,z,i)i:(z,y,i)].

Since dynamics is translation invariant, and the vacuum shares this property, SI and £
are diagonal in momentum space, and it is convenient to use fouiier transformations. We
define the FT of <j>{x) as in (3.6)

<Kx) = / e*'x^(k) (3.20)
Jk

where <K-k) = 0*(k)- It then follows that the FT of -ijé^ is

and the operators *(k) <=> 4>{k)6(<t> - <t>') and II(k) <=> - * ( 2 * ) ' i ^ ) i ( ^ - <t>') satisfy the
comrnutatioa relation (3.9). The FT of E, ft and E are

E(x -y , f )= / e ik(x-y)E(JU)

í l ( x - y , í ) = / e< M x-y ) í l(U) (3.22)
Jk
/e<k-(JI 'y)E(Jt,0
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and the Schródinger equation becomes

(3.23)
The Gaussian wave functional in (3.17), which may be written as

* 0 = N(t)exp -1 I <Kk)E(MM-k) , (3-24)

is a solution of the Schrodinger equation if E satisfies the Riccati equation

i ^ = fl-'H2 - a* (Pa'2 + p2 + (*) (3.25)

or equivalently, if the real and imaginary parts of E satisfy

fi = 4 0 - ^ 2 (3.26a)

2 = I*''!*-2 - 2a-dL2 - \ad (k2a~2 + /i2 + iR) . (3.26b)
8 2

Equations (3.26) become a second order differential equation for ft, when E is eliminated

Cl = ^ - " Í T 1 + ^ ~ J f i 2 - dHÜ - 2 (a"2Jt2 + /i2 + ÇR) Q (3.27)
Both (3.25) and (3.27) are, in general, complicated to solve and another rewriting is prefer-
able. The Riccati equation is linearized by the definition

jj . (3.28)

The resulting equation for F is linear and coincides with the equation of motion (3.7)

F + dHF + (it V 2 + n2 + ZR) R = 0 . (3.29)

Given a complex solution F, propt ly normalized according to (3.11), the real and imaginary
parts of E may be written as

and therefore, the solution of (3.27) is

fi = | f f . (3.31)

A particular solution of (3.29) defines a specific vacuum wave functional through (3.24)
and (3.30). The vacuum wave functional that corresponds to the vacuum state defined by
(3.15) in the Heisenberg picture is given by the covariance function

S = - i a á | l n , X ' (3.32)
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* and is annihilated by the Schrõdinger picture representation of the annihilation operator in
(3.14)

6(k) = ~iadx'

- if) + (2*) V j~Z

The excited Fock states are obtained as in the Heisenberg picture by repeated application
of the creation operator

- if) - (2*)4xj^{4 - if)

to the vacuum functional. They are represented by polynomials of 4> multiplying the vac-
uum Gaussian and are orthonormalized if taken in linear combinations corresponding to
functional Hermite polynomials.

A particular solution, E = — ta^J^lnx*, is determined by choosing </j,2(fc) in (3.10),
such that a specified initial or final condition is satisfied by the time-dependent Schrõdinger
equation. A conventional way of choosing a sensible vacuum in the fiat Robertson-Walker
metric is to take the solution x that behaves as the positive frequency mode in an asymptotic
time limit, t -» +co or t —* —oo, where the expansion rate is much smaller than the effective
frequency.

H = à/a « u\ = (JfcV2 + / i 2 ) l / 2 (3.35)

[The superscript in u\ signifies frequency in the free theory.] hi this limit, although the
frequency changes with time, it changes adiabatically, i.e.

ul/ul ~ O(H) « o;2 (3.36)

and for fixed Jt, space-time carries a quasi-Minkowski metric. [We are considering a cl?ss of
space-times with no static asymptotic regions. The cosmologically interesting cases belong
to this class.]

To discus" the asymptotic form of the solution in the limit H « u>°k,"it is convenient
to use the cor, ormal time TJ:

ds7 = dt7 - o7(t)dx7 = eft) (dr,2 - dx2) (3.37)

where t} is defined by drj/dt = l/a(t) and eft) = a2(t). By introducing new variables

( 3 3 S

We obtain equations for Fe and Qe from (3.27) and (3.29),

F? + (k7 + c [;i2 + (Ç - ad) R]) Fe = 0 (3.39a)

e = O (3.39b)
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r where

Oi = ^ ^ (3.39c)

and prime denotes differentiation with respect to the conformai time 7). Normalization (3.11)
requires the normalization of Fe to be

FcF'e' - F^F* = i , (3.40)

and for a properly normalized solution Fc of (3.39a), ftc = |FC|2 is a solution of (3.39b).
Clearly, the solution of (3.39a) that plays the role of positive frequency mode in the limit
Jfc —» oo is

For fixed k, the asymptotic form of \c in the limit H « w° (or equivalently
D = c'/c << u\y/c) is extracted from the well-known, formal plane wave type solution
to (3.39a),13

Xc = ~ = exp -i J" W{rf)irf (3.42a)

where \V(ij) satisfies

W* = P + c tf + « - a.) R] ~ I ^ - | p ) , (3.42b)

correspondingly
ftc = IXcl2 = (2HT1 • (3.43)

In the limit H « v*, W may be determined iteratively by taking for the zeroth order
solution (3.42b)

W'(0) = (*2+<>2 + tf-ai)*])1/2 • (3-44)
The i th order iteration of (3.42b) yields

The iteration is in terms of the small parameters (H/~l) and its time-derivatives. Higher
order iterations contain higher order time derivatives of the scale factor and fall off rapidly
for large Jfc. Terms which involve n lh order time-derivatives of the scale factor are called nlfc

adiabatic order.
The boundary condition on (le is given at an asymptotic valtii of IJ, where H « wj.

The classical solution behaves as Minkowskian in this limit. The boundary condition 'i
determined by the zeroth adiabatic order

Xe""
• /o/I2 a. -..2^/2

(3.46)
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In this limit the covariancc function H is dominated by its real part,

H = i j T ' - 2iE ~ a V i V 3 + / « 2 (3.47;

and hats the form as in a harmonic oscillator. The exact solution of (3.39a) or (3.39b) which
behaves as (3.46) defines the so-called aiiabaiic vacuum. [The limit H « u/° occurs, in
general, at a singular point t = +oo or r = — oo and the exact solution which satisfies the
boundary condition may not be unique. However, one finds that in de Sitter space where
o(f) = tHt and in the Friedman universe where a(t) ~ y/tt the exact solutions x« are Hankel
functions and parabolic cylindrical functions, respectively, and are unique.]

For the adiabatic vacuum that we have chosen, the Hamiltonian of the system takes in
the limit H « u \ the asymptotic form,

and the operators 6(k) and &'(k) may be interpreted as one-particle annihilation and creation
operators. [The iterative expansion of the plane wave type solution in (3.42) - (3.45) provides
the divergent structure of the vacuum sector. For later discussions, explicit expansic.i of
SI — (2W)~% to the fourth adiabatic order is presented in Appendix B.

IV. APPLICATION OF THE SCHRÕDINGER PICTURE

As an application of the Schrõdinger picture technique, we shall study time evolution
of a system in an unstable potential.

The key feature of the new inflationary model is a phase transition of a special type,
often called a "slow rollover" transition,2 in which a scalar field, that plays the role of order
parameter, evolves slowly down a gentle hill in its potential-energy diagram. The standard
picture of this scenario may be summarized as follows: The initial state of the scalar field
<j> is in thermal equilibrium. At zero temperature the potential has a minima at $ — ±0c
and is extremely flat for <t> « \fre\. At very high temperature the effective potential has
a unique minimum at # = 0. As the universe cools the scalar field gets caught at # w 0
in a state of false vacuum. The energy density of the universe is then dominated by the
constant false vacuum energy density: p = fj NT* + po -* Po- And the universe rapidly
evolves into a de Sitter space as given in Eqs. (1.9). The scalar field hovers around 0 » 0
for a while and begins to roll down the hill of the potential diagram, obeying the classical
e< nation of motion. Once the scalar field reaches 0 = ±<j>e, it oscillates about the minima.
Tiiese oscillations are damped by the decay of the scalar field to the light particles and the
vacuum energy density is thcrmalhr d.

One of the assumptions in this picture is that the behavior of the scalar field during the
slow rollover is classical. This is important in that it leads to calculable density fluctuations
which are the seeds for galaxy formation.2

Using the Schrõdinger picture, we shall study quantum mechanics of two idealized
simple models14 and show the validity of this assumption. [In this section we shall ignore
the temperature effects and study only the pure state time evolution. In Section VI, we
shall include temperature effects.]
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IV. 1 Quantum Mechanics of an Upside-Down Harmonic Oscillator

First we examine a problem in one dimensional quantum mechanics v.-hich has many
similarities to the quantum field theory problem which we will discuss later. We consider a
particle moving in the potential

r ( x ) = - i * x 2 , * > 0 . (4.1)

At t = 0 the particle is described by a wave function which is centered and peaked at x = 0-
For simplicity, we choose this wave function to be a Giussian.

The evolution is then governed by the Schrõdinger equation

lãT - "Si ã ? " 2*1 v • (4 2)

This equation is satisfied by a wave function of the form

v{x,t) = X(i)exp {-B(t)x2} , (4.3)

provided that
i i = Afl/m (4.4a)

and

iÈ*=lk + 2B7/m . (4.4b)

In solving these equations it is useful to introduce the parameters

w2 = Jt/m .

The parameter lo describes a natural quantum-mechanical length scale, analogous to the
Bohr radius of the hydrogen atom. We will see that t .e system will appear classical when
it is probed at length scales large compared to lo- In terms of these parameters, one finds

~ 2(1 cos 2<j> + cosh 1st '

where à is a real constant of integration which is related to the width of the wave packet at
/ = 0. The differential equation is satisfied for complex values of <£, but we choose to absorb
the imaginary part of <j> into a redefinition of the origin of f. The wave packet is then at its
minimum width when t = 0. For a properly normalized wave function one Ends

A = (2*)-1/* [6cos(* - »u.-0]"t/2 , (4.7)



where
(4.8)

We are particularly interested in the behavior of ç-(x,r) for large t, which is given by

. (4.9)

(4.10)

The probability distribution for x is then Gaussian,

Note that the ̂ -dependence of (x1) is easily understood. As 4> is varied, b7 is minimized
when ^ = */4, with b = V For 4 < x/4, the initial probability distribution for x is broad,
and it therefore spreads quickly. For ^ > r/4, the initial wave function is narrowly p-aked
in x, and hence the spread at mome :tum is large; this spread of momentum results in a
rapid spreading of the x-distribution.

Our main point in introducing this model is to show that the quantum mechanical wave
function at large times is accurately described by classical physics. Let us first consider the
commutator of the x and p, where p = —»jjj- Note that

(4.11)
2-'t) ,

where y/mkx is in fact the momentum which would be attained by a classical particle
which rolled from rest at the peak of the potential to the point x. Let us now examine the
non-coir.amtivity of x and p:

xptf = Jmkx7* + O (r7**) (4.12a)

(e-2-f) . (4.12b)

The commutator contribution —ixfr will be insignificant compared to the other, term if 1 <<
y/mkx2, or equivalently if /§ « *2- Thus at large times, in the region x2 » l£, the
commutator [x,p] becomes negligible and thereby poses no barrier to a classical description
of the system. The general rule is that whenever the distance over which the phase of
the wave function changes by 2K (i.e., the de Brogue wavelength) is much shorter than
any other relevant length, then classical physics applies. Alternatively, one can say that
classical physics applies whenever it is possible to ignore uncertainties Ax and Ap satisfying
AxApft l .

Note however that the wave function is definitely not sharply peaked about one partic-
ular classical trajectory. Thus, the large í behavior of the system must be described not by
a classical trajectory, but instead by a classical probability distribution:

/(x,p,0 = W{x,t)\
7( )
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To see that f(x.p,t) provides an accurate classical description of the system at late times,
one can verify the following statement:

a) /(x,p, t) describes classical physics — that is, it obeys the classical equations of motion:

fit ftf /if
'- = 0 . (4.14)

b) For any dynamical variable (i.e., any function Q(x, p, f)), the expectation value of Q can
be computed by using either the quantum mechanical wave function ^ or the classical
probability distribution / . More precisely, it can be shown that

The probability distribution f(x,p,t) describes classical trajectories which roll from
rest, starting at the peak of the potential. These classical trajectories can be parametrized
by

z{t) = C?* , (4.16)

where the paranietrization insures the constraint between p and x which is implied by the Í-
function in the probability distribution (4.13). The probability distribution for the constant
C can then be determined from that for x:

Thus, at large times x(t) is determined up to a random multiplicative constant which obeys
a Gaussian probability distribution.

The physical interpretation of C can be clarified by writing it as C s ±6exp {—wr}, so

x(f) = ±beul'-r) . (4.18)

The parameter r clearly represents a time delay in the classical solution. The probability
distribution for r is given by

P(r) = 2 P ( C ) ^ = 2i/-wf-wr «cp{-2e-*""} , (4.19)

where the factor of 2 is inserted because there are two values '. C (C and -C) corresponding
to each value of r. Thus, at late times the particle obeys a classical trajectory, but the time
at which it begins to roll down the potential energy hill is determined by quantum processes,
and is described by a classical probability distribution.
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IV.2 The Scalar Field in the New Inflationary Universe — A Toy Model

We have described the behavior of an upside-do'.vn Harmonic oscillator, which has many
important features in common with the real problem of inflation. The result we have
obtained tells us that the Schrõdinger picture provides a clear description for the time-
evolution of the system and brings new insights to the problem.

Next, we study an idealized quantum field theory model which approximates the be-
havior of the scalar field in the new inflationary scenario. The model is a free field theory
and therefore is exactly soluble. It is of course not totally realistic but may qualitatively
describe the correct phys-ics.

We consider a minimally coupled (Ç = 0 in (3.2)) free single scalar field with a time-
dependent mass, evolving in a de Sitter space with metric

. (4.20)

The system is described by the action

[^""^«a,* - V(*)l (4.21)

where the potential function is given by15

2 ' ) 2 , i V > 0 . (4.22)

This potential has a minimum at $ = 0 and is stable for early times (f < <<j where c2 e~2*'0 =
1), but becomes unstable in late times.

The functional Schrõdinger equation of the system is, from (3.23)

- k ) (4.23)
+ ((k2 + 7

2 ) e"2*' - /<2) <>(k)0(-k))]] *

where f2 = n2c2 > 0. In the asymptotically early times (3.36) is satisfied 'and the modes
behave as in the Minkowski space:

lim H = x « v/*2 + 72 c"x ' = u°k(t) . (4.24)

In this limit, the potential in (4.22) is stable and one can define an adiabatic vacuum
satisfying the boundary condition (3.47). The Gaussian wave functional of the form in
(3.34) is found by solving the classical equation of motion (3.29).

/ + Z\F + ( (* ' + ->2) e-2*' - /i2) F = 0 (4.25)

The solutions of this equation are

j ^ (4.26)
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where

(4-29)

z =

and Jp(z) and Np(z) denote the Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively,
and A is the effective wavelength. In the asymptotically early times where (4.24) is satisfied
one expects that the solutions to the differential equation (4.25) should behave sinusoidally,
except that the frequency changes slowly. The Hankel functions

JAz) + iN,{)
HJ?\z)=:Jp{2)-iNp(z)

then become complex exponentials. FVom the behavior of the Hankel functions for asymp-
totically large z one obtains16

oc e—!(«o)('-««) (4.29)

by expanding z(t) for t ta tQ for some early value of to (s(<o) >> 1). This expansion is valid
provided that |\(r - to) | << 1.

Using the property of the Hankel functions, Hp
l)(z)^-{z) - d-^-{z)Hp

2\z) = - £ ,
we obtain the normalized positive frequency mode function F(k,t) which, through (3.28) or
(3.30), defines the adiabatic vacuum functional for the scalar field in de Sitter space, known
as Bunch-Davies vacuum.17

*o oc exp-i I <Kk)E(MM-k) (4-30a)

( 4 3 0 b )

(4.30c)

The early time behavior of "to is, from (4.29),

2 ] k ) . (4.31)

The covariance function of the Gaussian is dominated by the real effective frequency for
each mode.
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In the Schrõdinger picture description we can explicitly show that the classical descrip-
tion emerges at large times when the time-dependent potential (4.22) is unstable, as in th*
one-dimensional quantum mechanical example. From the property of Hankel functions13 for
x « 1, one obtains the behavior of the covariance function of the Gaussian for large times.

] («2,

The dominant term is purely imaginary, and we have

2 j (4.33)

Let us observe that operating with the canonical momentum operator on $o *t large
times yields

^ | 3 V 2 (4.34)

The first factor is precisely the classical value of the canonical momentum II(k,f) =
e3xV(k,<) with i(k,f) = \{2p - 3)*<Kk,t), which is the solution of the classical equa-
tion of motion at large times. From (4.27) the large time defined by z « 1 is the time for
which the effective wavelength becomes larger than the horizo . distance x"1 = If"1.

Thus, our idealized field theory model is described by classical physics at large times.
Again, as in the case of the upside-down harmonic oscillator, it is described not by a single
trajectory, but by a classical probability distribution.14 [We shall come back to this idealized
toy model in Section VI and discuss thermal effects.]

V. SELF-INTERACTING SCALAR FIELD IN THE SCHRÕDINGER
PICTURE

The time-dependent Schrõdinger equation cannot be solved exactly, except for linear
problems described by a quadratic Hamiltonian. To obtain a solution for a non-linear [in-
teracting] system we use a variational approximation in which Dirac's variational principle9

is implemented approximately.

V.I Variational Principles

The time-dependent variational principle results in a time-dependent equation; such
variational methods in quantum physics are not as familiar as the static variational principles
appropriate to time-independent equations. Therefore, first we survey the subject of time-
dependent variational principles.

Already in classical mechanics, one encounters time-independent and time-dependent
variational principles for the relevant dynamical equations of mechanics. Static solutions
stationarize the Hamiltonian (energy) as a function of p and 9; this is seen from the Hamil-
tonian equations
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The full time-dependent Newtonian equations are derived by Hamilton's variational princi-
ple, which requires stationarizir.g the classical action /c|. the time integral of the Lagrangian
£, and a functional of ç(f):

Notice that the static variations require no boundary conditions, while the time-dependent
ones must vanish at the end points the time integral that defines the action.

Both the static and the time-dependent variation principles of classical physics have
their quantum analogs. The former translates into the requirement that expectation values
of the Hamiltonian be stationary: this yields the time-independent Schrõdinger equation.
The latter's analog is Dirac's little-known 'line-dependent variational principle. We define
the effective action F as the time-integral of the diagonal matrix element of i Jj — W.

, (5.3)

and demand that T be stationary against arbitrary variations of |¥) and (*|, imposing
appropriate boundary conditions. This results in the time-dependent Schrõdinger equation.

The parallel to classical physics is even closer when generating funct tonais are used. (We
discuss the field-theory in Minkowski space-time.) On the one hand, generating functional,
the field theory analogs of Gibbs free energy, generate (single-particle-irreducible; Green's
functions. On the other hand, they implement the above two quantum variational principles
in two steps: in the first step, the variation is carried out subject to a constraint, in the
second the constraint is removed.

Thus we define the effective t itrgy E{$) as the stationary expectation of the Hamil-
tonian, in a normalized state |¥), subject to the constraint that the expectation of the
quantum field operator $(x) is a prescribed static function <Kx):

£(*) = stationary value of ( * ( # • ) , (5.4a)
(*I*(x)|*) = <Kx) , (5.4b)

{*!•) = 1 . (5.4c)

Then removing the constraint (5.4b) requires solving

and this point also defines the physical theory." (When $ is further restricted to be r
independent, the effective energy functional becomes the tffective potential times the volume
of space.30) The effective energy generates Green's functions at zero energy, the effective
potential generates them at zero energy and momentum.

The time-dependent generalization of the above implements Dirac's variational principle
in two steps. First, we defice the effective action F as a stationary value subject to the
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constraint that a matrix element of the quantum field It'x) is held fixed at a prescribed
function of space and time oli.x):

= stationaryy value of / * / * _ ; * i^-tfjt+;f\ , (5.6a)

(5.6b)
(5.6c)

As befits a time-dependent variation principle, on* abo needs boundary conditions. Anal-
ogously to the classical case, these are set at the end points of the time integral, here ±oc.
One «*»«"•"*« that the time-dependent states |$±;f) tend to the ground state |0) of H, and
the variations vanish there:

)-|0) - (5.7)

(For fteM theory in K\V metric, IiiO(_7oc [9±) = |0 « ) and the "in" and "out" vacuum may
be different.) Finally, to regain the physical theory, the constraint is removed

We shall now show4 that F(c>) is the usual effective action, the generating functional
tor ooe-partide irreducible Green's functions, which is defined as the Legendre transform of
the generating functional for connected Green's functions \V( J), given by

Z( J) = exp i\V{ J) = (-,!!+, t) (5.9)

where states |±.f) satisfy

!±i>!±,i> = JW- ^ d x J(x)#(x)} |±,t) (5.10)

with the boundary condition
lim |±,i) = |0) (5.11)

[We assume J(x) = 0 as í - • ±cc and *(x) is the fixed time operator in the Schrõdinger
picture. Moreover, we assume time-independent H, but this restriction may be relaxed for
field theory in R-W metric. The collection of the variables x.t is denoted by x.J

To show that r($) in Eqs. (5.6) is indeed

W( J) - Jfx J(x)<Kr) , (5.12)

we begin by introducing Lagrange multipliers J(s) and ur(t), which ensure the constraint
(5.6b) and (5.6c). respectively: We consider the quantity
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Variations with respect to |*-,<} and 1*+,) produce the following equations:

Next we remove w(t) (and w*(t)) in (5.14) by redefining the states.

| + , t ) s e x p i / ti;(t')<ft'|*+,t)

| - ,<}=expi

The boundary conditions in (5.6) imply that

and \±,t) satisfy

Ui:-n+ /<ixJ(x)$(x))|±,f)=O

which is precisely (5.10). From (5.6c) and (5.15) we find

where TV( J) is related to the Lagrange multiplier u>(t):

W ( J ) = / dtw(t)
J—oc

Furthermore, from (5.6c) and (5.14a), W( J) is given by

Therefore, we obtain

ttir

Using (5.14a,b) and integrating by parts, we obtain

(5.14aj

(5.14b)

(5.15)

(5.16)

(5.17)

(5.18)

(5.19)

(5.20)

(5.21)

(5.22)
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The next-to-last term vanishes due to the boundary condition (5.7) and the last term van-
ishes due to (5.6c), and we establish that

6W

and (5.24)

V.2 Time-Dependent Gaussian Approximation for Pure States

An approximate application of the Dirac's variational principle in (5.3) with a restricted
variational Ansatz, in the Rayleigh-Ritz manner, leads to approximate but tractable equa-
tions describing the time-evolution of a given initial state of a non-linear system. We shall
study a self-interacting scalai field using a variational approximation in which a Gaussian
Ansatz is taken for the wave functional.9

tf(^,<) = JV(r)expi

xexp- / (#x)-v5(x,0) MT'ix.y.o-iEix.y.t) (<Ky)-v(y,O)
Jx,y I* J

The variational parameters are <p, n, ft and E, and the covariance function of the Gaussian
is parameterized as in the vacuum wave functional in (3.18). Here the linear averages are
non-vanishing,

(*(x)) =v?(x,<) , (II(x)) = ir(x,f) , (5.26)

appropriately modifying the bilinear averages of (3.19); for example, ($(x),$(y)) =
<p(.x,t)<p(y,t) + ft(x,y,/). From the average value of the operator tgy appearing in the
effective action (5.3), we find that the imaginary part of the covariance function E plays the
role of a canonical momentum conjugate to the real part ft.

,r) (5-27)

For the self-interacting scalar field in the fiat RW metric with the potential function,

Í2 i 2 2 ^*4 , (5.28)£J?* ; V(») = / i * +

the effective action of (5.3) evaluated in the Gaussian trial state is

**, ft, E) = Jdtjl [r* - ad (jo"*V + \*~7 F*? + V(

+ h fEft - ga-'ft-1 - 2a-JEftS - \a* (-a"2V2ft(x, y, i)\wy + tf(2V)ft)l (5.29)
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[We have used a matrix notation as in (3.19), omitting obvious space-time arguments and
U^ = %$•] The terms in the first square bracket are the classical action, terms in the

second square bracket are 0(h) corrections and the last term is an 0{k2) correction. [We
have set ft = 1 throughout except in (5.27).] By \arying T with respect to the varíatíonal
parameters we obtain four variations! equations

2VV - (^2 + ÍR + I A / + Í

ftfx,y,t) = 2a-d[(ilX)(x,y,t) + (En)(x,y,i)] ( 5 3 0 )

Ê(x,y,í) = a' [ia-2'ífi-2(x>x,r) -2a-wE2(x,y,t)

- \ (-a"2V2 + /i2 + iR + \j +^Q(x, x, t)) 6\x - y)]

We shall consider translationally invariant field configurations where <p is homogeneous.
Then the equations for the FT of ft and E are

ft = 4a-<fftE (5.32a)

t = aá [ ^ - " Í T 2 - 2a-"E2 - I (k2a~2 + m2 + iR)] (5.32b)
I 8 2 J

where

(5.32c)

Equations (5.29) are the same as the exact free equations of (3.26), with /J2 replaced by
a self-consistently determined effective mass m2(r). By removing E in (5.29) we obtain a
second order differential equation of the form (3.27)

Õ = ^ - " f t " 1 + ^fi^fl2 - dHtl - 2 (a"2*2 + m2 + iR)Sl . (5.33)

In the limit d — 3 in which we are interested, these equations possess field theoretic
infinities in m2(t) due to the short distance behavior of ft. The infinities depend on the
state considered; therefore, we shall first define our vacuum state by using the dimensionally
regularized form (5.32) or (5.33) which are well-defined and finite. Then we shall discuss
renormalization8 of the infinities in the vacuum sector and for other excited Gaussian states,
at d = 3.

First, we define the vacuum for the interacting theory in the Gaussian approximations
by generalizing the concept of the «diabatic vacuum of the free theory. This we can do since
the dynamical equations in the Gaussian approximation are the same as those in the free
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theory, except fx2 is replaced by rn2(t). We shall first show the existence of the plane wave
type solution, which plays the role of the positive frequency mode as in the free theory.

The variational equations (5.29a) and (5.29b) mav be combined into a single equation

= «-'Z2 - a4 [fcV2 + m2 + (R] (5.34a)

(5-34b)

By defining E = — iad§i In F*, and changing to conformai variables we arrive at an equation
of the form (3.39a) with (i2 replaced by m2(t).

c = 0 . (5.35)

For a properly normalized solution Fc, fte = |FC|2 is then a solution of

«" = l^c"1 + \n?ti? - 2(k2 + c [m2 + (i-ad)R])ile (5.36)

which is obtained from (5.33) by defining fi = c(1~rf)/2£lc. Although (5.35) is not linear in the
interacting Gaussian approximation, due to the presence of the self-consistently determined
mass, we can still present a formal plane wave type solution, as in (3.42),

(r)')dr)'W(r)')dr)' (5.37a)

W2 = k2 + c [m2 + tf - ad)R] - \ fc - \ ^ \ , (5.37b)

and the corresponding solution of (5.36) is

1 . (5.38)

Again, as in the free theory, W may be expanded iteratively, in the limit H « w» =
y/k2a~2 + m2, by taking the zeroth order iteration to be

IV'W = (it2 + c [m2 + « - ad)R})i/2 (5.39)

and the t ih order iteration the same as (3.45). Unlike in the free tueory, each order of the
iteration is not an approximate solution in the limit H «<*;*, since the effective mass is self-
consistently determined by the full solution. For the same reason, terms which involve n t h

order time-derivatives explicitly are not of n th adiabatic order since m2(r) contains the full
solution which is of infinite adiabatic order. Nevertheless, the iterative expansion is in terms
of the small parameters, #/-.•* (or equivalently D/ui, \/c) and its time-derivatives, providing
the asymp otic expansion of the solution, that behaves as the Minkows':i vacuum solution7 in
the limit H «ui, and therefore defining the adiabatic vacuum in the interacting Gaussian
approximation. The explicit form of the iterative expansion of fic = [2W)~l is given in
Appendix B up to terms involving fourth order time-derivatives.
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V.3 Renormalization of the Variation^ Equation

As mentioned earlier in the limit d = 3. infinities appear in m2(f), due to the short
distance behax'ior of Í2, and the various forms of the equation of motion [(5.30) - (5.35)]
must be renormalized. We shall discuss the renormalization in the vacuum sector, where
the large-1 behavior of ile(k,r}) is presented in Appendix B. Also we shall further inquire
for which Gaussian states, with large-Jt behavior of fie(JEr,i/) different from the vacuum
case, does the vacuum renormalization suffice to render the equations finite.8. We shall
assume for simplicity that if = 0 in the vacuum sector since the value of -p does not affect
renormalization.

From the explicit form of the expansion of ÍÍC(A-, Tf) given in (B.2) we have

( 5 " 0 a )

+ terms finite at d = 3

where T(x) is the Gamma function and ük — (k7 + mtc)1 . We define the finite part of
íl(x,x,í) by isolating the pole term at d = 3.

+ terms finite at d = 3 (5.40b)

rf- 1X3 - d) t"1 + (^ -

Here 7 is the Euler constant and A is an arbitrary mass scale.
Now we shall show that the dynamical equations become finite by the following renor-

malization preset iption

— +Or<J .
AR

[The subscript J? denotes renormalized quantities.] It is straightforward to see that the
mass-like quantity m2 = m? + (Ç — oj)i?, which appears in the dynamical equations written
in terms of conformai variables, is made finite by the above renormalization.

m2 = m2 + ({ - oj)R

(5-42)
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Therefore, the combination m2(r) + £R, which appears in the dynamical equations written
in terms of t and the original variables [(5.32) - (5.34)], is also finite. Consequently the
dynamical equations in the Gaussian approximation become renormalized and well-defmtd
in t'je vacuum sector at n = 3 4-1.

Next, we shall briefly discuss the class of Gaussian states for which the dynamical
equations become finite by the above vacuum renonnalization. A class of properly normal-
ized solutions Fc(k, 17) to (5.32) may be presented in terms of the plane wave type vacuum
solution Xe of (5.37) and its complex conjugate, where \e and \* satisfy (5.32) with a
self-consistently determined m2, and Fc solves (5.32) with a different, self-consistent m2.

M ) (5.43a)

(5.43b)

The corresponding solution of the variational equation fi(Jt,f) may be written as

•Jo

The Gaussian state described by this solution has average particle number relative to th
vacuum given by |<f2|2.

Gaussian states with finite particle number density have novvanishing overlap with the
vacuum and belong to the Fock space of the v& uum. For such states we have, at d = 3,

< - ^ forfc-»oo . (5.46)

[We are ignoring possible fractional power behavior.] Then, dynamical equations become
finite by the vacuum sector renormalization prescription, as shown in Ref. [7] for Minkowski
space-time. In the initial value problem, the condition (5.46), together with (5.43b), implies
that the initial conditions for fic(fc,»7o) and Q'e(k,T)0) at an initial time 170 must have the
following large-it behavior,

fif(Ar,t,o) ~ —===Lr=T=[. + O(k-3 or smaller)]
* -* 2y/k^ + m2(»7oM»?o) (5.47)

fi'ciit^o)^ [O{k-*) or smaller] ,

where m2(i7o) is the self-consistently determined initial mass defined as in (5.39).ltf

The time-dependent Gaussian approximations are the analogue of time-dependent
Hartree-Fock approximations19 or large-A' approximation. The validity of the Gaussian
approximation has been studied in Rcf. [21] by applying it to various one-dimensional quan-
tum mechanical problems and comparing with numerical solutions of exact equations.
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VI. TIVE EVOLUTION OF MIXED STATES

VI. 1 Generalities

When the initial state of a system is a pure state, described by a definite wave functional
• , the time-dependent Schrõdinger equation determines uniquely subsequent evolution.

However, for the collective phenomena that we study, initially the system is likely to
be in a mixed state, described by a (functional) density matrix:

Here {$„} is a complete set of wave functional» and pn is the probability that the system
is in state n. Average values of physical quantities described by operators O, which in turn
are represented by kernels O(ç, £), are determined by the density matrix

(O) = trpO = jVfVjp($r<f)O(T?,<p) . (6.2)

The time development of these averages is determined, once the time-dependence of the
density matrix is kr.o*ii.

For the equilibrium problems considered in Ref. [1], dynamics is time-translational
invariant and energy is conserved. The complere set cf wave functional» in (6.1a) comprises
the energy eigenstates with eigenvalues En and the occupation probabilities are given by the
canonical Boltzmana distribution: pn = e~^E<>/ £ n , e~iE"' where 1/3 h temperature times
Boltzmann's constant kg. The initial density matrix corresponds to the canonical ensemble
and its time evolution is trivial: it remains constant in time because the pn's are constant and
the time dependence in energy eigenfunctions is a phase that disappears from ¥ ¥ ' . In this
static situation the Green's-function methods of Ref. [1] become applicable. Calculations
become similar to those at zero temperature, but in space-time, once the analogy between
0 and (imaginary) time is made.

More generally however, the time evolution is non-trivial. The pn's need not be Boltz-
maxin factors, and they can change in time. Also the $n's need not be energy eigenstates;
they may have complicated time dependence which we shall assume to be determined by
the time-dependent Schrõdinger equation, with a time-dependent Hamiltonian. Evidently,
a differential equation summarizing this time variation is

The commutator on the right-hand side arises from the time variation of the wave func-
tions, assumed governed by the Hamiltonian H. (Note that the sign is opposite from the
Heisenberg equation of motion.) The second term, which by definition is

1-Efct.r. (6.4)
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reflects the possible time-dependence of the occupation probabilities.
To solve (6.3), and thereby to determine the time evolution of p, we need three pieces

of information. In order that (6.3) be a specific equation, the form of H must be given, and
also a model for dpn/dt must be adopted so that something can be said about dp/dt. Once
(6.3) is well-posed, an initial condition is required for a specific solution.

To gain further insight into (6-3), let us relate p and its time derivative to a microscopic
description in terms of a pure state for a larger, closed system. This discussion will be carried
out in the language and formalism of quantum mechanics; the functional Schrõdinger picture
allows applying the same ideas to quantum field theory. The density matrix p(xi,x2) arises
when we consider a system in a pure state described by two sets of variables {P,X} and
{p,x} and ignore the former:

(6.5a)

(6.5b)

The Hamiltonian for the entire system is taken as

(6.6)

The time-dependent Schrõdinger equation gives a differential equation satisfied by p.

I+ IdX *(X.x,) (6.7a)

The first term on the right-hand side of (6.7a) vanishes, because it receives contributions
only from the surface boundary of X space:

•(X,x,) + *(X,x,)

The second and third terms in (6.7a) may be rewritten as

Here
(6.7b)

(6.7c)
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and V*(Xé) is some suitable av»r?.ge of l"(X.x,) over the complete wave functions
•(X,x,)*'(X,x2).

Comparison of Í6.3) with Í6.7) shows that the former follows from the microscopic
theory of the latter, provided there exists an average potential V(x) which permits (i) using
a Hamiltonian exclusively for the p.x variables and (ii) replacing the last term in (6.7b)
by the last term in (6.3). Let us observe that V(x) will in general be time-dependent since
• ( X , x ) is. Hence, the effective Hamiltonian (6.7c) describes an isolated system in the
sense that it makes reference only to the relevant variables p and x, but the effect of the
environment is still felt through the time dependence of H. Moreover, further effects of the
environment are coded in the last term of (6.3). which represents the last term of (6.7b).

Presumably for a speciSc many-body system, the physical situation may be carefully
examined, at least in principle, so that (6.3) can be justified on the basis of (6.7), and
appropriate expressions for H and dp/dt can be derived by this so-called coarse-gnining
procedure. In the cosmological application that we have in mind, such analysis may be
carried out under certain approximation and will be discussed later.

We shall assume the validity of (6.3), with some time-dependent Hamiltonian H, and
first we shall further assume ff = 0, i.e., we take the probabilities p n not to change in time.
This is tantamount to the assumption that entropy 5 stays constant:

S = -ktrplnp=-k^pnlnpn . (6.8)
n

While we are led to our assumption by necessity (we do not know how the probabilities
vary in time) the end result describes physically plausible processes in which energy is not
conserved, but entropy is. Precisely such transitions are thought to take place in the early
Universe. In the language of statistical mechanics we are speaking of aiiabatic processes —
closely related to but not identical with the quantum aiiabatic theorem.

The approximations that we employ are realized when interactions between the {P,X}
and {p. x} systems may be ignored in the complete Har iltonian (6.6), so that H is approx-
imated by

U(X) + V(x) in formula (6.9) sho-old be viewed as an approximate and average replacement
for the exact V(X. x): hence 17(X) +• V(x) may carry a time dependence that represents the
residual influence of one system on the other. With (6.9) the last term in (6.7b) vanishes.

When the Hamiltonian is a turn as in (6.9), the initial wave function $(X,x) is a
superposition of factorized orthononnalized wave functions for each subsystem:

) . (6.10)

Here cn are constant and P2/2.V + 1>'(X) governs the time evolution of @n(X), while
p'/2m + V(x) governs tfn(x). Thus the density matrix (6.5a) becomes

X2) (6.11a)
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with constant probabilities
P» = !cn|2 . (6.11b)

To summarize, in the absence of the last term in (3.3), we need to solve the quantum
Liouville (von Neumann) equation

-p = i(p,ff] (6.12)

with a time-dependent Hamiltonian. Our methods allow considering an initial thermal-
equilibrium distribution as well as an arbitrary initial distribution.

VI.2 A Variation Principle for Liouville Equation

Our goal is now settled: obtain solutions to the Liouville equation (6.12) with a canon-
ical distribution density matrix as initial condition. But the method for achieving this
goal must still be developed because (6.12) cannot be integrated directly, except for lin-
ear (non-interacting) problems described by a quadratic Hamiltonian. To this end we use
a variational principle, first stated in the many-body context by Balian and Vénéroni,10

which yields, under * bitrary variation, the Liouville equation. An approximate application
of this principle with a restricted variational Ansatz, in the Rayleigh-Ritz manner, leads to
approximate but tractable equation^ for the density matrix that may be integrated.

A variational principle that gives th; Liouville equation (6.12) makes use of a Lagrange
multiplier kernel. Consider the action-like quantity10

I = -fdttrp ( | A + i[H,A}\ - tr (,A)U
(6.13)

Here A, p, and H are time-dependent kernels and the trace is over these kernels, while the
time integral ranges from an initial time ij to a final time t/. The Lagrangian multiplier
kernel is A, whose variation gives

(jt tytt . (6.14)
Similarly, variation of p leaves

^ ) | t . . (6.15)

Next we impose temporal boundary conditions to eliminate the last terms in (6.14) and
(6.15). We shall require that

A L f / - l : (6-16)

i.e., the Lagrange multiplier becomes the identity kernel S{<p\ — çj) at the final time. Con-
sequently, 6\ must vanish there. At initial time /,, the boundary condition is set on the
density matrix, and according to our program p\t=t will be given by Pi(0,), the canonical
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Boltzrnann distribution density matrix appropriate to /f|(_f., with temperature # , or an
approximation thereto. Hence £p vanishes at initial time.

Demanding that / be stationary against both variations gives, with the help of our
boundary conditions, the Liouville equation (6.12) for p, and also for A. Moreover, the
boundary condition on A selects the static solution A = 1 for all time. [Note that Pi(0i)
does not provide a static solution to the Liouville equation for all times, except when H is
time-independent.] With this development, A disappears from the discussion, and we are
left with a variational formulation for the Liouville equation, which will be implemented
approximately in the subsequent.

Notice that the Liouville equation implies that trp is constant. Hence proper nor-
malization of p is ensured, provided pi{ti) is normalized. It is not necessary to enforce
normalization during the variation, though one can do so by adding to (6.13) another La-
grange multiplier times (trp - 1). Upon redefining the phase of A, this addition may be
removed, leaving (6.13) once again.

Let us further observe that the specific condition (6.16) (viz., A becomes the identity
rather than some other fixed kernel) is also needed to make contact with the effective action
formalism. This is seen by implementing the above variational principle in two steps, where
at the first step subsidiary conditions are imposed;

(6.17a)

(6.17b)

(The first of th two above equations reads explicitly

]} = <f>(t,x)-J
with the time-dependence arising because A and p are time-dependent kernels. One can
show that the non-equilibrium effective action F(^), defined as the stationary value of / in
(6.13),

= stationary value of I dttt pi-—- i[H, A] J

= stationary value of / dt I -—A — i[H, A] \ ,
(6.18)

subject to the above boundary conditions and constraints, is also the single-particle-
irreducible generating functional, obtained as the usual Legendre transform of the connected
generating functional, the field theory analog of the Helmholtz free energy. The argument23

parallels the derivation of the analogous zero-temperature results given in (V.I).
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VI.3 Gaussian Approximation for Isoentropic Time Evolution of Mixed States

We shall solve the Liouville equation for a scalar fiel'l in R\V metric for which thr
Hami'tonian is time-dependent. For the ir.rcracting scalar fu-Id with *.h<- potential funrtion
given (5.28), the dynamics is non-linear and Liouviile equation cannot be solved exactly. By
maki.g a restricted vari&tional Ansatz within the exact variationa! principle (6-13) formu-
lated above, tractable equations are obtained, which still retain some of the non-linearity of
the complete problem.

The Ansatz that we make for p is Gaussian

Í6.10)

Nt is a real, time-dependent normalization factor, 0<. E; and S are real kernels satisfying
Hermicity pivufa) = p*{p2,4>i)- Let us observe that a non-vanishing S is a measure of
the amount by which the density matrix differs from a pure state, and is related to the
probability pn. For ê = 0, p(<ài,<fo) = ¥(<>i)*"(&) with * given by the Gaussian Ansatz,
which we have considered in Section III (specialized to vanishing linear averages). Therefore,
we call 6 the "degree of mixing."

With the above density matrix, it follows that the linear averages vanish

= 0 (TI) = 0 (6.20a)

while bilinear averages are

(*(x)*(y)) = (ííí/2(l - ir 'fi) ' '2) (x,y,1) (6.20b)

4 ( ^ ] ( / t ) ( ,

(6.20c)

- y) + 2 (í>j/2(l - ír ' f i] / 2Eí) (x,y,í) (6.20d)

(A density matrix with noi -vanishing linear averages is obtained from (6.20) by replacing
^1,2 -* (^1,2 ~ V5) f"1^ multiplying the p by expt / x JT(X,<)(^I(X) - ^{x).]

In order to implemen* the variational principle we also need an Ansatz for A. A natural
choice5 which makes the < .juations for p and A decouple is

[Â <
A - A'I )/+A (* ) + Ain) + n.\ (nn)n (6.21)
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Evaluating the F for p and A given by (6.19) and (6.2i) and demanding that the variation
of F with respect to A vanish we obtain approximate equations governing the parameters
ft;, £< and t. For the scalar geld with the potential function of (5.2S) the F.T. of ft, E and
S satisfy the following equations:1*

ft* = 4a-4SltU (6.22a)

t$ = |a'Mft72(l - <2) - 2«-2E5 - 2a* (<r2*2 + m| + ZR) (6.22b)

Í = 0 (6.22c)

with an effective mass denned bv

(6.2M)

* 2

Eliminating E< we obtain a second order differential equation for ft*.

First, we observe that Eq. (6.22c) is consistent with the isoentropic time-evolution.
Next, by defining

ft, s tty/l-P (6.24a)

we find that the form of the equations (6.22) and (6.23) are identical to those of puie states
(5.31) and (5.32),

ft = ^ - " r r 1 + ^rr'ft3 - mil - 2 (<r2*2 + m7
s + {/?) ft (5.24b)

except that an effective mass, expressed in terms of ft contains 6.

* A
\ Jw^r^£} - (6 24c)

Therefore, discussion of renormalizability for mixed states becomes a trivial transcription
of previous results for pure states.

It is straightforward to show that for the class of solutions ft = c^'^^ftc with ft, of
the form given in (5.41), the average particle number for each mode in the Gaussian density
matrix is, relative to the vacuum.

Í I<M*)I*
\ 6(k) for

(»«} « { ' " " (6-25)
•*(*)<! .
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Therefore, it is reasonable to consider only those states with 6(k) which yields finite particle
number density. For such a mixing parameter the effective mass is made finite by the vacuum
renonnalization prescription if ÍJC satisfies the condition (5.46). Moreover, the most general
initial density matrix at time ifc may be written in terms of íle, fte and 6 as

Mo)
fc,»?o)

and for ftc(fc,i}o) and fle(Jt,jjo) satisfying the condition (5.47) the equation of motion is
made finite by the vacuum renonnalization.

VI.4 Application: Time-Evolution of the Scalar Field in the New Inflationary Universe —
A Toy Model

As an application, let us return to the time-evolution of the scalar field in the toy model
of inflation introduced in Section IV, when the initial state is in thermal equilibrium at To
at an asymptotically early initial time To-

Since the system is a free field theory the Gaussian density matrix is exact. Upon
introducing the initial temperature % through 6{k) as

«-»(*)« coéh/9°wí(«0) (6.27a)

where

the density matrix of the system at later time is given by 6(k) and the following parameters

ní(M) = flv'i-ó2 ;
i (6 28a)

where ft is the vacuum value obtained from (4.30).

(6.2Sb)

Note that for asymptotically early time» where y/k2 + f7 t~%t » x one can define a
time-dependent temperature such that 6{k) remains constant:

T(Q»T, €-»<'-"> ; *-»(*) = coshWVSW

Therefore, the system remains to be in thermal equilibrium during the aymptotically early
isoentropic time-evolution.
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Now we shall show that the late time behavior of the system is classical.
We can describe the classical limit as the situation when the next-to-last term in (6.20c)

is dominated by the last terms and when the next-to-last imaginary term in (6.20d) is
dominated by the real last terms. The reason is that the next-to-last term is O(h), while
the last terms are 0(1). [Remember that in our units h — 1 and hence, is invisible in the
above formulas.] In fact, the next-to-last term in (6.20d) is due to the commutation between
*(x) and n(x). By calculating F.T. of (*(x)II(y)) in the large time limit, we obtain1*

F.T.(»(x)n(y)) = 5 - - ^ _ _ _
(6.30)

Therefore, the commutator contribution is negligible and the large time behavior is classical.

VI.5 Entropy-Changing Time-Evolution

So far we have considered only the isoentropic time-evolution. In order to study realistic
problems, one must, in general, relax isoentropic restriction by considering a more general
equation than the Liouville-von Neumann one. In other words one wants to allow time-
dependence in the occupation probabilities. While this can be done in a variety of ways, we
shall discuss the coarse-graining procedure in which we use the calculational techr que for
computing the isoentropic density matrix.

Suppose attention is focused on aspects of the system, for example, inflation-driving
scalar field, and we would like to study effects of other articles in detail. Then we may
compute the isoentropic density matrix and then divide its variables into "environmental"
and "systematic." Integrating over the former produces a "reduced" density matrix for the
"system" with time-dependent occupation probabilities.

As an example, let us consider two fields <t> and x, which are the system and environment,
respectively. The total Hamiltonian is given by

« * • (6.31)

The isoentropic density matrix p{4>,4>';x,x'\i) is governed by

f (6.32)

and we can compute p in the Gaussian approximation. Then, by integrating out x fi*ld w e

obtain

'; X. X<) (6-33)

which satisfies more general equations than the Liouville-von Neumann one.

i § (* ,* ' ;0*«PWl + ... (6-34)
at
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The term represented by . . . corresponds to -£ coming from the time-dependence of the
occupation probabilities, and the entropy of the ^-system,

S= Trplnp

is time-dependent.25

In this way, in principle, one can study the influence of all "environmental" particles
on a given "system" by using a specific particle physics model. Since we do ot have a well-
defined quantum theory of gravity, the gravitational effect will be included only classically
through the time-dependence of the total Hamiltonian.

VII. FINITE, RENORMALIZED EINSTEIN-MATTER EQUATIONS

VIM Semi-Classical Coupled Einstein-Matter Equations

So far we have studied the dynamics of a scalar field in R-W background metric with
some given scale factor a(t). However, the behavior of a(t) is self-consistently determined by
the dynamics of the matter fields through the Einstein-matter coupled equations. In order
to study dynamical questions such as how an exponential expansion sets in or whether the
universe returns to radiation dominated era after a reheating prccess in the inflationary
cosmology, one must study the coupled semi-classical Einstein-matter equations.

V 2 ) (7.1)

, Dynamical equations of matter .

where (Tp*) is the expectation value of the energy-momentum tensor of the matter fields in
a given quantum state. For simplicity, we consider coupled equations of a single scalar field
and gravity.

The energy-momentum tensor for the scalar field described by the action

= J - V(#) - ifJ»*] ' (7.2)

- g,, f £

where ; n denotes the covariant derivative with respect to the space-time index fi. In the
functional Schrõdinger picture, the expectation value of T^v in a given state is obtained by
expressing the field operator #(x) as ó[x)ò(4> - 4') and its canonical momentum II(x) as
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In the fiat Robertson-Walker metric of (3-1), the expectation value of T^ in the trans-
l&tionally invariant Gaussian state of (5.25) with ¥>(x,<) = ç(t) has the following form.

(Too) = \o~Ur2 + V(f)

(7.4a)

a2sJ |

|o-"ft-1(x,x,f) + 2a-"(EÍÍE)(x,xíí)

x,l) +Õ(x,x,o]

x.x,í)>

§) + o2ííi|fi(x,x,<)ft(x,xT<) (7.4b)

(Toi) = 0 (7.4c)

In (7.4), m7(t) is the self-consistently determined effective mass denned in (5.32c), v and
K are homogeneous, but time-dependent. (TJJ,,) is the energ>*-momentum tensor for the
free theory when m2 is replaced by ft2. As expected the energy-momentum tensor matrix
element is diagonal, and may be expressed in terms of the energy-density (e) and pressure
(p). In four space-time dimensions, we have

(T,.) = diag ((<) ,cJ (p) ,o2 (p) ,o2 (p)) (7.5)

As can be seen from (7.4), infinities appear in (T^) in the limit d = 3, even in the free
field theory due to the short distance behavior of ft(x,x,f). However, the dimensionally
regularized expression for {Tuv) is unite and well-defined. It is straightforward to show that
the regularized (Tuy) is covariantly conserved, using the equation of motion (5.32) and the
covariant conservation of G^. In the R-W metric, the conservation equation for {T^}
reduces to

(7.6)
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Since infinities in fl(x, x, t) depend on the state, we shall Erst discuss renorraalization of the
vacuum expectation value, (0'7^r|0).

Computing a finite, renormalized energy-momentuni tensor involves unusual subtleties
even in the free field theory. A well-established subtraction prescription for obtaining a finite,
renormalized energy-momentum tensor in a covariant formalism is provided by the DeWitt-
Schwinger series3* with dimensional regularization. In the Schrõdinger picture where calcu-
lations are performed in a non-covariant muiner, the covariant formalism cannot be used.
Since infinities in (T^,) appear in íl(x,x,<), the natural convenient subtraction method
is the so-called adiabatic regularization27'39 which is based on the adiabatic expansion of
fl(k,t) discussed in Section II, for the free theory. For the interacting theory in the Gaus-
sian approximation, the structure of infinities in the vacuum sector is given by the iterative
expansion of fl(k,t) discussed in Section V.

Vn.2 Renormalization of (7%,): free Theory

Let us first discuss the free theoiy. The renormalized quantity (0|7j r |0)R is obtained
by defining subtraction terms which contain the infinities:

There are two widely accepted rules13 one should follow in defining the subtraction,
(0|7^p|0)a . . The first rule is that the entire subtraction must be expressible in terms
of covarianuy conserved tensors which are obtained by varying possible terms in the gener-
alized gravitational action in n = <f + 1 dimension.

(7.8)

The generalized Einstein equation obtained from (7.8) is then

A*,, + G,, + gH>. + giWH,* + g2™H,, = -S*G (0|T^|0> (7.9)

If the subtractions involve only g0,, GfV, H,,v, H$ and Hj?J, they can be absorbed by
renormalizing the coupling constants in (7.9) and we have

G,, = -$xGR{0\T,,\0)R . (7.10)

In this way the semi-classical Einstein-matter equation in which only the quantum correc-
tions of matter fields are included may be justified.

The second requirement is that the subtraction must include all terms of a given adi-
abatic order in Sl{k,t), both infinite and finite, since they form an approximate solution of
the equation of motion to that order.

Ly writing Eqs. (7.4) in momentum space for A = 0, and using the relation £ = J f f f t
and the adiabatic expansion of fi( Jfc, t) given in (B.3), one finds that the infinities in (O|7jjO)
contain terms of adiabatic fourth order, or less. Ther fore, one must subtract all terms in

^JO) up to adiabatic fourth order:

0) i l"4 (7.11)
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where A denotes the highest adiabatic order in the subtraction. Next, one must be able to
express (7.11) in terms of the covariantly conserved tensors. The above procedure is rather
involves and can be found in Ref. [8{. The final expression is

(7.12b)

h S c
) 240

(5-<Q

(7.12c)

where (0|7?J0}£*4 and (0|TMP|0)p^4 contain terms which are divergent and finite at d = 3,
respectively, and A is a mass scale, which is taken to be

A s / i e ^ (7.12d)

so that (O|TjJO)D* contains only the pole term. The third term in the curly brackets of
(7.12c) is finite due to the following identity in n-dimensions which holds for the conformally
fiat metric as in (3.1)

= (4 - B

2n(n-3) (n + 2)(n - 3) 2 1 (7-12e)

(n - 2)* ̂  Ra'91" " („ - iXn - 2)» ** + ^ & J

For the conformally invariant case where ( i l = 0 and t = \, Eqs. (7.12) reproduce the
well-known trace anomaly. The anomaly comes from the finite part of the subtraction in
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(7.12c)at<f=3.

€-1
# * - •

' « - *

1
"28S0r*

(7.13)

Vn.3 Renormalization of (Tp,):
Interacting Theory in the Gaussian Approximation.

It is straightforward to show that the (OjT ÎO) of (7.4) is finite in the presence of
interaction when renormalization of mass and coupling constants is performed according to
(5.41). The entire (0{T^r|0) mav be written in terms of renormalized quantities in the limit

1 («-1

\

- a, (Cooí2(x,x,<) - rfJró

. (7.14a)

.x.o +1

,x,t) - (1 - d)HSl{x

L
,x,t) + Ô(x,x,t))

- (1 - d)Hflf(x,x,t)
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A«, ,xTm

+ ± [lusa - 2(0* - *é)AGii - (€« -orffwjro-] (7.14b)

Here fi/(x,x,f) is defined as (5.40b) and we choose the mass scale A which appears in
ft/(x,x,t)

^ (7.15a)

as in (7.12d) for convenience. In the expressions, [- - •]«««. in (7.14a,b) the pole terms are
putt

eliminated:

\ (["«"'Vi + m2] ft(x,y,r)) - a, (G0OÍI(X,X70 - dHQ(xtx,{j)

+ finite part (7.15b)
m*

*-» 32T*(3-d)
and

- ad Qa-J

rf-j 32s-J(3 - d)

n(x,x,í) + Õ(x,x,t))

+ finite part (7.15c)

Now we discuss the limit \R — 0. First, we observe that terms proportional to •£- in
^|0) , which diverge in the limit \R = 0, have precisely the same structure as the free
JJO)^"4 of (7.12). The presence of I/XR term is related to the fact that in the limit

Ait = 0, the renormalization prescription tells us that

A = 0 ; PR = V7 ; tR-ou = Z-a4

and we recover the unrenormalized free theory in which the divergences of {0\T°v |0) reappear
from the ^ terms. In order to have a well-defined free theory limit we must subtract these

OfAjJ1) terms. They correspond to the entire (0[T^v|0)o*4 of the free theory for our choice
of A in (7.15a). As argued in the free theory discussion, it is sensible to subtract then the
complete (0|3*r|0)'*-4 in the limit \R = 0 including the finite part, (0|7*F|0)p*4, since the
equation of motion is satisfied for each order m the adiabatic expansion in the free theory.
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The renormalized form for the interacting
therefore30

in the Gaussian approximation is

(7.16)
where (0|r,,,,|0)£*4 |X j | = 0 is given by (7.12c). It is straightforward to show that {OjT̂ f̂O)̂
is covariantly conserved, using the renormalized equation of motion.

Thus, we have established that the interacting (0|T^»|0)R in the Gaussian approxima-
tion is finite after mass and coupling constant renonnalization of the matter field, without
further renonnalization of the gravitational coupling constants in the Einstein equation
other than the one required to make free (OjTjJJO) finite.

la the limit, £R = J, and /iji = 0, we obtain corrections to the trace anomaly due to
the self-interaction.

(7.17)

Finally, it can be shown that the class of Gaussian states described by (3.43) - (3.45)
must satisfy the condition

<f3ít*<í2(Jt)<oo (7.18)

in order for these states (T^) be rendered finite by the vacuum renormalization prescription
of (7.16). This is a much stronger condition than the one required to make the dynamical
equations finite. For initial value problems (7.18) implies that the initial condition at time
T/O with finite initial (Tp¥)R may have the form

fte(Mo) ~

Finally, we shall now briefly discuss the renormalization of the expectation value of
Tpy, in a mixed state described by the Gaussian density matrix (6.19). Using the equation
of motion (6.22a) and changing the variable (It to Q according to (6.24) we obtain the
following expression for (TM>,).

(Too) = (*'
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= «'«« }k{r'u«-' + i« - ° ' - ; ( ( > - i ) •-*•+™í) «

(7.20b)

We observe that the expressions in (7.20a,b) are exactly the same form as that of the
expectation value of Tfr in a pure Gaussian state with <p = x = 0, given in (7.4), except for

the factor t / j í f , *°d that ft satisfies the same equation as the pure state fl as shown in

(6.23). It is straightforward to see that for those mixed Gaussian states with 6(k) < 0(*~*)
for it -» oo, the presence of i(k) does not produce any additional infinities, and {T?,) a
made finite by vacuum renonnalization prescription (7.16) if the conditions in (7.19) are
satisfied.
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APPENDIX A

CONVENTIONS AND GEOMETRIC FORMULAS

The space-time metric that we are considering is the flat R-W metric with line element

ds2 = g^di'dx* = dt7 - a2(t)<fxa

= cO,) [dij'-dx]*

and in our convention the Riemann tensor is defined as

(A.1)

Õx"

The Ricci tensor, R^ = Rx^yv, and the Rica scalar R
for the d + 1-dimensional flat R-W metric.

have the following form

= - (Ê (A-3)

The covariantly conserved tensors which are obtained by varying the generalized Einstein
action take the following expression in terms of JZM(, and R.

2n
(n - 2)*

(3n-2)

g

**'*'>*

- - 2DRg
ltt,

(n-lXn-2)

(A.4)



We have also used & tensor which is denned by

••')

where C * 7 ' is the Weyl tensor. In a confonnally fiat metric, as in(A.l),
and *3)£fjir is cov&riantly conserved.

In the computation of the vacuum expectation value of T?v we have made us* ' /
explicit expression of ^Hp, and ^Hp, in n = d + l-dimensional R-W metric.

* r _.._ i ., i.
• X * ' ~ —la —
2 2

22?'" + (2d - 7)D"D + |(3d -

- 2) [-Í

In n = 3 + l-dimensional conformally flat space-times
pendent: they are related by (7)H,v = J ( )

and are nv.
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APPENDIX B

FOURTH-ORDER ADIABATIC EXPANSION OF fi£

The asymptotic expansion of the vacuum solution ile(k, 17), which holds for both free
and interacting theories, may be written in terms of the quantities M, «*>* and r defined as

The expansion, obtained by the second order iteration of (3.42b), contains terms involving
explicit time-derivatives up to fourth order, and is given by

- 1

+ — í - y f-5A/'2 - M"" - lOrM" - 10A/'r'l
64 (ük)

 l J (B.2)

- ^ - j [21A/"2 + 2SM'M'" + 70rA/'2]

>2 1155 J

i . t )
1 3512 (flO" + 4 0 9 6 ( i . t )

For the free theory, m2 = /<2 and w» = Q\ - (Jt2 + /i2c) I / 2 , ile in (B.2) is called the aiiabatic
fourth order solution and contains time-deriv&tives of C(TJ) only up to fourth order.

ABi_ 1

16 (*0)5 64 (wj)7

^ 7 (D'" + 4D"D + 3D'2 + 6D'D2 + D*)

4 2
C

^2)
28D"D + 126D'£>2

+ ^ " 1)*>'2 + ^ -
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D + dP'2 + "v"" T "'D'D2
 +

 MJ-"

• (B.3)

For the interacting theory fte in (B.2) contains terms involving time-derivatives of m2 in
addition to the terms which can be obtained from (B.3) by changing ft2 to m2.
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Rational conformai theories involving a
U(l) current algebra*

Ivan T. Todorov*
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Abstract

The problem of constructing and classifying rational conformai
theories is illustrated on the example of extended chiral algebras
involving a single U(l) current. The bulk of the paper is a self
contained review (with some improvements) of recent work of R.
Paunov and the author.

Each chiral algebra Cl , studied here, is generated by a pair of
oppositely charged fields with (single valued) mcromorphic correlation
functions. For higher level representations of O (corresponding to
Virasoro central charge c > 1 ) the charged fields are found to be tensor
products of a U(l) vertex operator with a Zk-paraf>rmionic current.

Only the study of the case involving standard parafermions <pv (of

dimensions v - £ - , v = (0)l,2,...,k-l) has been completed. The analysis

of non-standard parafermions is been advanced by establishing new
stringent inequalities for their dimensions (Appendix B). Current work of
R. Paunov, P. Furlan and the author on the subject is previewed in Sec. 5.

* Lectures presented ai lhe Vth Summer School Jorge André Swieca "Panicles and
Fields". Sao Paolo, Brazil. January 8-21, 1989.

* On leave from the Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy, Bulgarian
Academy of Sciences. Sofia 1784, Bulgaria.
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Introduction

Classifying rational conformai field theories (RCFTS) is becoming a
hot subject (see e.g., [ZF 1,2,3] [FS] [AM] [Ver] [DV] [BYZ] [MS 1,231 [W]
[BNY] [BG] [DiF] [CN] [M] [Va] [VW] [AGS 1,2] [PS] among many others* >).
The present lectures (p)review the approach of [BMT] [PT 1,2,3] [BMPT]
[FPT] which we proceed to summarize.

The construction of a CFT can be viewed as a thi^e step process.
One first defines the chiral (left and right movers') algebra of local
(tensor) currents. Secondly, one should find the quantum field theoretic
(QFT) representations of this "observable algebra", i.e., construct the
(multivalued) primary fields relatively local to the currents. Finally, it
remains to combine the chiral, say, right moving primary fields <Pj(z)

("conformai blocks" of given conformai weight) with their left moving
counterparts ã (z) into local 2-dimensional fields O(z,£) = £ a- Çj(z)

U
9j(z) that have single valued euclidean Green's functions. A useful

criterion for classifying complete sets of local 2-dimensional fields is the
modular invariance of the partition function on the torus (interpreted as
a finite temperature partition function in [BMT]).

The right movers' algebra Q is always a local extenson of the

Virasoro algebra Vir , generated by the chiral component T(z) = j ( T°o

+ T*o) of the stress-energy tensor. The program was advanced in [BMT]

and (BMPT] (and later taken on in (FRSJ) to construct all QFT
representations of a given chiral algebra Q in terms of localized
morphisms of Q (in the spirit of the algebraic QFT of Doplicher, Haag
and Roberts [DHR] [DR]). The classification of (maximal) local extensions
O of 0 0 then amounts to selecting coherent sets of mutually local fields

among all primary fields of Q .

This program was pursued in [BMT] in the case when Q o is the

U(l)-conforma! current algebra 0 , a case that is relatively simple, since

the corresponding (global) gauge group U(l) generated by the charge

*) A student of the field would have a hard lime to classify all current classification
attempts. We content ourselves in these notes with the simpler task of pursuing
one particular approach to the problem, inspired by ideas of algebraic QFT.
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operator J = (f) — J(z) , is abelian. (More precisely, Ü is defined as a
T 2ni

C*-algebra of bounded operators generated by the unitaries W(u) =
e iJ(v) ( u ( z ) being a real test function on the unit circle lz!=l)
characterized by the Weyl commutation relations W(u) W(v) =

-2"A(UV> / dz
e a W(u+v) , where A(u,v) = $) — u(z) v(z) = [J(u)J(v)J.) After

2xi

i.v) = ({)

briefly reviewing the relevant results of [BMT] we proceed in Sec. 1 to
describe "level k" algebras as deformations of the level one extended
current algebra in which the Hamiltonian is no longer assumed to be a
function of the current alone. This leads to a theory for which the single
valued charged fields v(z>±g) arc tensor products of k-valued vertex
operatos (corresponding to an irreducible U(l) current algebra with
Virasoro cei.tral charge c = 1 ) with a Z k (generalized) parafermionic
current of the type considered by Zamolodchikov and Fateev [ZF1]
(Sec.2). We propose a systematic way of studying generalized
parafermionic algebras and the resulting tensor product RCFT, but only

the case of standard parafermions (of weights v - ~ , v = l k-1) has

been carried through (Sees. 3 and 4). A new point (compared to our
earlier work (PT2.3J) is the expansion formula for products of ©-
functions given by Proposition 4.1 which allows to define the notion of
"level" for extended U(l)-current algebras.

The fields y(z,±g) of spin s which contain the standard
parafermions in their tensor product realization have the following

characteristic property: the spin s2 of the field v(z,2g) ( ; lim z , . 2

v U p g ) VU 2 .g)) •* related to s by s2 = 4s - 2 . In the general case we
have Sj = 4s - 2n2 where n2 is a positive integer. The case n2 = 2

yields the first departure from standard parafermions; some
preliminary results on it are presented in Sec. 5 ([FPT]). Proposition S.I
provides a complete characterization of the subclass of models in which
there is no spin 3 field in the operator product expansion (OPE) of
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AH theories under consideration have a Z 2 gauge symmetry of

the first kind (g2 being a positive integer whenever the normalization of

the current 2-point function is given by a positive integer k = z ( 2 <J(Zj J

(z 2 )>) • This finite (cyclic) symmetric should be part of a quantum

symmetry group (in the spirit of [AGS1.2J [PS] [FFK2]) that is yet to be

discovered.

Note to the reader
The present notes are an extended (and reasonably self contained)

version of the last (in a series of six) lectures delivered by the author at
the School. An introduction to conformai QFT close to the exposition of
the first four lectures is being published elsewhere ([FSTJ). The subject
matter of the fifth lecture is exposed in a systematic way in [BMT]. Any
student of CFT will also benefit from the new reprint volume [CIASM]
which contains the most important original papers on the subject. The
(only partly overlapping) bibliographies »n the last two references
provide a reasonably complete coverage of the vast literature on CFT
until early 1988. A list of relevant more recent contributions is given at
the end of these notes. An up-to-date review directed to applications to
statistical mechanics is given in ICJ. An introduction to Kac-Moody
algebras that can be recommended to physicists is contained in [GO]. A
recent lecture [G2] on CFT (which has more references) is addressed to
mathematicians (see also [FLM]). A systematic study of unitary CFT from
the point of view of Euclidean axiomatic QFT is contained in [FFKl].

An important recent development which is not touched upon in
these notes highlights the role of quantum groups in CFT (see [MS2J,
[AGS 1,2] [PS] [FFK 2] and references therein). (The hopes raised in these
papers are not yet fully realized.)

1. Loca! algebras that involve a UM) current

The result of Sec. IV. of [BMT] can be summed up as follows.

The local extensions Q (s) of 0 are generated by a pair of
hermitian conjugate fields y(z,±g) of integer spin s . (The field v(z.g)
carries charge g with respect to the U(l) current J - see Eq. (1.2a)
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below.) If the Hamiltonian LQ is a function of the current (in a more
technical language, if it is affiliated with the weak closure Ú" of the •-
algebra Ü ) then one derives the Sugawar-i formula and finds, in

particular, s = z" g2 . The extension Ct (s) is maximal if the integer s is

squaxefree ($=1,2,3,5.6,7,10,...) . The algebra Q(s) has a finite centre,
generated by the Z 2 s charge

Z = exp(2xi Jo g
1 ) . (1.1)

Its QFT representations split, correspondingly, into 2s superselection
sectors characterized by a charge e satisfying a Dirac type quantization
condition eg c Z 2 s • (Demanding that the vector le> of charge e

defines a lowest energy state in the corresponding superselection sector,
we can normalize the product eg to belong to the set {l-s,...,0,l,...,s}.)
Thus, we end op with a rational conformai QFT - involving a finite
number of 0 (s)-primary fields - just as a consequence of having
extended the original chiral algebra to one of its possible limits.

The resulting family of theories is a generalization of the level 1
su(2)-current algebra models. They all correspond to Virasoro central
charge c = 1 (provided that the current transforms as a primary field).
In order to go beyond the level 1 theories we consider "deformations" of
the algebras G(s) allowing, in particular, LQ to depend on the charged

fields v(z,±g) (not just on the current J ). More precisely, we define a
set of algebras G=Ci (g*,s,k) satisfying the following requirements.'

(i) The algebra Q is generated by a pair of oppositely charged
fields v(z,±g) satisfying the standard Ward identity

fJ(u> **.«) e' iJ(u) = « l g u ( z ) **.«) for J(u) * { J(z)u(z) £ (1.2a)
S 1

or, in an infinitesimal form, using small distance operator product
expansions (OPEs) .

* We do not spell out iftc standard requirements of a relativisiic QFT like energy
posiliviiy, Hubert spice structure and uniqueness of (he vacuum which are
assumed throughout.
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(ii) The fíeld y is a primary conformai field of (half) integer spin

s(= J.l^,...) . In other words, v(*.g) obeys the OPE (Ward-Takahashi

identity)

T(z,) vizj.g) = -f~v (Z2.g) + ~ ^(zj.g) + 0(1). (1.3)
Z,2 »2

(iii) All correlation functions of y(z,±g) are single valued
meromorphic functions of the z's. In other words, the OPE algebra
generated by products of the type V(zj.g) V(Z2>±S) o n l y involves
integer spin fields.

(iv) Let the current J be a spin 1 conformai field with 2-point
function normalized by

<OIJ(z1) Jizj)! 0> s <J(z,)J(z2)> = kzj*. k=l,2,3,..: d .4)

then the OPE of v(z»g) w ' t n >ts hermitian conjugate can be written in
the form

z,

.-8) - k + 8
«2

where the remainder R2 has a finite limit, R2(z,z) , for coinciding

arguments.

(v) g2 is regarded as an (integer valued) function of the quantum
numbers s and k with the property that the difference

A = s - 5 7 g 2 (1.6)

vanishes for k = 1 .
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Remarks. 1.1. For c = I = k , when the Sugawara formula is valid,
the property (iii) is a consequence of (i) and (ii). The 2n-point functions
of y(z,±g) are then calculated explicitely, using the vertex operator
construction.

1.2. If we normalize the pair of hermitian conjugate fields y(z,±g)
in such a way that the coefficient to the linear in J term in the OPE (1.5)
is g then the c-number term in this expansion can be proven to
coincide with the normalization k of the current 2-point function as a
consequence of the Ward identity (i).

1.3. The OPE (l.S) is a consequence of the small distance expansion
2s 2 i

V ( g ) V(z2.-g) = k + gz, 2 J(z) + O(z1 2) (z = vz ,z 2 ) . Its more

complicated form is justified by the integral formula

22 ( C ' Z 3 ) 2 2 l 3 Z 2 3

which allows to reproduce the exact 3-point function z12* <y(Zj,g)

V(z2.-g) J(z3) > = gk (z ) 3z2 3)*1 from the second term in the right hand

side of (1.5) and hence implies the orthogonality relation

<R2(z,,z2) J(z3)> =0(=<R2(z, ,z2)>). (1.5')

We shall now explore some immediate consequences of the above
assumptions.

Proposition 1.1. If the Virasoro central charge c(s,A) # 1 then the
stress-energy tensor T(z;s,A) of the theory splits into a sum of two
commuting pieces:

T(z;s.A) * TT : J2(z): + TR(z) (1.7)
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where the normal product of two currents is defined by the free field
OPE

J(z,) J(*2) = k zJ2 + : J(z,) J(Z2): (1.8)

and the residual stress tensor (T=) TR(z) commutes with J(to simplify

notation we shall skip the index R on T (and c) whenever it is clear
from the context that we are working with the subsystem):

lT(z,),J(z2)]=0. (1.9)

In an unitary theory the total central charge then exceeds j :

C(S,A) = 1 + cR ,cR(=c=2z{2 <T(z,) TXzj) » * \ . (1.10)

The charged field v(z,g) can be represented as the tensor product of a
vertex operator V of dimension s - A and a primary confonral field <p
of dimension A:

(1.11)

here -4=- is the effective charge of V (with respect to the normalized
Vk

current J/Vk~ ) and

T(z,)<p(z2)= -f"rt*2) + r"¥'<z2> + 00>- (1.12)
Z 1 2 »2

The proof follows a straightforward argument first used by
Goddard and Olive (see [GO] and references therein).

Corollaries. 1.1. In an unitary theory with central charge c(s,A) > 1
tin difference A (1.6) is positive.

1.2. Proposition 1.1 and assumption (iii) imply that the product
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nn
M=l

2
•2k-1 21

\

n 2 n 2
22i-1.2j-l 11 Z2k.2i

I

A

(n=2,3. •) (1.13)

is a (single valued) meromorphic function of the 2n-3 independent
cross ratios of the complex variables zfc . (In verifying this statement

one uses the fact that the factor multiplying the 2n-point correlation
function of «p*** in the right hand side of (1.13) is the inverse 2n-point
function of vertex operators of the same dimension A.)

The problem of classifying local chiral algebras involving an U(l)
current is thus reduced to the study of the algebra generated by a field
ç of dimension A given by (1.6) and its hermitian conjugate (satisfying
Corollary 2). We shall make the following irreducibility assumption for
this residual OPE algebra.

(vi) There is no spin 1 contribution in the OPE of ç*(z,) ç(Zj) and

the reduced stress energy tensor T(z) , defined by (1.7) is the only
quasiprimary field of dimension 2 appearing in this OPE. In other words,
we can write

z i

i + ~ - 6 J(zr;)(;-z2)«12 ^

21
-f- 30 J(zrÇ)2(;-z2)2 WQd; • z] 4 R4(z,.z2) (1.14)f
z\2
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where W is a hermitian primary field of Vir of spin 3 normalized by

< W(Z|) W(z2) > = 1 , and the remainder R4 is orthogonal to t>*e

preceding terms (in the sense of (13*)) .

The weight functions in the integral representation (1.14) are
chosen to reproduce the exact 3-point functions of V*(Z|)f(z2) times

the corresponding tensor field. To verify this statement we use the
general integral formula

E*fu.-1

(1.15)
C23

2. Generalized Zfc parafermionic theories

It follows from the singlevaluedness assumption (iii) of Sec. 1 and
from Corollary \2 that the field ç satisfies a simple locality relation
characteristic for venex operators:

Each side of (2.1) should be regarded as a single valued function of
-2A

Z| and Zj (one starts with the branch of z.j which takes positive

values for positive z ) 2 ).

Let g2 be a positive integer with the same parity as 2ks , so mat

k A («k ó(k)) « k s - W « Z+ (2-2)
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(£(k=l)=0) . We shall argue that ç = <p, belongs to a family {<pv} of

, "parafermionic currents" [ZF1J carrying an additive Z k charge in the

sense that there is an automorphism y of the field algebra for which

(2.3)
v = 0,1,2 p = ± l ,±2 , . . . (<po=D;

furthermore the family {çv} is closed under the fusion rule

v (z2) = C <? (z) (2.4)
> 2 1 2 1 2

(with the normalization < <(\, (zj )ç v (z 2 )> z J 2 = 1 and Cv real) ; the

conformai weights \ are related to each other by

\ + v + v + \ + \ + \ = \ + v + \ + v +\+v (mod 2). (2.5)
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 3

To see that, we first recall the simple fusion rule

lim {z^1*2 V(z,,e,) V(z2.e2)} = V(z,e,+e2) (2.6)

for the vertex operators V(z,e) (of weight ye2) in (1.11) .

The product of two integer or half integer spin fields y(z.g) of the form
(1.11) should give rise to a new tensor product field y(z,2g) of even
integer spin s2 :

V(z,2g) = V(z,^)) • (^(z) . (2.7)

It follows that
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= 4 A - 2 n2 (2.8a)

where

n2 = 2s - p 2 (£ 2 A) (2.8b)

is a non-negative integer. The fact that s2 should be even follows from

the Bose-Fermi alternative for y(z,g) : if

2s-s,
z l2 V(Zpg) V(z2.g) -* c V (z»2g)

and

V(z,,g) v(z2,g) = (-1)2$ v(z2,g) V(z,.g) for Zj * Zj

then s2 must be an even integer. The inequality s2 £ 4s follows from a

simple analysis of the 4-point function of v(z,±g) to which we shall

return shortly.

More generally, noting that the spin s of the field

V(z.ig) = V ( z - ^ ) « ©.(z) , X = 1,2,3,... (2.9)

differs from X^ s by an even integer, we find

The weights (2.10) are readily verified to satisfy (2.5). (A relation of the
type (2.5) appears in Appendix A to [ZF 1] where the authors note that
the two sides are equal up to an integer; we stress that they are actually
equal up to an even integer.) According to (2.2) and (2.10) the field ^

has an integer spin \ ; accordiing to (2.3) it is Zk-neutral. It is then

natural to assume that «^ .dually coincides with the unit operator.

Following (ZF1-3J we shall make the stronger assumption still consistent
with (2.3) and (2.5) ,
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<Pv<z) = <IV-v<2M\ = Ak-v>- (2.11)

This equation implies, in particular, that «p̂  (=<p0) = 1 ( ^ = A = 0 ) .

We now proceed to the analysis of the 4-point function of 9 and
9* (which is determined by, and itself determines, the 4-point function
of v(z,±g)) .

ZI2Z23Z34Z14 2 A

Proposition 2.1. Let the conformai invariant 4-point correlation

F 4(T0 = 2^

be a single valued meromorphic function of the cross ratio

Z1Z Z 34 Z14 Z2

13Z24 Z13224

(as established by Corollary 1.2) and let 9 satisfy the locality property
(2.1). Then F4 is a polynomial of degree n2 (2.8) in the crossing

symmetric variable

z i2 Z23 Z34
—

. , . i2 23 34 i4
r|(l-n) = j—j • (2.14)

Z 1 3 Z 2 4

It follows, in particular, (hat n2 must be positive for positive A . The

first four coefficients of this polynomial are determined froi 1 the OPE
(114) :

n2
F 4 ( n ) - ! +2A 2 (.I)* ^ r j ' d - n ) ' (2.15a)

b, = 1 , b2 = 7-+ 2A - 3 , b3 = (2-A) (5-2A) - 7"(3-2A) - v2 (2.15b)
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2 •> -t 2A O

( = C ) , where we have set Az = y-v* .

Sketch of proof. A conformally invariant correlation function can only
have singularities for coinciding arguments; these correspond to the
points n = 0,1 and •• in the case of F4 . In a positive metric theory the

powers of the singularities of the 4-point function (say, the power of z\2

for Zj2 -» 0) do not exceed the corresponding powers of the 2-point

functions. Hence F4 has no pole for r\ = 0 . (The same conlcusion could

be reached had we assumed that z,2<p*(z,) is bounded for z, -»•«,

which is indeed the case for <p covariant of weight A under global

conformai transformations.) The symmetry of z^4 <p(z2) <p(z4) under the

substitution Zj & z4 (which follows from (2.1)) implies F4(rç) = F4(l-t)).
It follows that F4 is a polynomial in the crossing symmetric product
(2.14). The degree of this polynomial is equal to n2 , the integer that
enters the definition (2.8) of the dimension Aj of Çj (the first primary
field which appears in the OPE of ç with itself). The coefficients b i of
the expansion (2.15) for i £ 3 are determined by inserting the OPE
(1.14) in the 4-point function :

212 44<9*(2,)<p(Z2

(1- Tl) 2A F4(n) = 1 + 2 ~ f U A2 T,3 + O(T,4) . (2.16)

(The computations leading to (2.16) are spelled out in Appendix A; the
Tj4-term is also evaluated there in terms of another structure constant.)

Proposition 2.1 is particularly informative for small n2 . For n2 = 1

it fixes all parameters of the theory in terms of the dimension A:

A2 = 4 A - 2 = » c = ~ - , C 2=2A. (2.17)
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For n2 £ 2 (i.e. for both n2 = 1 and n2 = 2) Eq. (2.IS) implies

v2(J = (2-A) (5-2A) - ^ (2.18)

in particular, for tu = 1 we have 2v2 = (7-4A) (2A-1) .

In the following section we shall study the standard parafermionic
solution of Eq. (2.5) ([FZll

which corresponds to n2

central charge

= v " (2.19)

= 1 and hence (in view of (2.17)) to Virasoro

c = 2 k-1
k+2 (2.20)

Some (incomplete) results about the general Z k parafermions are

presented in Appendix B and in Sec. S below. We conjecture on the basis
of our analysis in Appendix B that Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20) give the general
parafermionic solution consistent with unitarity for n2 = 1 .

The structure constants '(IV
(of Eq. (2.4)) that obey the

associativity constraints have been evaluated in this case by Fateev and
Zamolodchikov [ZFl, :

2 (u+v)!(k-uH(k-v)!
V " k!n!v!(k-n-v)! (2.21)

k-1
In particular, C] j = C2 = 2 -r— coincides with the expression (2.17)

calculated from (he 4-point function.
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3. Coset space construction and OFT representations of the chiral algebra

We shall now study the tensor product algebra Ci(s,k) generated
by the pair of fields

<p(z), v(z.g) = V ( z , - ^ ) • 9*(z) (3.1)

*
described in Proposition 1.1 with «p = <pt = <pk.i , a standard

parafermionic current of weight A = Aj (2.19) and Virasoro central

charge given by (1.10) (2.20) :

c(s,k)= 1+2j^2 = j ^ j . (3.2)

We shall give a coset space realization of this chiral algebra using
su(2) and u(l) currents. (For a path integral approach to this problem
using the Wess-Zumino-Witten action, see [Gl].)

We first review the su(2)-case in a form that will be used shortly.

Let E(z), H(z), F(z) be the su (2) currents of a Canan-Weyl basis (with
zero modes satisfying the commutation relations [H0,E0] = V l E 0 , [HO,FO]

= - V l F 0 , (E0.F0] = V2~H0) . The level k-represeniation of this current

algebra is then caracterized by the small distance OPE
ZI

zf2 E (z,) FiZj) = k + V I J H(Ç)dÇ + (k+2) Tfc(2)- £ : H2 (z) : + 0(z12)
Z 2

V ^ ) (3.3)

where Tk is the Sugawara stress energy tensor of central charge (3.2):

2(k+2)Tk(z) = : E(z) F(z) + F(z) E(z) + H 2 (z): . (3.4)

Let I(z) be another u(l) current commuting with su (2) and
normalized by
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< I(z,)I(z2) > = s - 1 (s=l,f .2..-.) (<H(z,)I(z2)> = 0). (3.5)

We shall identify the current J of Eqs. (1.2) and (1.5) as the first of the
following two commoting linear combinations of H and I :

J(z) = ski(H(z)+k I(z)) (3.6a)

l
Y(z) = skT((s-l)H(2) - 1(2)) (3.6b)

where sk is the value of j-g2 satisfying (1.6) for kA = k-1 :

sk = s * (k-1) (si) = k (s-1) + 1 (= \ i2) . (3.7)

It follows from (3.5) and from the standard normalization

Z|2 < H(z,)H(z2) > = k that

= k • 2?2 < Y<21> Y ^ ) > = $ '

= 0 = <J(z,) Yizj) > . (3.8b)

The charged fields v(z,±g) appear as tensor products

V(z,g) = E(z) • V, (z. V2 (s-D) (3.9a)

tfz.-g) = F(z) • V, (z, - 4Í (s-D) (3.9b)

where Vj(z.o) is the vertex operator of I-charge a (and spin j o r / ( s - l ) ) .

They have the characteristic for observables property \o commute with
the gauged current Y(zV. as a consequence of the su (2) commutation
relations of H with E and of I with V, we find
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Ho - I o . *2 2 .g) l 8(z12) = 0 (3.10)

= g U

Proposition 3.1. The fields y(2,±g) (3.9) which generate the chiral
algebra Cl(s,k) sQ(2sk ,s,k) satisfy the following small distance OPE :

*

2, 2,

i 2 iT 2 i J <V O (Ç-22
*2 *2

(2s-3) t(C)]d; + O(2?2) . (3.12)

Here T(z) = T(z;s,k) is the total stress energy tensor (the sum of the two
terms in the right hand side of (1.7)) which can be written in the form

T(2) = Tk(2) + ~ ^ y : I2(2) - Y2 ( 2 ) : . (3.13)

where Tk is given by the Sugawara formula (3.4); t(z) is a primary
conformai field of dimension 2 which appears in the OPE : J(2,)

%£fr - T(z). (3.14a)

and can be written in the form

(k+2)t(z) = 7 - : H2(z): - f : E(z) F(z) + F(z E(z): + - ~ : k I2(z)+2H(z)I(z):.$k - h
(3.14b)

(The normal products are defined throughout by the first non-singular
term of the corresponding OPE in quasi-primary fields - cf. Eqs. (1.8) and
(A.8b). )

Proof. The OPE (3.12) is obtained by combining the small distance
expansion (3.3) with the OPE of two oppoiitely charged vertex operators:
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1) v i <2i-J2 < s I » V, ( i j . V2 (s-D) = : exp
Z2

= 1 + -ã J KQdÇ + zn : I2(z) : • O(z?2) . (3.15)

(Note that the factor s-1 in the charge of V is cancelled in the
exponential by the same factor in the 2-point function (3.5) of I ; in fact,
for $ = 1 we have I * 0 and V,(z.o) = 1 .)

The stress energy (3.13) is the unique quadratic function of the
currents which has the following properties:

(i) T(z) = X L o z * 2 i e n e r a t e * *he Virasoro algebra (Vir) with

n
central charge (3.2);

(íi) y(z,±g) satisfying (3.10) and (3.11)) transforms as a primary

field of dimension s with respect to Vir : (LD,v(z,±g)] = z° lzjj£ + (n+l)s]

(iii) T commutes with the gauged current Y while J is a. primary
field of spin 1 with respect to T .

The fact that the expression (3.13) indeed satisfies all three
properties is a consequence of the Sugawara construction and the
Goddard-OIive argument (see [GOJ and references to earlier work cited
there). The uniqueness follows from the assumption that T is a function
of the currents.

In order to verify that Kz) is a primary field (of spin 2) we first
note that each term in the right hand side of (3.14a) is a quasimprimary
field and that

< t í z | ) T í z 2 » r ' í : = ~ ~ - j = 0 (3.16)
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(where we have used the normalization (1.4) of J and Eq. (3.2)).

The form (3.14a) of t allows to compute the 3-point function

t(z3)> * 2 f f 2 ' l > a ~i l z^3). (3.17)

Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) imply the normalization condition

4 | ( ) . (3.18)

(We note that at level one, i.e. for k=l=c , the field t vanishes as it

should.) The coefficient *j*-(2s-3) in front of t in the OPE (3.12) can

now be derived from the expression for the 4-point function

<V(zI,g) v(z2,-g) J(z3) J(z4)

which implies (using the OPE J(z3) J(z4) = kz^ + j (k+2XT(z)+t(z))+...)

2
-s) =

(3.20)

(provided that j g 2 is given by (3.7)).

Remark 3.1. We note that for k = 1 sk = 1 , so that Eq. (3.14b) for

t reduces to

t(z) =5-: H2(z): - y: E(z) F(z) + F(z) E(z):

« j : H2(z): - Tks,(z) = 0 (for k=l) (3.21)
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the last equation being a consequence of the fact that at level 1 the two

Sugawara tensors ( j : H2: and Tk ) , both lead to Virasoro central charge

We now proceed to the description of positive energy
representations (PERs) of the chiral algebra Ci(s.k) , for which the basic
fields v(z,±g) are single valued functions of z for integer spin s and
either single or double valued functions (depending on the sector) for
half integer s .

Introduce the Fourier-Laurent components of the currents,

X(z) = £ X n z n l for X = E,F,H,I (3.22)
n

and define a lowest weight (LW) state for an irreducible PER of O(s,k)
by a vector li.m.K > = lim >k • 1K>$_, in the tensor product space 90 k •

H f . j (90 k and 96 $ . , being an su (2)k and an ú(l) s . t modules,

respectively) satisfying the equations

(V2*HO - m)li,m,K > = 0 = (VT Io- K) li.m.K > .

i=0,l k, 1y2-=0,l i; (3.23a)

<EoFo+FoEo+i&'f('e+2>>1 *>m* > = 0 (3-23b)

XD li.m.K > = 0 for n = 1,2 (3.23c)

( i and m play the role of twice the isospin and its third projection).

The different superselection sectors of the theory will then appear
as Hubert space closures % j m K of Q(s,k)l4,m,K> . The assumption that

y is simple (or double) valued on 5C j ) | ) ) ( and the condition that the

conformai energy Lo atteins its minimum in H i m K on the above LW

vectors will fix the range of K .
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The familiar su(2) relations

Eol2,m,K> = j V(i-m)(i+m+2) W,m+2,K> ,FQ = E0 (3.24)

and the known action of the vertex operators Vj(z,±</2~ (s-1)) on hc> ,

give

j z±Kl(li.in±2,k>±2(s-l)> + O(z)). (3.25).

We conclude that for s integer K should be also integer. For s = j . j , . ~ , K

is integer in the Neveu-Schwarz (NS) sector and half integer in the Ramon
(R-) sector.

Eq. (3.25) also gives rise to a necessary condition for the conformai
energy Lo to have a minimum when acting on li,m,K> . Indeed, it

follows from (3.13) that

{Lo - A
m(i.K)})i.m,K > = 0 with A-w.,0 = g g a + fc^t-W ^ ( 3 2 6 )

and hence, the difference

Ara±2 ( 2 , K ± 2 ( S - D ) - Am(i,K) = S-1±K (3.27)

should be non-negative. This implies that K takes at most 2s-l
different values:

1-sSKâs- l for $=1,2,... and for the R-sector if s = §-.§-,... (3.28a)

K = 0. ±1 ± (s-j) in the NS sector for s = \% (3.28b)

We end up our discussion of PERs of Ci(s,k) with two more remarks.

Remark 3.2. For $ = 1 the currents I and Y vanish, the label K has a
single admissible value, K = 0 , and can be dropped. In this case our
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coset space construction coincides with the standard su(2)k current

algebra. For s = j we reproduce the spectrum of the untwisted N = 2

extended super Virasoro algebra [DPYZ); K is again 0 for the NS sector

and takes just two values, r = ± j (giving "the signature"), in the R

sector. The general s case was independently discovered in (Y) as a

"marginal deformation" of the su(2) - model.

Remark 3.3. An alternative labeling of LWs in terms of the eigenvalues
of gJ0 and gYo (rather than 4i Ho and 4 l \ as in (3.23) and

(3.26)) will turn out to be useful in our study of characters and modular
properties in the next section. It amounts to replace m and K by

u, = m + kic, y = (s-l)m - x (u+ky=sm) (3.29)

whose range is determined from (3.23a) and (3.28). The global (first
kind) gauge symmetry generated by (1.1)

J
Z = exp(2iú p . g = V ^ (3.30)

such that

ZU.m.K > = expOri f-) li.rn.K > , 2 víz.g)^*1 = V(z,t) . (3.31)

does not distinguish between eigenstates of gJo with eignevlaues u
differing by a multiple of 2sk . Clearly, X generates a Z^s symmetry

for integer s (and in the NS-sector) and a Z4s symmetry in the R-

sector.

4. Characters and partition functions of the Q ($.k) models.

The character of the PER of Q(s.k) of LW (J.m.K) is defined by
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(4.1)

We shall compute X j n v using the coset space construction of Sec. 3.

We start by the su(2)k character formula for a LW

representation of isospin j « t h e form given to it by Gepner and Qiu

fCQ]:

Í c.(x) e - J t (t.0 - (4.2)

eve»

Here 6 n k are the classical theta functions*

- I
ncZ

q = e 2 s i t ; (4.3)

c m are the SU(2VU(l) branching coefficients (or "string functions") of

Kac and Peterson (see (KPI and (KW)).

£
n=o

where pR is the number of states corresponding to the eigenvalues

m and n of 4l Ho and of the Virasoro levei L0-A i , respectively, in

the irreducible PER ( i ) of su(2)k .

' e m k (f.Q of Eq. (4J) coincides with 9nk {X.-Ç0) of [CQ1 (apan from a

typographical error in their Eq. (3.3S)) and with 0 , ^ 2 (x-> ̂ « > °^ 1 D M T I a m l of

(FSTI; our « m k(W> is 3 k m < « of (PT 2J;
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The character of a PER of the vertex operators' algebra d . ( s - l )

(generated by the I-charged fields V,(z, ± vT (s-1)) of Eq. (3.9))

corresponding to V2~ Io- charge K are also expressed in terms of a 0 -

function :

. 1 J . "«L
LO*24 2a(> PC 1

. <4-5>

where Ti(t) = q J] ( l -q") is the Dedkind Tj-function.
n=l

The coset construction method of computing the character (4.1)

consists in evaluating the coefficient to the character X(

of the extended algebra of the current Y in the expansion of the product

* i * XJCS-1 • W c sna*l wor lc o u t t n e c a s e °

Proposition 4.1 . The following identity for products of 0-functions
is valid

V1

4=0
' (4.6)

where sk = 1.2.... "nd (\i,y) are given by (3.7) and ), respectively.

Note. A formula of this type is established in [I] (see Theorem 2 of
Sec. 1 of Chapter IV).

Proof. We first verify the identity (4.6) for Ç = 0 . Then, according
to (4.3) it reduces to
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2

n.n

K

c 1

ÍÍ X , ^ ^ ^ ^ . (4.7)
i=o v y

In order to prove (4.7) we split the sum in the left hand side into sk

terms labeled by an integer X :

n'-kn = i(mod sk ) , X = 0,1 sk-l . (4.8)

The identity (4.7) is then established by changing in the ith term the
summation variables n,n' by v,v' setting

n = v+(s-l)v', n* = kv-v'+i (i=0,l,...,sk-l) . (4.9)

(For n,n' given by (4.9) we have n'-kn=i+skv' in accord with (4.8). We

note that the absolute value of the determinant of the change of
variables (4.9) is equal • as it should - to the number sk of equivalence

classes (4.8).)

To prove the general relation (4.6) (for Ç*0) we use, in addition,
the identities

sm + (k-l)tc = m + k»c+ (s-l)m - K = u+y ,
ksn + (k-D(s-l)n' = sk{kv +(s-l)v'} .

Remark 4.1 Eq. (4.6) as well as its special case (4.7) indicates that the
second index of the 0 -chararacter can be viewed as a generalization of
the notion of level*) (familiar from the representation theory of affine
Kac-Moody algebras) to extended U(l) algebras. The basic Cartan
algebra generators of the above coset space construction, the currents
H(z) and I(z) , are associated with levels k and s-1 , respectively. The

*) I owe this remark to K. Cawedzki.
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levels of the currents J and Y in the right hand side (4.6) are linear
combinations of the levels of the left hand side with square integer
coefficients:

level(J) = ksk = k-Mc2(s-l) , level(Y) = (s-l)sk = s-l+k(s-l)2 . (4.10)

On the price of a change of normalization we can replace J and Y by
currents 7 and Y that are linear combinations with integer coefficients
of H and I :

7 =H + k I , Y = (s-1)H-I . (4.11)

This choice has the advantage that the levels just appear as
normalization of the 2-point functions:

zx2 < 7 (z,) J(%) > = ksk , zn < Y (z,) V (z2) > = (s-l)sk . (4.12)

The currents 7 and Y span a sublattice of the integer lattice
generated by H and I (the area of the basic cell of the (7,Y)-lattice
being sk times bigger than that of the (H.I)-lattice). In terms of 7 the

small distance OPE (1.5) assumes a g-independent form :

z l
\ ^ ) VCz2'-8> = k + V2 J J ( 0 d; + O(z^2 ). (4.13)

Z 2

Summing up the preceding discussion we can write the character (4.1)
for C=0 in the form:

1 k i
c m(t) e ^ ^ a o ) . n=m+kK . (4.14)

m=l-k

The modular properties of the characters (4.14) follow from the
known behaviour of the theta function and from the following
characteristic properties of the branching coefficients:
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c£ (t+!) = exp [2ni (A? - ̂ y ) ] c£(k) (4.15a)

~ÍT v V ( i + lXi'+l) ; «mm1 £
k(k+2) I I s»n (* kT2 > e ~T"*V : ( 4 1 5 b >

m'=l-k
4'-m'even

k-i i i i
cm+k = cm = cm+2k = cm • (4.16)

The symmetry properties (4.16) and the relation

imply that the characters (4.14) are actually labeled by two quantum
numbers X and u :

X \i
for c v e n iKl (4.18a)

Ximic fr> ^ k - i u ^ f o r

where

^ f i i + l V ^ Í4-19)
r=o

is periodic (and symmetric) in u>:

The functions OC ^^ transform as follows under the two generators

of the modular group SL(2,Z) (we only reproduce the formula for
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integer s ; the fermionic case, 2s = 3,5,..., also requires the introduction
of the indefinite characters % ^ - see [PT2.3J) :

k 2 s k 1

i'=o u'=o

where S is the involutive matrix

S2 = 1 . (4.24)

Remark 4.2. As it was made clear in the work of Verlinde [Ver] (see also
[DV]) the matrix S is not only needed for keeping track of modular
transformation properties, but it also carries information about the
fusion rules for primary fields. One writes the fusion rules' matrix
N» i. * i, j M (with integer entries) in the form

(see Eq.(2.9) of [DV]) . It would be interesting to explore the implications
of this relation for our models.

Using these properties we have derived in [PT2] the following set
of modular invariant partition functions with factorizable coefficients:

(4.26)
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where N^ ~A is a matrix defining a modular invariant partition

function for the s u ( 2 ) k - current algebra, while the n - define a

modular form on the 6 s of level sk (see (GQ1) .

5. Remarks on the case Aj = 4(A-1)

There are two series of parafermionic currents of weights given
by (B.I) corresponding to n2 = 2 . The first considered in Appendix A to
[ZF1] corresponds to p = 2 , mv = 0 :

= 2v( 1 - £) k = 3,4,5....(v = 0.1 ,...,k); (5.1)

the second ([FPT]), is a finite series , obtained for p = -1 mx = rrij = ...
m n = 2 :

Ao = 0 = &k,\=2-v + f , k = 3,4,5,6 (v = I....,k-1) . (5.2)

The upper limit for k is determined from the positivity of conformai
weights and from Proposition Bl (see Appendix B).

Indeed, for k i 9 positivity is violated, since A k < 0 . For k = 8,

we have A4 = 0 in contradiction with the uniqueness of the vacuum
8 4

assumption. For k = 7 the conformai weights Aj = y= Afi , Aj = y = A3 ,

Aj = A4 = y are excluded, since 2Aj < A6 (= A,) in contradiction with

(B.4c) .

The case k = 6 provides a non-trivial example of a reducible
parafermi theory , Indeed, Eq.(5.2) gives in that case
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The theory is the tensor product of the c = r" Ising model (which is a

Z j parafermionic theory) and the c = j Potts model (a standard Z , -

parafermionic theory). It corresponds, thus, to Virasoro central charge

c = j - + j = jfi , the stress energy tensor being a direct sum of two

(commuting) pieces.

The k = 5 , p = -1 case is, on the other hand, a standard Z 5

parafermionic model in disguise. Indeed, the dimension Aj = 4 ( j - I) = —

of the series (5.2) coincides with A, of the standard Z 5 parafermions.

More generally, if we denote by \ , p = ±(1) the conformai weights of

A^ Athe two models, we find A( = Â  , A2 = A,(») (=A3) ; the fusion rules of

each model are obtained from those of the other one by renaming the
basic parafermionic currents. If s is an even (positive) integer, s =

4 s , - 2 , Sj = 1, j , . . . , then the chiral algebra generated by y(z,±g) with

fõ" = s - A| , or tr - 10s - 12 , is not maximal. It is contained in the OPE

algebra generated by the fields y , (z, ± |-) of spin s, = f^ + j = *-j^ ,

since y(z.g) = I»™ z^^v, (z,,f) y
2,2-»z 12

This latter example leads us to a more general criterium when an
algebra O (g2,s.k) can be embedded in a larger chiral algebra satisfying
the requirements (i) • (vi) listed in Sec. 1. If for n2 = v ( n2 being

defined by (2.8)) there exists an $j(=l,|;2,...) such that

$ = ^ 5 , -VÍV-1),

j g 2 = k(s-v) + v 2 = v2 ( k ( s , - l ) + l ] , 0 s k + l - 2 v S k - I ( 5 . 4 )
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then Q(g2,sjc) c Q ((*) , s, , k). It is natural to consider maximal chiral

algebras. Then parafermionic algebras that are just rearrangements of
standard ones do not present a separate interest.

We have ended up with two series of irreducible chiral algebras of

weights (S.2) : those corresponding to k = 3 and to k = 4 . The k = 3 ,

A| = j case (which happens to coincide with the first term of the series

(S.I)) has been studied in [ZF3] .

The first members of the two p = -1 series have a remarkable
property stated in the following proposition [FPT).

Proposition S.I. If the fusion rules for the parafermionic current
9 = 9j in an unitary CFT are restricted by the condition

Aj * 4(A-1) (>0) (5.5)

/2Ã"
then the structure constant A(= v 'W — ) in the OPE (1.14) (or A.14)

vanishes in the following two cases only:

k = 3 A = | = A 2 . c = f (5.6)

k = 4 A = j (=A,) ,A, = l , c = l . (5.7)

Proof. For v = 0 (=A) Eq. (2.18) gives the valts of the central
charge c of Vir as a function of A :

Eqs.(5.5) and (B.5) give 1 < A < 2 - j - . Positively of c (which is a

consequence of the assumed unitariiy) then implies

<A<f . (5.9)



(The 4-point function (2.12) (2.15) has just three non-vanishing terms
and the positivity of the square of the structure constant

C ~ A * 3(3-2A) + 2 A - 3 J - j JJ^ (2A-1) (5.10)

is a consequence of (5.9).)

Eq. (5.9) tells us that the integer n3 in Eq.(2.10) (for 1=3) cannot

exceed 6 so that

A j ^ A - t t . (5.11)

(If A3 = 9A - 14 then its positivity would contradict the inequality A < |*)

This lower bound for A3 allows to derive the following expression for

lhe mixed 4-point function of 9 and 9^ :

(4A-5) Ç { 1 + (A-l) j ~ $ (3-

+ f r i ! ( 2 A 1 > fk • (512)

where Ç is the cross ratio (alternative to (2.13))

- ( 5 I 3 >

(In writing down the last term in (5.12), which comes from the
contribution of the stress energy tensor to (he OPE of 9(z2)q>*(z3) , we

use its symmetry under the substitution z- f* z3 or § «2 -J77, noting

that ~ T = Ç • r~7~ T = Ç • r~7 . For small Zj, (and z34) we can use the fusion rule
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C,2 ^(z) (5.14)

to relate F in that limit with the 2-point function of 93 . The positivity

of IC,2I
2 and Eqs. (S.9) (5.12) imply

(Al) (4A-5) 2 0 . (5.15)

It then follows from the second equation (5.8) that c S l . The value c =

1 is reached for A = 1 and A = 7". In the first case we have a free Z 2

parafermion. It generates a subalgebra of the 2 4 parafermionic algebra

for Aj(= A) = 4 (since then Aj = 4(A,-1) = 1) and need not be

considered separately. For j<A<2" ,we have 0 < c < 1 and, thus we are

led to study the intersection of the above class of models with the
minimal unitary CFTs. It is a straightforward exercise to verify that this

intersection consists of a single point, A = j , c = y . Let indeed A = 1 + ?•

where q and k are coprimes and 2q < k < 4q . Comparing then (5.8)
with the formula for the central charge in the unitary minimal series

FQS]

we find

3(k-q) (3k-2q) = q(4q-k) (m+2)(m+3) . (5.17)

This equation shows that both k and q must be odd. (If either k or q
is even, the other one should be odd since q and k are comprimes;
then the right hand side of (5.17) is divisible by 4 while the left hand
side is not.) For k odd the product (m+2)(m+3) should be divisible by
k , since the allowed conformai weights in the unitary discrete series,

A (
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(1 £ r £ m + l , l £ t £ m + 2) should contain among them the weight A =

1 + jj*. That is, however, only possible for k = 3 . This completes the

proof of our assertion.

Remark 5.1. The chiral algebras generated by a pair of oppositely
charged spin 2 fields which do not involve a primary spin 3 field in the
OPE V(zpg) V (^.-g) belong to a general class of infinite algebras with

quadratic relations, similar to those considered in [Z).

Remark 5.2. The spin 1 current (^ in the A = - , c = 1 case does

not enter the OPE of 9*9 and hence does not contradict assumption (vi)

of Sec. 1. The fields <pj = <p and (p3 = 9* (of dimension - ) differ from the

standard vertex operators (expressed as exponentials of an integral of
9 2 ) by a "Klein transformation" ([FPT]).

The above discussion incorporates just a subclass of the
parafermionic theories satisfying (5.5). An interesting open problem is
to find all CFTs of weights (5.1) satisfying positivity. This problem is
with us, essentially, since 1985, when Zamolodehikov and Fateev
(Appendix A to [ZF1]) solved the associativity condition for the
corresponding OPE algebra writing down a 1-parameter family of
structure constants t v (defined by (2.4)) which are proportional to the

structure constants C v (2.21) of the standard parafermions:

«2 rtn+va)nk+x-u)r(K-i->.-v)ru)r
2 .

V ~nk+x-M-v)ru+u)nx+v)nk+x)V:

they correspond to Virasoro central charge

( 5 ' 2 0 )

One should like to also take into account the vacuum OPE (1.14) (or
(A. 14)) with structure constant v which fixes the normalization of the
coupling of 9*9 to the spin 3 field and is given by
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k-2 (4X+k-4)(4X+3k)

(this expression is obtained from (2.18) for A = 2 - £• and c given by

(5.20)).

As noted in [ZFl], for X = j >C=Y+T o n c r e c o v c r s t n c "*vcn subalgebra"
of the standard Z 2 k parafennionic theory, while for X = 1

c = 4 ^ -C 4 k+2

it is reducible and coincides with the tensor square of the standard Zk

algebra.

We can eliminate k from the above formulae using the relation
(2-A)k = 2 with the result

14(2-fl)X+M
[<2-A)U 111(2-4*+*!] * '

, A-l 2(2-A)X+2A-3n „ -

Then, for v2 = 0, .i.e., for 2(2-A)X = 3 - 2A , we recover Eq. (5.8) and the
results of Proposition 5.1. The question whether the conditions of
unitarity, irreductbility and maximally (of the chiral algebra) will give

rise to a discrete series of \'s for each value of A (= l+p • as it is the
4

case for A = j considered in [ZF3], is left open (for a class of coset space

constructions which can be used to solve this problem see [GS]).

The Z symmetry for integer s discussed in Sec. 3 for g2 = 2sk ,

is present in the general case, in which

g2 = 2k(s-A). (5.24)
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(In the two models singled out by Proposition 5.1 we have g2 = 2 (3s-4)
and g2 = 2(4s-5) , s = 2,3 in particular, in the most interesting special
case, s = 2 . we have a Z 4 and a Z 6 symmetry, respectively.)

Correspondingly, the QFT representations of d(g2,s,k) split into g2

superselection sectors with respect to the "charge" (3.30). The non-
abelian character of the fusion rules for Q-primary fields (already
observed in the standard case - see [PT2.3]) indicates that this cyclic
symmetry is part of continuous "quantum group" which is only known in
the case (s=l) of the level k su(2)-cunent algebra (in which it coincides

with Uq(sl(2)) for q = exp( £ 3 ) - see [AGSU]).

I would like to thank Professor M. Gomes and Dr. O. Eboli for their
kind hospitality in Campos do Jordão off São Paolo were the lectures
were delivered, as well as Professor C. Itzykson and Professor M. Berger
for their hospitality at the Service de Physique Théorique in Saclay and
Institut des Hautes Etudes Scientifiques in Bures-sur-Yvette,
respectively, where these notes were written. I am grateful to my
coauthors Roman Paunov and Paolo Fur'an whose results are being
previewed and to Krzysztof Gawedzki for an enlightening discussion.

Appendix A

Contribution of zero charge quasiprimarv fields to the small distance
expansion of the 4-point function

We shall start by evaluating the contribution of the general term
in the OPE
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to lhe 4-poiM functkM d n)2 AF4(n) (2.7). Here O 1 is a quasipcimary
conformai field of spin (=dimtssion) 2 . If Nj is lhe normalization
constant of the 2-point function of O i .

< O2 ( i , ) O i ( i , ) > = N , i j " . (A.2)

then the 3-point function < ç*f O i > consistent with (A.I) will be

Inserting (A.I) and (A3) into lhe left hand side of (2.7) we find

(A.4)
222

with fj expressed in terms of an elementary hypergeometric fvnction:

f

J
1

l i l i í L Ç i d i =

_ -i + l
- n + 2

The functions fJt satisfy the rrlation
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(A.6)

which reflects the symmetry of the original integral under the exchange

Zj & z4 . For even Jt this allows to rearrange the sum in the right hand

side of (A.5) as a power series in the invariant variable ~ - r\ = ~ :
l - T J 1 - t J

• • • > f o r J = 2 n ; < A 7 a >

for odd / it can be written as [7(^+7*-)] times a power series in •?—:
í \-\t- I -TJ

1 '

W V ( - — ) ' ( 1 - 5g77lÍT^+ - > for * = 2n+1 • <A-7b>

The second equation v—»7^ is u«v Hiained by inserting (A.4) (A.7) with

Going to higher order terms in ti z expansion (A.I) we encounter,
typically, more than one quasiprimary (i.e. Mõbius covariant) field of the
same dimension. Such a situation first appears for X = 4 . Indeed, the
OPE of r with itself involves the composite conformai field {ZJ '

A ( z ) = : T 2 ( z ) : (A.8a)

where the normal product is defined (through the OPE) to be orthogonal
to T:

:T(z, T(z2): = T(z,)T(z2) - - ^ • -j- J (zr;> (Ç-z2) T(Qd;. (A.8b)
2 z , 2 z , 2 t2

The normalization of A is computed from the 4-point function
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T(z,)T(z2)T(z3)T(z4) > zn

)] PzU£l) (A.9a)
( I T » ) 2 •-*! I ' M

and from the relation (derived from (A.5) and (A.7))

4 Z Z

12 < T(Zl)T(z2) — J (z3-O(C-z4)T(C)dC > = 12c — J

i n 2 i ti4

We obtain

< T (z,)T(z2) : T(z3)T(z4): > = 2 2 ° 2 2 ( 5 - ^ + (c-^) ^ + O

(A.10a)
or, in the limit z4 -» z3 ,

Í <T(2,)T(z2) A(z3) = ~(5c+22) = zj2 < A(z,) A(z2) > . (A.lOb)

Similarly, the 3-point function of A with the pair <p*<p is evaluated

from the 4-point function (computed, e.g., in [FST])

by first subtracting the constant term and the integral

2A Z 3

" 1 2 f
J (Z3-Ç) (Ç-Z4) < O*(Zj)<p(2

Z4
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I i i ^ v ? ^ 1 ^ * 0 ^ - (AI2)

We find

< 9*(zj)(p(z2) A(z3)> - — — . (
5 2 , 3 z 2 3

Í

Putting the above remarks together we obtain the following
concretization of the expansion (A.I)

,>**4>-i+Jr J ~

i 2 ^ J (VO 2 «'Z4>
Z 34 Z4

234

+ zf4 R3(z3,z4) (zj2 < W4(z,) W4(z2)> = 1 , < A(Zl)W4 ( z ^ = 0 ) ,

W 4 being another primary field (of dimension 4). Inserting this OPE into

the 4-point function of <p^ we obtain the following extension of (2.7) :
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Appendix B

Dimensions of general Z^-parafermionic currents .

Zamolodchikov and Fateev [ZFI] (Appendix A) wrote the general
solution of Eq. (2.5) which satisfies the symmetry condition (2.11) in the
form

\ = m v + p ~ > r a v = m k . v e Z . (B.I)

Their computation is notable for providing an early example of
monodromy properties of primary fields fixing the fractional part of the
conformai weights, a fact appreciated more recently (and exploited for
minimal conformai models) in [R,RS] .

The representation (B.I) is readily derived from (2.10). To this

end it suffices to set for A = ^-, m = mj+p(k-l) or A,(=A)=m,+p(l-^),

2n y= pv(v-l)+i2mj-mv . The parities of the my's are then interrelated:

mvf2 ' mv = 2[p(2v+l)+nv-nw2] = 0 (mod2). (B.2)

The condition \ = 0 = mk tells us that

mjk2+pk(k-l) = 2nk or m,k = 0 (mod2). (B.3)

In particular, for k odd, Eqs. (B.2) and (B.3) imply

v(k-v)
p—^—= \.v (for k = 2K+1) .

Another rather powerful restriction on the spectrum of conformai
weights comes from the asymptotic behaviour of the field <p.
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Proposition B.I. If the structure constants CJ v of Eq. (2.4) do not

vanish and if the correlation functions of <p(z) behave like z"2A for z -»—
then the weights \ satisfy the following set of inequalities

; (2v-l) A - VA2 + Ay , (B.4a)

(2k-2v-3) A - (k-v-1) Aj + Av, v = 1 k-1 , (B.4b)

&2v** t j Ay ; (B.4c)

in particular,

Aj í 2k"7yA or A £ - £ - n 2 . (B.5)

Remark B.I. The assumption about the asymptotic behaviour of
correlation functions of 9 is, in fact, a consequence of global confonnal
invariance. The non-vanishing of the structure constants, on the other
hand, is part of the definition of a fusion rule.

Proof. The fusion rule (2.4) and the hermiticity condition (2.11) imply
that the v+1 and the k - v + 1 point functions

Fkv(z,)S<(P(z1)... tfzj^.y (0)>(z12...z lv)2*á2z1
AfVVi, (B.6a)

<2i2 • Zik-v*2^ Z i ^ V V i (B.6b)

do not vanish and are entire analytic functions of Zj. For Zj -»-» they

behave as

Fkv(z,)~ z ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ V ^ i . (B.7a)

/^^SW^^^VW . (B.7b)
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If the power of Zj is negative F ^ would vanish identically as a

consequence of the Liouville theorem. This proves (B.4) . The inequality
(B.4c) is proven similarly, by studying the function < Çj(Z|)...ç^zk) > . In

writing down the second equation (B.S) we have used Eqs. (2.8).

Remark B.2. For my= 0 (p=n2) the solution (B.I) of Eq. (2.5)

saturates the inequalities (B.4) (and (B.S)).

Remark B.3 Noting that the weights (B.I) remain invariant under
the change p - í p + n k . n i y - í r r ^ - nv(k-v) (n, integer) we can restrict

the values of p to any interval of length k , say to

- l — J S p s i l j ] (B.8a)

or

O i p s k - l . (B.8b)

(The value p = 0 corresponds to a trivial solution and will be excluded.)

A case by case analysis indicates that the only irreducible solution
of the parafermionic equations consistent with positi i ty and with the
condition n2 = 1 are, at least for small k's, the standard parafermionic

weights (2.19).

Take indeed the solution (B.I) with p and k comprimes, p in the

range (B.Sb) . I f p 2 1 , then the inequality A £ 1 - j - (obtained from

(B.S) for n2 = 1 ) yields mt = 1 • p . For p = 2 we find thus m, = -1 =

m k > | . According to (B.3) this implies that k must be even, in

contradiction with our assumption that p and k are coprimes. The
condition

% = 4 A- 2 = 2(1-2^") > 0 (forn2= 1) (B.9)

tells us that 2p < k . For p = 3 the first value of k for which this
inequality holds, k = 7 , is ruled out as follows. We find, using
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\= A ^ and Eqs. (B.I) and (B.4)

hence m3 = -5 ; but m, = -2 and thus m, - nij is odd in contradiction

with (B.2) . The case p = 3 , k = 8 is excluded in a similar fashion. The
next case, p = 3 , k = 10 , is particularly instructive, because it is not
ruled out by Proposition B.I. and Eqs. (B.2) (B.3) alone. Indeed, we have
a unique solution for Ay satisfying all the above restrictions:

irtj = -2 = nu , iru = -4 = m« , rru = -6 = m^ = m4 = m^ = m> .

Eq. (2.17), however, tells us that c = j in this case, a value outside the

unitary discrete series cm = 1 - (m+2)
6

(m+3)(= J . Jõ• Í • 7 • 28 --> ^QSJ, and

hence should violate positivity. This example demonstrates that
positivity imposes further restrictions for higher values of k . (Of course

2A
having c = TT1 coincide with some of the values cm of the minimal

unitary series for A = 1 - £• is not sufficient for unitarity. as it is

illustrated by the example of p = 9 , k = 3 4 , c = c , 0 = 2^. since A does

not belong to the Kac ta' le of allowed dimensions.

We conclude by a comment about the assumption that p and k
are ccnprimes. If it is violated we arrive at (multiples of) models with
smaller values of p and k as in the simple example of p = 2 , k = 6 .
In this case we find the solution A{ = Aj = j= Aj « A4 (m, = irij = -1 ,
m2 = m4 = -2), A3 = 0 (m3 = -3) which is the (twice repeated) Z 3 Potts

4
model with c = r.
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ABSTRACT. This series of lectures is based on investigations [1,2] of
finite-size corrections for the six-vertex model by means of Bethe ansatz
methods. In addition a review on applications of Yang-Baxter algebras
and an introduction to the theory of integrable systems and the alge-
braic Bethe ansatz is presented. A ©-vacuum like angle appearing in the
RSOS-models is discussed. The continuum limit in the critical case of
these statistical models is performed to obtain the "minimal models" of
conformai quantum field theory.
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1. Introduction.

There exists alarge number of fields in theoretical and mathematical physics
where Yang-Baxter Algebras play a central role for solving problems. Some of
them are:

(i) Quantum chains in 1-dimension.
E.g. Heisenberg models, as investigated by Bethe in 1931 [3]*. These models
are solved by the "Bethe ansats" which, in its algebraic formulation invented by
Frddeev [4], is based on the Yang-Baxter algebra.

(ii) Classical statistical lattice models in 2-dimensions.
E-g. Ising- and vertex models, as investigated by Onsager in 1944 [5]* and Baxter
in 1972 [6]*, respectively. These models are solved by means of the "star-triangle
equations1* which are equivalent to Yang-Baxter equations.

(iii) Quantum field theories in 1+1-dimensions.
E.g. the nonlinear Schrõdinger field theory, as investigated by Yang in 1967 [7]*.

(iv) Soliton S-matrices in 1+1-dimensions.
The "factorization equations" [8]" which have been used to determine soliton S-
matrices are Yang-Baxter equations.

Let me interrupt listing applications in order to introduce the Yang-Baxter
algebra through this example, since its algebraic structure is quite obvious in terms
of soliton S-matrices. Soliton scattering does not change the the momenta of the
particles but only quantum numbers are exchanged. The N-partide S-matrix is
a product of two particle ones. In particular the three-particle scattering is given
by two possible orders of the factors which have to give the same result

SIJSJJSM = SztSitSi2. (1.1)

We define the two particle S-matrix elements (cf. fig. 1) by the action of So, on
an N-particIe state with momenta pi and quantum numbers Qj = 1 , . . . ,n

. . ;pi ,a i; . . . ;p f c ,a f c; . . . )»! . . . ;p í ,o' í; . . . ;pk ,o#
f c; . . . ) S£«*»(*i*) (1.2)

*and later works
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a,- ak

Fig. 1. The two particle S-matrix.

where piPk = Tn;ntfc coshtf.t. This represents S^ as a matrix in the tensor product
space Vi®Vfc of two n-dimensional spaces.

The factorization or Yang-Baxter equation (1.1) reads more explicitly (cf.
fig. 2)

ffi*») Siffrt) Sfítõn) = sÇf{õn) #?(*„) S# (*„). (1.3)

Fig. 2. Two different ordering* of a three-particle scattering pro-
cess obtained by parallel shifting a line.

We can generalize eq. (1.1) as follows. For any solution of equation (1.1) we
write the "structure relations"

JS = T23T13S12 (1.4)

of a "Yang-Baxter algebra" generated by the T's. The product in eq. (1.4) has
to be understood analogously to eq. (1.3). However, the index 7 now correspond
to an abstract space V% and Ta is an operator in the space Vj ® V$.
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(v) "Quantum groups*'. [9]
Sometimes (i.e. for the trigonometric case) the generators of a Yang-Baxter al-
gebra r(Ma ,rf,7) may be written in terms of generators Ma and some complex
parameters i? and 7 (cf. sections 2 and 3). In the limit

1? —»too and 7 —• 0 (1.5)

typically one finds that the Yang-Baxter relations (1.4) imply Lie-group commu-
tation rules

[Ma
1M

h} = fabeMe. (1.6)

For nonvanishing 7 one finds nonlinear commutation relations

{M°,Mt] = r6(7,Aí í). (1.7)

Interpreting eq. (1.6) as a poisson algebra and 7 as h one says eq. (1.7) describes
the quantum version of the algebra denned by eq. (1.6). Or writing q = eiy one
says eq. (1.7) describes a "q-deformation" of the Lie-group. In section 3 we will
consider an example of a quantum group.

(vi) Braids. [10]

Consider N points on a line in R3 and the corresponding set of points on a parallel
shifted line. A braid v given by set of nonintersecting monotonic curves connecting
the points on one line with those on the other, see fig. 3. Tv.o set of curves which
can be continuously deformed into each other define the same braid.

Fig. 3. A braid given by nonintersecting curves in R?

Defining a product by putting two braids on top of each other they form a
group. Artin has shown that a braid can by written as a product of generators of
the form
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= T

Deformations can be generated by the "Reidemeister move" of fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Reidemester move

Obviously, the generators of braids can be represented by Yang-Baxter ma-
trices

T = 5(t? = too) and r"1 = 5(i? = -too) (1.8)

since the identity of fig. 4 follows from the Yang-Baxter equations (1.3). One has
to take the "spectral parameter" •â at infinity, because otherwise the sum rules
of the tf's in eq. (1.3) cannot be fulfilled. Apparently, both, quatum groups and
braids, correspond to Yang-Baxter algebras for discrete (infinite large) values of
the spectral parameter.

(vii) Statistics matrix in 2-dimensional quantum field theories. [11]
Consider spacelike commutation rules of fields

-«I». (1.9)

In contrast to four dimensions the statistics is not necessarily bosonic or fermionic,
but the statistics matrix 5 might be more general. Commuting three field <t>A<t>B4>c
in two different ways one finds that 5 fulfiles braid- or Yang-Baxter commutation
rules (1.3) for discrete i?'s.

(viii) Conformai quantum field theories in 2-dimensions. [12]
A conformai field in two dimensions can be written as a sum of products of "light
cone fields"

Y x-t) (1.10)
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Analogously to eq. (1.9) the light cone fields fulfil the commutation rule

AiWAjtf) = Al(u')Ak(u) Jtg(e(« - «')). (1.11)

There exists a number of models (e.g. the "minimal" models considered below)
with highly nontrivial braid representations R, whereas the statistics matrices of
eq. (1.9) are usually much simpler.

In sections 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 I will explain the Yang-Baxter algebra methods
in terms of the six-vertex model, a model of type (ii). Section 6 contains a short
introduction to conformai quantum field theories in two dimensions and section 7
applications of Bethe ansatz results to conformai models.

Conformai invariance of two dimensional quantum field theories has become a
subject of main interest because of its connection to string theory. A string forms
a two dimensional world sheet in space time. Reparametrization invariance of this
surface causes the importance of conformai concepts in string theories. Statistical
mechanical systems at second order phase transition points (i.e. critical systems)
should possess conformai invariance1. We shall use this fact to obtain information
on conformai quantum field theories. It would be interesting to find integrable
lattice models which yield these conformai quantum field theories in the scaling
limit.

Since a direct calculation of the central charge of the Virasosro algebra and
the conformai dimensions for specific models is usually not simple, it seems worth-
while to determine them for integrable models from the Bethe ansatz solution.
This will be done for the six-vertex model (the critical eight-vertex model) and
for some modified six-vertex models related to Potts- and RSOS-models.

2. Six-vertex model.

I like to explain the Yang-B. xter algebra method in terms of the six-vertex
model, a classical statistical lattice model in two dimensions. Its partition function
on an N x M periodic square lattice L is

£ JJ 5(l) (2il)
eonf. *€L

*New results on representation theory of conformai invariance explain the old mys-
terious observation that critical exponents in two dimensions are usually rational
numbers.
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where the sum extends over all allowed "bond configurations". Each bond can
accept one of two states chararterized by a = +,— or arrows

horizontal bonds a = +,— = •—, —>

vertical bonds ft = +,— = f , [ .

The configuration is allowed if at each vertex x there are two incoming and two

outgoing arrows. The vertex weights S(z) are determined by the six bond config-

urations at the lattice site x. They assume the following values

S++ = = o = sin(7 — i?)

= 6 = sintf

4- = SZZ = -

S+I = «-{«- = SZt = -»

SZl = *—\~* = Sit = ~*{*~ = c = SH17.

By this notation the weights have been arranged as a 4 x 4— matrix

(2.2)

l -

1

. 1 .

- » ! - •

T A.
1 /

b c
~ 1 e i

\\
(2.3)

The parametrization in terms of the "spectral parameter" 1? and the "coupling" 7

has been introduced for later convenience (cf. eq. (3.1)). A trivial overall factor

is set equal to one.

In order to express the partition function in terms of the matrix 5 we define

the monodromy matrix

l_ _

We have a matrix product with respect to the "horizontal space" and a tensor

product w'th respect to N "vertical spaces".

We define the transfer matrix as a trace in the horizontal space

r(*f7) = tr» r(*,7). (2.5)
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Then we can write the partition function (2.1) as a trace in the tensor product of
the vertical spaces

Z = tTvT
M. (2.6)

If we are able to solve the eigenvalue problem of the transfer matrix

rtf = Àtf (2.7)

we can calculate the partition function in terms of the eigenvalues

(2-8)

In the thermodynamic limit only the maximal eigenvalue contribute to the free
energy per lattice site

f = -kTj^\ogZ* -kTj^logA^t for JIT,M - oo. (2.10)

In the following we will solve the eigenvalue equation (2.7).

3. Yang-Baxter algebra.

The model is integrable which means the eigenvalue problem (2.7) can be
solved since the monodromy matrix (2.4) generates a Yang-Baxter algebra. This
can be shown as follows.

Propôs Hion:
For fixed parameter 7 the matrix of vertex weights 5 fulfils the Yang-Baxter
equation

s£f(*-#) sifw sffi*) = sgfif) sZl'w s # > - n (3.1)
Sums have to be taken over the internal indices (a',/?', 7'). This identity
represents a set of relations for the vertex weights a, b and c.

Proof.

As an example take the external indices (a",/?",7") = (+ ,+ , - ) and
(a,0,7) = ( - ,+ ,+) , then eq. (3.1) means

-+ o r aca =bcb + "ac-
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The arguments on the r.h.s. and the l.h.s. have to be taken as in eq. (3.1).
The last equation follows from the parametrization (2.2) and trigonometric
identities.

Corollary:
The Yang-Baxter equation (3.1) for the matrix S implies by means of itera-
tions the Yang-Baxter relation for the monodromy matrix T

(3.2)
This will be the basic formula in the following. It reflects the integrability

of the model. Note that it implies the commutativity of the transfer matrix for
different spectral parameters

0 (3.3)

which represents (an infinite set of) conservation laws.

[cn,cm] = 0 , where logT = - £ c n i T . (3.4)

The lowest operators are related to the momentum and the Heisenberg model
Hamiltonian

Co = iP , C\ — Hxxz.

We write the monodromy matrix T defined by eq. (2.4) explicitly as a matrix
in the two dimensional horizontal space

T-{c D) C-6»
where A, B, C and D are operators in the tensor product of the vertical spaces.
From the Yang-Baxter relation (3.2) we obtain the commutation rules

We do not need the other formulas in the following.
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At the end of this section let me show how to find a "quantum group"
corresponding to the Lie-group SU(2) from the Yang-Baxter algebra defined by
eqs. (2.2), (3.1) and (3.2) in the limit iJ —» ±ico. This procedure is typical for
"trigonometric" solutions of the Yang-Baxter equations (3.1).

First we can obviously write the matrix of Boltzmann weights of the six-
vertex model given by eqs. (2.2 and 2.3) in terms of the Pauli matrices aj and
*± = f (*i ± *ff2) as follows

- §7))
sin7 sin(§ M H )

(3.8)
One can show that the Yang-Baxter equation (3.1) for the matrix 5 implies the
SU(2) structure relations of the Pauli matrices

ff_sin7 \

in(§7 + «M* ~ H ) ' "

Si2S13S23 = S2zSiiS12 => I [<Ti,o±] = ±2a± , [<*•+,*-! = ^3 • (3.9)

For i? -+ ±ioo we write the monodromy matrix (2.4) analogously to eq. (3.8)

A

From the Yang-Baxter relations (3.2) for T we find using eqs. (3.7) the commu-
tation rules for the J's

= T23T13S12 =*•
sin 7

(3.11)
These commutation rules describe a deformation or the "quantum version" of
SU{2). One can write formally:

Yang-Baxter algebra ^^*° quantum group ^—> Lie-group.
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4. Algebraic Bethe ansatz.

4.1 Bethe ansatz equations.
The resolution of the six-vertex model has been traced back to the eigenvalue

problem of the transfer matrix

T{4)t = (A(4) + D(*))t = \1, (4.1)

which will be solved by the algebraic Bethe ansatz method [4]. This method
is quite analogous to the algebraic procedure used in quantum mechanics to solve
eigenvalue problems (as e.g. for the angular momentum) or more general to
find irreducible representations of Lie-algebras. The Yang-Baxter relations (3.2)
correspond to the Lie-algebra structure relations. The diagonal elements A and
D of T play the role of the "weights". The off diagonal elements B and C are
creation and annihilation operators of "pseudopartides", respectively.

The "pseudovacuum" <f> is defined by

j j * - = 0 V * . (4.2)

From eqs. (2.2 and 2.4) we find the solution of this equation

N
= s T . . . t . (4.3)

It is an eigenstate of A and Dt fulfilling

A{*)4>= ^ . . . ^ = e ^ ) ^

D{4) $ = ->}-> >}-* = bN{0) <f>.

However, applying B to 4> one gets something new

j j - ^0,0. (4.5)

This fact motivates us to write an eigenstate of the transitr matrix as an algebraic
Bethe ansatz

t (4.6)

where the parameters -9^ are to be determined.
We follow the general strategy [4] of the algebraic Bethe ansatz method to

solve eq. (4.1). We apply A(ti) and D(â) to $ and push them through all the fl's
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• using the commutation rules (3.7). From the first terms on the r.h.s. of eq. (3.7)
we get tiie "wanted" contributions

+ D(tf)) ^ = (\A{4) + AD(tf)) ^ + "unwanted terms" (4.7)

where from eqs. (3.7 and 4.4) we find

$^j
The "unwanted terms" arise from the second terms in eqs. (3.7). They

contain a B(d) and so they can never give a vector proportional to rj>. The
unwanted terms vanish if the Bethe ansatz equations hold

Obviously these equations are nessesary for ^ to be an eigenstate of T. This is
because the eigenvalue

(4.10)

cannot have poles at :? = t?i as eqs. (2.2 and 4.8) would suspect. The can-
celation condition of these poles is equivalent to the Bethe ansatz equations
(4.9). It can be shown [4] that they also imply the cancelation of the unwanted
terms. We have transformed the eigenvalue problem of the transfer matrix (4.1)
to sets of trancendental equations (4.9) for the parameters i?i,...,tfn, where
n = 0,.. . , |JV (JVeven).

Solutions of Bethe ansatz equations are available for small or very large N
and n. We are interested in the latter case. I will explain some more technical
details. Introducing a "rapidity" g, a "momentum" p and a "scattering phase
shift" 9 for the pseudoparticles by

we can write the Bethe ansatz equations (4.9) as

; s = l , . . . , n 0 < n < J V / 2 .
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The "physical" interpretation of this equations is, that the total phase factor
around one period 1,...,AT has to be equal to one. This phase factor consists
of the free part exp(iNp(qj)) and the scattering parts with respect to all other
pseudoparticles exp(i$(ty - $) ) . Each set of roots of eq. (4.12) { ç i , . . . , ç n }
defines an eigenstate of the transfer matrix by eq. (4.6) and an eigenvalue A given
by eqs. (4.8, 4.10 and 4.11)

(4.13)

We will consider the region 0 < tf < 7/2 where |Ar>| < |A,i|. So XD will not
contribute to the partition function for large M.

There exist detailed investigations of the Bethe ansatz equations (4.12) (see
e.g. ref. [13]). The analysis simplifies for the discrete values of the "coupling"

f = v/u v- 2 ,3 ,4 , . . . . (4.14)

We are interested in these values. So we assume eq. (4.14) in the following.

4.2 Solutions of Bethe ansatz equations: real roots.
If we define the phase function

z(q) = Np(q) + £ > ( g - *)• (4-15)

the logarithm of the Bethe ansatz equations (4.12) yields

= z{qj), / , € Z + | , J = l n. (4.16)

We observe that eigenstates of the transfer matrix r i.e. sets of roots {91, . . . ,gn}
are given by sets of numbers {/1,...,/»»}, where Jj < J2 • • • < In. If Ij+\ —lj>\
we say: there are J ; +i — Ij — 1 holes between Ij and Ij+1.

We introduce the density of real roots

p(q) = 2* £ % - * ) (4.17)
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and the "density of holes"

The latter name is motivated by the fact that

I ^v(9) = W)-/(Q)-#roots€[Q,Q']
JQ Z7T

is the number of possible minus the number of actual roots in an interval [Q,Q'|.
But note that only in the limit JV,n —• oo, where the roots become dense on the
real line, the function <p is of the form

(4.19)
holt,

Taking the derivative d/dq of eq. (4.15) we obtain with eqs. (4.17 and 4.18)

(4.20)

where the convolution is defined by ( / • g)(q) = J{dq/2T)f{q — q')g{q')- Hence
the density of roots of the Bethe ansatz equations (corresponding to eigenstates
V"(íi>--->?n) of the transfer matrix) can be written ?s follows

p = Po-R*<P (4.21)

where R = (l-$')'* and p0 = N R*p' can be calculated by means of the Fourier
transformation f(q) = Jdxe~tqxf(x)

s., . sinhirx -,. . sinh(ir — q/)x

The eigenvalue of the transfer matrix is given by

p(Ç)e(í)
(4.24)

= Nloga-jdxp(-x)ê(x).

In the thermodynamic limit N -* oo the problem is solved by eqs. (4.21-4.24)
since v? is of the form (4.19).
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(i) Ground state: The ground state corresponds to the maximal eigenvalue of
the transfer matrix. Since fte(ç) < 0 for real q all possible real roots are occupied.
This means that for the ground state a "Dirac-sea" of real roots is completely
filled. Eqs. (4.22-4.24) imply

^ ( | ? ) ' (4.25)

»nh(*-7)z sinh2£x

(4-26)

(ii) Holes: For excitations given by holes at qs. we find from eqs. (4.19, 4.21,
4.22 and 4.24)

koUt
TC,7) II

4.3 Solutions of Bethe ansatz equations: complex roots.
For "excited states" there may be, in addition to holes, complex roots 9: the

"Jfc-strings" (one could say "bound states" of k pseudopartides)

Jb + l ,-]b + 3 , . . . , f c - l ) l<k<v-l (4.29)

and the "anti-pseudo-particle"

q = real + in. (4.30)

The density of the real roots and the eigenvalue A, if complex roots are present,
can be computed analogously to eqs. (4.27 and 4.28) (see e.g. ref. [1]).

A typical set of roots of Bethe ans?'z equations corresponding to an excited
state is shown in fig. 5.

5. Eight-vertex model - (R)SOS-model - "0-angle".

The "Solid On Solid"- models, closely related to the six-vertex model, are
very interesting in the context of conformai quantum field theoretic models (see
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M M

Fig. 5. A typicml set of roots of Bttke mnsmtz tmvmtíons in the
complex q-pUne, including real roofs, koks o, k-strings mud "mnli-
pseuio-pmticUs "

below). Baxter [6] introduced these models in order to solve a generalisation of the
six-vertex model, the eight-vertex model which is in general noncritical. Since we
will at the end construct conformai quantum field theories as the scaling limit of
lattice models, we are interested in the critical case. However, the transformation
between the SOS-modd and the eight-vetex model is singular for the critical case.2

Therefore let me introduce both models away from the critical point.

5.1 Eight-vertex model.
The partition function of the eight-vertex model on an JV x M periodic square

lattice L is

eon/.

where the sum extends over all allowed "bond configurations". Each bond can
accept one of two states as for the six-vertex model. The configuration is allowed
if at each vertex x there are an even number of incoming and out going arrows.
The vertex weights S{x) are determined by the eight bond configurations at the
lattice site x. They assume the following values

S%% = •-{•- = SZZ = -»}-• « « = «i(7 - *)

S+Z = - } - = SZt = ->{- = b = ,n*
5Í+ = »-f-» SB Sit ss -»{•- - c ss «ry

2In fact the situation is more complicated: There exits of course the limit which
gives the six-vertex model of sect. 2, 3 and 4. But we are looking fee the limit
which yields the critical RSOS-model.
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Where sn is the Jacobian elliptic functions of modulus k and periods AK and
2iK'. In the critical limit (k —* 0,/f —> \v%K' —> oo and sn —• sin) we recover
eqs. (2.2) for the six-vertex model. For fixed 7 and k the vertex weights fulfil the
Yang-Baxter equation (3.1).

5.2 SOS-model.
The partition function of the SOS-model on an N x M periodic square lattice

L is

zsos = £ JJ Ji(x). (5.1a)
eonf. *€L

A "height" / equal to an integer number is assigned to each plaquette of the lattice,
such that heights of neighbour plaquettes differ by ±1. The Boltzmann weights

i I k
- R - = *(*,;;*,/) (5.3)
j I «

corresponding to the six possible configurations at a vertex x

1 | / - i / |/ + i r^ lLL L±!I_L LLU_L_
 / + 1l l

i + i \ 1 i - i \ 1 1 \ i + i 1 } i - i i } i - i 1 \ i + i

can be found in Baxter's papers [6].
Baxter proved that the eight-vertex and the SOS-model can be related by

means of two matrices X and Y:

£ * j) JJ(i,j;fcf/). (5.4)

We do not need the explicit expressions for X and Y, they can be found in refs.
[6] and [4]. It follows that the transfer matrices of the models fulfil

'}) TSOS({1'}; {/}) (5.5)

/o)

and{/} = (/0, / 1 , . . . , /jv-1,/0) i» a periodic (IQ = Iff) and admissible (|i<—'<+i| = 1)
set of integers. Prom eqs. (5.4) and (3.1) follow the Yang-Baxter relations for the
matrix i t :
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For generic parameters 7 the SOS-model is an "unrestricted" one, that means
the heights / assume all values. Andrews, Baxter and Forrester [14] found that
for a discrete set of the parameter

7 = 2tf/i/, 1/ = 3 ,4 ,5 , . . . (5.7)

the SOS-model splits into an "unrestricted" and a "restricted" one the RSOS-
model

f SOS - 00 < / < 00
{ (5.8)
[RSOS 0<l<v.

In ref. [14] was shown that there are four different regimes of the parameters
where the RSOS-model has different "ground state" structures (cf. fig. 6)

d = 0

IV

= 0

Fig. 6. The four different regimes of the RSOS-model.

We are interested in regime HI near to the critical line d = 0. There are v — 2
"ground states" labeled by 6 = 1 , . . . ,1/ - 2. An order parameter correspondig to
theese states can be expressed in terms of the heights at two neighbour points

6(z) =§( / (*) + /(z + l ) - l ) . (5.9)

Andrews, Baxter and Forrester calculated the critical exponent a and the proba-
bility

\S) (<) (5.10)

that at a point x the height / is assumed for boundary conditions corresponding
to 6. Using this result Huse [15] showed that the one-point functions of the fields

m = l , . . . , » / - 2 (5.11)

behave near to the critical point (d — 0) like

(4>m) * (t ~ W ) * " (5.12)
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where the exponents /3m correspond to the scaling dimensions of the fields
(using a scaling relation)

- l

—ry <5 1 3 )

Theese are just the scaling dimensions of some fields appearing in the "minimal
models" of conformai quantum field theories investigated by Belavin, Polyakov
and Zamolodchikov [16] (see sect. 6). This result suggests that in the scaling
limit (where the lattice constant goes to zero) the RSOS-models in regime HI at a
critical point should give a realization of the "minimal" conformai quantum field
theories.

5.3 M0-angle".
The Bethe ansatz in the simple version of section 4 does not work for the

eight-vertex model. The "pseudovacuum" ^ defined by C<}> = 0 does not exist
because of the d-vertex. Baxter invented the transformation to the SOS-model in
order to construct a generalized Bethe ansatz. ! will follow here the formulation
of Takhtadzhan and Faddeev [4].

Introduce X as an invers of X

Y,Xa(i,k) Xa(j,k) = Sn , ]>>"'(*,*) Xo(t,fc) = £o,a. (5.14)
o »

The eight vertex model monodomy matrix is defined by the same expression as
for the six-vertex case eq. (2.4). We can transform this monodromy matrix by
means of X and X

T$(i,r,k,l) = *,(i,j) T2}6
0] X°(k,l) (5.15)

(and obtain a hybrid of eight-vertex and SOS-monodromy matrix). Generalized
Bethe ansatz states for the eight-vertex model (analogously to eq. (4.6)) are

The transformed B's an \ the generalized "pseudovacuum" are defined by

fl<k=T(t-l,t;* + l,*)
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In contrast to the six-vertex Bethe ansatz the number of ^-operators is not arbi-
trary. In eq. (5.16) we have /0 = / -f n and l^ = / — n. Therefore /,+i = /j — 1 in
eq. (5.17) implies

n = N/2. (5.18)

Because of eqs. (5.14 and 5.15), the transfer matrix of the eight-vertex model
can be expressed in terms of the transformed monodomy matrices independently
ofl

An + Dtl = T(l - 1,/;/ - 1,/) + T{1 + 1,Z;Z + 1,/) = r8""^-. (5.19)

Analogously to the six-vertex case (cf. eq. (4.7)) one can show

(Au + Du) V>j = XA Vi-i + >r> ^/+i (5-20)

Hence, the eigenstates of the eight-vertex model have the following form

... ,*n) (5.21)

T8-»*rt- V-e = A V'e (5.22)

and the eigenvalues are given by

A = e~ie XA + ei@ \D. (5.23)

The Bethe ansatz equations, which are equivalent to the vanishing of the "un-
wanted terms" read (analogously to eqs. (4.11 and 4.12))

JJ (5.24)

where

The function /i(i) = J7(x)0(z), given by the Jacobi theta-functions of modulus k,
approach sin(z) in the critical limit Jfe —> 0. We recover the Bethe ansatz equations
(4.12) for the six-vertex model. However, we lost the freedom having n ,í JV/2,
but, instead, obtained the new parameter 0. For generic values of 0 the sum in
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eq. (5.20) will vanish. So O has to be determined together with the solution of
the Bethe ansatz equations from the condition •&& £ 0.

For the special values of the parameter 7 = 2K/v, leading to the RSOS-
models (cf. eq. (5.7)), the problem simplifies. Everything is periodic with respect
to the heights / with period v. So the admissible values are (see ref. [4])

Q = mv/ut m = 0 , 1 , . . . , » / - 1 . (5.26)

The sum in eq. (2.20) can be restricted to one period 1 = 0,1,..., 1/ — 1 and the
condition (5.18) has to be replaced by n = N/2 mod v.

5.4 Critical RSOS-model.
Now let us turn to the SOS-model. All eigenvalues of the eight-vertex transfer

matrix are also eigenvalues of the SOS-transfer matrix, because both are related
by eq. (5.5) T%-vtrtY9 = YQTSOS.3 We specialize the model now in two steps:

( a ) 7 = 2tf/i/, i/ = 3 ,4 ,5 , . . .
As mentioned above, for these special values of the parameter 7 the SOS-

model splits into an "unrestricted" and a "restricted" one the RSOS-model where
also the values of O are restricted4

f SOS - o o < / < o o Q = mir/u m = 0 ,1 , . . . , » / -1

RSOS 0<l<u 0 = m i r / t / m = 1 , . . .,u - 1.1
In the following we will concentrate on the RSOS-model.

(b) the critica case d -> 0, it —> 0, K -* ir/2

In this limit momentum and scattering phase shift of the pseudo-particles
defined by eq. (5.25) approach the six-vertex expressions (4.11). Therefore the
Bethe ansatz equations of both models eqs. (4.12) and (5.24) coinside, with two
exceptions:
(i) for the RSOS case there is the extra constant phase shift 20 and
(ÍÍ) the nBethe-spin"

S = N/2 - n (5.28)

3The invers is also true, at least in the limit JV —» 00 in the "Fork space" of the
finite energy excitations.
4I have no simple proof for the fact that 0 = 0 is forbidden for the RSOS-model
(cf. section 7 and for example ref. [17]).
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can assume only the values E = 0 mod »/, whereas for the six-vertex model
it can assume all values E = 0 ,1 , . . . , N/2.
So we may write formally for the eigenstate of the models taking eqs. (4.12),

(5.24) aad (5.27) into account

v-l

{RSOS} = £ {6-vertex(0 = m7 , E = 0 mod v)}. (5.29)
m = l

Here we have introduced a modified six-vertex model depending on G and E.
This model is defined on a cylinder of height M and circumference N. We will
be interested in the limit M ^S> N —» oo. The boundary conditions are periodic
around and fixed at the bottom and the top of the cylinder. The numbers of up-
minus down-arrows at the bottom and the top are 2E. This means there is a
total "charge flow" along the cylinder of 2E (note that for the six-vertex model
we have "charge" conservation). We introduce a "seam" from the bottom to the
top of the cylinder and write

2E = number of left- minus right-arrows on the seam . (5.30)

Then for each six-vertex configuration on the cylinder 2E is a well defined topo-
logical number equal to the total "charge flow" around the cylinder. The modified
six-vertex model in eq. (5.29) is defined by the partition function

Z'-Vtrt(9) = Y, cxp(-£6-"<r*- + i 02Ê). (5.31)
eonf.

Note that this partition function has the sarre form as that for gauge theories
with 0-vacuum. The "charge flow lines" around the cylinder play the role of the
instantons.

We will later see that the decomposition of the RSOS-model by eq. (5.29) may
be interpreted as a decompc ;ition with respect to "sc iton sectors" of th ; RSOS-
model. 0 = 7 correspond to the vacuum sector and 0 = m 7, m = 2 , . . . , v ~ 1
to the (m — l)-soliton sectors. The fields <f>m{x) introduced in eq. (5.11) belong
to these sectors.

6. Conformai quantum field theories in two dimensions.

I interrupt the investigations of intcgrable systems in order to give a short
introduction to conformai quantum field theories in two dimensions. In contrast
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to higher dimensions, in two dimensions conformai invariance is a rather strong
restriction since the transformation group is infinite dimensional. It is related to
the Virasoro algebra [18]

[Xn,Lm] = (n — m)Ln+m + J2 c(n — n)in ,_m
(6.1)

c = "central charge"

for which a well developed theory exists [19]. Belavin, Polyakov and Zamolod-
chikov [16] classified the "minimal models" of conformai quantum field theories
in terms of the central charge

C = l-77T-^ (6-2)

where v is a rational number. This follows from the assumption that there exists
only a finite number of "primary fields", i.e. fields transforming under conformai
transformations

« —+*—(' ) ( M )

z = x - iy -» w(z)

like

The transformations (6.3) are generated by Vir ® Vir a product of two Virasoro
algebras. The conformai dimensions can assume values given by the Kac-formula
[19]

. ! ) ' (6.5)

0 < m < i ' , 0 < n < i/ — 1, mtn = integer.

Friedan, Qiu and Shenker [20] have shown that unitarity restricts the number v
to

u = integer > 3 or c > 1. (6.6)

It would be interesting to find integrable lattice models which yield in the
scaling limit co: formal quantum field theories corre.1 ondig to these unitary rep-
resentations of the Virasoro algebra. Therefore it is useful to calculate the central
charge and the conformai dimensions for integrable critical statistical models.
This can be done by analysing finite size effects.
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For a statistical system on a periodic N x M square lattice one introduces a
transfer matrix r. The partition function can he written as

fi (6.7)

! where the sum extends over all eigenvalues of the transfer matrix. Cardy [21] has
i shown that conformai invariance implies for the maximal eigenvalue

;i A m « « e x p ( - A r / + — £ c ) , for N - oo (6.8)
i ré o

where / is the free energy per site and c is the central charge of the Virasoro
algebra (cf. eq. (6.1)). Hence, the central charge can be calculated from the finite
size behaviour of the maximal eigenvalue corresponding to the ground state of a

1 transfer matrix.
| In addition the conformai dimensions of operators of the model can be deter-

mined if one looks for excited states with energy E = — RlogA and momentum
: P = —3 log A. As is argued in ref. [21] one has for N —> oo

' E E d

jy Si

i where di = A + Ã (SÍ = A—Ã) is the "scaling dimension" ("spin") of the operator
; A associated to the excitation y,, i.e. (0|.4[^j) ^ 0.
| A direct calculation of the central charge and the conformai dimensions for
: specific models is usually not simple. Therefore it seen worthwhile to determine
1 them for integrable models from the Bethe ansatz solution. This will be done in

the following for the six-vertex model and for some modified six-vertex models
i related to Potts- and RSOS-r odds.

7. Finite size corrections.

The methods explained here have been developped by many authors [22] (see
also [1] and [2]).

7.1 The models.
The f-state Potts models are a generalizations of the Ising model where the

spin at each «ite can accept q values instead of two. For q = 2,3,4 the models
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possess a critical point which we consider in the following. The partition function
on a cylinder [23] can be written in terms of a six-vertex model with a "seam"
from the bottom to the top of the cylinder. This scam carries extra Boltzmann
weights which produce an extra phase factor in the Bethe ansatz equations (4.11)
and the equations (4.8) for the eigenvalue. These modifications have the same
consequence as the G-angle for the RSOS-model. For the vacuum and the order
parameter sectors one has 0 = 7, ir/2, respectively. The number q (q = 2,3,4)
is related to the six-vertex coupling 7 = ic/i/ (1/ = 4,6,00) by

7- (7.1)

We consider the modified six-vertex model defined in sect. 5

Z*-vtrt(O) = Y, «p(-£^-rer l + i 021) (7.2)
eon/.

for the discrete set of parameter 7 = TT/I/, V = 3,4,5, The parameter 0
assumes for the various models the following values
(i) six-vertex model: 0 = 0

(ii) RSOS-model: 0 = m TT/I/, m = l ,2 , . . . , i / - 1.
(iii) ç-state Potts model: 0 = *fv, TT/2

7.2 Bethe ansatz equations.
The eigenvalue problem of the transfer matrix is equivalent to the Bethe

ansatz equations

(7 3)

As in section 4 we introduce the phase function, the density of roots and of holes

n

z{q) = Np(q) + y£*(q-qi) + 2& (7.4)

p(q) = 2* £ % - qi\ , <p{q) = a-^L - p(q). (7.5)

Then the logarithm of the Bethe ansatz equations yields

= z{qj), J ^ Z + j , j = l , . . . ,n . (7.6)
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From eq. (7.4) we derive

t-*'*P (7.7)

and
P = PQ — IX * <p yl .Of

where R = (1 — $')"* and po = N R* p' is the ground state density of roots.
These equations are still exact for all N. The function <p(q) contains in addition

j to the holes all finite size corrections
|

ip(q) = 2ir \ J 6(q — q^) + "finite size corrections". (7.9)
holes

Let us consider first real roots only.

7.2 Real roots.
The eigenvalues (5.23) of the transfer matrix are given by

log A,i(i?,7) = — Nf + I—<p(q)e(q) — iO (7-10)

where the free energy per lattice site defined by eq. (2.10) can be calculated from
eq. (4.26) and c(q) follows from eqs. (7.8), (4.13, 22 and 24)

e(q) = R*e(q) = i nn - I(tanh(|i/(9 + 2ti?))). (7.11)

We are interested in the ground state and low-energy excitations correspond-
ing to the primary fields. From eq. (4.28) we know that that these states possess
a finite number of holes "near to q = ±oo". Hence, we consider first for simplicity
the case where all roots are inside the interval [qi, qn) and the holes outside. For
large N the bounds 91 and qn will aproach 700, respectively.

In order to discuss finite-size behaviour we have to investigate the second
terms in eqs. (7.8) and (7.10) containing the function

- * ) • (7.12)

Let us first consider eq. (7.10). We have to analyse

C - f I'1"*'"+(£"+D£""2'<" (7i3)
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The first term on the r.h.s. containes a difference of an integral and a sum which
can be approximated for large N by an Euler-Maclaurin formula (cf. for example
ref. [1])

The second term on the r.h.s. of eq. (7.13) can be calculated using the asymptotic

expansion of e(q)

£(9)«iÍ7T-2ie-2 l ' («+ < 2* ) , for 9 - > o o (7.15)

we obtain

+(§«V) (7.16)

where the following notation has been used

f+(x) = ji°° £e**T+{q), T+(Ç) = z'(q + qn). (7.17)

A similar expression to eq. (7.16) where çn is replaced by q\ is obtained for the

third term in eq. (7.13).

In order to calculate T ± ( | I V ) we apply analogous techniques as above to eq.

(7.8) which determines z'(q) as

z ' = p + <p = Po- J * o (7-18)

where J = R —1 = (1 — $')"* * $ ' . We first concentrate on this function at q > qn

to determine T + . The decomposition of eq. (7.18) analogously to eq. (7.13) leads

after the shift q —* q + qn to an integral equation of Wiener-Hopf type for the

function T+(Ç)

= f(q) ~ [ %J(<! ~ I) r+(O (7.19)

where for large N the function f(q) is obtained in the same way as eqs. (7.14)

/(«) * Po(q + 9.) + iJ(9) ~ \ 17—Ml) (7-20)
D z Kin)

This equa'ion can be solved (see e.g. ref. [l]).

In addition to the integral equation (7.19), there are further restrictions on

T+(g). The value of z'(qn) appearing in the inhomogeneous term f(q) can be

calculated from T + ( Z ) by

x\qn) = r+(0+) = -2*i lim *f+(x). (7.21)
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From the Bcthc ansats, equations (7.6) we have the condition

where for the upper bound of the numbers / , we find from eqs. (7.4) and (4.11)

(7.23)

Introducing the number of holes h+ = N - \ — /„ above qn and the Bethe spin
E = JV/2 - n we obtain

f+ (0) = | + fc+ - E/i/ + 0/ir. (7.24)

Analogous formula hold for the function T_(Ç) = z'(çi — q).
Note that there might be some restriction on the number h± if E and O are

large and v is small. This restriction comes from the condition that the "last"
roots should not be shifted to ±oo. They will not relevant in here since we are
interested in low energy excitation.

After a long calculation [l] we obtain a formula for the eigenvalue of the
transfer matrix including \/N corrections

= -Nf + !•*(*+-*-)

If there are also holes inside the bunch of real roots, above çi and below qn, then
the only change in eq. (7.25) is, that one has to replace J —* | — K±, respectively,
where K± are some integers > 0.

7.3 Complex roots.
For solutions of the Bethe ansatz equations including complex roots the cal-

culation is a little more complicated. But the result is quite similar to eq. (7.25).
If there are n± Jb-strings "near to q±",s then one has to replace the numbers of
holes h± by

h± = h±- 2 $ > < * > ( * - ! ) . (7.26)

5The ^-strings which do not approach ^oo like the last real roots çJin as N —* oo
will not affect the 1/JV corrections.
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7.4 Applications to six-vertex, RSOS- and Potts-models.
In sect. 7.2 the eigenvalue of the transfer matrix has been calculated, includ-

ing finite-size corrections for a large A*. Using the result (7.25) for the ground
state where no holes and complex roots are present we find

•<* W « - * / + 1= (l - jj-S^j ( f ) ) »•>,*. ,7.27)

We expect conformai invariance in the scaling limit for the isotropic models.
Therefore we take in) = r/2 where vertex weights fulfil a = b. Comparing eq.
(7.27) and Cardy's formula (6.8) we conclude that the central charges of the Vi-
rasoro algebra of the six-vertex, the RSOS- and the q-state Potts models are

c $"" r l" =c $"" r l" = 1 (7.28a)

CRSOS = j _ 6
 ( 7 28b)

u(u- 1)

We have obtained these results in ref. [l]. For a) and c) they have been expected
from renormalization group arguments (see e.g. [24]) »n<* Í T b) from Huse's
observation (5.13).

Excitations possess "holes" and complex roots. We obtain for these states by
means of the general formula (7.24) taking Cardy's formulas (6.9) into account*

l o g \ A ~ log Ax>m« % - ^ { ( A + Ã)sini/tf + i(A - Ã)cosH>}. (7.29)

The primary fields correspond to low-energy excitations with a small number of
holes h± "near to the last roots" gi,n which approach ±oo 'or N -+ oo. In addition
there may be a number n ± of ik-strings "near to fi,n

n- For these configurations of
roots we obtain from eq. (7.25) for the six-vertex model the conformai dimensions

h± is given by eq. (7.26), E = |fc - £ k nk{k - 1) is the "spin"7 of the Bethe
state and h (nk) is the total number of holes (Jt-strings). These results agree with
Kadanoff's works on the Gaussian model (see e.g. ref. [25]).

'Note that the imaginary term correspond to the momentum since
r(i> = 0) = exp(-iP).
7E must not be confused with the "spin" $ of the field operator (cf. eq. (6.9)).
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The conformai dimensions for the RSOS-model in the "(m — l)-soliton sector"
are

'"*' ~T' + 1?}t~1+K+t A = {uk- ~?~ 7 f " l + K- (7.31)

One can show [1] that one gets minimal values for A and A (i.e. the integers K+

and K- on the r.h.s. of eqs. (7.31) vanish) if some conditions are fulfilled: There
are no holes inside [çi,çn)í n+ = 0 for all ib, n_ = 1 for only one k and the
number of holes have to fulfil h+ = /i_ = ib — 1.

The extra phase O = 1717 in the Bethe ansatz equations imply that for the
minimal A and Ã only the ^-strings with

Jfc = 2 , 3 , . . . , i > - m - l (7.32)

contribute. This has been shown in ref. [1]. Hence, for the RSOS-model in
the (m — l)-soliton sector the k-strings for k > u — m — 1 do not contribute to
the primary fields. A similar argument holds for the "antipseudoparticle". We
consider fixed boundary conditions at the top and the bottom of the cylinder with
Bethe spin E = 0 mod v (cf. eq. (5.29)). Comparing eqs. (7.31) for £ = 0 with
the Kac-formula (6.5) we find for the RSOS-model the conformai dimensions of
the primary fields

& = 1,2,...,1/ — m — 1, m = 1,2,.. .,»> — 2.
This results "proves" the suggestion of Huse [15] that the RSOS-models corre-
spond to the "minimal models" [16] of conformai quantum field theory.

For the q-state Potts model the conformai dimensions are given by eq. (7.33)
where m = 1 for the vacuum sector (corresponding to the "energy operators")
and v/2 for the order parameter sector (see [1] and [26]),

The Bethe ansatz states which belong to the conformai dimensions given by
eq. (7.33) are characterized by the following set of roots (see fig. 7): outside the
bunch of real roots between q\ and qn there are k — 1 holes on both sides and in
addition one k-string on the left hand side.

8. Scaling limit.

Before performing the limit, lattice constant to zero, we transform the critical
RSOS-model into an appropriated form. We start with the model in the form of
the modified six-vextex models given by eq. (5.29). The transformation is done
in several steps:
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'21

- * X X—X-X X—X X-

X
X X—X—X—X M O

X

X

O - x O - * — x x x — x -

X

(a)

—x x — x — x x x — x x-

X

X

(b)

Fig. 7. Typical sets of roots x and i.oles o of Bethe ansatz equa-
tions in the complex q-plane for the RSOS-moiel with 7 = ir/6
on an N=J6 chain. Some root configurations correspondig to pri-
mary fields tf>mn with dimensions A = Ã = hmn are depicted: (a)
m = 1, i.e. 0 = 7, (b) m = 2, i.e. Q = 27.

(i) Vertex model —> Heisenberg model.
We expand the logarithm of the modified six-vertex transfer matrix

) 7 = */" (8-1)

in powers of the spectral parameter â

-logTfl—rt-(0,i?,7) = co + cit? + c2t?
a + . . . . (8.2)

It follows for c\ the Heisenberg Hamiltonian (see e.g. ref. [23]) in terms of the
Pauli matrices ak

N
(8.3)
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where the extra phase factor in eq. (8.1) produces the boundary conditions

<r± = | ( a 1 ± i a 2 ) . (8.4)

(ii) Heisenberg model —» lattice fermion model. [27]
We apply the Jordan-Wigncr transformation

ni), nj = d}aj. (8.5)

The operators a,- fulfil fermion commutation rules

{«,,0+} = ^ . (8.6)

Up to a term proportional to the particle number and a constant the Hamiltonian
writes in terms of lattice fermions

H = -4J , ^ [ i ( o t a i + 1 - at+1a.) - cos7 n in i + 1 ] . (8.7)

The boundary conditions follow from eq. (8.4)

aN+i = e ' ^ + ^ a , (8.8)

where the spin orerator £ is defined by eq. (5.28) (note that S = 0 mod v).

(iii) Continuum limit: Lattice fermion model —> Thirring model.
Introducing the Dirac spinor

+ 5 + 1 ) ci' <even

one finds after wave function renormalization in the limit, lattice constant a —> 0,
the Thirring model defined on a cylinder of height V — Ma and circumference
L = Na. The Lagrangian is

C = fad* - \g{h^? (8-10)

with the 7-matrices

o /o i\ , / o i\7 = ( i oj ' V = (-i oj ' i>
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The boundary conditions follow from cq. (8.8)

KL) = e - i 2 e ^^(0) . (8.12)

The Thirring couph'ng g is related to the six-vertex or RSOS-coupling by [27]

, - - f o, =
v 2 * + 20 v 8ir

where the sine-Gordon couph'ng has been introduced by Coleman's relation
4TT//32 = 1 + g/ir. Note that the RSOS-models are distinguished among the
SOS-models by exactly those couplings which correspond also to distinguished
sine-Gordon couplings. It has been observed [28] that, at these couplings, in
the Coulomb gas picture there are thresholds of multipole condensation. In the
Bethe ansatz approach of the sine-Gordon model the ground state shows phase
transitions at these coulings [29].

(iv) Bosonization.
Following for example the work of Swieca [30] we write the Dirac fermion

operator as a product of an order times a disorder parameter

Then the model can be formulated in terms of a free boson Lagrangian with
special boundary condition on the cylinder

The discontinuity at "infinity" depends on O. This motivates us to call the sectors
with different 0 , soliton sectors of the RSOS-model.

There exits a very simple calculation of the central charge c of the model in
this formulation. By means of the substitution <f> —* $ + ^ f the field <f> become
continuous and we obtain for the partition function

Ze =
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where Zo is the free boson partition function with periodic boundary conditions
and c = 1. From Cardy's formula (6.8), eq. (8.13) and 9 = w/i/ we find

6 8O2 6
1 1 <

which agrees with our Bethe ansatz result eq. (7.27b).
Note that eqs. (8.15) only describes one soliton sector of the RSOS-model.

The complete model has the soliton sectors corresponding to 6 = mir/*>, m =
l , . . . , p - l ( c f . eq. (5.29)).

0. Coulomb gas picture.

This section remains on a more formal level compared to the previous ones.
Some suggestions are natural but are not proved rigorously.

Dotsenko and Fatteev [31] used techniques of the two dimensional Coulomb
gas in order to derive correlation functions for the "minimal models" of conformai
quantum field theory. Starting from an approach of Feigin and Fuchs on repre-
sentation theory of the Virasoro algebra, the authors of [31] used the Coulomb
gas as a calculation framework together with a number of consistency conditions
to derive their results. They had to introduce, ad hoc, a "charge at infinity" and
"screening charges". This has the consequence that the field theoretic aspects of
the models are not very obvious.

Here we start with the results of sect. 8 and "derive" the Coulomb gas of
refs. [31] and [32] in a more field theoretic language. We introduce the "seam"
of eqs. (5.30) and (5.31) which runs along a curve C from the bottom to the top
of the cylinder in a Gaussian path integral. Then the partition function of the
model given by eq. (8.15) writes as follows

/

f f 2 4® f 1

V<f>exp — IdzilduÇ) +i— I <£cMeMpd|,̂  . (9.1)
I J P Jc J

We introduce the order or "electric charge" operator of charge a

In order to simplify the notation we have changed the normalization of the free
bose field 4> —* #/y/$ir. In terms of the complex "light cone" coordinates

z = x + iy
(9-3)

i = x — ty
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the field equation of ^ reads
(9.4)

which implies that <fr(x) is a sum of two functions depending only on z or on r,
respectivdy,

Hence, the dectric charge operator decomposes into a product of two "light cone"
vertex operators

Va(x) = e~«*> = Va(z)Va(2) (9.6)

The disorder or "magnetic charge" operator of charge a is defined by

V*(x) = e ^ ' > = K,(z)V_o(i) (9.7)

where # x ) = # z )
Obviously, the partition function eq. (9.1), induding the "seam term", is

proportional to the two point function of magnetic charges sitting at the ends of
the seam at the bottom "—oo" and the top "oo" of the cylinder

= Zo (VL.0(-oo)V0o(oo))., a> = \ l (9.8)

where ZQ and (...}« correspond to the periodic case. The expectation value of a
product of vertex operators with respect to the periodic gaussian modd is [30]

Next let us consider the primary fields 4>mm{x) with < informal dimensions
A = Ã = hmm (cf. eq. (5.13)). They correspond to Huse's operators of the
RSOS-model given by eqs. (5.11). Using the procedure of sect. 8 one finds that
the order parmeter S(z) defined by eq. (5.9) gives in the continuum limit

f = ^ i a0 ̂ x). (9.10)

Hence, we obtain from eq. (5.11)

4mm{*) = «in<koí(x) sinmao^(x). (9.11)

If we use eq. (9.9) and calculate the two point function

(4>mm(*)<t>mm{0)) = {x7)'4 (9.12)
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neglecting the presence of the "seam" and charge neutrality we find for the four
possible terms

'aJ-2(lTm)'aJ

corresponding to total charges 0 and ±2a«, respectively. The upper case obviously
belongs to the SOS-model with c = 1, whereas the lower case belongs to the RSOS-
model with c < 1. In order to preserve charge neutrality Dotsenko and Fateev
[31] introduced a charge — 2a0 at infinity.

Apparently, eq. (9.13) shows that our Coulomb gas picture of the continuum
limit of the RSOS-model is still not complete. We are interested in the model in
regime III of fig. 6. However, we are sitting at -a = 0 and d = 0 where all regimes
meet. This is because la eq. (8.1) we have expanded the trasfer matrix for d = 0
around i? = 0 to obtain the Heisenberg Hamiltonian. In order to generate a
perturbation in direction of regime III we have to replace the Lagrangian (8.15)

g+ + g
i ( 9 . 1 4 )

with a = yj7rx <* - y —

where g± are infinitesimal co iplings. The first additional term is contained in c2

of eq. (8.2) and causes a shift in direction of regimes III and IV. The second term
causes a shift away from criticality in direction of regime III. The limits g± —* 0
hare to be taken in a suitable way to obtain the conformai invariant "minimal
models". The additional contributions q+ — s ino + ^ and ç_ = cosa_^ in the
Lagrangian (9.14) are the screening charges of ref. [31].

Since a+ + a~ = 2o0 the charges q± will screen the charges ± o 0 at the
ends of the seam, such that the total charge at infinity is =F2ao. In addition, in
a vacuum expectation value of products of vertex operators they will contribute
such that the total charge is ±2ÜQ. The final result is the following: The n-point
function of magnetic operators (9.7) of charges en,... , o n is

<Va t(z1). . .Va .(zn))

* ? .9_(yk)>o (9.15)

where the sum is finite and extends over oj + • • • + an ± a+ ± • • • ± a_ = ±2e*o and
(...)o is given by eq. (9.9). As noted in ref. [31] for noncritical theories infinitely
many terms like (9.15) sum up to produce a mass as for the sine-Gordon model.



At the end of this section some remarks on the other primary fields appearing
in the Kac table (6.5). We start from the fields introduced above by eq. (5.11)
and (9.11) corresponding to the diagonal n = m. In sect. 7 (cf. eq. (7.33) and
fig. 7) we found that they belong to the Bethe ansats states of lowest energy, the
ground states, in the (m — l)-soliton sectors of the RSOS-modd. In each sector
the operator creating the lowest excitation from the ground state is

*+(x)v-(y) -> e4»-** (9.16)

where the rJi.s. is the continuum limit of the 1-h.s.. This suggests to replace for
* > m in eq. (9.11) mat by mat + £ ^ a a + = | (ma_ + n a + ) . Then we obtain
for the primary fields of the minimal models

lm» = s inat i *>B i ( m a - + 7lQ+)^- ( 9 1 7 )

This formula agrees with the proposal in ref. [31] and reflects the symmetry
of the Kac formula (6.5) with respect to (tn,n) -* (u - m,v — 1 - n), since
va_ + {u — l )a+) = 0.

More complete derivations of the results of this section r-r" * - - ublished
elsewhere [33]. Another attempt to understand the Coulomb gas picture of the
RSOS-models of Dotsenko and Fateev can be found in ref. [34]. In the present
paper we concentrate on the A A-series of conformai field theories, in the language
of ref. [35]. The other modular invariant models, where also fields with A •£ Á
appear, have to be constructed from the RSOS-models of ref. [36].

10. Conformai quantum field theories - braids - quantum groups.

This section contains a short review of some works of ref. [12], where braid
properties of CQFT are investgated. We restrict here to the minimal models with
central charge

c = l - , 6
 i W f = 3,4,5,... (10.1)

and their relation to braids and quantum groups.
The state space decomposes into irreducible representation spaces W* of

Vir % VTr with highest weight vectors

(10.2)
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generated by primary fields from the vacuum. The conformai dimensions are given
by ike Kac formula (6.5)

= fcmw, Ã« = fcjh*; m,m = 1, . . . , ! / —1, n,»i = 1,... ,i' —2. (10.3)

The vacuum and the 1-operator belong to An. The "conformai algebra" or the
"fusion rule" is expressed by the expansion

) + • • • (10.4)

where the dots mean nonleading contribution from secondary fields. Introducing
the projectors V* on the spaces W. we can write the fusion rules in terras of "three
point functions" or projected fields

VJJltO if Cc.^0. (10.5)

The rules which give the nonvanishing c's can be found in ref. [16]. In the following
we make two simplifications:
(i) The conformai fields are sums of products of light cone fields (cf. eq. (1.10)).

We restrict here to "right movers",
(ii) We consider the elementary field y(u) = <hi{u) with dimension A = /iji and

the spaces 7im , m = 1 , . . . , i/ — 1 belonging to hm\ •
The fusion rules for this simple case read

m'ipm
 := Vm'VVm # 0 iff |m - m'l = 1, 0 < m,m' < v. (10.6)

This looks like a SU(2) sum rule with spin = m/2, "truncated" at TO = 0 and v.
The object of interest is the n-point Wightman function (<p(ui)...<p(un)),

specially, its behaviour at t»,+i as ti<. This is determined by the monodromy
properties of the "conformai blocks" V*0) *v'(v) which are obtained by inser-
tion of projectors into the n-point function. The monodromy is expressed by the
commutation relations of the projected fields.

V'M V(«i) RitpAhk). (io.7)

This relation may be depicted by the graph of fig. 8. The lines denote the fields
and the plaquettes between the lines the spaces Wm, TO = 1, . . . ,v — 1. The l.h.s.
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R,2 Ck, i;j .k) = i

1 2
Fig. 8. The brmid matriz

(rJi.s.) of eq. (10.7) correspond to the bottom (top) of the graph. The fusion
rules (10.6) imply, that for neighbour plaquettes \m — rr!\ = 1 holds.

The matrices R depend only on the sign e(«i — «2) and

(10.8)

Commuting three field in two different ways one finds the Yang-Baxter equa-
tion with dicrete spectral parameters (cf. fig. 9)

R12R1SR2» = (10.9)

m \y n

2 2
Fig. 9. The braid Yang-Baxter equation.

Eqs. (10.8) and (10.9) are characteristic for braid generators. Indeed, eq.
(10.7) defines a representation of the braid group. Comparing the properties of
the braiding matrix R defined by eq. (10.7) with those of the RSOS-matrix R*sos

of sect. 5, one suspects

R <x RRSOS(k = 0,7 = */v,# = ioo). (10.10)
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Fig. 10. Tile fust** matrix.

The choice of the parameters is motivated as follows: In order to have the discrete
spectral parameters of eq. (1C.9), one has to take 4 — too. This Emit is possible
only for the trigonometric case 4 = 0. The truncation properties at m = 0 and v
correspond to 7 = ..[v.

The relation (10.10) was confirmed by Rehren (12), who solved eqs. (10.6-9)
together with some consequences of conformai invariance. It must be stressed
that the A-matrix here in the continuum field theory as a braid matrix play a
completely different role compared to that in the lattice model of setc. 5, although,
they have the same couplings 7 and k.

At the end let us note two points where the quantum group might play an
important role in conformai quantum field theories. In sections 1 and 3 we have
remarked that quantum groups typically are related to Yang-B*xter algebras at
spectral parameter tf = too. We find this situation here, for the braid matrices
given by eq. (10.10). Usually, in physics symmetries are described by groups.
One could ask, what kind of symmetries correspond to quantum groups.

Equation (10.7) defines maps in the space of projected fields. These maps
should lead to symmetry properties of Virasoro algebra representations. Indeed,
Rehren [12] showed that by solving eqs. (10.6-9) one finds relations of the confor-
mai dimensions which agree with the Kac formula, derived from representation
theory of the Virasoro algebra.

Another type of maps of projected field follows from the fusion rules (10.4).
The fields y>m := 4>m can be obtained iteratively from the elementary one <p = <f2

For the projected fields the general "fusion matrix" N is defined by

vi • vk - v.
which i» graphically represented in fig. 10.



Consistency of the braiding matrix II and the fusion matrix N is expressed
by the "pentagon eouation"(cf. fig. 11)

RN = NUM. (10.13)

Fig. 11. Tie pentmgmu tfmmtii*.

There is a complete analogy of the braid matrices Jl of this section and the
lactorixed S-matrices mentioned in the introduction. The fusion procedure for
the braid matrices correspond to the S-matrix bound state problem devdopped
in refs. [37). Using these ok! results one finds for example relations of the fusion
matrix N with the braiding matrix R.

There exists an extensive literature [9-12] and [38] on subjects concerning the
content of this section. There are contacts with pure mathematical fields as knot
theory. Ton Neumann algebras, e.t.c.
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Supersymmetric field theories have the distinctive feature of being invariant

under transformations that mix bosonic and fermionic variables. Reduction to

0+1 dimensions yields mechanical models with an analogous invariance. In this

case, the Grassmannian variables are interpreted as describing (classically) the

spin degrees of freedom of the particles involved. After canonical quantization, the

corresponding quantities obey the standard anticommutation relations of fermionic

creation and annihilation operators M.

It is known that paraquantization offers alternatives to the usual quantization

scheme. In this framework, one can expect that it is possible to construct parasu-

persymmetric theories, that is, theories which are invariant under transformations

between bosonic and parafermionic variables. As a matter of fact, Rubakov and

Spiridonov have recently M shown how the parasupersymmetric generalization of

supersymmetric Quantum Mechanics proceeds. In this case, the fermionic creation

and annihilation operators obey paracommutation relations.

The applications of supersymmetric Quantum Mechanics are many. One

might hope that its parasupersymmetric generalization will be as useful. The

elaboration of parasupersymmeric Quantum Mechanics moreover has led to new

mathematical constructs; indeed, the symmetry generators realize algebras involv-

ing products of degree higher than 2. In view of the increasing role that algebraic

methods are playing in Physics, these structures clearly deserve investigation.
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This set of lectures is aimed at giving an introduction to parasupersymmetric

Quantum Mechanics and parasuperalgebras. Their contents are given below.

Lecture 1: Parasupersymmetric quantum mechanics

1.1 Paraquantization

1.2 Supersymmetric quantum mechanics

1.3 Parasupersymmetric quantum mechanics

Lecture 2: Conformai parasupersymmetries in quantum mechanics

2.1 Conformai symmetry

2.2 Conformai supersymmetry

2.3 Conformai parasupersymmetry

2.4 Representations of the parasuperconformal algebra

In Lecture 1, we mainly summarize the work of Rubakov and Spiridonov. In

Lecture 2, we introduce the second order parasuperconformal algebra which gener-

alizes the OSp{2,1) superalgebra. An explicit realization will be given in terms of

the symmetry generators of a quantum mechanical example. The relevant unitary

representations will be constructed, allowing for an algebraic determination of the

energy spectrum and wave functions.
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LECTURE 1: PARASÜPERSYMMETRIC QUANTUM MECHANICS

1.1-Paraquantization

Following Ohnuki and Kamefuchi M, we shall illustrate the philosophy of
paraquantization with two simple examples. Let us consider first a Bose oscillator
whose classical Lagrangian is given by

L = \tf-<1*)- (1-1)

The Euler-Lagrange (i.e. classical) equation of motion is

9 + 9 = 0. (1.2)

Introducing the conjugate momentum p = q, the associated Hamiltonian is the
usual

H = ±(p2+q2), P = 9- 0-3)

When the system is quantized, the Heisenberg (i.e. quantum) equations of motion

i%t=[q,H) and i * =\p,H) (1.4)

are required to be compatible with p = q and with the Euler-Lagrange equation
(1.2). Hence, one demands

[q,H] = ip, (L5a)

[p,ff] = -«9. (156)

The paraquantization point of view consists in asking what kind of commutation
relations between q and p should we have for equations (1.5) to be verified. We
know, of course, that the canonical commutation relation [q,p\ = i does the job,
but as shown by Wigner W, it is not the only possibility.

Let us now introduce the standard creation and annihilation operators

^ + Í^ t ^ Í^

In terms of these operators, the Hamiltonian (1.3) becomes

tf = i (a'o + aa») (1.7)
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and Eqs. (1.5) take the following form:

[C:ffj = a, [a\H\ = -a*. (1.S)

One possible way of satisfying (1.8) is by imposing

[0,0*1 = 1 (1-9)

which, of course, is equivalent to [q,p] = i. But, as already mentioned, there are

other solutions. Rewrite the first of the relations (1.8) as

[o,[at,a]+] = 2a. (1.10)

Equation (1.10) will be regarded as the fundamental commutation relation to be

satisfied in the parabose quantization procedure. Let us show with an example

that it admits solutions other than (1.9). Suppose that we write a and a* in the

form

a = a^ + a^\ a» = a*»1 +a<2>\ (1.11)

and that we require the "components" to satisfy

[a i o \a ( o ) t ] = l. aj = 1,2 (1.12a)

( « ( o ) , « w t ] + = 0, [a<°\a<»]+=0, a*$. (1.126)

It is easy to see that

ia\aU = [a<»\al% + [aV\c'»U. ' (1.13)

Since

we have using (1.13)

l«.[«f.«W = f ^ M * " ' V ' M + («(2\[n(2)t,a<2>l+l
= 2(a<1> + a<2>) = 2a,

and indeed, a solution to (1.10) which is clearly incquivalent to (1.9).

We shall now turn to Fermi-like oscillators. In this case we take for the

Hamiltonian

/i = i(«»a-aat) = i[nt,f l]., (1.16)
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while keeping the same equations of motion, that is (1.8). Substituting for H the

expression (116). the equations of motion now amount to

[a,[a\a]_] = 2a, \a\[a\a]_] = -2a». (1.17)

The above are the fundamental fermionic paracommutation relations. The stan-
dard anticommutation* relations

{a,a*} = l, a* = a t2 = 0, (1.18)

associated to the canonical quantization of fermionic variables are the simplest

conditions that we can impose on the creation and annihilation operators so that

eqs. (1-17) be verified. There are however, other possibilities in this case also.

This may be seen as follows. Define

h = \[a\a] = H, (1.19a)

7+ = a f, y_ = a. (1.196)

As the notation suggests, these operators obey the SU(2) commutation relations:

[J3, J±) = ±J±. (1.20)

They therefore admit representations in spaces of dimension p = 1,2,3,... . Ac-

cordingly, the spectrum of Jj = H is —p/2, -p /2+l , . . . ,p /? - l ,p /2 . The parameter

p is called the order of paraquantization.

When p — 1 we have in terms of the Pauli matrices: J3 = 5^3, a* = o+ and

a = o~. In this case, a and a* clearly satisfy the commutation relations (118) of

ordinary Fermi oscillators. When p = 2 we have

/I 0 0\
= 00 0 ,

\0 0 -1/
(1.21a)

(0 0 0 \ / 0 1 0\

l O O ] , af s v51 0 0 1 I . (1.216)
0 1 0 / \0 0 0/* We shall use indifferently the notation [, ] + or { , } for the antkommutator

and [, ] or [, ]_ for the commuator.
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We see that a and a* do not satisfy anymore the anticommutation relations (1.18);

one can quickly check that they instead verify

aa*a = 2a, a3 = 0, (1.22a)

a V + a V = 2a. (1.226)

As in the Bose case, one can also obtain a realization of (1.17) through a

decomposition of the form (1.11). Here, one must impose the following relations

on the components:

= 0, (1.23a)

[al"\a^]. = 0 , [a<a),a<«]_ = 0, a f &. (1.236)

The a and a* so defined, are actually of second order since they obey the rela-

tions (1.22) which in turn imply the equations (1-17). This representation how-

ever, contrary to the 3-dimensional one given in (1.21), is reducible. This can

be shown as follows. Let |0) be the "vacuum state" defined by the conditions

a*°*|0) = 0, a = 1,2. We may take for basis of the representation space the set

{ |0), a ^ V ) , a(2)t|0), a0 ) ta ( 2 ) t |0) }• It then can straightforwardly be checked

that a*1* |0) — at7) \0) spans an invariant 1-dimensional space since it belongs to

the kernel of both a and a*.

Let us conclude this section by saying that all that has been discussed so far

can be generalized to situations (like field theory) where there are many oscillators

l3l. The general paracommutation relations read

(1.24a)

[ak,[a],al\d = 26k,al * 2Skma\, (1.246)

[a*,[a;,am]7] = 0. (1.24c)

The upper and lower signs respectively correspond to the parafermi and parabose

cases.

A realization of the above relations is provided by the so-called Green rep-

resentation which is in general reducible. Examples of this representation have

already been given. For paravariables of order p, it is constructed by taking

_ iO)t , (1-25)
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with the components a^° satisfying

[ak »a/ J± = vkl, [ak ial ]± = ^) (1.2UOJ

: = [a[a\aW =0 (a ̂  0). (1.266)

1.2-Supersymmetric quantum mechanics M

We shall review in this Section the main features of ordinary supersymmetric

Quantum Mechanics before we discuss its parasupersymmetric generalization.

A quantum mechanical system is said to be supersymmetric if there exist

supercharges Q and Q* which together with the Hamiltonian H realize the super-

algebra

[(?,Q']+=2ff, (1.27a)

Q2 = Q*2 = 0, (1.276)

[H,Q]_=[H,Q']_=0. (1.27c)

In one dimension, such supercharges can be constructed with the help of the

fermionic creation and annihilation operators / and /* that satisfy

[/,/']+ = 1, / 2 = / f 2 = 0- (1-28)

These operators are irreducibly represented by the following 2x2 matrices

Let p=—idx and Q, Q* be of the form

Q* = {p-W)f\ (1-30)

with W{x) an arbitrar)' function. Substitution into (1.27a) gives the following

Hamiltonian
\ + W2 + W'[f\f}_). (1-31)

As usual W stands for d\V(x)/dx. Note that [ /», /] . = (J _0,) =<r3. The Hamilto-

nian H governs the one-dimensional motion of a "spin-|" particle in the potential

i l l ' 2 and the "magnetic field" \\V along the third axis.
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Let us record that the structure relations (1.27) are replaced by

{Q>,Q,)=26ijH, [#,<?.] = 0, i,i = 1,2, (1.32)

if one uses the hermitian basis

Q. = -j-(Q + Qf), Q* = -j=(Q - <?')• (133)

1.3-Parasupersymmetric quantum mechanics W

The second-order parasupersymmetric generalization of supersymmetric Qua-
ntum Mechanics is achieved through the replacement of the fermionic operators /
and /* by the parafermionic operators a and a* defined in Section 1.1. Recall that
these creation and annihilation operators satisfy the trilinear relations (1.22) of
which a 3-dimei.sional representation has been given in (1.216). In analogy with
the supersymmetric Quantum Mechanics construction, we look for parafermionic
charges Q, Q* such that

Q3 = Qf3 = 0. (1.34a)

The simplest generalisation of (1.30) which satisfies the condition (1.34a) is

( 0 0 0 \ / 0 p - i W , 0 \

P + iW, 0 0 1, Q f = 0 0 p-iW2), (1.35)
0 p + i\V2 0 / \ 0 0 0 /

with Hri(x) and Hr2(x) for now arbitrary functions of x. We shall refer to the
parafermionic charges Q and Q* as the parasupertranslation generators. At this
point, we want to determine the associated Hamiltonian H and the algebra which is
realized when it is adjoined to Q and Q*. One can check that bilinear combinations
of Q and Q* do not yield expressions of the form p7+U(x) with lr(x) a 3x3 matrix
depending only on x. We therefore look for trilinear combinations of Q and QK
For the Hamiltonian H given by o o \

O -WÍ-3W}/
AH = 2p2 + TK2 + \\'l + O Ŵ  - IV; O ) (1.36)

V O
and provided W\(x) and N^x) satisfy

KHj + H',)" = 0, (1.37)
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we find the following algebra:

Q*Q* + QQ*Q + Q<Q* = 4QH, (1.346)

These relations, when realized, define what we shall call a parasupersymmetric

system. Using a and a*, Q, Q* and H can be written as follows:

Q = ^ ((P + iWi )a V + (p + ilViya*), (1.38o)

<?f = ^ ((P - «IVi^1 . + (p - tU^aa»2) , (1.3SÍ)

(1.38c)

In terms of the hermitian charges Qx = (Çf + Q)/2 and Q2 = ( Q ' - C J ^ i , the

relations (l.ZAabcd) can be cast in the form

[H,Qi] = 0, ( i , j = l , 2 ) (1.39a)

(Low)
+ <?*({<?<<<?>}-2^0 =0-

Note how the relations that define the ordinary' supersymmetry algebra are fac-

tored in (1.396).

Let us now look at a simple example: the parasupersymmetric harmonic

oscillator. Take IV,(x), U2(x) to be

H-'i = W2 = x. (1.40)

When we substitute for these functions in (1.38), we find that the parasupercharges

can be written as

Q = 6fa, Q* = ba*, (1.41a)

with

6=-~(p- ix ) , b< = -L(p + i x). (
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The Hamiltonian is given by

" = 5 ^ + *2)+ ![«•.«!
l l ( 1 4 2 )

It is thus simply the sum of the Hamfltonians associated on the one hand to an

ordinary Bose oscillator and on the other hand to a second order para-Fermi oscil-

lator. Using the fact that [I, i f] = 1 and the definition of J3, we may equivalently

write

# = •*•+/, + ! . (1.43)

The eigenvalues of this operator clearly are

£ , , = 11 + * + ! , * = 0 , ± l , n = 0,1,2. . . . (1.44)

Note that the ground state has negative energy and that lewis above the second

one are three-fold degenerate.

We can use this example to illustrate the nature of parasupersymmetry trans-

formations. Since these transformations mix bosonic and parafermionic variables,

their parameters must be some second order generalization of the usual Grassmann

numbers of supersymmetry. Once therefore introduces a para-Grassmann algebra

generated by elements 9t which satisfy

These numbers are further require to obey the following commutation relations

with a and a*:

[o,[at,i,]] = 2 ^ -(1A6*)

(•.MÉ]]-PÍ.MJ1]-0. (1.466)

To the parasuperchargcs (?* and Q, we therefore associate two such numbers, say

9 and I. The corresponding infinitesimal transformation of a dynamical variable

4 is then given by

*> = ([*,<?]+ [*,<?'],<>]• (1-47)

For the oscillator, we get

206,
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(1.450)

= M-
We may then directly chi.-k the invariance of H under these transformations.

Indeed
6H = 6tfb + bUb + hsa\a] + \[a\6a]

2 í

\[29b\a) + \{a\28b\

= 0.
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LECTURE 2: CONFORMAL PARASUPERSYMMETRIES

IN QUANTUM MECHANICS

Conformai symmetries are playing an important role in many of the recent

developments in theoretical physics. In problems where they are present, they

typically enable one to solve the dynamics. We shall here discuss a case in para-

supersymmetric Quantum Mechanics where this is true.

In what follows, we shall identify the parasuperalgebra that generalizes the

OSp(2,1) superalgebra. To this end, we shall successively examine the supersym-

metric and parasupersymmetric extensions of a simple conformai invariant system.

2.1-Conformal symmetry l5l

Consider the following operators:

H = \p\ D = -\{xp + px), K=\x\ (2.1)

It is immediate to check that they satisfy the 0(2.1) commutation relations:

[H,K] = 2iD, [D,K] = iK, [D,H)=-iH. (2.2)

The same algebra is realized if the Hamiltonian H is replaced by

with A an arbitrary real parameter. The above operators give rise to an algebra of

conserved charges:

-iHtAeiHtA(t) = e-iHtAeiHt, A € {H, D, A'}, (2.4a)

For ip(t) a solution of the Schrodinger equation idi'/dt = #v>, it follows that

A(t)tl>(t) is also a solution. The Hubert space of state vectors 0(<)'s therefore

support a representation of 0(2,1). Note that it suffices to know the action of the

charges A at f = 0 to determine how they transform states at any given time.
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Please observe that we have the same 0(2,1) symmetry algebra if we take the

Hamiltonian to be

l ( 2 ^ 2) (2.5)

instead of H. In this case however, the conserved charges are given by

A(t) = e-iH'tAiM}e
iH't. (2.6)

Again, it suffices to know the action of these operators at < = 0 in order to obtain

the symmetries of the corresponding Schrõdinger equation.

2.2-Conformal supersymmetry I6-7'

Let us now consider the supersymmetric extension of the system introduced

in the preceding section. Substituting W = A/x in (1.30) and (1.31) gives the

following supercharges and Hamiltonian:

Q = (P + i^)f, Q' = (p-i^)f\ (2.7a)

The above Hamiltonian comprises a pair of Hamiltonians with 1/x2 potentials. If

we combine this operator with the generator D and K of the previous section, we

clearly get again a realization of 0(2,1). Since H is supersymmetric, there are

actually still more symmetries. Indeed, computing the commutator of Q and K

we find

[Q,A'] = [p,è*2]/= «(-*/) = «S. (2.8)

The supertranslation generator Q being conserved, we thus get two new symmetry

operators, namely

5 = - i / , 5 f = - x / t . (2.9)

These charges generate superconformal transformations as is seen from the fact

that

{S,5f} = x 2 = 2A'. (2.10a)

Evaluating the anticommutators between the supercharges, we further obtain an-

other bosonic constant of motion. We get

0 (2.106)
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and

{Q,S*} = 2D-2iY, (2.10c)

with
= \ ( T + A ) •Y = \

This last operator generates rotations in internal space. At this point a complete

algebraic set has been obtained. Thefermionic charges Q,Q\S,S* and the bosonic

operators H,D,K,Y, in fact, close under the graded Lie product to realize the

OSp(2,1) superalgebra. If one uses the hermitian charges

Q2 = -j=(Q - <?f),

5, = - ^ ( 5 + 5»), S2 = -L(5 - S»), (2.116)

one may check that the following structure relations are obeyed (i,j = 1,2):

[D,H] = -iH, [K,H] = -2iD, [D%K\ = iK,
(2.12a)

(2.126)

2.3-Conformal parasupersymmetry Í81

We now come to the parasupersymmetric extension of the l/x2-potential

which we shall use to abstract the structure of the second-order parasupercon-

formal algebra.

Let W\ = A / J and H \ - (A + l)/x, these functions satisfy condition (1.37).

Substitution into (1.36) and (1.3S) yields the following paracharges and Hamilto-

nian:

( )
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( 2 1 3 6 )

, / A ( A - l ) 0 0 \ (2.13c)

2 + £ ? ( ° A(A + 1> °
1 lx \ 0 0 (A + l)(A + 2 ) /

Here again H, D = — \{x,p) and Á' = \x2 form an 0(2,1) algebra and, like
in the supersymmetric case, commuting Q with K reveals the existence of the
parasuperconformal generators:

5 = -±=xa, 5» = - ^ x o * . (2.14)

The set of symmetries is completed with the addition of the internal rotation
generator Y given by

Y = \(J3 + A + I ) , (2.15)

with

J3 = \[a\a]. (2.16)

Our task is now to find the algebraic relations which are obeyed by this set of
charges. It is not difficult to see that the commutation relations involving at least
one bosonic generator are identical to those obtained in the supersymmetric case.
(See the previous Section.) The fermionic products however are drastically altered.
Instead of the anticommutation relations characteristic of superalgebras, one finds
that the fermionic generators satisfy trilinear relations among themselves. These
relations are explicitly given below.

o, (2.17a)

2 = 4QH, (2.176)

S2S* + SS'S + S'S7 = 45A', (2.17c)

< + QS-Q + S*Q7 = 4Q{D - iY), (2.17</)

f + SQ'S + Q'S2 = 45(D + iY), (2.17e)
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Q2S + QSQ + SQ2 = 0, (2-17/)

S2Q + SQS + QS2 = 0, (2.17?)

,Q*) + S{Q\Q) + Q'{Q,S) = *Q{D + ,T) + ASH, (2.17/i)

»} + Q{5f, S} + SMS, <?} = 4S(D - iY) + 4Q/<:, (2.17Í)

(p/u5 the htrmitian conjugated relations).

It is instructive to reexpress the above relations in terms of the hermitian
charges

<?i = \(Q + <?f), Q* = \(Q - Q'l (2.18a)

^ | (2.186)

One then finds (i,j, k= 1,2):

+ SidSitSt] - 26jkK)

- 2ijfcl? - 2ejkY)

Si({Sk,Si}-26kiK)=0,

- 2êtjD + 2^) + Qi({Sj,Sk} - 2éjkK)

i} - 2^D - 2ekiY) = 0.

Observe the factorization of the expressions which, if set equal to zero, would
represent the odd-odd part of the structure relations of OSp{2,\).

In the next section, we shall be concerned with another Hamiltonian this one
gotten by taking for the superpotentials

\\\ = - + u/x, W2 = ̂ Í i l + UXj (2.20)
X X

with u an arbitrary real constant. In this case, equation (1.3Sa) gives for the
parasupcrtranslation generator

xl ± ^ (2.21)
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white correspondingly (1.38c) leads to the following Hamiltionian:

— I • 1 - — »

(2.22)

- 1/,
H=2\P

+ w V + u[a\ a) + u/(2A +

It is readily seen that H can be expressed as a linear combination of some of our

previous generators:

H = H+ w7K + 2u>Y. (2.23)

Comparing with H, we see that H possesses additional harmonic and constant

terms.

2.4-Representations of the parasuperconformal algebra M

The Hamiltonian H shares with H the same dynamical symmetries. We know

therefore that its eigenstates belong to a representation space of the parasuper-

conformal algebra defined in Section 2.3. We shall now determine the spectrum

and the wave functions of H by constructing the relevant unitary representations

of this algebra.

A complete set of quantum numbers is provided by the eigenvalues of Y (or

equivalently of J3) and of

R=hH+iK< (224)

the compact generator of 0(2,1). Let m = 1,0,-1 denote the eigenvalues of J3.

In the present realization, the 0(2,1) Casimir operator C=\(HK+KH)-D2 is

given by

(2.25)

(In obtaining this expression we have used the fact that a*a = J+J- •= J7—J3+J3 =

2—m(m-l).) For each value of m, the eigenstates of H will therefore span a definite

irreducible representation of 0(2,1). It is not difficult to see that the spectrum of

H is bounded from below. If we set the eigenvalues of C in the form A m ( A m - l ) ,

it then follows from the representation theory of 0(2,1) that the eigenvalues of i?

are given by ATO+n with n =0,1,2, . . . . From (2.25), we get two solutions for Am :

(2.26)
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Our basis states \n, m) are thus characterized by the following eigenvalue equations:

R\n,m) = (&m+n)\n,m), (2.27a)

K|n,m) = i(m + X + i) |n,m). (2.276)

At this point, it is convenient to introduce the ladder operators:

B± = ±H-'ÍK*iD1 (2.28)

1 4 - d c * * ^ * (229a)

* = J
Note that Ff is up to a normalization factor the parasupertranslation generator
associated to H, that is F*; = l/(2>/%J)Q. In this Cartan-type basis the stucture
relations of the parasuperconformal algebra read:

j (2.31)

[B±, F£R) = 0, [B±, F*'*]

í-11)3 = o,

(2.32)

£)7 = 0,
F«{Fi,Fj} = 0,

r

plus the hermitian conjugated relations.
The action of the 0(2,1) raising and lowering operators is well known; one

has

B± Km) = V(Am +n)(Am + n ± 1 ) - Am{Sm - I) |n±I,m). (2.33)
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The transformation law of the basis states under F±R depends on the solution

which is taken for Am . Let us take first Am = A+ = |(A - m + §). From the

commutation relation of JF± with Y we find

r(FÍ|n,m)) = FÍ(y-!) |n,m)

= I ( m - l + A + I)(F||n,m)).

We can therefore conclude that

Ft |n,m} = cWtTO|n\m-l). (2.35)

Similarly, from the commutation relations of F± with R we get

| )

From (2.35), we also have

l |n,m}) = (A+. t + n')FÍ |nfm). (2.37)

Equating the right-hand-side of (2.36) and (2.37), we immediately solve for n' to

find that

Ft Km) = cn,m |n - I ± I,m - 1). (2.38)

Since the basis states are assumed to be orthonormalized,

|cn,m|2 = (n,m| F*Fi \n,m). (2.39)

The following identity

* £ i ' [ ] * (2.40)

can be shown to hold in the present realization through a straightforward compu-

tation. It therefore determines the normalization factor cn,m up to a phase which

we can consistently choose to be unity. In the end, one has

Ft |n,m) =
i / (2.41a)
-yf[2 - m(m - 1)] [A+ + n ± J(A + § - m)] |n - I ± I , m - 1).
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n *

3

2

' • B + F+
L

1 m
Fig. 1. The action of the parasnpercharges F±'R which connect the towers of states that belong to

the three O(2,l) irreducible representations labelled by m is illustrated for the case A m = A + .

The action of F± is obtained by repeating the same steps and one finds

F*|n,m) =

U - m(m + 1)] [A+ + n ? ±(A - \ - m)] \n + \±\,m + l).
(2.416)

The above actions are depicted in fig. 1. From (2.41), we see that there is a unique
state, namely |0,1), which is annihilated by Ft and F3-

• (2.42)Ft |0,l) = Jf |0,l) = 0.

Repeated application of F+ and F+ on this state will then allow to reach all

the other states. The spectrum of H on this representation space is immediately

derived from (2.23), one obtains

En = 2~-(n + A + 1), n = 0,1,2,.... (2.43)

Since it is independent of m, all levels (including the ground state) exhibit a three-
fold degeneracy. This is easily understood by recalling that F+, which here does
not change n but decreases m by one unit, commutes with H. Parasupersymmetry
is thus spontaneously broken in this representation. The shape of the spectrum
given by formula (2.43) is illustrated in fig. 2a.
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E

3d)

1 0 -1

(a)

m 1 0 -1

(b)

m

Fig. 2. Energy levels associated to the series (a) A m = A + »i d (&) A m = A ~ .

If the other solution for Am is adopted, that is, if Am = A~ = \{m —

equations (2.41) should be replaced by

Fj;|n,m) =

-y/[2-m(m-l)]

F±\n,m) =

n ± I(A + § - m)] |n
(2.44a)

- m(m + 1)] i ( A - i - m)] |n - | ± i,m + 1).
(2.446)

One would illustrate these actions by exchanging the roles of FL and FR in fig.l.

In this case, |0,-l) is the state which is annihilated by Fj? and Ff. As for the

spectrum of H on this module, it is given by

(2.45)

Its form is sketched in fig. 2b. Here, p; rasupersymmetry is unbroken, the ground

state has negative energy and a three-fold degeneracy is observed only above the

second level.

To conclude we wish to obtain the wave functions. This is done by returning

to the coordinate realization and setting

(2.46)
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Let us focus first on the case where Am = A+. From (i |F^|0,1) = 0 , we get for

tl?oti(x) the following equation:

whose normalized solution is

" A + l - I 1 . - ' " . (2.48)

One may now easily determine ^o,o(x) and Vo,-i(*) with the help of (2.41a) by

acting respectively once and twice on ^oi(x) with F+; one thus finds

*' '2 , m = 1,0, - 1 . (2.49)

The wave function ipn,m(x) for an arbitrary state is then obtained by applying n

times the raising operator B+ to ^oifn(x). Proceeding inductively one shows that

+ n - l)n

( 5 ) " 1 ; % A - - ^ (2.50)

I dyn

with y=wx2 . Using F> drigues' formula for the generalized Laguerre polynomials

L%, i.e.

we finally get for VTn,"»(x):

' ) . ( 2 .52 )

Upon repeating appropriately the above analysis, it is seen that the wave functions

for Am = A" can be obtained by substituting A~ for AjJ, in (2.52).
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1

0

-1

-oo

—

—

—

5
"2

3
~2

—

—

±

—

±

±

1
~2

1
2

±

±

±

+

| «o

+

Fig. 3. The values of A and m for which tk« O(2,I) series are «mtary are gives. Tke catry "+"
indicates that A + is positive for the corresponding valne of m and range of A, the entry "—" similarly
indicates that A " is positive.

Let us add the following comments. The 0(2,1) representations arising in our

problem will be unitary if A is positive. This condition is easily derived from the

requirement that the eigenvalues of B-B+ be positive definite M. It can also be

inferred from the fact that the Laguerre polynomials L% are defined for a > —1.

For values of A and m such that A+ >0 and A~ > 0 simultaneously, both sets of

0(2,1) representations provide admissible quantum states. The values of A and

m for which either series should be retained are given in Fig. 3. It should be

remarked that A^ and A~ cannot be positive at the same time for all values of

m. It is clear however that the three (m = O,±l) 0(2,1) irreducible representa-

tions associated to A + or A~ are needed to construct a unitary representation

of the full parasuperconformal algebra. It therefore follows that for — | < A < | ,

parasupersymmetry is at best realized only on a srbset of the physical states.

It is interesting to relate these observations with the self-adjointness properties

of H. By computing Ker(H±i), one can show that H is self-adjoint provided

|A — m + j | > 1 (see Ref. [10]). This condition is satisfied for all m when we

have A > | o r A < — | . We thus note that H is self-adjoint in the cases where

parasupersymmetry is unitarily implemented on all physical states.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are several possible string field theories corresponding to the different

types of strings. One can choose among bosonic, supersymmetric, or heterotic

strings, and open or closed strings. In addition one has a choice between a gauge

invariant or a gauge fixed formulation of the theory. At the present time, these

theories are in various stages of development.

In these lectures I will try to provide an introduction to string field theory. I

have chosen to focus on a gauge invariant, bosonic open string field theory. This

has the advantage of being general enough to illustrate many of the new features

of string field theory, while being specific enough to keep the analysis simple. It is

also one of the most developed theories at the moment. Even with this restriction,

there are several actions which have been proposed. Much of our general discussion

will apply equally well to all candidate theories, however when it is necessary to

become more specific, we will focus on an approach due to Wit ten1 and the related

purely cubic action2.

In a sentence, string field theory is a second quantized field theory, of strings.

To understand this better, it is perhaps instructive to compare string theory with

ordinary point particle theories. Consider first a massless relativistic particle in flat

spacetime. At the classical level, this is described by a worldline X^[T) extremizing

the action:

where g(r) is a one dimensional metric. This action is invariant under reparam-

eterizations of r. The equation of motion (in the gauge g = constant) is simply

= 0. The gauge invariance of the action leads to the constraint

PpP» = 0
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_i •where the momentum is Pp = g aXj». So the solutions are simply null geodesies.

At the first quantized level, the particle is described by a wave function rp. ifr

is initially a function on the space of configurations of the particle at one moment

of r (which is just ordinary spacetime X*) and an external time T. These wave

functions must satisfy Schroedinger's equation:

and also the operator version of the constraint:

P 2 0 = -V2V> = 0

But H = P2 , so the Hamiltonian is constrained to vanish. Thus Schroedinger's

equation implies that i> is independent of T. This means that there is no explicit

time dependence in ip. Time is already included in Xo. The constraint is son 2-

times called the physical state condition. One also has the propagator giving the

amplitude for the particle to propagate from one point in spacetime Xj* to another

£ which can be expressed in terms of a path integral (ignoring gauge fixing):

f |Xf >= J —SIX"*»

over all paths starting at Xj1 and ending at X£ and over all metrics. (Since g is

not dynamical it does not appear in the specification of states on the left hand

side. Its value at the endpoints is integrated over.)

At the second quantized level, the wave functions ^(XM) become quantum field

operators 4>{X^) which create or destroy particles. The first quantized constraint

equation becomes the second quantized linearized equation of motion:

V V = 0
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The non-linear terms in the equation of motion describe how several particles

interact. They are not determined by the first quantized theory which of course

describes a single particle. They are a new physical input which can be added

subject to general principles such as renormalizability, gauge invariance, etc. j

Now let us repeat the same three levels of description for a relativistic string

in a flat spacetime. At the classical level the string is described by a worldsheet

Xfl(at T) extremizing the action: \

= \ I
j

where çaj is a metric on the worldsheet. This action is invariant under reparame- j

terizations of a and r and also conformai rescalings of qaf,. The equation of motion 1

(in the conformai gauge çaj a f?a() is just the two dimensional wave equation:

d2Xti = 0

The gauge invariance leads to the constraint

Tab = 0 (1.1)

where Tab = -^fr.
tq

At the first quantized level, the string is described by a wave function \li[X^{a)\

which is a function on the space of string configurations at one moment of world-

sheet time r. Schroedinger's equation again implies that there is no explicit time

dependence. However, ifr must satisfy the constraints:

Ln\i{> > = 0 n > 0

( L o - l ) ! ^ > = O (1.2)

where Ln are the Fourier modes of the constraint (1.1) and are called the Virasoro

operators. We cannot impose (1.2) for all n because of the well known anomaly
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the Virasoro algebra3. The propagator giving the amplitude for a string in

one configuration Xj*(tr) to propagate to X^(<J) can be expressed in terms of the

functional integral (ignoring gauge fixing)

< X»{o)\XÇ(o) >= J DX^Dq^c-W'^

where the integral is over all XM(cr, r) which start at X^(o) and end at X^ip)

and over all metrics. This first quantized string is very conveniently described

using BRST quantization. As we will see, in this approach one introduces anti-

commuting ghost fields c and 6 and considers wave functions on the extended

space 0[XM(0),C((T)]. There is an operator Q called BRST operator which has

the convenient property that the infinite set of constraints (1.2) is replaced by the

single constraint Q|V> > = 0.

Finally, at the second quantized level, the wave function ip becomes a quantum

string field operator A{X^(o),c(o)\ which creates or destroys entire strings. The

linearized equation of motion is simply

QA = 0.

As before, one then adds interactions subject to general principles. The resulting

theory is string field theory and the subject of these lectures.

Having said what string field theory is, I must now say a few words about

why it is needed. The fact is that most researchers in string theory today are not

concerned with any of the three levels of string theory described above! Instead

they work with a procedure for calculating string scattering amplitudes perturba-

tively, using only first quantized methods, without the full machinery of string field

theory.* Almost all discussions of conformai field theory, Riemann surfaces, and

* This can also be done for point particle theories. However the resulting formalism
is more cumbersome tha;. ordinary quantum field theory and so is usually avoided.
One difference between this and string theory is that, for the point particle theories,
the diagrams involved are not smooth one dimensional manifolds.
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vertex operators fall in this category. Since these first quantized methods involve

the beautiful geometry of Riemann surfaces and their moduli space, some people

have suggested that this might be sufficient for a complete theory. However, this

seems unsatisfactory for at least three reasons.

First, this procedure is inherently perturbative: a Riemann surface of genus

g corresponds to a gtlí order contribution to a scattering amplitude. Although

one could in principle calculate to arbitrary order in perturbation theory, one still

runs into problems. For example, there is no reason to expect the string coupling

constant to be small in nature. In fact, various arguments4*5 indicate that the cou-

pling constant is probably of order unity, which makes the perturbation expansion

highly questionable. More seriously, one can show that the perturbation expan-

sion must break down for any value of the coupling constant6. This is because

an exact relation (partial wave unitarity) is violated by the tree level amplitudes

for large values of the external momentum. Thus some higher loop amplitudes

must become large to compensate. Another problem with an inherently pertur-

bative procedure is that string theory may contain qualitatively new effects which

can only be seen non-perturbatively. This is by now a familiar feature of ordi-

nary quantum field theories. But most importantly, the main reason one wants

a quantum theory of gravity is not to calculate graviton scattering perturbatively

in fiat spacetime Rather, it is to gain a better understanding of the structure of

spacetime at short distances, the origin of the universe, and the evaporation of

black holes. In other words, one needs a better description of gravity in strong

field regions where classical general relativity breaks down. These are certainly

non-perturbative regions.

The second reason these perturbative methods fall short of a complete theory

is that they require a choice of background spacetime metric (and possibly other
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fields) to perturb about. In the full theory these background fields should be

dynamical. Although there is a way of selecting which backgrounds are classically

allowed (by requiring conformai or superconformal invariance) there is no way

of choosing among these classical alternatives. One needs a more fundamental

description to discover solutions to the full quantum equations of motion.

Finally, a more aesthetic objection is the following. One has the strong impres-

sion that there is some fundamental principle underlying string theory analogous

to the way differential geometry is the basis for general relativity or gauge invari-

ance is the basis for QCD. It is difficult to discover this fundamental principle in

a perturbative framework. One needs a more fundamental description.

Of course there is no guarantee that string field theory is the right approach

to these questions. We do not yet know the best logical framework for a fun-

damental description of string theory. However field theory is the most familiar

framework and quantum field theory has worked extremely well for theories with-

out gravity e.g. Weinberg-Salam model, QCD, etc. It is therefore natural to try

to develop string theory along these same lines. Even if it turns out not to be

the ultimate description of string theory (which, personally, I find rather likely),

it at least provides a fr.mework in which non-perturbative effects can in principle

be investigated. Hopefully, this will lead us closer to to the ultimate description.

An alternative approach to a fundamental description of string theory has been

developed by Friedan and Shenker7.

The outline for these lectures is as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the free

(non-interacting) string field theory. The interacting theory is developed in Section

3. One of the main tests of a string field theory is that it should reproduce the

standard string scattering amplitudes. This is discussed in Section 4. The issue of

background dependence and a method for removing it via a purely cubic action is
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described in Section 5.
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2. FREE STRING FIELD THEORY

Since the BRST operator plays such an important role in constructing a gauge

invariant string field theory8, we begin this section with a brief summary of BRST

quantization9*3. This is a general procedure which can be applied to any theory

with a gauge invariance. Here we consider just the first quantized string. Recall

that the usual covariant quantization of a string in a flat background leads t the

constraints

> = 0 n > 0

> = O (2.1)

where Ln are the Virasoro operators. These operators generate conformai repa-

rameterizations of the worldsheet. In the BRST approach, one introduces a nilpo-

tent operator Q which generates the same transformation on X? but now with an

anticommuting gauge parameter. Since the original action So is gauge invariant

it commutes with Q. One can now obtain a BRST invariant gauge fixing term S\

by taking essentially any non-gauge invariant expression and anticommuting with

Q. The total action SQ + S\ has no local gauge invariance but is equivalent to So

on the physical subspace consisting of states satisfying Q\^> > = 0. Rather than

describe this gauge fixing in detail, let me just illustrate the relation between the

familiar constraints (2.1) and Q\il> >= 0.

To start, we introduce a pair of anticommuthg ghost fields c° (a, r) and b^ {a, r).

The first is a worldsheet vector and the second is a symmetric traceless tensor.

(These fields can be thought of as Fadeev Papov ghosts introduced in the two

dimensional functional integral.) Even though they each have two components,

the open string boundary conditions result in one set of modes cn and j n for all n
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which satisfy c» = c_n, &n = &-n

0 (2.2)

The BRST operator Q is given explicitly by

00 OO

Q = Y, Í1"1 ~ *nfi)c-n - \ ]T) (m - n): c_mc_nWn : (2.3)
n=—oo m,n=—oo

The pure ghost piece has been chosen so that Q2 = 0. (This turns out to require 26

spacetime dimensions). Notice that it is a sum of terms, each of which contains at

least one annihilation operator. So if \ip > has no ghost excitations, then Q\ip >=0

implies
oo

n=0
Since c-n\xjj > are linearly independent, we recover eq. (2.1). So for states with

no ghost excitations, the single constraint Q\ifr > = 0 is equivalent to the infinite

set of constraints (2.1). What about states with ghost excitations? Since Q2 = 0,

any state of the form |v> >= Q\e > satisfies the constraint. One can show that if
f /"I

you quotient out by the states of this form, then the resulting space j£g is in

one-to-one correspondence with the light cone gauge states of the string10 '11 '12. In

other words, by taking this quotient one removes not only the states with ghost

excitations but also the spurious (null) states which remain in the usual covariant

quantization. Notice that the quotient of the kernel of Q by the image of Q is

exactly the form of a cohomology group. So in this approach the physical states

of the string are in one-to-one correspondence with cohomology classes of Q.*
* In the literature one often sees this statement qualified by adding a restriction on

the "ghost number" of the states. (This will be defined shortly.) However if the
boundary conditions on t are weak enough, one can show that the only nontrivial
cohomology of Q is at one value of the ghost number11.
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Mathematically, one can ask what space is Q measuring the cohomology of.

The answer is that Q is not measuring the usual cohomology of a particular man-

ifold. One can also define the cohomology of a Lie algebra. This depends on a

choice of representation. In the trivial representation, this cohomology agrees with

that of the Lie group, but in general it is different. It turns out that Q is measuring

the cohomology of the Virasoro algebra in the Fock space representation12.

Why is the BRST approach such a convenient starting point for string field

theory? It is certainly not needed for a gauge fixed theory. Starting from the

light cone gauge first quantized string, one can construct a field theory of just the

physical degrees of freedom without including ghosts13. However if one tries to

construct a gauge invariant theory starting from the covariant constraints (2.1)

then one is led to an action whose kinetic energy term is nonlocal. To understand

this, recall that a single string describes an infinite number of pointlike particles.

Correspondingly, a single string field A on the infinite dimensional space of string

configurations is equivalent to an infinite number of ordinary fields on spacetime

with increasing mass and spin. These are called the component fields. Now it is

rather difficult to write down gauge invariant equations for massive fields. From

the string field theory viewpoint it turns out that a natural way to obtain a gauge

invariant action is to introduce a certain projection operator. This unfortunately

gives a nonlocal kinetic energy term to many of the component fields. This nonlo-

cality can be removed by the addition of extra component fields called Stueckelberg

fields which are not dynamical. The structure of these fields was worked out by

Banks and Peskin14. The advantage of the BRST approach is that these extra

fields are automatically included as coefficients of the ghost oscillators as we will

see shortly. The BRST approach actually provides more than the minimal number

of extra fields required for spacetime locality. However the field equation and the
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gauge transformation take such a simple form in the BRST approach that it is

easier to work with this larger space of fields.

Before discussing the field equation, let me describe in detail how one expands

a string field i4[AT(a),c(a)] in terms of an infinite number of component fields

on spacetime.* Consider first the case in which A is a classical string field i.e.

simply a function on the space of string configurations. Then A can be viewed

as a wavefunction for the first quantized string and hence as a state in the first

quantized Fock space. It can therefore be expanded in the usual Fock basis of

creation operators acting on the vacuum. Let a£ be the creation and annihilation

operators for X*1, and cn,bn be the corresponding operators for the ghosts. These

satisfy (2.2) and

l _» 1/\ _ _ C _/It/

l«m» an\ ~ rnom+n,0Tl

Since the ghost zero modes satisfy {CQ, 6Q} = 1, there exists a two dimensional

space annihilated by all the positive n oscillators. Let | i> denote the state

annihilated by 6o i.e. fro| i>= 0. Then CQ\ j>= | T> is linearly independent.

Clearly | | > = 6o| T> and so < | | |>=<T |Mo! T>= 0. Similarly <T | T>= 0.

The non-zero inner product is < | | f > = < | 11>= 1.

It is convenient to define an operator called the ghost number operator. Roughly

speaking, it counts the number of c excitations minus the number of 6 excitations

in a state. More precisely,

NQ — y ^[c-nbn ~ b-nCn) + JÍ̂ Ô O ~ &0co) (2-4)
n=l

Since | t > = co| 1>, the ghost number of | | > must be one more than | !>• In

(2.4), the ghost number of these vacuum states is assigned symmetrically so 11>

* Note that although indices will be suppressed, both components of ca{a) appear
as arguments of the string field. One can also choose a representation in which A
is a function of b-do), or even one component of ea(o) and an (anti)commuting
component of 6af,(^)-
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has ghost number — j and 11> has ghost number + 5. It is convenient to restrict

our string field A to have ghost number ~\. This is possible because — | is the

only ghost number for which Q has nontrivial cohomology.* Thus a string field

with this ghost number includes all the physical component fields.

Since we want the component fields to be real, the string field A must satisfy

a reality condition. At this stage several different conditions could be adopted.

However with a view toward the interacting theory developed in the next section,

we now requiref

A*[X(c)Mo)\ = A\X(* - a), -c(r - o)] (2.5)

where * denotes complex conjugation.

We can now show the standard expansion of A into its component fields.

Rather than working with the zero mode momentum ao = P, it is convenient to

retain the dependence on the zero mode coordinate XQ. Then a general string field

can be expanded:

\A >= [ip(xo) + iAlt{xo)Qfl_l + B(xo)6_ico + • -•) I i >

where we have included all terms in the first two levels. Note that 6-1 requires CQ

in order that A have ghost number —\. (We do not include a term proportional to

C.JOQ since 601 i > = 0.) The coefficients in the above expansion p, J 4 M , £ , etc., are

ordinary (scalar, vector, and tensor) fields on spacetime. They are the component

fields of A. The i is needed so that the reality condition (2.5) is satisfied for real

component fields. For a classical string field, the component fields are classical

* There is nontrivial cohomology at +\ also if one restricts e to be bounded in time.
f This condition is appropriate for the theory without Chan-Paton factors. Oth-

erwise A carries two group indices and complex conjugation also transposes the
indices.
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fields on spacetime. A quantum string field can be expanded in exactly the same

way except now the component fields become quantum field operators.

It is important not to confuse the Fock space of the first and seccnd quantised

string. There is, of course, an enormous difference. In the string field theory,

a Fock space of states can be constructed for each of the component fields and

the full Fock space B obtained by taking their (infinite) tensor product. The first

quantized states in the above expansion simply provide a convenient basis in which

to expand the string field.

Let me now digress a moment to mention a philosophical point. The above

procedure seems to yield a unique decomposition of A into component fields. But

string theory is supposed to be a unified theory of all these fields. One does not

unify a theory simply by taking a collection of objects, giving it a new name,

and writing down an equation for it! A truly unified theory is one in which the

decomposition of the fundamental field into compoaeat fields depends on extra

input e.g. a choice of gauge, a choice of observer, etc. For example, Maxwell unified

electricity and magnetism by showing that if one observer sees a purely electric

field, then an observer moving with respect to the Erst will see a combmatior of

electric and magnetic fields. In string theory, the extra input is a choice of basis for

functions on string space. It is convenient to choose a basis which diagonalizes the

kinetic energy operator. (In principle this should be possible even for non-trivial

backgrounds.) However, other choices of basis functions could be chosen and the

component fields would change. The invariant object is the string field itself.

We now turn to the linearized field equation satisfied by A. As mentioned in

the previous section, this is the same as the first quantized physical state condition:

QA = 0 (2.6)
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Recall that an important property of Q is that it is nilpotent: Q2 = 0. It thus

follows that if A\ is any solution to (2.6), and e is any string field, then .42 =

A\ + QE is also a solution. This is interpreted as the linearized gauge invariance

of string field theory. We now have the following result:

Claim: (1) QA = 0 corresponds to an infinite set of gauge invariant linear field

equations for the component fields which includes Maxwell's equations.

(2) 6A = Qe corresponds to the associated spacetime gauge transformations.

It is important to note that this is a highly non-trivial result. The BRST op-

erator Q was originally obtained by considering the reparameterization invariance

on the two dimensional worldsheet. The fact that the same operator yields space-

time gauge transformations is a truly remarkable fact. This is just one of many

indications of the subtl* '*••'-_ \., V *ween spacetime and worldsheet geometry in

string theory.

I now wish to verify the above claim explicitly for the case of the low mass

fields. The expression for the BRST operator in modes is given in (2.3). Recall

that the Virasoro operators are
00

5 : an-m
m=—00

Note that Q preserves level number, i.e. it is the sum of terms w'th equal numbers

of creation and annihilation operators. This leads to the important simplification

that we do not have to consider all the component fields simultaneously. QA = 0

implies that Q must annihilate each level separately.

To begin, consider just the <p term in the expansion of A. Since there are

no ghost creation operators, the second term in Q vanishes. The first term also

vanishes except for n = 0. Since OQ = P1* = | V we find that QA — 0 implies

V2V? + 2'p - 0
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which is just the equation for the tachyonic field.

Acting on the A^ term we again find that the second term in Q vanishes. We

thus obtain

+ , * P Âf*r . 1 1 1 " * tO T\
• • • / ! • * » «• — 1J I • l « ? \~'*l

to

We must add to this Q acting on the B term (which has the same level)

QBb-\Co\ l> = [ot—i' <*oci "~ 2c_iCi6o]B6_ico| | >

Adding (2.7) and (2.8) we obtain a sum of the linearly independent states a^col 1>

and c_i| J.>. Requiring that the coefficients of these independent terms vanish

yields the two equations

2

The second equation implies B = —^PpA1* which when substituted into the first

yields

This is of course the familiar source-free Maxwell equations! So we have recovered

Maxwell's equations from the strange looking equation QA = 0. Note that B is

not a dynamical field. It is an auxiliary field which is needed for gauge invariance.

Let us now consider the string field gauge transformation 6A = Qe. Since

A has ghost number — \ and Q increases ghost number by one (it has one more

c oscillator than 6), the gauge parameters e must have ghost number - * . The

simplest state with this ghost number is
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(The minus sign is for convenience.*) Note that this is already a level one state.

Since there is no state with ghost number —% and level zero, there is no gauge

invariance for the tachyon, as expected. Applying Q to e we obtain

Qs = -\{\*l + 6_lCl - l)cQ + a_laocl\\b-.1\ 1>

Comparing with the expansion for A and equating coefficients of linearly indepen-

dent terms yields

6 A ̂  = VflX

and

$B = - | V 2 A

The first is of course just the usual Maxwell gauge invariance. The second is

determined by the earlier equation for B in terms of Ap.

Knowing that the linearized equation of motion for the string field is QA = 0,

the quadratic action must have the general form

S = j0X{o)Vc{o)AQA

Of course this infinite dimensional integral must be suitably defined. Using the

identification of the classical string field with a state in the first quantized Hubert

space, we can give the precise definition:

S=<A\Q\A>

. CO

Since Q is a hermitean operator, Q> = Q, we find that fô = 0 implies QA = 0.
0 A

How does one fix the linearized gauge invariance of string field theory? It turns

out that a suitable gauge choice is bçA = 0. Since 6Q| | > = 0, this has the effect

* In order for A to satisfy the reality condition (2.5), e must satisfy a similar con-
dition but with an overall minus sign on the right hand side. Hence A is real and
no i is required.
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of setting all terms with Co in the expansion of A to zero. At the massless level,

this condition is equivalent to B = 0 which implies VÍ1J4M = O. In other words,

= 0 is the string analog of the Lorentz gauge.

To show that ÒQA = 0 is a good gauge fixing condition for the string field,

one would like to prove that there are no gauge transformations e which preserve

this condition. Unfortunately, this is not the case. Any e of the form Qrj where 77

has ghost number — | does not change A at all. In other words, there is a gauge

invariance of the gauge invariance! These transformations cannot be fixed by any

condition on A but require a gauge condition on e. We thus impose ÒQC = 0. But

since rj can be Q on some field of ghost number — 5 this structure clearly continues

indefinitely. Thus the gauge condition must be imposed at each ghost number.*

We conclude this section with the following table which summarizes the rela-

tionship between Maxwell theory and free string field theory:

Gauge Field
Field equation
Gauge transformation
Lorentz gauge

Maxwell Theory

V^F^ = 0
SAft = VpX
VUA» = 0

Free String
Field Theory

A
QA = 0
6A = Qe

This table can be interpreted in two ways. Maxwell theory provides both an analog

for the full free string field theory, and the precise content of its massless level.

* In the quantum theory, this gauge fixing is accompanied by ghost string fields
which have ghost number different from - j . Their component fields are the usual
Fadeev Papov ghost fields associated with the component fields of A. This hierar-
chical gauge invariance leads to a "ghosts for ghosts" mechanism. The net result
is that the final gauge fixed action involves a string field which is not restricted to
have ghost number - \ but contains all ghost numbers.
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3. INTERACTING STRING FIELD THEORY

In the previous section we described the free string field theory. We now want

to include interactions. This corresponds to a new physical input and cannot be

derived from the first quantized theory of a single string. Recall that the basic

assumption is that strings interact by simply splitting and joining. The worldsheets

are thus smooth two dimensional manifolds and higher order quantum corrections

correspond to higher genus two-manifolds. It has sometimes been suggested that

this is the only possible interaction of strings or that this is the only possibility

consistent with spacetime locality. This may be the case, but it is far from obvious.

Naively, one might consider fundamental four string interactions of the type shown

in Fig. 1. Since the interaction occurs at one point, this is also local in spacetime.

It is possible that a string theory based on interactions of this type (or more

complicated generalizations) suffers from various types of inconsistencies and the

only viable string interaction is indeed the standard one. But this has not yet been

proven. At the present time the smooth worldsheet picture is adopted because of

its simplicity and because it predicts the observed couplings of massless fields.

Fig. 1 A string interaction which is local in spacetime but different from the

standard interaction (see Fig. 2).
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We must now find a string field theory interaction which reproduces the smooth

worldsheets for perturbative scattering. Since all interactions can be built up from

a basic one involving three strings (see Fig. 2), one expects a simple cubic term

in the action.* However the usual pointwise multiplication of three string fields

A3 gives the wrong interaction. As an operator, (A[X(c);)3 would annihilate one

string and create two more in exactly the same configuration. The worldsheet

would then look like Fig. 3. We thus obtain the important result that o local

interaction on string space corresponds to a non-local interaction in spacetime. To

obtain the usual string interaction one needs a non-local product on string space.

All of the proposed string field theory actions involve such a product.

Fig. 2 (left) The standard three string interaction. Fig. 3 (right) A local

product in string space does not reproduce smooth worldsheets.

As we will discuss in the next section, to calculate string scattering ampli-

tudes perturbatively from the field theory, one considers string Feynman diagrams.

These are worldsheets created from propagators and vertices. This corresponds to

worldsheets with a preferred time slicing. Since the worldsheets in the PolyaVov

* This expectation must be checked by verifying that the single cubic interaction . e-
produces the standard scattering amplitudes. For example, in the light cone gauge
string field theory, one finds that additional quartic interactions are required13'15.
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approach do not have this extra structure, one must make some arbitrary choices.

The different string field theory interactions which have been proposed are essen-

tially the result of different choices of slicing the worldsheet. One possibility is

shown in Fig. 4. This is a covariant generalization of the light cone gauge in-

teraction. The resulting field theory has been extensively investigated16. A more

symmetric slicing was proposed by Witten and is shown in Fig. 5. In the follow-

ing, I will concentrate on the field theory resulting from this slicing1. I will divide

my discussion of Witten's string field theory into two parts. In the first half of

this section I will describe the basic operations ignoring the ghosts. In the second

half, the ghost dependence will be discussed. We will see that the ghosts play an

important role in the structure of the theory.

Fig. 4 (left) Horizontal time slices of this worldsheet gives an interaction

similar to the light cone gauge interaction. Fig. 5 (right) A more symmetrical

slicing proposed by Witten.

The first step is to define a (non-local) product on string fields which captures

the joining of strings pictured in Fig. 5. Recall that the string field A is a function

on the space of parameterized strings XM(<r) c([Q, ir|. Consider each string as

consisting of a left half X£(a) at[O, J] and a right half A'J(<r) <7c(|,ir|. Then
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the interaction corresponds to the right half of one string matching up with the

left half of another string. The remaining two half strings combine to form the

third string. This leads us to define the following product on string fields

(A * B){XL,XR) s J DYA[XL,Y]B[Y,XR) (3.1)

where the a dependence of X^XR, and Y is suppressed. Y(o) is a right half

string defined for a<[| ,*] and Y{a) = Y(x - a) is a left half string. Notice that

this product B analogous to infinite dimensional matrix multiplication with Xi

and XR labelling the rows and columns. Thus it is not commutative, but it is

(formally) associative.*

The decomposition of the string into a right half and left half is invariant

under reparameterizations of the string that leave the midpoint fixed. This gives

rise to a set of global symmetries (usually denoted Kn) of the theory we are

constructing. However it is clearly not invariant under reparameterizations that

move the midpoint. Thus the star product defined above is not invariant under

all reparameterizations. This is perhaps unappealing, but it is not fatal. The

original motivation for a reparameterization invariant action for the first quantized

string was not just based on aesthetic reasons. There are negative norm states

arising from oscillations of Xo in the original Hubert space. If the action was not

reparameterization invariant, there would be no constraints to project out these

unphysical states. In the field theory, we have fixed reparameterization invariance,

but we will retain a second quantized gauge invariance which will achieve the same

purpose of allowing us to remove (gauge away) negative norm states. It remains

an interesting question whether or not there exists a more reparameterization

invariant string field theory. If so, then Witten's theory may be recovered as a

* It turns out that associativity fails for some (large) string fields which are outside
the open string Fock space17.
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partially gauge fixed version of this more fundamental theory18'19. (Note that

the obvious attempt to generalize Witten's interaction by choosing a point other

than the midpoint yields an interaction which is not symmetric among the three

strings.)

Using the star product, one would like the interaction to be / A * A * A. But

what do we mean by / ? The star product of three strings is shown in Fig. 6. In

order to recover Witten's interaction which is cyclically symmetric, the integral

must sew the last two ends of the string together. So for a general string field we

define

f A = f DYA[YrY) (3.2)

This is analogous to taking the trace in the infinite dimensional matrix interpre-

tation.

Fig. 6 The : tar product of three strings.

In terms of * and / , the usual first quantized inner procuct between two states

A and B can be expressed as:

<A\B>= ( DX{a)A*[X{a)]B[X{a)}

= / DX{o)A\X{x - a)\B\X(a))

= j ÜXLÍ)XRA[XR,XL\B[XL,XR}

A*B
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where we have used the reality condition (2.5). Note that this can be interpreted as

saying that the infinite dimensional matrix A[Xi, XR] is hermitean. In particular

< A\B > is always real. Thus the free action described in the last section can be

re-expressed as

and the full action is

S = / (A * QA + \gA *A*A) (3.3)
3

where g is a coupling constant. The factor of 4 is for convenience. We will see

shortly that S is invariant under the non-linear gauge transformation

6A = Qs + g{A * e - e * A) (3.4)

This should look familiar. We saw in the free theory that A was analogous

to a vector potential. If one thinks of Q as an exterior derivative and * as a

wedge product, then (3.4) is analogous to the usual non-abelian gauge invariance

of Yang-Mills theory and 5 is analogous to the integral of the three dimensional

Chern-Simons term. The equation of motion is

F = QA + gA * A = 0 (3.5)

This would be trivial in Yang-Mills theory, but it is not trivial here since Q is

actually quadratic in spacetime derivatives as we saw in the previous section. It

is natural to ask why we did not use the usual Yang-Mills type action: / F2. The

point is that the only product we have on string fields is the star product which

is analogous to the wedge product on forms. Thus 5 = / F * F is analogous

to the topological invariant / Fi^F.^. One can show that | 4 = 0 for all field

configurations. We will soon see that the analog of Chern-Simon terms of other
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dimensions automatically vanish (due to ghost number) and hence do not provide

viable actions.

The main ingredient left out of the above discussion has been the ghosts. In

fact an important role is played by the ghost number NQ and its violation. Recall

that NQ is roughly a measure of the number of c excitations minus the number of

6 excitations and is given explicitly in eq. (2.4).

There is a very general topological argument which shows that the standard

string interaction must increase ghost number by %. This is not specific to VVitten's

choice of slicing the worldsheet and applies to ar.y interaction which reproduces

the smooth worldsheet picture. If one calculates the diverge.....e of the ghost num-

ber current jj = c°6a$, then one finds in general an anomalous non-zero answer.

Integrating over the worldsheet one can show that

where x is the Euler number of the worldsheet. Now for a two manifold M with

boundary the complete expression for the Euler number is

Kd*+2 £ (*-';
dM corners

where Z is the scalar curvature of the worldsheet, K is the extrinsic cur /ature

of the boundary away from the corners, and 0j is the interior angle of the j t h

corner. This last term can be thought of as the result of ^-function contributions

in the extrinsic curvature. Before I apply this formula to string interactions, let

me illustrate it with the following example.

Consider a unit sphere which has been cut along the equator. Then for the

top half, Z — 2, K = 0 and there are no corners, so \ = 1 which is correct for

the hemisphere. But this is a topological invariant and does not change if we
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continuously deform the surface. Of course its contributions from different terms

in (3.6) will change. If we Qatten the hemisphere to a disk, then £ = 0,A' = 1,

and there are no corners so again X = !• Finally, if we straighten out the edges to

a square, £ = 0,/T = O.tfj = ^ which again yields x = 1-

Now the worldsheet of a single string is a long rectangle. Like the square it

has x = 1- According to the above formula, a contribution of j comes from the

two corners on top and the other j from the two corners on the bottom. If we

associate these contributions to the ghost number of the asymptotic states, then

we see that the interior has no contribution to \- So we conclude that there is

no violation of ghost number for a single string. Now consider the standard three

string interaction (Fig. 2). This is topologically equivalent to a rectangle and so

again has x = 1- As before the asymptotic regions each contribute 5 to the Euler

number which is associated with the ghost number of the asymptotic states. So

the interaction region must contribute - 5 to x! Since ANg = —3x we discover

that the standard string interaction violates ghost number by | .* Notice that

this result is purely topological and is independent of exactly how we draw the

interaction region, how we slice the worldsheet, etc.

We now have to incorporate this violation of ghost number into our definition

of • and / . In eq. (3.1) we defined * in terms of a path integral over half strings.

However, it is more convenient and more precise to define * as the limit of a two

dimensional functional integral. To avoid complicated edge effects from corners

which would result in a complicated propagator, Witten straightens out all edges

of the worldsheet keeping the asymptotic corners at 90°. This is not possible with

a metric that is everywhere fiat. However if one allows a ^-function curvature

Since the Euler number is a global property of a manifold, it usually is not possible
to divide it up into local contributions. Nevertheless the argument given above
seems justified since the different contributions in eq. (3.6) are so widely separated.
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singularity at one point p (corresponding to the common midpoint of the three

strings) of strength Z — -2-£(p), then it is possible (Fig. 7). To define the star

product, we take a thin strip of width 6 including p and set

(A • B){X, e) = lim f VXVcVbt~s AB (3.7)

where X{a) and c(e) are fixed on the final boundary. On the initial two boundaries

they are integrated over weighted by the string fields A and B. What we have

shown is that under the star product the ghost number is not conserved but

satisfies:

NG{A • B) = NG{A) + NG{B) + |

Fig. 7 The worldsheet for Witten's interaction has a curvature singularity at

the point p.

We now consider integration. Instead of eq. (3.2), to be more precise we

again define it as the limit of a two dimensional functional integral. Consider a

worldsheet of length 6 and identify Xi with XR at one end. We define

f A = lim / PXPcPbe~SA (3.8)

There is again a curvature singularity at the midpoint p of strength Z = 2nS(p),

so x = 2 an<* AA'c = - « for integration. Since the functional integral is zero
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unless the total ghost number adds up to xero, we conclude that if A has ghost

number different from |

/ ' -

The structure of this string field theory bears a remarkable similarity to or-

dinary forms on a three dimensional manifold. To make this more explicit, it is

convenient to think of string fields as forms with rank = Nç+1. This is consistent

with the interpretation of • as a wedge product since the star product of an m

form and an n form has ghost number

and so is an m + n form. It B also consistent with the interpretation of Q as

an exterior derivative since Q increases ghost number and hence the rank of the

form by one. Recall that gauge parameters have ghost number — X and hence

are xero forms. The physical string field has ghost number — | and hence is a one

form. Since ghost number measures the number of ghost oscillators, and the ghosts

anticommute, the star algebra is graded. The even elements have NQ = - £ + 2n

and the odd elements have A'c = - | + 2n.

The fact that the integral vanishes unless A has ghost number X and hence

is a three form is also analogous to forms on a three manifold. Notice that since

our physical string fields have ghost number —J, the ghost number of A * QA is

- \ + § + 1 - \ = \ and the ghost number of A • -4 • A = - | + 3 = \. So the

three dimensional Chern-Simons action does not automatically vanish. But higher

dimensional Chern-Simons terms would. In this stnst, the action is unique.

It is natural to ask what is so special about the number 3. How did this

"threeness" enter string field theory? The answer can be traced back to the fact
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that the ghost c° satisfies the equation for a conformai Killing field and there are

three conformai Killing fields on the disk.

One property of forms that is not shared by the star algebra is (graded) com-

mutivity. The wedge product of forms commutes up to a sign. But there is no

simple relation between A * B and B * A. Inside the integral, however, the star

product is commutative:*

' B * A (3.9)JA.B-J.

This is a simple consequence of eqs. (3.1) and (3.2). Note that this equation holds

for all string fields with no restrictions on ghost number or reality. (However the

integral is equal to the Fock space inner product only if the reality condition is

satisfied.)

We now discuss two properties of Q, *, and / which further illustrate the

analogy with forms and exterior derivatives. Let A and B denote string fields of

arbitrary ghost number. Then:

r
QA = 0 (3.10)

B + (-l)AA*QB (3.11)

where (—1)^ is - 1 if A is Grassmann odd and +1 if it is Grassmann even. These

two properties can be established by the following argument. Let me draw the

worldsheet used in the definition of the integral schematically as in Fig. 8 where

the curvature singularity is denoted by a dot. There are two types of boundaries.

The short side has width 6 and has standard open string boundary conditions.

The long side has boundary conditions where X^{a) and c(o) are fixed. In the

* This is sometimes written with an extra minus sign depending on the ghost number
of A and B. However it is easy to check that this sign is +1 whenever the integral
is non-zero. This is also true for forms on a three manifold.
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functional integral one integrates over these boundary conditions weighted by the

string field A.

Fig. 8 (left) A schematic picture of the worldsheet used for integration. Fig.

9 (right) A similar picture of the worldsheet used for the star product.

Now Q is the integral of a BRST current

ja = cb{T?b + 1*2)

where T% and T^b are the stress energy tensors for the X field and the ghost fields.

(A total derivative term which does not affect Q has been dropped.) This current

is conserved even on a curved worldsheet. Therefore the integral of j a over any

closed contour must vanish. Consider the contour denoted by the dashed line in

Fig. 8. On the short side j o = 0 by the open string boundary conditions. On the

long side one obtains J jr = Q acting on the state A. Since this must vanish for

any finite width 6, we conclude

for all string fields A.

Similarly, let me draw the worldsheet for the star product schematically as in

Fig. 9 where a dot denotes the curvature singularity at the midpoint of the three
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strings. The short sides again have width 6 and open string boundary conditions.

If we integrate the BRST current over the closed contour denoted by the dashed

line, then we must get zero. But this is just the sum of throw terms involving

QA,QB, and Q(A * B). Since the sum must vanish, we obtain WJ. (3.11). (The

relative signs are determined by Grassmanality)

Using the properties (3.9 - 3.11), it is easy to verify that the action (3.3) is

invariant under the non-linear gauge invariance (3.4).

Recall that we originally described the free action in terms of th<: first quantized

expectation value of the BRST operator:

% =<

and later showed this was equivalent to

S{ne = JA*QA

Since oscillators are better defined than functional integrals, it üs natural to ask if

one can go the other way. Rather than expressing the free action in terms of * and

/ , can one express the interaction / A * A * A in terms of oscillators? The answer

is yes, and the precise form was derived independently by several £r,ijps20>21>22<23.

Consider, more generally, f A* B*C. We need a map which t>Jc«s three states

into a number. In other words, we need an element of the tensor product of the

three string Hubert spaces. Let us denote this element by JV3 >. Then

A*B*C=<A\<B\<C V3>

The state IV3 > takes the following form. Since it nrcit have VSJL jjhost number

x we can write it as
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where | | > r is the up vacuum with ghost number + 2 in the rtfl string Hubert

space. The operator V has ghost number zero and is constructed from the creation

operators ctr-m r = 1,2,3 associated with the three strings. More precisely:

££ ) «T-m«a-nN%n + ghosts]
mn=0r,i=l m,n=0

The coefficients N^n are the Fourier coefficients of the Neumann function on

the worldsheet corresponding to the scattering of three strings. This Neumann

function can be calculated using conformai mapping techniques.

This oscillator expression contains the term e 2->r=i \f ) for some positive

constant K. Since this is not polynomial in spacetime derivatives, it can be viewed

as a nonlocal interaction. Thus, even though the vertex was designed to reproduce

the smooth worldsheet picture, it still gives rise to a non-local interaction in terms

of component fields! This can perhaps be viewed as resulting from the fact that

the component fields are functions of the zero mode coordinate, and VVitten's three

string vertex does it not require these coordinates to agree24. The effects of this

nonlocality have recently been investigated25.

The star product of two fields can also be expressed in terms of |Vj) >

Note that the star product does not preserve level number. The star product of

two tachyons is a state containing all component fields. Physically this is expected

because there are interactions among all component fields.

Recall that in the free theory, restricting the field equation to the massless level

yields precisely Maxwell's equation. In the interacting theory, restricting the field

equation (3.5) to the massless level does not yield the Yang-Mills equation (even

when Chan-Paton factors are included). This can be seen in two ways. First, since
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the action is just the Chern-Simons term, there is no cubic interaction in the field

equation. Second, as we have just remarked, restricting the field equation to the

massless level still yields an equation coupling all the component fields together.

From the standpoint of string theory, the Yang-Mills equation is an approximate

equation which is valid only at low energy.

One can also give an explicit expression for the interaction vertex using two

dimensional conformai field theory26. In this approach one works directly with

the Neumann functions rather than their Fourier coefficients. In this formalism,

it is easier to prove local operator identities such as the overlap equations

where ae [ | , JT], and r labels the three strings (r = 4 and r = 1 are identified).

These equations express how the strings join at the vertex and can be used as an

alternative definition of IV3 >. Similar equations hold for certain composite oper-

ators such as the stress energy tensor and the BRST current. Having established

these local overlap equations, properties such as (3.11) follow immediately from

summing over r and integrating over 0*

* For some composite operators there are subtleties associated with divergences near
the string midpoint26.
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4. SCATTERING AMPLITUDES 1

At the very least, a string field theory should be able to reproduce the per-

turbative scattering amplitudes calculated from first quantized methods. In this

section I will describe briefly how this comes about.

To calculate scattering amplitudes perturbatively using Feynman diagrams,

one must first fix the gauge. Otherwise the kinetic energy operator cannot be

inverted to yield a propagator. Recall that in the free theory we said a possible

gauge choice was ÒQA = O. This implies that

\A >= Ã\ 1>= Ã6o| T>

where A has no ghost zero mode oscillators. In this gauge, the quadratic part of

the action becomes

< A\Q\A >=<T \Ãb0QboÃ\ T>

But {Q,i>o} = LQ —1 + LQ=& and A is just the worldsheet Hamiltonian. Since

<T|6olT>=i

we have
A\Q\A > =<T \Abo&A\ t>

=<
where the last matrix element is taken in a reduced Hubert space without the

ghost zero modes. Now A can be inverted as usual

0

Since A is the Hamiltonian, e~rA just propagates a string freely for time r. This

builds up a flat worldsheet of width n and length r. It is reasonable to conjecture27

that *.he Feynman rules for the full theory are simply to tie these flat worldsheets

A h
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together three at a time using Witten's vertex. To establish this conjecture one

must first fix the gauge in the full interacting theory. This is a difficult problem.

Although considerable progress has been made 28-23,1 do not think the issue has

been completely resolved. However most workers in the field seem to agree that

these Feynman rules probably do follow from Witten's string field theory. We will

now assume this an<l investigate the scattering amplitudes that result.

CD/ \ y \>

O
Fig. 10 The worldsheet for calculating the three string coupling.

To calculate a three string coupling A + B —» C, one considers the worldsheet

shown schematically in Fig. 10 where the legs are infinitely long and A, B, and

C are the wave functions of the asymptotic states. The metric on this worldsheet

is fiat except for a curvature singularity at the midpoint of the three strings.

The three strir.g coupling is obtained by doing a functional integral over the X

and ghost fields living on this worldsheet. But this is precisely the Polyakov

prescription fo: a particular choice of metric on the worldsheet. To put this in

the more standard form, one can conformally map the worldsheet to a disk. The

asymptotic states are then mapped to points on the boundary of the disk and give

rise to the usual vertex operators. Thus we see that gauge fixing the string field

theory leads to a gauge fixed Polyakov approach. So the string field theory yields

the right three r.ring couplings. This is not surprising. The vertex was essentially
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constructed to do this.

Now consider the scattering A + B —» C + D. As in any quantum field theory,

we must sum together several Feynman diagrams as shown in Fig. 11. The length

of the internal propagators is r and must be integrated from 0 to oo. This illus-

trates one of the main drawbacks of string field theory compared to the Polyakov

approach for calculating string scattering. In the Polyakov approach, a given

scattering process involves just one Riemann surface at each order of the loop

expansion. String field theory breaks this up into many diagrams. For tree level

scattering the situation is not so bad but for higher loops it gets much worse.

There are roughly n! Feynman diagrams for a single n loop amplitude.

B

B

Fig. 11 The 4, t, and u channel string Feynman diagrams.

The main question now is whether the scattering amplitudes calculated in

string field theory by summing these Feynman diagrams agree with those calcu-
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lated in the Polyakov approach. Recall that in the Polyakov approach the am-

plitude is expressed in terms of an integral over moduli space, i.e. the space of

conformai metrics on a given Riemann surface:

= / m oduli ( )moduli

In string field theory, the amplitude is expressed

/
diagrams i

where rt- are Schwinger parameters for the t*'1 propagator. So the question of

whether these two amplitudes agree is really two questions: Do the integrands

agree? Do the regions of integration agree? Gicdings and Martinec have investi-

gated the first question27. By doing a careful analysis of the Polyakov integrand

(in particular the role of ghosts) they were able to cast it in the form that would

be obtained from the Feynman diagrams. Thus (modulo the conjecture that the

Feynmr.n rules can be derived from the field theory) the integrands do, in fact,

agree.

The second question is really the question of whether string field theory gives

a cell decomposition of moduli space30. This means the following. String Feyn-

man diagrams are two dimensional surfaces. Changing the length of the internal

string keeping everything else fixed changes the conformai metric on the surface.

Thus, the r; are like local coordinates on moduli space. Since one independently

integrates each ^ from 0 to oo, each Feynman diagram with n internal propa-

gators corresponds to a region of moduli space which is topologically an n-cube,

and called a cell. However moduli space is topologic Ily very complicated. One

can show31 that for large genus g, the Euler n~:nber of the moduli space Mg of a

Riemann surface of genus g grows like
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So a single Feynman diagram cannot cover all of moduli space. But we do not

expect »t to. The real question is if you add together all the Feynman diagrams

at a given loop order, do you cover all of moduli space or are there pieces left out.

Since the cells are disjoint open sets, they can never completely cover a con-

nected manifold like moduli space. There are points in moduli space corresponding

to T = 0 which are on the common boundary of two cells (Fig. 12). (Points corre-

sponding to r = oo are on the boundary of the entire moduli space.) We wish to

know whether the Feynman diagrams - including the limiting cases where one or

more r,-'s vanish - cover moduli space.

Fig. 12 A worldsheet with r = 0 can be obtained as the limit of two different

Feynman diagrams.

Let me reformulate the question one more time before answering it. String

field theory Feynman diagrams correspond to a certain class of Riemann surfaces.

Namely, those which can be obtained by taking flat strips and gluing them to-

gether with ^-function curvature singularities at the midpoints. Now consider an

arbitrary two manifold M with metric g^. Since on shell scattering amplitudes

are independent of conformai rescalings of the metric, we can always mak» ç^ 3at

locally. Now we ask: Can one globally rescale gaf, so that it can be represented by
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a string field theory Feynman diagram? At first sight this seems highly unlikely.

But we have32:

Remarkable Theorem: The answer is yes (provided M has at least one boundary).

So there is in fact a one-to-one correspondence between Feynman diagrams and

Riemann surfaces (with at least one boundary). Thus the regions of integration

agree and (modulo the question of gauge fixing) the string field theory amplitudes

agree with Polyakov's approach to all orders in perturbation theory.

What does the condition on the boundary mean? We want to construct the

manifold M out of flat rectangular strips which certainly have a boundary. We

cannot identify the edges of the strips, but can only join them three at a time

using the Feynman rules. So there is no hope of obtaining a manifold without a

boundary. The remarkable fact is that one can obtain everything else. Physically,

this has the following interpretation. We have been talking mainly about open

strings. However, it is well known that a consistent interacting theory of open

strings must include closed strings. What this theorem says is that the open

string Feynman diagrams we have been discussing automatically include all closed

string contributions to open string scattering!

Let me illustrate this with the following example. Consider the one closed

string loop correction to the open string vacuum diagram Fig. 13. This can be

represented as a Feynman diagram with three propagators and two vertices Fig.

14. To see that these two diagrams are topologically equivalent, note that Fig.

14 has only one boundary, is orientable (has two distinct sides) and has an Euler

number coming from the two curvature singularities of — \ — j = - 1 . This is the

correct Euler number for the punctured torus. The moduli space for the torus

is two dimensional. If one cuts out a disk, one adds one more dimension to the
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moduli space corresponding to the radius of the disk. (The center of the disk

can be moved using symmetries of the torus and hence does not contribute to the

dimension of moduli space.) Now the three propagators in Fig. 14 come with the

three r integrals so one maps out an open subset of moduli space. Other diagrams

with the propagators joined in different ways cover the rest of moduli space.

Fig. 13 (left) The closed string one loop correction to the open string vacuum

diagram. Fig. 14 (right) The same surface represented as a Feynman diagram.

The proof that Feynman diagrams cover all of moduli space is based on the

following idea. It is convenient to have a simpler description of the Feynman dia-

grams. Since the metric is fiat except for isolated curvature singularities, we can

realize it as a Sat space with identifications. More precisely, consider any Feynman

diagram with one boundary. Now cut each propagator along the midline. Since

this never cuts the boundary, the diagram remains connected and becomes a sim-

ple cylinder. The bottom circle is the original boundary and the top circle can be

identified to recreate the original surface. (If there was more than one boundary

initially, then one obtains several cylinders after cutting along the midlines.) This
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cylinder, with identifications of its upper boundary, is called the canonical presen-

tation of the Feyr.man diagram. Mathematicians have shown that every Riemann

surface has a ur.ique canonical presentation32. Hence it can be identified with a

unique Feynman diagram.

Since this string field theory includes closed string intermediate states but ap-

parently only open string external states one might worry that unitarity is violated.

This is not the case33. The closed string states can be viewed as bound states of

open strings. In ordinary £e!d theory, bound states do not arise at any finite order

of perturbation theory. But in string field theory this is possible due to the infinite

number of degrees of freedom. It is natural to ask if one can describe closed string

external states in this theory. (One does not want to explicitly add a closed string

field since this would result in double counting closed string contributions to open

string scattering.) The answer is yes, but the details are still being investigated.

One approach is to extract the closed string external state by factorizing the one

loop amplitude on a closed string pole.33'34 This has the unfortunate feature that

to calculate the tree level coupling of three closed string states, one must calcu-

late a three loop diagram! Another approach uses the ideas described in the next

section to obtain closed string states, but a modified interaction term must be

introduced to obtain the correct tree level scattering35.

We conclude this section with the following observation. We noted earlier that

one of the drawbacks of string field theory over the Polyakov approach for com-

puting string scattering is that one must sum together many Feynman diagrams

for each order in perturbation theory. However from a practical point of view this

may be a blessing in disguise. As we have said, the moduli space for higher genus

Riemann surfaces is topologically quite complicated. It turns out to be difficult to

find a concrete characterization of this space which is needed to perform integrals
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over i t . String field theory breaks up thb space into simple building blocks which

may be easier to work with.
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5. BACKGROUND DEPENDENCE

The string field theory we have been describing has many desirable features,

but in its current formulation it has one main drawback. The BRST operator Q

which appears in the action depends on a flat 26 dimensional spacetime metric

tin*. Explicitly

Q= /* **(!$ + \Tg)da
Jo

and

T?b = ldaX>idbX
uT,ltt,- trace

This would not be a problem in a theory of open strings only since the metric would

not be dynamical. However, as we saw in the last section, Witten's field theory

includes closed strings, and closed strings contain gravity. Thus this string field

theory should include general relativity in an appropriate limit. But in general

relativity the spacetime metric is not fundamentally split into a fiat kinematical

background and a dynamical perturbation. Furthermore, since string theory is a

unified theory of gravity with an infinite number of other fields, we do not expect

to be able to even define a spacetime metric in general. The situation is perhaps

analogous to a simple Kaluza-Klein theory. From a general solution (which is a

Ricci flat D dimensional spacetime) one cannot always extract a four dimensional

metric. This is possible only for particular 'Vacuum" solutions e.g. those taking

a product form. Similarly, in string theory, the spacetime should arise only in a

low energy classical approximation.

The question thus arises: Can one reformulate the theory so that the funda-

mental action is independent of a spacetime metric? The metric could then arise

from classical solutions to the field equation of the theory. The answer is yes2,
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and I would now like to explain how this can be achieved.* (A similar result has

also been obtained in a different string field theory38.)

Consider the action

/ $ * $ * $ (5.1)

for a string field $ with ghost number —5. Notice that this action has no explicit

metric dependence. The equation of motion is simply

* * * = 0 (5.2)

One solution is clearly $ = 0. If this were the only solution, then this action would

not be very interesting. However it turns out that there is a large class of solutions

to this equation. For example, let / denote the identity of the star algebra i.e.

/ * A = A * I = A for all A. (Roughly speaking, / is a delta function which equates

the left and right halves of a string.) Let ja denote the BR5T current for a string

in a 26 dimensional flat spacetime and set

ri
JO

Then it turns out that $Q = Qil is a solution to (5.2).

To show this, we use the following three properties:

QI = 0 (5.3)

{<?,<?£} = 0 (5.4)

QRA*B+{-l)AA*QLB = 0 (5.5)

* There are subtleties involving violations of associativity17'36 and surface terms37

which I am going to ignore in the following discussion. A more careful analysis
leads to the same results with at most minor changes.
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In the last property, QR = Q - Qi, A and B are arbitrary string fields, and

(-1)^* = —1 if J4 has ghost number - \ + 2n and +1 otherwise. These prop-

erties have been verified explicitly using both the oscillator representation3 and

• conformai field theory26.* Now from (5.5)

(5.6)

However using (5.3) and then (5.5) we have

QLI * QLI = -QRJ * QLI = Q\J (5.7)

So

QLI * QÜ = \QQLI = \{Q, QL)I = o (5.8)

This solution has the important property that

$0 • A - {-1)AA *$0 = QA (5.9)

for an arbitrary string field A. This is easily derived from the three properties

above. Now if we expand the string field $ about this solution

and substitute into the field eq. (5.2) we obtain

0 = ($o + A) * ($o + A) = *o * A + A * *o + A * A

A*A

which is precisely Wit ten's field equation!. Similarly, if we substitute this expan-

sion into the purely cubic action (5.1), we recover Witten's action (3.3). So one

* Strictly speaking, eq.(5.5) has been verified only for A and B in the open string
Fock space, i.e. fields expressed in terms of a finite number of oscillators. To apply
it to / , which involves an infinite number of oscillators, additional regularization
is required. In one approach36, eqs.(5.6) and (5.7) are not valid but (5.8) is. In
another regularization40, all equations are true as written.

t We have absorbed the coupling constant g by rescaling A.
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can obtain Witten's theory by simply expanding the purely cubic action about one

of its solutions. In effect, one has shifted away the kinetic energy term in Witten's

action.

Although we have removed the explicit background dependence in the action,

there is still the possibility that there is implicit or anomalous background de-

pendence in the operations * and / . For finite width 6, the functional integral

expressions (3.7) and (3.8) require an action S which depends on background fields.

Formally this dependence is removed in the limit as 6 —» 0. Recently, a lattice

version of Witten's theory has been constructed in which one can show explicitly

that there is no background dependence40. This issue has also been investigated

in the continuum theory24.

There is also the question of the dependence on the spacetime topology. If

one considers only continuous strings, then the domain of the string field clearly

depends on the topology of the spacetime manifold. However there are arguments

which suggest that discontinuous strings should also be included. In this case, one

can (formally) show41 that the domain of the string field, and hence the cubic

action, is essentially independent of the topology of the spacetime.

Since the star product is commutative inside the integrai, the purely cubic

action is clearly invariant under the gauge transformation

6$ = $*€-£*$ (5.10)

where e is an arbitrary string field of ghost number — *. If one again expands

$ = $0 + A and uses (5.9), this reduces to

6A = Qe + A*e-e*A (5.11)

which is just Witten's gauge transformation. Note however that (5.10) is homo-

geneous in * whereas (5.11) is not homogeneous in A. This has the following
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important consequence. The natural ground state of the cubic action $ = 0 is

invariant under ali gauge transformations e. In particular, if e has PM = 0, this

transformation corresponds to a global spacetime symmetry. Thus $ = 0 is the

symmetric ground state. The solution $o = QL? IS n o t invariant under all the

symmetries, but only those satisfying

$Q*£ — e*$Q = Qe = 0

Thus $o k a state of broken symmetry. Now in Wit ten's formulation, the natural

ground state A = 0 corresponds to the solution $o = Qil and hence is not the

state of maximum symmetry. This is reflected by the inhomogeneous term in the

transformation law for A.

There are other solutions to $ * $ = 0 besides the one described above. Con-

sider a curved spacetime with possibly other background fields on it. Consider

a single string propagating in this background and construct the first quantized

BRST operator QB. If (QB)2 = 0, then one can argue that the three properties

(5.3 - 5.5) still hold for this new BRST operator and hence QBI is a solution to

(5.2). One can show that {QB)2 = 0 is equivalent to the condition for the two

dimensional sigma model describing propagation of the string to be conformally

invariant42. Thus we see that for each conformally invariant sigma model, one can

construct a solution to the string field equation. Using first quantized methods,

it was argued that conformally invariant sigma models correspond to classically

allowed background configurations. But there is no way in the first quantized

framework to relate one background to another. It is satisfying to have a single

equation whose solutions include all of the previously derived classical background

configurations.

To lowest order in sigma model perturbation theory (which physically corre-
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sponds to the low energy limit), the condition on the metric for (Q )2 = 0 is

simply Einstein's equation. This is perhaps the easiest way to recover general

relativity from string theory.

Although we have described a large class of solutions to $*$ = 0, these are not

the only ones. All of the above solutions have a well defined spacetime metric and

possibly other background fields. However, as we have argued, since string theory

is a unified theory of all these fields, there should exist solutions for which there is

no well defined metric. Some simple examples of such solutions have recently been

found43. By studying solutions of $ * $ = 0 that have no spacetirne interpretation,

we may begin to understand how string theory describes the origin of the universe.
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POSTSCRIPT

With the exception of some minor changes and updated references, these lec-

ture notes are identical to the ones I wrote a year and a half ago for lectures I gave

at Trieste44 and the U.S. summer school TASI45. This is due to the fact that the

subject of string field theory has not evolved very much during this time, and the

progress that has been made has been rather technical and not easily discussed in

pedagogical lectures.

Since a supcrstring field theory is presumably of most physical interest, let

me conclude by summarizing its current status. To begin, a light cone gauge

superstring field theory has been constructed46. The BRST approach described

in Section 2 generalizes to yield a gauge invariant free superstring field theory47.

There is also a natural generalization of the interacting theory discussed in Section

3 for superstrings48. The interaction term has been explicitly expressed in terms

of first quantized oscillators49. However some of the scattering amplitudes do not

reproduce the first quantized calculations 50. Possible modifications are still being

investigated. A purely cubic action for the superstring field theory (analogous to

that described in Section 5) has also been derived51'52. A heterotic string field

theory has been constructed only in the light cone gauge53. In order to make this

theory gauge invariant, one needs a better understanding of the gauge invariant,

bosonic, purely closed string field theorv.

Surprisingly, there does not seem to be a simple extension of these ideas to the

closed bosonic string. There are two obvious candidates for the interaction term.

One is obtained by using the open string interaction for left and right movers

separately. The other is obtained by dividing the closed string into a left and right

half and requiring half strings to overlap54. These turn out to be equivalent55.

But unfortunately, this interaction does not reproduce the Polyakov tree level
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closed string scattering amplitudes56. An intriguing approach to closed string

field theory using only open string f.elds has been developed by Strominger35.

Other approaches are also being pursued57.
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PP COLLIDER PHYSICS

Dan Green
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory1

P. 0 . Box 500
Batavia, Illinois 60510

U. S. A.

ABSTRACT

This note encompasses a set of six lectures given at the summer school
held at Campos Do Jordão on January of 19S9 near Sao Paulo, Brazil.
The intent of the lectures was to describe the physics of pp at CERN
and Fermilab. Particular attention has been paid to making a self con-
tained presentation to a prospective audience of graduate students.
Since large Monte Carlo codes might not be available to all members
of this audience, great reliance was placed on "back of the envelope esti-
mates." Emphasis was also placed on experimental data rather than
theoretical speculation, since predictions for, for example, supersym
-metric particle production are easily obtained by transcription of
formulae already obtained.

A. POINT PARTICLE CONSTITUENTS AND THEIR COUPLINGS

In the field of elementary particle physics we have come to a synthesis in our

understanding /hich goes under the name of the Standard Model. Matter con-

sists ci a number of pointlike spin one half fermions which come in two categories,

quarks and leptons. Within these two categories quark and lepton doublet pairs

are replicated in at least three generations. Energy, or the forces between matter,

is communicated by a series, of spin one gauge bosons. There are eight gluons com-

municating the strong force, the photon communicating the electromagnetic force,

and the three charged and neutral gauge bosons, the W and Z communicating

'Operated by Universities Research Association Inc. under contract with the United States
Department of Energy
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the weak force. The coupling constants describing the strength of these forces are

all diacensiorJess. A schematic representation of the Standard Model is shown in

Fig. A.I.
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Figure A.I: Standard Model for matter and energy. Constituents are doublets of
quarks and leptons in three generations. Forces are transmitted by gauge bosons
with dimensionless couplings.

In order to understand forces in the Standard Model, well start with the elec-

tromagnetic force which has the familiar form of minimal coupling. One starts

with the kinetic term in the LaGrangian density for free particles and replaces the

derivative by the covariant derivative. This derivative contains the interactive field

which means that the replacement generates the interaction terms. They appear

in the form of a current dotted with the interacting electromagnetic field.
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£ = y(Q — m)v

d — D = d-ieA (A.I)

Extending the scheme to tht strong interactions, one replaces the U(l) group of

the electric charge to the SU(3) group of color. Remember that color is effectively

the charge of the strong interaction. This replacement leads to an octet of colored

gluons, interacting with a color triplet of quarks. The gluon fields are represented

- SU{3)

-te -» gtX
e
ab

3 ® 3 = 108

c,6 = 1,2,3 c = l ,8 (A.2)

R, B, G RB, RG, BR, BG, GR, GB,

(RR + BB- 2GG)fVê, {RR -r BB)/V2

D = a -

In the case of the electromagnetic and weak interact'or; s, the U(l) group is re-

placed by an SU(2) ® U(l) group. The weak doublets v, iiich we showed in Fig. A.I

interact with a triplet and singlet of gauge bosons giving rise to the electromag-

netic and weak interactions. The covariant derivative introducing the W and B

fields is given below:

-• SU{2)i

Qw =

t —»

2S2 =

D =

i

[I» + Y/2)w

9Qw

1©3

B°, U(l),

\V+,\Ve,W-, 3U{2),

d-t[gi(Y/2)B+gJ-

(A.3)

92

\Y\
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There are two coupling constants, one associated with the SU(2) group, that

is j j , and the other with the U(l) group g!. Ultimately we want to connect them

with the physical couplings, the electromagnetic charge e, and the Fermi constant

G. In order to do that we define physical states A and Z as arbitrary unitary

rotations of the W and B neutral components. Then we identify the coupling of

the A to be electric charge.

} \ Z ) \ -ÚTLBW COSOW ) \ W*

D = d-i ]
[ h cos Bw - giY/2 sin 6W)Z j

b) 9i(Q ~ h) cos 6W + g2l3 sin tw = Qe (A.4)

^i cos 8\v = Qi sin Bw = t

This identification immediately shows the unification of electromagnetism and

weak interactions in that the couplings g\ and g% are both equal to the electromag-

netic coupling e up to trigonometric functions. Hence, the minimal gauge coupling

scheme again specifies the interactions between the fermions and gauge bosons.

In particular, we find that oj specifies the charge changing weak currents and so

we expect to identify g2 with the Fermi constant. There is a more complicated

connection between what is new in this theory, the prediction of the weak-neutral

currents and the coupling constants g\ and <ft.

D = « _
I {-9i{Q - h)«nBw + gihcos6w)Z

-giQ sin Bw + 51/3 sin Bw + 9ih cos Bw

= y/sl + 9\ [~Q *n7 Ow + h «in1 Bw + h cos' Bw] (A.5)

c) D = a - 1 [c(?.4 + g2{r\V- + I-W+) + y]g\ + g\{h -
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We now have derived the covariant derivative which specifies the interaction in

terms of the physical particles of the theory, the photon. :he charged-weak bosons.

and the neutral-weak boson. The interactions that are specified by the gauge

couplings of the fermions to the gauge bosons for the three forces: electromagnetic,

strong, and weak are shown in Fig. A.2 with g3 = gw. left-handed weak-charged

currents are explicitly assumed in Fig. A.2.

' \

r

\ sa(Is-QSi
\_c-&

* /
Figure A.2: Coupling of fermions to gauge bosons for the three forces; electro-
magnetic, strong, and weak.

So far we have specified the couplings of the bosons to the fermions. However,

in the electroweak case, there is no particular reason why the weak eigenst&tes
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should be equal to the sironz eigenstates. Therefore, even assuming a universal

dectroweak-ieptcr. coupling, there can be niixing in the quark sector. The coupling

scheme for the favored quark couplings along with the relevant color factors is

shown schematically for both W and Z gauge bosons in Fig. A.3. From these

figures, it is very easy to estimate the branching ratios of TV's and Zs into different

final states. We will have use of these estimates later. The H* and Z bosons couple

to the quark and lepton doublets shown in Fig. A.I.

I : I : I : 3:3

< e, n, f, u,c

: 3:3:33:3
db

Figure A.3: Universal lepton coupling to \Y and Z gauge bosons. Favored quark
couplings with color factors are also indicated.

Finally, in Fig. A.4 the non-diagonal coupling of \V gauge bosons to the quarks

is defined via the unita-y matrix whose approximate form is also given in Fig. A.4.

This matrix is known as the Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) matrix.
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Figure A.4: Coupling of W gauge bosons to quarks. Approximate form of the
KM matrix.

The form of V^ modifies the W-lepton coupling shown in Fig. A.2. The matrix

Vrf is almost diagonal in the charge changing strong eigenstates • the quarks. The

K , ~ 0e term comes from comparing K —* fiv to sr -» pu decays. The V^ ~ B\

result comes from the B lifetime measurement. The 6\ terms are inferred using

three generation unitarity. The complex phase of 1 ^ allows CP-violation to occur.

From simple dimensional arguments we expect that the widths, I*, of the gauge

bosons should be proportional to the masses of the bosons times the coupling

constants squared. Given electroweak unification this m^ans o times the mass.

So, if the mass is about 100 GeV, we expect widths of about 1 GeV. We will quote

the exact calculations in Section C, when we discuss production properties of W

and Z bosons.

Now let's turn to the masses of the electroweak-g uge bosons in the presence

of spontaneous symmetry breaking. This means that there exists a Higgs doublet
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scalar field with a vacuum condensate which we represent by 17. When the kinetic

terms in the Higgs LaGrangian are replaced by the covariant derivative, which we

have already worked out, we find that masses for the W and Z are generated; the

photon remains massless.

(A.6)= (?)

The \V and Z masses are related to the coupling constants and the vacuum

expectation value of the Higgs field.

M7 = 0

/ (A.7)

— Mw/cos 6 w

The measured value of the Fermi constant is about 10~* per GeV3 as measured

in, for example, muon decay. We can relate this value to the coupling constant

Ç2 — gw and from there we can derive a value for the vacuum expectation value.

92 = gw

= 9wl*Mw (A.8)

17 = y/2Mw/gw

1 175 GeV
G2>/2

Of course, the masses of the W and Z bosons are to the same order of mag-

nitude as the vacuum expectation value. The relationship in Eq. A.8 relates the

weak coupling constant gw, along with the W boson prop gator gly/^wi t o *

contact 4 fermion effective coupling G. The Weinberg angle is measured in neutral

current interactions (see Eq. A.5.c) .0 be sin30fy ~ l / 5 . This means that gw =

e3/t\n20w = 4ira2/9in76w. With a = 1/137, gw ~ 0.65 or, MW - gwnl^fi ~~ 80
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GeV and (6w ~ 26°) Mz - =3 GeV. The experimental data confirming these

predictions will be shown in Section C of this note.

The relationships were spectacularly confirmed at CERX when the IV and Z

bosons were both discovered ir. the mid 1950s. However, it is safe to say that

many mysteries still remain. For example, just for amusement you can evaluate

the critical density to close the universe. It turns out to be about 10 kilovolts per

cubic centimeter. By contrast, the energy density due to the vacuum expectation

value of the Higgs field is about 10" times larger. Clearly, it requires some tuning

to make the cosmological constant small.

What are the Higgs field couplings to the other particles in the tieory? One

allows not only a vacuum expectation value but an oscillation about it. In this case,

the kinetic terms in the LaGrangian not only generate masses for the Ws and Zs

but interactions between gauge bosons and the Higgs particles. These interaction

terms will be important in discussing Higgs decay modes in Section C.

These interactions are schematically shown in Fig. A.5: they are easily read off

from Eq. A.9.
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Figure A.5: Eiggs couplings to electroweak bosons.

We can now ask about the coupling of Eiggs particles to the fermions in the

electroweak theory. This begins by specifying Yukawa couplings with ad hoc cou-

pling constants.

CY = G'lal

tn — G17

These Yukawa interactions generate mass terms for the fermions. However, there

are unspecified coupling constants so there is no prediction for the fermion masses.
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Even so. we find out tr.it the Yukawa coupling constant is mated to the mass.

This mezns that the ccTipiin» o: Higgs particlss to ferrmor.s is proportional to the

mass of the ferznions.

£/ = CUH

= -llH (A.11)

- {VGm)UH

This fact will tui~ out to be very important in search strategies for Higgs par-

ticles. The implied Higgs couplings to fermioss is shown schematically in Fig. A.6.

(mj/Mw)

Figure A.6: Higgs coupling to fermions.

What about couplings among the gauge bosons? We have already derived the

covariant derivative in Eq. A.5.c. Given the fermion kinetic piece in the Lagrangian,

the substitution d —» D generates the interactions shown in Fig. A.2 between gauge

bosons a:.d fennions. In an analagous fashion, the boson kinetic term (di*{di)

under the substitution d —* D obviously generates "quartic" couplings:

D = a -

These couplings are shown schematically is Fig. A.?. They are similar to those

shown in Fig. A.5. The triple couplings are proportional to g*q, due to the 9 factor,
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while lhe cuartic c'upiincs oniy contain the üeids themselves izà ire proportional

to §&-. Clcariy. the implication, o: La. A.2 is :hat gluor-s also have :riple ar.c cuartic

non-Abelian coup lire*.

Figure A.7: Couplings between electroweak bosons.

In summary, what we have done in this Section is *o very quickly and crudely

define the cons:;:--eats in the Standard Model, the quarks, the leptons. and the

gauge bosons. Usicg the gauge principle, in a very schematic way, we have derived

the interactions between the elements in the Standard Model. Those interactions

are specified by coupling constants, one for the strong interaction g,f one for the

electromagnetic interaction e. one for the weak interaction (we can conveniently

use the Fermi constant), and the mixing that gives us the physical states, the

Weinberg angle. One other unknown parameter in the theory is the mass of the

Higgs boson.

As an aid to memory, gluons are flavor blind. They only have color (strong

charge). W and Z bosons are color blind, they only see flavor (weak charge).

Leptons have flavor but no color, while quarks have both flavor and color (strong

and electroweak interactions).
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We are now in a position to use the interactions as specified in Section A and

to look at the scattering of the constituents under the action of the various forces.

That scattering is the subject of discussion in Section B.

B. SCATTERING OF POINT PARTICLES

We begin this Section with a discussion of the pointlike scattering of quarks

and leptons. In the second half of this Section we will discuss the distribution of

quarks within the hadrons that are the color singlet accessible asymptotic states. A

familiar example of the scattering of leptons is the total cross-section for electron-

positron scattering into n+fi~- The cross-section is given in Eq.B.l:

*{e+e~ - i t + M ~ ) = 47ra2/3J (B.I)

= 87 n&/3 (GeV2)

A convention that we will adopt is that all elementary process and the kinematic

variables associated with them are identified by (A). For example. & refers to the

elementary cross-section and i refers to the square of the center-of-mass energy

for the fundamental pointlike constituents. The Feynman diagram for this process

makes it obvious that a is proportional to the coupling constant to the fourth

power or a3. It is also obvious that since there are no other mass scales in the

problem the only scale for a cross-section is the energy itself. Numerically this

cross-section is 87 nanobarns divided by s in GeV2. This is a typical electroweak

cross-section scale.

Another familiar form for lepton scattering is given in Eq.B.2. This is the

Rutherford scattering cross-section at low values of the momentum transfer t. This

form corresponds to dv/dil going like l/(sin 0)*.

at

Now let us consider what evidence we have for pointlike quark processes in

electromagnetic, weak, and strong interactions. Let's start with the ratio of the
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cross-sections for e~e~ annihilations into hadrons to that for e~e~ into muon pairs.

Drawing a Feynman diagram, the e'e~ annihilates into a virtual photon. The

ratio should just be the ratio of the coupling constant for the photon to quark and

antiquark pairs with respect to muon pairs and the sum over the final state colors.

e+e~ —»hadrons)
R =

(B.3)

This means that the R value is just the sum of the squares of the quark charges

times the number of colors in the final state. A plot of the measured R value is

shown in Fig. B.I. It is clear from this figure that the ratio is essentially constant

in between thresholds for production of new heavy quarks. The magnitude of R

confirms our assumption that the number of colors is three. There is the famous

threshold at the charm-quark mass, another threshold at the b quark mass around

the T. People are looking at Tristan for the threshold indicating the onset of top

anti-top production.
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Figure B.I: Pointlike quark behavior in e+e~ -* hadrons. R = ^tl-Z



This data then is a good indication that quarks act like pointlike fermions in

electromagnetic interactions. What about the situation in weak interactions? Are

the quarks behaving like pointlike objects? Let's start with Eq. B.4.

- ai,/* (B.4)

In this case there is a second mass scale, which is the weak boson mass. That mass

scale effects the propagator for the virtual W. We have two possible limits for the

total cross-section for leptons. There is the high-energy limit, which is that limit

wherein we have effectively only one mass scale because the weak boson mass is

small. In that case, the limit is essentially that of Eq.B.l. The other limit is at

low energies, where in fact the data presently exists. In that case, the propagator

is such that the cross-section rises linearly with center-of-mass energy.

G3*

G2MS (B-5)

3 x 10-38cm2/GeV

0.03p6/GeV

If we identify the fourth power of the electroweak-coupling constant with the

second power of the Fermi constant, we can get an estimate for the slope of the

neutrino nucleon total :ross-section as a function of neutrino energy. We assume

that what is happening is that the inelastic scattering between neutrino and nu-

cleon consists of the sum of elastic scatterings off pointlike quarks in the nucleus.

Data for this process are shown in Fig. B.2. In fact, the order of magnitude that

we've estimated for the process is close to what is actually observed, the scale being

iO~Mem3 per GeV. We take this magnitude and the linear rise of the cross-section

as good evidence that pointlike behavior of quarks in nucleons in electroweak in-

teractions is exhibited.
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Figure B.2: Pointlike quark behavior in vN deep inelastic scattering.

What about in strong interactions? Take the case of inclusive production of

pions as a function of transverse momentum. At low transverse momentum there is

an exponential dependence which appears to be some sort of collective thermody-

namic effect and which dominates the inclusive cross-section. However, at higher

values of transverse momentum, say above 3 GeV/c, at the ISR there began to be

uncovered a power law behavior of the distribution.

(B.6)

The ISR data is shown in Fig.B.3. What is happening here is that the expo-

nential behavior is dying off and a pointlike power law behavior (associated with

Rutherford type scattering) is being uncovered. This means that the quarks in

hadrons also sh vr pointlike behavior through their strong interactions.
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IO'»

Figure B.3: Pointlike quark behavior in high px TT° production in pp collisions.

Having convinced ourselves that quarks show pointlike behavior in the same

way that leptons do for electromagnetic, weak, and strong interactions we can

now turn to the form of the scattering cross-sect ons. The formulae for two-body

scattering processes that are used in this set of lectures and their appropriate

Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig. B.4.
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Figure B.4: Elementary 2 -» 2 processes referred to in this note. The appropriate
Feyoman diagram is included.



The column for the amplitude squared has the convention defined in Eq. B.7.

A\2 (B.7)

What is factored out from the amplitude are the coupling constants at the two

vertices and the dimensionally necessary one over i 3 that one has for the differential

cross-section. We can now read off the form of \A\3 from the Feynman diagram.

For example, in the process quark anti-quark into quark' anti-quark' we have the

one over i2 contribution due to annihilation into a virtual photon propagator. This

formula is exactly as seen already in Eq. B.I. For the exchange graph, qq' -» qq',

the photon propagator gives us a one over t2 piece and again this is something we

have already seen in Eq. B.2 for differential Rutherford scattering.

There are four terms for the giuon-gluor scattering cross-section. The reason

for that is as we said in Section A; gluons are themselves strongly charged and

so they self couple into trilinear and quartic vertices. The four terms are easily

read off as 1/i2 (annihilation), 1/Í2 or l /ú2 (exchange) and 3 (4 gluon vertex).

Incidently, the gluon-gluon cross-section at 90° is numerically much larger than

the other cross-sections given in Fig. B.4. This means that if all else is equal, gluon

scattering dominates over say quark scattering or quark anti-quark annihilation.

Gluon quark scattering or gluon anti-quark scattering can lead to direct photon

production. In this case we have a fermion propagator whereas in the previous

cases we had a boson propagator. That leads to a one over u behavior in the

elementary processes for exchange or a one over i behavior for annihilation. This

comparison between fermion and boson propagators in the elementary processes

have implications which well see later.

Finally, in heavy quark anti-qu; rk pair production we have gluon-gluon anni-

hilation giving a one over i2 propagator plus another Feynman diagram for gluon-

gluon fusion with a quark propagator giving one over i or l /ú behavior. The

cross-sections for many other elementary processes have been calculated by many

authors and they are i;; the References given in this note.

Going beyond elementary two-body processes we will occasionally need to think
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f

about radiative and o:hcr 2 - 3 processes. The Feynman diagrams for fermion

scattering (which is a 2 — 2 process) and bremsstrahlung (which is a 2 — 3

process) in a static Coulomb field are shown in Fig.B.5.

e

i
i
X

Ze

k

4
I
I
I
x

Ze

k

— (I-Z)P = p1

Figure B.5: Diagrams for fermion scattering and bremsstrahlung in a static

Coulomb fiel 1.

From non-relativistic quantum mechanical perturbation theory we know that

the amplitude for a process is proportional to one over the energy difference be-

tween the initial and final state for the virtual process. When one evaluates Ai? in

the case of bremsstrahlung one finds that the amplitude goes like one over z where

z it the momentum fraction carried off by a photon. In the ultrarelativistic limit

for the fermions.
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E = y/p2 - m2 ~ p -r m2/2?

A ~ 1/A£ = l / (£, - Ef)

~ p1 + m2/2p - zp - (1 - z)p - m2/2(l - *)p (B.8)

A ~ 1/z

In order to conserve energy and momentum in a virtual process the thing for

the massless photon to do is to be as soft as possible. This gives us the standard

radiative behavior that the cross-section goes like one over k, where k is the photon

momentum. The complete cross-section for bremsstrahlung, normalized to the

2 —» 2 process of fermion scattering is given in Eq. B.9:

da. (a

iíj IT] A/J
(B.9)

Looking at the diagrams in Fig. B.5 it is obvious that this cross-section ratio is

proportional to a. The (dk/k) factor for this radiative process has already been

explained. Finally, there are some directional factors. They imply that the soft

photon is preferentially radiated collinear to the momentum in either the initial

or the final state. The directionality can be justified by recalling that in dipole

radiation the polarization vector is parallel to the electric fidd. We know that the

dectric fidd impulse of the fast moving particle is perpendicular to its direction of

mot m. This in turn means that the dipole radiation is transverse to the dectric

fidd or parallel to the direction of motion of either the incoming or outgoing

fermion. These results are derived in many books on electromagnet ism. We will

assume that the radiation is collinear in future applications.

Of course, what this means is that if we have a quark or gluon at some partic-

ular value of momentum, it will evolve by a cascade process. This is very much

in the spirit of electromagnetic cascade development due to bremsstrahlung and

pair production. The evolution equations were given in Rossi's classical book on
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electromagnetic showers many years ago. The gluons being colored can themselves

produce pairs of gluons. The quarks can bremsstrahiune a gluon. whereas the

gluons can make pairs of quarks and anti-quarks. The diagrams for the evolution

of the quarks and gluons by bremsstrahiung, pair production, and triple gluon

coupling are shown in Fig. B.6.

a)

yz=x

b)

y

-yz=x

Figure B.6: Diagrams for evolution of quarks and gluons. a) Quarks by
bremsstrahiung and pair production, b) Giuons by bremsstrahiung and triple
gluon coupling.
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The form for the evolution equations of, say, xg(x), follows from our previous

derivation, Eq. B.8, of the 1/z piece of Eq. B.9. For example, we can read off the

contribution to evolution as given in Eq. B.10. The piece due only to low z gluons

is shown below:

d[xg{x)} - ^

d{xg{x)\ ~ 7

x = yz

If we ignore a possible q2 evolution of a, (discussed later), we can do the integral

very crudely. At low i values;

a,b

~ ^ [in (1)1 (B.11)
IT L \ x / J

One can see that the gluon distribution at low x is more divergent than 1/x

due to a pile-up of gluons at x = 0 caused by ra "tative evolutionary processes.

This fact will have some importance in the discussion of "minijeis" in Section D.

Now in fact, we are almost always going to assume that if we found the distribu-

tion of quarks inside a proton, that distribution is true for all values of momentum

transfer. As we have shown, this is not the case. The distribution functions have to

evolve because the interactions imply that naive seeling cannot be true. However,

since the effects are small and since we are interested in simple order of magni-

tude hand calculations, we will no longer consider evolution of the distribution

functions. For example, from q = 10 to q = 100 GeV the distribution functions
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of quarks varies only by about 20%. There are many uncertainties in hadronic

calculations larger than this, so we just ignore evolution.

There is another evolution which is that the coupling constant also depends on

the momentum transfer scale. This means that the strong coupling constant a,

"runs" in the sense that it is momentum transfer dependent.

(B.12)

For example, at (10 GeV)2 a , is 0.21 where at (100 GeV)2 it is 0.13, assum-

ing that the A parameter is 200 MeV, which is within the range of experimental

determinations. Obviously, (see Eq. B.12) A is that scale where the strong interac-

tions become strong. The reason for this running of the coupling constant is fairly

straightforward to see. A schematic of the evolution of a, is shown in Fig. B.7.

b)

Figure B.7: Schematics for evolution of coupling constants, a) Vacuum polariza-
tion, b) Gluons with both fermion and gluon loops.

For photons, we have a vacuum polarization due to the cloud of virtual electron-

positron pairs. This process also occurs for gluons making virtual colored pairs of
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quarks and ar.ti-cuarks. However, giucr.s themselves! beins "charçcd") can couple

to gluon-giuon pairs. This dilutes the e.Tect by carrying color off from the original

color source. There is a competition between these two effects. For the appropriate

number of fermions. the coior dilution factor wins which means that the strong

force gets weaker as one looks closer ar.c closer. This behavior is called asymptotic

freedom. We'll largely be operating at eiectroweak cass scaies of 100 GeV, so well

take Q, to be reasonably constant. Since the variation of a, is logarithmic, and

since we are oniy making hand estimates, it makes «ease to also assume a constant

strong interaction coupling constant.

Finally, if we are going to lock a: proton anti-proton collisions we need to

specify how the quarks are distributed within the proton. Implicitly, what we are

assuming is that we can use an impulse approximation, so there are no quantum

mechanical phases involved. This is jus: a distribution function. Diagrammatically

what is happening is that a parton in deep-inelastic scattering has some fraction, e.

of the hadron momentum and is scattered by a gauze boson where the distribution

function is given by /(«) as shown in Fig. B.8.

Figure B.8: Par on with momentum fraction e of the hadron £ scatters a gauge
boson 9. f(<) is the distribution function of the parton.

If we work out the kinematics for that process as seen in Eq. B.13:
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We can see that if « ignore ill mass scales ('at high values of q1), then e is in fact

proportional to Bjorken z . Bjorken z is defined to be somr function of the two

kinematic invariants in the problem. Since these invariants can be determined by

oaly making measurements of the lepton. we can measure the quark momentum

distribution by measuring the incoming and outgoing lepton in deep-inelastic scat-

tering. Note that if the quark is not heavy, then Bjorken?s x parameter is in fact

identically the momentum fraction of the parton in the proton.

The reason we resort to mere data to find this distribution is that it is a non

perturbative effect. Hence, at the moment, it is «incalculable although it is in

principle a solvable problem in quantum chromodynamics. However, since the

coupling constant becomes large at low values of ç5 (characterized by the 200 MeV

value for A), perturbative caiculational techniques break down. For the moment

we will simply take the distribution functions as found from the dtep inelastic

scattering of electrons, muocs. and neutrinos on nucieons. These distributions are

shown in Fig. B.9.

xf(x)

Figure B.9: Parton momentum distribution funct ons for the proton, «/(*)•

If there were three and ody three valance quarks in a proton, we would expect

the distribution function to be a 6 function at ar. z value of 1/3. However, there

are radiative processes where the valance quark could radiate a gluon. Due to

momentum conservation this interaction lowers the average value of the z of the
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valance quarks below 1/3. There are also higher order processes where a gluon

radiates and before it is reabsorbed a quark anti-quark virtual pair materializes.

Hence, there are anti-quarks in a proton. These are called the sea distributions.

We use a parameterization of the momentum fraction, x / ( i ) to be a power law in

z times a power law in (1 — i):

xf(z) = «•(l-zp

xur(x) ~

xdr{x) ~

xü[x) •= xi(x) = 2xS{x)

~ 0 . 2 ( 1 - i ) 8

There are two valance up quarks and one valance down quark in the proton.

Their average x value is somewhat less than 1/3. The sea quark distributions have

a number density proportional to one over i , as we expect for objects which are

radiatively created. / (* ) is defined to be a distribution function, which means that

f(x)dx is the number of partons between x and r + dx. Since we know that x

is also the momentum fraction, xf(x)dx is the momentum distribution of paitons

between x and x + dx.

The gluon exists in the hadron only due to a radiative process. It therefore

has a number distribution which goes as one over x just as the sea partons do.

In particular, we know from deep inelastic scattering that the quarks account for

only half of the momentum carried by the proton. The rest is neutral and is not

seen in electromagnetic scattering. Hence the neutral gluons have a momentum

distribution which is normalized to 1/2.

xg(x) = 7/2(1 - » ) • (B.15)

Jxg(x)dx = 1/2

It is obvious from the distribution functions that the number of radiative sea

partons is infinite; there are an infinite number of soft partons. This is exactly the

same situation (for the same reason); there are an infinite number of soft photons

in a radiative process. On the other hand, the number of valance quarks is finite

and the sum of up plus down number distributions is equal to three. That is
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the valance quark sum rule. We will use these distribution functions in all our

subsequent calculations where we will assume that they have not evolved in any

way.

Given that there are partons distributed in the proton, we need not only the

distribution functions but we need to relate the kinematics of the subprocess to

that of the hadron-hadron scattering. The kinematics are illustrated in Fig. B.10.

X2P_

Figure B.10; Kinematics of parton-parton processes in hadron-hadron collisions.

A parton with momentum fraction xi from hadron A (with some distribution

function) and a parton with momentum fraction x% from hadron B scatter into a

system with sub mass i and momentum fraction x.
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PB)2

s ~

x =

T = i/3 =

It is fairly easy to see from the kinematics that x\ and z 2 are tagged by the

two-body mass i and the Feynman x value of the produced system. We define a

parameter r which is the ratio to the sub energy of the partonic process to the

total center-of-mass energy of the had.onic process. We will see in Section C that

is, as a rule of thumb, a typical z value for the parton (see also Eq. B.16).

The final state orientation is characterized by some scattering angle 6 through

the Lorentz invariants t or it. The initial state z and mass are specified by xx and

i j , while the final state is determined by the two-body scattering angle 6.

- -2pipt(l-ca*i)

~ - 5 / 2 ( 1 - cos 0) (B.17)

ú = (P3-P2)2

Assuming no intrinsic transverse momentum for the quarks, the final state

kinematics are such that 13 and z 4 are back-to-back in azimuth but not in polar

angle. We know that confinement means that intrinsic transverse momenta of scale

~ A must exist. We will ignore this in all that follows, and almost always deal

with scales > > A. One can think of a particle of mass VI and momentum x decay

with angle 6. It is easy to see that 7 and j3 of this particle in the pp center-of-mass

frame are:

7 = (*i

3 = (ii
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After the "decay." the daughters have p_ = (~)s\n6 and longitudinal momen-

tum Z>.
4

i , = i [ (n - *2) = cos «(ar, •»•«,)] (B.19)

For example, at a mass of 400 GeV in 2 TeV pp collisions, Xi = Z2 = 0.2 at

z = 0. Then 034 = ISO0 = 034. However at z = 0.3, z t = 0.4, x2 = 0.1 and

034 = 106° (if 6 — 90°). These kinematic relations are useful in finding jet-jet

angular distributions and the like. In Section D, we will assume that 8 can be

extracted from energy and angle measurements of the jets.

In this Section, we have discussed the pointlike behavior of quarks as seen

in electromagnetic, weak, and strong interactions. We have also tabulated the

2 —» 2 processes which will be used in discussing pp interactions and have briefly

touched on 2 —» 3 radiative processes using the well known electromagnetic process

of bremsstrahlung as a paradigm. L&sily, we have discussed the number density

distribution of the quarks and gluons which will be used in subsequent Sections.

The basic kinematics relating parton-parton processes to hadron-hadron processes

have been outlined. These first two Sections give us all the tools that we need to

go forth and estimate proton anti-proton collider physics processes.

C. HADRON-HADRON PRODUCTION OF PARTICLES

Since we now know that specification of Xi and i j defines the initial state,

it is clear that the hadron-hadron cross-section is just the joint probability for \

parton in hadron A and a parton in hadron B times the partonic cross-section. The

probability is just the number distribution f{x)dx which gets us the probability of

a parton having an z between z and z + âx.

d<r = PAPBdâ = C fKx1)f{x3)dxldxidà (C.I)

There is also a color factor. C, which takes into account the fact that all possible

colors of quarks and gluons within a proton exist, but that asymptotic freedom
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tells us that color is absolutely bound so that the asymptotic hadron states need

to be colorless. We are only allowed certain combinations of partons from hadron

A and partons from hadron B. This color factor for quarks is shown in Fig. C.I:

for quarks C = 3, while for gluons C is clearly = 8.

R,G,B

RR,GG,BB

R,G,B

Figure C.I: Color factor for colored quark and antiquark fusing into a colorless
final state.

For convenience we will write the differential cross-section not in terms of i i

and xt to specify the initial state, but in terms of rapidity and invariant mass.

Using the relationships that we derived in Section B, it is simple to write down the

Jacobean relating those two c lantities. I:, fact, the differential element dx\ dxj is

just drdy.

x = 2p*u/y/» = 2Aíj.sink(y)/v/í

dxidx, = (— J iy = drdy (C.2)

da = Cf{xx)J{x,)dTdyd&

In most of what we do we will use the differential cross-section at rapidity

value of zero, which is 90° in the center-of-mass frame. The equations simplify in

that case and what we are looking for is a simple straight forward evaluation of

the relevant formula. Note that, most cross-sections are on a "rapidity plateau,"

where the maximum value of the cross-section occurs at y = 0.
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= r

x2 = x (C3)

z2 = >/T = M/T/S = y i/a j
=0

At rapidity 0, x t is equal to z2 which makes the differential cross-section particu-

larly simple.

(C4)

Note that in Eq. C.4 there is an implicit sum over all possible partons in hadron

A and hadron B which can contribute to the process which is schematically indi-

cated by dôr. Rearranging Eq. C.4, we can get the expression given in Eq. C.5.b

where the left-hand side is «iimensionless. The right-hand side depends only on

the source distributions of partons in the hadron, color factors, and the coupling

constants, because (recall Section B) do is by dimensional arguments proportional

to 1/i.

a) (ÇE)
(C.5)

In this Section, we will concentrate on particle production. We are thinking of

parton-parton formation of a resonance specified by a central mass M and width

F. If you recall from elementary books on quantum mechanics, a finite lifetime

of a state implies that the Fourier transform has a Brite-Wigner form in the en-

ergy domain. In particular, s.ace unitarity requires that the cross-section in some

particular partial wave be limited:

b < 4JT % 7{2J -f 1)

] bis = *3(2J + \){V/M) (C.6)

dcr - TT2(2J + l){T/M)S{i - A/J)
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Integrating the Brite-Wigner shape one gets an inverse tangent function for %

nonrelativistic Brite-Wigner because one goes once around the Argand diagram.

The integral over all center-of-mass energies is given in Eq. C.6. If the width of

the resonance is narrow with respect to its central mass value, we can replace the

Brite-Wigner form (which has a full width of I1) by a S function in energy space.

The constants are chosen so as to give the same integral value over all center-of-

mass energies. In this narrow width approximation we can integrate the double

differential cross-section given in Eq. C.5 over all values of i. The result is given

below.

It seems clear that the cross-section should be proportional to the formation width

Tjj. C is the color factor relevant to the source functions specified by /(x). The

width in Eq. C.7 refers to the partial width for formation by the sources indicated

by / and / . There is also a spin sum over initial states and a spin average over

final states which leads to a factor of 4/3 if the sources are quarks with respect to

a factor of 1 if these sources are gluons.

We define a dimensionless luminosity, L, such that the scaled cross-sections,

i.e. dimensionless quantities, are particularly simple. The luminosity absorbs all

the source distributions leaving only the elementary couplings.

L = C[«/(x)«/(«)Uvf

Then one finds that, if ib ~ *C*o")a/j or if T - ("a")Af the formulae are very

simple.

(C.9)

L[x\2J
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These are our two basic formulae which we will apply over and over again in

different formation and scattering applications.

When one wants to estimate the total cross-section and cot just the differential

cross-section we can use the definitions of rapidity given in Eq. C.2. We estimate

the rapidity range for a given mass when the limit in x of ± 1 is reached. The

quantity Ay is roughly the width of the rapidity "plateau."

x = i l , i ~ (Af/v^)«», y = ± la{y/i/M) (CIO)

Ay ~ 2 ln(vS/A/) = 2

Using Eqs. C.9 and C.10, one can make the crude assumption that the cross-

section is just {dady)v=i) times the allowed kinematic range Ay, i.e., the value on

the plateau times the width of the plateau.

' ~ l ^ l *y (en)

The first thing we notice looking at Eq.C.ll is that we can predict a scaling

behavior. The quantity M3<r/T should be a function only of the parameter r. In

order to test this scaling prediction and also the absolute value of the cross-section

shown in Eq.C.ll we plot in Fig. C.2 the cross-section for the production of vector

mesons in pp collisions.
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Figure C.2: Scaling behavior in pp production of vector mesons. The smooth
curve is the hand estimate.

In this case, we use Eq. C.12 which explicitly assumes gluon-giuon formation of

these resonances.

Obviously, the scaling prediction is well verified. In particular, assuming gluons

as the source functions, we reproduce the threshold behavior of the processes very

well. In these excitation curves, increasing s at fixed M means decreasing r . Since
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i i ~ r2, decreasing yfr means decreasing x or increasing source luminosity.

Hence, the rapid rise. Last, but not least, the absolute value of the cross-sections

is very nicely reproduced using the distribution functions which we have taken for

the gluons.

This correspondence of the simple estimate with the data is very encouraging

and leads us to go on and try to apply these formulae to other processes. In

particular, vre know that heavy quark-antiquark bound systems couple to two and

three gluons. For example, the i\c coupling to two gluons means that i\c will have

a shorter lifetime than the t>? jus* as is the case for ortho and para positronium.

Therefore the j]e should have a larger width by something roughly like the strong

coupling constant. Hence it will be more copiously produced since the production

cross-section is proportional to F.

99

999 (C.13)

A complete calculation of the predicted pp cross-sections of quarkonium bound

states v s . center-of-mass energy is shown in Fig . C .3 .

•c !O2 le-
v's (GeV)

Figure C.3; Predicted pp cross-sections for (QQ) bound states vs c m . energy
The point, Q, is a hand estimate, while the points , • , are 400 GeV pp data and
UA1 data.
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For comparison one can use Eq. C.12 as a hand estimate of -qc production at a

center-of-mass energy of 100 GeV. The result is a cross-section of 11 microbarns.

y/s = 100 GeV, v/f = 0.03

T ~ 10 MeV, Ay ~ 7 (C.14)

c{t]c) - \l ftb

This hand estimate is also indicated in Fig. C.3 and is in good agreement with the

exact predictions. We again have a steeply rising curve due to the fact that at

fixed mass, larger yfs means smaller x and hence higher luminosity L.

If the widths are the same, since Ay is only logarithmically dependent on r,

we expect that the T\C to rjt, cross-sections, at very high energies, are in the ratio

of the cube of their masses. Note also that v production is suppressed relative to

T/C production. The essential reason is that the formation width is larger for the

7/e than the ij). The i]e couples to two gluons while the y (because of C number

conservation) must couple to three gluons. The 400-GeV pp data which is plotted

on this graph seems to confirm this suppression of ^s, although rje production has

not yet been observed. Extrapolating using Eq. C.12 to the Fermilab Collider at

center-of-mass energy of 2 TeV, one expects the ije cross-section to be about 80

microbarns and the i}\, cross-section to be about 3 microbarns. Certainly these are

all large cross-sections.

At the CERN Coll; ier, in the UAl experiment, both ys and Ts have been seen

in events with isolated dimuons. However the trigger requires high pi , which causes

a large reduction of the cross-section. Thj data is hence difficult to absolutely

normalize so as to check the cross-section predictions for y and T at higher collider

energies. Within large errors, it does appear that these cross-sections are consistent

with the predictions. One can consider that agreement as weak confirmation of

the predictions shown in Fig. C.3.

We now move on to the production of the W and Z gauge bosons in proton anti-

proton collisions. The coupling of the Ws to fermtons and leptons was discussed in
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Section A along with the KM matrix. A rough approximation to that matrix (with

a Cabbibo angle of about a fifth) was also given in Section A. Adapting the color

factor of 1/8 in Eq. C.9 to that for quark anti-quark production and the spin sum

for the formation width we get the expression given in Eq. C.15 for the differential

production cross-section for vector bosons formed in quark anti-quark collisions.

(C.9)

o

We clearly need the width for quark anti-quark coupling to the gauge bosons.

In Section A, we noted on dimensional grounds (and on the grounds of electroweak

unification) that the width would be dominated by quark anti-quark decays due to

the color factors. It should be of order a times the mass of the bosons. The exact

result for the partial width will merely be quoted in Eq. C.16. The amplitude

is proportional to the coupling constant times the quark coupling matrix. The

dynamics is that the vector boson polarization is dotted into the leptonic final

state current.

A ~

_ _ aw

~ 1/3 GeV

Indeed the width is proportional to the weak coupling constant squared times the

mass of the W. The partial widths for quark decays relative to leptonic decays are

in the ratio of 3 to 1 due to the color factors.
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The way that the ieptons from the decay of the produced W are detected is

to use the Jacobean peak method. One assumes that there is no intrinsic parton

transverse momentum, so that the i and d fuse into a VV boson with no transverse

momentum. That means the scale of transverse momentum in the final state is

naturally that of the mass of the W itself.

Pi = J

Px = M/2

At 90° in fact the transverse momentum is equal to half the mass of the W. The

distribution of transverse momentum peaks at 90°. This is a very strong peak,

l/cos0, which is washed out only by the transverse momentum of the parent

quarks or by initial state radiation. UA1 data from CERN on the Jacobean peak

for electrons is shown in Fig.C.4. Indeed there is a very trong peaking at about

half the W mass. We can take this data as a posteriori justification for the neglect

of "intrinsic" transverse momentum of the partons.
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'ígure C.4: Jacobean p< ik in UAI data for electrons.

The W was observed at CERN in data samples with isolated leptons accompa-

nied by large missing transverse momentum indicating that a neutrino had carried

off momentum outside of a hermetic detector. By comparison, the Z boson was

found by calculating the ir variant mass of isolated dielectrons. DaU from UA1

is shown in Fig.C.5. The background in Fig.C.5 comes from a process (called

Drell-Yan) which will be discussed in Sectior D-
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INVARIANT MASS M (e e ) (GeV/c )

Figure C.5: Dielectron invariant mass, UA1 data.

The masses of both the W and Z were predicted before their discovery. If

we look back at Eqs. A.4 and A.8 we see that the W mass is proportional to

the coupling constant times the vacuum expectation valu .̂ You remember that

the vacuum expectation value was evaluated in terms of the Fermi constant. The

coupling constant in turn was unified to be proporti to the electromagnetic

coupling constant. Therefore, the only thing that was left was the Weinberg angle

of rotation. That angle was measured in weak neutral-current inte actions in

neutrino scattering (see Eq. A.5 and Fig. A.2) to have a value, sin' Sw roughly

1/5. Therefore the masses were predicted and their subsequent confirmation was

a great triumph for the Standard Model. The width, Tz would tell us the number

of light neutrino generations. Until now, the measurements of Tz (»ee Fig. C.5)

have been dominated by experimental errors.

Let's turn our attention now to the cross-section for production and decay of

the TV bosons. Color counting of the Cabibbo allowed elements of the KM mixing
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matrix lead us to estimate that the branching ratio into electron plus neutrino is

about 1/9.

1 : ! : l : ' : 3 (C.18)
tVe fll/M TVT Ud C3

J3-1/9

This leads us to a crude estimate (see Eq. C.15) of the cross-section times branching

ratio given below.

The scale at Tevatron energies is clearly nanobarns. In looking at the threshold

behavior for W boson production we use the differential cross-section at y = 0

from Eq.C.15, the rapidity interval from Eq. C.10, the width from Eq.C.16, and

the branching ratio from Eq. C.18. Putting all this together we still have different

source functions. There are valance-valance interactions for W~, ü from the anti-

proton and a d from the proton. There are also valance sea ind sea-sea interactions

which obviously become more important at higher energy where the T value is

small. Very near threshold, the valance quarks will dominate since the r value is

large.

zuTxdr ~ y ^ l - y/r)7 vv

xu.xi ~ (T)1 '4(1 - v/?)n vs (C.20)

xüxã ~ (1 - -v/r)16 ss

These various hand estimates of the cross-section are given in Table C.I.
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Table C.I.
Hand estimated cross-sections for H"

production at 3 vaiues of y^.

v^(TeV)

0.5

1.0

2.0

0.16

0.08

0.04

Ay

3.6

5.0

6.4

<rB(nb)
vv 1 vs

0.50 i 0.17

0.63 Í 0.42
!
i
1

0.55 ; 0.63
i
í

ss

0.09

0.11

0.29

i

Total Í

0.52

1.20 i
I

1
1.50

The data and "exact" predictions are shown in Fig. C.6 along with the hand

estimates. Clearly the hand estimates work fairly well and there is a complicated

energy dependence between the CERN experiments and the Tevatron. In the

UA experiments, it is clear that one is dominated by valance-valance whereas at

the Tevatron valance-sea is certainly of comparable importance and the sea-sea

contribution is rising very rapidly. It is also clear that the absolute value of trB

is reasonably well predicted by the hand estimates and is in plausible agreement

with the actual data points.
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Figure C.6: Data from UAI, UA2, and CDF along with estimates from Table

C.I.

Consider now the angular distribution of the leptons in the decays of W bosons.

You recall that in the electroweak theory we put in the V-A structure essentially

by hand. That structure forces fermions to be left-handed and anti-fermions to

be right-handed. Thus, quarks are left-handed, anti-quirks are right-handed, elec-
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trons are left-handed, positrons are right-handed, anti-neutrinos are right-handed

and neutrinos are left-handed. The data from UA1 on the angular distribution of

the decays is shown in Fig. C.7. Also shown in that figure is the helicity structure

of valance-valance production. If valance-valance scattering dominates (as it does

from our expectations of hand estimates) then we find that positrons preferentially

go in the anti-proton direction and electrons go in the proton direction. The data

is not only a confirmation of the V-A structure of the charged-weak interactions

but is confirmation of the valance-valance character of W production at the CERN

Collider.

30

• *# r

i
10

UA 1 ,
I

Acctsranu tcrrtcftd / i

II-CM 6 I• , »

C M C

Figure C.7: UA1 data on the angular distribution of W - • tv decays.

Another observable in W production is the x distribution. We have two equa-

tions relating T\ and xj to the Feynman x and the mass of the system. We can
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invert those equations and solve for xt and i 2 as a function of r and z. The

minimum vaiue for i i occurs when x = 0. xt = y/r.

= i/a = r

Ij - I 2 = X

xi,a = ^ [Vx2 T- 4r ± z] (C.21)

0 + r /x

It is easy to see that for x much greater than r , i\ approaches x and i j approaches

zero. In the CERN Collider data we are dominated by valance-valance produc-

tion. We know the differential cross-section is basically the product of the parton

distribution in the proton as a function of xx times the parton distribution in the

anti-proton as a function of xj. In the limit where x is much greater than r we find

that the x distribution of the W is in fact, just the z distribution of the partons.

Assuming valance-valance production, the form of da/dy is simple.

ay
(C.22)

Data on the x distribution of the produced W bosons from the CERN Collider

are shown in Fig. C.S. On top of that data and exact calculations we have plotted a

hand calculation which is the product of the valance distributions. The agreement

is impressive in both cases. Obviously this is a cross check of our understanding of

the way the W bosons are produced at UAL We expect that they are dominated

by úd for the W~ and ud for the W+ and that the sources are valance quarks in

the proton and anti-proton.
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Figure CS: UAI data on the z distribution of W production.

Another kinematic variable that is accessible is the transverse momentum of

the W boson. We have already said that since the partons have no or limited

transverse momentum, the W will come out with small transverse momentum.

This is indeed the case. However, there are higher order processes where quarks

radiate gluons or scatter off gluon distributions in either the proton or anti-proton.

The amplitudes in this case are reduced by a factor a , with respect to that for W

production with no jets.

Data for the distribution of transverse momentum in W production at the

CERN Collider is shown in Fig. C.9. The data is plotted so that only the tail (in W

transverse momentum) is show?.. Indeed the transverse momentum is reasonably
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limited, almost ali of the data is contained below the characteristic mass for

partonic scatterir.5 which would be the "" mass. This data tells us why we can

see a Jacobean peak in the iepton spectrum. The line corresponds to a calculation

of higher order radiative processes.
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Figure C.9: UA1 and UA2 data on the ?x distribution of \V production.

It appears that the ratio of the cross-section for W plus jets to the cross-section

for W without jet activity is a very clean way to extract the strong coupling

constant. That ratio should be something like a, and it is measured at the CERN

Collider to be 0.13 (presumably at a scale q7 equal to 3/^-). This value agrees with

other measurements of a,, and is our first indication that more complicated 2 —» 3

partonic processes exist.

If we look back at Fig. A.3 it should be reasonably clear that a direct mea-

surement of the Z width would tell us the number of light neutrinos. We cou'.i

compare that nuziber to the cosmological estimates based on the primordial deu-

terium abundance. Obviously, the number of replicated generations is a funda-
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mental quantity ia physics. However, since the Z mass resolution is not adequate

at present, we must rely on a more indirect method. Take the experimental ratio

of the cross-section times branching ratio for It's into Iepton plus neutrino and Zs

into lepton pairs and compare them with theoretical expectations. One assumes

that one can make a plausible calculation of the relative cross-sections because one

needs only the relative up and down valance quark distributions. The couplings

are denned by neutral current measurements (sinliy) so there is some minor the-

oretical uncertainty in the ratio of the cross-section times branching ratio but it is

not particularly large. Whether the top is kineroattcally accessible for W and Z

decays is unknown and that sets the basic uncertainty. The cosmological limit on

the number of generations i.e., the number of light neutrino types is roughly three.

At the 90% confidence level, if the top quark mass is heavy, the data from the

CERN Collider imply that the total number of generations is also three. However,

we should note that top quark masses above about 40 GeV are not yet excluded

by direct measurerr.ent. Data from the Tevatron Collider will push the top mass

limit up and reduce the statistical error on $'„}* in the verv near future. This

new data will greatly improve the determination of the number of generations.

We should also note that there is no compelling reason why the neutrino need

be massless. In fact, the closure density from cosmology only requires that a

light stable neutrino have a mass roughly 50 electron volts or less. If succeeding

generations have heavy neutrinos which are unstable, these bounds are not relevant.

Having discussed the production of W and Z gauge bosons let's turn our atten-

tion now to Higgs scalars. If yc i recall from Section A, the interaction LaGrangian

of Higgs scalars with fermions was a fairly standard Yukawa type interaction with

a coupling constant, modified by the ratio of the fermion to the W rr. ass. This, of

course, means that the Higgs couples to the heaviest available fermion. Relative to

say, the \V boson, the width of the Higgs is proportional to the Higgs mass itself

(as it has to be on dimensional grounds) times the ratio of the mass of the fermion

divided by the mass of the H' squared. This rieans that direct proton anti-proton

production of the Higgs via qq is intolerably weak.
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T'H-+qq) -

T(H-^gg) =

aw ( rnqV

aw /itftf\
9 \ )

ai

aw ÍMHY
16 VA/HJ

M.H

— j MH (C.23)

MH

What about giuonic formation? There is no direct coupling of the gluons to

the Higgs because Savor is the weak charge, not color. However, the gluons can

virtually decay into quark anti-quark pairs via the color coupling followed by quark

anti-quark fusion into the Higgs. Since quarks have both color and flavor they can

bridge strong to weak interactions. The Feynman diagram is shown in Fig. C.10.

H

H

Figure C.10 Diagrams and coupling facto... for Higgs boson couplings to quarks
and gluons.

The relative width for the gluon decays is given in Eq. C.23. It's similar to

the functional form of the width of Higgs to quark anti quark. However, there

is an additional vertex factor of a', and there is a loop integral over the internal

momenta which is represented by the symbol / ' . Obviously, for a heavy Higgs the

reduction factor due to the internal loop (a # / /x ) 2 can still be comparable to Higgs
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coupling to fermion-antifermion. A plot of the loop factor can be found in Ref. 1;

it is a quantity of order unity.

We use the couplings of Higgs to W and Z pairs to estimate in Eq. C.23 the

width of Higgs to W boson pairs. Since there is no loop integral or coupling

constant suppression, decays into W pairs are the dominant decay mode for heavy

Higgs. These considerations lead us to believe that the dominant production mech-

anism for Higgs will be gluon-gluon fusion via a triangle graph. We can use Eq. C.ll

to estimate the rate for that process using Eq. C.23 for the evaluation of the partial

width of Higgs into two gluons.

An exact calculation of the cross-section for various center-of-mass energy val-

ues as a function of Higgs mass is shown in Fig. C.ll. Tlie point at 2 TeV and 200

GeV Higgs mass is a hand estimate. We have taken the loop integral I to be 1. The

Higgs width to W pairs is about 2 GeV for 200 GeV Higgs and the partial width

into gluon pairs is only about 1 MeV. The typical scale for Higgs is picobarns.

= 2 TeV, MH = 200 GeV

= 0.1, VR ~ 2 GeV, T[H -» gg) ~ 1 MeV (C.25)

* gg)/M3 ~ 0.5 pb

The hand estimate appears to be quite close to the calculation. Note that even

with a Tevatron Upgrade, which would have a luminosity of 5 x 1031cmJ/«ec, or

an integrated luminosity of 5 x 1038cro2/run on<» would only create 100 Higgs of

200 GeV mass in a year. Given branching ratios and detection efficiencies, this is

obviously rather an elusive particle due to its weak coupling to ordinary matter. It

is equally clear what the SSC advantage is; at 200 GeV for MH, the cross-section

is M000 times larger at the SSC than at the Tevatron.
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Figure C.ll: Cross-section for Higgs boson production for various -</s values as a
function of Higgs mass. The point © is a hand estimate for y/l = 2 Tt 7.

Another possible source for Higgs are the Ws radiated by the quarks in the

proton. The estimate we make is very much in the spirit of two photon physics,

using the W — W approximation i.e., e+e~ —» e+e~77 is like uü —* dd\V+W~.

The kinematics is illustrated in Fig. C.12.

B

Figure C.12: It'll' radiation by vu with subsequent fusion into a Higgs scalar.

A crude estimate of the cross-section follows from our discussion of brexnsstrahlung

in Section B. We assume colünear IV's since the process is analagous to the
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bremsstrahlung of collinear photons. The distribution function is now pertur-

batively calculable, i.e., f{z)dz ~ \a/ic)dxfx as in Eq. B.3.

The joint probability of finding x t , x2, xs, and z c is:

da ~ C[W(ziM*2/(*z)] Ux s ^^rfx ,^^<r(A
I x$ x6 j

r' = x,x2 = s/s

z = xsxt= M2/s (C.26)
T =

<ícr ~

After integrating over Kdrn (rather like <iy —» Ay), and assuming small z we

have:

Then using Eq. C.6 in the narrow width approximation one can perform the inte-

gration over z.

We still have to integrate over r', T < r* < 1. If we take the valance distribu-

tion, v*(z) for / ( i ) , then an extremely approximate result is,

Jd<r\ ,
(C.29)

Comparing to the previous result for gluon fusion we find a ratio:
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(C.30)

Clearly, this latter mechanism will become important at higher r, since

increases with r so as to overcome the coupling constant ratio. Numerically

Eq.C.30 is O(l)/(1 - Jrf, so the IVIV fusion mechanism dominates at large

r. This mechanism is then the most important one near threshold.

A very heavy E:cgs becomes difficult to detect since the width given in Eq. C.23

is increasing as the cube of the mass of the Higgs. The width is comparable to the

mass for Higgs masses of about 1 TeV, which means that the weak interactions are

becoming strong. This fact is the basis for the statement that some new physics will

appear at the 1 TeV mass range. It also means that the Higgs will be undetectable

if it is that heavy. We will have further comment on this subject in Section D after

we have evaluated one of the backgrounds to a Higgs search.

T ~ (awlMlr) .V3, T/M - 1 for (C.31)

M ~

Recently there has been a lot of discussion about possible modes of Upgrade

for the Fermilab Collider. Three options that have been discussed are; pp .; high

luminosity at 2 TeV. pp at 2 TeV which is what we have now, and upgrading to fp

at 3 TeV center-of-mass energy. For pp obviously we would use Eq. C.15 to estimate

production cross-sections of sequential neutral weak bosons (Z't) via valance-sea

whereas for pp at the two possible energies we would use a valance-valance estimate

(at very high masses the valance quarks are dominant). A plot of the Z' production

cross-section as a function of Z' mass for the three different Upgrade options is

shown in Fig. C.13. The smooth line* are exact calculations while the discrete

points are the various hand estimates based on Eq. C.15 and the valance and sea

distributions. It is dear that at very high masses the valance anti-quarks available

in the anti-proton are crucial. For this particular kind of physics, the possible

luminosity increase of proton-proton over the proton anti-proton option would
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probably not overcome the cross-section advantage of the pp option. Another

point is that if the energy is increased rather than the luminosity, then one need

not upgrade the detectors. A detector upgrade would be an expensive proposition.
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Figure 13: Z' production cross-section as a function of Z' mass for pp at 2 TeV
y/i (- -) pp at 2 TeV (—) and pp at 3 TeV (- -). Hand estimates are also shown
as points 0 , O, and V* respectively..

This hand estimate for sequential Z' production completes our discussion of

proton anti-proton formation of well defined resonance states. We have looked

at gluonic formation of vector mesons, quark anti-quark production of W and Z

bosons, and estimates of gluon-giuon and \V - W formation of Higgs scalars. In all
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cases, we have been able to make a reasonable hand estimate of the cross-section

level and the cross-section shape as a function of center-of-mass energy. In the

case of the W and Z bosons we have been able to look in detail at the z and pL

distribution of the initial state Ws and the decay distributions. We can thus have

some confidence that when we extrapolate to higher mass states like the Z', our

hand estimates will give us a reasonable expectation of what the discovery limits

are.

Finally, we finish this Section with estimates of typical cross-sections for the

production of objects whose mass is near the discovery limit of the Tevatron. Using

the formulae derived in this Section, the reader can make his own hand estimate

for the relevant process. In this case, we pick a mass of 300 GeV. We use our

generic formula for {dcr/dy) at y = 0 which we derived in Eq. C.9. This leads us

to the generic estimate for the differential cross-section shown in Eq. C.32.

r ~ "a"Af, xf{x) = a(l - x)ax0 (C.32)

For gluon fusion production of a state of mass M, the cross-st ction just based

on a mass scale of 300 GeV is about 4.4 nanobarns. The coupling constant to that

mass is of order the strong coupling constant, and if it were a vector particle then

the differential cross-section at y = 0 would be about 3 nb for </s = 2 TeV.

99 - A/, jji = 4.4 nb

a, ~ 0.1, J = 1, , / ? = 0.15 (C.33)

(d-f\ ~ 2.8 no

That cross-section would be a plausible estimate for say a strongly interacting

7]t resonance if it were to exist at 300 GeV (with a top quark mass of ~150 GeV).

In the case of electroweak production of a 300 GeV mass, say by uü annihilation,

the differential cross-section at y — 0 is of order 1 nanobaia. Formulae to estimate
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the total cross-section are shown in Eq. C.34 below:

(dcr\
uü -* ill, I —- ~ 1• (T)

\dyjy=o
(C.34)

a ~

Such formulae can be used to estimate production rates of new particles which

have strong or electroweak couplings.

D. HADRON-HADRON SCATTERING IN THE POINTLIKE DOMAIN

We now begin to examine the pointlike scattering observed in hadron-hadron

colliders. The cross-section which we derived in Section C was the joint probability

of getting a parton with momentum fraction i i from hadron A and a parton with

momentum fraction rj from hadron B. Initially, we are going to consider quark

anti-quark annihilation into virtual photons of variable mass, which, is called the

Drell-Yan process. We get the equations seen below:

These equations are formally the same as Eq. C.5.b with a color factor of 1/3

for quarks instead of a color factor of 1/8 for gluons. The source functions are the

distribution function of up quarks in the proton and anti-up quarks in the anti-

proton. This assumes that the process proceeds through EM coupling, s > that Qu

= 2/3 dominates.

= 2Luü(dàs)
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Clearly the simplest prediction is that of scaling; that \P times the differential

crois-section [der/dM] is a function only of the scaling variable r. In addition, if we

put in the pointlike cross-section (which we have already quoted in Eq. B.I) we get

the numerical prediction shown below which goes beyond the scaling prediction:

(D.3)

(AC)2Q2 = 2.1 x 10~32 cm2 GeV2 = 21 nb GeV2

Since the proton is a broadband beam of partons containing all momenta, and

since X\ and x2 specify the mass of the initial state, all possible masses of the virtual

photon are excited simultaneously. Since the weight given to the partonic cross-

section is a2 times the square of the quark charge, effectively we are measuring

only uü annihilation. Other quarks of one third charge contribute a correction

factor of only about 1/4. Data for dilepton production in pp and pp collisions is

shown in Fig. D.I. This data was taken at a variety of center-of-mass energies and

is shown as a function of the scaling variable
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Figure D.I: Dilepton data in pp and pp collisions. Hand estimates for sv and vv
are plotted as O and o, respectively.

Note that the vertical scale is dimensionless. Since it is effectively the partonic

cross-section its scale is a3. In fact, (he)2a2 is 21 nanofcarn GeV2 which is a dimen-

sionless number. It is gratifying to find that scaling works and that the vertical

scale in the Drell-Yan data, at small y/r where Zufi is a number 0(1), is of that

order of magnitude. In more detail, one can use Eq. D.3 to make hand estimates

of the Drell-Ya.i data. The two curves shown in Fi^.D.l are valance-valance and

valance-sea cross-sections. It is good to see that no: only is the scaling behavior
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predicted but that the size and shape of the scaling cross-section is consistent with

the electromagnetic cross-section. Moreover, the detailed hand estimates come

within factors of two of the actual data. At moderate r values the sea-valance and

valance-valance cross-sections are sufficient. Obviously the peaking at very low

values of r is the sea-sea contribution.

The transverse momentum of the virtual photon 7* can be found from that

of the fi^fi' pair. We take it as a posteriori evidence for small intrinsic trans-

verse momentum that p±(n~p~) ~ A. At higher values of M(n~n~), initial state

bremsstrahlung will also contribute to p^f/i*/*"). The measurements of Drell-Yan

dimuons serve to confirm the assumptions we have already made.

Emboldened by success one can try to use the Drell-Yan process to estimate

pair production of gauge bosons. You recall from Section A that the non-Abeliaa

nature of the gauge bosons resulted in triple gauge boson couplings. Electroweak

unification meant that those couplings were of order a. Hence one can use the

Drell-Yan mechanism at a threshold mass of twice the boson mass to look at pair

production of Ws by virtual photons. Looked at another way the Drell-Yan virtual

photon can decay into a \V pair. This means that instead of uü annhilating into

a virtual photon and then decaying into lepton pairs (which has a cross-section

~ a3Qi/s) the virtual photon in this case couples with strength a in decaying into

W pairs. We take the Drell-Yan cross-section at 2 TeV at a mass of twice the W

mass, in which case y/r is 0.0S. The total cross-section is the differential cross-

section integrated over all masses with a rapidity range Ay as we have already

estimated for other processes.

(DA)

da \DY ^ Í2MW\

The Drell-Yan cross-section (Fig. D.I) is about 10 nanobarn GeV3 at twice the

W mass. The rapidity interval is about 6. This leads us to a cross-section estimate

for W pairs in the one picobarn range.
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. DY

d.Udy )*«;••«

= 2 TeY. v r

- 10 no GeV2

- 6

-- 1.2 pb

For a luminosity of IO31 crrr per second, assuming that there are r x 107 seconds

per year with an efficiency of one over r, in a one year run one would get 120

produced \V pairs. That means one ar.d a half IV" pairs where both Ws decay into

ft plus neutrino. Obvious!? the study of boson pairs will be a feature of improved

luminosity running in the Tevatron Collider in the future. Clearly, establishing the

triple boson couplings shown in Fig. A.7 will be of crucial importance in validating

the Standard Model. Note that the WW-j coupling (Fig. A.7) means that virtual

IV* production (Fig. C.4) followed by the decay \V —* W7 has a cross-section

larger than that for W\V. Because the mass of the K'7 is less than a WW, one

need not pay as large a I'M2 price, and the cross-section is larger. The biggest

triple boson process then leads to H7 in the final state.

We show in Fig.D.2 exact predictions for the cross-sections for W and Z pairs

as a function of center-of-mass energy.
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Figure D.2: Predicted cross-section for \V\V and ZZ pair production as a func-
tion of y/s. The point 0 is a hand estimate for y/s = 2 TeV.

It is clear that the hand estimate we have made is sufficient to give us a plau-

sible order-of-magoitude for the cross-section. It is also clear that near threshold

(which means at large r), pp production has a much larger cross-section than pp

because at large r the valance quark contributions are important. This is per-

haps another argument for using enhanced energy in f n collisions as opposed to

enhanced luminosity in pp collisions in order to push the discovery threshold.

Of course, as we discussed :n Section C. another possible source of electroweak

boson pairs comes from the decays of Higgs particles. Feynman diagrams for Drell-

Yan dilepton production, Drell-Yan W pair production, end gluon-gluon fusion

production of Higgs with subsequent decay into IV pairs are shown in Fig. D.3. The

arguments for Z pairs are somewhat different as we will mention later. Basically

the processes are shown in Fig. B.4 for gg —* QQ if the initial and final states are

reversed. The fermion exchange diagram leads to say, uü —» ZZ, while the boson

annihilation diagram leads to say uü — Y -» W+W~, or uü -» Z* — W*W"

(see Fig. A.7). Since the latter graph does not allow Z pairs in the final state, it is

not surprising that the cross-section for W pairs exceeds that for Z pairs.
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Figure D.3: a) Drell-Yan c.Iepton diagram, b) Drell-Yan (V pair diagram,
c) Gluon-gluon fusion diagram for W pair production.

For comparison the Drell-Yan production cross-section has already been eval-

uated at a y/f of 0.1. At that value we saw that we are dominated by valance-

valance. We get a c1 inferential cross-section as a function of mass of 0.6 femtobarns

per GeV. In the case of the gluonic production of Higgs we've already evaluated

(for 200 GeV Higgs) the total width into W pairs to be 2 GeV. The width into

gluon pairs is 1 MeV. Thus, the production cross-section is roughly 0.1 picobarn

per GeV.
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, ~ 0.6 /6/GeV
y=0

.'/ = 200 GeV

TH ~ T{H - \V\V) ~ 2 GeV ~ dM (D.6)

I(H -+gg) ~ 1 MeV ~ Bs

~!a ~ 0.1 pft/GeV

As we will see later, W\Y production is probably dominated by heavy tt pairs.

Still, let us compare \V\V events from Drell-Yan to those from Higgs, assuming

B(H -* W\V) ~ 1/2. Using our previous results, with iM ~ T:

(da/dMdy)» ^ (±Jn\JJ\bL\ mi)

Comparing the two Feynman diagran.s in Fig. D.3, the ratio has a term of a2

for Drell-Yan due to the coupling vs. the branching fraction into gluons due to

the internal heavy quark anti-quark loop integral, (a,\I ) 2 . There is also a term

involving the ratio of the sou-ce terms of gluons to up quarks. Taking | / | 3 ~

1, we get the ratio shown in Fig.D.4.a. Clearly H -* WXV exceeds Drell-Yan

backgrounds for Mu ~ 1 TeV, with y/l = 2 TeV. However, as shown in Fig. D.4.b,

the Higgs width, TH ~ 2r(tf - WW) - ( j ^ ) [l ( ^ ) 3 ] MH, is ~ MH at a
mass of ~ 1.0 TeV. Thus the narrow width approximation is clearly not justified

and in any case, with a width of 1 TeV, the concept of "resonance" is no longer

valid.
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Figure D.4: a) Ratio of Drell-Yan to Higgs cross-sections, b) Eiggs width as a
function of Higgs mass.

Another point to make is that there is another D-Y 'ike contribution, rather like

the Higgs graph (Fig. D.3.c) where gluon-gluon fusion into quarks forms a virtual

7 which decays into TV pairs. This graph, with respect to the classical D-Y graph

is in the ratio
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(D.8)

Obviously, looking at Eq. D.7, this higher order contribution to D-Y yields \V\V

pairs which are of 0(1) with respect to the Higgs. It is a good search strategy to

look for a heavy Riggs decaying into gauge pairs if one has the luminosity available

to actually observe those decays. Remember that the observable branching ratio

of IV's and Z% into leptons is small, which makes the overall detection rate for

Higgs rather small. This implies that one needs a substantial luminosity increase

in order to have a chance to observe these kinds of decays.

We note that in TV" pairs D-Y is comparable to Hiegs (especially in light of

Eq. D.S) and we will soon see that top decay (if top is heavy) will dominate all

sources of W pairs. In Z pairs, photons and top do not contribute (see Fig. A.7).

However, there is a contribution from qq —» ZZ (see Fig. B.4) which we will

evaluate in the discussion of heavy flavors (gg —• QQ). The graph is responsible

for the ZZ cross-section shown in Fig. D.2. Obviously if \V pair backgrounds to

Higgs from D-Y are substantial, Z pair backgrounds from qq are also. Finding the

Higgs will be a formidable task.

We now consider gluon-gluon scattering. The topic is then strong interactions

and jets. You recall in Section B we wrote down the pointlike cross-section for gluon

elastic scattering. It is slightly complicated because there are exchange peaks which

are familiar from Rutherford scattering. Th't makes it a more complicated topic

than the Drell-Yan formation process. We need to co ne to terms with the exchange

peaks which give a diverging total cross-section. At 90° the coupling constants and

Feynmaa diagrams are such that gluon-gluon elastic scattering dominates other

processes. The gluon source at most accessible values of Feynman x is also the

largest source. This means that we can consider in most cases that jet phenomena

come exclusively from gluon elastic scattering. The special case of the elastic

differential cross-section at 90° is given below.
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i * u t-1 = 0

è - 90°. i = i = -i 2 (D.3)

On the other hand, at 0° the exchange piece gives a one over t2 behavior which

dominates. We then have a differential cross-section which is very similar, except

for numerical constants, to Eq. B.2 for Rutherford scattering.

6 ~ 0°, t - 0T i ~ - i (D.10)

What evidence do we have that we are indeed seeing Rutherford like scattering

in jet production? If one measures the jet angles and momenta by calorimetry,

those kinematic variables are sufficient to define the Feynman x of the dijet system

and its invariant mass. The transverse momentum tells you the scattering angle as

we derived in Eqs. B.16 and B.17. This is experimentally how you determine the

parton-parton scattering angle. A convenient variable for two-body Rutherford

like scattering is \, which is defined below:

t - (1-cosá)

dt ~ d{coi6)

dx/dcosê - 1/P
da

dt \dx) ~ const

Note that we simply assert that the outgoing two gluon state is identified as a

dijet state. We do not yet discuss how this is accomplished. The fragmentation

of partons into jets of hadrons is discussed only later in Section E. As we show

in Eq. D.ll . the difTeren.al cross-section for partonic scattering as a function of

X is constant if we have Rutherford like behavior. Data from the CERN collider

on the angular distribution of dijet events as a function of the variable of X 1S
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shown in F:«. D.i. Obvious", y ".he basic behavior is ihtt ihc distribution is fia:

in Xi which as we have saic. :r.dkaics Ru:her:ord like par:onic scattering. More

detailed exact calculations give you a better tit to the cata. The mostly uniform

distribution in x seems to cor.r.nn that we hav* two bocy scattering. However, the

data only extends to scattering angles cos# ~ 0.5 due to the experimental problem

of resolving the jets from the beam fragments.

Figure D.5: Angular dis'ribution for 2 jet events as a function of x-

What about the full structure of a dijet event? The iriúai state, its mass, and

longitudinal momentum are determined by the Feynman x values of the incident

partons. The orientation of the je:s in the final state is defined by the third variable,

the parton-parton scattering angle. Modifying Eq. D.2 for the color factors and

sources associated with gluons we can write down the triply differential cross-

section for jet production as in Eq. D.12:
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• x (D.12)

We have assumed that there is no transverse momentum due to the partons;

it is all due t i the two-body scattering process. This assumption implies that

jets are back to back in azimuth. If we want to specialize to doubly differential

cross-sections, (specifically at y = 0), we need to integrate over the unobserved

variable. There is a minor technical difficulty in that, in distinction to say Drell-

Yan processes without exchange peaks; the integral diverges. This is not a surprise;

it is the same divergence which shows up in Rutherford scattering and one merely

has to cut it off. One can do that by defining a minimum scattering angle for which

you can observe jets. That minimum angle happens because there is a minimum

transverse momentum for which jets are operationally observable amid the debris

of the proton and andproton fragments. Doirg the integral implied in Fig. B.4

and Eq. D.12 exactly:

z m i n = co$

If we ji ,t ignore the problem of defining the minimum transverse momentum,

numerically it turns out that we can use the differential scattering cross-section

at 90°. This assumption is numerically within 85% of the full integral if we set

= 0 in our definition of the minimum transverse momentum.

M3{d<r/dMdy\=0 - 2Lgg[dà3gs\

- 21
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Given the ur.cer:a.inties in the giuon distributions themselves, their evolution,

the value of qz at which the running coupling constant should be evaluated, and

other uncertainties, the theoretical quantities are not well defined to within factors

± 2. That being the case, we might as well just make a rough estimate as in

Eq. D.14 and see how well this hand estimate compares with the data itself. Data

on the invariant mass and transverse momentum distributions of 2 jet events from

the CERN CoLice: are shown in Fig. D.6.
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Figure D.6: In\-ariant mass and p± distributions cr 2 jet events from UA2. Hand.,
estimates are shown as 0 points. Both jets have \y\ < 0.85.

The jet distribution figure illustrates the reasons why we have adopted a simple

minded approach which ignores evolution of f(x) and "running" of a,. There

exists an order of magnitude uncertainty in "exact" cross-section estimates. These

unknowns make hand estimates as accurate as anything, and lead us to mentally

assign large errors to any "exact" calculation.

The hand estimates that are made using Eq. D.14 are also shown in the figures.

At a center-of-mass energy of 540 GeV we took a strong coupling constant a, equal
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to 0.15. Looking at Fig.D.6. we see that the hand estimates are in reasonable

agreement with the data. It is worth noting that without the (1 — V^")12 g-uon

factor we would just have 1/M3 for the differential cross-section as a function

of jet-jet mass. A mass of 250 GeV wou' 1 have a cross-section three orders of

magnitude higher, so in fact the gluon distributions are very important. Note that

in this data from UA2, both jets are required to come out at wide angles. This is

equivalent to a cut on the minimum transverse momentum.

Turning to the doubly differential cross-section for jets as a function of rapidity

and transverse momentum, we need to integrate over the invariant mass of the dijet

system. The relationship between transverse momentum, mass, and scattering

angle is given below:

M = (2P j . ) /s iní (D.15)

{da/dpxdy)y=o = I dM[d<r/dMdpLdy]y-Q

Integrating over the dijet mass we again have divergences associated with the

t channel and u channel exchange peaks. We find that, ignoring those divergences

and setting Zmin = 0, we can set the transverse momentum equal to half the

invariant mass. V/e then use our results as found in D.14 along with the -elationship

appropriate at the Jacobean peak. The differential cross-section for dijets as a

function of the transverse momentum of one of the jets can be exactly integrated

for cutoff Zmin:

( D 1 6 )

As we see, from looking at Fig. D.6, this expression is a reasonable representation

of the CERN collider data on the transverse momentum of dijet events; it is just

the mass distribution scaled down by a factor of 2, px ~ M/2.

What about scaling behavior as a function of pp center-of-mass energy? Look-

ing at Eq. D.14 we expect that the cube of the mass times the differential cross-

section should be a ft iction of the scaling variable r only. The Jacobean peak
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relation between transverse momentum and invariant mass can also be used with

Pi distributions. I is defined in Fig. D.7.

The invariant scaled cross-section is shown in Fig. D.7 along with Collider data.

The relationship of D.17 to (I) is proven only later in Section E. Clearly scaling

holds, and both the shape and the absolute magnitude are adequately represented

by the hand estimate. Note that (he)2 = 4 x 105 nb- GeV2, so that the vertical

scale is indeed dimensionless and of order iraj (with a, = 0.2). Note also the

divergence of the data at low px with respect to the hand estimates. This effect

(due to gluon evolution) is discussed later.
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Figure D.7: Scaling of jet data from y/s = 0.063 TeV to y/s = l.S TeV. Hand
estimates are shown as 0 points.

Indeed, the data are in reasonable agreement with the scaling prediction. This

means that not only do we observe scalirg of jet production as a function of center

of-mass energy, but that the functional form of that scaling can be gotten using

the gluon distributions. Note that the transverse momenta only go out to about

200 GeV for the Tevatron data, which means that the masses go out to about 400
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GeV or x values of about 0.2. As we know from looking at the source distributions

(see Fig. B.9), this data is in the regime where the gluon sources dominate. Since

in addition we know that the gluon-gluon cross-section is much larger than the

quark anti-quark cross-section, this is a posteriori justification for the assumption

that the dijet data is dominated by gluon-gluon scattering.

Thus far we appear to have successfully estimated the mass and transverse

momentum distribution of dijet events, the angular distributions, and the center-

of-mass energy scaling behavior. We can also ask about the "low" transverse

momentum cross-section. Looking at Eq. D.16, under the approximation that we're

dominated by transverse momenta near the Jacobean peak we expect the doubly

differential cross-section as a function of the square of the transverse momentum to

go like one over the transverse momentum to the fourth power times some scaling

function. Obviously that transverse momentum to the fourth power is a residual

reSection of the underlying Rutherford scattering process.

T =

At fixed transverse momentum as the center-of-mass energy increases, the x

value of the gluon source decreases. Therefore the cross-section at fixed transverse

momentum rises very rapidly because the gluon source distribution rises rapidly

with x. At low transverse momenta we take the strong fine structure constant, a,,

to be 0.5 since we axe at a lower q2 value. If the scale of transverse momenta is a few

GeV, the cross-section is mb. This is, of course, the same order-of-m;.gnitude as the

total inelastic cross-section, which means that at very high center-of-mass energies

we expect substantial contributions to the total cross-section due to minijets with

transverse momenta of the order of a few GeV.
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(D.19)

In fact, this is just what is observed. In Fig. D.8 we show the inclusive jet

cross-section as a function of transverse momentum for low transverse momentum

jets. As shown in the figure, those jets dominate over the single particle data. We

also make a hand estimate at low transverse mojaentum using Eq. D.19. At least

on the scale of 20 GeV and above it is a reasonable ballpark estimate of the actual

data. A complete calculation is shown as the smooth curve in Fig.D.S. The total

cross-section for jets above say 3 GeV transverse momentum is predicted to be

of order 20 mb at the Fermilab Collider. This means that jets are comparable to

the total inelastic cross-!iction. Note that, as before, our hand estimate (which

ignores evolution) falls below the data at low p±.

INCLUSIVE JET
CROSS SECTION

ET lGeV>

Figure D.8: Jet distributions from UA1 for low p±. Also indicated are a QCD
calculation (—), single particle data ( 0 ) and a hand estimate ( 0 ) .

A propos of the rising cross-section for jets at fixed transverse momentum
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as a function of cer.tcr-of-mass energy, we should note that we have assumed a

particular form for the gluon distribution. This choice of form was guided by

classical bremsãtrahiung in that the momentum distribution for gluons at low z

approaches a constant. That is certainly true in lowest order, but as you recall the

gluon distributions evolve through various radiative and pair production processes.

In general, that evolution will tend to reduce all the distributions at high z and

have them pile up (due to radiative processes) at low z. For example, we derived

the form shown in Eq. B. l l , xg(x) ~ exp [<iln (^) j i which diverges as z —» 0. If

the gluon number distribution diverges as z approaches 0 faster than one over z,

the minijet distribution at fixed transverse momentum rises rapidly with a.

(D.20)

i.f1-Sü1u.[«-(íf)]-

Some authors call this the "gluon bomb," which means that the singular gluon

distribution causes the minijet cross-section to rise very quickly with the center-

of-mass energy. It will be interesting to see (at higher energy colliders) exactly

what the center-of-mass energy dependence of low px jets is. The fact that the

cross-section might violate the Foissiart bound means that our assumptions based

on the impulse approximation are breaking down.

Let us now look at a process of which ii related to dij:t production, the pro-

duction of prompt photons. The Feynman diagrams for this process have already

been shown in Fig. B.4. Recall that they have fermion propagators, the annihi-

lation piece behaving as one over i and the exchange piece going as one over ú.

Compared to the jet cross-section, we have a 2 —» 2 process in both cases. For the

jets we have an amplitude squared which has an a, term at each vertex, whereas

for the prompt photons we have an a, at the gluon vertex and an a times the

square of the quark charge at the photon vertex. Ignoring the other differences in

the 2 —• 2 process cross-sections, and just counting coupling constants and source

functions we get a rough prediction for the prompt photon to dijet cross-section.
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f a Q i | f ( ) ] f ^ f J
We again assume that the quark distribution is dominated by the up quarks

because we have a quark charge squared factor that favors them. At low p_, we

are operating in the small r region where we expect the sea to dominate even in

pp collisions. That assumption leads to the estimate shown below:

a, ~ 0.1, ü(x) sea (D.22)

~ 9.2 x 10"4 1 - 2 D

Data from the CERN collider on the differential cross-section as a function of

transverse momentum for jets and prompt photons is shown in Fig.D.9. The hand

estimate points come from Eq. D.22, using the measured jet distribution to scale

down to the prompt photons. Clearly this relative scaling works out rather well

and gives us confidence that our hand estimates will give us a reasonable estimation

of the prompt photon cross-section.
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10
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Figure D.9: Data from UA2 comparing px distributions of jets and single
prompt photons. Hand estimates are shown as o points.

There is a further point to be extracted from the data when we look at the

angular distributions of the 2 —» 2 processes. For a vector boson propagator we

have an amplitude going like one over the momentum transfer squared, whereas for

fermion propagator we get a dependence for the amplitude which goes like one over

the momentum transfer. This means that the differential cross-section goes like

one over i1 or one over i in the case of vector and spin or propagators respectively.
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The angular distribution in the two cases is. in fact, different which is something

we ignored in comparing the cross-sections.

A ~ l/ç2, A ~ l/(ff - m)

ib ~ l/t2, ~ l / f

~ (1-cosfl)

(D.23)

CERN Collider data on the ratio of the angular distribution is shown in Fig. D.10.

The smooth curve is an exact calculation whereas the hand estimate is the dotted

curve which is simply a linear dependence on the cosine of the scattering angle.

Note that the data does not extend down to small 6 because of the problem of

identifying the jet in the beam direction. Obviously this data gives us extra confi-

dence that we understand in some det?il the 2 —> 2 processes, which are different

in the case of jets and prompt photons.

Figure D.10: Data from UA2 comparing the angular distributions of photons and
jets. Hand estimates are shown as the (---) curve.

Another use of the jet distribution is to set limits on possible substructure of

the partons. To begin, we make the observation that at 2 TeV a mass of 200 GeV

for the dijet system implies an x value for the partons of 0.1. That means that

we are dominated by gluons as a source distribution. We note that the present
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Tevatron luminosity is such that we cannot yet study quark jets, because the

maximum accessible x value lot the partons is too low to be in a regime where

quark jets dominate. When one gets to higher luminosity, one can vary the x value

and study possible changes of jet composition as a function of x. That will be a

more interesting and extensive data set. In the meantime, we know that pointlike

elastic scattering gives us a transverse momentum distribution that goes like one

over p5. for Rutherford like scattering modified by a factor indicating the partonic

distribution functions.

In Fig. D. l l we show CERN Collider data on the transverse momentum dis-

tribution of jets at the highest available values of pj.. Hand estimate points come

from taking the data point at 50 GeV transverse momentum as a normalization

point and using Eq. D.24 to scale to the highest values from that point. Clearly

they are in reasonable agreement with the actual data. The smooth curves are

the result of an exa t calculation for a composite scale for which the quarks have

substructure. Obviously if the quarks have substructure then it is Rutherford scat-

tering all over again. The cross-section at a fixed transverse momentum will be

larger than that expected if there were no substructure. It is clear from this data,

that that composite scale has a lower limit of a few hundred GeV. Subsequent

Tevatron data will push up this limit.
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Figure D.ll; UA2 data on high p± jet distributions. Hand estimates normalized
to j>i = 50 GeV are shown as O points. Smooth carves are composite calculations.

The dijets are the jet topologies with the most copious rate. However, other

topologies are easily observed. For example, in Fig. D.12 we have a three jet event

from UA1 with a total transverse energy of 200 GeV. If one remembers two to

three processes, the bremss;rahlung cross-section is down by a factor something

like a, with respect to the 2 —» 2 process. However, a, is a quantity of order 0.1,

so the three jet to two jet cross-section is finite and a reasonably large number. In

fact, one can try to make estimates and extract a, from that ratio. The number

one gets is comparable to that which one gets in looking at W plus jet topologies

versus W without jet activity. However, in the htter case the systematics on the a,

determination are better. An additional point to make is that multijet events are

experimentally common, but are not well understood theoretically. It is important

to have as complete a theoretical treatment of these events as possible to confront

the data.
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Figure D.12: Lego plot of a 3 jet event from UAl. Total £> is ~ 200 GeY.

As a final topic for this Section we will consider hetvy flavor production. The

topic is open heavy flavor production, whereas in Section C we considered hidden

heavy flavor production. la Section B we already tabulated the cross-section for

gluon fusion production. There t i e two Feynman diagrams. One is annihilation

into a gluon propagator which gives a one over i2 piece. The other one is the

gluon fusion mechanism with exchanged heavy quark giving us a one over i or one

over u piece. The cross-section for quark anti-quark pairs far above threshold is

two orders-of-magnitude smaller than that for the elastic scattering of gluons off

gluoas (at 9 = 90°). This fact has implications for heavy flavor production when

considering competitive 2 -* 3 processes.
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99) = 9/2[2?/4]
QQ) 3/8[7/13j

2Z= 2Z

~ 2Iff[Ay] [dàh\l{2){2MQ?

(D.25)

We will adapt our results for the dijet differential cross-section as a function of

mass. We further assume that the cross-section at threshold rises very steeply to

its value when i >> 2Mq. We then integrate over all masses above threshold to

get the total quark anti-quark cross-section. In order to avoid exchange peaks, we

assume that the partonic differential cross-section is just the cross-section at 90°

far above threshold as we did in the jet case. Since we have been making some

rather rash approximations, we expect the cross-section will only be good to an

order of magnitude. Looking at Eq. D.25, we can see that if the r value is small

(so that the gluonic source functions are effectively constant), the cross-section for

quark anti-quark just goes like one over the quark mass squared.

1/MQ at small

(D.26)

Predictions for heavy flavor production as a function of centet-of-mass energy

axe shown in Fig. D. 13. Also included in that figure are charm quark data and

data on beauty particle production from both UAl and a lower energy fixed-target

experiment.
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Figure D. 13: Heavy flavor production as a function of y/s. Charm data at
100 GeV are from Fixed-Target or IS! experiments. Beauty data come from UA1
and WA78. Hand estimates of DD are given as O points, while those for BB are
scaled from the exact DD calculation and are given as 0 points.

For comparison to the exact calculations (shown by the smooth curves) we

have made hani estimates of charm particle production using Eq. D.25. We have

previously commented on the crude approximations. These hand estimates are

surprisingly close to the data and to the exact prediction. This fact gives us some

confidence in what we have done to obtain the hand estimate. In order to get

hand estimates for the BB system we took the exact DD calculation and made a

relative scaling using the formulae givi ig in Er•. D.25. This procedure yields points

quite close to the data points. We can reproduce the sharp threshold behavior that

we see for the BE cross-section in a simple way. Clearly at the Tevatron Collider

light quarks such as c and b have low r values and so scale like one over M3 as one

naively expects. At the Tevatron Collider, where the square root of r is 0.0015

and 0.005 for Ds and Bs respectively, the cross-section is quite substantial. It is
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about 300 microbarns for Ds and about 30 microbarns for Bs.

vAs = 2 TeV <TD£) ~ 300 fib

aBB ~ 30 fib

(D.27)

Although the simple picture appears to be verified by data, and appears to be

easy to hand estimate, there are some fine points in heavy quark production. As

we see in Fig. D. 14 for DD production, incident pions appear to be more efficient

for making DD at low ccnter-of-mass energy than incident protons.
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Figure D.14: D/D production in np and pp interactions as a function of TT or p
momentum.

In fact, the partonic cross-section at 90° for light quark anti-quark ?nnihilation

into heavy quark anti-quark, relative to the cross-section for gluons fusing into

heavy quark anti-quark has a ratio of order one. Thus at high mass (or large r) ,

i.e. rear threshold, since the partonic cross-sections are comparable, the quark

source functions will dominate over the gluon source functions. In that case, since

the pions have valance anti-quarks to annihilate, whereas the protons require sea
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anti-quarks, we expect lhe pions will be more efficient in making charm particle

pairs.

db{qq — OQ) 4/9
dò{gg — OQ) 3/8(7/18)

i > 0.3 ~ y/r -

~3.0

(D.28)

2TeV = yfs,MQ > 300 GeV

At a center-of-mass energy of 2 TeV, the point where quark sources become

important relative to gluon sources corresponds to masses of the heavy quark above

300 GeV. This fact is again an argument for pp vs. pp colliders.

There are other soft processes which are not calculated in perturbative QCD.

In Fig. D.15 we show- a schematic quark diagram for leading particle effects where

a proton fragments into a proton, neutron, A0, or A*.

U

U

p n A0

Figure D.15: Quark diagram for leading particle effects in p - • p,n, A0, and A+.

We know that for a proton fragmenting into a proton or neutron, the average

x value (or the average inelasticity) in the event is about a half. That being the

case you might expect to pick up a cc out of the sea of hadronic junk and find

a fast forward A*. Data on this process are not without some controversy. Data

from the ISR at CERN on the x distribution of the A* are shown in Fig. D.16.

Note that the scale for the differential cross-section is several hundred microbarn*.

which means that the cross-section for A^ at the ISR for leading particles is at
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least 100 microbarns. The size of the total charm cross-section then clashes with

the cross-section estimates for D D which we saw back in Fig. D.13.
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Figure D.16: CERN ISR data on the x distribution of A+ baryons for z > 0.3.

Either this data is not correct or we need to take the soft leading particle effects

into account. Since this topic is rather far afield for us, and since we have avoided

all " Ins" physics so far, we will now drop the subject.

So far in heavy flavors we've only talked about 2 -» 2 processes. In fact,

there are competitive 2 - • 3 processes. For example, as seen in Fig. D.17, o le can

compare fusion to a diagram for gluon-gluon scattering followed by virtual gluon

decay into a QQ pair.
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Q
s > Q

Figure D.17: Feynmas. diagrams for QQ production in a 2 —• 2 "fusion" process
and in a 2 —» 3 "gluon. splitting*1 process.

The differential cross-section for gluon elastic scattering vs. gluon fusion into

quark ami-quark pair a: 90° is given in Eq.D.25. The ratio is about a factor of

200. Hence, the 2 —• 3 process where an elastically scattered gluon can virtually

disassociate into quark anti-quark pair leading to a three particle final state, is

competitive with the 2 —» 2 process because the coupling constant a, is not over-

whelmingly small reia:ive to the 2 —> 2 cross-section (see Eq. B.9). Note that aside

from kinematic factors, all heavy quarks are produced equally because gluons are

flavor blind.

a{gg - . QQg) ^ dãjgg -> gg) [/a.\ (__*_)] ( D 2Q)

This means, of course, that in evaluating the charm quark mass, which is a

parameter in these calculations, one needs to take all the competitive processes

into account. In Fig. D.1S there are a set of curves shown for the charm cross-

section as a function of center-ot'-mass energy. For different values of the charm

quark mass one assumes that only 2 —• 2 processes contribute. It is obvious that
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the data, in the context of a 2 —• 2 theory, force you to a low value for the charm

quark mass.

« 0 0

«0 L

I
* U

-*3 JO

\0€i I

Figure D.18: Dependence of c(DD) as a function of v'7 on the parameter me for
2 —» 2 processes only. The curves labelled a, b, and c refer to me = 1.2, 1.5, and
1.8 GeV, respectively.

What we mean by low is low relative to say, half lhe ip mass, which, would

lead you to believe tha the charm quark has an effective mass of about one and

a half GeV. But of course this is entirely spurious because that low value of the

charm quark mass comes about by ignoring 2 —» 3 processes in the calculation.

When they are included, the rising of the cross-section due to the addition of those

processes drives up the mass to a value which is compatible with the 1.5 GeV

that one expects from spectroscopy. Independent evidence for the existence of this

2 —» 3 process will be given in Section E.

One should make a comment about the relative scales of some of the different

processes discussed in Sections C and D. The reason we talked about W$ going into

lepton plus neutrino or Z going into dilcpton vas that the major branching ratio

for W decays, W into cs or ud, have enormous backgrounds due to dijets at the W
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and Z mass which bury the IV* cross-section by roughly two orders of magnitude.

One way to reduce this background is to use some sort of vertex detection scheme

to find secondary vertices and identify the fact that there are heavy flavors in the

jet which decay weakly. Using our previous estimates for heavy flavor production,

we can estimate the I'M3 tail of the gluon fusion mechanism. For bb pairs it is

about 6 nanobarns per GeV for a mass of the bb system of 100 GeV.

dm
W —* cs. ud background

- l/A/3, M » MQ

> (D.30)

~ 6n6/GeV

w ~ 0.7 nb/GeV

This rate should be compared to the cross-section divided by the total W width

which is still something like an order-of-magnitude smaller. Hence, even if one can

achieve a mass resolution for dijets which is equal to the W natural width, and if

one can cleanly detect D's in the final state, one is still buried by heavy flavors at

the W mass by an order of magnitude. At this time, W's and Z's have only been

definitively seen in leptonic final states.

There is at least one quark which is still to be discovered, the top quark. If

Mt < Mw, then it confuses the limit on the number of light neturinos. A direct

measure of %» would inform on the three generation unitarity of the KM matrix

(see Fig. A.4). A measurement of Mz/Mw limits Mt from being too large, £

300 GeV, (radiative corrections). Direct limits require Mt ~ 45 GeV. Recently, as

we will discuss in Section E, large B/È mixing has been observed. As shown in

Fig. D.19 large mix'ng means large Mt (propagator effect) or large V .̂ (generalized

GIM cancellation mechanism). If we knew H» (i.e. b —* u decays) we could choose

between the two effects. Note that, in an exactly similar fashion, before charm

was found its mass was limited theoretically to £ 1.5 GeV because otherwise the

Kg — Ki mass difference would be too large.
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Figure: D.19: Box diagram for B - B nixing.

If the top quark is heavy (Mt > Mw) then it decays into O —̂  Wç. As

we show below, a quark with Mq = 120 GcV is produced at the Tevatron with

a{QQ) = 20 pb. By comparison, Fig.D.2. <rDY{\VW) ~ S pb. The Higgs cross-

section, <rB{W\V) ~ 0.2 pb, is smaller yet again. It is observable (Fig. D.4) because

its width is small, so that {i<r/T)%rW » (Ar/rfA/)g-V • Thus the biggest source

of Yt' pairs is a heavy top quark. For example, a Tevatron run with integrated

luminosity of 10 pb'1 will yield 200 tt pairs (120 GeV top mass), or 200 W\V

pairs, or five events with fie and large missing transverse momentum.

What about the cross-section for very heavy quarks, a super heavy top or a

forth generation. The predictions shown in Fig. D.20 axe an exact calculation of

heavy quark production as a function of the quark mass. Predictions at three

different center-of-mass energies relevant to the CERN Collider and the Tevatron

Collider at two different energies are shown. Also shown are hand estimates for a

center-of-mass energy of 2 TeV which were calculated using Eq. D.25. It looks as

if those estimates are within an order of magnitude of the exact calculation over

most of the range of the plot. The estimate assumes gluon sources. We don't

expect quark sources to be important until we get into .he valance regime where x

is say greater than 0.3, or a quark c' m .ss greater than 300 GeV. Note that at 120
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GeV quark mass, Fermiiab has & 100 fold advantage over CERN in cross-section.

It seems unlikely that such a factor can be compensated for by luminosity.

to

b

40 80 120 IM 200 240

mQ(GeV/c2)

Figure D.20: Heavy flavor production cross-section as a function of quark mass.
At y/i = 0.63 TeV (—), 1.8 TeV (---) and 2.0 TeV ( ). Hand
estimates for 2.0 TeV are shown as O points.

This brings our discussion in Section D to an end. In this Section, we have

looked at Drell-Yan production of lepton pairs and, by extension, production of

gauge boson pairs. We compared that to Higgs production and decay to boson

pairs. The bulk of the Section was spent on jets; their angular distributions, their

-lass and transverse momentum distributions, their scaling properties at different

center-of-mass energies, their low transverse momentum minijet cross-section, and

whether the gluon bomb explodes at higher center-of-mass energies. We predicted

the dijet to jet-direct photon ratio which tells us about the coupling co ,ant and

source distribution. We compared the angular distributions, which tells us about

the elementary propagators for the two processes. Finally, heavy flavor production

was looked at. It indicated the existence of 2 —» 3 processes. Heavy flavors also

act as backgrounds to other processes such as \V and Z production. In all cases,

we were able to make a plausible hand estimate for the process.
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E. HADRON DECAY KINEMATICS AND POINT PARTICLE
FRAGMENTATION

So far we have been talking about wonderful things like partons; quarks and

gluons. It is the nasty little secret of particle physics that the asymptotic states

in the real world don't contain any of these objects but consist of color singlet

hadrons or leptons. In fact, theoretically it is not at all clear how to write down

a consistent field theory without referring to the asymptotically free states—as in

the definition of the S matrix. Experimentally, we have to come to terms with the

fact that our quarks and gluons, which are colored, fragment into hadrons before

they appear to us. We need to be able to relate the jets of hacronic debris to the

final state gluons and quarks which are unobservabie.

First let's just think about a simplified decay kinematics. We already did two-

body decay kinematics where we said that the Jacobean peak was such that the

transverse momentum of any jet was half of the dijet mass. Now we have to worry

about the jet break up into hadrons. We can think of this as an n body decay

with a small transverse momentum (q± ~ A) with respect to the jet axis. The

kinematics for this process is shown in Fig. E l .
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r± ~ M/2

•• i ~ D±. /n

* ~ P/r.

rr. -M /n

Figure £.1: Jet kinematics for fragments.

The fragments have a limited transverse momentum, gx , with respect to the

jet axis and we assume that they share the jet momentum roughly equally. This

means that the angle of the fragment with respect to the jet axis is small and the

mass of any pair of hadrons between the two jets is the c'jet mass divided by the

number of fragments.

This simple picture has scne immediate consequences if you think about the

kinematics. For example, you might ask. why didn't people see jets a long time

ago? The answer is fairly simple. The transverse momentum which is intrinsic to

the fragmentation processes is q±_ ~ A (when a, becomes ~ 1) or Çj. about 500

MeV, which is a typical transverse momentum in a soft hadronic interaction. If

we would like the two jets to be contained within cones of half angle of 10° (45°)

so that the jet, take up 40° v180°) out of the total phase space, then they will

(not) be observable. The momentum of the fragment, if the jet fragments into five

particles, is 2.8 (0.5) GeV. The jet has a transverse momentum of 14 (2.5) GeV. If

the jet comes from a parton with x value of 0.2 then we need 70 GeV on 70 GeV
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in the center-of-mass. This situation would only bezin to obita at a 10 (0.3) TeV

Fixed-Target experiment.

l i - 0.5 GeV

6 < ±10° (45°)

k ~ 2.8 (0.5) GeV, n = 5 (E.I)

p ~ J»x - 14 (2.5) GeV

< i > - 0.2 => £ ~ 70 (12.5) GeV

yfs = 140 (25) GeV, Pa = 10 (0.3) TeV

What that kind of argument teus you is that at a Fixec-Target machine the

jets will be overlapping. They will not stand out as distinct from the fragments

of the initial hadrons just on a kinematic basis. In hadronic machines we need to

go to the CERN or Fermilab Collider for jets stand out as obvious objects. These

arguments are confirmed by the data sets gathered at Fixed-Target and Collider

experiments.

As an example of three-body decays we can consider the semi-leptonic decays

of B mesons. Typical values of the transverse momentum of the lepton will then

be a third of the quark mass. The maximum value of the momentum of the lepton

comes when it recoils against the light quark and the neutrino in a quasi two-body

decay.

< n > ~ Mgiz (E.2)

This simple kinematic statement has some implication for determining the el-

ements of the KM matrix. The maximum value of transverse momentum in semi-

leptonic decay for an allowed b to c transition is fmailer than that of a b to u

transition. In particular, (px)mms for 6 —» u is half the qua k mass of 2 1/2 GeV.

T i e b to c transition cannot provide a lepton with that transverse momentum. The

data shows that there is no evidence in semi-leptonic decays for b —» u transitions.

Data from e+e~ collisions for the sr:.ii-leptonic decay distributions of leptons is

shown in Fig. E.2. In that figure, the b —* u curve cuts off at 2 GeV transverse
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momentum because b —• c -j- fi + v has that value as its kinematic limit. The ratio

Hu/He is ~ 9 (see Fig. A.4), so that a definitive measurement of V^ would test

three generation unitarity of the KM matrix. As yet, this kinematic technique has

only set lower limits on V^.

100 —

0 1 2

PL (GtV/c) (thrust «I ISI

Figure E.2: Inclusive muon pi distribution in e+e~ collisions with contributions
from semileptonic decay distribution- for b —* Cfiv, e -* »\LV plotted separately.

Turning to proton anti-proton collider data, in Fig. £.3 we show the muon

transverse momentum relative to the jet axis for semi-leptonic decays of particles

in jets. Using those distributions one jan estimate the relative contributions of c

and b quarks to the inclusive muon spectrum. Obviously the heavier quarks throw

the muons off the axis of the jet and make them more isolated from the decay

jet. That isolation is one of the ways that the cross-section for BE was measured

in our discussion in Section D of the cross-section for heavy quarks as a function
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of energy. Obviously heavier quarks will lead to larger transverse momenta with

respect to the jet axis in sernileptonic decays. That fac: is part of the basis for top

searches and general searches for fourth generation heavy quarks.

0 4. 0 6 12 16 20 2 1 2 8

Figure E.3: UA1 data on muon p i relative to jet axis for q' —» qfiv decays.

So much for the leptons in the jet, what about the fragmentation of the jet into

the light particles which form the bulk of the jet multiplicity? In Fig. E.4, we show

collider data on the multiplicity in a jet as a function of the dijet mass. What we

find out is that the jet multipBcity grows logarithmically with the dijet invariant

mass.
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Figure £.4: Collider data on fragmentation multiplicity as a function of MJJ.
The line is < n > ~

This behavior is very reminicent of that of the total inelastic multiplicity in

colliders as a function of the total center-of-mass energy.

Shown in Fig. £.5 is CDF data from the Fermilab Collider on the rapidity

distribution of fragmentation products with respect to the jet axis. What one

finds is that there is an indication of a rapidity "plateau," in other words a uniform

distribution of rapidity with a tail extending out some units beyond that.
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Figure E.5: CDF data on the rapidity distribution of the fragmentation products

of jets.

Our job now is to explain those facts about the mean multiplicity and the

rapidity distribution. Let's assume that the parton has a momentum p and it

fragments into a hadron of momentum k. We define the momentum fraction to

be z, so 2 ranges between 0 and one. These are the same kinemat.c definitions we

have used throughout this note. We define a number density for fragmentation,

D{z) which is the probabiUty to find a hadron as a fragment with z between z and

z + dz. Note that, D{z) describes inherently soft processes, which means that we

will be forced to measure 0(z) rather than calculate it just as was the case for the

"inverse" distribution B(x) -* /(x).
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z = k/p, O < z < 1 (E.3)

D{z)dz

This definition tells us that the momentum spectrum of fragments is the con-

volution over the fragmentation function D(z) of the momentum spectrum of all

the parents.

j ^ ^ (E.4)

We take a fragmentation function which has a radiative like character similar to

what we have assumed for gluons. Integrating the fragmentation function over all

z we will get the mean multiplicity, since we have integrated over all the fragments

in the jet.

zD{z) = « ( ! - , ) -

<n> = ÍD{z)dzzíaí1 dzfz (E.5)

~- a ln(p/m)

This integral is divergent just the way the total number of radiative partons

was divergent at very small x. We cut off the integral by taking a lower limit

which is defined by the mass of the particle. In that case we find that the mean

multiplicity depends logarithmically on the jet momentum. In this way we can

explain the logarithmic dependence that we saw in Fig. £.4.

What about the rapidity distribution? One particle phase space is just a four

dimensional volume element with the constraint that the particle be on the mass

shell. That turns out to be proportional to the rapidity interval, or dz/z. We

have already used this result (without proof) in the discussion in Section D on jet

scaling behavior.

^ i - dy~dz/z (E.6)

: n > ~ Ay 'v
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For light particles z. x, and rapidity are all equivalent variables. If particles

are boiling out of the parton and fragmenting in a way controlled merely by phase

space, we get a rapidity plateau. Of course, at a certain point one runs out of

momentum, since one has to conserve total energy and momentum. In that case

you fall off the plateau and are rapidly cut off by the kinematics, \y[ ~ Ay. As a

final note on kinematics, if you integrate over a uniform rapidity plateau you find

the total rapidity interval which depends logarithmically on the center-of-mass

energy as in Eq. C.8 which we already discussed. Since this is the inclusive cross-

section, the integral is the mean multiplicity. The quantity < n > is easily seen to

be logarithmically dependent on the center-of-mass energy.

In Fig. £.6, we show ISR and CERN Collider data on the fragmentation func-

tion for light fragments. It is clear that z D[z) fits reasonably well to an exponen-

tial form, which of course means that most of the fragments are of low momentum

with respect to the jet. It is also clear that D{z) is a scaling function, i.e., D(z) is

roughly independent of y/j.
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Figure F..6: Collider data on D(z) for light fragments.

In Fig. £.7, we show CERN Collider data from U A2 for both jets and for isolated

single particles, which are assumed to be pions in this case. What one sees is the

basic shape is not too different between the two types of data. The fragmentation

has merely renormalized the p±. scale by some multiplicative factor.
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o

•

Figure E.7: UA2 data on jet and single particle pj. distributions.

Doing the convolution of a simple exponential fragmentation (Fig. E.6) and a

1/p3 behavior for the parton momentum (which is what we expect for jet pro-

duction as we saw in Section D), we get basically the same power law for the

fragments. This is a nice simple way to see that the jet and single particle distri-

butions typically look the same with regard to shape, but the single particles are

softer because of fragmentation.

zD(z) s e-0'

(E.7)

k3
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In this regard it is interesting to compare CERN Collider data on prompt

photons and the single particles from jets as shown in Fig. E.S. We'll recall from

our discussion of prompt photons that the rate of photons with respect to jets is

down by both coupling constant and source function factors. The rate is down by

a factor of a with respect to the jet cross-section. On the other hand, the jet to

x° ratio is also down a couple of orders-of-magnitude due to the steepness of the

fragmentation function as we saw already in Fig. E.7, although we expect similar

shapes for jets (i.e., 7) and fragments.

As we see in Fig. E.8, at higher transverse momentum we expect that the photon

(which is a point particle and itself a "jet") will cross the cross-section for ir°s which

are hadronic fragments of jets. This means that the (7/*°) ratio as a function of

transverse momentum will exceed one at high enough transverse momenta.

1O*3*P"

F\i I 1 I
o pp—» %*•*• X

• gp-» y • X
7s . 630 GeV

Sell A-2OOM0V :

Inclusive «•

Inclusive 7
Bremsstrahlung •
Excluded

10

10
•40

10
• 41 I

20 40 60 80 100 120
PT(G«V)

Figure E.8: UA2 data on pi distributions of ir° and 7.
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In Fig. E.9. we show Collider data on sineie particle inclusive production at lovi-

p± over a wide range of center-of-mass energies. This data is fit to a power law in

transverse momentum. However, that power law is much steeper than the l/p*.

behavior that one expects for the inclusive jet distribution due to fragmentation

effects.
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Figure E.9: Collider data on single particle inclusive production at low p x .

Clearly, one can see that at a fixed transverse momentum the scaling behavior

of jets feeds down into the behavior of single particles. At a fixed transverse

momentum the cross-section rises rapidly as a function of energy. Looking at

Fig, E.9, we can see that the cross-section is of the order millibarns at a transverse

momentum of 2 GeV. This data was plotted along with the data from inclusive jet

production in Section D. We saw that it fell much below the inclusive jet cross-

section at moderate transverse momenta, which are 5 to 10 GeV and above. This
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behavior is iddiiionti evidence for the soft fragmentation of Iisht particles from

jets.

- -V(P.-r

.4 - 450 mt/GeY2

j * - 1.3 GeV (E.8)

n -- 8.2

f-^-N - ***-* ^ 0.3 mt/GeV

What about the fragmentation functions for heavy particles? They can be

summed up in a kinematic statement tha: heavy particies in a decay carry off

most of the momentum. This is familiar if one looks at say. A particle weak decay.

The proton takes oft essentially all of the momentum and the pion is soft. In

Fig. £.10. we show a quark level schematic diagram for a heavy quark fragmenting

into a meson consisting of a heavy quark and a light anti-quark which i >icks up

out of the sea.

Q *P(Qq)

q

( l - z ) P

Figure £.10: Quark level diagram for heavy quark fragmentation into a Qq
meson.

Just as we did in the case of looking at bremsstrahlung amplitudes in £q. B.10,

we look at the perturbation theory amplitude. The amplitude with the smallest

virtuality is the largest, so that the amplitude is proportional to the inverse of the

energy difference between the initial and final state. Assuming that the hadron or
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meson has roughly the same mess as the heary quark, ws r-i a simple expression

for the amplitude.

A -

= EQ -E<H-E% (E.S)

*? - JJJ/2Ç1 -

- Af,l/2(1 -

This basically kinematic statement, in fact, seems to be borne oat by the data

in Fig. E.I 1 which is e~e~ Collider data on the fragmes:ttion of c and b quarks.

In fact, in both cases these are fairly hard fragmentations which get harder as the

mass increases from c to b. The average ralue of z for ch*rm fragmentation is 0.6

whereas for b fragmentation it is 0.85.

08 0
p(D*J/p(c)

0.4 08
Zs£;S)/E;b)

Figure E.ll: e+e" Collider data, on c - • D and b — B fragmentation.

This behavior is in distinction to the soft exponential fragmentation of light

pion fragments which presumably come from fragmentation of effectively masskss

up and down quarks or gluons. The data confirms a rough estimate given in

Eq. E.10, which is called the Peterson form for the fragmentation functions.
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1
Z ( 1 - 2 ) J

- i

(E.10)

In the limit that the heavy quark mass is much much greater than the light

quark mass, we have a distribution function zD(z), which goes like 1/(1 — z)2.

That means that the heavy quark takes off all of the momentum in fragmenting

into a meson because it comes out at z = 1.

We are now ready to put together some of these fragmentation and decay ideas

and look at the inclusive distribution of muons at the CERN Collider. The inclusive

transverse momentum distribution of muons in a Monte Carlo model is shown in

Fig. £.12. First we see the jet cross-section which is the largest cross-section of any

of the ones we discussed at a given transverse momentum. We also show the Monte

Carlo calculations for heavy flavor production and show the B cross-section. If you

recall, the fragmentation function is quite hard, so that the relationship between

the quark and the B meson distributions as a function of transverse momentum is

reasonably closely coupled.
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Figure E.12: Inclusive px distributions of muons. Jets and b are also shown, along
with b —* B fragmentation. B —• /x decays are indicated. The yield from c quarks is
also shown.

Note that the 2 —• 3 process of gluon-gluon scattering followed by quark anti-

quark pair creation may be thought of as a gluon jet decay into quark pairs.

In discussing heavy flavors, we noted that 2 -» 3 processes were comparable to

2 -* 2 processes. Thus, it is perhaps not surprising that the relationship of d<r/dp±

for jets to that for B mesons is characterized by the kinematics for n = 2 (i.e.,

px —> j>i/2) and a flavor independent branching fraction for gluon jets, [B(J -»

b) ~ b/(u~d+s + c + 6) -v 1/5}. These relationships are also indicated in Fig.E.12.

The 8 mesons decay semileptonically into muons. There are again two effects.

First, there is a quark counting result that the semiieptonic branching ratio into
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muons is one ninth. Then the decay kinematics are such that the transverse mo-

mentum is rescaied down by a factor of three. These two effects leads us to the

muon distribution which is also shown in Fig. E.12. For comparison, we also show

Monte Carlo results for muons from charm decays. If you recall from Section D on

heavy flavor production, the ratio of 6 —> c should go like the square of the quark

masses. That would mean that there are about ten times more charm particles

than 6 particles at asymptotic energies. However, we see that at 5 GeV transverse

momentum and above, the muons from B decay dominate over those from D de-

cay. The reason is that the softer fragmentation function from the D decays wipes

out, at fixed p_, the advantage one has in the production cross-section. That is

interesting, because if one sits at a transverse momentum of a few GeV and triggers

on muons. one is preferentially triggering on B decays and not D decays.

The LAI data for the inclusive single muon transverse momentum distribu-

tion is shown in Fig. E.13. Above a transverse momentum of about 30 GeV one

is dominated by the leptonic decays of the gauge bosons, basically because 'he

Jacobean peak puts most of the cross-section at a tranverse momentum equal to

half the mass of the gauge bosons. At lower transverse momenta (say 30 GeV and

below) the muon rate is dominated by the semileptonic decays of B and D par-

ticles. There are other topological properties of the two types of processes which

allow a clean separation between gauge bosons and heavy flavors.
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Figure E.13: UAI data on the p± distribution of muons.

Let's turn now from single muons to dimuons and look at the UA1 data on

high tranverse momentum production of i[> mesons as seen in Fig. £.14. Recall in

Section C that the gluon fusion prediction for the total inclusive cross-section for

V>'s was 10,000 nanobarns or 10 microbarns. This fusion process, however, leads

to ^'§ with very low transverse momentum, — A. By comparison the gluon-gluon

fusion into a virtual gluon which then decays into a BB pair has a cross-section

which is comparable and of order 10 microbarns. In this case, the natural scale of

the B's transverse momentum comes from the 2 -» 2 processes. That scale has a

transverse momenta of order the mass of the £'» or 5 GeV. The inclusive branching
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fraction for B —» v+ anything is about 1%, which means that the cross-section

times branching ratio for gluon fusion production of BB pairs followed by inclusive

decay into i/fs is about 100 nanobarns. At moderate transverse momentum, say of

order the B mass, all tl>s (to first order) come from inclusive B decays.

100

13

e

H- —pp-b

Q.CD calculation normalized
to UA1 single muon data

0 2 U 6 6 10 12 K 16

TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM IGeV/cJ

Figure E.14: UA1 data on high p± production of v mesons.

The data in Fig. £.14 confirm this expectation in the sense that the scale is

about 100 nanobaras and the characterstic fall-off with transverse momenta is

characterized by a slope which is of the same order as the B mass. This fact is

again experimentally interesting because a possible tag for BJ% is the appearance

of the V' at moderate transverse momentum, of order 5 GeV.

Another use for dimuons is to confirm the need for 2 —» 3 processes in heavy

flavor production. You recall in Section D that we said we needed 2 —• 3 processes

to explain the magnitudes of the cross-sections. A nice confirmation of that need

is to look at the azimuthal correlations in dimuon production. The 2 -* 2 gluon
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fusion diagrams for heavy flavor production are shown in Fig. £.15 along with the

2 —• 3 processes of gluon-gluon scattering with subsequent virtual decay of a gluon

into a heavy quark anti-quark pair. It should be fairly obvious that in the 2 —• 2

process the muons will come out on opposite sides of the azimuthal plane, whereas

in the case of 2 —» 3 processes they will come out on the same side.

a)
Q

Q

Q

b)
t
19

Figure E.15: Gluon diagrams for heavy flavor production. For a) ^ ~ ir while
for b) #„„ — 0.

Data on the azimuthal correlation is shown in Fig. £.16. Clearly both these

processes occur in the sense that we have a peak for both toward and away cor-

relations of the dimuons. That means that both these processes are comparable.

Af we said in Section D, we expect that the extra factor of a, that one needs

in a 2 —» 3 strong process is cancelled by the fact that gluon gluon scattering is

considerably larger than the gluon-gluon fusion into heavy quark pairs.
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28

Figure E.16: Collider data on the relative azimuthal angle of p+ to fi~ in J J di-
mnon production.

This data is a nice confirmation of the assertion, made in Section D, that we

need 2 —• 3 processes to explain the magnitude of the cross-section. By that we

mean we needed the other process so that the quark mass parameter that one uses

in the theory agrees with its spectroscopic value.

Most spectacularly perhaps, the sign selection of dixm cms has proven in the

CERN Collider experiments to require that the BE system mixes in a way very

similar to that of the KR system. Heavy flavors are made in pairs of strong

interaction eigenstates, say, BE. Then the decay b -* c\V~ implies that BE goes

to DDW+W-. The virtual W\ leptonically decay into n+n~. This decay scheme

means that the "leading" dimuons are always unlike sign. However, what was seen

in the CERN Collider experiments was a large number of like-sign dimuons which

could not be explained by the subsequent unon leading'' decays of the D and Ds.

These decays could be removed on kinematic grounds because the muons from

the D decay have lower transverse momenta as we have already discussed. Since
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they couldn't be explained in that way. they were taken as evidence for the weak

mixing oi BB before the decay. Thus the sign selected dimuon sample has been

extiaordinarily useful in contributing to our knowledge of B quark spectroscopy.

Remember that mixing of B\ has implications for top quark masses and/or V**,

(three generation unitarity).

Finally, just a word about future and/or present uses for muons. If the elusive

top quark is heavier than the XV then the diagram for 2 —» 2 production and

subsequent decay, of top anti-top is shown, in Fig. £.17. The topology of those

events will be two real Ws plus two jets. The Ws decay leptonically and the two b

jets may or may not decay in some topologically interesting way into ̂ r's or leptocs.

There will be some missing energy indicating the existence of neutrinos. We can

estimate the cross-sections for top from simple extrapolation of what we did in

Section D. For example, a 200 GeV* top has a production cross-section something

like 2 picobarns.

Figure £.17: Diagram for 2 -» 2 production and decay of «"for heavy top.

What about backgrounds? For example, at a BB m u i of 100 GeV we still

have a differential cross-section of 20 picobarns per GeV which is not substantially

different from the ti cross-section. These BE pairs in their lemileptonic decay
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would lead to rather high mass dimuons, say of order, 30 GeV from 100 GeV. So

in fact, thinking about these numbers leads us to believe that the top search is not

such a simple thing. One has to have a reliable estimate of the QCD backgrounds

from Ws and from other heavy flavors. Finding the top is not going to be a trivial

task for proton anti-proton colliders.

iM
~ 20p6/GeV

(EH)

Some crude expectations are shown in Table E.I.

Table E.I.

Cross-Sections for Top Quarks

and Related Particles.

M, (GeV)

120
160
200
240

<rti{pb)

40
10
2
0.8

<rww(pt>)

5 10T

By comparison, the Drell-Yan expectation for WW pairs is about 5 picobarns,

whereas the cross-section for BE pain (being much Ughter) is a million times

larger or ten microbarns. In fact, the QCD gluon fusion process tails can give B's

at large mass (large transverse momentum).

This brings us to the end of Section E. In summary, what we did is look at

decays and fragmentation starting with fragmentation of jets into light particles.

We defined the fragmentation function and showed how a simple fragmentation

parameterization led to a rapidity plateau and a logarithmic dependence of the jet

multiplicity on the mass of the jet. We also (howed how a simple fragmentation
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can lead to the same sort of power law behavior of parent to child; for example,

jet to 7°. We also looked at the data on inclusive sineie particle production at

lower transverse momentum. Then we turned to heavy particle fragmentation and

made & very simple argument leading to the Peterson form of the fragmentation

function. This form was confirmed by the data on the fragmentation of both c

and b quarks. Finally we combined a lot of these ideas together to look at muons

from both the Jacobean peaks of gauge bosons and from the semileptonic decays of

heavy flavors. We showed that, due to the softness of the fragmentation function,

both single leptons and dimuons from ^ decay at moderate transverse momentum

are dominated by £ 's and not D's as one would expect from just thinking about

the production cross-section. Finally, we talked about the use of dileptons for

confirming the existence of 2 —• 3 processes and as a signal for mixing.

F. SUMMARY

In Section A, the Standard Model was specified. Certain remaining questions

were raised such as the Higgs mass, the top quark mass, and the total number of

generations. The whole question of quark and lepton (including neutrino) masses

is basically ad hoc.

In Section B, we saw that the pointlike behavior of quarks was valid. However,

the distribution functions / ( z ) are measured, not calculated from first principles.

In particular, the gluons g{x) are known very indirectly. This fact has implications

for low x physics, the "gluon bomb," and the failure of the impulse approximation.

In Section C, we looked at the cross-sections for <?, Vs V7'» and T produc-

tion versus s. They seem consistent, but jje, IJJ, and 6 rates are lacking. The

cross-sections for W and Z production are calculable which provides a consistency

check on sinlw &* measured in neutral-current interactions. Still, precise data on

I V / F j and A/, are lacking, which makes a definitive statement on the number of

generations impossible. The Higgs has not been seen yet, and Tevatron Upgrade

and SSC implications were discussed.

While waiting for the Higgs, we looked at Drell-Yan in Section D. This mech-

anism, or one very similar, will give us Wf and WW pairs at the Tevatron. That
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event type will give us our first tests of triple boson gauge couplings. Jet produc-

tion gave us a limit on compositeness and a view of 2 —• 3 processes. The rise in 07,

if it is due to minijets, needs to be corroborated by measuring the real part of the

elastic amplitude at the Tevatron. Data will soon be forthcoming. Finally prompt

photons and heavy flavors give us a window on the pointlike processes involved.

The prompt photon/jet angular distribution confirms the fermion/boson propa-

gators. The rate and topology of QQ production confirms the need for 2 —» 3

processes. Finally, if Mt > Mw, as one might suspect from B — B mixing, tt

production will be seen at the Tevatron.

Section E saw a discussion of fragmentation. Light and heavy quark fragmenta-

tion functions are consistent from e+e~ to pp colliders and exhibit scaling. Single

leptons are used to extract W and lb rates. Dileptons are used to get Z and

B -» ijfX, $ -* l+i~ rates. Pairs of dileptons also confirm the need for 2 —» 3

processes in BB mixing which feed back on questions of the size of Mt.

Clearly, the next few years of Tevatron Collider data will serve to help in

answering many of these questions. Presumably top will be found, and the number

of generations will be pinned down. The path the Upgrade takes will provide

further direction to Collider Physics. It should be an exciting time!
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Summary

A brief review of high energy hadronic data (Part 1} is followed by an introduc-

tion to the standard (Weinberg Salam Glashow) model of electroweak interactions

and its extension to the hadrons (Part II). Rudiments of QCD and of the parton

model are given in Part III together with a quick review of the spectroscopy of

heavy flavours whereas Part IV is devoted to the introduction to deep inelastic

scattering and to the so-called EMC effects.
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Introduction.

There used to be a time when the meaning of phenomenology of strong in-

teractions was quite unambiguous: partial wave analyses with Regge poles and/or

factorizable models together with some analyticity, crossing and unitarity were the

basic tools which a phenomenologist needed.

Things have changed dramatically nowadays: fields which were considered

essentially unrelated have been recognized to be quite strictly connected; there is

no way in the modern language of separating strong from electroweak phenomena

and most everybody believes this to be a fact of nature. If anything, it was the

old picture that was too naive. We all know that we cannot possibly switch off

just one interaction but it was nice to think that we could.

Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD). although never proved in its fundamen-

tal predictions (is confinement really there? how does hadronization really occur?)

is believed to be the theory of strong interactions but no one has been able to de-

velop an algorithm capable of overcoming the traditional difficulties connected

with strong interactions. The difficulty of dealing with low pt physics ("diffrac-

tion" in the old language) is now recognized to be the difficulty of dealing with

non perturbative phenomena in the new language and the deep understanding of

multiparticle physics is now deferred to mastering confinement and hadronization;

probably a long term program.

All in all, we are a long way from a theory of strong interactions where every-

thing can be calculated but the belief that we have the theory of stror. % interactions

has led the phenomenologist to devise means to convince himself that indeed the

theory is the correct one and that our lack of adequate mathematical tools is only

a temporary technical deficiency. This may well be so and will hopefully prove to

be so; meantime, however, the result is that together with the new language of

partons, quarks, QCD, etc., we are still using to some extent the old language and

neither one is really satisfactory nor complete.

To comply with this situation, we shall try to give an account of both the old

and the new language.

In Part I, we shall quickly revise the situation in the so-called field of high

energy badron physics. We shall discuss, briefly the various experimental data

and the essential theoretical ingredients used to account (qualitatively) for these

data. In particular, we shall summarize our present knowledge of cross sections
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(total, elastic, differential and inclusive) of multiplicities etc. Uniquely for reasons

of brevity, we shall not review the situation of the large pt physics where jets are

produced and perturbative OCD is believed to be at work.

Part II will briefly outline how one goes from the old theory of weak inter-

actions to the so-called Standard model of electroweak interactions of Weinberg,

Glashow and Salam and how this is extended to include hadrons i.e. to the quark

section by introducing charm, colour, etc.

Part III will cover a few somewhat more modern aspects of the problem of

strong interactions. We shall briefly review the elements of the parton model

and the rudiments of QCD. Next we shall deal with the basic properties and

the spectroscopy of the so-called heavy flavors ( J / ^ , T). We shall then turn our

attention in Part IV to the problem of deep inelastic to conclude with a brief

outline of the difficulties encountered when extending it to nuclear effects (the

EMC effects).

Throughout the paper the emphasis will be on the discussion of the data and

their theoretical interpretation and no attempt of completeness will be made.
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PART I

HIGH ENERGY HADRONIC PHYSICS

1.1 Evolution of the field of high energy physics

1.1,1 Historical overview and qualitative discussion

High energy physics begins, to all effects, in the sixties with the systematic

collection of experimental data at increasingly high energies. Definite treads ap-

pear:

i) total cross sections seem to approach constant values with increasing energies;

ii) diffractive phenomena are seen to be prominent: a) the differential cross sec-

tions are peaked in the forward direction; b) the near-forward scattering amplitude

is predominantly imaginary; c) diffractive dissociation dominates multiple produc-

tion (corresponding to the excitation of states with the same quantum numbers of

one of the incident particles); d) most of the data are concentrated at low pt aid the

cross sections drop very fast with increasing pt; e) <pt> is limited to 2r 0.35GeV/c

and seemingly constant; f) multiplicities grow very slowly with energy (logarith-

mically ?); g) polarization and spin-phenomena in general are credited to be quite

insignificant.

The seventies refine quite substantially the previous picture: in particular,

the contribution of quasi-two-body processes is i ̂ cognized to become negligible

and the evidence of a composite structure of hadrons becomes ir.ore and more

substantial.

Concerning diffractive phenomena: a) cross sections grow logarithmically with

energy; b) structures appear in the forward peak which is seen to shrink with

increasing energy; c) the forward amplitude is recognized to have a real part and

the ratio between the real and the imaginary part changes sign going from the PS

energies {Etai ~ 30 GeV) to the ISR energies (yfs ~ 60 GeV, i.e..'£ía(( ~ 1900

GeV); d) polarization survives at high energies; e) j*1- ~ const; f) we have the

first evidence that < pt > may be slowly growing with energy.

Concerning inclusive cross sections (where of all particles produced one mea-

sures only one or just a few) the first impression is that these distributions tend
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to constant or, more exactly, the rapidity plateau seems to extend in length while

staying constant in height; the ISR data will actually prove the latter to grow

(logarithmically?}.

Concerning multiple production the data seem to obey KNO scaling whereby

the function of the two vari&bles:energy (y/s in the cm.) and number of particles

* (n,s) =< n(,) > an(s)/cin(s) = *(z) (I.I)

seems to be actually function of just one variable t which is given by

z = (n - a ) / « n > -a) (1.2)

where a is close to 1.

It becomes also evident that short range correlations are rather important

implying that most hadrons are produced by weakly correlated clusters.

What emerges very clearly is that these low pt phenomena are dominated

by logarithmic energy behaviours or, differently stated, this is the appropriate

variable to describe the energy variation of this "soft physicsn.i.e.,the physics of

the low pt phenomena.

Finally the seventies are characterized by the birth of the so called "hard

physics" i.e. the statistics becomes large enough to allow the investigation of the

fairly large pt events. The interest is focused on the fact that these events are

actually predicted by the parton model to be produced in jets with some rather

well defined signature and the data do agree quite well indeed with the expect ation.

The eighties further clarify lots of open questions while raising new (as yet

largely unanswered) problems. They are dominated by the pp Collider at CERN

where collisions of protons and antiprotons of up to y/s ~ 540 GeV are studied.

The FNAL Tevatron raising the energy to about y/i ~ 2 TeV(about 2100 TeV in

the laboratory) comes along and is going to dominate the scene for years to come.

In what follows, we shall dig in some detail on a selection of these latest data but

two points deserve perhaps an immediate consideration: i)on the one hand one

recognizes the soft physics to be a lv?t physics rather than a In» one and ii) on

the other hand the hard physics is definitely proved to be characterized by jets

(several jets, in fact) as anticipated theoretically on the grounds of the parton

model and of QCD.
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One remarkable trend of the above evolution lies in the fact that accelerators

of incresingly high energies lead to a progressive confirmation of several efforts

that had been anticipated by cosmic rays such, principally, as the r̂ov.-tii v.v.!.

energy of total cross sections, of multiplicities and, most of all. of < pt >•

The evolution of colliders of increasing energy is compared in Fig. 1 with the

range of energies reached in various recent cosmic ray experiments. Also shown

for reference is the energy domain that could be reached by the new generation of

hadronic machines presently under study.

1.1,2 Theoretical models

It is, of course, almost impossible, to do justice to everybody when trying to

classify the theoretical models that have been proposed.

Grossly speaking, we can say that after the boom of dispersion relations, the

rixties are dominated by Regge pole models bt t a good deal of eikonal models

remain quite popular. In the early seventies duality is the fashion whereas the late

seventies see the dominance of QCD "inspired models" (whatever this may mean).

In the earliest stage, the dynamics at the basis of models for hadronic phe-

nomenology can be characterized as being due to either:

i) t-channel (or crossed channel) exchanges

or

ii) s-channel (or direct channel) exchanges.

A somewhat different philosophy is at the basis of:

in) scaling models (geometrical scaling in particular).

In order to qualify the previous statements, let us first recall that a reaction

of the form

A + B-*Ci +C2 + --- + Cn (J.3)

where A, B are the initial particles and d are the final ones is described by a total

of 3n-4 invariant variables: we have, in fact, 4(n+2) scalar quantities, i.e., the

components of the fourmomenta of all particles involved with 4 constraints due to

energy-momentum (i.e. fourmomentum) conservation

PA+PB = P I +P2 + Ypn (/••*)
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6 constraints due the the choice of Luler angles in 4 dimension and (n-f 2) con-

straints coming from the mass shell relations

where m^ are the masses of the produced particles. In the case of an elastic

(or two-body) relation as it is well known, this leaves us with two independent

variables (such as the energy and the scattering angle in either the cm. or the

lab. systems). If one or more of the final particles is not on the energy shell (like in

inclusive processes), the number of independent variables is accordingly increased.

For the reaction of Fig. 2 it is convenient to introduce the so-called Mandel-

stam variables

* = ÍPi ~ P*)2

such that u-i-i + i = H;= i m\- For instance, in the equal mass elastic case, in the

cm.

t = -2Jb2 (1 - cos $) (1.7)

u = -2k2 (1 + cos B)

where Jfe and $ are the cm. momentum and scattering angle.

The S-matrix approach of the sixties assumes analyticity, crossing and uni-

tarity to be a complete set of axioms for reconstructing the S-matrúc elements.

First, one relates the amplitudes for the "crossed" reactions

(channel t) 1 + f -• 2 + 4

(channel u) 1 + 4 - • 2 + 3

to those of the "direct" reactions

(channel *) l + 2 - * 3 + 4

where T labels an incident particle and "t" an incident antiparticle (or an out-

going particle).
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Next, the range of variables for the "direct" reactions (1.7) being different from

those for the crossed channel reactions, analyticity is assumed in order to provide

the necessary extrapolations to relate the amplitudes of the various channels.

The last dynamical step requires the amplitudes to be obtained by exchanging

all possible intermediate particles. Examples of the simplest s-channel and t-

channel exchanges (compatible with the conservation laws of strong interactions)

are shown in Fig. 3 for some two-body reactions.

It is fair to say that the many hopes raised by the S-matrix program have

never been successfully implemented nor, for that matter has this program been

proved to be conceptually at fault.

Let us now go back to the various classes of models.

1.1,2,1 t-channel exchange models (Regge Poles)

It was the content of the so-called multiperipheral model that towers of ex-

changes in the crossed channel give the leading behaviour when the energies of the

direct chanr 1 tends to infinity (see Fig. 4).

The result of combining together t- and a-channel contributions leads to the

celebrated Regge-pole behaviour

(M) f>=#o 0(t) [1 + 4 e-™«>] (s/so)
a^/sin * o(f) (7.8)

derived originally in potential scattering from a continuation to complex values

of the angular momentum. In (1.8), aside from the residue 0(t) about which we

know essentially nothing (theoretically) and the scale factor SQ, £ is the so-called

signature factor which can be even, ( = 1 or odd, £ ~ - 1 and a{t) is the Regge

trajectory giving the interpolation of resonance in the crossed channel (of even or

odd angular momentum according to whether £ = +1 or. respectively —1).

Regge poles marked the fashion in the sixties and even today they are a

handy phenomenological tool to account for the basic structure of small momentum

transfer data. This is, in essence, due to the simplicity of the parametrization of

a(i) which: a) interpolates a large number of resonances in the t-channel and

b) describes the bulk of all small t-daia with a relatively limited number of Regge

trajectories.

It turns out, in fact, that the linear parametiization
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a{t) = aa + a't (1.9)

is adequate for a large interval of jtj for both positive and negative t. The Regze

intercept a0 for the leading trajectory (the Pomeron) is credited to be ~ 1 (not to

violate the so-called Froissait bound requiring total cross sections not to exceed

a ln2s growth because of unitarity). All other well established Regge poles have

smaller intercept (tipically a0 ~ 0-5 for meson interpolating trajectories) while

their slope a' is rather universal

- 2a' ~ 1 (GeV/c)

which is presumably of great theoretical relevance (a' is related to the string

tension in string theories), a' for the Pomeron is very nearly zero.

While the well established Pomeron has even signature and gives the leading

contribution to the asymptotic (s -* oo) behaviour of the crossing even amplitudes

(and of total cross sections), still pending is the need and the existence of its odd

signature partner (the so-called "Odderon") which could be the leading contribu-

tion to crossing odd amplitudes. The most recent Collider data may suggest the

existence of the odderon as we shall point out later on (Sees. 1.2.2,2; 1.2,3).

In the old fashioned language the Pomeron has been credited to be responsible

of diffractive phenomena and is presumably due to the effect of unitarity. A huge

literature has developed on this subject. More recently, the nature of the Pomeron

has been reconsidered at the light of our new understanding of physical phenomena

within a QCD language. Diffraction is visualized as arising from Pomeron emission

while hard scattering is in some model attributed to hadron-Pomeron collisions; the

latter requires the Pomeron to have a partonic content. The question of whether

the Poireron has indeed a partonic content [1] (as opposed to containing purely

gluons) [2] is still unresolved and work is under way (both experimental as well as

theoretical) on this subject.

To give a few firm points, let us recall that in t-channel models th rise of to-

tal cross sections is attributed to an expansion of the effective radius of the target

with increasing energy of the projectile and to a concomitant but smaller decrease

[1] A. Donnachie and P.V. Landshoff: preprints DAMTP 87/16 and 87/2 (Univ.

of Cambridge)
[2] G. Ingelman and P. Schlein: Phys. Lett. 152B (1985) 256
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of the opacity of the target. This Ieads,in general, to a (logarithmic?/ increase of

Veliki with increasing energy(for a counterexample,the supercritical Pomeron.see

A.Capella:Proceeding3 of the I Blois Conference on El a-,!: i c stifl Dirfrarvive Scat-

tering:Editions Frontieres (1985)p.333).

1.1,2,2 s-channel or eikonal-type models

In this kind of models, the usual partial wave expansion (in the s-channcl) of

the scattering amplitude

is rewritten in the limit of small angles and large energies introducing the impact

parameter b

6;- = * + 1 / 2 (j . i i )

so that one obtains

/ {*,$) = r h(b,s) Jo (bV=t) b db. (J.12)
Jo

In (1.12) the overlap or the eikonal spectral function h(s,b) is related to the

(complex) phase shift in the impact parameter variable í(s,b) by

while the total and .-lastic cross sections are given by

= 8T / Imh{$,b)b
Jo

db

*.,{*) = 8»r [ \h{ê,b)\2 b db. (Lib)
Jo

Eikonal models have been applied with good success in nuclear physics since

a long time and their application to high energy hadron physics has been almost

equally successful.
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In recent times the technique has been extended to cover the discussion of

hadrons as made of constituents (partons) and of nuclei as made of nucleons made

of partons [3].

Typically, in eikonal models the rise of <rt is attributed to the blackening of

the overlap function with increasing s at small b. In this case <r€t/&t increases

(logarithmically?) with s up to • maximum of | (full absorption).

1.1,2,3 Scaling models

Yet another class of models assumes some kind of scaling. The most successful

one (geometrical scaling) starts from making the simplest dimensionless variable

with the dimensional quantities at hand and assumes the scattering amplitude

[I/(*TO!3 - dafdil' to obey the scaling law

f(s, t) = -i V{T) ln2s

where the scaling function ip(r) depends on the single dimensionless variable

T = -tfft(s) <x\l\R2(s)~Q{\t\in-s). (7.17)

Within such a model, at high energies

et oc c,i oc b{s) oc R2{s) (7.18)

where R(s) is the "radius" of the target and 6 the diffraction slope.

As a consequence of (1-13), <T,t/<rt —* const as s —* oc. Furthermore if in a

reaction one finds a secondary diffraction maximum (or, equivalently, a dip) in the

angular distribution at a certain value of i for a given s, owing to the definition

(1.17) and to (1.16) one predicts the dip to recede to lower and lower t values

as -idif — l / ? ( and the height of the secondary maximum to increase as the

energy increases. Such a trend, observed in the pp data up to ISR energies (see a

qualitative picture in Fig. 5) has been at the basis of the success of geometrical

scaling.

[3] E. Predazzi and S. Forte: Nuovo Cimento, gâá (1935) 391. S. Forte: Nucl.

Phys. M £ (19S7) 665
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Another reason for its success has been the theorem '4 statin; that if total

cross sections grow like (tns)7, the limit behaviour of scattering amplitudes should

indeed obey the scaling law (1.16) where <?{r) >s *n entire faction cf order \ (i.e.

boonded by f^p[cy/\r\\)[A as the large r data seemed in fact to suggest.

1.1,2,4 Concluding comments on early theoretical models

The previous presentation of early theoretical ideas has now become more j

or less obsolete with the advent of the parton model firs: and of QCD later on. j

The point remains, however, that while predictions about hard physics have been !

rather successful within perturbative QCD, very little has been the progress in j

what concerns non perturbative QCD believed to be at the origin of soft physics

so that in the phenomenology of high energy low px hacronic physics the early

language is still largely used. Little more will be said in this Part I about theoretical

developments.

L2 Experimental survey of high energy (low pr) hadronic reactions

What follows is a very brief survey of the experimental situation in high energy

hadronic physics. More details will be found in the specialized literature.

1.2,1 Total and elastic cross sections

Total cross sections [5] in collider machines are obtained by either measuring

the luminosity L and the number of events A" in unit time through

a = N/L (7.19)

or by extrapolating to I = 0 the differential cross section measured at very small

|f|- values and using the optical theorem

to derive

[4j F. Auberson, T. Kinoshita and A. Martin: Phys. Rev. £ £ (1971) 3185.
[5{ See, for details, R. Castaldi and G. Sanguinetti: Ann. Rev. Nuc. Part. Sci.

25 (1985) 351.
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ICT ,i«. 16TT 1 (Í.V,

where

P(J ) = Imf(s,t = 0)

is the ratio of the real to the imaginary forward amplitude. In (1.20) f{k,6) is the

scattering amplitude such that \f(k,0)\2 — d<r/dSl.

Notice that (1.19) relates <rt to L whereas (1.21) connects trt and \fL. Given

the large uncertainties in measuring L, we have thus a way of determining at

independently of L if also p(s) is measured besides the number of events.

Limiting ourselves to pp and pp, the experimental situation is summarized in

Fig. 6 and the following conclusions can be drawn

i) All total and elastic cross sections grow with energy. Most people believe this

growth to be of a Cn7s form. This growth would saturate the functional form of

the so-called Froissart bound

<rt < (ir/m*) In2 ( i / i 0 ) * 60 In2 (*/j0) mb (7.23)

while remaining much lower in absolute value since, typically

*t|«p =: [0.43 In2 (*/*0) + 38.3] mb. (/.24)

The growth of <rt has become impressing since the SppS C£RN Collider came

in operation showing <rt{pp) to increase from ~ 45m& at y/s — 62 GeV to ~ 62mb

at y/i = 546 GeV to ~ 65.3mb at Ji ~ 900 GeV.

ii) The difference A = fft(pp) - &t{pp) seems to decre-tse (Fig. 7) like a power law

A = 52 (í/2ro)-"-M mb (I.25)

in accord with the Regge pole model predictions.

iii) The comparison between data of different reactions shows that they satisfy (ap-

proximately) the ratio <rt(A/5)/<rt(BB) ~ 2/3 in agreement with the predictions

of the additive quark model.

iv) Taken at face value, a growth of fft of exactly a ln2s form would imply the va-

lidity of the predictions of the geometrical scaling owing to the theorem mentioned
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in § 1.1,2,3. This, in turn, however, would demand <Tei!<r, to remain constant with

increasing energies. Th': data, on the contrary, show evidence that Vei/vt increases

since

<rtt/<Tt ~ 0.175 ( v ^ ~ 30 GeV)

<ret/<Tt ~ 0.215 (,/s ^ 546 GeV) (7.26)

atll<Tt ~ 0.240 {y/l ~ 900 GeV').

Also, the slope of the forward diffractive peak B seems to exhibit quite the

same kind of growth as <r,. The situation is summarized in Fig. 8 which shows

also the explicit growth of att-

From the above data we conclude that none of the models reviewed in § 1.1,2

seems to yield correct qualitative predictions when compared with the data.

1.2,2,1 The differentia] cross section in the small t-domain

A large diffraction peak is exhibited by the elastic angular distribution. As

one moves away from t = 0 to increasingly large values of \t\ a huge drop occurs

(5 to 6 orders of magnitude over an interval of |<j of about l(GeV/c)2, see Fig. 9).

This kind of behaviour goes under the general name of "diffraction" and is

understood in terms of Regge poles as due to the exchange of the leading trajectory

with the quantum numbers of the vacuum (the Pomeron mentioned already in Sec.

1.1,2,1). In the language of s-channel models a qualitative understanding of these

phenomena can very simply be obtained using the unitarity condition. This can

be seen in the following way.

The use of the multiparticle unitarity condition leads, in fact, to the set of

coupled nonlinear integral equations

Im Tif = £ *<4> (Pm - Pi) Tn/ T;{ C\ (7.27)

where T^j are the T matrix elements between the initial |t > and the final state

) / > (n labels the intermediate states; the summation is carried over the discrete

variables and integration over the continuous ones). Pn{Pi) ' s the four-momentum

of the intermediate (initial) state and c^ are (positive) normalization coefficients.

When |t >= | / > (i.e. elastic forward scattering), the r.h.s. of eq. (1.27)

is the coherent sum of purely positive contributions and we recover the optical
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theorem (1.20) defining the so called optical point. When j» > begins to differ

from j / > (for an elastic collision this means 0 ^ 0 i.e. moving away from the

forward direction), complex phases develop among the terms of the sum in (1.27'

and cancellations occur leading to a quick drop of the angular distribution the

farther we move from the forward direction.

Basically, nothing unexpected occurs as we move to higher and higher Collider

energies.

As confirmed by the data and expected also from the optical theorem, at small

\t\ values the scattering amplitude is mostly imaginary with a small real part.

While the above qualitative argument is very simple and quite convincing (it

can, in fact, be extrapolated to other situations such as the so-called leading par-

ticle contribution to inclusive reactions or to diffractive dissociation, Sec. 1.2,3,1),

every attempt to make it quantitative has so far met with the greatest difficulties

and only very crude results have been so far obtained [6].

1.2,2,2 The differential cross section at large \t\

Here the situation is quite interesting in that at large \t\ the pp angular dis-

tribution shows interesting deviations from a simple extrapolation of the pp or pp

data at ISR energies [7]: the diffraction minimum has moved to a smaller |i|value

(as one would have predicted from geometrical scaling, see Sec. 1.1,2,3) and a large

shoulder has appeared at t — —1.2 (GeV'/c)2 (see Fig. 9). This, in conjunction

with the ISR data has been taken to suggest [8] that the crossing odd amplitude

F_ is not negligible; a conclusion very much at variance with the usual Regge-type

prediction

where f± = Fpp ± Fpp.

Independent (and still indirect) support to such a possibility comes from an

analysis of diffractive slopes calculated using a simple minded model of particle

production [9j.Without entering into details, the above calculation predicts the

[6] M. Giffon, Y. Hama and E. Predazzi: Zeit. f. Physik £25 (1934) 129
[7] M. Bozzo et al.: Phys. Lett., I47B (1984) 385, 392.
[8] P. Gauron, E. Leader and B. Nicolescu: Phys. Rev. Lett., £4 (19S5) 2656,

ibid. 55 (1985) 639
[9] M. Giffon, R. Nahabetian and E. Predazzi: Phys. Lett., 205B (1988) 363
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forward (< = 0) slope to grow with energy like

b^bo + h < « > (/-20)

where bQ and bl, are constants (at < = 0) and < n > is the average multiplicity
(see Sec. 1.2,5,1). A similar form holds in the small t domain.

The fit to all existing pp and pp data when extrapolated at Collider energies
(where we have only pp data) suggests a cross of the pp cross section over the pp
one: a possible signature for the odderon (Fig. 10).

1.2,3 The ratio of the real to the imaginary forward amplitude

As already mentioned (Sec. 1.2,2,1), the forward amplitude is mostly imag-
inary but a (small) real part is expected from analyticity requirements. More
specifically, if the growth of crt is Froissart-like, we expect

ImF+(s,O) .-oo Ins .-oow ^—>

and this limit should be approached from above (i.e. for positive p's).

On the basis of analyticity, it was expected that ppp{s,O) should be of order
0.12 at y/s = 546 GeV. This is contradicted by a recent experiment <10j where the
unexpectedly large value

p = 0.238 ± 0.024 (/.31)

has been reported. All data existing on p for pp and pp are shown in Fig. ,11.
Among other explanations [11], if confirmed, these data could demand an odderon
contribution.

1.2,4 Inclusive distributions

In the early seventies it was realized how diffic.lt it would be to measure the
complete distribution of a genérica! "exclusive reactions''

[10] D. Bernard et ai. (UA4 Collab.): Phys. Lett. Mf i (1987) 5S3
[11] See E. Leader; Proc. Elastic and Diffractive Scattering ed. K. Goulianos;
Editions Frontières (19SS) p.359
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(which in its full glory dependes on 3n —4 variables, see S'.-c. 1.1,2- when n become

large which is often the case at large energies.

It was thus suggested tht one should rather look at "inclusive reactions'1

whereby of the n particles in the final state in (1-32) one measures the distri-

bution of just one, or two, or three and so on. The corresponding measurement is

called single, double, triple ... inclusive distribution.

A + B —» C\ + X (single inclusive)

A + B -> Ct +• C2 + X (double inclusive)

A + B-tCi + '-' + Ck + X (k-inclusive).

The simplest inclusive reaction (of order zero) is, of course, the total cross

section already discussed. It has been shown long ago that the knowledge of all

inclusive distributions (at a given energy) contains the same information as that

given by all exclusive distributions open at that energy.

It is clear that the k-!nclusive distribution has information coming from all

open exclusive channels since, in the case of identical particles we have

-k)l J ^

(7.32)

where T{A + B —»1 H \- n) is the T-matrix element for the reaction

In (1.33) dpi = dipi/2Ei and we have

nsfc
where

n- J
(7.35)
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are the production cross sections.

From the point of view of co'ir.ting the number of variables for a given inclusive

distribution, the procedure is the same as that given in Sec. 1.1.2 except that now

we have an object (X) which is like a particle off its mass shell.

The single inclusive distribution !

i

is thus function of three variables which are normally chosen among

i) the total cm. energy squared

ii) the momentum transfer

iii) the transverse cm. momentum of C

pt=psin6

iv) the longitudinal cm. momentum of C

pi = p cos 6

v) Feynman's variable z

* - Pl/Pmax ^ 2p

ri) the rapidity (cm.)

1 /
2 E-pi

vii) the lab rapidity

yub = VA-VC

viii) the pseudorapidity
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2

T} = -In tg 9/2 ; y — -+ 1 - r-4 cos 8 ~ TJ

ix) the missing mass
• -2 , - j f <2 r 2 -4
AI = A I x = ^p î + PB - PC) — •fcjC ~ PX-

The invariant single inclusive distribution

ti) _ single rate of C scattered into rffi
<r"le ~ flux

is, according to (1-32), defined as

and the following relations may be useful

ir
/dy dp'

^ — d'c/dxdp2 = -d2e/dtdM2. (7.37)

1.2,4,1 Di.Fractive dissociation

Diffractive dissociation in inelastic reactions is very intimately connected to

the general class of diffractive phenomena and, as already stated (Sec. 1.2,2,1) can

qualitatively be understood as due to multiparticle unitarity or, pictorially, as the

excitation of one of the two initial hadrons to a state A' whose mass is limited by

a coherence condition which can be established as follows.

ID the case pp —»• pX, for instance, the quantity q = m?{\ - x) is the for-

ward momentum transfer needed to produce a mass M. In analogy with optics,

diffraction will be neater when - will be much greater than the typical radius of

interactions R ** 1/m*.

Given now that M7/s ** (1 — x) from what said above, the coherence condition

will be Tn.p(l — x) » m, or

l-x~ — >?±~0.15 (7.38)
$ nip
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In practice, diffraction is quite clear for M2/s ~ O.Qõ.

Collider data from UA4 [12- are shown in Fig. 12-14.

Some points are worth stressing: i) there is a peak at tow masses (Fig. 12)

associated to diffractive dissociation which confirms the findings at FNAL and at

the ISR; ii) at fixed <, the invariant cross section %d*e/did\l2 is scale invariant

in M*/* over an energy going from ISR to Sj>pS-CoIIider (Fig. 13); iii) the large

M behaviour is consistent with a jp form (Fig. 14). All of this is consistent with

the Mueller-Regge analysis [13]

1.2,4,2 Double diffraction dissociation

This is very difficult to estimate realistically.

The UA5 estimates are [14]

cDD (v/i = 200 GeV) ~ 3.5 ± 2.2 mi

ODD ( \ / i = 900 GeV) ~ 4 ± 2.5 mb

If the diffractive vertices are factorizable, as it would be in a case when ex-

change and excitation do not occur independent one of the other, one can relate

the double dissociation (DD) to the single dissociation {SD) through the relation

i

where b is the slope and b^D — 2bsD ~ hi- Taking from the measurements at !

yf$ = 546 GeV <r5D i 7 ± Imb, atl = 13.6 ± 0.6mb ,bSD = 8 ± l(GeV/c)"2 and

6,1 = 15(GeV/c)~2, eq. (1.40) gives 2 < app < 4m6 which is not incompatible

with the values given previously (eq. (1.39))

i

1.2,5 Multiple production '•

Multiple production is the most relevant component of soft interactions but ,

in this domain our knowledge is almost purely empirical and concerns a large bulk '

of data (of which the Collider ones come from UA1, UA2? VA4 and UA5). :

[12] M. Bozzo et al.: Phys. Lett. 1MB (1934) 217
[13] P.D.B. Collins: Regge Theory and High Energy Physics; Cambridge Univ.

Pres» (Cambridge 1977).
[14] R. Ansorge et al.: Zeit. f. Phys. £23 (1986) 175
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1.2,5,1 Average Multiplicity

If we specialize eq. '1.34) to k = 1 *.ve have

d) « P v^ , ^
Jo « •»

where < n > is the average multiplicity. Globally, the data favour a ln7s (whose

theoretical consequences we have already mentioned, see Sec. 1.1,2,3) which sat-

urates the functional growth allowed by the Froissart bound even though the

absolute value of this growth is far from saturation. Such a behaviour, however, is

not so firmly established. There are several fits to the data and in Fig. 15 we show

two of them: the continuous line corresponds to a ivrs fit to the multiplicities for

non single diffractive (XSD) events

< neh >NSD^ 2.7 - 0.03 Ins + 0.176 ln2s (7.42)

(with X*/df = 17/9) while the dashed line corresponds to a power-law fit

< nck >XSD^ 7.0 + 7.2 J9-1 2 7 (7.43)

(with X2/df = 11/7).

1.2,5,2 Distribution of multiplicities

It was long believed that the distribution of multiplicity followed a simple

scaling law known as KXO scaling [15] according to which the probability of finding

n particles in an event at energy y/s is given by

where v is a universal function. The Collider data [16,17] show clearly that KNO

scaling no longer holds (Fig. 16).

[15] Z. Koba, M.B. Nielsen and P. Olesen: Nuc. Phys.. B4fi (1972) 317
[16,17] K. Alpgard et al.: Phys. Lett., 121S (198*) 209. G.J. Alner: Phys. Lett.,

13f B (1984) ibid. Phys. Lett., !£IB (1986) 476
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A very good fit lo the data in various rapidity bins (Fig. 17) obtains with the

negative binomial distribution: [18]

where it has been fitted to the data (Fig. 18) finding

Jb = 0.028 fti(j/32). (/.46)

It is quite difficult to say whether this distribution is of fundamental signifi-

cance. Tests at higher energies will be interesting since the predictions are k % 3.3,

< n > ~ 35 at y/s - 900 GeV and k v 2, < n > ~ 95 at y/ã = 40 TeV. Some

criticism of this distribution has appeared recently [19].

1.2,6 Average pt and transverse momentum distributions

The transverse spectra of particle produced exhibit a characteristic exponen-

tial drop of the form exp{—bpt) from which the < pt > can be derived.

This quantity was for a long time believed to remain constant with energy

although several indications from cosmic ray experiments seemed to suggest some

growth. The latter has amply been confirmed by the data at the Collider. Fig.

19 shows the situation over a large span of energy for different kinds of particles.

Up to ISR energies, < pt > grows mildly whereas this growth becomes more

accentuated as one moves to the Collider energies.

An interesting correlation is exhibited in Fig. 20 between < j>{ > and the

number of particles (such correlation could be related to the production of miiiijets

but we shall not enter here into such a discussion).

1.3 Conclusions

As already mentioned, the above survey has been drastically limited to a very

few points both in what concerns theory as well as experiment;. These few points

[18] A. Giovannini: Nuovo Cimento, 15A (1973) 573; A Giovannini and L. Van

Hove: ?eít f. Phys., C30 (1986) 39; W. Knox: Phys. Rev., Difi (1974) 65; P.

Carruthers and C.C. Shih: Phys. Lett. 127B (1983) 242.
[19] R.Szwed,G.Wrochna and A.E.Wroblewski: Warsaw Univ.preprin; IFD/3/87
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should, however, be sufRcient to illustrate both the complexity and the vastness

of the problem of soft high energy hadronic physics on the one hand and the

restrictedness of the tools at our disposal in the analysis of such data. An entirely

different chapter of this kind of phenomenology concerns the large p j phenomena

where jets have been anticipated and found and where perturbation theory can

largely be applied within QCD.
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PART II

FROM THE OLD THEORY OF WEAK INTERACTIONS TO THE

STANDARD (WEINBERG,SALAM,GLASHOW)MODEL A N D ITS

EXTENSION TO HADRONS [20]

We will first review very rapidly the status of the old (Fermi-Cabibbo) theory

of weak interactions to then describe the various steps that led to formulate the

standard model of Weinberg, Salam and Glashow.

Although somewhat outside the scopes of these lectures, this brief digression

is necessary to set the stage and to make the presentation somewhat more complete

than it would otherwise be.

The reader who is already acquainted with the developments leading to the

unification of electromagnetic and weak interactions into the electro weak theory

may jump to § II.4.

II.1 A brief summary of the situation previous to the standard model
(of Weinberg-Salam-Glashow)

11.1,1 Pre-gauge theory of weak interactions (Fermi-Cabibbo)

Let us recall that the old Fermi theory of weak interactions postulated the La-

grangian

CF = G/V2 Ja{x) j](i) (//.I)

where G/>/2 is the Fermi coupling constant

G/y/2 = 1,03 10'5 m? {11.2)

and mp is the proton mass.

The weak current was written as the sum of a leptonic and of a hadronic piece

[20] For details,see: E. Leader and E. Predazzi: An Introduction to Gauge Theo-

ries and the New Physics; Cambridge Univ.Press (Cambridge 19?2>.
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The lagrançi .̂n. therefore, gives rise to three types of weak processes (all

"point-like" since all the currents are evaluated at the same space-time):

a) purely leptonic reactions controlled by

G/y/2r(X)il(x) (II A)

such as the classical /< decay

+ v, + vm (IUS)

b) semileptonic processes determined by

Gly/2 [(*{*) hl(x) + h*(z) ii(x) ]

such as the prototype of 0 decay

c) hadronic reactions controlled by

G/yft ha{x) hl(x)

e.g. A ~

The vectorial and spin structure of the leptonic current is of the form V — A

(V= vector, 4=axial)

C(x) = e(x) 7 « (1 - 7s) ".{') + M(*h°U " 7s)^(») ('/•»)

where e,f(,/i,cM are the field operators for the electron, its neutrino, for the muon

and its neutrino.

Notice that f preserves the leptonic number of both electrons and muons in

the sense that vt is coupled to e~ and i/M to fi~ but they are not mixed. Formally,

one attributes electron number +1 to (e~,f , ) and —1 to (e+,i>,) and zero to all

other particles.
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The validity of the Fermi theory of weak interactions is confirme*! by a host

of data successfully accounted by the theory. Among these v.-e rtr^'.l:

i) absence of neutrinoless double (3 decay

(Z,

which would be favoured over the allowed reaction

(Z,A) ~ (Z +2,A) ~ i-f- f + v,

if the sequence (inside the nucleus)

I
vt *• n -*• f + e~

were permitted;

bat

ft)

and, most spectacular of all

r

or raiuer

Contrary to the leptonic current, the hadronic curre c was never properly

written down until the mi l-sixties. It was first realized that the hadronic current
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could be written in a form which generalizes the V — A part of weak interactions

as

ha{z) = V{x) - Aa{x) (J/.10)

In (11.10), Va (i) and the e.m. currents J° are expressed in terms of an octet

of conserved currents [21] Vf(x)(j = 1....8) (reflecting the S(f(3) invariance of

strong interactions of Gell Mann [22] as

Va = cos 8C (Vf + i V2
a) + sin 0C {V4

a + i Vs
a) (77.11)

and

Km = Vi
a + Vi

a A/3 (77.12)

where $c is the Cabibbo angle introducing the strangeness changing current to-

gether with the strangeness conserving part.

Similarly,

Aa{x) ^ cu* oc {A\ T ") + sin 6C (A° + i Af) (77.13)

Both Vf and A° transform as an oct>.. of "vectors" under SU(3) tran forma-

tions and obey the commutation relations

(77.14)

where Tj are the generators of SU(Z) and f>u are the corresponding structure

constants of 5^(3) [23]

The appropriate frame to properly express the hadronic weak current is the

quark model according to which

[21] N. Cabibbo: Phys. Rev. Lett., Ifi (1963) 531
[22] M. Gell Mann: Phys. Rev.,12£ (1962) 1067.
[23] For details, see: D. B. Lichtenberg: Unitary Sy nmetry and Elementary

Particles.2nd edn., New York: Academic Press (1978).
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= ç(x) 7

i4?(x) = -g(x) 7° 7s (Ai/2) g(x; (77.15,

where g(x) is the quark field and Aj are the Gell Mann matrices (i.e. the SU(Z)

analogues of the Pauli matrices of SU(2)) satisfying

[Ai,Aj] = 2i fijk A* (77.16)

In the "conventional physics" (i.e. before charm threshold), q(s < is a triplet

of states (u = up, d = down and s = strange)

u
q=\ d

3

(77.17)

taken to represent the building blocks of all hadrons i.e. the elements of the

fundamental representation (3) of SU(Z) whose quantum numbers are

d

s

Charge
Q

2/3

-1/3

-1/3

Strangeness
5

0

0

-1

Isospin
/

1/2

1/2

0

Is

1/2

-1/2

0

Baryon
B

1/3

1/3

1/3

Hypercharge
Y = B + S

1/3

1 3

-2.3

Spelled out in detail, the weak hadronic current in the Cabibbo theory of weak

interactions reduces to just

ha = ü i" (1 - 75) (cos 6e d + sin 6C s) (77.18)

where it is specially important to emphasize that here only the combination

cos 0ed + sin Bes of the quark d and s appears.
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In this scheme, the neutron j3 decay n —• p + e + ve can be visualized as in

Fig. 21 where the fundamentai interaction at the quark level is as in Fig. 22.

Needless to say, Fig. 21 (and Fig. 22 a fortiori) is an oversimplification of what

goes on in practice. A somewhat more adequate picture would demand connecting

all quark lines in all possible ways with wavy lines representing the gluons binding

the quarks to give hadrons. This would be, in "waving-your-hand" terms the basic

content of QCD. Fig. 21 as such would rather be the pictorial representation of

what goes on in the parton model which is the limit of QCD in the S» system.

Aside from these considerations (which hyde actually an extremely complicate

and basically incalculable situation) another point is worth stressing concerning

Fig. 22. Notice that in Fig. 22 we still assume a point interaction among the four

fields d{x),u{x),e(z) and v,(x).

Later on, when we will introduce intermediate vector mesons (or gauge-

bosons) mediating the weak interactions, Fig. 22 will be modified as in Fig.

23.

The agreement with the data of the Cabibbo theory of weak interactions is

impressive and we refer the interested reader to specialized textbooks [25] for a

complete analysis.

11.1,2 Troubles with the old theory of weak interactions

The trouble with (II.1), beyond its phenomenological usefulness, is that it cannot

be correct, at least in the high energy domain.

To illustrate this point, consider for instance the reaction e + vt —» e + vt.

Just by dimensional reasons, at high energies (where we can ignore all masses),

its cm. cross section grows with the cm. momentum k proportionally to G2k2.

More exactly we have

Since the interaction is point-like the only nonzero amplitude is an S-wave;

partial wave unitarity requires then

[25] See, e.g. D. Bailin: Weak Interactions: Sussex Univ. Press (2977)
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Comparing eqs. (11.19) and (11.20) we see that when v.-e go above the energy

for which

Jk4~-—=> Jb~ 300 GeV/c ('/-21)
8&

unitarity is violated.

Furthermore, the coupling constant G having dimensions of L2 (eq. (II.2)) we

know by general arguments that the theory is not renormalizable. As a matter of

fact, once we go beyond the lowest perturbation diagram, each successive diagram

is more and more badly divergent.

The first attempt to cure the problems of the conventional theory of weak

interactions has been to assume, in analogy to QED, that rather than being point-

like they are mediated by an intermediate boson W such that the lagrangian (II.1)

is replaced by

C;v = 9W J"{x) \Va(x) + h.c (11.22)

where W a(z) is the field of the intermediate boson (the analog of the photon in

QED).

Historically, the intermediate vector boson was given the following general

properties [26]: :

i) Two charge states (±) since the familiar /3 decay reactions require charge-

changing currents;

ii) A large mass to reproduce the seemingly point-like structure of weak intcrac- I
t

tions; \
iii) Indefinite parity to allow for the V — A structure.

Within this scheme, the lowest order vt + e —» vt -f e cross s-'Ction changes j
from (11.19) to |

da _ 2g\v k2
 3 2 ÍTTO-W \

a ~»»(ç» M2y {k > m-} (//>23)

corresponding to the diagram of Fig. 24, where q is the momentum transfer

q2 = -2Jt2(l - cos0) and M\v is the W mass.

Eq. (11.23) reduces to (11.19) when q2 < M2
V with

[26] T.D. Lee and C.S. Wu: Ann. Rev. Nuc. Sci. \\ (1965) 331
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w

(11.24)

The interactions is no longer point-like but is, practically, very close to point-

like so long as q2 <£ M^.

It can be shown that now the most serious divergences are cured (logarithmic

divergences persist which can be of concern only at fantastically high energies i.e.

when Jb 2f l/2A/iVerp(^f-10 s).

If, furthermore, one assumes the real (dimensionless) coupling constant gw

to be about the same of e.m. interactions, gw = e, eq. (11.24) can be used to

estimate Mw We find

W%A? (11.25)

II.2 Towards the model of Weinberg-Salam-Glashow

Many are the attempts of organizing the previous ideas in acceptable theories that

have proved fruitless. The only ones that are presently worth recalling fall into

two general classes:

11.2,1 Gauge invariance; the case of QED and Yang Mills theories

The only really successful theory of elementary particle being the theory of elec-

tromagnetic interactions (or Quantum Electro dynamics, QED), many attempts

have tried to use it as a guideline to formulate a "good theory" of weak interactions

i.e. to extend it to the world of leptons and perhaps of quarks.

The basis of QED is that its Lagrangian C is manifestly locally gauge invariant

where by local gauge invariant we mean invariant when the fields in terms of which

the Lagrangian is written are subject to the phase transformation

^(x)~#(x)=C-''«*>^(z) (11.26)

where $(x) is an arbitrary (real) function of x.

Those terms in C which contain only products of fields and of their hermitian

conjugates are obviously invariant under (11.26). Notice that in any product of

fields ój the corresponding herrnitian conjugates must also be present if the charge

Í8 to be conserved i.e. every term in C must be neutral.
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Terms in C that contain gradients of the fields present a more delicate problem.

From (11.26) we have

of which the second term was not originally present in £.

QED is locally gauge invariant because all derivatives appear in what are

known as the "covariant derivatives" D^ which must satisfy the property that

Dp <!>j(x) K-» e^' *•> £>„ ^ ( x ) (77.28)

In QED, in particular

D, = 8,-ieqjAt (77.29)

where <AM(x) is the vector potential of the photon, the simplest of all gauge fields;

e is the magnitude of the electron charge. As regards gauge in variance, e could be

any number but eqj must be the coupling constant linking A^ and o ; .

In QED, the coupling of the photon and of the electron is contained in terms

in C of the form ("minimal coupling")

Gauge invariance is guaranteed if A^(x) transforms as

, 1 8S(x)

since in this case

as required (11.28).

The field strength FMy defined as

- dv >tM (77.33)
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is itself invariant under (11.31) and therefore the photon kinetic energy

£7 = -1/4 F^ F"" (II.?A)

is manifestly gauge invariant.

A hypothetical photon mass term

- 1 / 2 m* A+A* (77.35)

is, on the contrary, not gauge invariant so that exact gauge invariance in QED

obtains only because of the photon being massless.

This is one of the most serious problems that one is confronted with when

trying to reformulate the theory of weak interactions along the lines that have

proved so successful in handling electromagnetism.

The gauge transformations of QED form a group which is Abelian, i.e. differ-

ent transformations of the group commute with each other and it is one-dimension-

al , i.e. the transformations are specified by one parameter 6. This group is U(l),

the group of unitary transformations in one dimension.

The extension to non Abelian groups are necessary as soon as we have an

extension to higher symmetries. For instance, the assumption that the proton

and the neutron are two different states of the same particle (the nucleon) which

transform one into the other under isospin rotation leads to invariance under 51(2)

which is the simplest non Abelian group in which not all transformations commute

with one another.

This extension is known as a Yang Mills theory [27]; first one assumes the

group generators T} to obey some algebra, say

where c*kt are the structure constants of the group; next we demand the set of

fields

(77.37)

(27) C.N. Yang and R.L. Mills: Phys Rev. 2fi (1954) 191.
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to transform as

where Lj(j = l,...,N) are n X n matrices representing the group generators

and 6j(x)(j = 1 , . . . , A*) are arbitrary functions of space time.

In this case one introduces as many \V^[x) gauge fields as necessary to con-

struct a Lagrangian invariant under the gauge transformations specified by #,(x).

One must now define a covariant derivative Dp. such that

D> tfx) ~ Z>; *'(*) = U {$) 7?M ç(x) (77.39)

For this we introduce one vector field W£(x) for each dimension and define

D, *(x)=fo - igLW,{x)}4(z) (77.40)

and one can prove that the required gauge invariance is satisfied provided that the

tensor field is defined now as

GÍ, = % WÍ ~ ** » ' ; + 9Cjkt li;* »;£ (77.41)

where most noticeable as compared with the QED case (11.33) is the non-linear

self-coupling of the gauge fields W^ (which will, among other things, be responsible

for the asymptotically free nature of QCD as compared with QED).

Once again, whereas the kinetic term

Co = - 1 / 4 (?£„ G'"" (77:42)

obeys manifestly gauge invariance, a mass term rn\v\Y^ would necessarily break

it. Contrary to QED, however, as already emphasized previously, the quasi-local

nature of weak interactions demands the vector bosons mediating it to have a

large mass; thus, a Yang Mills theory seems inherently uncapable of providing a

"natural" gauge invariant formulation of weak interactions.

11.2,2 Spontaneously broken symmetries

The second class of attempts to cure the problems of weak interactions refers to

the case of spontaneously broken (or hidden) symmetries.
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Consider the following (classical) Lagrangian:

C =- (é), o} OM f) _ tf o V - A (ç o')2 Í//.43)

where ^(x) is a complex field 'two-scalar components). Normally, [i~ is the bare
mass of the field and the A term a sort of self interaction. C is invariant under the
global U(\) transformations

ç(z) ~ t'(x) = e"'# #x ) (//.44)

with 0 constant.

The kinetic energy is positive and vanishes only if ç> = const. The ground
state will obtain when the "potential"

V í»=/x3 o f + A (Ó 9"f= ft2 p + A p2 (77.45)

is minimum (p = çóm) which caa be only if A > 0 (which we will assume to be the
case).

If ft2 > 0. V has a minimum (i.e. a symmetric ground state) when 0 = 0.
If, however, /x: < 0, the rrJriimum is at

p = -fi2/2\ (77.46)

i.e. the vacuum is a degenerate ring of values

Jo; =

In this case ç — 0 is an unstable point from which the system will tend to
move to any of the points (11.47) under the minimal solicitation.

Nobody will be able to predict to which of the infinitely many equivalent
(degenerate) vacua the state will evolve (this situation is often referred to as to a
case of broken or hidden symmetry)

(A = real arbitrary)
One can show that one f.eld component acquires mass but the other remains

massless.
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ft2 = 0 is clearly the critical transition value between the symme- trie solution

and the degenerate ground state.

If we are in the case fi2 < 0 (when fi2 cannot be considered a mass) and if o

is an n dimensional vector of scalar fields (i.e. £ is invariant under the orthogonal

group Q(n) possessing n(n — l ) /2 generators ) it can be shown that the vacuum

is invariant under 0(n — 1) so that there are y(n — 1) - | ( n - l)(n - 2) = n - 1

broken generators.

Here again, one can show that one of the n scalar field acquires a genuine

mass but the others remain massless (these are called Goldstone bosons).

The absence of massless bosons (other than the photon), just like in the case

of Yang Mills theories, seems to rule out in the case of broken symmetries as one

of physical interest.

11.2,3 The Higgs mechanism

The great surprise [28] (often referred to as "the miracle" or "the Higgs mech-

anism") is that if one combines together the previous two viewpoints, i.e. one

starts from a gauge invariant Lagrangian with broken symmetry, the two diseases

previously mentioned, cure one the other.

For instance, if one starts from a V{1) gauge invariant Lagrangian with one

massless vector boson with a breaking symmetry mechanism involving a doublet

of scalar fields <f> (like in (11.43))

C = - 1 / 4 F ^ F^ + ̂ +ieA^ 4>'\ [(dr-ieAJ fl-fi3 4>4>'-* (e o')2 (JI.48)

setting

where v is the same as in (11.47) one gets

C = -1/4 /•„„ F"" + eV/2 ^M A" + 1/2(0, tf + 1/2 {d, X?

(28] P.W. Higgs: Phys. Lett. 12 (1964) 132; Phys. Rev. Lett. 145 (1956) 1156.
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i.e. the vector field A^ acquires a mass as the term involving A^A* prwes.

As for the scalar boson ("Higgs boson") £ this also becomes massive and all

massless particles have completely disappeared from the game. '

Initially we had a total count of four degrees of freedom (two for the massless

vector fields J4M and two for the scalar fields $ and #*);at the end we have a total

count of four degrees of freedom: three for the massive vector boson and one for

the Higgs boson.

11.3 Building a realistic model

If by "realistic" we mean "without unwanted massless bosons", we are now in

measure to build a whole variety of realistic models. For this «re follow the pre-

scription:

a) to choose a gauge group G and as many vector fields as there are generators of

G;

b) to choose the fields of elementary particles one wants to describe and their

representations (i.e. their transformation properties under G). If a given number

of massless vectors have to acquire mass, there must be at least this number plus

one of scalar fields;

c) to write down the most general (renormalizable) lagrangian invariant under G

which couples all the fields so far introduced;

d) to choose the coupling parameters of the scalar fields in such a way that the

potential minimum be at non zero values of all these scalar fields;

e) to introduce new scalar fields whose minimum is zero;

f) to choose a convenient gauge, interpret the Lagrangian as a quantum one and

turn the crank to evaluate things.

11.4 The Weinberg, Salam, Glashow model (WSG)

The WSG model [29] (also called "the standard model") is perhaps the simplest

realization of a non abelian -gauge invariant- symmetry breaking-realistic model

in the tense explained above.

[29] S.Weinberg:Phys.Lett. 12 (1967)132;A.Salam:in Elementary Particle Physics

(ed. N.Svaxtholm, Almquist and Wiksell (1968) p.367; S.L. Glashow: Nucl. Phys.

22 (1961) 579.
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The gauge group is chosen to be SU(2) x U(l) for a total of 4 masslcss. gauge

vectors Í3 for SU(2) and 1 for t/'(l)) and the symmetry breaking is provided

by a doublet of complex fields. According to the previous rules one can thus

make massive three gauge vectors (the intermediate vector bosons \V~ and Z°

introduced previously (§ 11.1,1,2)) while 4he photon remain massless: the electric

charge is correspondingly strictly conserved whereas the SU(2) quantum numbers

are not.

If we denote by W^ the SU(2) gauge vectors and by B^ the 1(1) one, the

piece of the WSG Lagrangian coupling the gauge bosons (GB) to the scalars (5)

is

CGB-S = {{dp - Í/2 g W^f-i/2 g I £„)«}. {....}* - V (p+ 6) (11.51)

where the potential is V = / t 2 < ^ + A(>+$>)2 as before (11.45).

After applying the Higgs mechanism, one performs an orthogonal transfor-

mation to

B,, = cos 9\y A,i •*• «'n

Wl = «in $w A,. - cos 0w Z» {II..52)

where Bw is called Weinberg's angle and 4M and ZM (together with W^2 or W'J*' =

fyW^ T iWÍ2))) are the independent gauge fields.

One can show [20{ that the condition that A^ be coupled only to the one

unbroken generator | ( / + T3) and thus remains massless is

g sin 9w — 9 co* Ow (/Í.53)

where

g sin B\v = e {11.54)

e being the electric charge (i.e. the coupling of the photon). One shows also that

if one ignores radiative corrections one has the remarkable relations
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and

COS V\V

between the IV and Z masses and the Weinberg angle $w.

As for the surviving Higgs boson mass which survives, its mass turns out to

be

MK = ^f5y} (11.57)

From (11.55,56), eliminating the unknown parameter r, we get the most re-

markable relationship

Mw/Mz = cos Sw (77.58)

When radiative corrections are taken into account (in the one loop level [30j)

eq. (11.55) is replaced by

Taking the present world average [31] for si

3inzâw = 0.229 ± 0.005 (77.60)

and the estimate for Ar[30]

Ar = 0.0711 ± 0.0013 (77.61)

one gets the predictions of the WSG model

Mw ^ 80.8 ± 0.9
(77.62)

Mz a 92.1 ± 0.7 GeV/c7

We shall not discuss it here, but it is a highly non elementary matter to prove

that the WSG model is indeed renormalizable [32] as one would expect of any

decent theory.

[i0] W.J. Marciano and A. Sirlin: Phys. Rev. Lett. £g (19S6) 1.
[31] Particle Data Group: Phys. Lett. 170B (1986) 1.
[32] G. t'Hooft and M. Veltman: Diagrammar. In Particle Interactions at Very

High Energies. New York Plenum Press
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11.4,1 Status of the WSG model

It is perhaps worth recoiling that indeed the intermediate vector bosons IV- ar.'i

Z* have been experimentally detected by the UA1 and UA2 Collaborations ?Z

working at SfpS Collider at CERN with the results shown in the following tables.

Abo shown in these tables is the so-called p parameter defined as

As one sees from (11.58) a value of p different from 1 implies a deviation from

the standard WSG model of which the data, show no evidence (Table 1).

Not only the data do not show anjr violation of the standard WSG mode! but.

if anything, the latter is ia too dose agreement with the data. For instance, if any

additional gauge boson W and Z' exists, the data require

Mr > 250

As for the lepton universality, the present limits are (from the H* data)

Siifg, = 1.01 ± 0.07 ± 0-04

çT/it = 1.01 ± 0.11 ± 0.06

and (from the Z data)

f,/*t = 103 ± 0.15 ±0-03

The sore points of this matter are on the one hand the widespread belief that

the ekctroweak WSG theory cannot be the end of the story: not only one should

expect a unification with both strong interactions (see below) an< gravitation but

the model contains too many arbitrary parameters (masses, couplings, etc.) to

be a truly fundamental theory; on the other hand, one piece of the puzzle is still

missing, i.e., the discovery of the Higgs boson without which the very foundation

[33] R. Ansari et at.: Phys. Lett. l££fi (1987) 440; Th. Muller, VA1 Collab.^roc.

22nd Rencontre de Moriond (Les Arcs, France) 1987 and earlier references therein.
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on which the WSG model rests are in trouble. The Higgs couples to the vector

boson with the following Laerangian

(77.64)

and no one has yet found a red way to come to grip with this elusive Higgs meson.

The model lacks predictive power concerning its mass and the theoretical limits are

very loose (MH < 1 TeV). Perhaps the discovery of the Higgs will necessitate the

coming into operation of the new generation of hadronic accelerators (SSC ~ 40

TeV, LHC ~ 18 TeV) unless indirect evidence (Higgs exchange) can be found at

LEP or any of he other e+e~ or ep machines that will operate soon.

We will not insist further on these arguments which are not of primary rele-

vance to our discussion and turn to more pertinent subjects.

II.5 Extension to the hadrons of the WSG model

11.5,2 Charm

As we have already mentioned (§ 11.1,1) the hadronic sector of weak interactions

is best discussed using the quark language and the "old" (i.e. pre '74) physics is

essentially described completely in terms of the three original quark "flavours" (as

they are referred to) u for up, d for down and s for strange (see eq. (11.18)) of

which the latter two appear in the Cabibbo mixture

dc = d cos 9c+ * sin 0C (77.65)

This leads to a parallelism be-ween the leptonic doublets ("„'),("^) and the

quark doublet ( • ) , $ .

With this ingredients, however, one may, among other terms,construct in the

effective Lagrangian neutral current pieces < f the type

G [dc 1, (1 - 7s) dc]{ii 7M ( I - T S M

G [dc 7M (1 " 7») do] [dc 7M (1 - 7s) dc] (77.66)
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i.e. terms expressed by Gcos 0csin6c(ds + ds) that predict transitions with |A.s| =

1,2 and AQ = 0 of order G. On the other hand, it is known that these transitions

are much less conspicuously observed experimentally, i.e. "hey are of order aG

where a is the fine structure constant. Such is, for instance, the case of the

|A5 | = 2 transition

A'j = ds •-> sd = A'o

The above disease is cured if besides the combination 111.65) of quarks d and

s, we introduce the orthogonal combination

$c = d sin 9c — s cos 8c (77.67)

It is an easy matter to prove, in fact, that in this case only the combination

survives if the quark masses are neglected in which case there are no AS jí O

neutral currents.

With the above cure, however, it turns out that the theory is no longer renor-

malizable so long as the currents are coupled to the gauge vector bosons and there

is no way in which sc be inserted in a gauge invariant way :n the Lagrangian.

The simplest way out to eliminate unwanted strangeness-changing neutral

currents without spoiling the nice features of the WSG model has been suggested

by Glashow, Iliopoulos and Maiani [34] and has come to be known as the GIM

mechanism. Th scheme amounts to introducing a fourth quark called c (for

"charm") in the game endowing it with a new quantum number C so that the

"old" particles would have C = 0 and the Gell Mann-Nishijima formula becomes

Q = I3 + 2
 + C

=Ii + t + C (77.68)

To leave unaltered the successes of the old Cabibbo theory, this new quark

should be rather heavy (of the order of a proton mass). The sew quark c is viewed

as the partner of »c in a left handed doublet much as u was the partner of <f<?

in the previous one. As a consequence, we have now a symmetric situation: two

doublets of left handed leptons and two of quarks

[34] S.L. Glashow, J. Iliopoulos and L. Maiani: Phys. Rev. D2 (1970) 12S5.
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(//.69)

so that the ne-v q-jark will be a charge 2/3 object like the u one. The vector and

axial currents (11.15) are now to be written in terms of quark fields q made of the

doublets given above.

It is an easy matter to check [20] that the above prescription leads the correct

amount of strangeness violating contributions i.e.

A(K0 •-» Ã'o) ~ aG {11.70)

provided mc ~ 1.5 GeV /c7 i.e. much heavier than u, d and s.

This introduction of charmed quarks may seem a little bit ad hoc: one new

entity is introduced to cure a disease but its predictions are quite directly measur-

able: a host of new particles, mesons such as cc, uc, dc, sc and baryons such as

uuc,... are predicted to exist. These particles have by now largely been discovered

with properties quite in line with what one could have expected (see Part III).

11.5,2 Colour

It has so far be :n tacitly assumed that each quark flavour (u,d,s or c) comes in

just one variety. I: is a relatively long time, however, that it has become clear that

each quark flavour must come in three varieties which have been termed "colours".

In this case, the symmetry (SU(2) for pure isospin i.e. if we limit ourselves to u

and d, SU(3) if we include strangeness i.e. we include also the s quark, SU(4) if

we add charm and so on up to a maximum accepted today of SU(6) when we add

also the third quark doublet of t (top) and b (bottom)) is only partially conserved.

The phenon:e:iological arguments that support the need for colour are at least

four and we review them in what follows.

11.5,2,1 The quark statistics

This is the oldest of the above arguments and, as a matter of fact, the original

motivation for introducing colour [35].

[351 O.W. Greenberg: Phys. Rev. Lett. 13. (1964) 598; M.Y. Han and Y. Nambu:

Phys. Rev. 12SB (1965) 1006.
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The lowest lying baryon states, in the naive quark model [24 are made of

triplets of quarks in relative j-wave configurations since the kinetic energy is usu-

ally minimum for such a state.

Furthermore, phenomenologically, in order to agree with the spectra of known

particles, one finds that the spin and isospin parts of the wave function must also

be symmetric. We have thus a totally symmetric wave function as far as the

traditional quantum numbers are concerned and this would mean a violation of

Pauli's principle given that the composite particles are fermions.

The striking example is the A (1238) resonance with spin and isospin 3/2; it

requires all quark spin and isospin to point in the same direction and is completely

symmetric e.g. A + + (a t = 3/2,Iz = 3/2) = uTTuTTuTT where u*r = u(sz =

1/2,7, = 1/2) (see ref. 20 for a more detailed discussion).

The way out suggested in refs. 35 is to assume that each quark flavour (u,

for instance), comes in three varieties endowed each with a new quantum number

that has been named "colour". The further assumption will be that this quantum

number is exactly conserved or, as we shall say, colour is exactly confined and

every existing hadron is actually a colour singlet. This will suggest SU(Z)c (C for

colour) to be an exactly conserved symmetry of strong interactions and this will

be the basis of Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD), see § III.2 .

Thus, if qa is a quark of colour "a" (a = 1,2,3) colour confinement will

demand mesons and baryons to be in either of the following states

*9 f°r mesons

to. he 9*9*9* for baryons

Or.ce again, seen in perspective, the introduction of a new quantum number

to get around the difficulty of violating Fermi-Dirac statistics would seem a rather

ad hoc procedure. As we shall see, howe er, colour is needed for explaining also

other discrepancies between theory and experiment.

11.5,2,2 it0 -* 27 decay

In 1949, Steinberger [36] calculated the ir° -» 27 decay in the one-loop approxi-

mation (Fig. 25) obtaining the result g7/4ir = 14.6

[36] J. Steinberger: Phys. Rev. J& (1949) 1180.
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T (ir° -» 27) = (a/47r)2.(5/27r)2.m3jm; ~ 13.8 eV {11.71)

in unexpectedly good agreement with the experimental value 7.8 ±1.0 eV given

that this is a strong interaction calculation.

If quarks rather than hadrons should be inserted as intermediate states, one

should redo the calculation keeping the contribution of the first doublet (^ ) only

since ir° is made of just u and d quarks. The coupling must be isospin invariant

and is thus identical to the coupling between nucleons and pions i.e.

9, 9 7s T.ir q

The proton being a uud system, the coupling between ir° and p will be pro-

portional to 5,(1 + 1 — 1) = gq where the numbers in brackets are the values of

J3 = 2/3 for the contributing quarks.

Thus we must have gq = g, the usual pion-nucleon coupling constant and if

the quarks have charge Qjt, the previous evaluation (11.71) can be directly applied

to intermediate quarks by replacing

a2 g2 ~ a2 g2 [E,- (2/J) j Q)\* = a2 g* [(2/3)2 - (1/3)2]2 = 1/9 a2 g2 (11.72)

with the surprising result that the use of quarks as intermediate states rather than

improving the result, makes it worse of a factor 5 as compared with the data!

If, however, quarks come in three colours, the result (11.72) is modified by

ag -» Zag and the original result (11.71) is obtained again (actually, a more so-

phisticated calculation using current algebra [,,7\ gives a rate F(7r0 -* 27) = 7.29

eV in excellent agreement with the experimental value quoted previously).

11.5,2,3 Triangle anomalies

Without entering into any technical detail, let us just state that among the ele-

ments that make a gauge theory not renormalizable is the fact that certain tri-

angular Feynman graphs coupling two photons to axial-vector and pseudo-scalar

currents give non-zero contributions (Fig. 26).

[37] S.L. Adler: Phys. Rev. Ul (1969) 2426
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These contributions, which are known as "triangle anomalies", are exactly
»ero by gauge invariance in OED whereas they are non-ziro in the WSG mode!
unless the following condition is satisfied

E, Q3 = 0 Í//.73)

where the sum include all fermions and Q} is their electric charge.
If now one recalls that in the lepton sector there are the electron and the

muon both negatively charged, the total leptonic contribution is - 2 . If one adds
up the total charge of the u,d,s and c quarks, the result is

,2 1 1 2, 2
V3 3 3 3 ; 3

which comes short of the factor 3 to compensate the leptonic charge unless each
quark comes in three colours in which case the various ierniionic charges exactly
compensate, triangle anomalies do not contributeand the theory is renormalizable.

Notice that the argument continues to hold if we keep into account the heavy
lepton r contribution (charge —1) and, simultaneously, we add also the contribu-
tions of the top quark (Q = 2/3) and of the bottom (Q = —1/3) each, again, in
three colours.

Naturally, that a theory be renormalizable is not in itself a sufficient reason to
introduce a new quantum number but it certaii..y is a strong argument to support
its necessity.

11.5,2,4 The total e+e~ —* hadrons cross section

Perhaps the most convincing argument in favour of colour comes from the com-

parison with the data of the theoretical prediction for the ratio

R = ° [e+e~ 7 ™ "*"*"»> (J/.74)
a (e+e~ >-* /*"*>")

Within the quark model, the above ratio is simply

R = E; Q) (1L,75)

where Qj is the charge squared and, j runs over all species of contributing
quarks and leptons above the p^p~ threshold.
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The contribution of the quark below the charm threshold without colour would

then be

E ^ , , ^ 4 /9+ 1/9+ 1/9 = 2/3

whereas it would be = 3.3 - I = 4.3 if colour (i.e a factor of three times the quark

contribution) is to be taken into account.

The comparison with the data (Fig. 27) leaves no doubt that a much better

agreement is obtained with than without colour.

II.6 Conclusions

The stage is now set to proceed further towards a "theory" of strong interactions

following the indications obtained by handling the electroweak case. We will not

develop this theory but simply give hints of how it has been suggested that one

could proceed.
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PART III

RUDIMENTS OF QCD AND THE SPECTROSCOPY OF HEAVY FI.AVQ

IU. l Introduction

In november 1974 the world of physics was shaken by what has rightly been
termed the physics revolution, i.e. the discovery, made independently by two
groups, of a new huge and very narrow resonance. The first group 33] saw it
(Fig. 28) as an enhancement in the e+e~ mass spectrum in the reaction '

pBe —* e+e~ + anything j

at Brookhaven (naming it J) while the second [39] (Fig. 29) saw it in the reaction j

r e " —» hadrons \

using the SPEAR machine at SLAC (and named it i>). I
Aside from its fairly large mass (~ 3096 MeV fc2), the most astonishing !

property for the J/v' is that while it is a hadronic resonance, it has an extremely j
narrow width, as apparent from Fig. 27. The total width is. in fact ~ 67 KeV f
(with a leptonic width in e+e~ of ~ 4.8 KeV) while the usual hadronic resonances. j
at much lower energies, have widths of several hundred MeV.

The discovery of the JJi> was followed by that of a rich family of nearby states J
and this gave a totally new course to the development of physics since it was soon I
realized that it was indeed the first manifestation of a new charge + | quark, the i
quark (charm) introduced previously. j

In 1977, finally, yet another unexpected narrow resonance at 9.46 GeV/c2 was !

seen at FXAL [40| (and named T) in the reaction

p + (Cu, Pb) -* p+/i~ + anything
i

and soon after in e+e~ it DORIS [41]. Again, the res» a.ince is exceedingly narrow j
compared to its energy and agaiu a whole set of new related states was soon after j

[38] J.J. Aubert et al.: Phys. Rev. Lett. 52 (19"4) 1404.
[39] J.E. Augustin et al.: Phys. Rev. Lett. J3 (1974) 1406
[40] S. Herb at al.: Phys. Rev. Lett. 22 (1977) 252.
[41] See, for instance: G. Flugge: Proc. XIX Int. Conf. on High Energy Physics,
Tokyo 1973 ed. G. Takeda, p. 743. Tokyo: Physical Society of Japan. j

i
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discovered (the original data from refs. [40], [41] are shown in Fig. 30). Again the

consensus rapidly established was that we witness here the first manifestation of

the presence of ye: another (unexpected!) quark whose charge is —1/3 and which

was named b for bottom or beauty.

Although this new quark was basically unexpected, arguments hinting at its

existence could have been given on the basis of the triangle anomalies mechanism

mentioned earlier (£11.5,2,3). Given, in fact, that a new heavy lepton named tau

had already been discovered in 1975 at SLAC [42], it had become a necessity that

a new family of quarks should exist if the cancellation of triangle anomalies had

to persist in order for the theory to be renormalizable. If, however, quarks go by

doublets, the quark still missing from the scene (named "top") has so far eluded

every attempt of discovery in spite of a decennial hunt.

This failure is almost universally attributed to the large mass of the top; the

present best estimates put it in the range

60<m,<180GeV/c r . {I I I.I)

Many legitimate questions can be asked such as: i) what does exactly "ele-

mentary" mean when attributed to an object, a quark, of a mass larger than 60

GeV,/c2(of 5GeV, c:for the b or even 1.5 GeV/c2for the c, for that matter)?, ii)

How many families of quarks should we expect to find? and iii) where is the elusive

top?

Concerning the discovery of these heavy flavours (charm, bottom) an interest-

ing observation is that all these discoveries have been mad with hadronic machines

where the width resolution is poor and these resonances are seen spread over a

much larger value than their widths, whereas the careful study of the spectro-

scopic properties has then been performed at e+e~ machines where one sits with

the beam energy at exactly the resonating mass. Needless to say, the latter step

is possible only for resonances with quantum numbers Jpc = 1 when the dom-

inant contribution is due to a virtual photon exchange (this is the case for both

the J/v and the T).

Another interesting consideration is that by now the Jjv is so well studied and

such a prominent signal that it is often used for calibra* :on in several experimental

instances.

[42] M. Perl et al.: Phys. Rev. Lett. & (1975) 1489.
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III.2 Rudiments of QCD

Quantum Chromo Dynamics fQCD) is by now a full ?.^r':ij-A theorv credited.

almost universally, to be the theory of strong interactions. The proof for this,

unfortunately, is still lacking due to the mathematical complexities of the theory.

Such a proof will require a (convincing) demonstration that quarks are indeed

confined as a consequence of colour being exactly conserved (so that ordinary

hadrons should be colour singlets).

QCD is a non Abelian gauge theory built in analogy with QED where NF( > 5)

flavored quarks, each coming in three colours are the analogue of the electron

and the exactly conserved colour quantum number is the analogue of the electric

charge. One is thus led to assume SU(3)c as the natural symmetry group and this

requires the introduction of eight massless coloured gauge vector bosons (gluons)

to mediate the strong interaction.

Due to colour conservation, quarks and gluons are not expected to be seen as
free particles but their existence has several consequences some of which will be
discussed in what follows.

For a more complete introduction to this subject, the interested reader is
referred to specialized t.xtbooks [43].

The formal analogy between QED and QCD is

QED QCD

electron = * color triplets of Nf flavored quarks

photon ==> color octects of r assless vector bosons (gluons)

charge =*• colour

Colour, like charge, cannot be destroyed but, contrary to charge, physical

states must be colourless (i.e. colour singlets). The theory is supposed to possess

the property of colour confinement (partially convincing support for this comes

from lattice gauge theories) while it is known to possess the remarkable prop-

erty of asymptotic freedom. This implies that for interactions between quarks at

increasingly short distances, i.e. for increasing momentum transfers, the theory

[43] See, for instance:' I.V. Andreev: Chromodynamics and Hard Processes at

High Energy;Moscow(1981)ed.Nanka. F.J.Yudurain:Quantum Chromodynamics;

New York(1983)ed Springer B.L.Ioffe,L.N.Lipatov and V.A.Khoze:Hard Processes;

Amsterdam (19S4) ed. North Holland.
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looks more and more like a free field theory without interactions. This, in essence,

is the justification of the parton model '44j.

To understand how asymptotic freedom comes about, let us simply state that

in the case of non-Abelian gauge theories, such as QCD, certain vertex connections

can be summed to all orders with the result that what would normally be regarded

as the strong interaction coupling constant is replaced by a function of the mass

of the virtual gluon attached to the vertex; this function is usually referred to as

"the running coupling constant".

Specifically, one can show that the running coupling constant which plays the

role of an effective coupling constant, in perturbation theory is given by

where g2/4ir = a # ( l ) is the physical coupling constant and b depends on the group

structure. For SU(Z)c

where Nf is the number of the active flavours at the energy under consideration.

If N/ < 16 we see that at(Q
2/A7) is and remains positive for all Q2 > A2

(A2 being the cut off of the theory) and, moreover, tends to zero as (friQ'/A2)"1

with increasing Q2.

The opposite happens in QED where b is always negative so that QED is not

an asymptotically free theory. The difference between these behaviour lies exactly

in the non-Abelian nature of QCD and can be traced to the self interaction of

gluons.

Formally, the QCD Lagrangian can be written(ignoring quark masses)as

L = -\G%,G"" + « * Í 7 M ( ^ " ) < ; * (f-4)

where the generalized field tensor for non- \belian gauge theories is

G% = d^Ai - ÔVA; + gfahcA^Al (III.5)

(44] R.P.Feynman:Proceedings 3rd Topical Conference on High Energy Collisions

of Hadrons. Stonybrook, X.Y. 1979 cd C.N. Yanget al. p 237, New York: Gordon

k Breach.
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in which: i) (i and v are usual Lorentz indices: ii) o,6,c arc colour SU(Z)c indices

a = 1 , . . . 8 ; iti) /aic are the structure constar.'.s of the group, i.e. the generators

obey

iv) rffj are quark spinor fields where j = 1,2,3 labels the quark colour and v) the

covariant derivatives are

(D^ij = tijdp — igL*jA^(acting on quark fields)

D* = í 6 c ^ - s/«&c^(acting on gluons) (M~)

where La are 3 x 3 matrices representing the eight generators Ta. For the octet

representation of SD'(3) they are just one-half the Gell Mann matrices Xa.

The equations of motion are

for the gluon field, where the current is

and

fti^igLWVj (///.IO)

for the quarks.

If the WSG model is extended to cover the hadronic sector, its group structure

would then be

SU{3)e x SU{2) x 17(1) (HIM)

and one would thus obtain a unification for strong, electromagnetic and weak

interactions.

Such a possibility has given rise in the near past to a tremendous flow of

theoretical papers towards a theory of ground unification (GUT) of all forces. The

simplest such theory (minimal SU(5)) would suggest the unification of the various

interactions to occur at the fabulously high energies of ~ 10IS GeV (see Fig. 31)

predicting, among other things, the proton to decay with a lifetime rp ~- lOilys.

The present experimental limits rp > \037ys rule out such a minimal scheme but
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do not exclude more exotic GUT's where Tp can well be above 10J3y5. As it

may already be a fairly difficult task, experimentally, to reach such a limit, other

unusual events rich, as neutrino oscillations may be more promising signals but we

will not discuss these topics here.

Since its early days, QCD has developed enormously; very grossly speaking.

one distinguishes between perturbative and non-perturbative QCD.

IU.2,1 Some comments on perturbative QCD.

Perturbative QCD is just very difficult to handle but does not present special

conceptual difficulties. The basic idea behind perturbative QCD is that if its

seroth order is represented by the naive parton model whose regime is reached in

the limit of large momentum transfer Q7, one could proceed by usual Feynman-like

techniques to evaluate first, second and so on corrections even though this becomes

soon exceedingly cumbersome. Several general predictions have been made within

perturbative QCD such as the so-called leading behaviour in large pr reactions,

calculation of moments of structure functions, evaluation of the running coupling

constant and so on.

The latter point can serve as an illustration [45] of how things have improved

from the early days of QCD.

The statement that is usually made in this field: V.QCD * 200 MeV" is

not sufficiently precise by today standards. Consider in fact a,(Q2) in the leading

log(XO) and next to leading log(JVX) approximations (technically we shall operate

in the so called A/5 renormalization scheme):

(LO) a,«?J) = , t , _ ' (///.12>

where
33 - 2ft/

* ' - - l 2 T t

., _ 153 - 19ft/
' " 2)r(33 - 2ft»

[45] G. Altarelli: Invited talk at the 5th Meeting on Particle Phenomenology.

Torino (Italy) 7-9 11/198S.
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and Nj is the number of flavours. If we use (111.12,13,14) to evaluate a , for

instance at Q — 5GeV\ the values wre get are shown in the following table f»>r the

case of 4 and 5 active flavours respective!/

LO

NL

ifltvors

0.234

0.1 ?4

5/fcVOTJ |

0.255 •

0.206 •

where the procedure to make a, continuous at the various thresholds must

also be specified, for instance

?2) = os{Q
2)9(Q2 -*ml

and « is of order 1. V'e could now assume

2Wa2mi - Q2)

A, = 200 Me V

to that if we set

we have „ ,
1 = btlnQ2/\\

o<(Q3) l i - - - ]

where the constant is — a4{a2ml) = Os(a2mJ).

Alternatively we could hare assumed

and set

to have

-f- const.
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Quite obviously, for the same physics (i.e. the same value of OPHYS (*<?•

(III.15)), A4 5̂  / 5. In particular, the following comparison can be drawn; in order

to get the same physics we may have

A4(Mer) or A^MeV)

160 ^ 90

260 ^ 170

360 ^ 250

or, roughly, A5 '-aries between O.6A4 to 0.7Av

As a further illustration of how practically difficult to handle perturbative

QCD may be, let us recall that a recent calculation (Gorishny, Kataev, and Larin)

gives the ratio R to third order in a, as:

Using a = 0.132 (at Q = 34 GeV) one finds

R = 3 ] T Q2 [1 + 0.042 + 0.0025 + 00043]

where the contributions to the various orders of a/ir (from zeroth to third power)

are explicitly given. Notice that, barring the possibility of computational mistakes

in (III.15), the third order contribution exceeds the second order one. Where one

presumed to have ~ 1% correction, one finds several percents! Quite an unpleasant

situation.

IH.2,2 Some comments on non-perturbative QCD.

As for what has been called "the dark area of non-perturbatwe QCD" [46] the

difficulties here are many and varied ranging from technical to highly conceptual.

The area of physics covered is extremely vast going from the low pt hadronic

physics briefly discussed in part I to the search for confinement and hadronization

[46] L. Van Hove: Invited talk at the 5th Meeting on Particle Phenomenology,

Torino (Italy) 7-9/11/1983
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to the "ultra-soft" new effects at exceedingly low pt values (pt < 50 MeV/c). We

will not even attempt to get into these subjects but merely borrow from rcf. [4Cj

an enumeration of open problems in non perturbative QCD which v.e list without

any comment

A) Strong CP violation. QCD vacuum.

B) QCD structure of nucleon spin.

C) Hadron spectroscopy; glueballs.

D) Hadrons decays, especially weak decay (AT = l/2,e',B - B).

E) Multihadron production (leptonic, hadionic, nuclear); Overabundant data: how

does one go to extract information?

F) Non perturbative dynamics of part on production: confinement ar.d hadroniza-

tion.

Concerning non perturbative QCD, two quite different lines of approach are

at least worth recalling here: i) QCD sum rules and [47] ii) lattice calculations

[48].

In the first approach, one strives to calculate various low-energy hadronic

properties (masses, decay widths, form factors etc.) with sum rules that use

asymptotic freedom and some non-perturbative information about the structure

of the QCD vacuum. The sum rules relate properties of physical states at small

time-like values of Q2 to the behaviour in the perturbative region of large, negative

space-like Q2. Ultimately, reliable calculation were performed giving reasonable

results for meson spectroscopy, glueballs etc. whereas the situation is not so clean

for baryon spectroscopy (not surprisingly being a more complex system).

Much more widely pursued is the lattice QCD approach whose origin goes

back & long way [49] and where the literature is extremely vast [50'.

[47] M.A. Shifman, A.I. Vainshtein and V.I. Zackharov: Nuch. Phys. fil47 (1978)

385,448,519.
[48] See, for instance: L.J. Reinders, H. Rubinstein and S.Y. Azachi: Phys. Rep.

122 (1985) 1.
[49] F.J. Wegner: J. Math. Phys. 12 (1971) 2259; K.G. Wilson: Phys Rev. DJO

(1974) 2445.
[50] See, for instance, M. Creutz: Quarks, gluons and lattices; Cambridge Univ.

Pres* (1983); C. Rebbi: Lattice gauge theories and Monte Carlo Simulations; Sin-

gapore World Scientific (1983); J. Kogut: Rev. Mod. Phys. 22 (1983)775;

M. Creutz, L. Jacobs and C. Rebbi: Phys. Rep. 9_5_ (19S3) 201.
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In this approach, Feynman's path integral formulation of quantum field theory

is used, space time variables are discretized so that functional integrals are trans-

formed into sums and convergence is insured through Wick's rotation to imaginary

values of time. Noc-perturbative vacuum expectation values (such as masses) over

a lattice with a given lattice spacing "a" and a given coupling constant "</" are

calculated with Monte Carlo techniques. Clearly the values obtained depend on

both "a" and ngn and the approach to the continuum is "restored" by letting

"a" —» 0 i.e. by taking smaller and smaller values of "a" hoping that this gives a

convergent result. Larger and larger lattices are needed to gain confidence in the

result and a special generator of computers is being constructed for the specific

goal of lattice calculations.

Here we shall simply state some of the most interesting results which are

believed to have been derived within this approach (but some of these are still

controversial).

i) Abelian systems {U{\) group) show a confining phase in the strong coupling

regime and a non confining continuum limit. This is the case of quantum electro-

dynamics and these results conform to the expectations.

ii) Non Abelian groups (SU(X) groups) seem to confine at large separation dis-

tances while behaving as asymptotically free at small distances. Although this

conclusion rests on numerical considerations only, its importance is obvious being,

so far, the only realistic evidence of confinement for non Abeiian gauge theories.

iii) There is a uroad series of calculations of glueball masses (see Table 3) and on

the QCD parameter A. All these calculations are not unreasonable in the sense

that they compare well with other kinds of results (from bags, potentials, QCD

sum rules) and A is found where it should roughly be (a few hundred MeV).

iv) Hadron masses have been calculated within lattice QCD for a variety of par-

ticles. Usually the p and ir masses are reputed to be reliably calculated in this

approach and they are used to fix the values of the scale parameter and of the

quark mass. The proton mass turns out to be too large and the A - p mass dif-

ference too small but quark loop contributions have not been evaluated and they

are expected to be non negligible.

v) The behaviour of the potential between two static sources has been estimated

and found to be compatible with a Coulomb-like behaviour at small distances

which turns into a linear form at large separations (see Fig. 32). It has also been

claimed that rotational invariance is restored as the lattice spacing decreases.
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Better numerical algorithms and the advent of ad hoc parallel computers

should lead to a qualitative improvement of our understanding of the non-perturba-

tive aspects of QCD.

IH.3 The spectroscopy of heavy flavours.

111.3,1 The present situation.

The present status of the cc states is summarized in Fig. 33 while Fig. 34 shows

the case of 66. In both cases the various (electromagnetic and strong) transitions

are shown with their rates. So are shown the masses, the thresholds for open

decays and the Jpc quantum numbers of the various states.

Important information come from the study of the inclusive photon spectrum

in a radiative decay. As an example, the Crystal Ball data for the case

^'(3686) —> 7x

e+e~

are shown in Fig. 35. The resolution of the ij>' bump into the various P states

(x)is quite neat. This example also illustrates the difficulties one encounters in

analyzing states other than JPC = 1 with an e+e~ machine. While in fact the

e+e~ yields are dominated by the one photon exchange so that 1 states are

obtained copiously (being these the quantum numbers of a photon) (see Fig., 36)

all the states with different quantum numbers (such as 0"+ or 0" i '+ , l+ + ,2+ +)

can only be obtained via an electromagnetic decay. This limitation is, of course,

absent if we start from a pp collider where all the above quantum numbers are

directly accessible (but in this case the difBculty is, of course, how to distinguish

the various final states).

One consequence of this state of affairs is the rather limited amount of infor-

mation still available on the widths of the different cc and bb states. The present

data are summarized in Table 4 for 1 cc states. Only limits or very rough values

are known for other states (Table 5), whereas only poorly known branching ratios

are available for the bl case (Table 6).
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IH.3,2 A brief introduction to hidden charmonium.

After the discovery of the J/V» resonance [38,39]; one of the various suggestions

that was immediately made was that this could be first manifestation of cc bound

state or "hidden charm state".

This proved indeed the correct suggestion and the main argument in its favour

is the extreme smallness of the width which we have already commented upon

(§111.1).

If, indeed, we have a mesonic resonance and this decays into a qq pair, it is

known that hadronic reactions that proceed via "disconnected" quark diagrams

are strongly suppressed when compared to cases of "connected" quark diagrams.

! Such an empirical rule is known as the OZI rule [51] which was proposed to explain

an analogous case i.e. why the si bound state known as # is such that the <f> —* 3tr

decay is so drastically suppressed compared to 4> ~» K+K~.

[ The case is illustrated in Fig. 37 where (37a) is the OZI forbidden and (37b)

I the OZI allowed decay respectively.

! That the <f> width (r <- 4 MeV) is a factor of 20-50 smaller than a typical

| hadronic decay width is, in turn, due to the fact that the decay <f> —> KK has very

little phase space available since the <f> mass (~ 1020 MeV) is barely above the

KK threshold.

Similarly if the 7/^(3097) is a cc bound state its decay should proceed as in

Fig. 38 where, again, the disconnected contributions (Fig. 38a, b) leading to the

decay into ordinary mesons should be drastically suppressed compared with the

decay into a system of c'larmed-anticharmed mesons (Fig. 38c).

The point is, however, that contrary to the case of <f> decay, the D D threshold

lies above the J/ij? mass so that the only possible decays are strictly OZI forbidden.

Actually as one sees from Fig. 33, not only the J/if>(3097) tut also the ^'(3686) is

below the DD threshold so that its decay width is also extremely narrow (F, ~ 2

KeV and I\ - 0.2 MeV).

This is an extremely interesting and entirely new situation: we have reso-

nances made of hadronic constituents (quarks) that can only decay via OZI for-

bidden processes. Even more exciting is the case of bl bound states where 3

resonances are very narrow their masses lying below the BE threshold (Fig. 34).

[51] S. Okubo: Phys.Lett. 5. (1963) 165; G. Zweig: CERN preprint Th 412 (1964);

J. lizuka: Prog. Theor. Phys. 3 7 - 3 8 (1966) 21.
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Even more spectacular promises to be the case of ti bound states where, depending

on the top quark mass, as many as seven states may turn out to be "stable" i.e.

below threshold.

A summary is shown in Table 7 where all states below threshold are numbered.

Aside from their masses, decay widths, etc., the properties of the J/^> can

be very quickly summarised by saying that it is a JPC = 1 state (as already

remarked this is what one expects from Fig. 36) and it turns out to be a IG = 0"

state. The same conclusions hold for the ^'(3686).

One may ask what is, at least qualitatively, the interpretation of the OZI rule

in QCD terms. An OZI forbidden decay, by definition, has final state quark lines

disconnected from initial state ones. Thus, the only way the initial qq state (ss

or cc or 66) can interact with the final state quarks is by gluon exchange. One

gluon exchange is ruled out by colour conservation. Two gluons can give a colour

singlet but give rise to a charge conjugation eren state which could not couple to

a 1 state such as the J/if>- Thus, the minimal number of gluons that must be

exchanged to give rise to a Jpc = 1 state is three and Fig. 38 must accordingly

be redrawn with an odd number of three (or more!) gluon lives connecting the

initial to the final states.

111.3,3 Survey of quarkonia models

Several theoretical attempts have been made to come to terms with the case

of quarkonia.

The most ambitious of these attempts, lattice QCD, in the so - called

"quenched" or "valence" approximation, has suggested an interaction that grows

seemingly linearly at increasir* distances (see fig. 32). At smaller distances, a 1/r

correction is not ruled out but first of all, far from well established and, secondly, it

is of course not at all clear that this represents a one-gluon exchange contribution.

In a string model, for instance, a 1/r correction to a linear potential comes from

transverse vibrations of the string.

Also sum rule techniques have been applied to study the quarkonia or heavy qq

bound states but by far the simplest approach is an old fashioned potential model

which becomes more and more reliable the larger is the mass of the constituent

quarks because in the limit m f —» oo a simple non relativistic Srhrodinger picture

is a plausible description of a qq bound state.
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It suffices to say that with most every potential model used in the literature,

rdativistic corrections of up to ~ 20% are expected for cc states whereas they are

only few percents for W [52].

Aside from relativistic corrections, other major complications in dealing with

potential models are spin corrections.

We are not going to dwell into these matters (which are still quite unsettled)

and refer the interested reader to some of the review papers [53] of the existing

literature.

m . 3 , 4 Highlights of potential model approaches to quarkonia.

Bound state problems cannot be studied in perturbation theory whereas, so

far, continuum gauge theories can only be treated in perturbation theory. It seems

as if there is a mismatch between field theory and the bound state problem.

Let us first recall how the positronium bound state problem is discussed in

the simpler QED case. First, we use perturbation theory to calculate a scattering

amplitude between electron and positron. Then we identify a potential which

gives that amplitude in the Born approximation. Last, we use that potential in a

wave equation like the Schrodinger equation and solve for the bound state energy

levels. Decay rates are calculated perturbatively as the transition matrix elements

between the various bound state levels.

In lowest perturbation order, the QED potential arises from one-photon ex-

change. This potential contains a static part (the Coulomb potential) and non-

static v7/c7 corrections known as the Fermi-Breit corrections. These include a

spin-spin interaction, a spin-orbit interaction, a tensor interaction and a spin-

independent velocity-dependent term.

The above procedure fails in QCD which is a non-Abelian theory because

its running coupling constant becomes very small at small distances (asymptotic

freedom) while it increases unboundedly at large distances. Therefore, perturba-

tion theory can only be of some help at extremely small distances. The value of r

beyond which perturbative QCD cannot be used is determined by the confinement

•cale A (the QCD cut-off) which is of order ~ 200MeV.

[52] D.B. Lichtenberg, E. Predazzi, R. Roncaglia, M. Rosso and J.G. Wills: Zeit.

Í. Phys. C.
[53] See, for instance, D.B. Lichtenberg: Int. J. Mod. Phys. A (19S7)
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The potential, however, appears to deviate 'substantially from the lowest-

order perturbative result (arising from one-gluon exchange) at considerably smaller

distances due to the process of hadronization which starts being relevant beyond

distances of ~ 0.1 - 0.2/m [54].

By construction a potential should be flavour independent. This, however, is

only true qualitatively.

In spite of these limitations, reasonably good qualitative agreement with the

data is obtained with a whole variety of potentials. This good qualitative agree-

ment and its quantitative limitations are reviewed in some detail in Ref. f52j.

Unable (by definition!) to deal with truly relativistic potential model formula-

tions of bound state problems, people have contrived to "derive" certain relativistic

variations of the Schrodinger equation.

Let us first classify the various equations used in the literature as "non-

relativistic" or as "relativistic" in the sense of embodying "relativistic kinematics"

[55]. Both kinds are assumed to obey the eigenvalue problem

H* = £ * (J//.16)

(where, however, H itself may depend on E).

Equations with relativistic kinematics are obtained from the non-relativistic

ones when, in the absence of interaction, one relates the energy E and the square

of the 3-momentum p2 of both interacting particles in the cm. by the expression

E = [mj + T
7f2 + (m| + p2)1'2 (111.17)

where mj and m2 are the particle masses.

Several interesting types of information on the level ordering and related ad-

missible interactions have been proved by Martin and collaborators [56] which we

simply review here.

From the general theory of Sturm-Liouville problems we have:

(54) J.L. Basdevant, I. Bediaga, E. Predazzi and J. Tiomno: Nud. Phys. B294

(1987) 1054,1071
[55] D.B. Lichtenberg, E. Predazzi and C. Rossetti: Zeit. f. Phys. £42 (1988) 357.
[56] B. Baumgartner, H. Grosse and A. Martin: Phys. Lett. 146B (1984) 363.

H. Grosse and A. Maitin: Phys. Lett. 13JB (1984) 368; A.K. Common: J. Phys.

M S (1985) 2219; A.K. Common and A. Martin: J. Phys. A2) (19S7) 4247.
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Theorem 1: For a given (, the energy increases with increasing n.

Theorem 2: For a given n, the energy increases with increasing (.

Theorem 3: Let r be the magnitude of the separation between the two particles

and let the potential U be function of r only. If for all r > 0

V2U>0 then En+1,t> En,t+1 (J7/.18)

while if
V 2 i /<0 then En+u < £Jn,/+1 (///.19)

the equality holding for the Coulomb potential.

Theorem 4: If for all r > 0

T~^->* then En+1.t > £„,,+, (7//.20)
or T QT

while if

- £ - ^ < 0 then EB+M <EnM7 (7//.21)
or T orT

the equality holding for the harmonic oscillator potential.

Theorem 5: For power low potentials

U = art -l<b<2 ab>0 {111.22)

one has

En+7j» + Enfi < 2En+i,0 (7/7.23)

If b = 2 eq. (777.23) becomes an equality while the inequality is reversed if b > 2.

It has been conjectured (bu* not proven, though no counterexamples have

been worked out) that the inequality (111.23) holds for all concave downward po-

tentials, i.e. for potentials such that for all r > 0

êVlir"1 < O. (777.24)

The relevance of this conjecture lies in the belief that all QCD-type of poten-

tials have the above mentioned property.

When relativistic kinematics is used (in the sense of using eq. (777.17) rather

than its non-relativistic limit, we have the following modifications:

i) for a given eigenvalue, the energy of the relativistic expression is less than the

corresponding non relativistic limit. If, in fact, A is an eigenvalue, the energy of
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the relativistic expression is less than the corresponding non-relativistic limit. If,
in fact, A is an eigenvalue of (III.16), from (III.17) we find the non relativistic
limit

E = m, + m2+ A/2/i [111.25)

(where p is the reduced mass) to be compared with

£ = (m?-M)1 /2 + (™2 + ^ ) 1 / 2 (///.26)

in the relativistic case.
ii) The energy eigenvalues have the same ordering relativistically and non-relativis
tically. All previous theorems (1-5) hold therefore unchanged,
iii) In particular, if two energy levels are degenerate non-relativistically, they re-
main so using relativistic kinematics. This is clearly a weakness of the approach
since truly relativistic approaches (Dirac or Klein-Gordon) break certain degen-
eracies of the Schrodinger equation.

One concludes [52] that potential models describe pretty well the general
structure of levels in both cc and even better in bb. This conclusion holds true
quite irrespective of the specific form of equation used and of potential employed
so long as the vector part behaves as some inverse power r~b (with 1/2 < b < 1)
simulating gluon exchange whereas the scalar part provides confinement and grows
with some power r*(l/2 < b < 1) so that a typical "QCD-motivated" potential
has the form

U = V + S = cr-i + arb {111.27)

The disagreement arises when one attempts a quantitative comparison [52]
and one can trace its origin to an inadequate treatment of i) spin corrections; ii)
relativistic corrections; iii) velocity dependent corrections; iv) flavour dependent
corrections; v) coupled channel corrections. [A

III.4 Mass limits for Higgs bosons from T radiative decays

The following topic does not belong to quarkonia physics per se. However,
it is included in here because it is a very good application of heavy quarkonia
as a tool to search for new particles and exotics. Specifically, consider the Higgs
boson, which is needed by the standard model but whose mass is not defined by
the theory. In the present theoretical scenario, especially with recent studies of
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supersymmetric models, the existence of Higgs bosons of light masses [57] of the

order of a few GeV would be welcome.

Due to the very weak coupling of the Higgs boson to electrons, one docs not

expect significant production of these bosons at e+e~ colliders. Thus the principal

means to search for them is in the radiative decays of the T's: T(nS) -» f+IIiggs.

Their decay rate, in terms of the two muon rate, is given by; [58]

here i is unity in the minimal standard model with only one physical, neutral

Higgs state. For models with more Higgs', x = {fr\)I{fo) where (^1,2) ,are vacuum

expectation values of the Higgs fields. QCD radiative corrections [59] reduce the

branching ratio by a factor of ~ 2.

The search for these low branching ratio, monochromatic high energy photons

depends crucially on extremely good photon resolution and large amounts of inte-

grated luminosity. The negative results from CUSB's searches in 3 x 105T" decays

and 4 x 105T decays combine to yield the bounds shown in figure 39. Note that

a lower bound on the mass of the neutral Higgs for the standard minimal Higgs

picture (z = 1) now exists, even taking into account QCD radiative corrections.

The limit is M3
X > 3.9 GeV at 90% confidence level. We await the next generation

experiments to set higher mass bounds, or better, to find a positive signal.

III.5 Open charm decay.

The lifetime of charmed pseudoscalar mesons are evaluated, in the naive par-

ton model, assuming that the process is dominated by the decay of the charmed

quark with the other quarks acting as spectators (Fig. 40).

In this case, all lifetime of pseudoscalar charmed mesons should be the same.

The data, however, are in striking disagreement with this naive expectation.

[57] J. Ellis et al.: Phys. Lett. 15Sfi (1985) 417
[58] F. Wilczek: Phys Rev. Lett. 40. (1988) 220; S. Weinberg: Phys. Rev. Lett. 4Q

(1978) 223.
[59] M.I. Vysotsky: Phys. Lett. 2±fi (1980) 159; P. Nason: Phys. Lett. 175JB

(1986) 223.
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The present situation is largely dominated by experiment E631 at FNAL [60:

and is summarized in Table 8. From this, we see that

(7/7.28)

(III.29)

(///.30)

: r(Z>° : T ( 0 + ) ~ 10: 4.2 :4.8

Similarly, from the naive model one expects

BR(D+ -»ivX) * BR(D° -»ivX)

(where X is any hadronic state) while experimentally one has

BR(D+ -»IvX) ~ (17.0 ± 1.9 ± 0.7)%

BR{D0 -* IvX) ~ (7.5 ± 1.1 ± 0.4)%

which follows from (7/7.28) if

T{D' -* tvX) ~ r(7>+ - IvX).

Presumably, the assumption that the Qq system representing a charmed me-

son can be treated as a pair of free Qq is not reasonable when the separation

between the Q and q becomes sizeable which may be the case for the non-leptonic

decay (here, Q and q denote the heavy and light quarks respectively). In this

case "non-spectator" diagrams must surely be important. Examples are [54]: W-

exchanges (Fig. 41) and W-annihilation (Fig. 42).

Other mechanisms have been proposed to account for the above discrepancies

between theory and experiment such as a destructive interference (due to Fermi

statistics) between the spectator and the decay product d quark in the D+ decay

which would not affect D" or 7J+.

This mechanism leaves us with the prediction r{D°) ~ T ( D ^ ) which is not

incompatible with the data in Table 8. However, detailed calculations [61] show-

that the mechanism is less effective than expected. Other suggestions can be found

in refs. [62] [63].

[60] J. Anjos et ai.: Phys. Rev. Lett. ££ (1986) 311,1318.
[61] G. Altarelli and L. Maiani: Phys. Lett. 118B (1982)414
[62] A.J. Buras, J.M. Gerard and R. Rückel: Nucl. Phys. 2SâB (1PS6) 16.
[63] A.M. Kama]: Phys. Rev. 23J> (1986) 1344.
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The evidence in favour of the importance of non-spertator diagrams is sup-

ported by the recent observation [64] [65] [66] of

which can only occur Tia. W-exchange [67] [68] unless higher order diagrams are

giving an unexpectedly large contribution.

The theory of charmed meson decays is, at this point, still in a somewhat

unsatisfactory state whereas that of B-decay has, essentially, no data yet with

which to niake comparisons.

m . « What is missing.

In spite of the information already available, several measurements are still

quite necessary in the cc sector and, a fortiori, in the W one (not to mention the

as yet undiscovered it states).

Confining ourselves to the cc states, the spin splitting of some of the lower

states is still either totally or essentially unknown. Thus, for instance, we lack

information on the states 'P^l*") , M»i(2~) , 1D3{2-+), 3D3(Z") which could

help differentiating among different theoretical models.

Also very poorly known is the lowest mass (n = 1) splitting 35i - 1 5» (i.e.

J/tp — IJC) due to the spin-spin forces and, even more so, the next one (n = 2) (i.e.

Very useful to discriminate among potential models would be the measure-

ment of 6*Si, and 735] states where conspicuous differences are predicted accord-

ing to the choice of the power of the confining term in (///.27)(see ref.[52j).

Next, widths are very poorly measured or unknown (except for J/i> and if>').

For instance, at the lowest order

Ic -» 7 7 )

[64] H. Albrecht et al.: Phys. Lett. 15Jfi (1985) 525.
[65] P. Avery et al.: Proc. Lepton Photon Symposium; Kyoto (1985).
(66) R.M. Baltrusaitis et al.: SLAC PUB 3858 (1985).
[67] LI. Bigi and M. Fukugita: Phy». Lett. 9 I£ (1980) 121.
[68] I. Bediaga and E. Predazzi: Phys. Lett. WR (1987) 131.
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if first-order perturbative QCD corrections are taken into account, we find

c -» 77) c - 77)

while the experimental limit is

7c - » 7 7 )
e+e~)

txp

^ ^ A • * • ^ ^ ^ • • *

Similarly, one has

whereas

77) = ~ ~ 7.6 x 10"*
9a*

77) . r(X 2->7 7)

to be compared with the experimental limit

( }

A lot of work both experimental and theoretical is needed in this field.
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PART IV

DEEP INELASTIC SCATTERING AND NUCLEAR EFFECTS

IV.l Introduction

It has been known for a long time now that hadroas are composite structures.

That nadei are composite of nucleons has of course been conjectured since the

early days of nuclear physics but the detailed account of their properties has only

been possible in the mid fifties when highly-penetrating weakly-interacting probes

(electrons in this case, leptons in general) became available [69].

The technology has improved dramatically but lepton beams have remained

the chief means of exploration of hadronic targets.

With more and more energetic (i.e. more and more penetrating) beams,the

hadronic structure has been probed in deeper and finer details. In the late sixties

this has led to the experimental proof that hadrons are made of partons[70].

Since those days, what has come to be known as Deep Inelastic Scattering

(DIS) has been an exceedingly fruitful field of research which has led, among other

results, to the celebrated EMC effect [71] and to the fundamental measurements

on the proton spin [72] which we are going to discuss in the following.

Deep Inelastic Scattering is the inclusive scattering of an incoming lepton of

four-momentum fc off an initial hadron of four-momentum p. The final lepton only

is detected, i.e. the process is

h(p) -» l'(K') + Xtf) (IV.l)

where the energy transferred u — E — E and the invariant momentum transfer

q2=s{K-K')3<0 (JV.2)

become increasingly large to that the incident lepton probes finer and finer details

of the hadron (hopefully, down to its elementary constituents).

[69] R. Hofctadter: Ann. Rev. Nucl. Sá. 1 (1957) 231.
[70] See, for instance: W.K.H. Panofsky in Proceeding of the 14th Int. Conf. on

High Energy Physics, Vienna; CERN Scientific Inf. Service (1968) p.23
[71] J.J. Auberl et al., EMC, Phys. Lett. £122 (1983) 275.
[72] Aihman et al., EMC, Phys. Lett. fi2J2fi (1988) 364.
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In what follows we will consider the case of unpólarized initial particles and

the initial hadron will be either a nucleon or a nucleus.

By now DIS is a rather standard topic for which we refer the interested reader

to both introductory textbooks [20] or to advanced courses [73]

Throughout this paper, ref. [20] will be used as the general reference book.

Here, we limit ourselves to a rather sketchy presentation of the subject.

In the laboratory frame one defines (Fig. 43)

E = the energy of the incoming lepton.

E' = the energy of the final lepton.

v = E - E' = the virtual photon energy.

y = v/E — the fraction of energy carried away by the virtual
photon.

a
Q2 = —ç1 ~ AEE' sin2 - = the virtual photon mass squared.

(/K3)

rV.2,1 Electron-muon scattering

Pedagogical motivations [74] suggest that we begin by the fictitious problem of

electron-muon elastic scattering i.e. from the collision of two elementary fermions.

The notation is the same as in Fig. 43 except that the bunch of final hadronic lines

of overall four-momentum p' is now simply the outgoing muon i.e. an elementary

particle on the mass shell.

Standard Feynman rules give the amplitude

M ~ [ ^

Taking the modulus squared of the amplitude, multiplying by the appropriate

phase «pace and flux factors (see formula Bl of Appendix B of Bjorken and Drell

[75], one finds that the differential cross-section for the electron to be scattered

[73] R.L. Jaffc: Lectures at the 1985 Los Alamo* School, MIT report CTP 1261

(1985).
[74] F.E. Close: An Introduction to Quarks and Partons; London: Academic

(1979).
[75] J.D. Bjorken and S.D. Drell: Relativistic Quantum Mechanics, New York

(1964), M-Graw-Hill.
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into a solid angle dil and final energy range E* -* E1 + iE' in the LAB frame is

as?
where a is the fine structure constant.

For our elastic reaction E' is of course fixed by energy-momentum conserva-
tion, but to facilitate comparison with later formulae we have hidden the energy
«-function inside Wa*[?,?).

The tensors Lap(ete), Wa*(ftjt) come from averaging over initial spins and
summing over final spins in the factors arising from the electron and muon vertices
when (IV.4) is squared, thus

initial final
apis* i

2
= 2{kak'$ + k'ak, -ga,(k • k' - ml)}.

For Wap(ft,p) we have a similar expression, except that we include in it the
energy conserving i-function present in tPv/dildE'. Thus we have

iaiti»! final F o

•pin «pin

We can rewrite the energy conserving i-function as follows. Since p'9 is posi-

tive,

~ í ( r i - po - ft) = í(pi - Po - Í»)(PÍ + P» + 9o)>

and since f = p + ç the RHS of (/V.7) is just

? - (P + 9)2> = *{m» - (mj + q7 + 2p •,)}
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which clearly shows its invariant character.
Carrying out the scalar product and keeping in mind that we shall always be

in a region of high energies and momentum transfers where we can neglect the
electron mass we write q2 2: — 2k • k' and we get

where we have grouped terms that will later simplify.
In the LAB frame, we have defined {IV.3)t/ = E - E1 as the energy transfer

from the electrons to the target. The target muon being at rest we have also

{farther, if 8 is the LAB scattering angle of the electron

g* = -2fe - k' = -2EE1 + 2* • Í ' ~ -AEE1 sin' | = - Q 2 (ÍV.10)

Then (IV.8) can be written

f 1 v 1 1
L*a(e,e)nra*(/i,/0 = UmlEE1 cos* -9 + sin2 -81 S(2q-p- Q2) (IV.ll)

L 2 trip 2 J

If we substitute in (/V.5) and use (/V.9), the cross section in the LAB becomes

o*
= 4E2 sin4 \t

where we have used the fact that 6{az) — \
It must be stressed that (7V.12) holds in the LAB frame where the target

muon is at rest.
If we are interested in the differential cross-section into angle </fl we can

integrate (7V.12) over E\ being careful to remember that Q2 depends on E' when
$ is held fixed (see (/V.10)), to obtain

The above is just the Mott cross-section i.e. the cross-section for the scattering
of a spin \ particle in the Coulomb field off a massive (spinless) target with an extra
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factor which arises (i) because the target has spin f and there is a contribution

due to the magnetic interaction between electron and muon, and (ii) because the

target has finite mass and recoils.

In the above, the electron and moon are treated as point-like spin | Dirac par-

ticles and thus possess only the intrinsic magnetic moments of magnitude eA/2m.c

and eh/Tm^e respectively. We now generalize to electron-proton scattering where

the proton will be allowed an additional, i.e. anomalous magnetic moment and will

not be considered point-like. The study of elastic ep scattering will set the stage

for the remarkable and unexpected results that we shall find when we investigate

inefastic ep scattering.

IV.2,2 Elastic electron-nuclear scattering

Much effort has been expended over many years to study the charge distri-

bution or form factors of the nudeon by probing it with beams of electrons [69].

The 'classical period' dealt principally with elastic scattering which in lowest order

perturbation theory of QED looks very similar to tfi scattering; the only difference

being that the vertex linking the 7 to the proton is no longer point-like and should

be given the most general possible form. Essentially we require an expression for

( proton flJfJ, proton p).

Whereas for the muon or electron we had

(electron pVfJelectrou p) « fi,(/ba««(i>).

we shall now have

(proton pV.°Jproton p) = üp{p')T"up(p), (JK14)

where the most general form of F* allowed by parity conservation time reversal

inrariance is

In (IV.15) we have defined <rap = !fra,7/f}, and the Fj(q7) are the electro-

magnetic 'elastic structure functions' or 'elastic form factors' of the proton, which
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can only depend on the momentum transfer f. K is the anomalous magnetic mo-

ment of the proton measured in Bohr magnetons, K. = 1.79 and the term jc/2mp

is factored out for convenience.

For the electromagnetic case we are now dealing with, J*m is a conserved

current so that Fj(f2) = 0 and we have

Dealing with neutrino scattering we hare a current that is not conserved and

the Ft type form factor remains.

The form factors FJrFi are defined in such a way that for q* — 0, which

physically corresponds to the proton interacting with a static electromagnetic field,

has

= 1 \

= 1 J (JV.17)
F,(0) - 1

to ensure the correct electrostatic and magnetostatic interactions.

Note that if there is no anomalous magnetic moment one has F2(0) = 0. If

the particle is electrically neutral, e.g. the neutron, one has Fj(0) = 0.

The form factors Fi,? are usually referred to as the Dirac form factors.

The cross section for ep —» ep is structurally the same as for en —> e/t except

that 7O at the muon vertex is replaced by F« in the proton vertex.

Thus (IV.5) becomes

where

After some algebra one arrives at the analogues of (IV.12) and (IV.13):

{IVM)
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wherein F1>2 is short for Fjjiq7) and

Notice that we recover the e/i result putting F1 = l,Fj = 0 and Af = m # . We can
thus say that the elastic form factor of a point — like particle such as the ft is a
constant, independent of Q7. This fact is of vital importance for the parton idea.

Eq. (TV.20), known as the Rosenbluth formula, is the basis of all experimental
studies of the electromagnetic structure of nucleons.

Notice that both for nucleon and muon targets one has

^ o c X + B t a n ' i i , {IV.22)

where for a muon target

* = 1, B = ^ (7V.23)

and for a nucleon target

A = F ? + 7wFZ' B = mi{F% + KFi)2- " }

The relation (IV.22) is characteristic of single-photon exchange. By varying 6
at fixed Q2 one can check whether a one-photon exchange description is adequate.
Experimentally, as shown in Fig. 44, (IV.22) seems to hold remarkably well. By
varying Q2 one can unravel the values of Fi and Fj as functions of q2.

Experimentally Ft and F3 have been studied from Q2 = 0 out to Q2 ex 30(GcV
c)2. They are found to drop rapidly as Q2 increases. Roughly the behaviour is

the so-called 'dipole' form (Fig. 45).
Since in any case (d<r/díl) is dropping rapidly, like l/Q*, as Q increases we

see that the elastic cross-section dies out very quickly as one moves to large Q2

and it becomes increasingly difficult to carry out accurate measurements.
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The remarkable discovery [TO] that for the inelastic reactions the analogous

form factors do not decrease at large Q2 is the basis for the idea that the nucleon

has a granular structure. The granules, or partons, give rise to far more events with

large momentum transfer than would be expected with a continuous distribution

of matter, just as, in Rutherford's famous experiment, the nucleus had caused

many more alpha particles to bounce back through large angles than would have

been expected from an atom with a smooth continuous distribution of matter.

IV.3 Inelastic clectron-nucleon scattering

We turn at last to the reaction of central interest to us

eN -» e %

where X stands for a sum over all the hadronic debris created in the inelastic

collision. The reaction, usually referred to as 'deep inelastic electron scattering1,

is simply the inclusive scattering of the electron on the nucleon with measurement

of the final energy and scattering angle of the scattered electron only.

It is assumed that the process is dominated by one-photon exchange, shown

in Fig. 43 but direct tests of this are not as complete as in the elastic case.

One can test for the importance of two-photon exchange by comparing cross-

section using positrons and electrons as projectiles. It is intuitively easy to see why

two-photon exchange will lead to a difference between the positron and electron

cross-sections. Symbolically, one has the situation shown in Fig. 46.

The interference term changes sign tinder e* -* e~. In fig. 4? the ratio

<r(<+)/«r(e~) is plotted vs Q2 for e*p -* e±X and for muons scattering on an iron

target. Within the large errors the ratio is certainly compatible with the value 1.

For large values of Q2 one in any case expects strong interaction effects to alter

the one-photon behaviour, but for the present we shall proceed on the assumption

that one-photon exchange is adequate.

The differential cross-section (we label it W ) in the LAB can again be writ-

ten in the form

ik - 2WJ
where M is the nucleon mass and L<,p is the purely electromagnetic contribution

(IV.6).
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The hadronic tensor \Y"^ is the only unknown to the problem and can be
written as

T^ = i I «ffe* £{p \T\Jm(t)Jfi{o)]\ p)

where

is the forward amplitude for the Compton scattering of a virtual photon of mo-

mentum q off a hadron of momentum p. So, inelastic electropioduction is directly

related to Compton scattering (T in (IV.27) is the time ordered product).

Lorentz invariance tells us that W*^ can be decomposed into two "structure

functions" Wirj{ç2,ç • p)

much the same as an elastic eiV —» e.V collision can be reduced to just two un-

known functions (form fac;ors). This analogy is much more transparent if one uses

that impulse approximation known as the parton model in which the hadrons are

visualized as made of constituents behaving as free particles in the deep inelastic

limit

Q' = - 9 J - o o , i / = 2 ^ ^ o o , * = -^— fixed (/V.29)
M 2p • q

In this picture, in fact, Fig. 43 is replaced by Fig. 43' in which just one parton

is struck and one can see that this is the exact analogue of either probing at low

q1 the Fermi momentum distribution of a nudeon (near the quasi-elastic peak)

or of studying the form factors of the nucleon in the reaction IN —* IN (when

Q2 = 2p • q = 2Mv). In fact, in the elastic case tp — ep we have (eq. (IV.21))
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where Fi(Q2) and Fj(Q2) are the electromagnetic Dirac proton form factors

(/*,(0) = l ,F2(0) = I and K is the proton anomalous maçnrtic moment (K = 1.79

Bohr magnetons}.

From (IV.30,32j we can read off immediately the structure functions of a

point-like particle of mass m, and charge <?, in units of c in the parton model.

The structure functions of partons treated as elementary, free particles are thus

found to be

The presence of/-fur.ct7 >ns reduces to one the number of kinematical variables on

which W\x£ depend (s Sec. IV.4). The fundamental variable which will used in

the following is (in the target independent form):

with the caveat that the kinematical limits are

0 < x < 1 {IV.34)

for a nudeon and

0 < x < ^ f - A (7V .35)

when the target is a nucleus with mass MA and atomic weight .4. The cross-

section as a function of x and Q2 measures the probability distribution q}{x,Qz)

for a parton of type j to carry a fraction x of the momentum nu Icon when this

is probed by a high Q2 photon. This statement is, actually, only correct in the

innVte momentum frame 5» where p3 — oo. In a covariant formulation which

uses the light-cone dynamics x is given by k*/p+,p+ being p9 — p* and k* the

analogous quantity for the quark j (see ref. [73] for an accurate discussion on this

point).
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TV.4 Bjorken scaling

Bjorke- 7*" conje"f:red lK?*. it. ilu. limit (II-S; l\\ aria H"2 -ahic:. arc :n

general functions of the two v riables Q2 and * become functions of their ratio

x = Q2/2Mu only.

This is cot a wholly unexpected statement if for nothing else, because v

and Qx axe ciniensiona! variables and when they become so large as to make

insignificantly small any other dimensional scale (such as the masses involved) the

only way to have non trivial structure functions is that they depend only on some

dimensionlefs variables constructed with Q2 and u. The non trivial part of the

statement is. of course, that the appropriate variable one should consider when Q2

and v approach infinite is just x.

To be precise, one defines the dimenskmless structure functions

= F,(x) (/V.36)

t(,Q) = Ft{z) (JV.37)

where Iimgj is a short for (IV.29)

Eqs. (IV.35.37) have become known as "Bjorken" or "deep inelastic" scaling

aad they are approximately satisfied by the data [70} (see Fig. 48).

It is straightforward to prove that scaling is an exact property of the parton

model; this Is. in fact, an immediate consequence of (IV.32) or, alternatively,

follows from the dilatation invariaace q^ -* oq^p^ — ap^ of the hadronic tensor

The above dilatatiori gives, in fact

v -» a2v

Q* - a7Q2

[76] J.D. Bjorken: Phys. Rev. H2 (1969) 1547
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From these relations, recalling eq. (IV.28), we have

71(a
2v,a2Q7) = MW1(v,Q2)

as required.

It is then easy [20] to prove that in terms of the parton distributions ç,(x) the

structure functions can be written as:

and the Callan-Gross relation [77] holds:

x) (/V.39)

IV.5 Violations of Bjorken scaling.

Violations of the simple limit (IV.36,37) are expected on the basis of QCD

[78].

The complications one expects in QCD come from the fact that quarks couple

to gluons (much the same way as electrons couple to photons in QED) and also

that, unlike photons, gluons have a three-gluon self-coupling due to non abelian na-

ture of the interaction (Fig. 49) which is what makes the theory an asymptotically

free one and gives the parton model a fighting chance.

In Fig. 49, i, j are quark and a,b,c are gluon color indices ( I o are 1/2 the

Gell-Mann matrices, / a j e are the structure constants), fi,v,\a are Lorentz indices

and p,q,r are four-momenta (see ref. [20] App. A for details). The coupling g is

related to the running coupling constant a, by

(JV.40)

[77] C.G. Callan and D.J. Gross: Phys. Rev. Lett. 22 (1969) 156.
[78] See, G. Altarelii: Phys. Rep. 81 (1982) 1.
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where p2 is the "input" or starting value of Q2 which is perhaps some fundamental

scale of the theory usually known as the renormalization point. In (IV.40) we have

also:

6 = — ( 1 1 - - J V / J (77.41)

where n / is the number of flavours.

The standard approach to QCD is by looking at the moments of 'he structure

functions

Jo
where n is an integer, j = 1,2 for /?e or /x scattering and j = 1,2,3, for v scattering.

Eq. (IV.42) can actually be split in two parts, "singlet" S (i.e. invariant under

flavour transformation) and \non-singlet" N.S. since so can be split the structure

functions

Fj(x, Q2) = Ff- + F;V S l . (77.43)

The non-singlet part is easy to isolate since the singlet part is not sensitive

to the flavor content of the target and, therefore, cancels when we take differences

for different targets. Thus FJP — Fjn are pure non-singlet.

Concentrating on the N.S. moments Mfs(n,Q2) where, for brevity, we will

drop the index N.S., using the so-called Wilson operator product expansion [79]

one can show [20] that

(/V"44)

where

(Ql)\ (IVA5)

is the QCD cut-off parameter (defined at some value Ql) to be determined by

experiments.

[79] K. Wilson:, Phys. Rev. 179 (1969) 1499.
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In eq. (IV.44), one has

<fn = - / n / 2 - 6

where 7n is the (non-singlet) anomalous dimension

(7V.46)

7 n = 3 n(n + 1) 2
(/V.47)

Notice that 71 = 0 corresponding to the fact that the number of valence quarks

does not change with Q2. For n ~ 2,yn > 0 so that all moments are expected to

decrease with increasing Q2.

The interpretation of eq (IV.44) is best seen in a generalization of the quark-

language used in the preceding section, in which we allow the parton distributions

qj(x) to be function of both x and Q2. Here we use the same formulae to express

Fi,z(x,Q2) ' n terms of qj(x,Q2) so that eq. (IV.44) can be viewed as an equation

controlling the change with Q2 of the moments of any non-singlet combination of

qi(x,Q2) such as u(x,Q2) - d(x,Q2), u(x,Q2) - fi(x,Q2) etc.,

(JV.48)

where

9J(«,92)= f xn-\i{
Jo

This displays the "evolutionary" aspect of QCD whereby given the structure

functions at some value of Q7 one lets it evolve to find the structure functions' at

any subsequent Q2. This has led to the formulation of the Altarelli-Parisi evolution

equations of QCD.

It is a property o r QCD displayed by eq. (IV.44) that in leading order we

have logarithmic corrections to scaling. This remarkable property gives what is

known as the "leading log approximation" whose roots lie in the above mentioned

product operator expansion. Higher corrections may become important as one

goes down to lower and lower Qz.

In Figs. 50,51, we give the qualitative variation with Q7 of a valence quark

(Fig. 50) and of the sea distribution (Fig. 51). These are estimated by taking
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particular parametrizations but what we are interested in is their qualitative Co-

variation.

Finally, it is always good to check it the data conform to the anticipated

trend.

Clear scaling violations (i.e. Q2 variation) are indeed seen in the proton

structure functions (Fig. 51). As one moves from low to high x, the slope (in a

semilog plot) turns from positive to negative.

IV.6 Inclusive cross-section tk —* VX.

From the discussion in Sec. IV.3 we can now write down the explicit form of

the inclusive cross section for the deep inelastic reaction th —> I'X with I = e,/x

(as we have already pointed out the neutrino case requires a little more discussion

which we are not going to cover here).

Using eqs. IV.26.28 one finds

This is a generalization of the Rosenbluth formula for £N elastic collisions

which contains the nucleon form factors.

Generalizing eqs. (IV.36,37) as

,Q)
(iv.oO)

Q2)

eq. (IV.48) can be rewritten as function of i and y as

dxdy Q4

If we remember (eqs. IV.27,28) that the inclusive cross section for reaction

(IV.l) is the imaginary part of the forward virtual photon cross section, it is quite

obvious that we can rewrite eq. (IV.48) or (IV.51) in yet another way by introduc-

ing the longitudinal and transverse structure functions i.e. the longitudinal and

transverse virtual photon cross sections

<?2) (/V.Õ2)
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where K is the virtual photon flux factor whose definition is somewhat ambiguous.

We find

WT = If, (/V.53a;

and eq. (IV.48) becomes:

WL = (l + Ç) W2 - FT,

where we have defined

2 (l + £

H we factor out <TT(I^,Q2) in eq. (IV.55) we get

(JV.536)

(7V.55)

where

R = «l{i>,Q2)/<rT{»,Q2) (/V.57)

is a quantity which vanishes in the real photon limit Q2 —* 0.

R(x,Q2) is expected to be fairly small in the deep inelastic repine if we are

not too far from the parton model limit. From (IV.57) and (IV.49.30,52,53) we

have, in fact

If the parton model limit is anywhere close to correct, the Callan-Gross rela-

tion (IV.39) tells us that

which should vanish as l/v since we are in the regime of DIS (IV.29) where x is

fixed and Q7 and v -* oo.

So, we do expect R(x,Q7) to vanish in the DIS and we know that R - 0 in

the photoproduction limit Q2 = 0. But, of course, the knowledge of R in the vast
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land between Q2 — 0 and Q2 = oo is quite unknown and R is one of the hardest

quantities to estimate theoretically since, as we have seen, its deviation from zero

is a deviation from the parton model limit.

The way, experimentally, one measures W\ and W^ (or F\ and F%) is by com-

paring cross sections at the same Q2 and v but different E,E',9 (see eq. (IV.48)).

In practical terms, one uses the form (IV.54) so that a linear fit to the data gives

OT + <TL (i.e. W2) as the intercept at € — 1 whereas R = tri/cr is the relative

slope. This, incidentally, explains why R is so difficult to measure experimentally

in the DIS regime. As we see from (IV.55), in fact, < ~ 1 when the beam energy in-

creases (the yields are more and more concentrated at 6 —* 0) so that experiments

become quite insensitive to R.

TV.7 Expected nuclear complications.

Concerning the complications expected in the nuclear case, a first rather ob-

vious change when the target is a nucleus and not a nucleon is, as we have already

mentioned, the range 0 < x < A (eq. (IV.35)) instead of 0 < 1 < 1 (eq. (IV.34)).

Other than this, the formalism developed in Sec. IV.3 applies equally well to nu-

clei as to the nucleon. Nevertheless, there are quite a few complications that one

expects when comparing nuclear with nucleon structure functions.

rV.7,1 Isoscalarity

A nucleus is made of A* neutrons and Z protons and the neutron and proton

structure functions are not quite the same. To take this into account, one defines

the structure function per bound nucleon (which we shall call simply the nuclear

structure function) as

*?(«. Q*) = j [ZF!(*> Q2) + {A - z)F?(x, Q2)] (JV.60)

The data to be discussed in what follows, will compare F*(x,,Q2) to the

deuteron nuclear structure function

*?(*.«') = \ [*?(*, <?2) + *?(*><

which is the simplest tsoscalar target. The latter will be identified with the free

nucleon structure function (or nucleon structure function for simplicity).
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IV.7,2 Shadowing

A well-known effect in high energy nuclear phyiic; :s. of coune. shadowing

i.e. a nudeon close to the surface of the nucleus will cast its shadow on some of the

inner nucleons. The effective nuclear cross section aA referred to a cross section

for a collection of A ideal (i.e. point-like) constituents which would grow like A

will be parametrized as

4— s A' (IV.62)
A<r0

 x

where <r0 is the cross section for each constituent.
We expect « = 0 for point-like constituents; c < 0 means shadowing whereas

e > 0 denotes antishadowing expected within some theoretical schemes which we

shall discuss later.

The simplest geometrical picture together with the vector dominance model

dearly suggest aA oc A7?3 (i.e. one sees the nucleus as a disk of radius oc A1'3

corresponding to e = —1/3).

Shadowing is expected to occur mainly at very low x and. one must add, very low

This is expected from a conventional intuitive picture since the larger Q2

becomes, the more penetrating becomes the probe so that the inner structure of

the target will be explored according to diffraction theory. A less naive analysis

[81], however,maintains that shadowing is a scaling e£ect which sets in around

x < 0.1A"1/3 and does not vanish at large Q2. Some support to this claim is

suggested by the downward trend of the low x - high energy data to be discussed

later on.

IV.7,3 Fermi motion

This is certainly the most conspicuous effect expected from conventional nu-

clear physics. Basically, what this is about, is the «fleet of the nucleons in a nucleus

not being at rest in what we lay term its static configuration. Ra'.her, in some

analogy with brownian motion, we she aid picture the inside of a nucleus as a sort

of dynamically evolving gas in which the constituents (the nucleons) have a con-

tinuous momentum distribution. This picture is the well-known Fermi gas model

[81] N.N. Nikolaev and V.I. Zakharov: Phys. Lett. BM < 1975); Sov. J. Nud. Phys.

21 (19"5) 227.
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and the Fermi momentum Py has been measured for a large span of nuclei and is

known to increase with .4. The result ranges from about 170 MeV at .4 = 6 'o

about ~ 270 MeV at the highest A values (Fig. 53j-

Some Fermi motion effect had actually been anticipated on the basis of theo-

retical considerations using a technique initially applied to the case of deuterium

by Atwood and West [82].

The basic idea of these authors is the following. The deuteron hadronic tensor

W^fi (WQich represents the transition probability for scattering) is written as a sum

over neutron and proton tensors weighted by the nucleon momentum distribution

!£(p)j2, i.e. the squared modulus of the deuteron wave function in momentum

space. Explicitly:

Swf*) = J UyylKf

The generalization of this procedure to the case of heavier nuclei (analogous

to eq. (IV.63)) is;

= J
The prediction; given by various authors are shown in Fig. 54 and all basicaliy

agree that in the ratio of the two structure functions (FV.60) fo a nucleus A and

for D nothing much is predicted to happen up to values of * < 0.6 when it is

expected to start increasing to become infinite at i = 1 where the denominator

vanishes because of kinematical constraints but the numerator is still different

from zero.

Several cautionary remarks are however in order which could (and do!) dras-

tically change the above predictions.

First, eq. (IV.63) is in the approximation when one nucleon's momentum only

is taken into account.

Second, the tail of the núcleos momentum distribution is rather poorly known.

Third, nucleons are made of partons so that we may expect at least a two-

fold effect of the type under discussion but, of course, if the nucleon momentum

[82] G.B. West: Am. Phys. (N.Y.) Ü (1972) 646; W.B. Atwood and G.B. West:

Phys. Rev. E l (1973) 773.
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distribution is reasonably well known, the parton momentum distribution in a

nucleon (let alone in a nucleus) is essentially unknown.

Last, but not least, as it will turn out, the effects of nuclçar binding energy

play an altogether far from insignificant role.

IV.8 The EMC effect.

The most interesting outcome of DIS in recent years is the experimental dis-

covery that the structure function of a nucleon bound in a nucleus diners quite

substantially from that of a free nucleon.

At the 1982 High Energy Physics Conference in Paris, the European Muon

Collaboration EMC) released data on the ratio of the deep inelastic nucleon struc-

ture function measured in iron to the nucleon structure function measured in

deuterium, establishing that these structure functions are significantly different.

The data (Fig. 55} published soon after [71] imply- that a nucleus is not merely

a collection of nucleons (hardly a surprise to nuclear physicists) and that this is

just as true even at the Tery high Q2's under consideration (9 < Q2 < 170GeV2)

(which is somewhat more surprising) as it is at low Q2. In Fig. 55 the ratio

pA{z) = F*(x,Q*)/F3
D{z,Q*) is plotted.

The data of Fig. 55 were soon interpreted as evidence of a diminution of the

importance of valence quarks, with transfer of momentum to sea quarks, in the

small z domain in heavy nuclei, and confirmed by a first «analysis of old SLAC

data [83], whereas a dedicated SLAC run for a variety of nuclei [84] challenged the

EMC finding at small z (Fig. 56). The low z data of Fig. 55 were also questioned

on a theoretical basis [85] as violating an energy momentum conservation sum rule

which is supposed to hold as Q7 —» oc, namely

i:dz {F?{A; x, Q2) - F?(x, Q2)} = 0 (IV.65)
/o

where F[i(A) means the nucleon structure function as measured on the nucleus

A. (Strictly "nucleon" means the average of proton and neutron).

The point is that f j v = 0 for z > 1 and Ff > 0 so that the piece of the

integral (IV.65) between I •¥ A must strictly be positive; as a consequence, the

[83] A. Bodek et al.: Phys. Rev. Lett. §fl (1983) 1431; ibid. 5J. (1983) 534.
[84} R.G. Arnold et al.: Phys. Lett. 52 (1984) 727.
[851 G.B. West; Phys. Rev. Lett. 52 (1934) 2576.
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integral (IV.65) between 0 -=- 1 must be negative. If one uses the data of Fig. 55,

the result (Fig. 57) shows that the above conclusion seems to be contradicted

by the data or, differently stated that the latter violate the energy momentum

conservation sum rule.

Notice the discrepancy at small i-values between the data of Fig. 55 with

those of Fig. 56; while the former suggest an enhancement below x = 0.3, the

Utter show no structure at all and neutrino data fail to resolve the puzzle due to

the lack of statistics (Fig. 58) but, if anything, they suggest yet another picture

i.e. shadowing at low z. This latter trend is confirmed by the latest data of

both the EMC [86] (Fig. 59) as well as of the BCDMS [87] (Fig. 60) and becomes

extremely clear in the most recent EMC data which are shown combined with

other leptoproduction data [88] in Fig. 61.

A sum up of all available data is shown in Fig. 62 and the following remarks

can be made:

i) the effect at low i(0.1 < z < 0.3) is substantially reduced as compared

with the original data [70] and is, practically, coincident with the original

data being scaled down towards the lowest limit of the estimated systematic

errors (Fig. 55). The effect, however, persists in this region contrary to what

suggested by the SLAC data [84] (Fig 56);

ii) at even lower z(z < 0.1) a downward trend is visible in the data (Figs. 59 and

60) suggesting that shadowing sets in regardless of Q2 being still quite large

(> lOGeV3). This seems in agreement with theoretical considerations made

long ago [81];

iii) the cross over of PA/D(X) >S confirmed to occur around z ~ 0.3 (i.e. at the

"valence quark" mean i-values);

iv) nothing new seems to happen at large z values;

v) RA = OLI<TJ as measured by the BCDMS Collaboration very small (in agree-

ment with the EMC findings);

vi) the determination of XQCD P v

[86] P.R. Norton, EMC, contribution to the XXIII Int. Conf. High energy Physics,

Berkeley (July 1936).
[87J R. VOM, BCDMS, contribution to the XXIII Int. Conf. High Energy Physics,

Berkeley (July 19S6).
[88] M.Arneodo, EMC, contribution to the XXIV Int. Conf. High Energy Physics,

Munich (1988).
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a 220 ± 20 ± 60MeV

not inconsistent with the value A ~ 290MeV found from neutrino data.

A final point is in order. As of the last Int. Conference (Munich, August,

1988) a serious discrepancy has arisen concerning the compatibility of the data

ufl the proton structure functions by the two Collaborations with most of the

statistics, the EMC and the BCDMS Collaborations. This discrepancy is shown

in Fig. 63 and poses clearly a serious experimental problem that awaits resolution.

IV.9 Theoretical considerations

The flow of theoretical papers that have appeared on the EMC effect is huge.

A fair account of all these is not only exceedingly difficult but basically pointless

and this on at least two counts.

First of all, a lot of models have been devised to account for the situation

depicted in Fig. 55, i.e. increase at low x and have thus become totally obsolete.

Second and more important, when a large number of theoretical explanations

is offered, this means that we are uncapable of giving a single reliable interpreta-

tion.

The importance of the EMC effect, in retrospective, seems to be in its bringing

us at the borderline between particle and nuclear physics in the sense that (almost)

equally good descriptions can be obtained if we use either of these two languages.

For a summary of the theoretical situation, see ref.[89].

The key ingredient to try to reproduce the data has beea the convolution

integral

$ (f,Q2

where i can represent any "substructure" of A (a nucleon or a cluster) whose

momentum distribution is &/*(*) and where F% is the structure function.

[89] V. Barone and E. Predazzi: Ann. Phys. Fr. 12 (1987) 525.
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Eq. (IV.66) follows from (IV.64) but can elso be derived within QCD using

the operator Wilson expansion [79{. It can in be shown that in the large Q2 limit

the moment MA(n,Q2) (see eq. (IV.42) for its definition) can be factorized as

MA(n,Q*) * C{n,Q2) OA(n) (/V.67)
ÇJ-»oo

where the Wilson coefficients C(ntQ
2) are independent of the target whereas the

reduced matrix elements OA(n) are Q3-independent.

Writing the analog of ({AIV.67) for a nuclcon and taking their ratios, we get

M/(n,Q2) ,* MN(n,Q2) OA{n)/O*(n) (/V.68)

From (FV.6S), the inverse Mellin transform gives

FA2(x,Q2) = J\z

i.e. eq. (IV.66) with V = "iV and <f>K/A(z) defined by

= OA(n)/Oy(n) (IV.69)

In terms of the nucleon momentum distribution <t>x/A(p)i w e a^so have

where p+ = p0 ~ Pi implying that z is the fraction of momentum carried by the

nucleon in the light cone limit (p+ = p • q/u).

From

Jd*P \4>(p)\> = 1J'
it follows

/ dz 4>SIA{z) = 1 (JV.71)

expressing baryon number conservation.

If the momentum fraction carried by quarks and antiquarks in a nucleus is

the same as in free nucleons (i.e. if the total gluon momentum is unchanged), the

energy-momentum conservation sum rule (eq. (IV.65)) holds and this implies
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(z)= r*
J%

(IV.72)

If one uses * harmonic oscillator or simply a Fermi ças moment* distribution
of the form:

one finds 4A/N{Z, peaked at x — M/Af, not at 2 = 1 like for a free nucleon. For
this kinds of distributions

* z +S/A{*)dz = 1 + {£}/« = £~ (/K74)(z) = J
The consequence is a sum rule violation induced by the nuclear binding: a

fraction {c)/M of the total momentum is carried away by other constituents of the
nucleus which could be the virtual ptons exchanged by the nudeons.

The small z behaviour of the nuclear structure function turns out to be de-
termined just by MfM. The development

BÜ / _ \

(JV.75)

can be well approximated at i~0 .5 by

(JV.76)

as first conjectured in ref. [90].

The result of using a Fermi gas distribution (AÍ = M r <)

*NIA(V) = {MA7/4p, )[1 - A2M2{y - MfMA)lp\ J (JK77)

where
M = M + 1 (JV.73)

has been explored [91] to derive the first three iioments in order to relate s —
hi - M,PF and ,*. The result shown in Fig. 64 compare quite well with what we
know from nuclear physics

A good qualitative account of the data in its various z pieces (and, indeed,
also for large x, i.e. * > 1) has been obtained [92] with the simple prescription

[90] C.A. Garcia Canal, E.M. Santangelo and H. Vucetich: Phys. Rev. Lett. £2
(1994) 1430.
[91] F.E. Close, R.G. Roberts and G.G, Ross: Rutherford Appleton preprint RAL
85-101.
[92] V. Barone and E. Predazzi: Nuovo Cimento A 99 (19SS) 661.
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of assuming nucleons to be made of partons with * gaussian distribution (in the

con.)

s * «p.; -ik2)

and *««pir?ng the nuclei to be made of nudeons (again with gaussian distributions)

made of partoos provided the static properties (radios acd mass) of bound nudeons

at* nwmwl to be slightly different from those of free nadeons. Typical results

are shown in Fig. 66 (for the nudeon structure function) and in Fig. 63 where

the result is compared with the EMC data on copper under the assumption that

the effective bound nudeonTs mass is ~ 850 MeV and the effective radius is -» 5S5

larger than the free nudeon's radius. The effect of slightly varying the bound

mdeon's radius increasing it by 2J5>% up to 10% is shown in Fig. 67. As one can

see, the maximum around x = 0.2 decreases and the minimum around x 2: 0.65

deepens just as the data seem to do when A increases.

Within the above approach, the difference between the nudeon and the nu-

clear structure functions is qualitatively seen to be due essentially to Fermi motion

and to the double compositeness of nudei as compared with nudeons.A

IV.10 Polarization proton experiments

In aQ of the previous treatment it has been assumed that the target spin is

averaged over.

The subject is rather technical so we shall present only a brief outline of the

electromagnetic case. For a general introduction to polarization phenomena the

reader is referred to Bourrely, Leader and Softer [93:

We consider the collision of longitudinally polarized electrons of muons (he-

licity A = dt|) with a polarized nudeon described by a covariant spin vector 5M.

If p is the four-moraenturn of the nudeon then

57 = 0. (/V.30)

Also

For the theory behind this, see ref. [94]

[93; C. Boorrely, E. Leader and J. Softer: Phys. Rep. 5j> (1980) n-2.
[94- J.D. Bjorken and S- Drdl: Relativistic Quantum Fields. New York (19CÓ)

Me GrawHilL
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At high energies we neglect the lepton mass, and in that case the lepton emits

the virtual photon without changing its helicity.

The lepton tensor (IV.G) now generalizes to

of (IV.6). The additional anti-symmetric term is

*£? (* = ±5) = ±\
In a similar fashion, th< anti-symmetric part of W*™ now plays a role. We

have

$ if (IV.84)

where W^J is, as before, given by (IV.28) and the anti-symmetric term can be

shown to be expressible in the form [95]

(7V.S5)

Clearly W^ changes sign under reversal of the nucleon's polarization.

The differential cross section for longitudinally polarized target proton and

incident lepton is now given by

8a3E12

Sm 2 + Wa C ° S 2J
(which is just twice the unpolarized cross section (IV.48)) and the so-called longi-

tudinal asymmetry by proportional to

[95] J.D. Bjorken: Phys. Rev. 148 (1966) 1467, ibid. Dl (1971) 1376.
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where the two additional structure functions G\ and G'2 arc expected to obey

asymptotic Q7 —> rx. scaling

Q2) g(x) ' )

and in terms of which the asymmetry becomes

,_<Pv-<T-7 y (2 - y)gi - 2Mxyg2/u
n ~ ~ *( . ) y2 + 2(1 + *)(1 - „)

cPa -f c2'?

where, as usual, y = v/E and iZ =

Since Fi and ii are assumed to be known from unpolarized data, in the limit

of large v one can neglect the g-i contribution in (IV.89) to get A oc gx.

Denoting by g\ and 5J1 the g\ structure functions for "proton" and "neutron"

respectively, one Has the Ljorken sum rule

/
^0

<fe (íi - sD = \GA/GV\ = 1.254 ± .0006 (IV.90)

where GA and Gv are the vector and axial /3-decay coupling constant.

In the naive parton mode! on the other hand,

a jf' dx [Ag? = I [1 Ad + I Au + J A*j (/V.92)

Ag = y dx (q+ + f+ - i - - 9-) (Jr.93)

where

In (IV.93) <ji are the number densities of partons with helicities parallel or an-

tiparallel to the parent proton. Always within the naive parton model,the fraction

of the proton spin carried by the partons is (ft = 1)
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and one would naively expect the r.h.s. to be very close to 1/2.

The point is now the following: if both Fp and Fn were known and if one could

estimate A Í one could evaluate both An and Ad and check that the expectation

(IV.94) is indeed met. As it turns out, on the other hand, g\ has been measured

[72] but g™ is totally unknown. The recent measurement of <?f give [72]

TJ = / fff(x)di = 0.114 ± 0.012 ± 0.026 - (JF.95)

(result which has recently been confirmed by SLAC) whereas in Fig. 68 the be-

haviour of the EMC data for A\ is seen to agree at large x(x ~ 0.3) with the older

SLAC data but to deviate drastically from, the extrapolation at low x of the curve

that interpolates the large x points.

Prom the plot of T'(x), (Fig. 69), we see that the experimental value (IV.95)

for P* is seen to be in substantial disagreement with the Ellis Jaffe sum rule [96]

which, however as compared with (IV.90) rests on the much less secure grounds

of SU(Z)p invariance.

We cannot enter in the details of the theoretical analysis of the experimental

result (IV.95). It suffices to say that, should we take at face value eq. (IV.94),

we would arrive at the shocking conclusion that the fraction of the proton spin

carried by the partons is essentially compatible with êro [72j[97\

The answer proposed to explain the above paradoxical situation has been [97]

that the spin of the proton is actually given by a combination of various terms of

which (IV.94) is only one. One has

proton = S | + 5J + I , (/r.96)

where Lx is the orbital angular momentum and Sf is the contribution' coming

from gluons whose root is rather trie :y as it originates from a non-perturbative

contribution which cannot be calculated but estimates give quite a reasonable

overall picture.

It should,however,be stressed that it had been actually predicted [98] that the

data should folloow the trend shown in Fig. 69. This prediction was made in an

[96] J. Ellis and R.L. Jaffe: Phys. Rev. E2 (1974) 1444, Phys. Rev. D10 (1974)

1669.
[97] G. Altarelli and G.G. Ross: CERN preprint, CERN-Th 50S2/88 (June 88);

E. Leader and M. Anselmino, Z. Phys. C (to appear in Zeit. f. Physik).
A. Giannelli.L. Niti.G. Preparata and P. Sforza: Phys. Lc'.'..150B(1985).214.
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approach alternative to that of QCD for which we refer the interested reader to

the literature quoted D8.
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Fig. 1. - Energy range in collider and cosmic-ray experiments.
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Fig.2. General two-body reaction

(a)

Fig.3. Specific examples of s-channel (a) and t-channel (b)
cr.e-particle exchange diagrams.

Fig.4 Typical multiperipheral graphs whose!infinite) sum
adds up to a Regge-pole-like behavior.
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Fig. 5. - Trend of the pp angular distributions at various ISR energies.
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Fig.17. Fits to the data for various rapidity intervals
with the negative binonial distribution.
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Fig.22 Beta decay of the d quark(pointlike case).

Fig.23 Beta decay cf the d quark (mediated by a vectcr
meson).
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vectcr mescr. l lowest order).
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Fig.25 Lowest order diagram for the decay of a into
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Fig.26 Diagrams contributing to triangle anomalies.
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rig.27. Comparison between experiment and theory for the ratio R as
function of CM energy. Solid line corresponds to quaiks in three
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Fig. 28 The e*e' effective mass spectrum from the reaction pBe
e*e"X. (From Aubert et a/., I974.)
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Fig.29 Energy dependence cf the cross-sec:.on$ e*e" — hadrons.
e*e' —ft*M~ and e*e" -e*e" in the nkinuy of the J,f. (From
Auguslin et ai, I974.)
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Fig- B I . Qualitative evolution with Q2 of the couplings associated
with t/(l), SC/(2) and SU(3)C within the grand unification scheme
SU(S).
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Fig. 32 - The potential between static colour charge* versus

distance. The points represent the Monte (*rlo data

The bold line corresponds to the linear«ouloob fit to

Che data.
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Fig.38. Inclusive 7 fp«clrum with «+e" collisions at ^(3686).
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Fig.36 Dominant one photon exchange diagram in e e annihilation.

7C

(a)

Fig.37 (a)Disconnected and (b)connectedquark decay diagrams
for the 0 meson into pions and KK respectively.

Fig.38 (aland (b) Disconnected and (c) connected quark decay
diagrams for the J/ymeson into charmless and charmed
meson respectively.
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rig.43.On* photon exchange diagraa for deep inelastic
scattering.
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Fig. 4 4. Test of angular dependence of . Iv . 2 2

tin'**
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Fig. 4 7 Ratio of cross-section a{t * )/o(c ~) for c* p -• e * X as function
of square of momentum transfer.
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Fig. 46 . Scaling behaviour of electromagnetic structure function
Almost no Q3 dependence is visible.
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Pig.43' Deep ine last ic diagram in the parton model.
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TABLE 3 - Clueball u s » 5 within lattice calculations

jPC

0**

2*+

0"*

1-+

0"

1*-

Value of Mass

IMeV)

•v 1000

1620 t 100

1*20 • }f8
1730 t 220

2S80 i 300

2980 i 300
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TAble 5. Widths of the P-wave charmonium states.

State Width(MeV) Width from pp (eV)

< 3.8

0.8-4.9

13.5±3.3±4.2

233+5 1 * 48

57+13
-11

± 11



Table 6. Branching ratios and product branching ratios

&Pj State

J=2

J - l

J*0

2sPj State

J»2

J - l

J«0

c

0.28

0.28

0.28

c

0.38

0.38

0.38

BR(T" - x*' - TO

(2.42 ± 0.63)%

(2.96 db 0.77)%

(0.33 ± 0.17)%

BRÇf - x»' - T)

(0.80 ± 0.15)%

(0.73 ± 0.14)%

(0.066 ± .044)%

BR(X>' - T')

(18.9 ± 5.3)%

(24.7 ±6.9)%

(6.9 ±3.8)%

BR{xk' - T)

(6.3 ± 1.3)%

(6.1 ± 1.3)%

(1.4 ± 1.0)%



q Mass

q Charge

Number of
bound states

TABLE 7

Charm

1.5 GeV

2/3

~0.20

0.4 Fm

8

•

Bottom

4.5 GeV

-1/3

< 0.1

0.2 Pm

~30

Top

~80 GeV (?)

2/3

(?)

< 0.05Pm(?)

~200
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Table 8

Meson Quark
contettBaryon

Oiaraed Particles.

JP Mass (CeV/c»2 Lifetime xlO sec.

D",D*

0*

D*

B

D » t

D*«

&...

A c
~" C

A ;

eu, eu

cd

cs

bã.bd

C'J

cd

cs

eu

cud

CSV!

ess

bud

o"
o"
o"
o"
l"

l"

l"

1*.2

1864.6

1869.3

1970.5

5273

2007.2

2010.1

2110

* 2420

2281,2

2460

2740

5425

í 0.6

í 0.06

í 2.5

í 5

í 2.1

í 0.7

1 6

í 6

t 3.0

í 25

t 20

1175

4.25 !0.

10.O7Í8;

<•» -8:
~U

& 5.0

£ 2.2

£ 22

70 í 21

2.3

4.8

?

?

10

!8
Í0.10

Í0.25

Í0.2
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QCD AND HADRONIC STRINGS

Güles COHEN-TANNOUDJ1

DPhPE CEN Saclay, 91191 Gif sur Yvette, Cedex

FRANCE

ABSTRACT
This series of lectures is devoted to a review of the connections between QCD and
string theories. One reviews the phenomenological models leading to string pictures
in non perturbative QCD and the string effects, related to soft gluon coherence,
which arise in perturbative QCD. One tries to build a string theory which goes to
QCD at the zero slope limit. A specific model, based on superstring theories is
shown to agree with QCD four point amplitudes at the Bom approximation and with
one loop corrections. One shows how this approach can provide a theoretical
framework to account for the phenomenological property of "parton-hadron
duality".

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Historical Survey •

1.1.1 Hadronic strings.

It is well known that historically, string theories emerged from strong interaction

phenomenology based on Regge pole models and on current algebra inspired "finite

energy sum rules". The so called duality property accounts for the fact that finite energy

sum rules can be satisfied by means of a high energy component dominated by t-channel

Regge pole exchanges and a low energy component dominated by s-channel resonances.

In other words, this property expresses the equivalence of two descriptions of a given

scattering amplitude, one in terms of t-channel exchanges (i.e. a space-like description)

and one in terms of s-channel exchanges (i.e. a time-like description).

The Veneziano's ansatz1) is an explicit example of a two body scattering amplitude

satisfying crossing symmetry, Regge pole behavior at high energy, resonance dominance

at low energy and duality:
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(1)
n-a(s)-a(t))

The function a(z), z=s,t is the linear Regge trajectory; oto is called the intercept,

and a* the slope. Ii is easy to verify that V(s,t) is Regge behaved at high energy and has

resonance poles whenever <x(s) is an integer, the residue of which are polynomials in t.

When the implications of duality were systematically studied in all possible two

body reactions, it was realized that they fit very well with the quark model. Quark dual

diagrams, independently proposed by Harari and Rosner2), exhibit precisely this

correspondence between the quark model and duality. A quark dual diagram exhibits

together the quark content of the interacting particles and the duality properties of the

Veneziano's amplitude.

The most important property of such a diagram is that it can be interpreted as a

Feynman diagram occurring in a string theory: it pictures the world sheet spanned by the

string like interacting particles in their time evolution. A topology preserving distortion of

such a diagram allows to exhibit t-channel poles, another one shows s-channel poles.

This strongly suggests that duality is the reflection of a fundamental symmetry property

of string theories, that is reparametrization invariance.

The Veneziano's ansatz was the starting point of a very wide theoretical

development, including the extension to multiparticle production, the operatorial

formulation and the general proof of factorization, the discovery of an exponential

spectrum of states at high energy. In all recent review articles about string theories one

can find extensive lists of references about these developments; I, however strongly

recommend the review article which was the first published on this topics and which

contains all the necessary explanations to start studying this field3).

I.1.2.QCD

Duality and the string model of hadrons provided a hint for the development of

what became the standard model of strong interaction, namely Quantum Chromo

Dynamics (QCD), the non abelian gauge theory describing the interactions of quarks and

gluons. In effect the string model is the first model in which hadrons are extended

structures consisting on confined quarks (the quarks are confined as the end points of

open strings). However, despite many efforts, it was impossible to build a consistent

string theory of hadrons (it appeared that the only consistent theories would imply the
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existence of tachyons or ghosts -i.e. negative norm states- or massless panicles, aii

features prohibited in any decent theory of strong interaction). This is mainly the reason

why string theories were abandoned for the description of hadrons and strop, i:

interactions. Other reasons, going in the same direction, were the discovery of QCD

which rapidly appeared as an appealing unifying theory of strong interaction, and the

discovery that string theories may be much more useful for other theoretical purposes

related to the unification of fundamental interactions.

However, the leadership of QCD as the theory of strong interaction did not

invalidate all the string inspired models of hadrons. On the contrary, although none of

them is conclusive, all the non perturbative approaches about QCD naturally lead to string

like hadrons. We shall rapidly review these approaches: the cotor dielectric constant

model, the topological (or 1/N) expansion and lattice quantization.

More recently string effects were discovered in penurbative QCD, related to soft

gluon coherence. We shall spend some time to discuss this very important issue.

1.1.3. The super string explosion

The shift from hadronic physics to gravity physics with strings occurred when it

was realized that the lowest energy state of closed string is necessarily a massless spin 2

particle. If one takes for the slope of the Regge trajectory the inverse of the square of the

Planck mass, one may hope to obtain this way a candidate for a theory of quantum

gravity. And it turned out that the symmetry properties of string theories, in particular the

conformai or Weyl invariance, provide actually the best theoretical framework to study

quantum geometry and thus*quantum gravity. On the other hand, when trying to

implement fermions in the framework of string theory one discovered supersymmetry

which also points towards a renormalizable theory of quantum gravity. The so called new

superstring formalism4) which fully exploits the symmetry properties in space-time and

on the world sheet of the strings allows to formulate coherent string theories candidate to

unify all fundamental interactions including gravity. There was an explosion of

enthusiasm when one thought that self consistency constraints (such as the constraint of

absence of anomalies) would be (almost) sufficient to uniquely determine the superstring

"theory of everything". These constraints not only fix the string action but they also

restrict the allowed internal symmetry groups to be a few large dimensional exceptional

groups containing as sub groups the symmetry groups of the current standard model, and

they even determine the only possible value of space-time dimensionality to be equal to

10.



The compactifícation scheme of Kaluzza and Klein was revisited and, in the early

, eighties several people indeed believed that a unifying theory of all fundamental

interactions was at hand. A comprehensive review of superstring theory is given in the

beautiful book of Green, Schwartz and Witten5) in which one can find an exhaustive list

of references.

1.1.4. Current situation

Currently the enthusiasm of the beginning of superstrings has started to go down,

because of the discovery that non perturbaúve effects in string quantization can very

easily invalidate the uniqueness statements of the pioneering time. Actually, it is now

believed that very large numbers of string theories can be defined in arbitrary space-time

dimensionality (and thus at four dimensions) in a way which satisfies all the usual

symmetry requirements6).

Since, even in the period of enthusiasm one was already lacking very badly

reliable phenomenological implications of superstring theories, the situation is becoming

worse if one is also loosing the uniqueness argument. This is the reason why I think that

it may be interesting to reconsider the whole approach, by starting not from the super

unification challenge, but rather from concrete physical problems, lying at the frontiers of

the standard model, and looking for hints to solve these problems in the framework of

string theories.

1.2. The Frontiers of the Standard Model
1.2.1.Assets

The current standard model of elementary particles and fundamental interactions

consists on QCD for the strong interaction and the electroweak unification for the

electromagnetic and weak interactions. These theories are local gauge theories, with the

groups SU(3)COLOR
 f o r QCD and SU(2)LXU(1) for the electroweak interaction.

Up to now there is not a single experimental fact which contradicts the standard

model. We shall distinguish three major assets in this standard model.

i) A unifying principle: local gauge symmetry

All fundamental interactions obey local gauge invariance, the electromagnetic

interaction has an abclian local gauge symmetry and the weak and strong interaction non

abelian (or Yang-Mills) symmetries. Even gravity, which one does not know yet how to

quantize, obeys a sort of local gauge symmetry, since in the framework of general

relativity, it is defined on a Rieman space-time, the metric of which varies from point to

point.
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ü) A practical criterion: renottnalizability.

All gauge theories (abelian or non abeiian) are renormalizable: this means that ail

infinities in perturbative expansion can be removed, by means of a re-definition of a

finite number of experimentally accessible parameters. This criterion is till now of a

practical nature; it allows us K) choose, among candidate theories the ones which have

some chances to be calculable. For the moment, we do not know a renormalizable theory

of quantum gravity, but this has no practical consequence since quantum effects appear in

gravitation only at extremely high energies.

iii) A symmetry breaking mechanism: die Higgs mechanism, which allows to

break the ekctroweak symmetry with no GoMstone massless boson and without loosing

the renonnalizability of die theory.

I.2.2.Shortcomings
Despite all its successes the standard model suffers some shortcomings among

which we distinguish three major problems.

i) Quark confinement. One must recognize that the fact that the only basic

feranons which participate to all fundamental interactions, namely the quarks, cannot be

isolated as free panicles is a very severe difficulty. It is certainly a difficulty on a practical

point of view (for imagine how difficult it would have been to build QED if electrons

would not have been available as free panicles). It is also a theorerical difficulty: the only

consistent framework to describe relativistic quantum dynamics is known to be the S

matrix theoretical framework. Now this framework involves die so called asymptotic

fields to describe free incoming and outgoing panicles. Quantum field theory can be used

in order to perform calculations in terms of the so called interpolating fields which are

supposed to give asymptotically in time die asymptotic fields. The theoretical problem

with quark confinement is that, in strong interaction, the interpolating fields are quark and

gluon fields whereas the asymptotic fields are the hadronic fields. In other words, one

does not know yet how to build a strong interaction S matrix out of QCD. In fact strong

interaction, beyond perturbative QCD is very poorly understood.

Related to quark confinement, is another puzzling question: whereas non abelian

gauge symmetry appears as a powerful unifying principle, one is faced with the problem

that this type of symmetry is never manifest: color is confined and the electroweak

symmetry is broken.

ii) Quantum gravity.

Even if one admits that this question has almost no practical consequences, it is
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• quite dear that , on a conceptual basis, ii puts very severe problems. What is the

theoretical status of the renormalizability criterion if this criterion is not satisfied by the

• theory of one of the four fundamental interactions? How does quantization of gravity

affect the evolution of the very primordial universe? How can one understand the

mechanisms which generate the masses which distinguish the families of basic ferrnions?

Are these mechanisms related to quantum gravity? The lack of observation of proton

decay implies that the minimal Grand Unified model is not sufficient, is it not due to

quantum gravity effects?

iii) Syimiuuy breaking.

The minimal Higgs mechanism, which implies the existence of a massive scalar

Higgs boson, has not yet been tested experimentally. Moreover it appears that the

currently available experimental data do not allow to strongly constrain me characteristics

of this hypothetical panicle. On a theoretical ground, the coherence of the minimal Higgs

model begins to be questioned on the basis of the so called "triviality" problem7).

Also, in the grand unification framework one has to imagine a hierarchy of Higgs

mechanisms to break the symmetries at very different scales. One does not understand

how such a fine tuning can remain stable when quantum effects are taken into account.

According to a wide consensus among theorists, the way out of these problems

(more specifically the ones related to quantum gravity and symmetry breaking) is to be

found in either one of the two following approaches: supersymmetry and/or

compositeness.

L3. A String Based Strategy to Go Beyond the Standard Model.

1.3.1. Strings and the shortcomings of the standard model.

It is quite remarkable that string theories seem relevant in all the problems raised

by the shortcomings of the standard model. Quark confinement which is a major

difficulty of standard model is almost natural in the framework of string theories; all non

perturbao've approaches are expected to lead to confinement of quarks as the end points of

open strings. Even in perturbative QCD, one discovers now string effects.

It is now widely admitted that string theory is likely to be the shortest way towards

a renormalizable (possibly finite) theory of quantum gravity. Supersymmetry and

supergravity which are essential in any theory of quantum gravitation fit very well in (he

framework of superstring theories. The absence of ultra-violet divergences which is

specific of string theories is precisely the property one was looking for in order to solve

the problems of quantizing general relativity.
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Finally, the role of conformai invariance, the basic symmetry of string theories, in

the theory of phase transitions also suggests that string quantization can be useful for the

understanding of the symmetry breaking mechanisms.

It is also remarkable that superstrings put together the two properties which are

expected to lead beyond the standard model, supersymmetry and compositeness.

U i . A string theory of strong interaction.

In this series of lecture, I want to discuss some attempts, in the framework of the

above mentioned strategy, to build a string theory of strong interaction. My deep feeling

is that such theories have been abandoned too rapidly, and that, revisiting them is now

possible and necessary.

I mink mat strong interaction is the good domain where to try such a program,

because, on the phenomenologkal ground, strong interaction is the weakest point of the

standard model. I do not mean by this statement that QCD is not a wonderful and elegant

theory, but that perturbative QCD accounts for only a very small pan of the strong

interaction phenomenology (in contradistinction with the electroweak interaction where

the standard model completely describes the available phenomenology).

On the other hand, there already exist phenomenological evidences for string

effects in strong interaction physics: duality in soft interaction- ' fects in

perturbative QCD, panon-hadron duality8). The exponential spectrum of states expected

in string theories is closely related to the expected deconfinemem transition, and one may

thus hope that the string theoretical framework is well suited to study the far reaching

consequences of the existence of a phase transition in strong interaction physics.

Finally, let us note that the objections against a string theory in strong interaction

arc no more unremovable objections. Is it argued that string theories imply the existence

of massless panicles (forbidden by the finite range of strong interaction)? But this

objection has not prevented to try QCD which implies massless gluons! String theories

imply ghosts? So does QCD (the Fadeev Popov ghosts)! Are there tachyons? Not in

superstrings! What about a space-time dimensionality of 10 or 26? Some string theorists

assert that there exist thousands of decent string theories in arbitrary space-time

dimensions!

So let us try! At least we shall not lack phenomenological implications.9).

II. STRINGS IN QCD

II,I. The Color Dielectric Constant.
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I I . 1.1.Vacara polarization
It is well known, in QED, that quantum effects are equivalent to what is called

"vacuum polarization": the virtual photon exchanged between two electrons say. can

materialize into electron-positron pairs which screen the interacting charges. At lowest

order in perturbative QED, the photon propagator is modified by the fermion loop

diagram, the effect of which is to renormalize the charge. The vacuum is a son of a

pohrizabJe medium withe a dielectric constant which accounts for quantum screening

effects: at zero distance the charge is infinite (this is the "bare" charge) and at a finite

distance, the ienorrnaltzed charge is finite:

a(r)= (2)

In QED the quantum vacuum polarization is thus a screening effect which turns

out to be extremely small, whereas ct(h/mec)=l/137, one has a(h/Mc)=l/128 for

Mc2=1015Gev.

In QCD, due to gluon self coupling, quantum vacuum polarization amounts to an

anti-screening effect: gluon loops contribute with the opposite sign with respect to

quark loops, and their contributions change the sign of the effect. The anti-screening

effect can be represented in terms of a vacuum color dielectric constant smaller than 1. Let

KL the color dielectric constant of the vacuum, considered as a quantum mechanically

polarized medium, contained in a box of volume lA If g=g. is the color charge for L=I,

of order of a proton radius, and if we put K|=l, then the renormalized charge is defined as

g2L=g2/*L- Anti-screening means that gL>g| for L>1 i.e. KL<*1 for L>1. Calculations at

order of one loop lead to:

KiAH l + g W d l-2Nf/Nc)Ln(L/IHO(g4)}-1 (3)

where Nf is the number of flavors and Nc the number of colors. One sees that anti-

screening occurs provided that 1 lNc>2Nr, i.e. that Nr<17, for Nc=3.

II.1.2.Bag and string models

A non perturbative assumption leading to permanent quark confinement consists

on supposing that KL goes to zero when L goes to infinity, not only at leading order of

perturbation but at all orders. In fact if such is the case the QCD vacuum would be a

"perfect color dia-clectric"10) which would repel the color electric field in the same way

is a supra-conductor, which is a perfect QED dia-magnei repels the magnetic field.
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Because of this repulsion effect, color singlet systems like (QQ) mesons or (QQQ)

baryons will be confined in "bags", i.e. bubbles of ordinary vacuum inside the dia-

dectric.

Since all the color flux lines going out of a quark arrive at the anti-quark, the latter

feels the whole potential proportional to the distance r. with no 1/r2 solid angle

suppression like in ordinary electrodynamics. The bag model is compatible with string

confinement: if one excites a bag by trying to separate die quark and die anti-quark one

obtains a cigar shaped fireball.

The string model of hadrons has a good phenotnenological support11). Let X be

the siring tension, i.e. the coefficient of proportionality of the potential in terms of the

distance. Knowing X, we can evaluate the Regge trajectory slope, by calculating the

angular momentum of a rotating string in terms of its mass J/m2=a'=I/2jtX»0.95 Gev*2.

It is one of the most remarkable properties of strong interaction phenomenology that all

known hadrons (mesons as well as baryons) lie on essentially linear Regge trajectories

with a universal slope ct'*0.95 Gev 2 which appears as the fundamental constant of

strong interaction.
The most striking example is the p-fo exchange degenerate Regge trajectory on

which six materializations are known and which governs in the negative t region the high
energy behavior of the x-nucleon charge exchange reaction jrp-Mt°n

II.2. Lattice Quantization.

II.2.1.General method.

The general method which has been proposed to study non penurbative QCD

consists on replacing a quantum field theoretic problem by a statistical problem about a

system near a critical point. The formal operation allowing to perform this replacement is

the so called Wick rotation, which changes the Minkowski space-time into a euclidian

four dimensional space-time, i.e. which uses a pure imaginary time. In this rotation, the

exponential of i times the integral of action becomes the exponential of minus the

hamihonian, and thus the path integral functional of the field theoretic problem becomes

the partition function of the statistical problem. A D dimensional field theory becomes the

statistical mechanics of D+l dimensional objects in euclidian space.

Lattice quantization consists in treating the statistical equivalent problem on a

lattice with a finite lattice spacing. This discretization of space is essentially a

regularization of the quantum field theory, by an ultra violet cut off A of the order of the

inverse of the lattice spacing a. Locality of the field theory is insured by considering



only between near neighbors on the lattice-

The equivalent of renormalizaúon . i.c. the removing of the ulna violet cut off,

consists in considering the lattice near a critical point, that is near a second order phase

transition. One knows in effect, that near a critical point, the statistical system is affected

by fluctuations ranging at very different scales, from microscopic scales (of die order of

a, the lattice spacing) to macroscopic scales, much larger than a. At a critical phase

transition, the correlation length Ç goes to infinity as compared to a. But diis feature is

precisely equivalent to renonnalization: a typical mass of die order of die inverse of Ç.

goes 10 aro with respect of A die inverse of a.

The lenormalization group approach of Wilson 12> which consists in averaging die

fluctuations of die critical system, scale after scale is completely equivalent K) die Callan-

Symanzik equations in die renormalized field riieory. Moreover, since near a critical point

renormabzation group equations imply some universality properties, one may hope dial

some symmetric broken by lattice regularization (tike Lorentz invariance) may be

approximately restored.

On die whole a critical lattice may be a good model for renormalized QCD. Such a

model can allow to perform some analytical calculations (in die strong coupling region,

with the mean field approximation say), or to perform numerically (with Monte-Carlo

programs) die average over all configurations.

II.12.The Wilson loop and quark confinement.

A lattice model for QCD widi zero flavor can be designed by considering a SU(3)

transformation U on a link between two neighboring sites. The action is written in terms

of the elementary string or Wilson loop: four links bordering an elementary "plaquene".

In the strong coupling region one finds that the action for a pair of a heavy quark and its

anti-quark is proportional to die number of plaquettes contained in die domain bordered

by die quark and anti-quark world lines. This is die "area law" according to which die

potential between the two color charges is proportional to their distance, an indication of

string like confinement.

The string tension X, i.e. die coefficient of proportionality between die potential

and the distance, can be evaluated by means of Monte-O rk) calculations. One finds:

M220±60) AL.
where AL, die lattice QCD scale parameter is related to die usual QCD scale parameter

AQCD by the scaling condition near the critical point, by AL*AQCD/83.5. NOW, X is

determined by the universal Regge slope a'=0.95 Gev-2 to be 420 Mev; which gives



AQCD*130 * 1̂ 0 Mev. in excellent agreement with r>.̂  world average value for this

parameter. This result is one of the most important resuk of non penurbativeQCD:inihe

strong coupling region, there is confinement of quarks as die end points of strings, and

the calculated string tension agrees with the value extracted from strong interaction

IL3. Tfcpotogjcal (I/N)

IL3.1.GlwMi fishnet diagrai

From the very beginning ofdualmodcls.it was expected that» if there is a local

underlying field theory, one should recover dual amphndes

Feynman diagrams. Wid» QCD, one expects to obtain quark dual diagrams by sumnuag

planar diagrams, the so called gluon fishnet diagrams, 't Hooft13> has proposed to

rearrange the pemirbative expansion of QCD into a topological expansion, in which

Feynman amplitudes are grouped in families characterized by the topology of the two

dimensional manyfold on which die Feynman diagrams a n be drawn. This expansion is

indeed well suited for connecting local field theories and string theories: the two

dimensional manyfold defining the topology in the local field theory is just the world

sheet of the string theory. For this purpose. 1 Hoof; has introduced, as shown in fig; a

notation which exhibits the color and flavor quantum numbers of the quanta of QCD by

means of two lines for each propagator. This notation which allows to follow the

quantum number flows in a given diagram plays the same role as the Chan Paton14)

factors which aOow to implement internai symmetries in string theories.

The basic property of the 1/N expansion is the dominance of planar diagrams at

the large N limit. Let us consider two diagrams which contain both diree. loops. They

contribute to the same order in the QCD perturbarjve expansion, they have the same

dependance in the momenta of the external panicles. But the planar one which contains

three closed color loops has a N3 color factor, whereas the non planar one (it has the one

handle topology) involves only one closed color loop, and, thus, a color factor equal to

N. At the large N limit, the non planar diagram is suppressed by a factor 1/N2 with

respect to the planar diagram.

One thus expects that, at die limit where N goes to infinity, only amplitudes

corresponding to planar diagram should survive. Now the sum of these amplitudes

corresponding to planar diagrams in, say, the scattering amplitudes of four mesonic

sources, is precisely the so called gluon fishnet contribution. All the cuttings of a planar

sum of diagrams show color singlet states, which can be interpreted as strings with flavor
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at the end points. The basic conjecture of the 1/N expansion approach is thus that string

confinement occurs in QCD at the limit where N goes to infinity.

II.3.2.Topological expansion.

The topological expansion of QCD is a rearrangement of the perturbative

expansion in terms of topological components, characterized by the topology of the two

dimensional manyfold on which the Feynman diagrams can be drawn.The argument

described above indicates that the topological expansion is also an expansion in powers of

1/N. The scattering amplitude for n external mesonic sources is written as:

b-1 .. 2h „ I . w

(3)

where n is the number of external mesonic sources,with four momenta denoted as pi, Nc

is the number of colors, Nf the number of flavors and b, h, 1, and w the topological

indices defined as follows:

b is the number of boundaries, i.e. flavor loops to which external sources are

attached.

h is the number of handles; h is also called the genus;

1 is the number of closed color loops;

w is the number of "wormholes", i.e. internal flavor loops or holes in the

manyfold. Such a topology is generated by an internal quark loop.

The reduced amplitude B depends on the external momenta and on the topological

indices.

There are essentially two types of conjectures about the topological expansion of

QCD, leading to a connection with string theories, they have been proposed by't Hooft

and by Veneziana

j) The't Hooft limit.

This is the large Nc limit. One assumes that Nc goes to infinity whereas g2Nc and

Nf are kept fixed/The non perturbative assumption is that the summation over 1, the

number of closed color loops leads to confinement of quarks as the end points of open

strings. Since g2Nc is not necessarily small, the summation over 1 is indeed non

perturbative. The summations over b, h, and w are instead perturbative (in powers of

1/NC). They would correspond to the perturbative unitarization of an open string theory.

A comment is in order, at this point, about the summation over b, the number of



boundaries. Since the number of boundaries can never exceed n, the number of external

panicles, the summation over b is always finite (for a fixed number of external panicles,

of course). So, the only infinite summations are the ones over h, the number of handles

and w, the number of "wormholes".

ii) The Veneziano limit

In this limit, the summation over w is also assumed to be non perturbative. Not

only Nc but also Nf are assumed to go to infinity. Nc/Nf, g2Nc, and g2Nf are now kept

fixed. In terms of string theories, in this limit, a pan of the unitarization is assumed to be

non perturbative: all internal quark loops, preserving the planar topology, are supposed to

be resummed. One is thus left with only one perturbative summation, the one over h, the

number of handles. Since a handle is topologically equivalent to the emission and re-

absorbtion of a virtual closed string, one may say that only the contribution of virtual

closed strings to the unitarization is treated perturbatively.

The Veneziano's limit allows to connect QCD with the Dual Topological

Unitarization (DTU) scheme15) which was phenomenologically successful in the

implementation of unitarity in the dual framework. This scheme involves three basic

items.

* It is an iterative unitarization procedure. The discontinuity of the NIh iteration

is computed as the shadow scattering of the (N-l)* one.

* Duality is implemented by using for the zeroth iteration a narrow resonance dual

model à la Veneziano (which can be taken as the infinite Nc limit of QCD, if one wants to

connect DTU with the topological expansion of QCD).

* At all steps of the iteration procedure, one neglects interferences. The first

two items lead to a topological expansion. The topologies which are neglected when one

neglects interferences have been shown to be recovered in higher iterations

The basic feature of DTU is that all non linear aspects ofunitarity are concentrated

in the planar topology. Higher topologies (h>0) can be calculated (once the planar

topology is fixed) through linear equations

II.3.3.DTU at the first iteration

On a phenomcnological ground, the major interest of DTU is that it leads to a

qualitatively good description of high energy soft hadronic interactions already at the first

iteration, and that higher iterations fit well in the framework of the eikonal

approximation16).

Suppose one wants to compute the total cross section by means of DTU, at the
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first iteration. According to the fact that one considers no twist at all or the sum over all

* possible twists in the tree diagrams of the narrow resonance dual model of the zeroth

iteration, one obtains two components in the total cross section, at the first iteration

The planar topology with b=l involves the exchange of a non singlet Regge pole

^ W ^ (4)
The cylindrical topology with b=2 involves the exchange of a singlet Pomeron

After summation over n one obtains the following consistency relations:
ctR=2ao-l+g2N

ap=2ao-l+2g2N (6)

The mcst basic property of DTU is the so called planar bootstrap according to

which the planar topology is stable in the iterative unitarization. This planar bootstrap

implies that the output intercept CCR of the first iteration is equal to the input intercept 0$.

From this condition the system of equations (6) leads to the determination of the coupling

constant:
g2=(l-cto)/N

which justifies a posteriori the topological (1/N) expansion, and also to the determination

of the Pomeron intercept
ap=l,

independent of the value of the coupling constant. This last result is the major result of

DTU; at the first iteration this scheme is able to provide a good model for high energy

total cross sections since it implies a Pomeron with intercept equal to one. Moreover, the

last equation of system (6) implies, since the residue of the Pomeron is much smaller than

that of the planar Regge pole, a weakly coupled Pomeron, in good agreement with

phenomenological observation.

II.3.4.Higher topologies
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The contribution of higher topologies can be computed in DTU by means of a

perturbative expansion (it is an expansion in powers of 1/N2). Since each handle

corresponds to a virtual Pomeron, this expansion corresponds to absorptive corrections

through multiple Pomeron exchanges.

The techniques of cutting rules17) and eikonal approximation18) can be used to

evaluate the higher topology contributions, leading to efficient phenomenological

models19).

As far as string theories are concerned, we note that whereas planar bootstrap is

related to non peiturbative unitarization of open strings, higher topologies correspond to a

peiturbative unitarization of closed strings.

II.4. String Effects in Perturbative QCD.

I IAl .The Lundt string effect

The Lundt group which uses string fragmentation as a model for hadronization,

was the first to remark a string effect in the framework of hard multiple particle

rections1!) .The three jet events in e + c annihilation into hadrons are interpreted, in the

framework of perturbative QCD, as due to the hadronization of a quark, anti-quark gluon

system. The string model suggests that hadrons are produced in the fragmentation of two

strings, one connecting the quark and the gluon and one connecting the anti-quark and the

gluon. This model suggests that there should exist a relative de-population of hadrons

between the quark and the anti-quark.

An analysis of the Jade20) data allows to compare the predictions of the Lundt

Monte Carlo simulation (which involves a string effect) with those of the independent

hariroiiization model which implies no such effects. The agreement with data is much

better for the Lundt model than for independent hadronization model.

II.4.2.Soft gluon interferences.

Afterwards a very important connection was found between string effects and soft

gJuoi interferences discovered by A. Mueller21), in 1983.

This author found a mistake in the use of the leading logarithm approximation

(LLA) in perturbative QCD. In a time like gluon cascade, there is a kinematical region in

which soft gluon emission amplitudes may interfere destructively. This effect has a QED

analogue. Consider the emission of a photon by an electron-positron pair. If the angle of

emission of the photon is larger than the opening angle of the fermion pair, there are

destructive interferences between the amplitudes of emission of the photon by the electron

and by the positron. At large angle, the photon is actually emitted coherently by the pair.
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In QCD, one can take this effect into account by ordering the angles of emission of

the gluons. This leads to the so called modified leading logarithm approximation (MLLA).

This modification has a strong effect on the spectra of produced particles. In fact it affects

the x domain. In the ordinary LLA, the x domain is limited by kinematics to be larger than

Qr^/Q2, where Qo is the infrared cut off. In the MLLA, x is now limited to be larger than

Qo/Q. Since it is the small x region which provides the highest multiplicity of produced

particles, the effect of soft gluon coherence is to reduce the multiplicity. More

specifically, its effect is to change the predicted multiplicity from expíVíALníC^/Qo2))) to

expO/iAl/ZLn^/Qo2))), where A is a well known QCD constant.

The effect of soft gluon coherence is also to modify the spectrum of the produced

gluons, which is expected now to show a dip at small rapidity. When this effect was

discovered, it was thought that it was rather academic, because it concerns in principle

only gluons and not hadrons. It was expected that hadronization was likely to obscure the

effect: each panon should, through hadronization, lead to softer hadrons which will fill

the expected dip in the rapidity distribution. Surprisingly, dips in the rapidity distribution

of hadrons produced in e+e~ annihilation, have been observed. Moreover, it has been

shown that if the MLLA is used with an infrared cut off Qo as small as AQCD. the

predicted parton distribution agrees with the observed hadron distribution. The authors

of this observation have called local par ion-hadron duality this intriguing property

according to which hadrons and partons have essentially the same distributions8).

II.4.3.Soft gluon interference and string effect.

In fact, the Leningrad group has discovered a deep connection between soft gluon

coherence, parton-hadron duality and string effects.22). Indeed, at the panon level, soft

gluon coherence provides a peiturbative QCD explanation of the Lundt string effect. As

shown in details in ref23), interferences occur between the amplitudes of emission of

gluons by the same color flux line; interfering soft gluons can t ; considered as resulting

from a string fragmentation. If parton-hadron duality holds, then the string effect will

show up at the hadron level, as a consequence of soft gluon coherence. The authors of

ref20) have systematically studied the connection between soft gluon coherence and string

effects. They have first generalized the angle ordering technique to space like cascades.

Some how, the cascade has to be studied backward in time and the angles have to

decrease from the hard vertex to the partons which are almost colinear with the incoming

partons.

Marchesini and Weber have then shown that there are string effects in hard panon-
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parton collisions (which should show up at the hadron level if parton-hadron duality

holds).

In my opinion, the observation of the dominance of planar structures in

perturbative QCD shows that there is a deep connection between QCD and string theories.

Actually, this connection is well exhibited if one takes seriously the't Hooft notation to

represent quark and gluon propagators with two lines, and if one considers these

propagators as string propagators. For instance, a duality transformation can change a

space-like cascade into a time-like cascade. The backward angle c.dering in the space-like

case is then transformed into the ordinary ordering of the time-like case. One can also

hope indeed that parton-hadron duality can receive an explanation in the framework of

string theories.

III. SUPERSTRING REGULARIZATION OF QCD

III.1. String Quantization vs Lattice Quantization.

According to the strategy which was explained in the introduction, we need not

only to find string effects in QCD, but also recover QCD in the framework of string

theories. From die very beginning of duality and string theories, it was realized that the a'

going to zero limit of a string theory is a point like field theory24). According to the way

how this limit is taken, and according to the specific string theory one starts with, one can

obtain various point like field theories: $ 3 and $4 field theories, Yang Mills and

spontaneously broken Yang Mills theories, say. If one wants to build a string theory, the

a' going to zero limit of which is QCD, we know already that this string theory has to

involve fermionic strings as well as bosonic strings. This feature at once is a hint to look

for such a string model in the framework of superstring theory.
But, before trying to build a specific string model giving QCD ai the a' going to

zero limit, we have to understand the possible physical significance of such a limit. Our

idea is compare such an approach with the standard lattice quantization approach. As we

said above, lattice quantization is essentially a regularization/renormalization scheme.

Discretizing space-time corresponds to the regularization of the local field theory and

considering the lattice in a critical situation in which fluctuations occur at all scales

corresponds to the renormalization. Let us stress that this scheme obeys the same

philosophy as all other schemes like Pauli Vilars regularization or dimensional

regularization, in the sense that regularization breaks some symmetries which are more or

less restored by renormalization. The interesting property of lattice regularization is that,

whereas it badly violates Lorentz invariance, it preserves gauge invariance.
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We propose here to completely inverse this philosophy, that is to look for a

regularization scheme which would add symmetries to the original problem,

symmetries which would be broken by renormalixation. Now string theories have

this extremely interesting property that the more symmetric they are, the more

ultra-violet regular they are. We are thus going to try a "string regularization" of

QCD, namely we want to build a string theory satisfying the following requirements:

i) to involve bosonic and fermionic strings,

ii) to have massless vectors and massless spinors as ground states,

iii) to be ultraviolet regular,
iv) to have color as a global symmetry, in such a way that the a' going to zero

limit has color as a local symmetry,
v) to give, at the tree approximation, QCD at the limit in which a' goes to zero.

Such a theory exists, it is a superstring theory, at 10 space-time dimensions, with

space-time and world sheet supersymmetries, with full reparametrization and conformai

invariances. Such a theory has indeed many more symmetries than QCD, and it is much

more ultra violet regular. To perform renormalization, we have to send a' to zero, to

compactify from 10 to 4 dimensions and to break some of the additional symmetries.

When one does all these operations one obtains a four dimensional string theory, with a

finite and "running" a' showing all the expected properties of renormalized QCD,

including of course die string effects. This is what we are going to describe in the

remaining lectures.
III.2. Why Superstrings?

III.2.1.Factorization.

The so called new formalism25^ superstring allows to derive some properties of

superstrings which are very useful for our purpose. The first one is the factorization of

the amplitudes in the tree approximation as the product of a kinematical factor involving

the wave functions of the external panicles by an invariant amplitude involving all the

string dynamical properties. For instance, the four point amplitude in the tree

approximation is written as

ATrce=K(l,2,3,4) Ainv(a\s,t) (7)

where the kinematical factor K does not depends on the Regge slope a' whereas the

invariant amplitude Ajnv contains all the dependence on a'.

The second crucial property is that the same kinematical factor is factorized in

the planar one loop amplitude. In the case of the four point amplitude we have:
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ALoop=K( 1,2,3,4) /Loop inv amplitude (8) j

IIU.2.Slope renormalization. !

The third property which is of interest for our purpose is that the most divergent

part of the one loop planar amplitude can be expressed in terms of the derivative with ;
respect of a' of th tree amplitude. One finds, for the four point amplitude:

ADiv=const.g2Ax'2dyda'ATiee (9)

A few comments are in order about these properties.

i) They all have been proved for four point amplitudes. Calculations to check

them in more complicated cases are tedious. We are currently doing the calculations for

five point amplitudes. The properties are likely to hold also in this case.

ii) Because of traces identities, two point and three point planar loop amplitudes

vanish.

iii) In equation (9), the coefficient of proportionality between ADIV and the

derivative with respect to a' of A-rree is eQual I o g2A*'2 only in ten space-time

dimensions. In such a case, in effect, the dimensionality of the coupling constant g is

l A the coefficient a'2 in the denominator allows to recover an L2 factor in order that

ALOOP and A-Trce have the same dimensionality (we remind that a' has a dimensionality

equal to L2, in all space-time dimensions). After compactification at four space-time

dimensions, where g is dimensionless, eq. (9) would become:

ADiv=const.g2a'd/3a'ATfçe (10)

IIL3. The Four Point Amplitudes at the Born Approximation.

II!.3.1.The spin wave functions

Thanks to the factorization property, it is possible to break the additional

symmetries and to compactify from ten to four space-time dimensions in the kinematical

factor. This means that, in order to recover QCD out of our superstring theory we have

just to define the gluon polarization vectors, quark spinors and gamma matrices which

enter in the kinematical factor, in the usual four dimensional space-time. We have

explicitly verified that we obtain by this procedure, the QCD four point amplitudes if in

the invariant amplitude we let a' go to zero. AH four point amplitudes are written in the

following generic form:

A(l,2,3,4)= l/2g K(l,2,3.4) (II)
stRl-a's-at)

where s=(ki+k2)2* t=(kj-k3)2 and where only lhe kinematical factor K depends on the
external panicles'. If Çi are the gluons polarization vectors, u, and Vj the quark and ami-
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quark spinors and y the gamma matrices, we obtain,

for the gg->gg reaction

+2s{(Ci J£4 C3 k2 C2-C4 +(l~2))+O+4))+

+2u{(Ci-k4 C2-k3 & Ç4+O<->3))+<2<->4)) (12)

for the qg-»gq reaction

K(ui,Ç2.Ç3.U4)=2tüi7.Ç2 T(k3+k4) Y.Ç3 «4-

-4s(Si y.Ç3 U4k3.C2-u1Y.C2 U4 k2.C3u1y.k3114 Ç2-Ç3). (13)

for the qg<->qg reaction

K(ui,Ç2.U3,Ç4)=2túiy.Ç2 Y-fo+M) Y-Ç4U3+2süiy.Ç4Y-(k2+k3) YÍ2U3 (14)
and for the qq«-»qq reaction

K(ui,V2,V3,U4)=-2sv2yiV3Ü4yuui+2tV2y}iui U4YUV3. (15)

III.3.2.The Chan-Paton factors.
As we already said, the Chan-Paton14) factors allow to take into account quantum

numbers in the framework of string theories. These factors consist on traces of product of

operators of the adjoint representation of the symmetry group written in the fundamental

representation of the group. If, for the group one takes U(N), instead of SU(N), the

matrices which represent the operators of the adjoint representation are very simple in the

fundamental representation: they have only one non zero matrix element equal to 1. So, in

the U(N) case, the Chan-Paton factors reduce to Kronecker delta symbols corresponding

to the quantum number flows of a duality diagram. Taking the trace is equivalent to count

the number of possible duality diagrams. This is the reason why the't Hooft notation for

gluon propagators exhibits the connection between QCD and string dynamics. If N is

assumed to be large, the difference between SU(N) and U(N) is of order 1/N2, in the

general case, and exactly vanishes in the case of pure gluonic amplitudes.

We have thus used the Chan-Paton factor technique for U(N) QCD. The problem

is Lhat this technique is known to work only in the case in which external particles belong

to the adjoint representation of the group. So it has to be generalized to QCD with quarks.

We have done such a generalization. Consider the group U(NC+Nf). The operators

of the adjoin; representation of this group, can be, in the fundamental representation ,

written in terms of block matrices, which have obvious definitions. Let us use Greek

indices for colors and Latin indices for flavors, lower indices for quantum numbers and

upper indices for anti-quantum numbers. We have the following straightforward
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equations:

a ^ ua pp ( 1 6 )

which read in the following way: the matrix element labeled by color a' and anti-color p'

of the gluon matrix of color a and anti-color (J is equal to OQQ Õ^- and the matrix element

labeled by color ct'and anti-flavor b of the quark matrix of color a and anti-flavor b is

equal to 6 a a
r 6bb' In order to have simply oriented quark dual diagrams we call anti-

flavor the flavor of a quark and flavor the flavor of an anti-quark.

We have verified that with this method, we obtain exactly all the four point

amplitudes of QCD at lowest order, by taking the a' going to zero limit of the string

theory with the Chan-Paton factors defined in equation (16). For instance the Chan-Paton

factor for the qg-»qg reaction is

We have verified that the amplitudes vanish if one replaces any of the ii by k\,

which expresses gauge in variance.

II1.4. Loop Corrections to the Four Point Amplitudes.

III.4.1.Next order in a'.

One of the major interests of superstring theories is that loop integral can be very

easily computed. Provided that one is at the critical dimension, planar loop diagrams

vanish for amplitudes with less than four external panicles (this is due to trace identities

satisfied by fermionic operators), and the most divergent part of the one planar loop

amplitude, for four external panicles is just the derivative with respect to a' of the tree

diagram amplitude (see equation 9). This suggests that when taking the a' going to zero

limit , the corrections of order a ' are related to one loop corrections to the Born

approximation.

Let us consider the four point amplitude, in the superstring formalism, at 10

dimensions, with exact supersymmetry and with a' different from zero, and without the

Chan-Paton factors. The tree diagram amplitude is written as

where we recall that (g-H10^ has the dimension L6, and that the whole dependance on a'

is concentrated in the invariant amplitude- Let us compute the planar loop amplitude.

before breaking supersymmetry and h fore goinz to 4 dimensions. We know, from
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equation (9), that the divergent pan of the one loop amplitude is proportional to the tree

amplitude.

Then we perform renormalization.. This means that:

i) we compactify from ten to four dimensions

ii) we break supersymmetry

iii) we implement color symmetry by means of the Chan-Paton factors

iv) we let a' go to zero, more precisely we set a'=l/Q2, where Q is a large

energy scale.

As we already said, we obtain, this way, from the tree amplitudes, the QCD four

point amplitudes, at the Bom approximation, at order 1/Q2. It is then very interesting to

evaluate the effects of the one loop corrections. Let us first remember that (g2)(4) is

dimensionless, in such a way that the coefficient of proportionality between ADI v and

A-r/ree is g2**' at f°ur dimensions instead of g2/d'2 at ten dimensions. Then we have to

take into account the effects of renormalization, at the one loop level on g2: in superstring

theory this is related to the difficult problem of compactification. Bat, fortunately, we

know, from perturbative QCD how to renormalize, at the one loop level, the coupling

constant. We thus can write:
AWLoop=(g2)!'i>renor/Q2d/aa'(AW4>) Ia=0 (19)

III.4.2.A color superstring model.

It is extremely interesting [hat equation (19) is the beginning of a Taylor expansion

in (g^Q2), a small parameter, and this is true only at four dimensions, and certainly not

at ten dimensions. We can now straightforwardly write a superstring four point tree

amplitude, at four dimensions, with a finite a', which coincides, at the leading logarithm

approximation with QCD, penurbatively renormalized at the one loop level:

ASST(4)=as(Q2) CP K(l,2,3,4) 1/st ni-a'RENSjni-a'RENtyTil-a'RENis+t)) (20)

where cts(Q2) is the usual logarithmically decreasing running QCD coupling constant,

and where (X'REN =cxs(Q2)/Q2.Th Chan-Paton factors and the kinematical factor are the

ones which occur in the Bom approximation.

The most interesting property of this model is that it takes into account the string

effects which are equivalent to soft gluon coherence.

IV. PARTON-HADRON DUALITY.

IV.l. Infrared Problems.

The color superstring model which we have derived takes into account the string

rffects which are present in perv-irbative QCD. It is indeed very tempting to push this
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model towards lower values of Q2 for which non perturbative effects, related to infrared

singularities become important.

For the moment, our model amplitude is manifestly infrared singular: eq. (20)

shows poles at s=0 and t=0. However this problem is just the one which is encountered

in any application of perturbative QCD. Such problems are usually dealt with by means of

infrared cutoffs treated as parameters. We can apply the same method with our amplitude,

by giving a mass to the gluons and to the quarks. Of course, we can do that in Che

amplitude in such a way that we do not meet the inconsistency problems of string

theories with intercept different from 1. In fact, when one gives a mass to the gluons and

to the quarks, one has to shift the intercept of the Regge trajectory away from 1, but this

can be done in the amplitudes written at four space-time dimensions, for which ultra violet

problems have been already solved.

Typical informations on non perturbative QCD which one can obtain from our

approach would be some hints about the actual value of the mass to give to the gluons and

to the quarks. One can also try and consider the model amplitude of eq. (20) with OC'REN

of order of the hadronic slope, and apply the techniques of DTU in this domain. But

before doing this we want to show that our approach can provide a theoretical framework

to account for the phenomenological property of panon-hadron duality.

IV.2. Flavor Superstrings.

The qq->qq amplitude written in eq.(15) is very easily understandable in terms of

QCD: the first term of the right hand side corresponds to the t-channel gluon pole and the

second term to the s-channel gluon pole. But we see that the term which has the giuon

pob in one channel has not the gluon pole in the crossed channel. With ihe Chan-Paton

factors which we use, when there is the gluon pole in one channel, the crossed channel is

colorless and has the quantum numbers of the adjoint representation of U(Nf). So the

pole which is dual to the gluon pole in one channel is a "mesonic" state lying on the first

daughter trajectory, i.e. with a mass squared equal to I/a'. We thought that such a state

could be the intermediate vector boson. But such a state has to couple to the quark anti-

quark current with the same coupling constant as the gluon. So if such a state is identified

to a gauge boson, it is only at the grand unification scale that it can be done. If one then

considers regularized QCD as a "bare" string theory, then ct'|,are is of order of 1/M2GUT

i.e. 10-30 Gev-2.

It thus appears that if one wants to gauge the color group, one has to send the pole

dual to the gluon at large mass. From this remark we see that it could have been possible
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to gauge instead the flavor group, by using another set of Chan-Paton factors involv ..ig

the quark matrices and "mesonic" (or flavor changing) matrices:

(M'b^b-^OaAb- (21)

We thus see that there is another possible set of superstring amplitudes equivalent

to a renormalized gauge theory which one can derive from our approach; we call them

"flavor superstring amplitudes" because it is now flavor which is gauged.

The equivalence of color superstrings and flavor superstrings could provide an

explanation to panon-hadron duality. Consider e+e~ annihilation into hadrons in a QCD

model taking into account soft gluon coherence. According to the standard calculations

one uses a two stage process: firstly a panonic cascade governed by perturbative QCD,

involving, because of soft gluon coherence only color planar configurations, and

secondly, once the virtualness of the partons has reached the infrared cutoff, a

hadronization stage (which may be decomposed into sub processes like the annihilation of

gluons into quark-antiquark pairs, the formation of color singlet clusters, and the decay of

these clusters). It is very reasonable to keep in all the hadronization subprocesses the

planarity of the flavor and color topologies. Actually it is only if one keeps this

planarity, that the consequences of soft gluon coherence show up at the hadron level. So,

if one arrive * to the final hadrons with only planar configurations, one sees that the

hadronic distribution can be described in terms of a cascade, completely analogous to

the QCD cascade but wiih flavor replacing color. Flavor superstrings amplitudes describe

the cascade of "running hadrons" into which the colored panons can hadronize at any

scale. We thus see that our scheme can account for both local (i.e. at all scales) and

exclusive26) (i.e. in terms of amplitudes) panon-hadron duality.

IV.3. Towards Hadronic Superstrings.

The fact that our approach seems to be compatible with panon-hadron duality

suggests a possible scenario to include non perturbative renormalization. Let us recall our

main motivation to use superstring techniques in QCD physics: a superstring theory at the

critical dimension provides a regularization of QCD, and all the perturbative

renormalization of ultra violet divergences is taken into account through coupling constant

and slope renormalization. One is left with infrared problems, but these do not invalidate

the theory, on the contrary they are an indication that there is an ambiguity in choosing the

vacuum, or, in other words that there is a phase transition. Panon-hadron duality is

nothing but the coexistence, at all scales which are smaller than a typical hadronic size, of

a panonic and a hadronic phases, L-. the degeneracy of a panonic vacuum and a hadronic



When Q2 goes down to about 1 Gev2 or below, all the usual non penurfasuive

models based on color screening or on 1/N expansion are expected to wot*: in our

approach. Actually, our approach is particularly well suited, since precisely die I/N

expansion bad been proposed to connect gauge theories with dual models. We thus

expect oar approach to provide a scheme fike DTU wim a more solid theoretical ground.

V. CONCLUSIONS.

We hope to have been able to show that there are real bridges between QCD and

suing dieories. For establishing such bridges me key discovery has been die discovery of

string effects ia ptilutlnative QCD. in connection wim soft gluon coherence. As long as

stmg models were relevant only in die non penurbaove domain of QCD. all such models

were lacking firm calculational grounds. Now mat we have superstring amplitudes

ciding with penurbaove QCD at the leading logaridim approximation, and satisfyingcoi

tool to approach die non perturbative domain.

With respect to the understanding of gauge theories, we want to stress that our

approach corresponds to a new way of thinking renormalization. Instead of a

rcgularization which breaks symmetries and a renormalization which hopefully restores

diem, we propose a regularization which adds symmetries to the initial problem and a

renormalization which breaks some of the additional symmetries and may leave some

extra unexpected symmetries. Superstrings are well suited for such an approach, since

their ultra violet regularness is a consequence of their huge amount of symmetries

(conformai invariance, supersymmeiry on the world sheet, space-time supersymmeny).

Renormaliz.iion is, in our scheme equivalent to compactification and to symmetry

breaking. But after renormalization, our amplitudes have a new symmetry property,

duality, which shows up in soft gluon tohcicncc and maybe in parton-hadron duality.

With respect to superstrings what we propose is a change in attitude. We propose

to adopt somehow the same attitude as technology with respect to fundamental research.

We think that it is misleading to look for phenomenologica! implications of

superstrings; we think possible to find instead phenomenoiogica! spin-offs from them.

We mink to have found one.
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1. An Introduction t£ Topological Field Theories

I will cover in this talk some topics related to the recently

developed Topological Field Theories ( TFTs ). The first part of the

talk will be devoted to a discussion on how a TFT can be quantized

using techniques which are well-known from the study of gauge theories

( This section and the following ). Then ( section 3 ) 1 will describe

the results that we have obtained in colaboration with George Thompson

in the study of a two-dimensional TFT related to the Abelian Higgs model.

Topological Field Theories were investigated in a series of articles

by E. Witten as a way of evaluating various topological invariants

using techniques of Quantum Field Theory. Antecedents of this sort of

models can be found in the works of A. Schwartz , S. Deser, R. Jackiw

and S. Templeton and C.R. Hagen . Appart from their mathematical

relevance, TFT? are also appealing from the point of vie» of Physics :

interesting structure related to instantons, monopoles, etc. appears very

naturally in the process of quantization of otherwise trivial Lagrangians

( like for example zero Lagrangians, gaussian Lagrangians, etc. , see
m

below )

I have heard for the first time on this possibility from C. Teitelboim

at the ELAF 87 School, held at La Plata University, in July 87.
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In fact, in TFTs the role of symmetry is more important than the

role of the Lagrangian; this is the reason why nreaningfull Quantum Field

Theories can be obtained starting from actions like S - 0 ( modulo topolo-

gical invariants ). To see this fact, we shall first follow Baulieu-Singer

approach to quantization of a 4-dimensional Topological Yang-Mills

Theory and then describe the approach developed by Labastida and Peraici

and Birmingham, Rakowski and Thompson which gives a very systematic

way of constructing different TFTs.

As it is well-known by physicists since the instantons days, the

quantity

is a topological invariant which measures the first Pontryagin class of

the vector bundle on which A^ is the connection and F y v the curvature.

F y v is the dual of F ^

(2)

The integral in (1) extends over some compact four-dimensional manifold

M, and c is a constant chosen so that S_ - ne Z.

Being a topological invariant, S_ is a constant function,

invariant undei: all £ran£formation£ and not just under Che group of gauge

tranformations G, as it is the case for the ordinary Yang-Mills action

SYM!
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SYM T (3)

Note that since Lagrangian (1) can be written as a total derivative,

no non-trivial dynamics emerges from S_ at the classical level.

Of course S ( as Sy-, ) is invariant under gauge transfonutlons:

Ay + 6* Ay

fi*A - -D^eix)
(4)

where e(x) is an infinitesimal parameter taking values in the Lie Algebra

of G and the covarianc derivative D is defined as usual:

(5)

However, S-_i£ ^J^í^tiçeJLnvariintjunder_iTbitrary_vãtlãtions^ of_A y_:

(7)

'

where c^ is an infinitesimal parameter taking values in the Lie Algebra

of C. Under this symmetry, then governed by a local 1-fonn parameter, the

2-form field strength F ( FrF u v dx*»Adx
v ) transforms like a gauge field:
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Now, as a consequence of the Bianchi identity one has:

(9)

( Even when M, has a boundary, (9) is still true provided e y vanishes

at the boundary, i.e. when e does not change the Pontryagin number ) .

It will be convenient in what follows to distinguish within the

general family of transformations (7) those which correspond to ordinary

gauge transformations. We shall then write, instead of (7):

As we stated above, the topological action (1) leads to trivial classical

dynamics. We shall see now how this situation changes after quantization.

In fact, Baulieu and Singer have shown that the theory generated by S_

through a BRST invariant quantization has the characteristics of the TFT

introduced by Witten in Ref.(l).

We can now give a definition of a TFT in a broad sense:

A Top_o^o£Í£al Fie_ld Th£°£y_i£ * (Quantum Fi£ld Theory_

whose_ £»£tition £unction_is getri^i^d^pejident^

It is this metric independence which makes the partition function a

topological invariant, i.e. a quantity which depends on the smooth

structure but not on the metric of M,.



Of course, the metric g does not enter in the classical action

S_. It is present however in the BRST action to be added in the gauge-

fixing process of quantization. If we call 6F the BRST variation of

soae functional F of the gauge fields, ghosts and auxiliary fields, and

define:

«F = ie{Q,F} (11)

with c a constant anticoamiting parameter, the partition function

is Chen given by:

Z - /^fields «XPÍ-SQ) (12)

with the "quantum action" S_ given by:

SQ - Sj + IQ,F) (13)

Note chat the expression {Q,F} is just a notation for the linear

transformation defined by &T . Only in a Hamiltonian approach the

bracket corresponds to a graded conmutator of F with the BRST charge Q,

( Q 2 - 0 ) .

If we now consider the dependence of the partition function on

the metric:

JZ
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then

As it is well-known, physical quantities are independent of any parameter

introduced through trivially BRST invariant terms. Then:

< T p v > - 0 (16)

and Z is indeed oetric independent. In the Haailt-onian framework, this

corresponds to defining physical states a la Kugo-Ojima :

Q|phys> - 0

and then using (IS).

We are now in position to precise the two types of TFTs that can

be found in the literature:

The quantum action Sfl is just:

S Q-{Q,V> (18)

with V some functional of the fields. The energy momentum tensor arising

from SQ is:

and

{ Q,S }- 0 (20)
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(9)
Topological invariants like Donaldson polynomials in 4 dimensions,

Cromov invariants in two-dimensions, etc. were evaluated by considering

the Quantum Field Theories arising from actions of the form (18)(1)

Schwart*_TFl!!

The action in this case cannot be written in the form (18) but

Z is still «trie independent. The Chern-Simons action is an example

of current interest:

SCS
dl (21)

Note that the l//g factor ( g » detg^y ) in the e-tensor density cancelled

against the /g~in the measure of the action and then S c g is metric indepen-

dent ( in the language of forms, it is a pure wedge product of forms ) . As

we stated above, quantization of this action leads to a metric independent

partition function.

It is important to stress that the four-dimensional example that we

have already discussed corresponds to a Witten's TFT. Indeed, it can be

shown that in that model, S~ can be written in the form:

S - cTr/F v*F
WV dV + {Q,F> - ÍQ.v) (22)

with V à functional of gauge fields, auxiliary fields and ghosts ( see

below for an explicit expression for V, eq.(37) ) .
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2. Gaussian Actions

There is an alternative way of deriving TFTs connected

to stochastic quantization . Appatt from the fact that it provides

a systematic procedure for constructing TFTs, it allowed Birmingham,

Rakowski and Thompson to establish a deep connection between theories

which admit a Kicolai map and TFTs. Moreover, a Morse theory interpre-

tation of TFT can be envisaged using this approach ( see also (11) ).

I just describe in this section the procedure one has to follow in this

approach. The interested reader will find in Refs.(7) a detailed discussion

of the method and its implications.

Consider the Gaussian action:

S_ - i /( G - Cft])2dV (23)

G 2 M

where G is an auxiliary field added to the original physical fields "•"

of the theory to be constructed. C 1$] is a functional of the ^-fields

to be adequately choosen. This action can be thought as the square of a

Langevin equation where G is the random field. It is clear that Sfi has no

dynamical degrees of freedom since a shift of G by £[$] leads to a pure

Gaussian integral.

Let us explain the rationale of this approach by again discussing

the 4-dimensional Yang-Mills example. As shown by Labastida and Pernici '

one has to choose for the functional Ç the self-dual tensor F.IV) :

Correspondingly, the auxiliary field G is also an antisymmetric self-dual

tensor which we call G



it is natural to define the transformation law for GpV in the form:

te «Sv J (28)

Under the combined variations (10) and (28) one has:

6SG -2 Tr / (G^+
 +F^) te,GMV +

+Fyv]dV « 0 • (29)
M4

From eq.(28) we see that GyV is some kind of gauge field whose gauge

transformation law is just enough to choose a gauge in which it is zero,

leaving with the Instanton equation as equation of motion in that gauge.

Note that G^has 3 independent components while ey has 4. However, not

all of these 4 components are effective regarding gauge Invariance. Namely

if we choose

692

Note that the equations of motion arising from (23) are: •

\ v " Sv (25) 1

which means that for GyV » 0 one gets the ( anti ) instanton equation as j

eq. of motion of the original action. Also note that S_ can be written as:

SG - j Trl/^y^F^dV + 2ÍGyv
+FyVdV + /G^v^dV] (26)

Written in this form S. can be identified with S_ i f one considers

u i

the two last terms in (26) as gauge-fixing terms, with Gpv the usual

gaussian auxiliary field.

We want the symmetry transformation (10) to be an invariance of

S_ . Since F^v transforms under (10) as:
6+Fyv - Drue + euvaBD

ae +[ c ,+FMVJ (27)
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then

6AA . - 0
" (31)

Mow, if we use the eqs. of sot ion (25), Gyy vanishes:

.MI " °
On shell ( i.e. when eqs. of motion are used ) one has a second generation

gauge invariance ; due to this fact, when carrying out quantization, naive

Faddeev-Popov procedure cannot be applied. One can use instead Batalin-

Vilkovisky approach, specialized to the case of i " first stage

reducible theory " ( which corresponds in their classification to the

presence of the second generation gauge invariance observed in (32) ) .

I will just quote the resulting BUST quantum action as obtained

in Refs.(6)-(7):

SQ - Tr

(33)

Appart fro» the fields A y and G^ , which are Grassaan even, Batalin

Vilkovisky construction aakes appear a first generation of ghosts :

c and <PW ( both with ghost # • 1 and Grassaan odd ) associated to the

syoaetries with parameters e and ey respectively; a second generation

ghost • ( ghost # • 2, Grassaan even ) associated to the second gene-

ration gauge Invariance; antighost fields X ^ , b and A which are

respectively selfdual Grassman odd ( # • - ! ) , Grassman odd ( # • - ! )



and Grassaaa even ( # « -2 ) . The btgraage asicipliers are dyy , d

and n «hich are even, even and odd respectively ( with # - 0, 0, -1

respectively ).

The choose* gauge condition isz

Ciiu * 0

, - 0 (34)

and the M S T transformations, which can be easily found using Fradfcin-

Vilkovisky machinery are:

«

60 ^ [V,• j- 'I Cyv.c]

• c (2in + [c,XJ)

fid « 0
uv

ft*p - e (-

«A

«n

«c

Ób

id

(35)

c (cc - i* )

cd

0
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«

The action (33) is equivalent to the one proposed by Witten

* once the BRST quantization concerning the ordinary gauge symmetry is

carried out in the last theory and the field equations for GyV and

d are used. Mow, this last equation being dp-y " 0 , one can show

that the action (33) can be written in the form:

S. - /dV {Q,V } (36)
Q \

with

V - Tr [ \ XyV(+FuV + Gyv ) - \ A D * \ ] (37)

as announced in section 1. We then remind that in this case:

< V >- 0

and then there are no physical states other than the ground state: the

only possible excitations have to be topological. Witten^ 'showed that appart

from the partition function, other topological invariants can be identi-

fied as certain correlation functions of the corresponding QFT. He has

also shown the role played by the fermion ^ zero-modes arising from

(34) in connection with the instanton moduli problem. I shall not pursue

these topics in this lecture but 1 shall mention still another important
2

property of SQ, namely its independence on the coup"* - constant e ,

' (38)

The interest of eq.(38) is that it shows that one can evaluate Z

2
by going to the limit of very small e "here the path integral is dominati

by the classical minima which correspond in the present example to (anti)
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selfdual instanCon equation. We then see that quantization of this theory

corresponds in some sense to quantization of selfdual Yang-Mills fields.

3. Two-Dimensional Instantons

Using Bogomol'nyi equations for the S0(3) Georgi-Glashow

model, Birmingham. Rakowski and Thompson and Baulieu and Grossmann '

constructed a new 3-dimensional TFT where monopoles played the role of

instantons . However, only the particular case of the Prasad-

Sommerfield limit has been treated since no \$H Higgs coupling

arises in this construction and then, information about moduli space of

3-dimensional monopoles gotten in this way is incomplete. Moreover it

seemed that one cannot introduce a Higgs coupling while keeping the

topological character of the theory.

Studying a 2-dimensional model - the Abelian-Higgs model - we have

been able to obtain a TFT where Nielsen-Olesen vortices played

the role of instantons. Our model includes a X$* term showing that TFT

with symmetry breaking can be constructed at least in d-2 dimensions,

without necessity of considering the X - 0 limit as in the Prasad-
0

Sommerfield case.

We start from the Action :

(39)

Here

(40)
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1 2
is the Abelian field strength and 0 • ( • ,• ) the charged Higgs

scalar. G and C are the auxiliary random fields and the covariant

derivative is defined as

Note that the antisymmetric tensor £a. plays here the role of a

structure constant.

In fact, one can start from a more general Lagrangian than (39)

introducing 3 arbitrary parameters. We have shown however that

these arbitrariness is in fact reduced to one free parameter which is

irrelevant for our discussion and which here has been choosen as 1/2.

The 2-dimensional analogue of the selfdual instanton equations

113)
are the Bogomol'nyi equations which, in our notation take the form:

v v ( 4 2 )

Va + *v\\* ' °
As it is well-known, this first order coupled equations coincide with

Che second order eqs. of motion of the Abelian Higgs model whenever

X - e 2 (43)

o
( for some normalization : in (42) we have choosen X • e • 1 ) .

It has also been shown that at this particular point of the

(18)
parameter space, an exact solution can be constructed . This

solution has a two-dimensional energy momentum tensor ( four-dimensional

stress tensor ) T u v • 0 . This behavior can be related to Superconduc-

tivity ( the Abelian-Higgs Lagrangian identified with Che free energy

in the phenomenological Ginsburg-Landau model ). Now, in Superconductl-



vity ( where the Higgs field becomes the order parameter ) A» e

separates type I and type II Superconductivity behavior.

Applying what we have learned in the previous sections, we

consider for Lagrangian (39) the following symmetry transformations:

«

Aa-iea
be<frb

-1 & V
where c is the parameter associated to ordinary gauge invariance and

C (x) and A (x) the infinitesimal gauge parameters associated to the

extended gauge Invariance. Of course, all these parameters are not

effective: there is a second generation gauge invariance easily disco-

vered by writing:

e «A

V V (45)

All variations vanish for (45) except that for G which reduces to:

-1 < V b (46)

which vanish only if the eqs. of motion are used:

- 0
shell

To each of the symmetries (44) we assign a ghost:
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X - p

A •*• n

so Chat the minimal set of fields is : ( Ap .í* , G , G*. , %, c ,pa , n )

with ghost number ( 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 2 ) . Applying the Batalin-

Vilkovisky approach . we get for the full quantum Lagrangian:

(48)

where new fields have been introduced in the process of gauge fixing.

The gauge condition i s :

G - Ga - 3 ^ - 3y *
p « 0

The BRST variations are
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a a b ( 5 0 )

d$ » -c (p - ice .* ) , 6n • 5a • 6c - 6d - 6fi « 0
D

* •

e ( iea,*bn + ic€*.pb), 6b-ed , 6db b y

Using eqs. (49)-(50) one can show that the resulting theory corresponds

to a Vitten's type TFT:

SQ

Due to the peculiarities of 2 dimensional space-time one can manage

to rewrite Lagrangian (49) using the boson-fermion connection. In terms

of new fermionic fields V , f , X and X and scalars A and B, the

Lagrangian becomes:

Gaussian
(52)

A2 + B2

which has a striking resemblance with the U(l) supersymmetric Abelian

(19)
Kiggs model introduced by Salam and Strathdee . An interesting point

is that these authors - as well as Fayet - also find the restriction

X- e in order to have a parity conserved theory with all fields
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• having the same mass. The only difference( apparr. from being at d - 2

dimensions ) is that we have a N • 2 supersymmetry rather than a N • 1.

The rather misterious connection between the Bogonol'nyi eqs. and

the exact solution found in Ref.(18) for the Abelian Higgs model when
2

Tyy • 0 and the SUSY condition for this model, all needing A- e has

now an additional attraction: it is for this particular point that a

TFT can be constructed (and remember that one of the basic properties

of these models is the condition < T > « 0).

I will not describe the evaluation of topological invariants

for this model. The subjet is explained in Ref.(16). I just end by

stating chat, in my opinion, the above described connection between

2-dioensional instantons, SUSY models, TFTs and Superconductivity

is so appealing that it deserves a thorough investigation .

Further work will come .
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GRAVITY IN 2 + 1 DIMENSIONS*

Ph. de Sousa Gerbert

Center for Theoretical Physics
Laboratory for Nuclear Science

and Department of Physics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

Einstein Gravity in 2+1 space-time dimensions has recently developed into
an area of active research. I shall review in this talk some standard knowledge
about 2 + 1-dimensional gravity and then proceed to recent results concerning
the quantum scattering of Klein-Gordon and Dirac test particles in a background
of point sources with and without spin. Most of what I shall talk about was
discovered more or less jointly by S. Deser, R. Jackiw axid G. 't Hooft [1-4]. I am
particularly indebted to R. Jackiw for arousing my interest in this subject and
various discussions.

Before presenting the above mentioned results let me briefly motivate the
study of 2 + 1-dimensional gravity. The interest in this lower dimensional theory
is twofold:

On the one hand there are systems whose symmetry properties reduce the
effective number of dimensions. In gravity this occurs for the spacetime created
by an infinite cosmic string. Due to the non-linearity of Einstein's field equations
this is not a trivial statement (contrary to e.g. electrodynamics of infinite wires)
and depends on the equation of state of the string (tension = mass density), i.e.
on the additional symmetry of boosts along the string. The primary physical
interest here is in the motion of particles in the background created by these
cosmic strings and the analysis presented below is directly relevant for this case.

The main theoretical interest lies however in the quantisation of 2 + 1-
dimensional gravity as a toy model for the 3 + 1-dimensional case. Any analogy
drawn in this way can apparently only be very crude, since in 2 + 1 dimen-
sions gravity is a theory without local excitations (see below), very much like
1 + 1 dimensional gauge theories. Like these latter theories, lower dimensional

* This work is supported in part by funds provided by the U. S. Department
of Energy (D O.E.) under contract #DE-AÇ02-76ER03069.
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gravity might however help to understand some aspects of four-dimensional grav-
ity. Recently the hopes for insights from 2+1 dimensions have even been raised:
Ashtekar [5] introduced new variables for 3 + 1-dimensional gravity with the pur-
pose of simplifying the structure of the constraints. Furthermore "loop variables"
(holonomies of Ashtekar's connection variables around loops) were proposed as
alternative basic variables [6]. On the other hand 2 + 1-dimensional gravity can
be reformulated as a Chern-Simons gauge theory of the Poincaré group [7,8], with
Wilson lines as (non-local) excitations, which display an intriguing similarity to
Ashtekar's connection and its associated loop variables. Though the coupling of
this lower-dimensional theory to matter fields seems to destroy its simple struc-
ture, point sources can be incorporated by infinite time-like flux lines [8]. In
particular the semiclassical analysis reviewed below presents a set of data, which
one should be able to relate to the dynamics of these point particles [9]. This
would considerably enhance our understanding of three- and thus (hopefully)
four-dimensional gravity.

Since for two-body scattering the semiclassical analysis turns out to be essen-
tially equivalent to the full quantum phenomenon [2], the solution of this problem
already reveals the intricacies of the non-local interactions in 2 + 1-dimensional
gravity. .

The structure of the talk is as follows: In the first part I review the clas-
sical theory. Section I.I contains general remarks of 2 -f- 1-dimensional gravity,
Section 1.2 describes space-time in the presence of point sources and Section 1.3
discusses classical scattering and applications to (spinning) cosmic strings. In
the second part I consider the quantum theory. I shall restrict my attention to
the two body scattering problem. In Section II.1 the scattering of spinless par-
ticles off spinless sources is discussed. Spin effects are included in Section II.2.
In an Appendix I present some clarifying remarks about the three-dimensional
analogue of the Weyl tensor and so-called "Chern-Simons theories of gravitation".

I. CLASSICAL THEORY

I.I Generalities

General Relativity in 2 + 1 space-time dimensions has some characteristic
features that distinguish it from the more familiar 3+ 1-dimensional theory [1,10].
In an arbitrary number of dimensions d Einstein's equations read

\J fur —

which for d > 2 can be rewritten

-K {T*y' I^9""7) •

(La)

(l.b)

Here R^v denotes the Ricci tensor and TMI, the energy momentum tensor, R and
T their respective traces. The indices run from 0 to d— 1.
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The most important peculiarities of 2 + 1-dimensional gravity follow from
the following identity valid for d=3

R?*o? = -t^pCo^G""'. (2)

This identity relates the full Riemann curvature tensor Rm,o* algebraically to
the Einstein tensor Gp-t. It is possible as in d=3 both have the same number (6)
of degrees of freedom (additional comments can be found in the Appendix). In
particular in vacuo, where the right hand side of Eq. (1) is zero, the Riemann
tensor vanishes. In these regions the metric is therefore flat and can locally be
brought into the constant form g^m — i\^. Thus matter creates no curvature
outside its location.

This has two independent important consequences:*
1. There are stable static solutions, since matter in one region of space does

not exert any force (via induced curvature) on objects in other regions. In
particular there cannot be a Newtonian limit and gravitational collapse does
not occur.

2. There are no gravitational waves, which would represent non-trivial vacuum
solutions.

These statements seem to render the theory tr":_.i and void of physical
interest: Apparently they can be paraphrased by the absence of gravitational
interaction between non-overlapping objects and of modes of the gravitational
field (to be quantized). This is however incorrect. Instead the gravitational
interaction as well as the degrees of freedom of the field have a global geometric
character.

1.2 Spacetime Created by Pointlike Sources

A. Spinless Static Sources

I quote the solution of Eq. (1) in cylindrical coordinates for a point particle
of mass M located at the origin [1]. Due to the absence of a Newtonian limit
the (dimensionless) constant n in Eq. (1) is arbitrary in 2+1 dimensions and
conveniently taken as K = 2s\ Then the line element can be written

ds2 = dt2-dl2 (3a)

where the spatial part is formally given by the conventional radial form

dl2 = dr2+r2d<j>2. (3b)

The range of the variables is however

0 < r, -oT < ^ < O T .

* For a further discussion and alternative derivations of these facts sre [1,10]
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Here a b related to the mass of the particle by the relation

o = (1 - A/) (4).

This reveals that the space is a cone, Le. a fia: space with a deficit angle of
2xAf. In fact there is a curvature singularity at r = 0, which is hidden in the !
coordinate singularity of the radial variables. For an open space, which is the only
case we shall be concerned with in this talk, we immediately get the geometrical
constraint (deficit angle < 2*) on the total mass of the particle

0 < M < I (5)

in the units chosen. The description of a space with N static particles each
of mass Mi. * = 1---N is quite straightforward. The space is a multiconical
surface, flat except for curvature singularities at the location of the particles with
deficit angles equal to 2xMi attached to them. If the point particles are replaced
by small regions of finite mass density the singularities (tips) of the cones are
smoothed out to caps in an obvious way [10]. The energy density is equal to the
Eukr density of the surface and thus the total mass is given by the Euler number
X~ 0 < x S 1 for u open space. This global geometrical characteristic of the
space becomes discretely quantized for a compact surface and is well known to
form a topological invariant in that case.

B. Sources with Spin

The spacetime of massive point sources with spin has also been found [1]. It
is useful to represent the line element in two ways

is2 = (<ft + Sd$? -dr*- r*d+7

rkre S denotes the spin of the particle and the second line follows from the
first by defining the inertial coordinate T = f + S+. The mass M is again
hidden in the range 2?a = 2x(l - M) of the angular variable ^. The inertial
coordinates however exhibit an even more unusual feature: As can be seen from
the above definition of T, one has to identify (7, r, $) = (T + 2ro5, r, * + 2xo).
Thus despite the familiar aspect of the second line of Eq. (6) the spacetime of
a spinning particle has a complicated global structure. Contrary to t the locally
inertial time T cannot globally serve to denote "physical simultaneity": Equal
T surfaces wind helically in infinitely many sheets (separated by Aí = 2xaS)
around the origin (see Fig. 1) and thus the above interpretation would lead to
severe causality problems (e.g. in Fig. 1 2? lies in the causal future of A). We
shall encounter a manifestation of this time-helical structure in the next section.
In concluding let me mention, that the spacetime of N static spinning sources has
been constructed [11]. Essentially by boosting the static solutions the simplest
cases of moving particles have been solved [1]. Recently strings in 2+1 dimensions
have been considered [12]. For interesting related work see also [13].
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Fig. 1: The surface of cons* V "inertial" time T winds helically around
the t axis. The event B lies in r ; causal future of A and thus the surface
is unsuitable to define simultaneity.

3. Classical Test-Body Scattering

In order to obtain the motion of a test particle in the field of a source with
spin S and mass M one solves the geodesic equation

Í"+: (7)

with the afHne connection derived from the metric given in Eq. (6). Here the
dot denotes differentiation with respect to the inertial time T, which represents a
convenient choice for an affine parameter along the curve. In order to unravel the
intricate global structure we always take x° — t (see Eq. (4)). Then the solution
to Eq. (7) is [4] (taking T = t = <t> = 0 at the turning point)

(8)

tauô = —<
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Here / and v are constants of motion and can be interpreted as the angular
momentum and the velocity of the (locally inertial) motion of the particle. By
subtracting the "forward direction" av on the cone one obtains the classical
scattering angle. It only depends on the sign of the impact parameter and is
given by

±W = ^final - initial =F QTT = ± (1 - a)*. (9)

B

A.

Fig. 2: Geodesic paths originating at A in the spacetime created by a
particle with mass M. In inertial coordinates the trajectories are straight
lines. B\ and Bi are identical points in space, but for a spinning source
they are separated in time by At = 2rr5a.

Let us briefly discuss the physical application of scattering in the field of a
spinning cosmic string [14]. To stimulate our phantasy let us imagine two "test
twins" starting with equal velocity along path 1 and 2 in Fig. 2 respectively. Along
a path the inertial coordinates (T,r. o) are always well defined and each of the
twins follows an inertial path without being able to detect any gravitational field.
even in a small (but finite not infinitesimal) neighborhood. If the spin vanishes
(S = 0) the two will meet again at the point B = B', which is a manifestation
of th" conical character of the space and better known as the "double-image of
distant stars in the presence of cosmic strings". When S ^ 0 the situation is more
amusing. Since T\ at B is equal to T2 at B' the two spacetime points are not
the same (see the discussion below Eq. (6)). Rather twin number two can only
note that his brother/sister has passed at B' a time At = 2nSa earlier, in case
the latter was kind enough to leave a message. By slightly changing the initial
conditions one can easily have the two twins meet with different ages and lot
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them engage in endless discussions if they only know the classical twin paradox,
whose resolution relies entirely on local measurements. Here all the intricacies
come from the global structure of space-time and can be summarized by the rule
of thumb: Travel faster with (i.e. in the same direction as) the spin! More
conventional astrophysical implications of the above mentioned time delay are
easily derived.

Before entering the quantum theory one should note another peculiarity of
the metric (6). In the neighborhood of the source (r < 5) there are closed
time-like curves (e.g. dt = dr = 0, d<f> = const.). There are however no closed
time-like geodesies [11]. When non-gravitational interactions are included this
leads nevertheless to causality problems. However if the "spin" arises from an
internal orbital angular momentum the radius of the source is automatically
bigger than S [2]. This suggests that an interior solution should be included.
We can largely ignore this problem in the following, but as quantum mechanics
explores all paths, not just geodesies, there are manifestations of the above fact
that I shall discuss in the conclusions [4].

II. QUANTUM THEORY

At the moment there is not yet a satisfactory quantum theory of gravity
interacting with matter in 2+1 dimensions. Rather there are two different ap-
proaches: In one approach [7,8], due largely to Witten, one quantizes pure gravity
and then observes that time-like Wilson lines (sometimes called Polyakov lines)
act very much like matter sources. The problem is then to quantize this matter
and derive its dynamics [9,15]. We shall instead follow the other approach, in
which one quantizes the matter and treats gravity semi-classically [2-4]. Since
there are no local excitations of the gravitational field this seems very natural.
The problem is here to proceed to the full theory, where the metric is given by
the fluctuating quantum field of the particles. For the two-body problem argu-
ments can be given that the semiclassical calculation is essentially complete [2].
A synthesis of these approaches is starting to develop [9].

In the following I shall present the results for the reduced two body problem,
i.e. a particle moving in the potential of a (pointlike) source with and without
spin.

II.1 Sem'classical scattering of spinless particles

In this section we study the quantum scattering of a scalar particle off a
spinless source. Using the metric (3) on has to solve the Klein-Gordon equation
in radial coordinates

^ ) (10)

but with the unusual boundary condition
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\
TÍ 3L Q1alitative Penalization of waves on an obstacle at the origin
The sharp tmes are classical trajectories with scattering angle ±ü, the sign
IkPend!ng™ Whlch 5lde the *<*i*«ory passes the source. The envelope to
the nght of the source, formed by heavy diagonal lines, is the sharp geomet-
ncal shadow. Broken lines represent diffraction on two sharp edges, even
though no edge ,s actually present - the source (conical defect) provides

The solution of this equation is quite straightforward [2,3]. The tricky part

l T trieV° T an inC°ming W3Ve and P ~ * a -a tennga".T l T V° T an inC°ming W3Ve and P ~ * a -a tennga.
I shaíl Z COm-&! S^aCe- I n S t C a d ° f r e P r o d - - 6 the details of the discussion
I shaU develop an mtuitive optical analogy [4] and then present the results
«re™? . P r ° J e C t m S ^ , e c o n e o n a Pi*™ each particle of an incoming beam in
geometneal opt.es follows its classical trajectories (see Fig. 3). Accordingly the

* T S t 8 U P O n r T t h e S°UrCe and CaCh hlf tt i i ^ YeT*atl , r T , IcaYscat
ilZl Tlg T {) " u]*/a glVCn m Eq-(9)' Where the additional (unimportant)
fo^Tfr / O t i r ?• H J e i t i O n Í n t° thG Plane- In Particular *™ s h^P edgeorm from the splntmg of the beam. It should now be obvious what the quantum
theo y W1I1 glve: A d^raetion pattern (indicated by the hatched lines in Fig. 3)

cl 7 ^ SharP;:dge%ThÍS diffraCtion pattern « ives rise t0 "hat we AaB
com! I T I mechan.)Cal fC?ttering ^Plitude. All the technical difficulties
T Z t ^7^°^ ^f traJectoriesin ^ ^ th b f

com! I T I . f? ifficulties
aTee u Z a t ^ 7 ^ ° ^ ^ f t r aJec to r i e s< i n ^ ^ the absence of
a free unscattered part movmg m the forward direction. These are however easily
understood separately.
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This optical picture can further be used to predict the leading singularities
close to the classical '"shadow" by an analogy to Fraunhofer scattering on a sharp
edge [4].

The analytic expression for the wave function is obtained from a standard
partial wave analysis [3]. An interesting feature is that the angular momentum
—id$ has eigenvalues quantized as ^ , n integer. The complete wave function can
be represented by a contour integral in the complex plane:

*(i; r, <f>) = t-iEt I ^ c
i k ( l ) r 1—r. (10)

Here k(*) = (Jtcosr, fcsinz), E2 = Jt2 + m2 and the contour is given in Fig. 4.
The kernel of the integral already appeared in the last century in Sommerfeld's
analysis of diffraction on a sharp edge [16], which is an intimately related math-
ematical problem.

The closed part of the contour in Fig. 4 represents the classical ("geometrical
optics") contribution. It reduces to a discrete sum over the residues of the poles
of the integrand, indicated by dots in the figure. The true quantum mechanical
part of the scattering amplitude can be found by evaluating the asymptotic form
of the contribution from the vertical paths. Thus*

(11)

The two summands represent the diffraction pattern of the two half waves in
Fig. 3 respectively. It is in accord with the qualitative discussion given at the
beginning of this section [4].

II.2 Quantum Scattering of Spinning Particles

VVê now generalize the result of the preceding section to include spin effects
[4.17]. The cases analyzed are

1. The test particle has spin 0 or l /2a , which corresponds to solving the Klein-
Gordon or Dirac equation respectively.

2. The source has arbitrary spin S. This means that a scalar wave function has
to satisfy the boundary conditions # (T + 2waS; r,<f> + 2na) = *(T; r, 4>).

* In order to agree with [2-4] I take <j> = 0 to be the direction from which
the wave comes. With respect to this unconventional choice the classical scat-
tering angles (which are singularities of the quantum scattering amplitude in our
problem) are ± T instead of ±u from Eq. (9).
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t Imz

Rez

Fig. 4: Integration contour for #(r, <t>). The dosed path gives rise to
the classical trajectories ("geometrical optics") with the dots indicating the
singularities of the integrand on the real axis. The contribution -from the
vertical lines represents truly quantum mechanical scattering.

It turns out that an additional boundary condition has to be specified at the
origin: Demanding the radial flux to vanish at r = 0 still leaves a one param-
eter family of boundary conditions, yielding well defined unitary time evolution
and thus defining sensible, though inequivalent, physical theories. For a further
discussion of these issues I have to refer to the references [4,18]. With an ap-
propriate fixing of this arbitrariness the scattering amplitude can be put in a
universal form: Defining /? = a(E'S' + £ 'S ' ) , where the factors denote energy
and spin of source and test particle respectively, one finds

(12)
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Here [x] denotes the integer part of x and {x} = x — [x] its fractional part.
Comparing Eqs. (11) and (12) on sees that the contributions from the two half
waves respectively acquire opposite phase factors - as expected from objects with
spin rotated by opposite angles (Fig. 3). The other point I would like to mention
is that the time delay Aí encountered in the classical analysis can be recovered
from the phase shifts £„(£') via the Wigner formula

Here the right hand side is in fact independent of n.

III. CONCLUSIONS

I conclude with various comments:
1. The intuitive notion of quantum mechanical scattering depicted in Fig. 3 is

correct. The scattering amplitude diverges at the classical scattering angle.
Furthermore the total cross section is infinite. Due to the conical global
structure the asymptotic behavior of the total wave function is unconven-
tional and e.g. the optical theorem is inapplicable.

2. When the spin of the source is different from zero the charge density (in
the first quantized theory usually interpreted as a probability density) of the
Dirac particle loses its positive definiteness for r < 5 [4j. This is precisely the
region of closed time-like classical trajectories. It does not lead to problems
for the (asymptotic) scattering amplitude, but can be interpreted as pointing
towards second quantization [4,11].

3. In inertial coordinates all the effects come from the boundary conditions. It
should be mentioned that for the full two body problem the deficit angle is
related to the total hamiltonian by a = 1 — H [2]. Expressions for H can
be found in [1]. Possibly also the boundary condition at the origin should
depend on the energy [4]. In any case superposition and thus linearity is
lost.

4. As was seen in section 1.2 the total Hamiltonian is bounded. This has lead
to the idea that time should be considered a discrete variable [2].

5. The equations for energy eigenstates in the field of a massless (a = 1) spin-
ning source coincide with the Aharonov-Bohm equations of a particle of
charge e in the field of an infinitely thin solenoid, when one makes the re-
placement ES —* £~fc [4]. This has been used to derive new results about
the possible Dirac Hamiltonians in such a background [IS]. It is particu-
larly relevant for cosmic strings, since it has been noted [19] (and recently
been rediscovered [20]) that generically the dominant scattering of charged
particles off these vacuum defects is not gravitational, but rather due to the
electromagnetic Aharonov-Bohm field of the string.
This concludes my short overview of 2 + 1-dimensional gravity. Though the

results obtained so far are quite interesting, the full quantum structure is not
unraveled and will certainly provide new surprises in the years to come.
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APPENDIX

In Eq. (2) we have seen that in three dimensions the Ricci tensor contains
the complete information about the Riemann tensor. Equivalently the Weyl
tensor, which in four dimensions describes the gravitational degrees of freedom
of a Ricci-flat spacetime, vanishes identically in three dimensions.

There is however another covariantly conserved symmetric traceless "confor-
mai" tensor [21]

C* = ^— («"•* A,Jl,r + t'^DaRf) . (Al)

It shares with the four-dimensional Weyl tensor the property of being invariant
under conformai transformations of the metric. When added to the Einstein
tensor in the field equations it gives rise to massive propagating gravitational
excitations [21]. This extension of the theory can be obtained from an additional
Chern-Simons term in the action (see below), closely analogous to topologically
massive gauge theories [21], and has sometimes been called "Chern-Simons grav-
ity".

In view of recent developments this terminology has lead to some confusion.
Let me therefore list the various alternatives:
l.a The conventional Einstein theory, in which mostly the metric g^ is regarded

as the fundamental field, with the action

Si- I y/gR- (A2)

l.b A reformulation of l.a as a gauge theory of the Poincaré group [7,8] (referred
to in the introduction) with the "Chern-Simons" action

52 = — / <AdA + ^A*>. (A3)

Here A takes values in the Lie algebra of /S0(2,1), the Poincaré group
in three dimensions, and < > denotes a non-degenerate associative bilinear
form which replaces the trace used in the familiar case of semi-simple groups.

2. The above mentioned massive gravity theory with action [21]

(A4)

Here u/ is the spin connection regarded as a function of the basic variable
(or ^ i e àreibein).
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3.a The theory in 2. gives rise to the idea of considering the pure Chern-Simons
action

S - S3. (A5)

This is often called "conformai gravity" since the resulting field equations
Cf,v = 0 determine its fundamental variable, the metric, to be conformally
flat.

3.b Conformai gravity can also be re-expressed in a way that regards a connection
as the basic variable. The action is then (8,22]

= ~TT j (BdB + | B 3 ) . (A6)

Now B is the gauge field of the three-dimensional conformai group SO(3,2).
In addition to the Poincaré subgroup this contains dilatations and inversions.

The relation of 3.a to 3.b is analogous to the relation of l.a to l.b: The
theories are equivalent at the classical level. Unfortunately all except l.a have
been called "Gravitational Chern-Simons Theory" because of their action. Only
2. contains (massive) local excitations and thus conventional dynamics.
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BRAZIL

ABSTRACT

Conformai parafermionic field theories are reviewed with emphasis on the
computation of their OPE structure constants. It is presented a simple
computation of these for the Z(N) parafermions, unveiling their Lie
algebra content.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this lecture it will be reviewed the parafermionic conformai field theories.

They appeared in the work of Lepowski and Wilson ' from the point of view of

the representation theory of Kac-Moody algebras, under the name of Z-algebras.

Later on, Fateev and Zamolodchikov ', motivated by some statistical mechanics

models, constructed the Z(N) parafermionic field theory. It will be outlined the

definition of the Z(N) lattice models together with their expected phase

diagrams. Some special points in these diagrams correspond to completely

integrable theories >, in the sense that the Boltzman weights fulfill the

Yang-Baxter relation I The Z(N) parafermionic field theory should correspond
••>]

to these special points"'.
A peculiar fact of the parafermionic field theory is the existence of rational

spin chiral currents. Although these models are related to the

Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) ' field theories, and so a classical action might be

written in terms of fields lying in the group manifold, a direct canonical

formalism in terms of those chiral currents is missing. It is not clear if such a

canonical formalism exists at all, but as a motivation it will be presented the

theory of a single scalar chiral field J based on the Dirac formalism of
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constrained systems.

Next it will be defined the Z(N) parafermionic Held theory and it will be

explained the consistence conditions that led to the computation of the
21parafermions current algebra structure constants -.

The general parafermionic field theories * will be constructed from

Kac-Moody algebras. In fact these theories are the simplest examples of coset

G/H models where H corresponds to the Cartan subalgebra associated to G.

The lecture will be closed with an alternative computation of the structure

constants of the Z(N) parafermions algebra. We will use the representation

theory of level N Kac-Moody algebras ' and it will become clear that those

structure constants are given in terms of group theory factors coming from

su(N) level one and su(2) level N.

2. SOME MOTIVATIONS FROM STATISTICAL MECHANICS

The Z(Nr) lattice models are defined through complex spin a = ufl,

q = 0,l,...,N-l (&/= e2sri'N) sitting at the sites of a square lattice L. The

Boltzman weights are attached to the links of L and are given by

N-l

X(O,<T') = £ xk(<rV)k (1)
k=0

where x0 = 1 and x»j . = x. . Then the partition function is given by

= 1 n x(*(?), o{i+y) ' (2)
t ,a

where, as usual, < > means summing over configurations and ê , a - 1,2,

are the basis vector of L . I

These models can be alternatively described by the so called dual Boltzman

weights
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xk =

N-l

1 +

q=l

N-l

X
q=l

(3)

k=0, 1.....N-1

in terms of which the self-duality condition is stated:

xk = xk k = 1,2....TN-1 (*)

The duality mentioned above generalizes the well known order-disorder
duality ;i,at is present in the Ising model (N=2) and in the Potts model (N=3).
For N=4 and N=5 eq. (4) is given, respectively, by

These lines are plotted in the diagrams below by partially broken, partially
unbroken lines.
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The unbroken lines describe phase transition points and were predicted ten years

ago by Akaraz and Koberte '. The points marked C are tbe ones «ere one

expects to have the conformai parafermionic field theory. Falecv and

Zamolodchikov - have shown that at the points

the star-triangle relation ' is fulfilled, and so tbe continuun theory should be

integrable too. As we have already mentioned. Fateev and ZamoiodchikoT

introduce chiral fields (generalizing the Majorana fernúon of the Ising model) in

order to describe this continuum theory. So, before moving to the study of their

theory let us see how tbe simplest of the cbiral models can be constructed.

3. QUANTUM FIELD THEORY OF CHIRAL FIELDS

Another motivation to study chiral fields comes from the beterotk string

theory L Chiral fields also appear in tbe invest cation of constrained field

theories13'. From this point of view Fioreanini and Jacfciw16' have offered a

beautiful solution to tbe problem of constructing the theory of a single cbiral

field. They have considered the Hamihonian

H = \ I dx ^(3 (6)
m

where x denotes space, and the unusual common time commutation relations

which lead to the self-duality equation:

* = i[H.f J = t' (S)

where the dot means differentiation with respect to time.
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The associated classical (non-local) Lagrangian is

C = \ f dx dy tf x) f(x-y) ii?) - \ f dx *!%) (9)

where f(x-y) denotes the step-function, whose Euler-Lagrange equations are

Hx) = ^Jdyt(x-y)i<y) . (10)

In fact, the Lagrangian (9) describes a constrained dynamics. To see that it

suffices to realize that the canonically conjugate momentum

(y-x) (11)

is a constraint since it does not depend on the velocities. So,

T(x) = x(x)-\ J dy <%) í(y-x) ~ 0

{T(x),T(y)> = I f(x-y) .

Girotti and Costa ' have shown that this is the only (second class) constraint,

and so one could employ the Dirac formalism for constrained systems, defining

Dirac brackets by

ttg}D = {f)g}-Jdzdz1{f,T(z)}Q-1(2,Z'){T(zI),g}

where Q(z,z') = (T(z).T(z')} . Then one obtains

Mx),V<y)}D = f(x-y)
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which leads naturally to the equal time commutation relation (7). Also, the
equation of motion for the chiral field i> follows

The spin one chiral field ip is interpreted as a charge density field, and so one
might ask about the charge creating chiral fields that should be present in this
model \ These fields are defined through their Dirac brackets with the field ip
by

where 7 is a free parameter. Thus, besides the chirality condition ú = u1, one
gets the equation

u'(x) = - i 7 # x ) u ( x )
whose integral is

u(x) = eM x > . (12)

The field u(x) has spin zero (as the field JT(X)) in the classical case but adquires
a dynamical spin (given in terms of 7) in the quantum regime. Indeed, the
equation (12) is the source for the bosonization procedure in the quantum regime.
As it will be explained in the end of the lecture the bosonization of the
parafermionic fields is known but any classical counterpart (if it exists at all) is
missing.

4. Z(N) PARAFERMIONIC MODELS
In order to make contact with the continuum theory, Fateev and

Zamolodchikov ' introduce one additional spin variable given by <rk(?) = (<7(?})k

k = 1,2,...,N-1, which take value wkq and « ^ ( f ) = ?![(*)• T h e s e sP'n

variables should correspond to the continuous conformai field ffk(y), y € R2

(trN_. = a\). Their dimensions are denoted by 2dk such that d^,. = d. , and

the Z(N) symmetry being defined by the in variance of the correlation functions

under the substitution
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(13)

for m e Z . They a!-o explain that the order—disorder duality implies that it

should occur additional fields, pt(y) k = 1,2,...,N-1 , corresponding to the

disorder parameters, with the same dimensions 2dk • The self-duality then

implies that all correlation functions are invariant under the interchange
ffu *~* H • (Th's means that the theory possesses an additional Z(N) symmetry

associated to the substitution corresponding to (13) for the fields / /k(y) . Thus

the general fields in this model will be labeled by their Z(N) and Z(N) charges.

These fields will not be discussed further in this lecture and the reader referred to

the refs. [2,14] for a fu!! account.)

In order to describe how the chiral fields arise it is convenient to introduce

complex coordinates in R2 by z = yt+iy2 and z = yi+y2. Reasoning then in

analogy to the Ising model Fateev and Zamolodchikov postulate the operator

product expansion (ope) of an order field and a disorder one as

where <\ = il\(z) are the chiral fields and Ak are their spins. (There are in

addition left-handed chiral fields vt = ^\(z) but from now on we concentrate

on right handed fields. Also we will suppress the z dependence of the

magnetization fields to avoid repetition.) The field i\ is supposed to be

conformai

T(z) Vk(z') = - ^ - A(z') + ^ — dz, tfk(z') + • • • (15)
(z-z1) (z-z1)

where T(z) is the chiral component of the energy momentum tensor and fulfills

the Virasoro algebra

T(z) T(z') = + T ( z ) +

( « • ) * (z-z')2 («•)

The model is then fully specified by defining the algebra of the paraferinion

currents:
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k + k' < N

1) k + k k k

!) k"k> k

k' < k

together with the input of choosing Aw = ' v •'. Then looking at the

conformai Ward identities that follow from (15) and (16) one computes c to be

2ÍN-1)
c =

(N+2)
(18)

Also, using (17) to decrease the order of an arbitrary 2n-point function of the

fields ^k(z) and demanding that the procedure gives the same result

independently of the way that one fuses the fields ^1(2), one gets

r(k+k'+l) T(N-k-H) rfX-k'
r(N-k-k'+i)

(19)

At the end of the lecture we will compute the above structure constants using a

different procedure. It will become clear then the group theory content of the

numbers (19). Before this, we will present the definition of general parafermionic

models K

5. GENERAL PARAFERMIONIC THEORY

We start recalling the definition of a level N Kac-Moody algebra g

Ja(z) Jb(z')
0ab fabc
S + J J(z') ++

(z-z1)2 («•)
(20)

where Ja(z) stands for either the generators Ea(z) {a a root) or the Cartan
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I subalgebra (CSA) generators H'(z), • = l,2,...,r. The parafermionic theory is
obtained by decoupling the CSA from g. To do that one defines r free-fields

» by
<í>j(z) ç>j(z

I)> = - l n í z - z 1 ) ^ (21)

and writes the CSA generators as

Hi(z) = 2 v ^ ^ dz4> (22)
or

i

where ÜJ is a simple root. (We will concentrate in the simply laced case. See
ref. [9] for a full account.) The currents Ea(z) get then decomposed as

(23)

where c is a cocycle factor and $ (z) are parafermion fields. From (21) and

(23) one sees that their common dimension is

A = l - f i i . (24)
a 2N

Then it follows from (23) and the algebra (20) that the field $a(z) must fulfill

the parafermionic algebra:

(25)

if a+P is a root. k a j are certain numerical factor and in (25) we have used

the convention that do = 0. To see how the remainder parafermionic fields
appear, recall that we are dealing with integrable representations of Kac—Moody
algebras I So, there is a highest weight A which obeys A - # = N where V is
the highest root of the algebra g (normalized to ^ = 2). One verifies that the
fields belonging to this representation get decomposed in a complete set of
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parafermionic fields times the CSA contribution. Indeed, Fuchs and Gepner '

have observed that the four—point functions of these fields possess power-like

behavior. Extracting the CSA factor one gets the parafermionic contribution.

The details of this computation wiii be published elsewhere ' and we will omit it

here since it will cost us a long detour in the main theme of this introductory

lecture.

Let us briefly see how to compute the central charge, C P , of the

parafermionic Virasoro algebra. Recall that the Virasoro generators for the

WZW model ' are given by

,WZ\V
0

<N+h) ma

a
where h is the dual Coxeter number and J*(z) = £ ^ y . Denoting by L^ A

m€Z
the Virasoro generators corresponding to the CSA and writting

T WZW _ T CSA

one sees that CD is given by

Cp = ^ -
p N+h

where D is the dimension of the algebra g . Thus this construction is in fact a
181particular case of the Goddard-Kent-Olive coset construction J.

6. COMPUTATION OF THE STRUCTURE CONSTANTS

We now turn to the Z(n) parafermionic field theory. Considering then the

su(2) level N Kac-Moody algebra and writting

E(z) = Hz) = exp[ij!<X2)]

for the positive root generator (and an analogous expression for the negative root

one, F(z), the CSA being generated by H = v^ &<!>)• Consulting the work of
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Bernard and Thierry-Mieg ' one sees that fa) is represented by

Hz) =

X € {A,}

where {Ai} is the set of weights of the elementary representation of su(N) and

the free fields X5(z) fulfill

<Xj(z) XJ(z')> = - I n (*-«') l i •

(We are now employing a different normalization from that used by Fateev and

Zamolodchikov). Also, from the work of Fuchs and Gepner ' it follows that the

isospin J = N/2 field is given by

•](z) = :exp[i

Considering then the ope of F(z) and a field in the multipiet • (z):

F(«) •{(*•) = ÍÜ1*J. I (Z ' )+. . .
(z-z1)

one gets

where X :exp(-iV2A-X(z)):

{Ai} is the set of weight of the {k} representation of su(N).

The tt(z) are the parafermion fields of Fateev and Zamolodchikov (with a

different normalization). With their explicit expression the reader can easily

perform their product obtaining in this way the structure constants (19). This

computation and the analogous ones for other algebras will appear elsewhere K
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